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An Operational 90-Day Manned Test of a Regenerative Life
Support System was completed in a Space Station Simulator (SSS)
on September 11, 1970. This test was conducted bythe Advance
Biotechnology and Power Department of the McDonne.[l Douglas
Astronautics Company (MDAC), Huntington Beach, California,
under Contract NAS1-8997. This project was performed for the
NASA-Langley Research Center under the direction of
Mr. A. O. Pearson of the Space Systems Division, under the
technical cognizance of Walton L. Jones, M. D., Director of the
Biotechnology and Human Research Division of the Office of
Advanced Research and Technology, NASA Headquarters, and
his staff.
A NASA Resident Technical Director was assigned to monitor the
5 and 90-day manned tests. The following Resident Technical
Directors participated in this program on a rotational basis:
D. C. G rana C.W. McKee
R. W. Johnson D.C. Popma
The program was supervised by K. H. Houghton, M.D., Chief
Technology Engineer of the Advance Biotechnology and Power
Department, MDAC. J. K. Jackson was the Program Manager
for McDonnell Douglas. Assisting him were 3". R. Wamsley, M. D.,
Test Medical Director; M. S. Bonura, Test Engineering Director,
and J. S. Seeman, Test Man/Machine Director. Preparation of
the test facility was accomplished under capital expenditures
AFE No. 1410-758 and the MDAC Independent Research and
Development p_'og ram.
This report was prepared under the direction of J. K. Jackson
with major assistance from:
M. S. Bonura D.J. Myers
5. R. Warnsley, M.D. K.J. Levinson
J. S. Seeman E.S. Mills
G. E. Allen M.M. Okanes,
L. G. Barr D.F. Putnam
3". F. Harkee E.R. Regis
P. P. Made r, Ph.D. R. E. Shook
T. J. Linzey M. Sofios
M. V. McLean E.C. Thomas
N. A. Jones R.F. Gabriel
A. A. Kelton, Ph. D. S.S. Viglione
Ph.D.
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Several sections of this report have relied heavily on contributions
from principal investigators outside the MDAC organization.
Among these are Section 3.8, Glycerol Drink, which was prepared
by Jacob Shapira, Ph.D., of NASA-Ames Research Center, and
Section 3. I0, CriticaITask Tester, whichwas prepared by
R. Wade Allen and Henry R. flex of Systems Technology, Inc.,
for NASA-Ames Research Center. These documents have been
included herein to present as complete a picture as possible of
the test results.
Contributions were also made by many other engineers and
scientists at the NASA agencies, the Air Force and Navy labora-
tories, other Government offices, the MDAC staff, and the many
industrial organizations who participated in the accomplishment of
this test. Appendix A is a listing of these participants.
The complete test report consists of the following parts:
NASA CR- 183 5.Program Ope ratiohal Summary-This volume
presents a brief review of the program objectives, procedures
and results. It summarizes the conclusions and recommendations
for future studies. It is intended to give an overview of the pro-
gram and to serve as a reference guide to the details which are
presented in the other two volumes.
NASA CR-II1881 Test Results--This volume provides the results,
conclusions and recommendations from the test. This volume is
divided into three major sections covering the Life Support System,
the Man/Machine Results, and the Biomedical operations.
NASA CR-I 11882 Final Test Plan and Procedure--This is an update
of the Master Test Plan and Procedure used as a controlling
document during the 90-Day Test. The original release of this
report was in July 1969. As planned, frequent changes were
made to adapt the program as the study reached more detailed
levels. The final version includes a detailed description of test
equipment and procedures as theywere during the test. Also
included is a summary of the implementation of the document
with recommendations to improve its overall effectiveness.
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Section 1
INTRODUCTION
Future manned space missions will involve the extension of mission duration
to periods of years, with crew duty tours from 28 days in the initial Skylab
mission, to 180 days or longer in the space station of the future. This exten-
sion from previous durations of 14 days or less requires the establishment of
a technological base which will ensure the support, well being, and efficiency
of the crew. One key element in establishing this base is the performance of
ground-based integrated operational manned tests simulating orbiting condi-
tions, Such a test is reported herein.
The Operational 90-Day Manned Test of a Regenerative Life Support System
was planned to provide data in a closed ecology such as that of an orbiting
spacecraft to determine the performance of subsystems under continuous
operating conditions, to demonstrate the ability of the crew to operate and
maintain them, and to evaluate the requirements of the crew for maintenance
of their physiological and psychological health to efficiently perform mission
obje ctive s.
Previous tests of complete, manned life support systems have been performed
by McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company (MDAC) for a period of 60 days
in the Space Station Simulator (SSS) (References 1-1, 1-2, and 1-3) and by the
NASA for 28 days in the Integrated Life Support System (ILSS) (Reference 1-4).
The experience gained in performing these tests, and others of shorter dura-
tion, was applied in planning for the 90-daytest. Features that were incorpor-
ated included advanced criteria for selection and design of subsystems,
selection of the test crew, design of crew quarters, logistics planning, and
data acquisition.
1. 1 PROGRAM OBJ'ECTIVES
In order to meet these general goals, the following objectives were established
(Reference I-5):
AI To demonstrate a capability to operate a multi-man life support
system in a continuous regenerative mode for a 90-day period
without resupply. The system must provide a habitable atmos-
phere, food and water for nutritional support, and personal
accommodations consistent with man's needs in the areas of
personal hygiene, waste management, comfort, and health. The
system will include regenerative oxygen and water loops. It will
be a goal to minimize the amount of stored, expendable materials
required for the test.
f
v
So To obtain total life support system and subsystem performance
characteristics which include a material balance, a thermal
balance, and power requirements.
Co To operate with no materials passed into or out of the test chamber
for the maximum duration possible to permit the chemical and
microbiological characteristics of the atmosphere, processes
and hardware to reach operating equilibrium under man-loaded
conditions and to determine the capability of the system and crew
to operate without resupply. If resupply is required, it will
continue to be an objective to hold the passing in and out of materials
to a minimum and whenever feasible, materials to be passed into
the chamber will be sterilized.
De To demonstrate man's capability to perform in-flight maintenance
as a means of increasing system reliability and to demonstrate
the capability for in-flight monitoring of the necessary human,
environmental, and systems parameters.
Eo
F.
Gm
To obtain through skillful planning, timelining, conducting and
analyzing pertinent onboard crew work activities, data which
will assist in determining the precise role of man ir_ performing
in-flight experiments; assist in determining the practical benefits
of manned activity [n space; and assist in validating mathematical
models of space missions.
To obtain data on physiological and psychological effects of long-
duration exposure of the crew to confinement in the cabin atmos-
phere; on long-term group dynamics; and on crew work rest
cycles.
To evaluate a number of advanced life support subsystems, using
the proven subsystems of the SSS as backup, obtaining operating
experience and performance data under continuous testing and
realistic conditions of manned loads and subsystem interaction.
A summary of these objectives and how they were met by this program is
shown in Table 1-1. The section numbers in parenthesis in this table refer
to the sections of this report which explain the accomplishments in detail.
1. 2 PROGRA/V[ DESCRIPTION
The 90-day test was performed with a crew of four men. A two-gas atmos-
phere was selected, it a design pressure of 68.9 kN/m 2 (10 psia) with oxygen
partial pressure to be held at 21.0 ± 0.35 kN/m 2 (3. 05 ± 0. 05 psia) and
nitrogen as a diluent. The design level for CO 2 partial pressure was
0. 507 kN/m z (3. 8 mm Hg).
All crew equipment and expendables were stored onboard at the start of the
mission to eliminate the need for pass-in operations. Pass-out operations
were conducted in an autoclave-airlock and were limited to once each week to
provide the required samples to verify the health of the crew, obtain basic
medical data, and insure potability of the reclaimed water. Some routine
V
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Table I- 1
COMPARISON OF PLANNED AND ACCOMPLISHED
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
Planned Program
Objectives Accomplished Program Objectives
-vl
Operate regenerative
life support systems
for 90 days without
re supply.
Obtain a material bal-
ance, thermal balance,
and power require-
ments.
Reach microbial and
chemical equilibrium
in a closed environ-
ment.
Determine crew's
ability to operate,
maintain, and repair
equipment.
Determine the precise
role of man in per-
forming in-flight
experiments.
Obtain data on
physiological and
psychological effec[s
of long-duration
confinement.
Evaluate advanced
life support systems.
The regenerative life support systems were operated
for 90 days with all maintenance accomplished
onboard and no resupply (Section 2. 1. 1).
A complete mass and energy balance was obtained on
equipment and crew (Sections 2. 1. 2, 2. 1.3, and
2. 1.4).
90 days were completed without pass-ins, thereby
assuring the microbial and chemical isolation of the
test chamber and crew (Sections 4.6 and 2. I. 5).
The performance of the crew was outstanding in
accomplishing the normal operation of the systems
and in the successful completion of the many repair
and maintenance tasks (Sections 2. I. i and 3. 1.3).
A computerized method for planning mission activi-
ties was evaluated and found to be a practical
operational tool, providing the necessary flexibility
to adapt to changing program requirements. The
crew used an average of approximately 2 hours/man-
day for operational tasks and during the balance of
their work day demonstrated a capacity for perform-
ing useful in-flight experiments (Section 3.5).
A nonintrusive method of evaluating crew behavior
and performance (NIPA) was implemented for com-
parison with conventional methods of psychological
assessment and was found to be a practical opera-
tional tool (Section 3.9). 90 days of confinement
caused no perceptible physiologic alterations and the
test environment was medically benign (Sections 4.5
and 4.6).
The advanced life support units evaluated were:
VD-VF potable water recovery (Section 2. 2. 3. I).
Solid amine CO 2 concentrator (Section 2.3. i).
Water electrolysis (Section 2.4. 2).
Two-gas controller and mass spectrometer sensor
(Section 2.4. 3).
Microwave oven (Section 2.5. 3).
Commode (2.6. 1).
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tests of blood, urine, and potable water were performed in an onboard
laboratory to achieve mission realism and minimize the requirements for
passout operations.
The four-man crew was selected from eight candidates who had under gone
extensive screening and detailed training in performance of the mission tasks.
these crew members _¢ere selected because of physical and intellectual sim-
ilarity to scientist-astronauts who will undertake orbiting missions later in
the 1970's. These men were required (1) to be physically fit; {2) to be under-
taking a graduate study in a technological field related to the task they per-
formed in the SSS; and (3) to be well adjusted, mature individuals who appeared
able to withstand the stress of confinement and small group interaction.
Proper acquisition and handling of data were important in meeting the test
objectives. Instrumentation was provided for the crew to operate the equip-
ment onboard the SSS and manage their use of expendables. Automatic total-
izers measured oxygen and water consumption, urine and CO 2 production,
and nitrogen usage. Food consumption data were logged each day. The
crewmen were responsible for collection of data and running a mass-balance
calculation each day, as well as maintaining an up-to-date inventory of food
stores, spare parts, and water reserves. In these tasks, they use an onboard
computer link to simulate an operational data management system.
Data for evaluation of life support system (LSS) performance was presented
on an engineering life support monitor and recorded by a 200-channel analog-
digital converter system on magnetic tape for periodic processing on an SDS
930 computer. This provided temperatures, pressures, flow rates, and power
consumptions and determined the equipment performance, thermal balances,
and power requirements of the LSS.
Important to the evaluation of the life support system was the collection of
man/system data. Tasks related to this effort included mission task analysis,
crew behavior evaluations, data on habitability and crew acceptance of accom-
modations, and evaluation of the physiological and psychological effects of
the confinement.
The SSS in which the test was conducted (Figure 1-1) is a double-walled
horizontal cylinder. 3.66 meters (12 [t) in diameter and 12. 2 m (40 ft) in
length. The 116 m B (4, 100 cuft) chamber is normally operated at reduced
atmospheric pressure to duplicate proposed space station cabin atmosphere
composition. The annular space between the inner and outer walls, as well
as the airlock and small pass-through ports, is usually evacuated to
1. 24 kN/m 2 (5 in. H20) below cabin pressure, ensuring that all leakage is
outboard to provide realistic testing and evaluation of environmental control
and life support equipment. The chamber is provided with 4 in. of thermal
insulation to minimize thermal and acoustic transmission.
Figure I-2 shows the configuration of the chamber used during the 90-day
test. This arrangement featured an equipment room and crew living area
separated by an acoustic barrier. The equipment room included all the
mechanical equipment of the environmental control system and its operating
instrumentation. A command center was located at the "front" of this room
V
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Figure 1-1. Space Station Simulator
_292-111
including the crew life support monitor, a psychomotor test console, and the
computer-link keyboard. Computer input and output were displayed on a large
video monitor visible through the forward view port, but outside the chamber
for ease of installation and maintenance. The crew living area included space
for food preparation, a folding table for eating and recreation, an onboard
laboratory area, and the enclosed waste management area. Two bunks were
located on each side of the airlock and were isolated from the main area by
nonflammable draperies. Much of the design of this installation was influenced
by previous test experience which indicated equipment and living areas should
be separated and that efficient noise control is very important. The design
goals for noise levels are NCA 60 in the living-working areas and NCA 50 in
the sleeping quarters (Reference I-6).
I. 3 INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF UNITS
This report has been prepared using the International System of Units as a
basis for dimensional information. Application of this system in a uniform
manner to a document covering a variety of technologies in which many
dimensional conventions have been developed has resulted in the necessity
for a number of decisions on style and usage. Unfortunately, there does nSt
exist an adequate body of precedents in this area. As usage of the Inter-
national System increases, conventions will develop in its application which
may not be consistent with tentative terminology herein.
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An introductory word is in order on the conventions which have been applied
in this report. These conventions are intended to be consistent with Refer-
ence i-7, and in particular with Resolution No. 12 on pages 2 through 4 of
this reference. The abbreviations for dimensions and for prefixes are in
accordance with this resolution, and dimensional units which are not included
have been avoided. In accordance with this policy, the basic unit of mass is
the kilogram (kg), not gram {g)o
Table I-2 lists some of the dimensional nomenclature which has been used in
this report. In the style used, the SI nomenclature has been used basically,
followed by conventional units in parenthesis.
Table I- 2
DIMENSIONAL NOTATION
Abbre-
viation Dimension Equivalent
m meter feet x 0. 3048
cm centimeter
m 3 cubic meter
I liter
ml milliliter cubic centimeter
cm 3 cubic centimeter
N Newton (force) pounds x 4. 448
N/m 2 Newtons per square meter pounds per sq in. x 6,894
(pressure)
kN/m 2 kilonewtons per square meter
°K Degrees Kelvin (temperature) (°F + 459.67) x I. 8
J loules (work, energy, heat) Calories x 4. 184; Btu x I, 056
ME Megajoule
W Watt
Hz Hertz (frequehcy) Cycles per second
i
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Section Z
L]'FE SUPPORT SYSTEM
A block diagram of the regenerative life support system (LSS) evaluated
during the 90-day manned test is shown in Figure 2-1. This LSS was
installed inside the SSS as shown in Figures 2-2 and 2-3 and maintained
without resupply by the SSS crew. The LSS installed in the SSS includes
advanced subsystem units being evaluated for the first time in a manned test
and baseline LSS units whose design has been proved in previous manned
tests. In the operation of the LSS during the 90-day test, the prime function
was to evaluate the performance of the advanced subsystem units. A list of
the advanced units, baseline units, and backup units of the LSS is shown in
Table Z- 1.
The design requirements of the LSS included providing the SSS environmental
conditions shown in Table 2-2.
In addition to the requirements noted in Table 2-2, design of the LSS involved
consideration of the requirement for compact installation with ready accessi-
bility for maintenance and repair. The installation of the advanced subsystems
required extensive integration with the previously tested backup systems.
This ensured continuation of the test when a malfunction caused temporary
or permanent shutdown of one or more of the advanced subsystems, without
compromising the remaining test objectives.
A breakdown of weights and volumes of major items of life support equip-
ment used in the 90-day test is included in Table 2-3. Generally, these
units were not designed to meet flight-weight, reliability, or structural
requirements. These values may serve as a general guide, although they
are usually larger than would be found in a flight type design.
The data utilized in this section in reporting the operational performance of
the LSS was acquired from the program instrumentation and data manage-
ment system. This systemis described more fully in NASA CR-111882.
Its operation and application may be explained briefly as follows: Instru-
mentation was provided on all units and supporting equipment to allow for
evaluation of their performance throughout the 90-day test. In acquiring the
data, the major portion of the SSS/LSS instrumentation signals were con-
ditioned and displayed on the life support monitor (LSM). In addition to
display on the LSM, the conditioned signals were collected automatically
on the low-speed digital subsystem (LSDS) at least once each 1/Z-hour
period during the 90-day test. These data, recorded on magnetic tape, were
processed by a SDS 930 computer once each day, analyzed, then filed for the
post-test reporting cycle.
Precedingpageblank
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Figure 2-2. SSS Interior Equipment Area-Looking Forward
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Table 2- 1
SPACE STATION SIMULATOR
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM
Function Advanced Subsystem Unit Baseline Unit Backup Unit
Potable
water
recovery
Carbon
dioxide
concentrator
Carbon
dioxide
reduction
Water
electrolysis
Atmosphere
supply
control
Atmosphere
composition
sensor
Vacuum Distillation- Vapor
Filtration (AMRL)
Solid amine absorber
Alkaline electrolyte
(Allis- Chalmer s )
•-Circulating electrolyte
(LRC- Lockheed)
Flight-weight two-gas con-
trol (LRC-MDAC)
Mass spectrometer sensor
(LRC- Perkin Elmer)
Waste
management
Food
preparation
Slinger commode (AMRL-
General Electric)
Microwave oven (Litton)
$Installed outside adjacent to SSS
Open-loop wick
evaporator
Molecular LiOH
sieve
Sabatier
reactor
Mark II
two- gas
control
Beckman polaro-
graphic (02)
Statham strain
gage (Total)
Electric labora-
tory oven
_-Electrolyzer
Table 2- 2
SSS ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
Total Pressure
Oxygen Partial Pressure (Nitrogen
Diluent)
Cabin Temperature
Relative Humidity
CO 2 Partial Pressure
68. 9 • 2 kN/m 2 (5 17 • 15 mm Hg)
20.7 • 0.67 kN/m 2 (155 • 5 mm Hg)
294 • 2.8°K (70 ° • 5°F)
40 to 70 percent "--
0.507 kN/m 2 (3.8 mm Hg)
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Table 2- 3
WEIGHT AND VOLUME OF LIFE SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
Vo[ume
Weight 3
Subsystem Unit kg (lb) m (cu ft)
Waste
management
Water
management
Atmosphere
purification
Atmosphere
supply and
control
Food
management
Commode
Urine collector
VD-VF: Boiler
Radiation shield
Shield water
Humidity control/wick
evaporator
Potable water tanks (6)
Wash water recovery
Wash water tanks (g)
Solid amine
Molecular sieve
Thermal control
Sabatier/toxin burner
Allis Chalmers electrolysis
Lockheed electrolysis
Flight- weight two- g as
control
Baseline two-gas control
Mass spectrometer
Microwave oven
45.8 (I01)
29.5 (65)
Z9.5 (65)
68 (150)
182 (400)
115 (253)
109 (240)
zz.7 (50)
36.3 (80)
Z95 (650)
Z35 (517)
109 (240)
77 (170)
99.8 (220)
129 (285)
3.6 (8)
ZZ. 7 (50)
18. Z (40)
5Z. 3 (115)
0. 241 (8.5)
0. 113 (4. 0)
O. 425 (15)
0. 765 (27)
0.340 (12)
0. 057 (2)
0. 113 (4)
o.510 (18)
0.566 (20)
I. 033 (36.5)
0. 283 (I0)
o. 170 (6)
0. 283 (I0)
o. oz8 (1)
o. 198 (7)
o. 099 (3.5)
o. li0 (3.9)
v)
In addition to the above, the data management system included an acoustical
data link (time share computer link) for use by the SSS crew for the record-
ing of mass balance, food management, and questionnaire data. Logs were
also kept, both by inside crewmen and by operating staff, for manually
recorded data.
The data management system is shown schematically in Figure Z-4. The
monitoring and recording equipment in the operations control area can be
seen in Figure 2-5.
The remainder of this section contains the 90-day test overall LSS performance
summary and the detail results of the subsystem and unit performance.
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2. 1 OPERATIONAL SUMMARY
A chronological summary of the LSS operation during the 90-day test is shown
in Figure Z-6. The nonoperational periods for the wick evaporator, molecular
sieve concentrator, toxin control, mass spectrometer, and baseline O 2 con-
trol sensor do not signify malfunction but were usually periods when operation
was not required and these units were in standby.
A summary of the LSS operating history (Table 2-4) includes a comparison of
actual operating time, down time, standby time, and required operating time
for each unit. The actual and required operating hours were determined by
the following relationships:
Actual Hours = 2, 156.5 hours - (hours down time + hours standby)
Required Hours = Actual hours + hours down time
The 2, 156.5 hours is the actual 90-day test duration. The down time repre-
sents time that the unit was not available because of equipment malfunctions.
Standby represents time that unit operation was not required due to the
required operation of the primary (or advanced subsystem) unit, the intermit-
tent operation mode of the unit, or malfunctions of other equipment which
necessitated shutdown of the unit. Since the zero-g phase separator of the
urine collector failed early in the test, the down time and standby hours were
estimated based on the anticipated usage. The ratio of actual hours to
required hours may be considered as a reliability factor with a higher number
signifying higher reliability.
The failures which contributed to unit down time are discussed in greater
detail below. Also included, are operational mass balance, thermal balance,
electrical power usage, and trace contaminant data.
2. 1. 1 Maintenance and Repair Requirements
To ensure the successful completion of the 90-day test, extensive planning
was required to determine the spares and maintenance actions necessary for
continuous operation of the SSS equipment. The basis of this planning task
was the failure mode, effects, and criticality analysis (FMECA). The results
of the FMECA were used as inputs to a computer program which generated a
spares inventory list which was then reviewed by the responsible subsystem
engineers for commonality of spares and for practical levels of component
replacement or repair. The maintenance procedures were then formulated
and the tool requirements and storage volume delineated in accordance with
the procedures in NASA CR- i 11882.
The test crew was required to monitor, maintain, and repair the life support
equipment installed within the SSS. The only life support unit which was not
installed within the SSS was an electrolysis unit which was developed for
NASA by the Lockheed Missiles and Space Company (LMSC). This advanced
subsystem was provided as a backup to the onboard Allis-Chalmers electrol-
ysis unit and, due to space and time limitations, was installed outside the SSS.
However, the LMSC unit was integrated in parallel with the onboard unit and
utilized the same Sabatier-produced water to supply oxygen and hydrogen,
thereby maintaining closed-chamber operations.
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Table 2-4
SUMMARY OF LSS OPERATION
Life Support Unit
Actual
Operating
(hr)
Waste management
Commode*
Urine collectbr
Ware r management
VD- VF*
Wick evaporator
Humidity control
Potable multifilte r
Wash water
recovery
Atmosphere
purification
Solid amine
concentrator*
Molecular sieve
concentrator
Toxin control
Thermal control
Atmosphere supply and
pressurization
Sabatie r reactor
Electrolysis
(Allis- Chalme r s )*
Electrolysis
(Lockheed)*
Two-gas control*
Mass spectrom-
eter sensor;'.-"
Baseline two-gas
control
Baseline two-gas
sensors
;:=Advanced subsystem unit
23.3
2.5
I, 529
744
2, 156.5
2, 026.8
2, 156.5
l, 662
494.5
I, 790.5
2, 156.5
i, 918.7
96
I, 492.8
Down
Time
(hr)
0
34.9
597.5
0
0
0
494.5
0
0
0
104
2, 036.5
475.3
2, 156.5
2, 118.8
0
37.7
Standby
(hr)
2, 133.2
2, 119. 1
30
I, 412.5
0
129.7
0
0
I, 662
366
0
133.8
24
188.4
0
37.7
2, 15 6.5
Z, 118.8
Required
Ope rating
(hr)
23.3
37.4
2, 126.5
744
2, 156.5
2, 026.8
2, 156.5
2, 156.5
494.5
I, 790.5
2, 156.5
2, 022.7
2, 132.5
l, 968. l
2, 156.5
2, I18.8
0
37.7
Actual
hr/
Reqd
hr
I. 000
0. 067
0.720
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
O. 772
1. 000
1. 000
1. 000
0.947
0.045
0. 758
I. 000
1.000
1.000
1.000
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The approach to life support equipment repair and maintenance simulated that
aboard a space station. The test crew was trained to complete normal
repairs, maintenance, and part replacement. Standby procedures and units
were provided and used until repairs could be completed on the primary unit.
2. I. I. 1 Maintenance and Repair Activity
All repairs and maintenance on inside equipment was accomplished by the test
crew, utilizing the onboard spares. Verbal assistance, when required, was
provided by the outside staff.
The reliability of the equipment was generally very good. The only major
failures that could not be corrected during the test occurred with the onboard
electrolysis unit and the zero-g urine phase separator. A detail discussion
of the maintenance and repair activity for each unit is contained in subsequent
sections of this report. The failures which caused unit down time are sum-
marized as follows:
Ao Urine Collector--On day 6, the phase separator failed because of
addition of excessive urine pretreatment which severely damaged
the separator impeller. The crew modified the unit for one-g
operation.
B.
C.
D.
VD-VF--Between days 27 and 33, a malfunctioning boiler liquid-level
control was repaired and the catalyst, which had been flooded with
urine, was washed. On day 39, the condensate tanks, which had
been microbiologically contaminated by the flooding, were sterilized.
Between days 45 and 52, the catalyst was again washed and the unit
sterilized after a malfunction of the urine accumulator liquid-level
control. On day 81, the unit was shut down when the second boiler
was expended.
Solid Amine Concentrator--Between days 14 and 17, unsuccessful
attempts were made to repair a faulty bed selector valve. The unit
was returned to operation on the remaining two beds. Between days
20 and 25, the unit was shut down to evaluate lack of CO 2 removal
efficiency. Data evaluation revealed that the temperature reference
junction had drifted 8.44°K (15°F) and required recalibration. On
day 34, the pneumatic compressor, which supplied control power,
failed and was replaced by a nitrogen pressure line from the two-gas
control supply cource. On day 81, the unit was shut down when
acceptable CO 2 levels could not be maintained in the SSS.
Sabatier Reactor--Between days 14 and 16, the unit was in standby for
evaluation of a suspected gas contamination problem. Nitrogen had
been detected in the H 2 and Freon had been detected in the CO 2.
Between days 17 and 27, the operation was intermittent with 25 shut-
downs and restarts. On days 28 and 29, the catalyst was replaced.
On day 51, the unit was in standby resulting from a lack of H 2 and
available crew time for restart. On day 81, a failed zero-g condenser/
separator was replaced.
V
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E, Allis Chalmers Electrolysis--Between days 3 and 17, a failed module
was replaced and all modules flushed. In addition, repairs were
completed on the electronic control and an N Z pressure regulator.
Between days 18 and 20, the operation was intermittent and final
failure occurred on day 20.
F. LMSC Electrolysis--Between days 1 and 3, the unit was in standby.
On day 4, an H 2 leak in module 1 was repaired. On clay 9, operation
was intermittent because repeated shut downs of the 28-vdc power
supply. Between days 12 and 17, the unit was shut down to replace
defective N Z purge solenoid valves and the 28-vdc power supply.
Between days 18 and Zl, the unit was in standby. Between days 45
and 48, the unit was shut down to repair a short in module 1, to
repair leaks in modules 2 and 3, and to replace defective temperature
switches. On day 60, a defective N 2 solenoid valve was repaired and
the 28-vdc logic power supply was replaced. Between days 63 and
66, module 2 was rebuilt. Between days 73 and 74, modules 1, 3,
and 4 were rebuilt.
The LSS repair operations requiring hardware disconnect, repair, and replace-
ment during the 90-day test are outlined in Table Z-B. The crew was also
required to perform maintenance on equipment and the maintenance items
which directly affected the LSS are also noted in Table 2-5. The hours noted
are the best information obtainable from the test logs maintained by outside
staff and crewmen.
Since the LMSC electrolysis unit was located outside the SSS, all 16 repair
operations on this unit were performed by outside personnel. In addition,
certain failures, which occurred in external gas sample and vent lines, were
repaired by outside personnel. These items were: the replacement of a flow
transducer; the installation of an activated carbon filter and five carbon changes
in the Sabatier COp sample loop; the draining of water from the Sabatler methane
vent pump; and the replacement of the O Z purifier in the electrolysis sample
loop. These outside activities covered 25 items in 90. Z hours. There were
Z12 onboard maintenance and repair items which required 151.8 hours of
crew time.
In addition to repair and maintenance of the LSS, the crew performed addi-
tional tasks on onboard experiments and other support equipment. The sig-
nificant items are outlined in Table 2-6. Not included in Table 2-6 is the
scheduled maintenance which was required for items, such as the TV cameras,
radiation monitor, and aerosol particle counters. This scheduled maintenance
was estimated to be a total of approximately 23 hours. The total onboard crew
time for all maintenance and repair activities was approximately 203 hours,
or Z. 3 hours/day.
Outside personnel were required to monitor and maintain the facility support
equipment. Since this maintenance activity did not directly relate to the LSS
operation and did not require onboard crew time, these activities are not
noted in Table 3-5. The major facility repair items were: two replacements
of the hot Coolanol pump seal; two replacements of the Stuart Electrolyzer
(backup electrolysis unit) oxygen pump valves and diaphragms; and one replace-
ment of the Electrolyzer rectifier control cooling blower motor.
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Table Z-6
MISC ELLANEOUS MAINT ENANC E
AND REPAIR SUMMARY
Activity
Repai r
Items hr
Maintenance
Items hr
Defrost refrige rator
Cleaned cabin floor
Cleaned dew pointer mirrors
Corrected leak in trash container
Repaired psychomotor pedal
Deactivated smoke alarm sensor
Repaired radiation monitor
Repaired particle counter
Replaced videcon tube
Repaired TV "coaxial cable
Installed intercom call light
Attempted repair of visual
sensitivity tester
Totals
0 0 9 4.5
0 0 9 9. O
0 0 4 1.5
2 0.3 0 0
1 1.0 0 0
2 0.7 0 0
1 0.3 0 0
1 0.5 0 0
I 0.5 0 0
5 2.5 0 0
I 1.0 0 0
4 6.7 0 0
18 13. 5 22 15. 0
-..
The performance of the equipment was excellent considering the system com-
plexity and the extensive use of nonflight-qualified prototype equipment. The
performance of the crew was outstanding in completing the many repair and
maintenance tasks.
2. 1. 1.2 Spares Usage
As previously noted, all spares for the LSS and critical support equipment
were stored onboard the SSS. The location and quantity we re documented in
the spares inventory list. There were 365 major items included in the spares
inventory, not including items such as fluid fittings, wire, tubing, tape, and
sealant. The usage of these major spare parts is noted in Table 2-7 and
amounted to 14.3 percent of the available spares.
The stocked spares were sufficient to support the 90-day test, except for
those required for the urine phase separator and the Allis-Chalmers elec-
trolysis unit. The use of the zero-g features of the urine collector were lost
when the phase separator impeller was severely damaged on day 6. Unfor-
tunately, this type of failure had not been anticipated by the FMECA and
23
Table 3-7
MAJOR ONBOARD SPARES USAGE
Equipment'A/£ected Spare Part Used Number
Waste management
Commode
Urine collector
Water management
VD-VF
Humidity control
Potable multifilte r
Wash water recovery
Atmosphe re purification
Solid amine concentrator
Molecular sieve concentrator
Atmosphere supply and pressuriza-
tion
Sabatie r reactor
Electrolysis (Allls-Chalme rs)
Baseline two-gas sensors
Mis ce llane ous
C ommun[ ca t ion s
Radiation Monitor
*Installed spares
Liner assembly 1
Relay 1
Timer 1
Float switch 1
Relay 1
Boiler assembly 1
Pump assembly 1
Sump screen Z
Pump * 1
Carbon column 2
Resin column 1
Filter 1
Carbon column 4
Resin column 2
Filte r 5
Filter 11
Compressor* 1
Blowe r* 1
* 1Ware r pump
Solenoid valve 1
Check valve 1
Catalyst refill
Condenser
Electrolysis module
Zener diode
Pressure regulator
Polarographic sensor
Videcon tube
Photomultiplie r tube
Total Spares 5Z
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adequate spares were not available. Although two spare modules were
provided for the Allis-Chalmers electrolysis unit, both spares were expended
before day 20 and subsequent failures terminated the operation of this unit.
The lack of adequate spares for these two units emphasizes the importance of
adequate reliability data. Analysis such as the FMECA is only as good as
the available data. On new prototype equipment, this can only be obtained by
extensive bench testing and long-duration tests, such as the 90-daytest. It
is important to note that the flight-type two-gas control and mass spectrometer
sensor, which exhibited a high degree of reliability during the test, were
advanced subsystem units being tested for the first time in a manned test.
However, both unit designs were evolved from prototype equipment with a
long history of bench and manned testing. Some of the new prototype life
support units which had been evaluated by bench test only exhibited low relia-
bility. In many instances where units operate satisfactorily in laboratory
bench tests, operation as an integrated system, with all the attendant inter-
face matching problems and realistic input/output conditions, emphasizes
weaknesses which appear as lower performance or outright failure.
2. 1.2 Mass Balance
Mass balance data for the 90-day test is presented primarily to show the per-
formance of the various units and subsystems and their interactions, provid-
ing data on operation of an integrated system which will be useful to spacecraft
LSS designers in the evaluation of advanced subsystems.
The mass balance data were derived from a number of sources. Flow meters
and flow totaIizers were installed in most of the water and gas transfer lines
between units. Manually obtained and recorded measurements of water
transfers were used to augment recorded data.
The data which are presented in the following sections consider the water and
atmospheric gas mass balances derived from a system standpoint. In addi-
tion to overall data for the 90-daytest, information is presented for shorter
segments of time when various units were not operating and effects of chang-
ing loads imposed on other units can be determined. Finally, information is
presented on the input and output of the four crewmen. This is derived from
the water and gas mass balance data, as well as recorded data on food intake,
fecal production, and blood samples.
2. 1.2. 1 Water Management Mass Balance
The overall water mass balance for the 90-day test is shown in Figure 2-7.
To show variations in water circulation during various operating modes,
some segment of the total period were examined in more detail as shown in
Figures 2-8, 2-9, and 2-10. Figure 2-11 provides details on the wash water
recovery portion of the water management subsystem.
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Overall Potable Water Mass Balance
Listed below is a summary of the results given in detail in Figure 2-7 which
provides the complete water mass balance for the 90-day test:
Item Value Remarks
i
Urine production
Respiration/perspiration
Wash water evaporation
Solid amine unit exhaust
Potable water certified
for crew consumption
535. 0
478. 2
254.4
488. 1
I, 069.9
kg (I, 178.5 Ib)
kg (1,053.3 Ib)]
I
kg (560.3 ib) p
i
kg (1,075. ] Ib)J
kg (2,356.7 ib)
Represents a total of
1,220.7 kg (2,688.7 ib)
or 13.55 kglday (29.87
ib/day) of humidity con-
densate removed from
the cabin.
594. 1 kg (1,306.6 Ib)
produced by the VD-VF
unit, 475.8 kg (I,048.1
Ib) produced by the
air/wick evaporator unit
Potable water con-
sumed by the crew
928.5 kg (Z, 044.6 Ib)
Humidity condensate
supplied to the solid
amine unit
521.2 kg (I, 148.0 Ib) Supplied as makeup
water
3O
+
k..j j
Humidity condensate
supplied to the wash
ware r unit
232.9 kg (512.9 ib} Supplied as makeup
water
Wash water unit
production
4,743.2 kg (IO, 447.6 ib)
Typical Operation: Solid Amine/VD-VF Units
Figure 2-8 presents one of the operating modes for days 5 through 1 2.
During this period, the solid amine and VD-VFunits were operating and no
wick evaporator operation occurred. In deriving this chart, 90-day average
values were used for urine production, crew latent loss, wash water evap-
oration, urinal flush water, VD-VF vent losses, and boiler residuals. Other
values represent recorded data during this period. It will be noted that
VD-VF production averaged 9.34 kg/day (20.58 lb/day), and none of this
product was multifiltered during this period. The total humidity condensate
averaged 13.83 kg/day (30.47 lb/day), of which 5.72 kg/da 7 (12.70 lb/day)
resulted from the solid amine unit. Diluent water to the VD-VF feed was
26.55 kg(58.48 lb) or 3.32 kg/day (7.31 lb/day} most of which was provided
from the humidity condensate.
Typical Operation: Solid Amine/Wick Evaporator Units
Figure 2-9 shows the 8-dayperiod from test day 46 through 53, when the
wick evaporator and solid amine units were operating and no VD-VF operation
occurred. Again, 90-day average values were used for urine production,
wash water evaporation, urinal flush water, and wick evaporation residual
solids. Actual data were used for crew consumption, 10. 60 kg/day (23. 35
lb/day), and average metabolic water production was used to determine crew
latent loss of 5. 60 kg/day (12. 33 lb/day). All other data represent measured
values. During this period, the solid amine unit contribution to cabin
humidity was 3. 85 kg/day (8.48 lb/day). The wick evaporator was processing
urine which was previously diluted for VD-VF feed, averaging 9. 96 kg/day
(21.93 lb/day). The total humidity condensation rate was 22. 17 kg/day
(48. 84 lb/day), which was one of the peak periods during the test. An average
of 11. 85 kg/day (26. 09 lb/day)was certified for crew consumption.
Typical Operation: Molecular Sieve/Wick Evaporator Units
Figure 2-10 shows data for the final 10 days of the test. On day 81, the
VD-VF and the solid amine units were shut down for the balance of the test.
This period represents operation on the molecular sieve CO2 concentrator
and the wick evaporator. At the beginning of this period approximately
29. 85 kg (65. 75 lb) of diluted urine was available which was processed in the
wick evaporator as well as the urine produced. No further dilution of the
urine occurred from humidity condensate. Also, the crew was actively
preparing for the end of the test, and a number of extra cycles of the washer/
dryer were performed, increasing the wash water evaporation loss to
3. 94 kg/day (8. 67 lb/day). Even so, the total humidity condensate was down
to 9. 46 kg/day (20. 84 lb/day) because of the shutdown of the solid amine unit.
The evaporation rate of the wick evaporator was 9. 99 kg/day (22. 0 lb/day),
producing a total condensation of 19.45 kg/day (42. 84 lb/day). Of this, the
net inventory in the two potable holding tanks was increased by 36. 8 kg
(81.0 lb) and the potable use tanks by 20.0 kg (44.0 lb), averagin, an increase
of 5. 7 kg/day (12.5 Ib/day). 31
Wash Water Mass Balance
Figure 2-11 provides the details on the wash water recovery mass balance
during the 90-dayperiod. A total of 4, 743.2 kg (10,447. 6 lb) or 52. 78 kg/day
(116. 08 lb/day) was dispensed by the unit. Of this 254.4 kg (560. 3 lb) (about
5 percent) was lost by evaporation. Much of this was probably from the
clothes dryer and sponge bathing. Makeup water included 36Z. Z kg (797. 8 lb)
from various sources to compensate for evaporation losses as well as
94. 3 kg (207.4 Ib) used for urinal flush water and 47.7 kg (105. I lb) of other
losses. The net change in inventory in the holding and use tanks was a loss
of 34. I kg (75. 0 15). About 2Z7.0 kg (500.0 Ib) of wash water was reprocessed,
after changes in multifiltration columns, to remove accumulated contaminants.
Z.I.Z.Z Gaseous Mass Balance
Figure Z-12 shows the complete gaseous mass balance for the 90-day test.
The following is provided to summarize the analysis of Figure 2-1Z.
Oxygen for crew consumption and hydrogen for the Sabatier reactor were
normally generated by water electrolysis. It was intended that this be done
by a flight-type unit built by Allis-Chalmers and installed inside the SSS.
However, as explained in Section Z. 4.2, this unit soon had operational prob-
lems and was responsible for generation of only 10. Z kg (22.4 lb) of oxygen
and 1.3 kg (2.8 lb) of hydrogen. Most of the balance of the test depended upon
the Lockheed unit which was installed outside the SSS and generated Z57 kg
(566.0 lb) of oxygen and 32.1 kg (70.8 lb) of hydrogen. These units were
supplied with water produced by the Sabatier reactor, I50.7 kg (332.0 Ib), or
from a storage reservoir inside the chamber, 149.8 kg (330.0 lb). The
hydrogen generated was normally used by the Sabatier reactor, although it was
was shut down for periods of time during which it was necessary to vent
7.1 kg (15.6 Ib).
When neither flight-type water electrolysis unit was able to meet cabin
requirements, supplementary oxygen and hydrogen were produced by the
commercial Stuart electrolysis unit. This amounted to 117.3 kg (258.3 lb) of
oxygen and 1 0.4 kg (23.0 lb) of .hydrogen. Since the Stuart unit was manually
controlled at a fixed electrolysis rate, the excess gas generated was vented,
and measurements were not made of the amount of water supplied to the unit.
In addition to the 384.4 kg (846.7 lb) of oxygen generated by electrolysis,
7.0 kg (15.3 lb) were supplied from the high-pressure storage unit. This
was done once on day 6 when the oxygen setpo[nt of the two-gas control was
increased by 1.3 kN/m2 (I0 mm Hg) and approximately 1. 8 kg (4.0 lb) of
oxygen were added manually to compensate. Other usages of bottled gaseous
oxygen occurred during several short periods when none of the electrolysis
units was functioning.
Nitrogen was supplied from high-pressure gaseous storage and controlled by
the two-gas control. Total nitrogen use was determined from the pulse
counter totalizer on this unit. This amounted to 126.6 kg (278.9 lb) or
1.41 kg/day (3.101b/day). Ofthis input, 1.0kg (2.3 lb) of N2 and 0.5 kg
(1. 1 lb) of 02 were removed from the SSS for atmospheric analysis, The
balance of the nitrogen is indicative of losses and leakage. Average analysis
of the CO 2 output of the molecular sieve and solid amine units indicates a
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total of 9.3 kg (20.4 lb) of N 2 and 4.5 kg (10.0 lb) of O Z were removed with
this gas. Other losses mayhave occurredby undetected leaks in the VD-VF
vent, the commode sealing valve, the commode fecal sampler, the dry waste
can vent to annulus, and other sources. Data are not available to define
these values. Previous experience with the SSS indicates that basic chamber
leakage is normally very low. In any event the total of unaccounted losses
and leakage is 116.3 kg (256.2 ib) or 1.29 kg/day (2.85 Ib/day) of nitrogen
and 57.3 kg (126.3 lb) or 0.65 kg/day (1.40 lb/day) of oxygen. The remaining
328.9 kg (724.5 lb) of the oxygen or 3.66 kg/day (8.05 lb/day) is accounted
for by crew metabolic consumption.
CO Z was removed from the cabin either by the solid amine or the molecular
sieve unit. Purity" of the removed CO2 was determined by periodic analysis
of samples taken outside the chamber. Average values of these analyses
were used to determine the nitrogen and oxygen removed withthe CO 2. Also
the effluent COz from the solid amine unit contained excess water. After the
test Z. 5 kg (5.5 lb) of water were removed from the CO 2 accumulator.
Additional water vapor was present in the CO 2 to establi-sh an average dew-
point of the COz of about 297°K (75°F). This resulted in removal of about
5.5 kg (1Z. Z lb) of water from the SSS during the 69.5 days of operation. The
molecular sieve unit provided COz with a dewpoint of about 228°K (-50°F)
and therefore removed very little water from the cabin although there may
have been some water entrapped in the beds.
The Sabatier reactor was normally operated with all the produced CO 2 being
processed through it. However, low CO 2 feed rates were used during a
period of intermittent operation before the catalyst change, and venting of
CO 2 occurred during periods when it was not operating. During one period
when catalyst poisoning was suspected, 12.9 kg (28.3 lb) of bottled CO 2 was
furnished to the reactor in an attempt to regain catalyst activity, and C02
removed from the cabin was vented.
The CO 2 feed to the Sabatier reactor necessarily included 02 , N 2, and HzO
as impurities. Analysis indicated that the hydrogen feed was essentially
pure. The exhaust gas was passed through a water bath, in which the increase
in water content was noted to determine the loss of water in the exhaust vent,
and measured by wet test meter. Average of periodic analyses determined
the vent gas composition, which confirmed the presence of nitrogen and CO 2.
Normally the oxygen content was very low, indicating that it had reacted with
hydrogen in the reactor to produce product water. Unreacted hydrogen was
vented, including some during short periods of reactor operation with excess
hydrogen to produce catalyst reduction. The Sabatier reactor operated for a
total of 80 days, producing 150.7 kg (332.0 lb) of water for an average rate of
1.86 kg/day (4.10 lb/day). Peak rates were somewhat higher.
2. 1. Z. 3 Crew Input/Output Data
The input/output of the four crewmen for the 90-day test is shown on Fig-
ure Z-13. As indicated, the input included averages of 3.66 kg/day (8.05 lb/
day) of oxygen, 10.31 kg/day (22.70 lb/day) of water, and Z.45 kg/day
(5.40 lb/day) of food. Most of this food (approximately 90 percent) was
freeze dehydrated. The crewmen showed a net weight increase of 1.0Z kg
(2.Z5 Ib).
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Figure 2-13. Average Crew Input/Output Data
Output of the crewmen included 3.80 kg/day (8.36 lb/day) of CO 2. The
derived respiratory quotient (RQ) was therefore 0.75 (The RQ is the volumet-
ric ratio of the rate of CO z production to the rate of O2 input). Crew respira-
tion and perspiration averaged 5.31 kg/day (11.70 lb/day). The urine output
of 535.0 kg (1, 178.5 lb) was found to include 22.6 kg (49.8 lb) of solids and
512.0 kg (1, 128.7 lb) of reclaimable water. The average reclaimable water
was 5.69 kg/day (12.54 lb/day). The reclaimable water in urine, respiration,
and perspiration was therefore 11.01 kg/day (24.24 lb/day); 0.70 kg/day
(1.54 lb/day) or 62.92 kg (138.6 lb) more than the potable water consumption.
Water was collected in the commode freeze traps, 23.7 kg (52.2 lb), and
12. 1 kg (26.6 lb) of dried fecal solids in the commode. Total fecal production
was therefore 35.8 kg (78.8 lb or 0.40 kg/day (0.88 lb/day).
2. 1.3 Thermal Balance
]Equipment which must be considered in the thermal balance is listed in
Table 2-8. This shows the major heat producing and removal equipment.
Although some condensation did occur in the thermal conditioning unit, this
amounted to less than 3 percent of the maximum total latent load. Condensa-
tion also occurred in the solid amine unit, although this was rarely enough
to remove ali the water vapor introduced in the steam desorption of the bed
when this unit was operating. Condensation in the silica gel bed desorbing
air stream of the molecular sieve assisted in reducing the cabin humidity
during operation of this unit. Condensation that occurred in the Sabatier
reactor exhaust and VD-VF vent gas did not influence the cabin latent load
because these exhaust products were vented to overboard vacuum.
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Table 2- 8
LIFE SUPPORT EQUIPMENT INVOLVED IN THERMAL BALANCE
!\
Equipment
Heat Producing Heat Removal
El ectr i- Sen si- Sen s i-
cal Latent ble Latent ble
CO 2 removal
Solid amine unit
Molecular sieve unit
Sabatier/toxin
X X X **
X X X
X * X *
Potable water recovery
VD-VF X
Air evaporator/humidity control X
Lighting and recreation X
Crewmen
Miscellaneous, including X
Wash and potable water storage X
Refrigerator and freezer X
Hot process fluid line loss
Experiment s X
Miscellaneous units X
Thermal conditioning unit X
* X
X X
X
X
X
X
;:-'Latentheat production to be removed by condensers within units.
;:-"_Latentheat to be partially removed by condenser within unit.
X
X
Process heating fluid, which is also Coolanol 35, is furnished to the chamber
from an external, electrically heated reservoir. This fluid was used either
by the solid amine or the molecular sieve CO 2 concentrator. Original plans
for the SSS also included a Coolanol-heated oven, but this unit was eliminated
before the test because of possible material incompatibility. As the molecular
sieve and solid amine systems were not required to operate simultaneously,
the proper circuit temperature was achieved by setting the heater thermostat
at the reservoir. This was approximately 388°K (240°F) for the solid amine
unit and 433°K (3200F) for the molecular sieve unit.
In thermal conditioning of the SSS during the 90-day test, coolant was pro-
vided from external dual redundant refrigeration units that simulate a space
radiator. The coolant, which is Coolanol 35, is supplied at 273°K (32°F) to
277.40K (40°F) at about 0.86 liter/sec (14 gpm). Coolant is supplied to a
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Jnumber of the life support units within the chamber to remove the heat
generated and is also used for atmospheric cooling in the thermal conditioning
unit to pick up all heat rejected to the atmosphere. The SSS is insulated to
reduce heat transfer, and is operated at a temperature very close to the
outside environment. It is estimated that heat transfer between the SSS and
outside was less than 293.3 J/sec (1,000 Btu/hr) under any operating mode.
The thermal balance was subject to considerable changes from day to day as
the operating modes of the various life support units were changed. Chief
among these variations were the following"
A, When the wick evaporator was processing urine, an electrical air
preheater was used, adding about 300 watts (1,020 Btu/hr) to the
heat input to the unit.
B.
C.
When the VD-VF unit was not operating, heat generation by the
1=_-238 radioisotope capsules was removed in a storage chamber
cooled by the coolant fluid loop.
Large changes inthermal inputs occurred, depending on use of the
solid amine or molecular sieve units for CO 2 removal.
D. Changes in latent load from the washer and dryer resulted from
variations in the laundry operations.
In order to describe system operations with these variations included, data
are presented in Figure 2-14 through Z-17 representing unit operating modes
for four typical days of the mission. These are as follows:
Ao
B.
Figure Z-14, Day Z3: Molecular sieve and VD-VF operating, solid
amine not operating, wick evaporator preheater not operating.
Figure 2-15, -Day 50: Solid amine unit and wick evaporator pre-
heater operating; molecular sieve and VD-VF not operating.
C. Figure Z-16, Day 58: Solid amine unit and VD-VF operating.
D. Figure 2-17, Day 83: Molecular sieve unit and wick evaporator
operating.
Although these represent typical days, data presented for each unit generally
represent averages over much longer periods of time. The crew sensible and
latent loads are averages for the entire mission, and were derived from
caloric values of food intake, net weight change, and respiration/perspiration
values from the water recovery mass balance data. Values for the molecular
sieve and solid amine units represent averages over significant periods of
apparently normal operations.
2.1.4 Electrical Power Usage
The power distribution system for the SSS was designed to meet all industrial
code requirements. As a result, alarge number of circuits were provided
and many of these were very lightly loaded. Further requirements were
established during the safety reviews which included insurance that each
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circuit wire gage was adequate for the circuit breaker protection provided
and that each using element was fused to prevent destructive currents.
The electrical hardware incorporated into the SSS was designed to use one or
more of the following power forms, 115 vac, 60 Hz, single phase; 120/208 vac,
400 I-Iz, three phase; and 28 vdc.
Twenty ll5-vac, 60-Hz circuits were utilized with 20-amp circuit protection
in each circuit. One 120/208-vac, 400-Hz circuit was employed with a
maximum circuit capacity of 50 amps with individual breakers on each unit.
Two 28-vdc circuits of 60 amps each were utilized to supply 28-vdc power to
the SSS/LSS. An additional onboard 28-vdc power distribution panel was
incorporated for more efficient distrLbution of the 28-vdc power. A third
28-vdc power circuit provided power for the test control area.
Backup power supplies were connected in parallel with the primary 28-vdc
and the 400-Hz motor generator to allow fast manual switchover if necessi-
tated by loss of the primary supply or need for preventive maintenance.
An emergency backup Z8-vdc supply was incorporated into the overall
electrical power system to automatically activate should the facility llB-vac,
60-Hz power fail. The emergency power supply consisted of a battery pack
which, when activated, provided power to the emergency power bus for
emergency onboard lighting and all safety-oriented chamber control functions.
The emergency battery pack was maintained at full voltage with a trickle
charger when not on line.
The power system block diagram for the 90-day SSS/LSS is shown in
Figure 2- 18.
The SSS power subsystem experienced two major facility 115 vac, 60 Hz
power failures, the longest lasting approximately 30 sec. The power failure
produced no problems with the onboard or facility support equipment, but
required restarting the affected systems. The emergency backup ZS-vdc
activated properly and provided the required SSS lighting and chamber control
power. The backup 400-I-Iz motor generator was used on days 66 and 67 to
facilitate preventive maintenance on the primary motor generator drive belt.
Table 2-9 lists the major power events for the 90-day test.
Power consumption for the run was derived from the commercial watt-hour
meters identified by a WHR prefix in Figure Z-18. Additional power instru-
mentation was incorporated into the SSS power lines to allow real-time
recording of instantaneous power on most lines entering the chamber. The
real-time power instrumentation is identified by a WIR prefix in Figure Z-18.
The average power consumed during the 90-day run is diagrammed in
Figure Z-19. The detailed subsystem power consumption and total power for
the 90-day run are itemized in Tables 2-10 and Z-11.
Three power profiles were made during the run on days 38, 67, and 79 to
document a 24-hour period for representation of power consumption for the
90-day test. Samples were taken and recorded on the LSDS every 4 minutes
for each of the three 24-hour periods. Figures 2-20 through Z-25 show the
resulting power profile for the ac power circuits on day 67 and represent
power consumption for a typical day in the 90-day test.
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Power provided to the Lockheed electrolysis unit which was located outside
the SSS was not included in the SSS power instrumentation system. During
the run, the following power was provided the Lockheed electrolysis unit
while it was on line and supplying gas to the SSS:
300 ma
2.5 amp
1,300 watts
445 watts
120/208 vac, 3 phase, 400 Hz (3 sec on, 15 rain off)
115 vac, 1 phase, 60 Hz for controls and the oxygen
compressor
DC on high mode operation, 1,349. i hr
DC on low mode operation, 140.1 hr
In summarizing these data for the 90-day test, the electrical energy usage
was 7,869.4 kwh on the 60-Hz circuits, 5,885 kwh on the 400-Hz circuits,
and 2,311.3 kwh on the dc circuits. The total energy was 16,065.7 kwh, for
an average power consumption of 7,471 watts.
Z.l.5 Trace Contaminants
Analysis of atmospheric samples for the presence of trace contaminants
was conducted by MDAC to ensure the continued health and safety of the test
crew. Additional analysis performed by others and the results of the aerosol
analysis experiment is reported in Reference 2-1. Analysis was done by gas
! ."
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Table Z- 9
SIGNIFICANT POWER SYSTEM EVENTS
Test
Day Time Event
I0 12:06
Z8 09:50
40 02:00
45 08:30
57 06:30
66 08:50
68 08:00
DC power surge on all consoles, problem traced to
a momentary short created by onboard crewman
working on Allis-Chalmers electrolysis unit.
Onboard DC breaker for unit tripped, reset breaker
with no problem.
SSS 115 vac, 60 Hz circuit A5 (Z0 amp) circuit
breaker tripped due to short in VD-VF control
wiring. Corrected short and reset breaker and
performed a restart on mass spectrometer (on same
circuit).
Facility 115 vac, 60 Hz power momentarily failed,
lost Coolanol system, solid amine, and 400-Hz
motor generator, performed restart on affected
systems.
SSS 115 vac, 60 Hz circuit A5 (Z0 amp) circuit
breaker tripped due to short in VD-VF liquid level
switch, corrected malfunction, reset breaker and
performed a restart on mass spectrometer (on same
circuit).
Facility 115 vac, 60 Hz power failure occurred
for approximately Z0 sec, all onboard and SSS
support systems went off, emergency SSS ZS-vdc
battery power automatically came on to provide SSS
lighting, maintained communication system via
communication backup battery supply. Performed
normal restart on all affected systems with no
problem.
Switched to backup 400-Hz motor generator to per-
form preventive maintenance on drive belt of
primary motor generator.
Switched back to primary 400-Hz motor generator.
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chromatography on direct samples, and on concentrated samples obtained by
freeze-out techniques to determine the presence of organic compounds. The
direct samples indicated the presence of as many as nine organic contami-
nants although none were present at levels approaching critical values. The
concentrated samples, taken weekly, indicated as many as 23 compounds,
most of which occurred at very low levels. Major trace contaminants
included methane, as high as 290 ppm near the end of the run; carbon
monoxide, which varied from I0 to 27 ppm; and Freon liB, which reached
peak values as high as 1 I. 6 ppm. Methane and carbon monoxide are most
probably the metabolic products of the crewmen. The Freon I13 is a cleaning
solvent which was used before the test, apparently leaving residuals that
maintained the cabin concentration throughout the test.
Inorganic compounds were measured by wet chemical analysis on samples
taken daily. Compounds detected included total aldehydes, which maintained
a fairly stable concentration of about 0.35 ppm during the test, and ammonia
during some periods, reaching levels of 2 to 3 ppm. During toxin burner
operation, the presence of ammonia was frequently accompanied by trace
amounts of oxides of nitrogen (about 0.1 ppm). Sulfur dioxide, hydrocyanic
acid, hydrogen sulfide, chlorine, hydrochloric acid, and phosgene were
tested for and not found at any time during the test.
Tests run on CO 2 removed from the cabin by the molecular sieve and solid
amine units indicated increased concentration of Freon 1 13 over the cabin
levels. As a result of these findings, an activated carbon filter was located
in the CO 2 line, as described in Section 2.4.1.2., on approximately day Z9
to remove this contaminant for the remainder of the test.
Qualitative tests on catalyst from the Sabatier reactor and a white powder
found at the outlet of the toxin burner indicated heavy concentrations of
halogens. This apparently resulted from catalytic decomposition of the
Freon 113 in these heated catalyst beds and may have caused a significant
loss in catalyst effectiveness in both units.
During the 90-day operation of the SSS and the short-duration manned and
unmanned test runs which preceded it, analytical support was provided by
determining the composition and daily fluctuations of trace contaminants.
A daily search was instituted in which representative air samples were
withdrawn from the SSS and analyzed. Both sampling and analytical proce-
dures depended on whether the tests pertained to organic or inorganic
compound s.
In the analysis of trace contaminants, particular attention was directed to the
specific compounds listed in Table 2-12 which have been reviewed and to
which pretest planning had assigned contingency and abort levels. Many of
these levels were established upon the recommendation of the Panel on Air
Standards for Manned Space Flights of the National Academy of Science.
Detailed below are the types and quantities of inorganic and organic com-
pounds found in the SSS and the analyses of Sabatier CO 2 supply, toxin burner
catalyst, and Sabatier catalyst.
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/ 2. 1.5. 1 Inorganic Contaminants
\
Conventional wet chemical analyses of the cabin air were performed daily for
ammonia, sulfur dioxide, oxides of nitrogen, and aldehydes. Twice a week
tests were run for hydrocyanic acid, hydrogen sulfide, chlorine, hydro-
chloric acid, and phosgene. These test data, as well as those obtained during
the 4-day unmanned and the 5-day manned tests that preceded the 90-day test,
are tabulated in Tables 2-13 and 3-14.
During the 90-day manned operation of the SSS, the VD-VF unit and the wick
evaporator unit were alternately used for water recovery. It was desired to
obtain data on the effect of the open-loop wick evaporator on the normal con-
taminant level measured in the cabin air, arm whether a correlation existed
between the observed contaminants such as ammonia and oxides of nitrogen.
Additionally, information was desired on the effects of the toxin control unit
on formation and buildup of contaminants in the SSS.
During the unmanned and manned test periods preceding the 90-day test, the
space cabin air was almost free of contaminants. Analyses conducted after
the start of the 90-day test also showed the absence of all inorganic com-
pounds, as seen in Table 2-14, with the only exception being the aldehydes
which started with a low value of 0.04 ppm, and soon increased to 0. 2 to 0.4
ppm. They remained at this level throughout the entire test. Initially,
neither ammonia nor oxides of nitrogen were detected in the cabin air,
regardless whether the VD-VF or wick evaporator unit was in operation.
This lasted until test day 52, when the presence of ammonia was detected at
about 0.5 ppm. Simultaneously with the appearance of ammonia, traces of
oxides of nitrogen (less than 0.1 ppm) were found. This reinforces a previous
indication that the catalytic burner may cause oxidation of ammonia to oxides
of nitrogen.
On test day 57, after the wick evaporator had been in operation for 12 days,
the further feeding of the wick was stopped, and the VD-VF unit was placed
in operation. In spite of this, the ammonia concentration in the chamber
increased during the following few days, reaching a peak at about 2.8 ppm.
This may be due to the fact that after starting to dry the wick, more ammonia
was formed from the wick deposits and released into the cabin air. After
several days without the wick operation, the ammonia concentration in the
atmosphere returned to zero.
The effects of the toxin control unit with regard to the ammonia conversion
can be seen from the data of test days 68 through 82. During this time, the
unit was inoperative. In this entire period, no oxides of nitrogen were found
in the SSS although the amount of ammonia that was present in the cabin
atmosphere was similar to the previous period. Soon after the toxin burner
was activated, the oxides of nitrogen again appeared, reaching a maximum
of about 0. 15 ppm.
2. 1. 5.2 Organic Contaminants
Daily gas samples were withdrawn from the cabin air by the syringe and
needle technique. Analyses were carried out from the two gas chromato-
graphs calibrated for 80 organic compounds at two temperatures and with
two column packing materials (didecyl phthalate and carboway 1450). Ten
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Table Z- 13
ATMOSPHERIC C ONTAMINANTS
Date
NH 3 NO z SO 2 Aldehyde s HCN HzS C12
(All values in parts per million)
HC[ Phosgene
4/25/70 O* 0 0
4126 0 0 0
4/27 0 0 0
4/28 0 0 0
4/29 0 0 0
4/30 0 0 0
5/I 0 0 0
5/2 0 0 0
5/3 " 0 0 0
5/4 0 0 0
_-_0Not detected
Unmanned 4- Day Test
O. 24
0. 067
Manned 5-Day Test
0.12
0.18 0 0
0.11
0.25
O. O6 0 0
':'*-- Not tested[(Blank) Test not scheduled
0 0 0
0 0 0
Table 2-14 (page 1 of 4_
ATMOSPHERIC TRACE CONTAMINANTS DURING 90-DAY TEST
(All values in parts per million)
Test
Date Day NH 3 SO 2 NO 2 Aldehydes HCN HzS C12 HCf Phosgene
6/13/70 1 0'_ 0 0 0.04 0 0
6/14 2 0 0 0 0.35 0 0
6/15 3 0 0 -_* 0.32 0 0 0 0 0
6/16 4 0 0 0 0.27
6/17 5 0 0 0 0.25
6/18 6 0 0 0 0.27 0 0 0 0 0
6/19 7 0 0 0 0.33
6/20 8 0 0 0 0.27
6/21 9 0 0 0 0.27
6/22 I0 0 0 0 0.28 0 0 0 0 0
6/23 ii 0 0 0 0.25
6/24 12 0 0 0 0.31
6/25 13 0 0 0 0.29 0 0 0 0 0
•0 Not detected. *$- Not tested. (Blank)Test. not scheduled.
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Table 2-14 (page 2 of 4)
ATMOSPHERIC TRACE CONTAMINANTS DURING 90-DAY TEST
(All values in parts per million)
Date
Test
Day NH 3 SO 2 NO z Aldehydes HCN HzS Cl z HCf Phosgene
6/26 14 0 0 0 0.
6/27 15 0 0 0 0.
6/28 16 0 0 0 0.
6/Z9 17 0 0 0 0.
6/30 18 0 0 0 0
7/I 19 0 0 0 0
7/2 20 0 0 0 0
7/3 21 0 0 0 0
7/4 22 0 0 0 0
7/5 23 0 0 0 0
7/6 24 0 0 0 0
7/7 25 0 0 0 0
7/8 Z6 0 0 0 0
7/9 Z7 0 0 0 0
7/10 28 0 0 0 0
7111 z9 o o o o
7/12 30 0 0 0 0
7/13 31 0 0 0 0
7/14 3Z 0 0 0 0
7/15 33 0 0 0 0
7/16 34 0 0 0 0
7/17 35 0 0 0 0
7/18 36 0 0 0 0
7/19 37 0 0 0 0
7/20 38 0 0 0 0
7/21 39 0 0 0 0
7/22 4O 0 0 0 0
7/23 41 0 0 0 0
7/24 42 0 0 0 0
7/Z5 43 0 0 0 0
7/Z6 44 0 0 0 0
35
27
30
27 0 0 0 0 0
Z6
27
47 0 0 0 0 0
33
38
Z4
38 0 0 0 0 0
31
33
34 0 0 0 0 0
32
34
32
33 0 0 0 0 0
33
34
33 0 0 0 0 0
34
34
31
35 0 0 0 0 0
31
28
29 0 0 0 0 0
34
Z3
23
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Table 2-14 (page 3 of 4)
ATMOSPHERIC TRACE CONTAMINANTS DURING 90-DAY TEST
(All values in parts per million)
V
Test
Date Day NH 3 SO z NO 2 Aldehydes HCN HzS CI z HCf Phosgene
7/27 45 0 0 0
7/28 46 0 0 0
7/29 47 0 0 0
7/30 48 0 0 0
7/31 49 0 0 0
8/i 5O 0 0 0
8/2 51 0 0 0
8/3 52 O. 5 0 tr
8/4 53 0.5 0 tr
8/5 54 O. 5 0 tr
8/6 55 O. 5 0 tr
8/7 56 O. 5 0 tr
8/8 57 O. 5 0 tr
8/9 58 2.8 0 tr
8/10 59 1.9 0 O. 1
8/I 1 60 2.8 0 0.1
8/IZ 61 0.5 0 tr
8/13 62 0 0 0
8/14 63 0 0 0
8/15 64 0 0 0
8/16 65 0 0 0
8/17 66 tr 0 0
8/18 67 1.4 0 0
8/19 68 1.9 0 0
Remarks:
8/8-Stopped feeding wick
0.27
0.31
0.30
0.28
0.32
0.25
0.29
0.31
0.34
0 34
0 34
0 35
0 33
0 33
0 32
0 30
0 33
0 32
0 33
0.25
O. 26
0.30
0.31
0.25
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 • 0
0 0 0 0 0
8/9--After starting to dry wick, more NH 3 formed from wick deposits and
was released into cabin air
8/11--Correlation between NH 3 and (NO) X
8/19--Toxin burner turned off
8/19-Wick evaporator preheater, left on since previous use of wick evapora-
tor,was turned off last night
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Table 2-14 (page 4 of 4)
ATMOSPHERIC TRACE CONTAMINANTS DURING 90-DAY TEST
(All values in parts per million)
Test
Date Day NH 3 SO z NO 2 Aldehydes I-ICN HzS C1 z HCf Phosgene
_J
8/20 69
8/ZI 70
8/22 71
8/23 72
8/24 73
8/25 74
8/26 75
8/27 76
8/28 77
8/29 78
8/30 79
8/31 80
9/i 81
9/2 82
9/3 83
9/4 84
9/5 85
9/6 86
9/7 87
9/8 88
9/9 89
9/10 90
2.4
1.4
1.3
tr
tr
0
tr
1.3
l 6
1 8
l 3
I 6
1 8
1 8
i 8
1 1
1 8
1 8
3 5
4.0
1.8
0.5
0 0 0.33 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0.31
0 0 0.33
0 0 0.34
0 0 0.35 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0.37
- 0.38
0 0 0.39 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0.39
0 0 0.30
0 0 O. 27
0 0 0.23 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0.32
0 0 0.31
0 0 0.38 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0.39
0 0 0.39
0 0 0.39
0 0.15 0.42
0 0.12 0.41 0 0 0 0 0
0 tr O. 43
- 0 00 tr
Remarks:
8/21--Floor was washed with CO2 condensate water from solid amine
9/l-Solid amine unit discontinued
9/l--Molecular sieve started
9/l--Wick evaporator started
9/I--VD- VF discontinued
9/2--Toxin burner burned on
9/7--Hole in Sabatier exhaust [ine discovered
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organic compounds including carbon monoxide (which was measured with a
LIRA Infrared Analyzer) were identified and quantitatively determined.
Figures 2-Z6 through 2-30 show the identification and concentrations of these
compounds for each test day. The concentration ranges were: Freon 113,
1.6 to ii.6 ppm; acetone, 0.06 to 2.39 ppm; toluene, 0.05 to 0. 15 ppm;
ethyl alcohol, 0.35 to 1.4 ppm; dichloroethane, 0.08 to 0.25 ppm;
methylethylketone, 0.05 to 0.27 ppm; Z-ethyl butanol, 0. 14 to 0.43 ppm;
2-ethyl hexanol, 0. I to 0.68 ppm; methane, II0 to 290 ppm; and carbon
monoxide, 7 to 27 ppm.
The horizontal bar between test days 68 and 82 on Figure 2-30 represents the
time interval during which the toxin burner was not operating. After test day
68, the carbon monoxide level (Figure 2-30) increased from about 16 to 26
ppm. When the toxin burner was reactivated, the level was gradually reduced
to 17 ppm at the end of the test.
With regard to methane (Figure 2-30), it was noted that the concentration of
this hydrocarbon increased from approximately 160 to 245 ppm when the toxin
burner was inoperative. However, no decrease in the methane level was
observed when the toxin burner was placed in operation again. A further
increase resulted between samples taken on days 87 and 88. This was caused
by a leak in the exhaust line of the Sabatier reactor which vented exhaust
gases into the cabin, thereby adding to the methane level in the cabin air,
since the methane concentration in the exhaust was approximately 50 percent.
Replacement of the faulty tube stopped this venting and the corresponding
rise in methane level.
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With regard to the other organic compounds plotted in Figures 2-26 through
Z-29, no specific trends were noticeable. Measured concentrations were
relatively low in all cases.
Freeze-out samples were collected on a weekly basis by passing 0.06 m 3 of
cabin air into a stainless steel trap which was immersed in liquid nitrogen.
The noncondensable gases were returned to the cabin, while the remainder
was condensed in the trap and was analyzed by gas chromatography. A total
of 23 organic compounds could be identified by the use of the concentrated
samples, as compared to I0 compounds when noncondensed samples were
used.
Most of the chromatographic peaks exhibited by the large-volume samples
could be identified. Those from the pretest checkout runs are shown on
Table 2-15 and from the 90-day test on Tables 2-16 and 2-17. A few
unassigned minor peaks remained to be identified. Efforts in this direction
are being undertaken.
It may be of interest that three compounds (methyl isobutyl ketone, N-amyl
achohol, and N-valeraldehyde) were present only durLng the unmanned 5-day
run. These compounds were not found during any of the manned runs.
Z. I. 5.3 Analysis of Carbon Dioxide
The carbon dioxide desorbed from molecular sieve or solid amine sorbent
after removal from the SSS atmosphere was then processed in the Sabatier
reactor. Since the COp_ originated in the cabin air, the possibility existed
that other contaminants may be presented in the CO2 stream leaving the
concentrator. It was important to know the composition of the gas stream
reaching the Sabatier unit because the catalyst, upon which the Sabatier
reaction is based, may be gradually deactivated or completely destroyed by
the presence of undesirable contaminants.
Analysis of the COz showed the presence of Freon 113 at a concentration of
5.0 to 39.0 ppm. The average detected concentration of Freon i13 varied
from 9.0 ppm, when the solid amine unit was operating, to 33. 8 ppm, when
the molecular sieve unit was operating. Acetone and ethyl alcohol were also
detected at low concentrations. Carbon dioxide, oxygen, and nitrogen com-
prised 98 to i00 percent of the total gas flow.
Z. I. 5.4 Analysis of Sabatier and Toxin Burner Catalysts
An analysis of the Sabatier catalyst, which consists mainly of metallic nickel
deposited on Kieselguhr as carrier, was performed. This sample was
removed from the reactor by the crew on day Z9 and passed out of the chamber,
during a scheduled pass-out operation, after a long period of intermittent
operation had led to the conclusion that catalytic activity had been lost. It
was found to contain large amounts of chlorides and fluorides. Although
there were no samples of unused catalyst available, it is probable that the
identified halogens came from the Freon 113 in the CO z initially supplied to
the reactor. The efficiency of the catalyst may have been impaired or
completely destroyed by continuous contact with halogens from the Freon 113.
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Table 2 - 15
CONSTITUENTS OF FREEZE-OUT SAMPLES
V
O _ ._ >,O "_ _ ,t >,_
O
O
O X
I
Unmanned 5 day • •
4-Z8-70
Second day of 5 day e -
manned 5-I-70
Fifth day of 5 day
manned 5- 4- 70 • •
>,
o,.d
I ,-,
I
0
,-, 0
W
Z Z
0
0
o
0
= : =_= \
Unmanned 5 day .• • •
4-Z8-70
Second day of 5 day • _ •
manned 5-I-70
Fifth day of 5 day • _ __
manned 5-4-70
0 0 0 I
Note: •Present --Not Found Sample Volume: 60 Liters
6O
Table 2- 16
CONSTITUENTS OF WEEKLY FREEZE-OUT SAMPLES
Dale
CD
>,
!
6-15-70 3 • • • • • • -- • --
6-23 11 • • • • • • • • •
6-30 18 • • • • • -- -- • •
7-7 Z5 • • • • • -- -- • •
7-14 32 • • • • • • • • •
7-21 39 • • • • • • • • " •
7-Z8 46 • • • • • • -- • •
8-5 54 • • • • • • -- • •
8-11 60 • • • -- • • • • •
8-18 67 • • • -- • • -- • •
8-25 74 • • • • • • • • •
9-1 81 • • • • • • -- • --
9-8 88 • • • • • • • 0 •
0
i
i
Note: •Present --Not Found Sample Volume: 60 Liters
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Table Z- 17
CONSTITUENTS OF WEEKLY FREEZE-OUT SAMPLES
Date Day _m m< < _ _ _ _< 0_ O
0 '_ 0
"_ 0 d:: 0
,_ O @ C;
o < <co
2; Z ®
6- 15-70 3 • - - • ....
6-Z3 II • - - • - • - -
6-30 18 • - - - • " -
7-7 Z5 • • - • • • • -
7-14 32 • - • • • • • -
7-21 39 • • - • • • • -
7-28 46 • • - • " • • -
8-5 54 • - • - • - -
8-11 60 • • - - • - -
8-18 67 • • • • • - • -
8-Z5 74 • • - • - • • -
9-1 81 • • • • • • -
9-8 88 • • • • • - -
Note: • Present - Not Found Sample Volume: 60 Liters
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(_ A metal analysis of the catalyst by atomic adsorption showed nickel and silicon
-- - as major components. Present in trace amounts were boron, phosphorus,
manganese, iron, magnesium, and lead. These elements may be assumed to
be normally present in the catalyst.
After the test crew replaced the spent nickel catalyst with new material from
onboard stores on test day 29, an activated carbon filter was placed in the
CO Z line. Analyses of samples taken downstream of the carbon filter showed
that Freon 113 as well as the two organic compounds mentioned above had
been completely removed. This point was subsequently monitored periodically
for the balance of the test and the carbon filter replaced to prevent further
contamination of the catalyst by Freon.
A white powder at the outlet of the toxin burner was collected at the end of
the test. Analysis of this powder showed an extremely high concentration of
chlorides. The presence of fluoride was not specifically identified because
it was obscured by the high chloride content. Analysis of the powder by
atomic adsorption spectroscopy showed the following major constltuents;
iron, aluminum, nickel, and copper, besides several minor trace constituents.
These major metallic constituents may have originated in the Hopcalite cata-
lyst or from attack of the tubing or heat exchanger downstream of the catalyst
bed.
.................... Z. Z WATER MANAGEMENT
The water management subsystem was composed of: (i) the isotope-heated
Vacuum Distillation-Vapor Filtration (VD-VF) unit, {2) wick evaporator and
humidity control unit, (3) detoxification-multifiltration unit, (4) potable
.....water storage and distribution unit, (5) backup potable water supply, and
(6) wash water recovery unit.
Z.Z. 1 Subsystem Description
The water management subsystem is shown in Figures 2-31 through Z-33 and
Figure Z-3. Figure Z-31 is a schematic which shows the interfacing between
units of the potable water recovery subsystem. Figure Z-32 is a schematic
of the potable water distribution unit, including the backup water supply.
Figure Z-33 is a schematic of the wash water recovery unit. Figure Z-32
shows the potable water recovery installation in the SSS.
Z.Z. 1. I VD-VF Unit
The basic components of this unit were the urine accumulator, VD-VF
boiler (supplied by AMRL), condenser, two condensate tanks, condensate
pump, cold trap vacuum system, five radioisotope heat source capsules
(plutonium -Z38 dioxide), radiation shield water jacket, and a cooled-water
filled isotope tank. Figures Z-34 and 2-35 show the movable radiation shield
water jacket and VD-VF installation, and Figure Z-36 shows the cooled water
isotope storage tanks as installed in the SSS.
The VD-VF unit recovered potable water from pretreated urine and humidity
condensate through the use of the radioisotope heat sources. Four of the five
heat sources, each producing 73.5 watts, were normally used in
the boiler section to vaporize the urine mixture at about 318°K (113 _F) and
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6.4mN/m Z (0.93 psia). The resulting vapor, together with a small amount
of cabin air bleed, passed through a porous matrix filter of Teflon and
stainless steel wire mesh and then through a catalyst bed (Ardox) where it
was superheated to 394°K (Z50 °F) by the fifth isotope heater producing
48 watts. The water was condensed and stored at system vacuum pressure,
in the first of two condensate tanks, while the noncondensible gases were
vented overboard to a vacuum cold trap. The stored water was transferred
each day from the first condensate tank to the second, which was at ambient
pressure. When the condensed water was chernicaUy and m=_crobiologically
acceptable, it was pumped directly to one of four heated zero-g storage
tanks..During periods of unacceptability because of taste, odor, or micro-
biological contamination, it was pumped to the multifiltration unit for further
processing. The urine was pretreated with 4 ml/1 of the following solution:
39.8 percent HZSO 4, 47.3 percent H20, 9.8 percent CrO 3 and 3. 1 percent
CuSO 4 with a density of l. 42 g/m]. A small amount of Dow Antlfoarn C was
also added periodically to the urine accumulator to reduce foaming in the
boiler. An adequate liquid supply to the boiler was maintained in the
accumulator, through the use of a liquid level control switch that supplied
makeup humidity condensate to the urine supply. The excess humidity
condensate was directed to the detoxification-rnultifiltration unit when the
urine accumulator level was adequate. The liquid level in the VD-VF boiler
was maintained by a similar level control switch.
The five isotopes were stored in the cooled water storage tank whenever the
VD- VF unit was inoperative.
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Figure 2-34. VD-VF Movable Radiation Shield
R292-111
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Figure 2-35. VD-VF Water Recovery Unit Installation ° Urine Accumulator and Condensate Tanks
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Figure 2-36. Cooled Water Isotope Storage Installation
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2. 2. I. 2 Wick Evaporator and Humidity Control unit
The basic components of this unit are six wick packages, blower, an activated
carbon air filter, particulate filter, and zero-g condenser/separator.
Figure Z-37 shows the wick evaporator module before installation and
Figure g-38 shows the complete unit as installed in the SSS.
This unit was used as a backup for the VD-VF unit for recovering potable
water from urine and for humidity control. When used to recover potable
water from urine, the pretreated urine was pumped to one of the wick
packages where heated cabin air from the blower evaporated the water,
leaving the urine solids in the wick. The water vapor then passed through
the activated carbon and particulate filters, and through the condenser/
separator where the water was removed. The air was then returned to the
cabin. Part of the dehumidified air was supplied to the COzconcentrator units.
When the unit was used for humidity control only, the air flow was bypassed
around the wicks, providing an unrestricted flow to the condenser/separator.
The separator in this unit, built by Lockheed Missile and Space Company
(LMSC), operates on a hydrophobic-hydrophilic principle, with a fine mesh
Teflon-coated stainless steel screen at the hydrophobic element in the air
stream, and an uncoated stainless steel screen as the hydrophilic element
for removing the separated water.
The separated water could be removed in either of two ways (1) normally a
negative spring-loaded cylinder, having a spring force equal to the hydro-
philic screen differential pressure rating, was filIed_rom the separator -
and then pumped to one of the two holding tanks; or (2) the cylinder could be
filled by utilizing the differential pressure sensing and pumping system,
supplied as part of the condenser/separator unit. The supplied system con-
sisted of a differential pressure switch, which sensed the hydrophilic screen
differential pressure, and a small gear pump, which removed the available
water when activated by the pressure switch. The cylinder and second pump
were also required in this mode of operation, due to insufficient head pressure
from the gear pump.
2. Z. 1.3 Detoxification-Multifiltration Unit
This unit was composed of two heated zero-g holding tanks and a detoxification-
multifiltrati'on module containing a 1-_tm stainless steel filter, and activated
carbon and ion exchange resin columns. A schematic of this unit is shown in
Figure Z-39.
Water processed in this unit came from humidity condensate, wick evaporator
condensate, and VD-VF product water that required further processing. The
two tanks, each holding about 45 kg (100 ib) of water, were filled and pro-
cessed on an alternate schedule. Each tank was held for a minimum of 6 hours
at 344°K (160*F) after filling and then filtered through the module at approxi-
mately 2. 5 ml/sec to one of the storage tanks. The materials used in the
module columns were Barnebey-Cheney activated carbon type PC, Dow mixed
ion exchange resin type AP,.M-381, and Dow cation exchange resin type
ARC-351. Each column contained about 0. 1 kg (0. 2 lb) of material.
V
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Figure 2-37. Wick Evaporator Module
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R292-111
Figure 2o38, Potable Water Recovery and Humidity Control Unit-Air Evaporation Unit, VD-VF Unit, Water Control Panel
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Figure 2-39. DetoxificationWlultifiltration Unit Schematic
2, 2. 1.4 Potable Water Storage and Distribution Unit
This unit consisted of four heated zero-g storage tanks, a distribution panel,
circulation pump, 1-_m stainless steel filter, two chillers, MDAC cold water
dispenser, and Apollo hot and cold dispenser (see Figure 2-32). Figures 2-2
and 2-3 show the storage tanks hung overhead. Figure 2-40 shows the water
dispenser, and the distribution panel can be seen in the upper right corner of
Figure 2-38.
The four storage tanks, each holding approximately 45 kg (100 [b) of water,
were used on a 48-hour rotational sequence according to a plan in which the
status at any time was: one tank being filled, one tank being chemically
and microbiologically checked, one tank certified potable awaiting use, and
one tank being used. The distribution panel contained valving and flexible
piping with quick-dlsconnect fittings, which allowed the placement of each.
of the storage tanks in its proper status. The panel also contained the tank
heater temperature controllers, wick evaporator and VD-VF instrumenta-
tion, and provided a convenient location to draw water samples for analysis.
The dispensing unit provided for drawing measured amounts of hot and cold
water from the Apollo dispenser or a continuous flow of cold water from the
MDAC dispenser. The redundant chillers were cooled from the main
Coolanol-3 5 system.
The circulation pump provided a continuous flow of hot water from the use
tank to the use point and return to prevent bacterial growth during nonusage,
in an otherwise stagnant line.
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2. Z. 1. 5 Backup Potable Water Supply
The backup potable water supply consisted of a stainless steel tank containing
182 kg (400 Ib) of iodine-treated distilled water. This water was to be used
if both the VD-VF unit and wick evaporator unit failed to produce potable
water. The system also contained a circulation pump and syringe disconnect
fitting to provide for additions of iodine, if required.
Z. 2. 1.6 Wash Water Recovery Unit
This unit contained two heated zero-g water tanks; a heat exchanger; a sink
with a mixing supply valve; a multifiltration module composed of a 30-, 3-,
and 1-_m filter series followed by an activated carbon column, a mixed-bed
ion exchange resin colurnn, a cation exchange resin column, and a final carbon
column; a pump; and a commercial clothes washer and dryer (see Figure 2-33).
Figure Z-41 shows the installation in the SSS.
The unit was used to recover water for personal hygiene, laundry, and
miscellaneous housecleaning chores. The cleansing agen used in the unit
was Basic H, a nondetergent, biodegradable concentrated cleansing agent.
In operation, the used water was pumped from the sink to the heated holding
tank and then processed automatically through the multifiltration module to
the heated use tank. The manually operated mixing supply valve proportioned
the water through the heat exchanger to provide the desired temperature.
The materials used in the module columns were identical to those used in the
potable rnultifiltration unit (Section 2.2. 1.3). However, larger columns were
used in the wash water recovery unit and each column contained about 1.8 kg
(4 lb) of material.
The water from the wash water use tank was also used as a urinal flush.
Makeup water, when required, was supplied from the potable water supply.
Z. Z. Z Qualification and Certification Procedures
Prior to the start of the 90-day test, the water management subsystem was
operated with urine feed for 3 weeks to obtain mechanical, chemical, and
microbiological certification. The chemical results are shown in Table 2-18
and the microbiological results are shown in Table 2-19. During the check-
out procedure, high levels of cadmium were initially found in water from
tanks 4 and 5. A thorough inspection disclosed that a cadmium-plated brass
fitting had inadvertently been installed in the discharge port of tank 4. It
was also discovered that cadmium was leaching from a similar fitting in one
of the VD-VF boilers. After both fittings were replaced, no further high
cadmium levels were detected. A small amount of microbial contamination
was found in two of the storage tanks (see Table 2-19), but in a later repeated
tests no contamination was found. A silver-ion generator, which had been
installed in the system for microbiological control, did not pass qualification
tests because of insufficient ion concentration and high microbial levels down-
stream of the generator (for details see Reference 2-2).
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Figure 2-41. Wash Water Recovery Unit-Multifiltration Columns and Sink
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Table Z- 19
PRETEST QUALIFICATION MICROBIOLOGICAL RESULTS
Date
VD- VF
Raw MDAC Condensate
Urine Dispenser Tank T1 TZ T3 T4 T5 T6 TB_
5-Z-70
5-Z0-70
5-Z1-70
5-22-70
5-Z7-70
(1)
(z)
6-2-70
6-3-70
6-9-70 ÷
KE Y: A, i_ A = Aerobes, No./ml
B = Anaerobes, No./ml
C = Fungi, No./ml
D = Viruses, No./ml
(I) Pseudomonas, Klebslella, Aerobacter
(Z) Klebsiella, Aerobacter, Staphylococcus epidermidis
*Backup tank
78
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2. Z. 2. 1 Testing Procedure for Bacteria, Fungi, and Viruses
Each sample was aseptically collected in sterile "Whirl-Pak" bags and
labeled for collection date and site. Aliquots from serial dilutions of each
sample were used to prepare duplicate sets of pour plates. For bacterial
counts, one set of plates was incubated at 310°K (37°C) for 48 hours, while
the other set was held at Z95°K (ZZ°C) for 7 days, for fungal counts.
The microbiological procedures used to qualify the system and produce the
results shown in Table Z-19 were in accordance with the National Academy of
Sicences ad h0c Committee's recommendations for qualification of spacecraft
water recovery systems (Reference Z-3). This committee recommended that
microbiological sampling during system qualification include testing for
aerobic organisms, anaerobic organisms, fungi, and viruses. The assay
procedure used for bacteria and fungi was that recommended in Reference Z-4.
All isolated organisms were subcultured to differential media for identifica-
tion as shown in Figures Z-4Z and Z-43.
A presumptive test for coliforms, by means of lactose broth fermentation
tubes, was also performed using Z ml of the original water sample.
A portion of each water sample (1 ml) was also inoculated into Thioglycollate
Medium, which permits the growth of both aerobic and anaerobic organisms.
Any aerobic culture in the Thioglycollate Medium was subcultured onto plates
of Blood, Eosin Methylene Blue, and Staphylococcus Medium No. ii0 agar
media for identification.
A. Blood Agar is a general, nonselective growth medium which will
grow both gram-negative and gram-positive organisms.
S. Eosin Methylene Blue Agar is a differential medium selective for
gram-negative organisms. Organisms isolated on this medium were
further identified by biochemical reactions (such as citrate fermenta-
tion).
C. Staphylococcus Medium No. II0 is selective for gram-positive
organisms, especially the staphylococcus group. Colonies on this
medium were tested for coagulase activity, a positive reaction
indicating Staphylococcus aureus.
D. Fungal colonies which grew on the pour plates were identified by
colonial morphology.
Analyses for viruses were conducted at the Medical College of Virginia.
During the 90-day test, all water samples were collected in sterile plastic
bags from the Apollo hot water dispenser. Samples of approximately Z50 ml
were collected just prior to passthrough and stored outside at Z03 °K until
shipment.
Z. 2. Z. Z Chemical Analysis Procedure
The chemical standards used to qualify the system and determine potability
during the test were also in accordance with the National Academy of Sciences
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Figure 2-43. Identification Scheme for Gram Negative Organisms
1
a._d ho___cCommittee's (Reference Z-3) recommendations with one exception.
The exception was the replacement of chemical oxygen demand (COD) with
total organic carbon (TOC) as a working criteria for potability. TOC deter-
minatlons were done on every batch of water consumed, with periodic spot
checks by the COD method to insure correlation.
The COD procedure is based on the oxidation of organic material and oxidizable
inorganic material by a standard potassium dichromate solution. The oxida-
tion is carried out by refluxing the sample containing potassium dichromate in
a glass reflux distillation apparatus for 2 hours. The unreacted potassium
dichromate is then back-titrated with a standard ferrous ammonium sulfate
solution. The TOC determination is made by subtracting the indication of an
inorganic carbon analyzer from that of a total carbon analyzer. These
instruments are provided in an automated console which results in a con-
siderable reduction in the time required for an analysis compared with the
COD method.
The total carbon analyzer consists of a catalyst-packed combustion tube housed
in a high-temperature furnace operating at 1, ZZ3°K (950°C). Carrier gas
consists of breathing air which continuously flows through the combustion tube.
When sam10les are iniected into the carrier gas stream all compounds
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containing carbon are oxidized to carbon dioxide. A nondispersive infrared
analyzer sensitized to carbon dioxide is used to measure the CO 2 generated
•by the sample. The total carbon analyzer does not distinguish between
organic and inorganic carbon.
The second channel determines the inorganic carbon content of a sample. It
consists of a low=temperature furnace operating at 4Z3 °K (150°C). Inorganic
carbon compounds such as dissolved carbon dioxide as well as carbonates
and bicarbonates injected into this low=temperature tube is converted into
free CO 2, while the organic compounds are left unreacted. The difference
between the total carbon found in the I,223 °K (950 °C) channel and the inorganic
carbon in the low=temperature channel provides a measure for the total
organic carbon.
It is obvious that the two procedures are based on different analytical
principles. The COD method measures only those constituents that can be
oxidized. An organic compound which is inert is only partially measured by
this method, or not at all.
The TOC method provides a complete measure of the total carbon of the
sample since all of it is converted into CO Z.
A good correlation between the COD and TOC determinations exists as long
as the sample is obtained from the same source or has a fairly constant
composition. If the composition of the sample is highly variable, the correla=
tion between the two determinations breaks down. This is hardly surprising
since there is not inherent similarity in the concepts of the two me[hods.
This is further demonstrated in Tables Z=Z0 and 2=Zl. In Table Z=20, the
samples contained 25.0 to ZZ0 ppm of potassium acid phthalate. They were
analyzed by the COD and TC)C methods. Since the origin of the samples was
the same, the correlation factor was fairly constant, Z. 5 to Z. 7. In
Table Z=ZI, the sample sources were from different locations in the potable.
water recovery subsystem, during the test. As a result, the correlation
factor varied from I. Z to 4. 6.
The measurement of TOC as an index of water pollution has been gaining
favor over the COD analysis. This is based not only on the rapidity of the
method and accuracy and reproducibility but also on the fact that the entire
carbon content of the sample is determined and distinctions between organic
and inorganic compounds can be readily made.
2. 2. Z.4 Water Acceptability Tests
Three separate tests of water acceptability were made in conjunction with the
90=day manned test. The first and second tests were a series of taste
comparisons completed before the 90=day manned test started. The third
acceptability test took the form of a questionnaire after the completion of the
90 days. The results of the first test point out that the subjects did not care
for the VD=VF water and the backup water. The second test showed that
wick evaporator water was the least desired water and distilled water the
most favored. The final acceptability questionnaire verified the crew
verbal statements that the actual 90=day manned test water was quite
acceptable with one exception.
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/ Table 2- 20
COMPARISON OF COD AND TOC DETERMINATIONS
(Solution of Potas sium Acid Phthalate)
Sample Concentration COD TOC
(pprn) (ppm) (pprn)
Correlation
Factor
25.0 68.7 25.0 2.75
50.0 129.0 51.0 2.53
75.0 192.1 74.0 2.59
I00.0 256.4 I00.0 2.56
200.0 503.5 200.0 2.52
Table 2- 21
COMPARISON OF COD AND TOC DETERMINATIONS
(Different Sample Sources of Reclaimed Water)
COD TOC Correlation
Date Sample Source (ppm) (ppm) Factor
7- 24- 70 VD-VF Cond. 8.0 3 2.7
7-21-70 VD-VF Cond. 8.0 7 I. 2
7-16-70 VD-VF Cond. I0.8 8 I. 3
7-13-70 Tank No. 8 556 224 2. 5
7-13-70 Tank No. 7 350 172 Z. 0
7-21-70 Tank No. 8 769 242 3. 1
7-21-70 Tank No. 7 147 97 I. 5
5-25- 70 Backup Tank 7. 5 Z 3.7
5-25-70 Tank No. 3 15.3 4 3.8
5-25-70 Tank No. 4 18.4 4 4. 6
5-25-70 Tank No. 5 7. 5 4 I. 9
5-25-70 Tank No. 6 5. I 3 i. 7
5-25-70 Tank No. I 3. 9 Z 2. 0
5-25-70 MDAC Dispenser 3. 9 2 Z. 0
5-25-70 Tap Water 2.0 1 Z. 0
5-5-70 Tank No. 3 60. 0 22 2. 7
5-5-70 Tank No. 4 24.0 6 4.0
5-5-70 Tank No. 6 28. 5 7 4.0
\.
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First Acceptability Test
The object of this test was two-fold: (I) to determine if the water recovered
by the water system could be detected from other, nonrecovered water; and
(2) to check the effect of certain tanks on the taste of the water stored in the
tanks.
Eight types of water were tested in eight tests of six subjects each. The
eight types of water, and abbreviations to be used throughout the discussion
of the tests, were:
A. T Tap water
B. D Distilled water
C. DTZ Distilled water that had been stored in tank No. 2 (heated)
D. DT3 Distilled water that had been stored in tank No. 3 (heated)
E. DT4 Distilled water that had been stored in tank No. 4 (heated)
F. WE Water from the wick evaporator
G. VD-VFWater from the VD-VF
H. B Backup water (distilled water with IZ)
Eight tests of three kinds of water each using the above types of water, were
given to the 48 subjects to taste; the subjects being crewmen, MDAC engineers
and NASA personnel. Tap water was used as a control in each of the eight
tests.
Each subject was allowed to taste the three types of water with only an
experimenter present. The subject was then asked: "Which of the cups of
water has the most objectionable taste?" The experimenter then recorded
the subject's response, and if the subject had any comments about the taste
of any water, they were also recorded.
The chi-square test was used to determine if a significant number of subjects
chose one of the types of water in each test as being most objectionable. The
chi-square test is essentially a test of how much the values from an experi-
ment differ from the expected values: The expected values are normally
based on the null hypothesis that the different types of water chosen as
objectionable will have no effect on the results. Both the expected and the
actual experimental values are substituted into the chi-square formula and
the resulting value is checked in a significance table.
The eight tests and the results are shown in Table 2-22. It can be seen
that only VD-VF water and the backup water (B) were picked as being
significantly objectionable by the subjects. The chi-square, where p is
less than 0.05, means that only one person in Z0 would not choose as the
subjects chose. It will be further noticed that in test 6, where the backup
water and the VD-VF water were tested against tap water, there was no sig-
nificant difference between the subject's choices of backup water and VD-VF
ware r.
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Table 2- 22
RESULTS OF FIRST WATER ACCEPTABILITY TEST
Subjects'
Responses Chi-Square
Water Type (6 Subjects) Test Subjects' Comments
Test 1
Test Z
Test 3
Test 4
Test 5
Test 6
Test 7
Test 8
T 0 p <0.05
D 1
VD- VF 5
T I
D g
DTZ 3
T 2
D 1
DT3 3
T Z/3*
D 2/3
DT4 4 Z/3
T 0
WE 1
VD- VF 5
T 0
B 4
VD- VF 2
T 1
D 1
WE 4
T 0
D 0
B 6
p <0.05
p <0. 005
(VD-VF) with oil
taste; bitter but
drinkable; bromine
taste
(D) metallic
(VD-VF) worst by far,
but would drink; not
as bad as B (with IZ)
(B) objectionable,
but could drink;
don't like; B is
worst
(WE) rubber hose
odor; alkaline;
halogen
(B) smells; worse
than others; would
drink
/
*Two subjects reported no difference.
'\
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In summary, it is clear from the first acceptability test that the subjects
definitely did not care for either the backup water or the VD-VF water, with
a slight tendency toward selecting the backup water as being the least
acceptable.
Second Acceptability Test
This test, like the first acceptability test, was run before the 90-day manned
test, but after the 5-day checkout test. The intention of this test was two-
fold. It was to verify the reports of the crew of the 5-day manned checkout
test concerning bad-tasting water; specifically of a water that had a strong
metallic taste. The second goal was to measure the acceptability of all the
recoverable water to be used for the 90-day manned run.
This acceptability test differed from the first acceptability test, in that a
longer time duration for consuming the water was incorporated into the
experimental design. To that end, the subjects carried home approximately
0. 946 liters (1.0 quart} of the water which they were to drink for a Z4-hour
period. In the instructions given to them, the subjects were asked to drink
most, if not all of the water, given to them. The subjects for this accept-
ability test were all eight crewmen in training for the 90-day manned run.
There were six types of water to be evaluated during this acceptability test
and each of the eight crewmen was to taste each of the water types. Because
of logistic difficulties, some of the crewmen did not get all of the water types.
Thus, the results and impressions of some of the types of water are based on
reports of only seven crewmen instead of eight.
The results of the second acceptability test are shown in Table 2-23. It is
interesting to note that those crewmen who would hesitate to drink certain
types of water for the 90 days were all scheduled as outside crewmen. The
crewmen who were to form the outside crew had been identified several weeks
previous to this water test. The inside crewmen stated that they would
drink any of the waters for 90 days. This cleavage between the inside and
the outside crew on their responses suggests a division of responses based
on motivation. All eight crew members wanted to participate in the 90-day
manned test as inside crewmen, thus the motivation of those chosen to remain
outside may not have been quite as high as the others.
The results of ranking the water indicate that distilled water got the highest
rating (the higher the number, the better the crewmen liked the water) and
the wick evaporator water rated lowest. Both of these scores, the distilled
water at 6. 7 and the wick evaporator water at 3. 5, were significant at the
0.01 level. That is, there is only one chance in 100 that these scores would
happen in this manner at random. Or to put it more generally, it can be
said with considerable confidence that the crewmen judged the distilled water
and the wick evaporator water to be different from the other waters.
The comments given in answer to Question 6 give some indication of a lack
either in the precision of the experiment or, more likely, in the ability of
people to easily differentiate one control water from the other, given this
experimental context. The crewmen easily identified the water with the
metallic taste (DT and WE water). It is likely that the crewmen were sensitive
to that taste from the 5-day manned checkout test which preceded this
86
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Table 2_ 23
RESULTS OF SECOND WATER ACCEPTABILITY TEST
l
Summary of Responses to:
Question I: Did you drink the water given to you?
Response: All of the subjects drank the water assigned them for each day.
Question 2: Would you drink this water for 10 days?
Response: All of the subjects would drink all of the water for 10 days.
Question 3: Would you drink this water for 90 days?
Response: Three subjects would hesitate to drink wick evaporator water
for 90 days. One subject would hesitate to drink the backup
water (B) and one subject said he would not like to drink VD-VF
water for 90 days.
Question 4: Rank the water on a 9-point scale: 9 = liked extremely, 5 =
neither like nor dislike and 1 = dislike extremely.
Response:
Question 5:
Response:
Question 6:
Response:
Water Type Av$ Rank
D 6.7
B 5.3
VD-VF 5.0
DT 5.0
T 5.0
WE 3.6
If you have drunk other test water, rate how this water compares
with the other water?
The unstructured nature of this question did not prompt replies
from the subjects. Almost without exception they left it blank.
Any comments about water?
T. Bland, but better than my home tap water
D. Tastes ok while drinking, but a bit of an aftertaste
D. Palatable; better than home tap water
DT. Water tastes metallic though not as bad as that of
5-day test. Tastes exactly like the first bottle (thermos)
of water I tasted.
\
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Table 2-23 (Page Z of Z)
RESULTS OF SECOND WATER ACCEPTABILITY TEST
Question 6: (Continued)
WE. This water has the same smell and taste as the silver
nitrate water we had inside (5-day test) except it is
not as bad as the water we had inside. However, I
could get use to the taste or I could increasingly dis-
like it if I had to drink it for a long period of time.
WE. It's like the 5-day test water.
VD-VF Leaves palate with taste.
VD-VF Tastes of "rubber."
B Medicine.
acceptability test and thus put their comments in terms of a metallic taste.
The VD-VF water and the backup water (B) were tagged with their character-
istic taste.
Third Acceptability Test
The goal of this acceptability test, which was administered after the 90-day
manned test was completed, was to get the crewmen's subjective impressions
of the water they drank during the entire 90 days. This test assumed the form
of a questionnaire. Several of the initial questions inquired if the taste of
water (assuming the water did have a bad taste) interferred with the drinking
of the water or with the taste of the food which had to be reconstituted using
the water.
Another question listed seven ways of using the water (e. g., chilling the
water, heating it and making coffee) in a manner to reduce the taste of the
water if the taste was objectionable. The crewmen were asked to rate the
methods of treating the water to reduce the bad taste. Finally, the crewman
was asked to compare the taste of the 90-day manned test water with the
water they tasted before the 90-day duration started. A tabular summary of
the results are shown in Table 2-24.
Each crewman mentioned independently that Water during the 90-day test had
a bad taste immediately before the filter pack in the multifiltration system
was changed. This was because the filter had reached its capacity in its
ability to hold the solutes to be filtered out and any filtering beyond that point
was not up to the usual standards. When asked if they ever refused to drink
the water because of the taste, only one crewman said frequently he would not
drink the water because of bad taste. The crewmen were split in their
opinions of whether the unacceptable water interferred with the flavor of the
reconstituted foods they ate..
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Table 2-24
RESULTS OF THIRD WATER ACCEPTABILITY TEST
(Given after 90-Day Manned Test)
Questions Responses of Crew
1. For water that tasted bad, VD-VF water immediately before
what was cause? multi£ilter element change.
, :. j
o
0
g
Did you ever not drink water
because of its taste?
Did (unacceptable) water
interfere with flavor of food?
What was best method for
improving taste of room
temperature glass of water?
Chill, add Koolaid and sugar 1 st
Heat, add coffee 2nd
Heat, add tea 3rd
Chill, eat snack with it 4th
Chill, add tea 5th
Add ice cubes 6th
Chill only 7th
, Considering your expectations
based on water tasted before
90-day test, how did test water
taste?
o Was the water you drank during
90-day test better than the
backup water (containing I2)?
Never (1 crewman)
Rarely (2 crewmen)
Frequently (1 crewman)
No (2 crewmen)
Yes (2 crewmen)
CMI:
CM2:
CM3:
90-day test water was better
(it improved during the run).
Rubber diaphragms still
gave water some taste.
Better than I expected;
better than pre-90-day test
water.
Quite good except for some
bad VD-VF water. Some-
times much better, some-
times worse (than pre-90-
day test water).
CM4: Better! Better!
Yes (4 crewmen)
v
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When asked the best method for improving the taste of a room-temperature
glass of water, they preferred to chill the water and add Koolaidwith sugar.
The second choice for improving the water was to heat it and add coffee. The
least desirable way to handle water with an unpleasant taste was to merely add
ice cubes or to chill it alone.
The crew was unanimous in their judgment of the 90-day test water being
better than the pre-90-day test water, although they still had some comments
about the water. For example, crewman 1 stated there was a rubber taste
in the water and crewman 3 remarked again about bad VD-VF water. The
crewmen were unanimous in favoring the 90-day test water to the backup
water (B). As was noted in acceptability test 1, the backup water was one of
the least liked waters of any that the crewmen drank but ranked second during
test 2. It is also interesting to note the absence of adverse comments on wick
evaporator water, which ranked last during test 2.
Z. 2. 2.5 Operating Procedure
The procedure for certifying and keeping track of the status of the potable
water system with respect to units in operation, inventory of certified water,
and status of chemical and microbial testing was as follows: water samples
were taken by the inside crew, passed out, and delivered to the laboratory
for analysis along with a chemical and physical analysis checkoff sheet (see
Figure 2-44). At the same time a Millipore Field Monitor was processed by
the inside crew for bacterial analysis. The tank fill date and sample date
were noted on a tank status card (see Figure 2-45) and as soon as available
the chemical and microbiological results were also noted on the card. The
medical director then certified or rejected the tankfor consumption. The
operational status of units and progression of water tanks from initial fill to
certification standby and use was kept current on a system status board as
shown in Figure 2-46.
The Millipore Field Monitors that were used for the enumeration and
preliminary isolation of microorganisms were 0.45-_n black, grid-type
filters. Samples of water for microbial analysis were aseptically collected
from each sampling port in a sterile disposable plastic bag after first
flushing the sample port by drawing 100 to 200 ml of water and returning
this to the system via the urinal or sink. A fresh sterile field monitor and
sampling tube assembly was used for each water sample cultured. After
identifying the field monitors as to sample port, date, time, and volume of
sample filtered (usually 10 ml), ampouled medium (Millipore M-TGE
Broth) was added to each monitor and they were immediately incubated at
35°C for 48 hours. Following incubation the field monitors were opened
and the membrane filters examined under illuminated low-power magnification
for characteristic colonial growth. The total number of colonies present on
each filter was counted and this count, divided by the volume of sample
filtered, was recorded as the number of viable cells/ml of water. All field
monitors showing growth at 48 hours were stored onboard at ambient tempera-
ture for weekly pass-out. After pass-out, representative colonies were
selected and subcultured from each monitor for identification of genus and
species in the outside laboratory. Field monitors showing no growth onboard
were returned to the original storage container and held at ambient tempera-
ture for the duration of the test.
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TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:
ACTION:
Dr.P.Mader
MedicalDirector90-DayRun
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL WATER ANALYSIS
Perform the analyses checked below
Date of Sample
Location of Sample
Sample Number
Amount Standard
[ ] Turbidity (lO)Jackson Units
[ ] Color -- (IS) Cobalt Units
MEASURED [ ] Taste __ (none objectionable)
EVERY [ ] Odor _ (none objectionable)
TANK [ ] Foaming -- (none persistant >15 sec)
[ ! pH --(no.d)
[ ] K --(nostd)pmho-cm "1
Amount Standard
[ ] As _. (0.5)mg/t
[ ! Bit _ (2)mg/t
MEASURED [ ] B (5) mB/t
EVERY [ ! Cd (0.05) mg/t
[ ] ci __ (450)malt2 WEEKS
[ ] Cr __ (nostd) msJt
[ ] Ca _ (3)mg/t
[ ] F _ (2)mg/t
Amount Standard
[ ] AI _ (nostd) mg/t
[ ] Be _. (nostd) mg/t
[ ] Bi _ (nostd) mg/t
MEASURED [ ] Ca _ (no std) mg/IL
TO [ ] Co -- (nostd) mfJt
INITIALLY [ ] Fe __ (nostd) msJt
QUALIFY [ ] Li __ (no sad)mfjt
SYSTEM [ ] Ms _ (nostd) mg/£
PRIORTO [ ] Mn _ (nostd) mg/t
START OF [ ] Hg _ (nostd)mg/t
90-DAYTEST[ ] Ni (no std) mg/t
[ ] g -- (nostd)mg/t
Source ofWatet: [ ] VD-W
[ ] Humidity Condensate
[ ] Air Evaporation
Actual SampleSize
Total plate count - 24 Hr
-48 Hr.
[ ] Certified to use.
Signed:
Medical Director
Amount Standard
[ ] Nl-I3 I,pH >7
-- 10,pH <7 ms/t
[ ] TOC -- (no sad)mEJt
[ ] COD __ (I00) mg/t
[ ] Br __ (I)m&/t
[ ] Cr+6 __ (O.OS)mg/t
Amount Standard
[ | Pb __ (0.2) mg/t
[ ] Se --. (0.05) mg/t
[ ] All --. (0.5)mg/t
[ ] SO_ -- (250) mg/t
[ ] TDS __ (,,OO0)ml_t
[ ] NO3 asN _ (nostd)mg/t
[ ] NO2 asN -- (nostd)ms/t
[ ] TotalNO 3
andNO 2
uH -- (10)mg/t
Amount Standard
[ ] Si _ (nostd) mg/t
[ ] Na _ (no std) mgfl.
[ ] Sn (.ostd) nl_t
[ ] Zn -- (nostd) mdt
[ 1 P __ (no std)mg/t
[ ] Me __ (no sad)mg/t
R292-111
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,permt
•per m£
Date
-.%
Figure 2-44. Checkoff Sheet
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OSTART FILL 9 LB
END FILL 80 LB
SAMPLES TAKEN
CERTIFIED: YES V /
START USE
AMT IN TANK:
AMT IN TANK:
AMT IN TANK:
TANK NO. 3 (")
MO DAY HOUR
_._7__725221O
_ 2..e 0200
7 26 1400
7 29 0SO0
8O 7 31 22OO
49 8 1 23:15
23 8 2 23:30
_ _ 2369
SIGNED
-) _._
:/
AMT IN TANK:
END USE I_ _ _ 0100
CERTIFIED: NO
REPROCESSED
EMPTY, READY FOR REFILL 8 3
I)H 6.55 COLOR I
K 34 ODOR FLAT
TOC 9 TURBIDITY 3
NH 3 3.___I TASTE --
TPC NEG FOAMING NONE
./
HEAT: YES v.Z_ NO
IODINE: YES_ NO V'
SOURCE: VD-VF
VIA TANK I
M/F
• , U n ,
Figure 2-45. Potable Water Tank Status Card
R292-111
V.J
2. 2.3 Subsystem Performance
The overall water balance is fully described in Section 2. 1.2. A tabulated
summary is shown in Table 2-25. It is significant that less than one-half
of the reclaimed water was actually consumed by the crew. About one-
fourth of the water was required to operate the solid amine unit and the
remaining one-fourth was required for operation of the VD-VF unit, wash
water makeup and samples.
The potable water daily inventory is shown in Figure 2-47. The initial
storage of 127 kg (280 Ib), not including the backup supply, dropped to a
low of 64 kg (140 Ib) on day 35 but gradually increased to 159 kg (350 Ib)
by the end of the run. The depletion was primarily due to supplylng the
wash water system with 39.9 kg (88 Ib) of phase-changed water from the
holding tanks and 2 days without VD-VF unit or wick evaporator operation.
The latter occurred when a VD-VF boiler failure during changeover delayed
water recovery processing.
There were a total of 35 tanks of reclaimed water that were certified potable
and three tanks that were rejected. One tank full was rejected because of
objectionable odor and taste and two were rejected because of excessive NH 3
content (over I0 ppm). The potable water chemical analysis data are shown
on Figure 2-48 and are detailed in Tables 2-26 and 2-18. A summary of the
mean and maximum observed values of the physical and chemical properties
are compared to the NAS/NRC standards in Table 2-27. All measured values
were well below the standard limits, except for the three rejected tanks.
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Table 2-25
POTABLE WATER SUBSYSTEMS SUMMARY
WATER BALANCE (4 MEN, 90 DAYS)
kg kg
(pound s ) (pound s )
Water Produced
Humidity control
VD -VF
Wick evaporator
Water Used
Consumed by crew
Feed to solid amine
Feed to VD-VF
Wash water makeup and phase change
Samples, inventory gain, losses, etc.
Source of Water Consumed
VD-VF
Without po st-filtration
With post-filtration
Wick evaporator
Humidity condensate
Z04
(450)
163
(359}
367
(809)
928
(2,045)
521
(1, 148)
Z9Z
(644 )
270
(594)
IZ6
(Z78)
2, 137
(4, 709)
367
(809)
141
(310)
420
(926}
928
(2, 045 )
I, 215
(2, 676)
614
(I, 353)
308
(680)
2, 1 37
(4, 709)
94
430
_ 400
370
' 310
280
o
"" 250
220
19o
130
0 8 16 24 32
Figure 2-47. Potable Water Daily Inventory
R292-Ill
llill
- 190
VD-VF OPERATION ___ ._., ,
WASH , 180
WATER • • •w • • • \ • w • • 170
-MAKEUP L. WICK .- 160
- EVAPORATOR #
/ 150
140
13o 
120
II0
9O
8O
70
40 56 64 72 80 88 9648
TEST DAY
Figure 2-48.
30 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 72 80 88 96
TEST DAY
Reclaimed Potable Water Analysis
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Table 2-27
SUMMARY OF POTABLE WATER ANALYSIS
Mean Maximum
Observed Observed
Value Value
Standard
Value
Turbidity (Jackson units) 1.9
Color (Plat. -Cobalt units) 1.3
Ta ste Slight
<5
8
Obj e ctionabl e
Odor Slight Objectionable
F oa rning None None
<10
<15
None
objectionable
None
objectionable
None persistent
more than 15 sec
Chemical Standards (ppm)
Arsenic 0. 022 0.03 0.5
Barium 0. 044 <0. 009 2. 0
Boron 0.45 <1.5 5. 0
Cadmium 0. 003 0. 009 0. 05
Chloride 0.07 0.41 450. 0
Chromium (Cr +6) 0. 004 0. 01 0. 05
COD N.T. + N.T. 100. 0
Copper 0.01 6 0. 031 3. 0
Fluoride N.T. N.T. 2. 0
Lead 0. 007 0. 01 0.2
Nitrate and nitrite 0.21 1.00 10. 0
(as nitrogen)
Selenium <0. 11 $ <0. 35 0.05
Silver 0. 005 0. 011 0.5
Sulfate N.T. N.T. 250. 0
Total solids 5.5 Z8. 0 1000. 0
Ammonia 2. 1 19. 0 10. 0
pH 5.4 4. Z to 7.5 N.E. A
Specific Conductivity 28.4 IZ4
(_mho-cm- I)
TOC (pprn) 14. 9 33
+ Not tested (see text)
A No established limlt "
Lowest detectable limit with sample size provided (see text)
k_w,
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The tests for fluoride and sulfate were omitted because of the extremely low
levels found during qualification testing (see Table Z-18). The level of
selenium was also found below the standard of 0.05 ppm during qualification
testing. During the 90-day test there was insufficient sample available to
determine selenium to this low a level. A minimum of 3 liters of water is
required to provide selenium sensitivity below 0.05 ppm.
The microbiological results are shown in Table Z-Z8. Positive counts were
observed on only two occasions in the potable storage tanks. These were
counts of 0.6 organism_/ml on day 60 and 0. 1 organisms/rnl on day 66. The
earlier high counts on days 6 and 8 were determined as incorrect sampling
technique. Since storage tank was connected to its sample point with plumbing
lines at ambient temperature, it was found necessary to flush each line with
100 to Z00 rnl before drawing the sample for microbial analysis. No further
problems were encountered after this technique was instituted.
Z. g. 3. 1 VD-VF Unit
Two VD-VF boiler units were used during the test for a total of 63 days of
operation. The first boiler was used for Z5 days and the second boiler was
used for 38 days, of which only the last Z7 days were continuous operation.
A total of 666 kg (1,467 lb) of urine and humidity condensate were fed to the
units, which produced 615 kg (1,353 lb} of water for a water recovery
efficiency of 94. 3 percent. The net usable product was reduced to 594 kg
(1,309 lb) because of sampling requirements and some substandard water
that was rejected and reprocessed. Of this, Z36 kg (518 lb) were used without
rnultifiltration'and 360 kg (791 lb) required multifiltration due to either poor
taste or microbiological contamination.
The mass and energy balance and the expendable requirements for VD-VF
boiler 1 are shown in Table Z-Z9. The requirements for VD-VF boiler Z are
shown in Table Z-30. Water quality and boiler temperature profiles are
shown in Figure Z-49 and chemical analysis in Table Z-31.
Boiler 1 operated normally for approximately 17 days. The water produced
met all chemical and bacteriological requirements for potability until test
day 15, when the water suddenly had an objectionable odor and taste.
Figure 2-49 shows all measured chemical parameters to be acceptable at
this time. However, the TOC level began to increase significantly" on day 13.
It appears that the catalyst had ceased to function at this point. This boiler
and catalyst had been used prior to the 90-day test for system checkout and
certification. Thus, this boiler had Z5 operating days with urine feed prior
to the 90-day test. It may be concluded from these data that the catalyst life
is approximately 40 days. Operation with this boiler was continued using
multi.filtration of the product to meet potability standards for consumption.
Additional problems with boiler 1 appeared on test day gl. It appeared that
the float switch controlling the feed to the boiler was sticking, thus allowing
the liquid level to fall and significantly increase the solids concentration.
This is indicated in the temperature excursions shown for days 21 through
Z6 in Figure 2-49. The effect of the temperature instability is evident in
all the parameters shown in Figure Z-49. it is significant to note that all
water produced by the first boiler was sterile.
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Table Z-29
VD-VF BOILER 1 MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE
V
Z5 days of operation
17 days without multifiltration
8 days with multifiltration
Water = 9.4 (20.8)
Air = 0.05 (0. 12)
Pretreated urine
Excess pretreatment
Urinal flush
Condensate
Reprocess
Miscellaneous
Total
= 131.2 (289)*
= 1.4 (3)
-- z3. z (51)
= 94. 9 (Z09)
= 13. Z (Z9)
= 5. o (11)
= Z68.9 (59Z)
Air = 0.05 (0. lZ)
p.
Overall water recovery efficiency
VD- VF
Boiler 1
Water = 247.4 (545)
(Zl. 8 Ib/day)
Pretreated Urine
[Solids = 5.4 (IZ. 0)
[Excess Pretreatment 0. 7 ( I. 5)
VWater 5.6 (lZ. 4) _
Total = 1 I. 7 (7.5.9)
Water out_
W---'_eer _] = 94. 3%
Expendable s :
Pretreatment solution = 1.00 ( 2. Z)
Boiler = Z4.70 (54.4)
Catalyst = 1.82 (4.0)
MF Carbon = 0.05 ( 0. 1 I)
MF Resin = 0. 05 ( 0. II)
Antifoam = 0. 02 ( 0. 055)
Air bleed = 0.05 ( 0. 121)
Total = Z7. 69 (60. 996)
Isotope heat:
Boiler
Catalyst
= 268. 6 joules/sec (916. 8 Btu/hr)
= 75. 6 joules/sec (257. 9 Btu/hr)
Condenser cooling (average) = 36Z. 7 joules/sec (I, Z38 Btu/hr)
Pumping power (average) = 9 watts
*All weights in kg (ib)
kj-
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Table Z-30
VD-VF BOILER Z MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE
38 days of operation
4 days without multifiltration
34 days with multifiltration
'Water = 13.5 (Z9. 8)
Air = 0.08 (0. 18)
Pretreated urine = 178.9 (394)*
Urinal flush = 31. 8 (70)
Condensate = 177. 5 (391)
Miscellaneous = 9. 1 (20)
Total = 397. 3 (875)
p.
VD-VF
Boiler Z
Water = 366.8 (808)
(71. 8 lb/day)
Air = 0.08 (0. 18)
lPretreated UrineSolidsWater
Water out_
Overall recovery efficiency _ W----_eer_nJ: 94. I%
Expendable s :
Pretreatment solution = I. 36 (3.0)
Boiler = Z6. ii (57, 5)
Catalyst = I. 8Z (4.0)
MF Carbon = 0. Zl ( 0. 47)
MF Resin = 0, Z1 ( 0. 47)
Antifoam = 0. 04 ( 0. 084)
Air Bleed = 0.08 ( 0. 184)
Total = Z9. 83 (65. 708)
: 7.94. 3 joules/sec (I, 004. 6 Btu/hr)
= 47. 8 joules/sec (163.2 Btu/hr)
Isotope heat:
Boiler
Catalyst
Total
Condenser cooling (average) : 36Z. 7 joules/sec (1, Z38 Btu/hr)
Pumping power (average) = 9 watts
*All weights in kg (lb)
= 7.4 (16. Z)
= 9.4(Z0.6)
: 16. 8 (36. 8)
I03
pH
NH3
PPM
TOC
PPM
SPECIFIC
CONO UCT I V ITY
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Figure 2-49.
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VD-VF Product Water Analyses and Boiler Temperature at Condenser
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Boiler2 was installed on test day 28. During the filling sequence, it was
observed that the float switch was not operating properly. The boiler was
drained and disassembled, revealing that the float had come off its shaft.
This was corrected and the boiler reassembled. During the next fill sequence,
a short circuit occurred in the float switch wires. This was caused by
insulation chafing at the feedthrough. This was corrected and the fill
sequence continued. It appeared that the system was functioning normally;
however, the feed solenoid valve did not close at the proper time and the
boiler was flooded, causing urine to penetrate the membrane and contaminate
the catalyst. The boiler was disassembled, and the catalyst rinsed with
successive aliquots of potable water until stable specific conductivity
readings of the rinse water showed the catalyst to be clean. This malfunction
was thought to be caused by an error in reconnecting the level control cir-
cuits. After reassembly, a fill sequence was restarted; however, flooding
occurred again. It was subsequently determined that the previous short cir-
cuit had fused the contacts in the float switch. The boiler was again
disassembled, the float switch replaced with a spare, the catalyst washed,
and the system reassembled. The subsequent filling and startup procedures
went smoothly and the system operated normally for 5 days. At this time it
was determined that the product water was contaminated with bacteria. The
system was shut down, and the condenser and collecting tanks were steam-
sterilized at cabin pressure. After restart, the system operated normally
for 5 more days. During the last restart sequence, the humidity condensate
diverter switch which automatically maintained a minimum volume in the urine
accumulator was inadvertently left in the manual mode. On the sixth day, the
urine accumulator ran dry, allowing cabin air to be pulled into the boiler at a
high rate which blew urine up into the catalyst. The boiler was again disas-
sembled, cleaned, and restarted. The system then operated satisfactorily,
with the exception of temporary shutdowns for attempts at sterilizing the
system, for Z8 days. The' product water was pasteurized and multifiltered
due to continuous bacteria contamination, although the majority of the
product water met the chemical standards. Figure Z-49 shows the deteriora-
tion of the water quality as the boiler temperature increased. This was due
in part to boiling-point rise caused by the increasing solids concentration
in the liquid. However, a direct measurement of the pressure drop across
the membrane toward the end of the boiler life showed approximately
3.9 kN/m Z (30 mm Hg) thus causing a relatively high evaporation pressure.
The flooding failures, which forced urine through the membrane, probably
caused clogging thus increasing the pressure drop. Figure Z-50 shows
boiler 2 prior to disassembly and in Figures 2-51 and Z-52 after disassembly.
Examination of the corrugated membrane, shown in Figure 2-53, revealed
the folds to be filled with solids, thus confirming the increasing pressure
drop theory. The expended catalyst bed is shown in Figure Z-54.
V
2. Z. 3.2 Wick Evaporator and Humidity Control Unit
The wick evaporator operated a total of 3 1 days as a backup to the VD-VF
unit. The humidity control portion of the unit operated for the entire 90-day
te st.
The wick evaporator was fed 318 kg (700 lb) of pretreated urine, flush water
and miscellaneous input, and produced 309 kg (680 lb) of water for a recovery
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"-__._" Figure 2-50. VD-VF Boiler 2 Prior to Disassembly
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Figure 2-51. VD-VF Boiler 2 After Disassembly
Figure 2-52. VD-VF Boiler 2 Interior View
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Figure 2-53. VD-VF Membrane Filter
Figure 2-54. VD-VF Expended Catalyst
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efficiency of I00 percent. A mass and energy balance and the expendable
requirements are shown in Table 2-32. Five wick packages were used and a
summary of their performance is shown in Table 2-33.
Premature flooding occurred in the first two wicks. The flooding was caused
by a combination of (I) a higher feed rate than normal, and (2) unusually
high humidity in the inlet air to the wick evaporator caused by the solid
amine COg removal unit. The high feed rate, which was more than double
that required to process the daily urine production, was used in an attempt
to deplete the accumulation of urine created during VD-VF unit shutdown.
The planned method of urine feeding was to pump directly from the urinal to
the wick package after each micturition. This was not possible because of
the urine phase separator failure, so the urine transfer pump was connected
to the urine accumulator outlet. This required manual pump operation and
batch process feeding during the use of wick 1 and 2 and part of wick 3. A
90-minute cam timer was found by the crew in the spare parts inventory
(for the electrolysis unit) and installed in the pump circuit on day 50.
Automatic batch feeding was used for the remaining wick evaporator opera-
tion. Figure 2-55 shows one of the used wick packages disassembled after
the 90-day test.
The ll-kg (24-ib) air carbon canister satisfactorily removed all urine odors
during the entire 90 days and was not considered expended at the end of the
test. The zero-g condenser/separator removed i, 440 kg [3, 172 Ib (35.2 ib/
day)] of humidity condensate and wick evaporator produced water. There
were 239 kg (525 ib) of this total that overflowed the separator and were
processed from an overflow catch basin, which results in a water separation
efficiency of 83.5 percent. This efficiency is excellent considering the
separ, ator was handling more than 200 percent of its design capacity. The
hydrophil[c screen sumps (three installed in unit) required frequent removal
and cleaning to minimize the amount of overflow. The frequency of cleaning
varied, but averaged about every 3 days. Visual observation of the removed
sumps did not reveal the cause of clogging.
The alternate method of separator water removal, using the system supplied
with the unit, as described in CRI11882, was required when the negative
pressure cylinder spring failed on day 83. This method operated satisfac-
torily the remainder of the test.
The relative humidity and dew point temperatures during the test are reported
in Section 2.3.3.
V
v
2. 2.3.3 Detoxification-IV[ultifultration Unit
The detoxification-multifiltration'unit processed 835 kg (I, 839 ib) of
reclaimed water and humidity condensate. The contributions to this total
were 188 kg (414 Ib) from the VD-VF unit, 162 kg (358 Ib) from the wick
evaporator, and 484 kg (I, 067 ib) of humidity condensate. A performance
summary of this unit is shown in Table 2-34.
The chemical analysis results performed on the input of this unit are shown
in Table 2-35. In general, the specific conductivity, TOC, and NH 3 levels
in the holding tanks gradually increased over the period of the test.
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Table 2-32
WICK EVAPORATOR MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE
31 DAYS OF OPERATION
f =
', \ /
Pretreated urine = Z19.3 (483) _-
Urinal flush = 39.0 (86)
Condensate = 8.6 (19)
Reprocess from VD-VF = 19.5 (43)
Miscellaneous = 31.3 (69)
Total = 317.7 (700)
Water = 308.7 (680)
(21.9 Ib/day)
Wick
Evaporator
Pretreated urine solids = 9. 1 (20. O)
Water = 0 (0.0)
Total = 9. 1 (20.0)
..... /Water outh
Overall Recovery _I,iclencYk'wat-'-'-_r I--_7:
100%
Expendables:
Pretreatrnent solution = I. 68 (3.7)
Wicks = 7.7Z (17. 0)
MF Carbon = 0. 20 (0.44)
ME Resin = 0. 20 (0.44)
(24 Ib) installed
Air carbon Not expended -
Total = 9.80 (21.58)
Heat (average) = 101. 7 joules/sec (347 Btu/hr)
Condenser cooling (average)= 105.5 joules/sec (360 Btu/hr)
Blower power = 307 watts (includes humidity control)
Pumping power (average) = 0.7 watts
*All weights in kg (lb)
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Table 2-33
WICK PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
Wick Test Operating Urine Processed
No, Day Hour s (liter s)
1 Z9 to 3 1 43.5 19.5
Z 31 to 37 171.5 88.7
49 to 51
3 45 to 49 117.0 71.9
4 52 to 57 113.0 49.2
5 81 to 90 Z13.5 81.7
Total 658.5 3 11.0
The carbon and resin columns were changed three times during the test on
days 46, 66, and 86 (see Figure 2-48). The columns were packaged as a
unit for ease of replacement, so each change contained a complete new
charge of materials. Each unit contained 0.'2 kg (0.4 Ib) of activated carbon
(0. 1 kg in each column), 0. 1 kg (0.2 ib) of mixed resin, and 0. I kg (0.2 ib)
of cation resin. This totaled 0.5 kg (1.2 ib) of carbon and 0.5 kg (i. Z Ib) of
resin expended. The first and last changes were made because of high NH 3
levels and the second change was made because of rapidly increasing TOC.
Each change lowered the levels to satisfactory values.
2.2.3.4 Potable Water Storage and Distribution Unit
This unit operated satisfactorily for the entire test with the exception of the
cold water supply ports in the dispensing unit, which became bacterially
contaminated and were not used after test day 3 (see Table 2-28).
The heated zero-g bladder storage tanks required two minor adjustments:
(1) occasional venting of trapped gases, and (2) adjustments of temperature
control settings during nearly empty conditions. At the conclusion of the test,
very small amounts of water were found on the gas pressurized side of seven
of eight bladders. The exception was tank 5 which contained Z.4 liters. The
leakage path in this tank was probably through the bolt holes in the bladder at
the bolted flange connection.
2.2.3.5 Backup Potable Water Supply
The backup potable water supply was not required during the test. Weekly
checks of the iodine content were made and the result of these analyses and a
few microbiological checks are shown in Table 2-36.
112
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Figure 2-55. DiasssembledWick Package
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Tank design
Type:
Size:
Material:
Table 2-36
DATA ON IODINE DISSIPATION IN BACKUP
POTABLE WATER STORAGE TANK
Cylinder with flat ends
15 in. diameter x 66 in.-14-gage shell, 12-gage-ends
Type 304 S/S-2B Quantity: 182 kg (400 lb)
Water Chemistry
Source: Sparkletts distilled drinking water
Specific conductivity = 3 to 5 _mho/cm
Treatment: Add iodine solution (40g 12 + 52g KI + 1,000g H20) to reach
6 ppm 12 as measured by the silver method (no additional
solution added)
I2 Dissipation Data
Date Test 12 Content MFM t]_ Fe Cr
(1970) Day (ppm) (No./ml) (ppm) (ppm)
Ni
(ppm)
"5- 22 1 6
5-25 4 5
6-2 12 5
6-8 18 5
**6- 18 23
6-22 32 1"**
6-30 40 1.**
7-6 46 1.**
7- 13 53 0.5***
7- 13 53 O. 5::'**
7-21 61 4.5
7- 21 61 5.0
7- 28 68 4.5
8-4 75 5.0
8-11 82 5.0
8-18 89 5.0
8- 25 96 5.0
9-I I03 5.0
9-8 II0 5.0
9-10t 112 --
9-24tt 126 5.0
;:-'Filled tank
**Start 90-day SSS test
***Incorrect sampling procedure
<0.002 <0.04 <0.06
0
0
0
0.02 <0.01 <0.06
0.02 <0.01 <0.06
0.02 <0.01 <0.06
0.30 <0.01 0.14
0.08 <0.01 <0.06
tend 90-day SSS test
_tEmptied tank
tt_Millipore Field Monitor
'_-2
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The low levels of iodine detected during the early portion of the test were
found to be due to incorrect sampling procedure. The samples were placed
in sterile polyethylene bags and passed overboard during the weekly passout
for analysis. It was discovered that the first samples were drawn the day
before passout and not analyzed until the day after passout. This allowed
sufficient time for the iodine to dissipate. The corrected procedure, followed
for the remainder of the test, called for drawing the sample just prior to
passout and analysis immediately after passout. An acceptable 12 level was
maintained throughout the test without adding more iodine solution.
2.2.3.6 Wash Water Recovery Unit
A summary water balance for the wash water recovery unit is shown in
Table 2-37 and results of the chemical, physical, and microbiological analysis
are shown on Figure 2-56 and in Tables 2-38 and 2-39.
The unit processed 5,077 kg (11, 182 lb) of water and used 13. 6 kg (30 lb) of
expendables. A total of 362 kg (798 lb) of water from the potable water sub-
system and storage cart was added as makeup to the unit. The multifiltra-
tion module required four changes of carbon column, one change of both resin
columns, and replacement of five particulate filters.
The particulate filters were changed whenever the process rate dropped below
2.5 ml/sec. The filters were changed in progression, starting with the one
having the highest pressure drop, until a satisfactory process rate was
achieved. The 30-_m filter was changed on days 25, 52 and 78. The 1 and
3-_m filters were changed only once on day 34. Table 2-40 shows the amount
of residue contained on the used filters. An additional undetermined amount
of material was screened out by each filter and accumulated in the bottom of
the filter housings. Figure 2-57 shows the used filters.
The carbon and resin columns were changed as dictated by crew judgment of
water quality and chemical analysis results. The first signs of crew
rejection, because of odor, occurred on day 35. At this time the wash water
charge in the unit was replaced with 40 kg (88 lb) of humidity condensate.
The objectional odor did improve some, but on day 40 a carbon column change
was made and a considerable improvement in water quality was noted. The
carbon column change procedure was to replace the last column with a new
charge and replace the first column with the old last column. Microbial
growth was found in the felt pad carbon retainer in the first column and it is
felt that this growth was responsible for the objectionable odor. It was felt
that water temperatures within the columns were below those required to
inhibit bacterial growth because of system heat losses. The process tank
temperature was subsequently occasionally raised to 366°K (200°F) before
multifiltration in an attempt to inhibit this type of growth. The same objec-
tionable odor did not occur again. However, the columns were changed twice
as frequently during the last half of the test. The change in frequency was
due to earlier crew rejection of the water. Also, the life of the columns
estimated before the test, was based on a lower usage rate than the actual
daily volume of water used.
"x-A
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Table 2- 37
WASH WATER SYSTEM SUMMARY
WATER BALANCE AND EXPENDABLES
(4 MEN, 90 DAYS_
kg(pounds) kg(pounds )
Water Produced
Multi filtration unit
(Ref: Figure 2-11 for water sources)
Water Used
[including evaporation]
Washing [loss = (560 lb) 254 ]
Reprocess
Urinal flush
Phase change
Miscellaneous
Inventory change
Expendables
Four carbon columns
Two resin columns
Five particulate filters
Cleansing agent (Basic H)
Total expendable s
Heat
Tank heaters:
Power
Pump:
4, 744
(i0,448)
227
(500)
94
(207)
4O
(88)
6
(13)
-34
(-74)
5,077
(ii, 1821
(16)
(8)
(Z)
(4)
(30)
(817 Btu/hr 239.4 joules/sec average
1,056 watts for 4.32 hours total operating time
5,077
(ii, 18Z)
5,077
(II, 182)
7.3
3.6
0.9
1.8
13.6
x._j_
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Figure 2-56. Reclaimed Wash Water Analysis
The next column change occurred on day 52. Both resin columns were
changed at this time as well as the carbon column. This was done to deter-
mine what chemical changes in water quality, if any, would result. No
noticeable chemical changes occurred that had not occurred after the first
carbon column change as shown in Table 2-38.
Two more carbon column changes were made on days 70 and 86. The resin
columns would have been changed again on day 86 had it not been so close to
the end of the test.
A total of 34Z g of TOC and 1,586 g of TDS were removed by the carbon and
resin columns as calculated from the average removal rate between sample
intervals (see Table Z-38). This results in a carbon column loading average
of 37.7 g of TOC per kg of carbon and 174.7 g of TDS for each kg of carbon.
The small changes in specific conductivity across the entire multifiltration
module indicated that all or most of the TDS were removed hy the carbon
columns and not the ion exchange columns.
The washer and dryer were used to clean and dry 44 loads of wash composed
of underclothing, socks, uniforms, wash cloths, towels, and bed sheets.
The Basic H cleansing agent did an adequate cleaning job on all clothes
except the uniforms made of Durette. The agent failed to remove the perspi-
ration stains from this material. The crew considered Basic Hundesirable
for personal hygiene because they felt it left a slippery film residue, that
was hard to rinse away, and an objectionable odor. The slippery feeling is
typical of soft water. A shower to provide sufficient rinsing might have
eliminated the problem.
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Table Z- 39
WASH WATER POST-TEST CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
(ppm)
Element Use Tank 7 Process Tank 8
\
As <0.07 <0.08
Ba <0.4 <0.5
B <0. 012 <0. 014
Cd <0. 003 <0. 004
Cr O. 003 O. 003
Cu O. 06 O. 05
Pb 0. 004 0. 009
Ag <0. 001 <0. 001
A/ <0. OZ O. 02
Be <0. OOl <0. 001
Bi <0. 006 <0. 006
Ca O. 08 O. 06
Co <0. 004 <0. 005
Fe 0. 005 0. 005
Li <0. 0005 <0. 0006
Mg 0. 013 0. 013
Mn 0. 001 <0. 001
Hg <0.2 <0. 2
Ni <0. 004 0. 004
S[ 0.4 O. I
Na 0.28 I. 03
Zn O. 05 O. 02
Mo <0. 015 <0. 017
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Figure 2-57. Used WashWater Filters
2.2.3.7 Power Consumption
The water management subsystem power consumption is shown in Table 2-41.
The items listed operated in a continuous mode over the entire test period
unless otherwise noted. The noted values reflect only the average load over
that time period. Section 2. 1.4 details the peak load values for this equipment.
Z.Z.3.8 Maintenance Activity
The maintenance and repair activities on the water management subsystem
are shown in Table 2-42. These activities have been discussed in detail in
appropriate areas of this section. The overall maintenance and repair
activities are summarized in Section 2. 1. }.
2.2.3.9 Urine Data
The crew urine output data are shown in Figures 2-58 through 2-61. The
crew total urine output over the entire 90 days is shown in Figure 2-58. The
constant rate of urine production during this test correlates very well with
past manned chamber test data (Reference 2-5). Figure Z-59 shows the
urine output volumes as a function of time of day for each shift crew. Crew-
men 3 and 4 were on the inverted work schedule. The data for crewmen 3
and 4 show that their urine output was fairly evenly distributed over the entire
period of their awake hours, whereas that of crewmen 1 and 2 occurred at
definite times of the day. These times were right after awaking, about mid-
day, and again before retiring. This again substantiates past data showing
that urine processing systems must be capable of handling cyclic loads.
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Table 2-40
WASH WATER FILTER RESIDUE
Day Changed
Used Water Residue
Processed Collected
kg (Ib) (g)
g Residue/ Days
kg Water Used
% Residue
Removed
Z5
5Z
78
90
30 _m 985 (2,170) 23.8
30 _m I,456 (3,208) 70.9
30_m l,Zl8 (2,684) 69.2
30 _m 786 (1,731) Z6.8
0. 024 25
0. 049 27
0.05 7 Z6
0. 034 IZ
34
9O
Subtotal 4,445 (9,793) 190.7
3 _m 1,539 (3,391) 9. Z
3 _m 2,906 (6,40Z) 32.5
0.041Avg 90
0.0060 34
0.0118 56
82
k.,
34
90
Subtotal 4,445 (9,793) 41.7
1 _m 1,539 (3,391) 0
1 _m Z, 906 (6,402) 0
0.0089 Avg 90 18
Subtotal 4,445 (9,793) 0 0
Total Z32.4 I00
The number of micturitions each day for each crewman was fairly constant
as shown in Figure 2-60. The urine volume for each micturition is shown in
Figure Z-61 for the entire crew and summarized in Table 2-43 for each
crewman. The crew average volume per micturition was 268 rnl with a
modal value of 200 ml. The volume per micturition ranged from a minimum
of 16 ml to a maximum of 924 ml.
Urine properties data taken during the test are shown in Figures 2-62 to Z-74.
Correlation was not obtained between the urine properties data and test day
as shown in Figures 2-6Z, 2-63, 2-65, Z-67, 2-69, 2-71 and 2-73. Correla-
tion was obtained between TDS and five other properties as shown in Fig-
ures 2-64, 2-66, 2-68, Z-72 and 2-74. However, correlation was not
obtained between TDS and pHas shown in Figure 2-70. These results are in
agreement with similar data which are presented in Reference 2-6. This is
presented for comparison of long-term operational data with that of random
samples collected in an industrial laboratory.
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Table 2-41
WATER MANAGEMENT SUBSYSTEM POWER CONSUMPTION
_
Total
kW--ksec
Average Watts
During Operation
Potable Water Unit
Holding tank 1
Holding tank 2
Use tank 3
Use tank 4
Use tank 5 .+ circulation pump
Use tank 6
Humidity condensate pump,
67- hour operation
Wick evaporator heater,
I, 127-hour operation
110-vac Subtotal
Humidity control blower, 400 Hz
Total
Wash Water Unit
Use tank 7
Process tank 8
Sink pump, 4.32-hour operation
Washer, 4-hour operation
Dryer, 44-hour operation
Total
53.3
43 8
50 0
44 7
79 4
57 3
i 9
104.0
434.4
183.4
617.8
67.8
75.3
1.4
I.I
22.8
89
74
83
75
133
96
104
332
986
307
1, 293
113
1Z6
i, 056
i, 000
I, 865
4, 160
V j
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Table 2- 43
CREW URINE DATA SUMMARY
r_
Item 1 Z 3 4 Total
Urine quantity, 133 141 125 132 531
liters
Number of 481 439 46Z 602 i, 984
urinations
Minimum
volume, ml
Maximum
volume, ml
Micturit{on
frequency per
day, rain
Mi ctur iti on
frequency per
day, max
Average volume
per mictur ition,
ml
Z8 25 16 33
730 924 650 820
3 3 3 3
9 8 7 10
277 322 269 219
2.3 ATMOSPHERE PURIFICATION
This portion of the final report describes performance of the CO 2
concentrators, as well as the temperature and humidity control units.
Although the toxin burner contributed to atmospheric purification, it was
integrated with the Sabatier reactor and its performance is discussed in con-
junct[on with that unit in Section 2.4. I. All of these units operated satisfac-
torily during the 90-day test. Carbon dioxide removal from the cabin
atmosphere could have been accomplished by the advanced prototype solid
amine unit, the backup molecular sieve unit, or for a period of up to 5 days
by the emergency lithium hydroxide CO 2 removal unit. The CO Z concentra-
tion in the cabin over the 90-day test period was approximately 666 N/m Z
(5 mm Hg) rather than the intended 507 N/m Z (3.8 mm Hg) primarily because
of the problems with adjusting the operating conditions of the solid amine
concentrator. The solid amine unit was used for CO Z control during the
majority of the first 81 days of the test. The molecular sieve unit operated
approximately 20 days during the 90-day test. Operation of the lithium
hydroxide emergency unit was not requLred during the test.
The prime function of the thermal conditioning unit was to maintain tempera-
ture levels suitable for human comfort by removing the sensible heat dissi-
pated into the atmosphere. This heat dissipation into the SSS atmosphere was
derived from occupants, high-temperature heat transfer fluid lines, electrical
energy, and onboard isotope heaters. The rate of sensible heat dissipated
from these sources varied as much as 40 percent and thus created a require-
ment for accurate and reliable modulating automatic controls.
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In addition to accomplishing its prime function of sensible heat removal, the
thermal conditioning unit was conceived around strict guidelines which limited
designing for full optimum performance. These design guidelines included:
(I) configuring to fit a predesignated minimum volume, (2) providing adequate
performance over a wide range of cabin pressures, (3) fabricating from
high-grade commercial or aircraft components, (4)limiting maintenance to
filter changes, and (5) confining high temperatures resulting from excessive
heat dissipation to the equipment area.
Humidity control was accomplished by removing atmospheric moisture in the
zero-g condenser/separator of the open-loop wick evaporator unit of the
water recovery subsystem. Design and performance of this unit is discussed
in Section 2.2 of this report. The resulting effect on cabin humidity is pre-
sented below (Section 2.3.3).
Z.3.1 Carbon Dioxide Concentrators
The function of the COp concentrator is to maintain the partial pressure of
COg at approximately 507 N/m z (3.8 mm Hg) and to provide pure COg for
processing in the Sabatier reactor for oxygen recovery. This function was
provided by an advanced solid amine unit with a molecular sieve unit as
backup and an LiON CO 2 removal unit for emergencies.
The solid amine concentrator was an experimental unit built specifically
for the 90-day test from off-the- shelf hardware. It utilized a weak base
amine ion exchange resin, IT-45, for COg absorption. It was built by
Hamilton- Standard under contract to NASA- LRC.
The molecular sieve COp. concentrator, used for CO 2 concentration during
the 1968 60-day NASA/MDAC chamber test, was rebuilt and Updated. The
major changes to the unit were:
• Replacement of the two four-way electric air diverter valves
isolating the silica gel beds with four three-way pneumatic valves.
• Addition of an Apollo suit compressor for circulation of cabin air
through the unit.
• Replacement of the cycle timer with a more positive snap action
switch, cam timer.
Addition of a filter upstream of the COg compressors to remove
any dust coming from the beds.
Complete rearrangement of component locations to obtain access
for maintenance and part replacement and to meet installation
space limitations.
Z.3.1. 1 Description of Operation
The two CO Z concentrators used during the 90-day test are described in the
following paragraphs.
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Solid Amine
The basic components of the solid amine CO 2 concentrator unit are three
separate beds packed with solid amine ion exchange resin particles, two
circulation fans (one redundant), two condensing heat exchangers, two com-
pressors (one redundant) to pump COg to the accumulator, a boiler and
superheater, water pumps, timer and cycle control unit, manifolds and
sequence control valves. A schematic of the unit is shown in Figure 2-75
and the installed unit is shown in Figure 2-76.
Dehumidified cabin air from the humidity control outlet is drawn into the
unit by the circulation fan. The air then passes through a filter and a
condenser/heat exchanger to condition it to the desired temperature and
relative humidity, and then enters the absorbing amine canister(s) where
the COg contained in the airstream is removed. The purified air is then
returned to the cabin through the second condenser/heat exchanger. This
heat exchanger cools the air and condenses the water removed from the
absorbing bed during the absorption reaction. This water is returned to the
water storage accumulator. The desorption of the amine beds is accomplished
with superheated steam. Water is pumped from the storage accumulator to
a two-stage water boiler. Heat is supplied from the Coolanol 35 heating
fluid circuit. The steam generated in the boiler/superheater at 372 ± 2°K
(210 ± 3°F) is passed through the amine bed where it condenses on the amine
resin. The resultant heat and water release the CO 2from the amine
particles. The COgis then reabsorbed downstream in the bed. After suffi-
cient steam is condensed in the bed and the bed temperature is elevated, the
TO CO
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Figure 2-75. CO2 Concentrator--Solid Amine Unit
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Figure 2-76. Solid Amine CO 2 Concentrator Unit
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CO 2 is eluted from the canister. The CO z is then pumped to the COg storage
accumulator. The temperature sensor in the bed discharge line senses when
the steam breaks through indicating the end of CO2 desorption. A diverter
valve then diverts the bed effluent (steam and water) to the cabin through the
second condenser/heat exchanger. Either two- or three-bed operation is
possible. In the three-bed mode, two beds are absorbing with the third on
desorb, and the absorption half-cycle is normally twice as long as the
desorption half-cycle. In the two-bed mode, the third bed is a redundant
standby and the absorption and desorption portions of the cycle are of equal
length.
Molecular Sieve
The basic components of the molecular sieve unit are two silica gel beds in
parallel, a heat exchanger, a circulation blower (Apollo suit compressor),
two molecular sieve beds in parallel, a sequence timer, manifolds, and
sequence control valves. A condenser and zero-g water separator are pro-
vided to remove water vapor from the silica gel bed desorption airstream.
A schematic of the unit is shown in Figure 2-77 and the installed unit is shown
in Figure 2- 78.
Function of the unit is as follows: cabin air is drawn through the adsorbing
silica gel bed where the moisture in the air is removed to a dew point Z27.6 °
to 216.5°K (-50 ° to -70°F). The flow then enters the circulation blower and
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Figure 2-77. CO 2 Concentrator--Molecular Sieve Unit
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Figure 2-78. Molecular Sieve CO2 Concentrator Unit
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passes through the heat exchanger cooling it to 278 ° to 283°K (40 ° to 50°F).
The cool, dry air then passes through the adsorbing molecular sieve bed
where the CO 2 is removed. Approximately 80 percent of the dry, CO2-free
gas is discharged into the cabin. The remaining gas is passed to the desorb-
ing silica gel canister which has been heated to approximately 422°K (300°F)
with hot Coolanol. This dry gas flow picks up the water being driven off the
beds by the heat and carries it to the condenser and separator where it is
collected and passed to storage. The desorbing molecular sieve bed is mean-
while being regenerated, heated to 422°K (300°F) with the hot Coolanol and
evacuated with a vacuum pump (or external vacuum system if not necessary
to collect the CO2). The vacuum pump pumps the desorbed CO 2 to an accum-
ulator for storage. To remove the atmospheric gas from the canister voids
at the start of the desorb cycle, the gas is pumped back to the cabin through
the adsorbing molecular sieve bed for a few minutes. This insures pure COg
when flow is switched to the accumulator. After 30 minutes of desorption,
cold Coolanol is pumped to the desorbing beds to cool them for 15 minutes
before cycling to the adsorption cycle. The timer then sequences the valves
to divert the cabin flow through the regenerated beds and place the beds now
requiring regeneration on desorption cycle. Hot Coolanol will then flow
through the desorbing beds and the cycle is repeated. The time for a complete
adsorption, desorption, and cooling cycle is 90 minutes.
Lithium Hydroxide
For emergency use, in the event both the primary and backup CO Z
concentrator units were inoperative and repairs could not be completed before
the CO 2 concentration reached excessive levels, a lithium hydroxide removal
unit was installed. It had the capacity of 28 man-days CO2 removal.
2.3.1.2 Performance
The cabin atmosphere COp concentration during the 90-day run is shown in
Figure Z-79. The abnormal operation peaks are numbered for reference.
The significant events are as follows:
Test Day
Main valve on bed 1 did not automatically cycle. Crew had to
rotate valve manually. This occurred approximately E00 times
until day 14.
13 Peak (1). COp removal efficiency reduced. It appears bed 2
was excessively wet, due to delays in performing the above-
noted manual valve sequencing. Attempts to dry bed 2 failed.
14
18
19
Unit shutdown. Molecular sieve started up.
amine beds accomplished.
Solid amine bed 1 isolated because of valve problem.
suspected that valve sticking caused bed 2 to overwet.
on beds 2 and 3 initiated; molecular sieve shutdown.
Peak (2). Solid amine could not maintain the cabin COg conc
tration within acceptable limits. Molecular sieve placed in
operation.
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25
26
to
28
33
34
45
and
46
Problem in solid amine traced to shifting of inlet air thermo-
couple reference junction by 8°K (+I5°F). Instrumentation
recalibrated. Molecular sieve shutdown. Solid amine restarted;
operation satisfactory.
Peak (3). Solid amine not maintaining COg level. Evaluation
showed steam generation rate too low, Water filter element
changed, rate increased. Operation satisfactory.
Peak (4). Pneumatic compressor on solid amine valve actuation
system failed. Solid amine shutdown. Molecular sieve started up.
Molecular sieve performance marginal due to water accumulation.
Bakeout performed. Unit performance satisfactory after bakeout.
Restarted solid amine unit, with gaseous nitrogen supplied to unit,
replacing air compressor function.
Peak (5). Solid amine could not maintain the required CO 2 levels.
It was suspected bed 2 was excessively wet. Bed 2 dried by "dry"
desorb technique. Operation improved.
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Test Day
48 Condensate was observed to be flowing from the condenser outlet.
Investigation revealed the condenser was full of water. The drain
line was plugged. This caused excessive wetting of bed 2. The
physical layout of the system allowed water trapped in the heat
exchanger to drain back from the heat exchanger inlet to the dis-
charge line from bed 2, and into bed 2. Therefore, bed 2 received
excessive water. The water line was disconnected and backflushed
through the heat exchanger.
58 Peak (6). High cabin CO 2 level. The heat exchanger again was
plugged, causing excessive wetting of the beds. The heat exchanger
was blown out again, beds "dry" desorbed. Performance improved.
(This occurred approximately every 2 to 3 days until end of
operation. )
65 Peak (7). Water filter changed allowing greater steam generation
rate. Improved performance.
74 Plug fell out of amine bed 3 canister allowing several pounds of
amine resin to leak out of the canister. Hole plugged. Performance
marginal.
76 Peak (8). Solid amine could not maintain required CO 2 level.
Cycle time shortened from 13 to 12 minutes.
8O Cycle time reduced to 11 minutes in attempt to improve performance.
81 Solid amine unit shutdown.
81 Molecular sieve started.
9O Test terminated.
A typical CO 2 breakthrough curve is shown in Figure 2-80 for the solid amine
unit. These data were taken during test day 53. Also plotted in Figure 2-80
is the CO 2 accumulator buildup during the solid amine desorption cycles. The
curves indicate a slight breakthrough toward the end of the cycle. The CO 2 bed
exit pressure should ideally be below 0.267 kN/m 2 (2.0 turn Hg) during the entire
cycle. Apparently, the bed wetness was not in the desired range. Figures 2-81,
2-82, and 2-83 present data on the molecular sieve performance for one com-
plete cycle on test day 17. Figure 2-81 presents the bed temperature profile
during the cycle. The molecular sieve bed temperatures are within normal
design range. The silica gel bed 1 temperature during desorption is lower
than desired. Apparently, the bed was excessively wet and complete desorp-
tion was not taking place. This is borne out by the dew point curve shown in
Figure 2-82. For silica gel bed 2, the discharge dew point is approximately
ll°K (20°F) higher than normal. This condition leads to the slightly degraded
breakthrough curve of CO 2shown in Figure 2-82. Bed 1 performance was
not quite as good as bed 2 during molecular sieve unit operation. Figure 2-83
also shows that bed 2 performance is better than bed 1. The CO 2pressure
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in the accumulator during bed Z desorption built up to a greater pressure.
The performance was within acceptable limits, however, and had continued
operation been required for the molecular sieve, the situation might have
corrected itself without a bakeout or maintenance.
A maintenance summary of the two concentrators is shown in Table Z-44.
The majority of these maintenance activities has been discussed in the log
of significant events. The remaining items were of a minor nature and did
not result in unit downtime. These minor events for the solid amine unit
consisted of switching to the backup blower, water pump and CO 2 compressor,
when the redundant alternates malfunctioned, and the replacement of a stick-
ing water solenoid valve. Minor problems with the molecular sieve unit
included repairing a leak in the silica gel condensate tank and attempts to
correct a malfunction of the molecular sieve purge diverter solenoid valve.
This valve, which is activated by the sequence timer, normally cycles, at
the start of the desorb cycle, to divert atmospheric gas from the canister
voids back to the adsorbing molecular sieve bed. However, on day 34, it
was noted that this valve was not seating properly and permitting CO Zto flow
back from the accumulator into the adsorbing molecular sieve bed. During
the fault isolation procedures, the purge line was disconnected from the
molecular sieve inlet, a check valve was installed between the accumulator
and diverter valve, and the purge cycle time reduced from 6 to 4.5 minutes.
Since this effort corrected the problem, the diverter valve was not replaced.
A significant performance factor is the thermal balance of each unit. The
requirement for heating and cooling can constrain vehicle design. The
typical thermal balance of each unit is shown in Figures 2-84 and 2-85.
2.3.Z Thermal Control
The thermal conditioning unit was designed to maintain temperature levels
suitable for human comfort within the SSS. The thermal conditioning unit
accomplished temperature control by removing sensible heat dissipated into
the atmosphere from occupants, high temperature heat transfer lines, elec-
tric energy and the onboard Pu-238 radioisotope capsules.
2.3.2. 1 Thermal Conditioning Unit Description
The thermal conditioning unit configuration (Figure 2-86) utilized during the
90-day test consisted of two supply blowers in parallel which drew cabin
atmosphere, through_ aluminum mesh filters for removing 5 to 10_m particles
[filter face area 0.372 m 2 (4 ft2)], an acoustical sound trap, and a flow tube
for measuring flow rate. The discharge from the two blowers passed through
a noncondensing, extended-fin heat exchanger and an eliminator plate before
entering the discharge acoustical sound trap. Conditioned atmosphere was
furnished to the SSS living and bunk areas from a pressurized plenum with
19 low-induction-type perforated diffusers attached to its underside. Condi-
tioned atmosphere was supplied to the equipment area by two rectangular
diffusers mounted against the acoustical partition between the living and
equipment areas. An atmospheric bleed of approximately 0.71 liters/sec
(90 ft3/hr) was also provided to the toxin control and sampling for the mass
V
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TOTAL AVERAGE HEAT
INPUT 235,200 BTU/DAY
2,872 JOULES/SEC
AVERAGE LOSS
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35% ELECTRICAL = 21,420 8TU/DAY (
LOAD
107,950 BTU/DAY (1,319 JOULES/SEC)
AVERAGE CONDENSER OUTPUT TO COOLANT
87,500 BTU/DAY (1.070 JOULES/SEC)
ELECTRICAL LOAD
39,750 BTU/DAY 1485 JOULES/SEC)
=
127,250 BTU/DAY TO COOLANT
( 1,555 JOULES/SEC)
733 JOULES/SEC)
324 JOULES/SEC)
262 JO ULES/SEC)
Figure 2-84. Thermal Balance of Solid Amine Unit
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v Figure 2-85. Thermal Balance of Molecular Sieve Unit
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Figure 2-86, Thermal Conditioning Unit Schematic
spectrometer. Return atmosphere from the living and bunk areas passed
either the acoustical trap mounted in the door or through the acoustical trap
located in the partition. The compact thermal conditioning unit also incor-
porated two specially designed dynamic transitions which served to reduce
the noise and pressure loss due to high-velocity and turbulent atmosphere.
One transition was installed between the flow tube and the parallel blowers
while the other transition was installed between the blowers and the noncon-
densing heat exchanger.
Coolanol 35 was used in the liquid side of the heat exchanger as the coolant
fluid. The SSS temperature was controlled by utilizing electronic sensors
with a thermostat located in the living area approximately 1.52 m (5 ft) from
the floor. The electronic controls consisted of a modified Wheatstone bridge
with a motor-balancing potentiometer, a low-limit heat exchanger fluid inlet
temperature controller, and an amplifier-discriminator circuit. The primary
signal to balance or unbalance the bridge network was provided by the thermo-
stat located in the living area.
A drain pan beneath the heat exchanger and an eliminator plate on
the discharge side of the heat exchanger were provided to collect any conden-
sate which might result from dew points higher than design levels.
Z. 3.2.2 Thermal Conditioning Unit Performance
Performance of the thermal conditioning unit was monitored by thermocouples
installed to measure temperatures within the three areas of the SSS, return
atmosphere, heat exchanger discharge atmosphere, and inlet-outlet coolant
160
vfluid. In addition, atmospheric mass flow through the unit and coolant mass
flow through the heat exchanger were measured. This was accomplished by
using a calibrated flow tube with a differential pressure transducer for the
atmosphere and turbine flow meter in the supply coolant to the heat exchanger.
Signals from this instrumentation were fed into preselected channels of the
LSDS where values were recorded on a half-hour basis throughout the test.
The results of the thermal conditioning unit performance were reflected in
the SSS atmospheric temperature levels maintained during the 90-day test.
Daily average temperatures for the bunk area, living area, and equipment
area are shown in Figure 2-87. Examination of these data indicates fluctua-
tions of 0. 5°K (l °F), 1.1°K(2°F), and4. l°K(7.5°F) respectively. Heat
removal rate by the thermal conditioning unit heat exchanger varied between
4,180 joules/sec (14,272 Btu/hr) and 5,850 joules/sec (19,980 Btu/hr). Total
heat rejection rates for the SSS were between 6,690 joules/sec (22,800 Btu/hr)
and 8,650 joules/sec (29,500 Btu/hr} during the test. The difference between
the total rejection rate and the thermal conditioning removal rate consisted of
energy rejected directly into the thermal control fluid loop through cold plates
or compact extended surface heat exchangers. Units incorporating these
include the solid amine, wick evaporator, CO2 concentrator, VD-VF potable
water unit, and wash water unit. Peak thermal conditioning heat rates
correspond well with high-temperature periods. The atmospheric mass flow
rate remained essentially constant throughout the test. A fTow rate decrease
of approximately 0. 0257 kg/sec (204 lb/hr) was noted from the initial level
of 0.825 kg/sec (6,546 lb/hr) by test day 70. This decrease was due to
_slight clogging of the coarse particle (i.e., 5-10 _m) filters which restricted
the atmosphere mass flow.
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Figure 2-87. Average Test Day Simulator Temperatures
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Design and operational performance parameters are tabulated in Table 2-45
for comparison. Closer temperature control of the bunk and crew area was
realized during the test than thought possible during the design formulation.
However, the upper limit on equipment area temperature was exceeded during
much of the test. This was due primarily to higher heat dissipation within
the equipment area than allowed for in the design. Atmospheric diffusion
rates in the equipment area were designed to remove 13.45 joules/sec-m 3
(1.3 Btu/hr-ft3). Heat dissipation densities in this area exceeded 17.1 joules/
sec-m3 (1.65 Btu/hr-ft 3) during all but three periods of the 90-day test.
These three periods occurred on test day 14 through 17, 20 through 24, and
81 through 91. Figure 2-87 shows the equipment area temperature dropping
from the previous highs during these periods. All three periods occurred at
a time when the advanced (solid amine) CO 2 removal unit was off line and
the baseline (molecular sieve) CO Z removal unit was on line.
Examination of the sensible heat loss to the SSS atmosphere by each unit
indicates the advanced COg removal unit increased the thermal conditioning
load by 2,210 joules/sec (6,482 Btu/hr).
The heat exchanger effectiveness achieved during the test was considerably
below that indicated by the manufacturer for this service. Calculations show
the realized operation effectiveness to be approximately 0.2 (i.e., ¢T = 0.2)
rather than 0.5 as indicated by the supplier. This was determined before the
test and the supply fluid (Coolanol 35) temperature to the heat exchanger was
reduced approximately 4.5 °K (8 °F) to meet the design temperature level in
the crew area. Standard commercial heat exchangers are commonly designed
and rated for use with water rather than with Coolanol 35. Improper
techniques were apparently employed in rating this unit for Coolanol 35 use.
Heat transfer coefficient (Hc) for Coolanol 35 is 1/10 of that for water (flow
and inlet temperature being equal).
Some humidity condensation occurred in the thermal control heat exchangers,
particularly during periods of high atmospheric dew point. This condensation
occurred on the end of the heat exchanger because of an atmospheric leak
between the end plate and cold tube return bends. No condensation was
observed within the extended fin portion even though the fluid temperature
was below the simulator atmosphere dew point. A drain pan was installed
to catch the water as the leak was discovered after the heat exchanger was
installed. Condensation from this source averaged 0. 544 kg/day (1. Z lb/day).
During the test the crew installed a line between the pan drain and overflow
sump which was located beneath the wick evaporator condenser/separator to
automatically drain this condensate.
The atmospheric filters installed in the return duct of the thermal conditioning
unit did not require changing during the test. Their condition at test
completion is shown in Figure 2-88.
2. 3.3 Humidity Control
The humidity control unit (Figure 2-89) was integral with the wick evaporator
and shares the blower, ducting, and zero-g condenser/separator. A two-
position automatic control system was installed to shutdown the blower when
the relative humidity dropped below 40 percent. The control system used a
lithium chloride electronic humidistat located in the crew area, which
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Figure 2+88. Thermal Conditioning Unit Coarse Particle Filters at Test Completion
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furnished a signal to balance or unbalance the Wheatstone bridge. When
operating, the blower delivered a constant atmospheric mass flow of
0.034 kg/sec (270 Ib/hr) through the zero-g condenser/separator. A
description of the zero-g condenser/separator, its method of operation,
the maintenance performed is covered in Section 2.2.
and
Relative humidity was in the upper design range throughout most of the test
and exceeded the design range during seven periods. The humidity level
never reached the lower limit which would initiate shutdown of the blower
by the control system. SSS atmospheric water vapor levels are reflected in
Figure 2-90, which indicates the minimum, maximum, and average dew
point levels on a daily basis. The high atmospheric water vapor content is
not indicative of poor humidity control unit performance as test data show that
the humidity condensate processed was I, 130 kg (2, 492 Ib) during the 90 days.
This production is more than ZOO percent of the design capacity of the unit.
The high humidity processing rate and the high atmosphere water content can
be attributed to excessive water dissipation in the SSS atmosphere by one
advanced subsystem (solid amine), except for the final days of the test where
frequent clothes washing cycles contributed to the appreciable water vapor.
g. 4 ATMOSPHERE SUPPLY AND PRESSURIZATION
Atmosphere supply and pressurization during the 90-day test was accomplished
by the integrated Sabatier/toxin control unit, the water electrolysis units,
and the two-gas control units. The Sabatier reactor converted the COz concen-
trated by the atmosphere purification equipment into water and methane. The
methane was discharged overboard and the water was electrolyzed to hydrogen
and oxygen. The hydrogen was returned to the Sabatier reactor and the oxygen
__ , ,.w - -- , i, ,, ,,,
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was supplied to the SSS atmosphere as required to make up for crew con-
sumption and leakage. The control of oxygen and nitrogen to the chamber was
done by the two-gas controls from signals of the mass spectrometer sensor.
Operation of the Sabatier reactor during the initial 30 days of the 90-day
manned test was somewhat erratic due to catalyst poisoning which was found
to be caused by trace quantities of Freon 113 appearing in the carbon dioxide.
Operation returned to normal after replacing the catalyst and adding a carbon
filter to remove the contaminant from the carbon dioxide. The unit produced
about 162 kg (357 Ib) of water during the test. The average water production
rate for the last 60 days was i. 99 kg/day (4. 38 ib/day). When the reactor
was operational, the conversion efficiency of hydrogen to water and methane
was over 95 percent. The toxin burner operated throughout the test except
for a period of 14 days in which it was turned off to evaluate the rate of trace
contaminant increase.
Three different water electrolysis units were used during this test. A
commercial unit was used for backup to the two experimental units. One
experimental unit uses a vapor feed and intermittent circulation of electrolyte
and was installed inside the SSS. The other unit uses a liquid feed with
continuous electrolyte circulation and was installed outside the SSS. All
three units wer.e operated during the test period. The experimental units
provided 71. 6 percent of the total hydrogen required and 68. 3 percent of the
total oxygen required. All units experienced failures. Some of these
failures caused early shutdown because inaccessibility and lack of proper
parts, other failures were repairable. This program indicated that addi-
tional development and testing of water electrolysis systems is needed.
Greater care in hardware selection should be made and electrolytic cells
should be designed to perform reliably under adverse startup, operating,
and shutdown conditions. Improvements in the performance of two-phase
separators is also required.
The unit for controlling and metering the supply of atmospheric gases to the
SSS functioned successfully. A four-gas mass spectrometer was utilized to
provide the control signals to the atmospheric controller. The controller
added 392 kg (862 ib) oxygen and 127 kg (279 ib) of nitrogen to the SSS during
the test. During. most of the test, the oxygen partial pressure was controlled
within ± 67 N/m e (± 0. 5 rnm Hg) of the control setpoint of 20. 7 kN/m Z (155
mm Hg) and the nitrogen partial pressure within ± i. 0 kN/m 2 (± 8 mm Hg) of
the control setpoint. The greater variation of the nitrogen channel was
apparently due to the higher than predicted cabin leakage associated with a
low control loop gain, and can be improved by simple design modifications.
2. 4. I Integrated SRbatier Reactor/Toxin Control
The Sabatier reactor functioned to recover oxygen from the carbon dioxide
exhaled by the crew. The carbon dioxide was reacted with hydrogen from the
electrolysis unit at a temperature of about 644=I< (700 °F) in the presence of
a nickel catalyst to produce water for the electrolysis unit, methane
(exhausted), and heat.
The toxin burner oxidized low-molecular-weight hydrocarbons, methane, and
carbon monoxide to carbon dioxide and water vapor. This reaction occurred
V
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at 590 ° to 644°K (600 ° to 700°F) in the presence of a catalyst. Because of
the low concentraction of oxidizable material, heat must be added to maintain
reaction temperature.
The integration was planned to use the heat produced by the Sabatier reactor
to support the toxin burner operation, thereby reducing spacecraft power
r equirements.
Z. 4. 1. 1 Equipment Description
The primary components of the Sabatier reactor were the CO 2 pressure
regulator, H 2 and CO 2 mixture control valves, a catalytic reactor bed, a
reactor pressure control valve, and a zero-g condenser/water separator.
An electric heater was provided in the Sabatier cooling air inlet line for
reactor startup operations only. The toxin burner consisted of a regenera-
tive heat exchanger, an electric heating element, a temperature controller,
and a reactor with a Hopcalite catalyst. A schematic of the integrated unit
is presented in Figure 2-91. The unit as installed is shown in Figure 2-92.
The Sabatier reactor obtains COz atan accumulator pressure of 140 to Z10 kN/m z
(20 to 30 psia). The COz flows through the pressure regulator, which obtains a
pressure reference from the H2 supply. The _'egulated COz then flows through
a control valve under critical flow conditions. The H 2 flows directly to a
separate critical flow-control valve. The two gas streams mix downstream of
the control valves and then flow into the reactor. The reactor is a jacketed
cylinder; the inner cavity contains the nickel-on-Kieselguhr catalyst. Air from
the toxin burner regenerative heat exchanger flows through the jacket to remove
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Figure 2-92. Integrated Sabatier Reactor/Toxin Control
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reactor heat. The catalyst bed is normally operated at a pressure ranging from
61 to 67 kN/m 2 (460 to 505 mm Hg) and a temperature of 533 ° to 672°K
(500 ° to 750°F ). The CO2/H2 mixture reacts to form methane (CH 4) and steam.
The average mixture ratio was Z.5:1.0 by volume.
The product gases containing some excess CO2 and a small amount of unreacted
H z leave the reactor and flow through the zero-g condenser/separator and
then a conventional backup condenser where the steam is condensed and
separated as water. The CH 4 and unreacted gases then flow through the
critical-flow reactor pressure-control valve to the SSS vacuum subsystem.
The zero-g condenser/separator is approximately 0. 20 m (8 in. ) long by
0. I0 m (4 in. ) wide by 0.04 m (I-i/2 in. ) high and is divided into two compart-
ments by a partition of porous metal. Water, cooled by an integral circuit,
wets one surface of the porous plate. The reaction' gases flowing alon_ the
opposite surface are cooled and the stream condenses and wets the porous
surface. The condensed water will then transfer through the porous plate
into the cooling water by capillary action and a controlled pressure difference.
Product water flowing through the plate increases the displacement of a
negative-pressure device. When fully displaced, a reed switch is magnetically
tripped, which introduces compressed CO Z to displace the water into the
electrolysis water storage tank. The backup condenser collects any water it
recovers in a small accumulator. A float switch in the accumulator activates
a positive displacement pump which also discharges the condensate into the
water storage tank. The toxin burner obtains SSS air from the discharge
side of the thermal control blowers at a rate of about 0. 71 liters/sec (90 ft3/hr).
The air passes through the regenerative heat exchanger where it is preheated
by the exit gas stream, then through the cooling jacket of the Sabatier reactor
where it absorbs a portion of the reaction heat (and likewise cools the reactor).
The gas then passes through the electric heater, where the gas temperature
is increased to the proper oxidation temperature (predetermined by the
temperature controller), traverses the catalytic reactor bed to the hot side
of the regenerative heat exchanger, and exits to the cabin.
2.4. I. Z Operation of Sabatier Reactor
During the initial part of the test, many valve adjustments and operations of
the starter heater were required. The maintenance activity during the test
is summarized on Table 2-46. The unexpected attention requirements were
partially caused by the frequent changes in hydrogen sources and pressures
affecting Hz/CO 2 mixture ratios. At the middle of the third week, it became
apparent that the reactor was not operating in a normal manner. Observed
temperatures indicated that the reaction had shifted towa1"d the aft end of the
reactor, and a tendency for the reaction to be "blown out" the end of the
reactor was experienced. Poisoning of the catalyst was suspected. Since
electrolysis produces almost pure hydrogen, it seemed likely that the poison
was entering with the CO Z. On the 16th day, the reactor was switched to
commercial grade bottled CO Z to observe if the catalyst would "clean up" and,
if not, to ascertain the degree of catalyst deterioration. Samples of CO z
from the onboard accumulator Were analyzed to determine what trace contami-
nants might be present. Contaminants found, in addition to the expected 02
and N 2, were ethanol, acetone, and Freon 113. A brief review of the liter-
ature indicated (Reference 2-7) that nickel-hydrogenation catalyst could be
poisoned by compounds containing sulfur or halogen groups, by a mechanism
of tying up the "active" sites on the catalyst. Freon 113 contains both chlorine
169
Table 2-46
SABATIER REACTOR/TOXIN CONTROL
MAINTENANCE ACTIVITY
V _
Unit Maintenance Activity
No.
Spares Usage Times Hours
?
Toxin control
Sabatier
None
Replaced fuse and primed
water pump
Replaced CO Z flow trans-
ducer#
Cleared water from
methane purnp•
Installed carbon filter
in CO z line _
Changed catalyst
Changed carbon #
Changed zero-g condenser
Attempted to unstick
negative pressure device
Replaced leaking tube at
reactor outlet
• Outside activity
None -- None
Fuse 1 I. 5
Transducer 1 O. 3
Carbon column
1 0.2
I 3.0
Catalyst I 7.0
Activated carbon 5 2. 5
Condenser 1 I. 5
8 0.6
12- in. tubing 1 2.0
20 18. 6
and florine atoms of the halogen group. The next question was to determine
if significant amounts of Freon 113 would be thermally decomposed under the
reactor conditions. Arrangements were made to operate a Sabatier reactor
at NASA-LRC with similar Freon concentrations and conditions. LRC quickly
reported that they found Freon decomposition to be in excess of 80 percent,
with no halogens being found in the exhaust gas stream, but with significant
concentrations of halogens being present in the product water.
The source of the Freon 113 is attributed to the cleanup following a failure
of a Coolanol line during the unmanned SSS baseline test (Reference 2-2).
Freon was used as a final wash to remove all traces of the Coolanol. Although
the SSS was ventilated for several days before the repeat of the unmanned
baseline test, it is believed that trace quantities remained absorbed on
surfaces within the simulator or in the activated carbon bed in the wick
evaporator unit. The trace quantities that desorbed during the test were
found to be present in the SSS atmosphere (Section 2. i. 5) and were removed
by the CO Z concentrator units.
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Reactor operation on bottled CO 2 did not significantly improve. Reaction
during this period remained in the aft end of the bed with occasional "flame-
outs". The reactor operated from the 16th to the 22nd day on 12. 85 kg (28.3 Ib)
of bottled CO 2, when an activated carbon filter was placed in the cabin CO2
delivery line. Gas samples taken downstream of the carbon filter indicated
that the carbon was effectively removing the Freon and the organic trace
contaminants. Operation continued without improvement utilizing CO 2 from
the molecular sieve until the 28th day when it was decided to replace the
catalyst. It is interesting to note here the past history of the catalyst.
This catalyst was operated for 15 days before the 60-day manned test, 52 days
during the 60-day manned test, about 25 days of bench testing prior to the
90-day manned test, and 8 days of operation during the unmanned and manned
tests, giving a total operational history of about 128 days. No sign of deteri-
oration was measured during operation before the unmanned baseline test.
The reactor was down the 28th and part of the 29th day while the crew replaced
the catalyst and leak tested the reactor and subsystem. The used catalyst
was placed in a No. Z tin can and sealed while awaiting the next scheduled
pass-out. The new catalyst (Ni-0104T-I/8", Harshaw Chemical Company)
was placed in an open aluminum pan until the exothermal reaction with the
oxygen-rich atmosphere was complete to avoid any crew handling accidents
while loading the reactor. After completion of loading and sealing the reactor,
it was leak checked by pressurizing it to 207 kN/m 2 (30 psia) with nitrogen
and immersing in water. After assembly into the subsystem, the entire unit
was evacuated to 34. 5 kN/m 2 (5 psia) and preheated to 422°K (300°F) to demon-
strate gas-tight integrity at elevated temperatures. The reactor was then
heated to 450°K (350°F) and slowly purged with hydrogen to activate and
reduce the catalyst. The unit was then started using routine procedures.
Operation with the new catalyst was smooth and required little attention by
the crew. Water production increased from an average of I. 2 kg/day
(2. 7 Ib/day) for the initial 30 days to 1. 99 kg/day (4. 38 lh/day) for the
remaining 60 days. These values as well as the daily water production quanti-
ties are shown in Figure 2-93. This figure also includes the total of II. 44 kg
(25. 2 Ib) of measured water loss through the exhaust with the methane. This
water loss was measured by collection in a trap and correction of exhaust
gases for satuationwith water vapor. Hydrogen utilization is shown on
Figure 2-94 and carbon dioxide utilization is shown on Figure 2-95.
Some crew attention was required to remove the reactor insulation during the
period when the toxin burner was intentionally turned off, to compensate for
the decrease in reactor cooling normally accomplished with the toxin burner
air stream.
The reactor was shut down for partial periods during four of the last 60 days
of the test because of interruption of supply gases. The carbon filter had a
capacity of about I. 97 liters (120 in. 3) of activated carbon and a useful life
of about 11 days. The effluent gas downstream of the filter was tested
biweekly and Freon 113 was not detected at any time. However, whenever a
shifting aft of the Sabatier reaction was detected, it was assumed that the
carbon filter required replacement. During the short period of time (approxi-
mately 20 minutes) required to change the carbon, CO Z bypassed the filter
to maintain reaction. For a period of 6 to 24 hours after changing the filter,
the reaction remained stable in the aft end of the reactor before returning to
the normal position.
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On test day 87, methane concentration in the SSS increased significantly, as
shown in Figure Z-30. The Sabatier, a producer of methane, was then reduced
in operating pressure from about 70. 7 to 64. 0 kN/m Z (530 to 480 mm Hg), well
below cabin pressure. The SSS methane concentration then leveled off and
began to decrease. However, the reactor pressure control valve was in the
fully open position to maintain the pressure at a lower than cabin level. On
the 88th day, the reactor was shut down and leak tested. A gross stress
corrosion failure along the minimum stress axis of a r:/2 tad (90-degree)
bend in the stainless steel exhaust line between the reactor and the condenser
was found. The corrosion was attributed to hydrogen chloride and hydrogen
fluoride in the exhaust. The line was replaced by the crew, and the reactor
operated normally for the rermainder of the test.
Daily analysis of the Sabatier exhaust gases was made by gas chromatograph
and quantities recorded by wet test meter. Figure 2-96 shows the results of
these measurements and provides information relative to the use of this
exhaust gas as propellant in a resistojet thruster system. Although not shown,
the exhaust includes some nitrogen as measured in the input CO Z discussed
earlier. All nitrogen entering the system is unreacted as it passes through
the reactor and exhausts with any unreacted CO z.
Operation of the zero-g condenser/separator was initiated on the 14th day of
the test. Cold Coolanol flow was maintained through the condenser through-
out the test, the product condensate being allowed to drain into the backup
condenser. When the negative pressure device was energized, it pumped gas
through the porous plate of the condenser. Repeated attempts to stop the
gas breakthrough were tried on test days 16, 29, 30, and 50.
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Efforts included various adjustments in cooling flow. The negative-pressure
device was actuated 42 times during these four test days. Replacement of
the condenser was delayed to avoid possible spillage of the Coolanol. The
condenser was replaced on test day 81. Inspection of the original condenser
indicated discoloration and corrosive pitting of the porous plate, probably
caused by hydrogen chloride and hydrogen fluoride resulting from the thermal
decomposition of Freon and absorbed in the product water.
The new unit worked in a normal manner until day 83 when the negative-
pressure device became stuck about a quarter of the way down on the down
stroke. The negative-pressure device had automatically pumped 31 strokes
of water at this time. The unit was freed by actuating a momentary switch
in parallel with the piston proximity switch. This method of actuating the
negative-pressure device was used for the remainder of the test.
Typical operating conditions of the zero-g condenser during the run on the
Coolanol side were 276. 5°K (38°F) inlet and 286°K (54°1= )` outlet. The vapor
side temperatures were 345°K (163°F) inlet and 306°K (90°F) outlet. The dew
points of the exhaust gas from the reactor were calculated from the vent gas
composition. The maximum dew point found was 315°K (171°F) and the
minimum found was 344°K (160°F). The water loss through the vent is
apparently caused by inadequate heat transfer surface within the condenser.
The hydrogen-carbon dioxide mixture ratio varied during the test but was
always CO2 rich to insure maximum conversion of hydrogen except during
initial reduction of the catalyst on day 27. The optimum mixture ratio is a
174
function of crew respiratory quotient (RQ) and cabin leakage. Assuming a
I%(3 of 0.8 and zero cabin leakage, the optimum mixture ratio would be Z. 5 HZ/
COz by volume. Cabin leakage will increase the mixture ratio because more
hydr.ogen is available from electrolysis to make up the oxygen leakage. The
daily average mixture ratio is presented in Figure Z-97. The relatively high
mixture ratios obtained on test days 11 and Z7 resulted from reducing the
catalyst with hydrogen in an attempt to overcome poisoning.
A summary material balance for the Sabatier reactor is presented in Table 2-47,
The table shows that the overall conversion of HZ to water and methane was
95 percent. The baseline requirement was 91 percent conversion. The CO 2
conversion during periods of reactor operation was 66 percent as compared-to
the baseline goal of 56 percent.
Z. 4. 1.3 Operation of Toxin Burner
Operation of the toxin burner throughout the test was routine and without
operational problems, as previously noted on Table Z-46. Burner temper-
atures were adjusted between 567" and 661 °K (560 ° and 730"F) throughout the
last 60 days of the run to investigate variations in cooling effect to the Sabatier
reactor. The toxin burner was turned off from days 68 through 81 to observe
changes in carbon monoxide, methane trace contaminants, and microbiological
activity.
On day 68, while turnlng the toxinburner off, the crew observed a powder deposit
in the area of the discharge-to-cabin vent. A sample of this material was
collected and passed out for chemical analysis. Preliminary results indicated
the material to be mainly chlorides of aluminum, copper, iron, nickel with
minor amounts of silicon, magnesium, chromium, titanium, manganese, and
boron. It would appear that the material resulted from the thermal decomposi-
tion of Freon in the toxin burner to form chlorides and probably fluorides with
the Hopcalite catalyst and the stainless steel and aluminum components of the
unit. Since this material has an insignificant vapor pressure, it is not known
how the material could transport through the regenerative heat exchanger to
the vent. Dust carried along with the process gas stream seems the only
obvious method.
In light of the catalyst poisoning experience in the Sabatier reactor and the
chloride deposits, it can be suspected that the Hopcalite was adversely
affected by the Freon.
Correlation of carbon monoxide and methane concentrations in the SSS with
toxin burner operation is not conclusive. Carbon monoxide is completely
oxidized at room temperature by Hopcalite; therefore, correlation with it
should be more pronounced. During the period the toxin burner was off,
carbon monoxide concentration increased from about 16 to 26 ppm. When the
unit was returned to operation, the concentration decreased over a period of
9 days to a level of 18 ppm. This seems to indicate the burner did function to
affect the CO level; however, this type of correlation could possibly be
expected with an unheated catalyst. The strongest evidence of the ability of
the toxin burner to oxidize methane is exhibited during the last 3 days of the
test after the repair of the Sabatier reactor exhaust leak. Hydrocarbon con-
centration at this point reached a level of 60 ppm heptane equivalent, and
decreased to a level of 50 ppm at the end of test. Cabin leakage was minimal
during this period, so that little washout effect of contaminants occurred.
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Table 2- 47
SABATIER REACTOR MATERIAL BALANCE
Material In Material Out
kg (lb) kg
Carbon dioxide Z88.9 636.9 Water to electrolysis cell 150. 6
Hydrogen 36. ? 81.0 Methane 69. Z
Nitrogen 7.5 16.6 Carbon dioxide. 98.7
Oxygen 3.7 8. 1 Nitrogen 7. 5
Water vapor 2. 5 5.5 Oxygen 0.2
Total 339.3 748. 1 Hydrogen 1.7
Water exhausted 11.4
Total 339.3
(lb)
33Z 0
152 5
217. 6
16 6
0 5
3 8
25 2
748 2
,\j
This significant lowering in hydrocarbon level also tends to indicate the toxin
burner maintained some effectiveness throughout the test. However, the
general gradual rise in hydrocarbon levels in the atmosphere during the test,
which was mainly due to an increase in methane concentration, may indicate
that a gradual reduction in capacity was occurring. Daily values of cabin
hydrocarbon concentrations are shown in Figure 2-98.
2.4.2 Water Electrolysis
The gas supply subsystem for the 90-day manned SSS test consisted of three
different water electrolysis units and a stored gas supply. These units were
required to produce high-purity oxygen for meeting metabolic and leakage
requirements and high-purity hydrogen for carbon dioxide reduction in the
Sabatier reactor. High-pressure nitrogen from bottle storage was provided
for leakage makeup. The stored gas supply of oxygen and hydrogen were
used only in emergencies where excessive demand exceeded the output
capability of the operating electrolysis units.
The electrolysis units used in this test were a commercial unit and two
experimental units developed specifically for this test program. The com-
mercial unit was used for backup when neither experimental unit was capable
of meeting either hydrogen or oxygen demands of the LSS. This unit was the
Stuart unit, manufactured by the Electrolyzer Corporation, Ltd., of Toronto,
Canada. The other two units were manufactured by Allis-Chalmers Manu-
facturing Company (A-C) and the Lockheed Missiles and Space Company (LMSC).
The A-C unit uses a vapor feed and intermittent circulation of electrolyte and
was installed inside the chamber during the test. The LMSC unit uses a
liquid feed with continuous electrolyte circulation and was installed outside
the simulation chamber during the test. All of these units were used during
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the 90-day test. Water for the experimental units was provided from a closed
water supply onboard the SSS and from the water generated by the Sabatier
reactor. All three units were designed to provide the normal oxygen require-
ments of the four-man crew and all three units experienced some problems.
2.4.2. 1 Unit Descriptions
The following paragraphs briefly describe the salient features of the two
experimental units and the integration of the three units into the chamber
design. Also described are the performances of the two experimental units.
as well as the major problems encountered.
Allis-Chalrners Water Electrolysis Unit
The A-C water electrolysis unit was designed to be an integral part of the
SSS. At its present stage of development, it is a nonflight unit which incor-
porates the basic principles and fundamentals of a zero-g flight-type unit but
not necessarily the weight, bulk, and detail design. Oxygen output capacity
of the unit is as much as 4. 54kg/day (10 lb/day). To meet the specified
average requirements of 3.63 kg/day (8 lb/day) of oxygen, the unit must
produce 0. 151 kg/hr (0. 33 lb/hour) or 0. 0503 kg /hour /module (0. 111 lb/hour/
module). This in turn, required 0. 1701 kg (0.375 lb) of water be fed to the
unit each hour, and 33. 9 amp total (an average of 11. 3 amps applied to each
module). The unit is contained in an enclosure approximately 0. 61 m (24 in. )
wide, 0. 61 m (24 in. ) high, and 0. 457 m (18 in. ) deep, weighing approximately
99.8 kg (ZZ0 lb) fully charged with coolant and electrolyte.
V
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vA schematic of the unit is shown in Figure Z-99. During normal operation,
feed water is pumped to the accumulator from a supply source every Z hours.
The water is then fed on a pressure-demand principle through the separator
to the electrolyte cavities in the three electrolysis modules. The water is
electrolyzed into hydrogen and oxygen. The O Z and H Z are supplied to the SSS
accumulators through a condenser and their respective back-pressure reg-
ulators. Water vapor, condensed from the OZ and HZ gas, is fed back to the
electrolysis modules. Every 2 hours the electrolyte solution (35 percent
KOH, 65 percent HzO by weight) in the modules and feed lines is circulated
by a pump through the two-phase gas separator to remove noncondensible
gases accumulated in the unit. This purge process lasts approximately
3 minutes. Current to the electrolysis modules is regulated by sensing the
oxygen accumulator pressure downstream of the unit to adjust the production
rate to meet system demands. The operation is c'ompletely automatic after
startup is achieved.
Instrumentation on the front panel includes switched readout of individual
cell voltages, module voltages, module current, unit voltage, unit current,
module temperatures, and unit temperatures. Pressure gages are used to
indicate the gas and water pressures in the unit manifolds before the con-
densers and at their respective accumulators. Annunciator lights indicate
when the main power to individual modules and individual heaters is on.
Alarm lights are provided for high and low hydrogen pressure, high and low
water pressure, high oxygen pressure, and high cold plate temperature.
The unit has several safety devices and control circuits intended to provide
the operator with sufficient information to take corrective action. Each
module is protected by fast-acting circuit breakers that limit the current to
20 amps. Fuses are provided to protect individual circuits. The method of
safety for the remainder of the fault conditions is a complete shutdown and
isolation from the external line. The instant power is cut off, gas
generation stops; hence, no change in internal pressure should occur after
the unit is shutdown. Isolation solenoids for retaining internal pressure for
short periods of time after power cuttoff should prevent unbalancing of the
hydrogen and oxygen pressure loops. The isolation valves in the inlet water
lines to the modules serve two purposes. At shutdown, they isolate the water
cavities to prevent flooding into the hydrogen cavities. They also provide
a means of allowing all the flow from the circulation pump to be directed
through any one module during a purging operation by manually closing two of
the three solenoids. All safety devices except the temperature switch operate
latching-type relays which in turn operate the indicator lamps on the front
panel. The lights remain on even though the fault may correct itself before
the operator reaches the unit. A reset switch on the front panel energizes
the reset coils in the latching relays.
Lockheed Water Electrolysis Unit
The LMSC electrolytic oxygen generator is a water electrolysis unit which
was suit;_ble for integration into and operation with the environmental control
life support system of the SSS. Oxygen output capacity of the unit is 3.63 to
4.54 kg/day (8 to i0 Ib/day) at a discharge pressure of 145 to 186 kN/m 2 gage
(ZI to Z7 psig). The normal hydrogen discharge pressure is 6Z. 1 kN/m Z gage
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\(9 psig). The outside dimensions of the unit enclosure are 0.61 rn (7-4 in. )
wide, 0.56 m (2Z in.) high, and 0.79m (31 in.) deep. It weights 129.3 kg
(7-85 lb) fully charged with coolant and electrolyte.
A schematic of the unit is shown in Figure Z-100. The concepts employed in
the unit design include the use of dual-matrix, liquid-center electrolysis
cells with a circulating 30 percent potassium hydroxide electrolyte. The
generating unit consists of four electrolysis modules, each containing 16 cells
connected hydraulically in parallel, and divided electrically into two 8-cell
banks. The ceils in each 8-cell electrical bank are connected in series.
Peripheral manifolding within the module provides separate paths for electro-
lyte circulation, oxygen and hydrogen discharge, and nitrogen purge. Dif-
ferential pressure control is used to maintain gas-liquid phase separation
across absorbent matrices contiguous to the electrodes.
Electrolyte is pumped through a closed circulation loop using one of the two
in-line magnetic-coupled centrifugal pumps; the second pump is an installed
spare. The electrolyte leaving the pump passes through the tube side of a
shell-and-tube heat exchanger. Coolant supplied to the shell side removes
waste heat generated in the electrolysis modules. Flow control valves in
these lines are used to balance the flow meters. Valves in the discharge
electrolyte lines from the modules are provided so that a disabled module
can be isolated from the circulation loop. During normal operation, these
discharge valves are fully open.
Downstream of the discharge valves, the electrolyte is manifolded together
and enters the electrolyte reservoir for return to the pump. Unit pressure
is applied with a nitrogen pressurization system on the top of the reservoir.
Water feed for the electrolysis process is supplied by direct injection of
liquid water into the reservoir. A gear pump used in conjunction with a
flow control and solenoid valve provides the proper water pressure and flow
rate.
Hydrogen is delivered from the electrolysis modules at approximately 62. 1
kN/m _gage (9 psig). Oxygen is discharged from the electrolysis modules at
approximately 6Z. I kN/m z gage (9 psig) and is pumped to 145 to 186 kN/m Z
gage (Zl to Z7 psig) using a diaphragm pump. A pressure regulator across
the pump maintains the pump suction pressure at 34.5 kN/m z gage (5 psig).
Nitrogen purge is provided to maintain gas-liquid differential pressure
during startup and interim shutdown. When this function is activated, either
manually or automatically during safety shutdown, inlet and outlet solenoid
valves in the hydrogen and oxygen discharge lines open, allowing nitrogen to
flow through the oxygen and hydrogen chambers of the electrolysis modules.
A micrometer valve is used to adjust the nitrogen flow rate.
The electrolysis unit is designed to operate in an automatic mode during
normal operation except during manual startup and shutdown. Automatic
controls include electrolyte temperature which is accomplished by using a
thermostat in the electrolyte discharge line from the modules. Coolant flow
to the electronics coldplate is continuous and is regulated with a flow control
valve. Water balance in the circulating electrolyte is maintained relatively
constant by controlling electrolyte volume in the reservoir. Two differential
pressure controllers mounted on each module are set to control the hydrogen
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vand oxygen pressures at 6. Z3 kN/m 2 (Z5 in. water) above the electrolyte
pressure to maintain gas-liquid phase separation. Each electrolysis module
is provided with a current-controlled switching regulator to control the dc
current input.
Safety circuits are provided to automatically shutdown the unit under abnormal
operating conditions. In an automatic shutdown, electrolysis module power is
turned off; the electrolyte pump, the water feed, and the unit reset are
turned off; nitrogen purge to the modules comes on; and the cause of shutdown
is indicated on the front panel. The shutdown signal is derived from nongate
circuitry which continuously monitors the following safety circuits: (1) module
temperatures, (Z) O Z and H Z safety pressure, (3) HZ detector, (4) electrolyte
volume, and (5) interruption of 60-Hz power. Each safety circuit, except
item (5), has its own memory latch which allows the system to remember
what type of malfunction caused the shutdown. The input to these memory
latches is driven by the safety sensors. When an out-of-tolerance condition
exists, the respective latch will be set. A reset condition can be obtained by
depressing the unit reset button.
Z. 4. Z. 3 System Integration
The Stuart Electrolyzer unit used in this test was an upgraded version of the
configuration used in the 60-day test conducted in 1968. Detailed schematics
and equipment descriptions are provided in Reference Z-8. Briefly, the unit
consists of anair-cool'ed transformer and rectifier, three Stuart electrolytic
cells connected electrically in series, a water seal, a low-pressure gas
holder for each gas, an air-cooled electrically driven compressor for each
gas, a catalytic purifier for each gas, storage and reserve tanks for each
gas, cell interconnecting piping, various protective devices, and automatic
controls.
Figure Z-101 indicates how the three electrolysis units were integrated to
supply hydrogen and oxygen to the other SSS subsystems. The Stuart unit had
its own gas accumulators. Oxygen from the Stuart unit went directly to the
two-gas control unit. Hydrogen from the Stuart unit went through a Deoxo-
purifier, common to all electrolysis units, before reaching the Sabatier
reactor. The A-C and LMSC units were connected in parallel and used
common accumulators. Preceding the accumulators were Deoxo-purifiers.
The piping arrangement provided the capability, on the oxygen side, to fill
the interal accumulator from either the A-C unit or the LMSC unit while the
Stuart unit was meeting demands of the two-gas control. The Stuart unit was
designed and operated to maintain constant pressure in its own gas accumu-
lators; any excess gas was vented overboard. On the hydrogen :side, less
versatility existed. The L1V[SC unit could operate when either of the other two
units were providing hydrogen to the Sabatier reactor. If the A-C unit was
providing hydrogen, the Stuart and LMSC units were set to vent excess gas.
If the Stuart of LMSC units were operating and providing hydrogen gas to the
SSS, the A-C unit had to be inoperative. No major problems were encountered
with this lack of versatility; however, any future designs should include the
ability to operate any of the units without interference with any other.
2.4. 2.3 Test Results
Analysis of collected data has indicated that the average oxygen requirement
during the 90-day test period was 4.35 kg/day (9. 58 ib/da7). Figure Z-10Z
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i,
shows that value as well as the quantity of gas generated by each of the experi-
mental electrolysis units during the test period.
The test results obtained by operating the two experimental water electrolysis
units are described in detail in the following paragraphs.
Allis-Chalmers Water Electrolysis Unit
The A-C unit operated satisfactorily during the first few hours without any
difficulties. The detailed performance of this unit is shown on Figures 2-103
through 2-108. High module temperatures and cell voltages appeared as the
first problems as shown in Figures Z-105 and 2-108. Normally, temperatures
should have been in the 347. 1 ° to 355.4°K (165 ° to 180°F) range and cell
voltages between 1. 6 and 1. 7. The cause of these problems is not known.
The only operating value out of tolerance at the time was the water pressure,
which was 20. 7 to 34. 5 kN/m 2 (3 to 5 psi) below oxygen instead of the
recommended 13.8 kN/m 2 (Z psi). This higher-than-normal pressure
differential may have caused unacceptable drying of the electrolyte matrix.
Attempts to reduce this high differential and bring the water pressure up to
within 13.8 kN/m z (Z psi) of the oxygen pressure were not entirely successful,
and early on day 3 it was apparent that something was wrong with the N z
regulator as the pressure in the water accumulator dropped off to less than
68.95 kN/m Z gage (I0 psig) and control was impossible. The water pressure
also dropped off as the water was consumed in the electrolysis modules. The
low water-to-oxygen differential pressure switch did not appear to be func-
tioning either, as the differential exceeded 75. 8 kN/m z (11 psi) and the
operating manual indicated automatic unit shutdown should occur if the water
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pressure was more than Z7.6 kN/m z (4 psi) below the oxygen (Reference Z-9).
Numerous attempts to regain normal operation without stopping the unit were
unsuccessful and it was decided to secure the unit and make necessary repairs.
Also during this period of operation, difficulty was experienced in maintaining
current control of module Z. The current reading on module Z fluctuated at
random. Attempts to stabilize these fluctuations were unsuccessful. At
0900 on day 3 the unit was secured for repairs. Basic reasons for shutdown
were: no positive current control, N Z pressure low and regulator not function-
ing, purging was ineffective, temperature of modules was high, and 5 of the
45 cells had voltages exceeding 1.7 volts.
After shutdown, all modules were flushed by the crewmen for long periods of
time on the separate flushing unit to ensure the proper wetness and electrolyte
concentration in the matrices. A number of attempts were made to restart the
unit between days 3 and 18. During that period, problems were encountered
with the MDAC-installed nitrogen regulator, with electrical shorts in the Zener
diode and with the bias-power relay. After correcting these problems, the
unit was restarted On day 18. Again problems of high cell voltage (Figure Z- 108)
and high temperature (Figure 2-105) were experienced. Only when the current
to the modules was reduced to less than 5 amps was it possible to maintain
some degree of stability of cell voltages and module temperatures. The high-
pressure peak on Figure Z-103 at approximately 1200 on test day 19 was caused
by the Deoxo-purifier in the oxygen discharge line cloggin_ with crystals of
potassium hydroxide. THe hydrogen pressure rose with the oxygen pressure
because the oxygen line is biased to the bonnet of the hydrogen back pressure
regulator.
After approximately 1800 on test day 19, the unit water pressure did not
continue to follow the accumulator water pressure. Accumulator water
pressure remained relatively constant, but unit water pressure would drop
off for a while and then slowly rise up to normal then gradually fall off again.
The data on Figure Z-103 reflect some of these cyclical fluctuations. Increas-
ing the accumulator pressure in an attempt to return the unit water pressure
to acceptable levels only caused the unit to kick off the line due to high water
pressure. As soon as the N Z regulator, which controlled water accumulator
pressure, was adjusted to increase water pressure, the unit water pressure
would rapidly rise to too high a value. Initially, pulsing the water feed pump
and its interconnected solenoid valves had the effect of raising the unit water
pressure which would drop off again. Finally, even the pulsing had no effect.
It appeared that some type of blockage existed in the plumbing, fittings, valves,
separator or other equipment between the accumulator water pressure gage
and the unit water pressure gage. Cross leaks were also indicated in a
number of modules by the large quantity of gas that had to be bled frequently
from the two-phase liquid/gas separator.
After trying all possible corrective measures without any improvement in
performance, the unit was permanently shut down on the evening of the Z0th
test day. Basic reasons for this permanent shutdown were high cell voltages
experienced in modules 3 and 5 which had already been shut down, cross
leaks in module 4, no positive current control, no positive water pressure
control, inability to operate above 5 amps per module for any significant
period of time, and overvoltages in some cells in each of the two operating
modules. Detailed analysis of test data collected from tests conducted before
the 90-day test as well as data collected during the 90-day test indicated that
192
some damage may have been done to the modules before the test that had
caused an increase in the internal resistance of the modules thus causing
increased voltages within some cells. This problem was amplified by the
high differential pressure between the module water and the unit hydrogen
pressure hoop. The high differential pressure allowed hydrogen cross leaks
that limited water vapor diffusion to the electrolyte matrix. This caused
further concentrating of the electrolyte and still higher voltages due to matrix
drying.
Careful and detailed analysis of all available information has indicated that
certain changes should be made to the unit before further testing is conducted.
Improvements are needed in electronic design (current control and operating
logic), pressure and flow regulation, temperature control, liquid/gas separa-
tion, operating procedures and man/system interfaces. Cell over-voltages
and cross-leaks resulted from consistent and constant lower water pressures
than desired; thus, matrices should be designed to withstand greater pressure
differentials without cross leaks. Peripheral equipment inadequacies induced
failures in the electrolysis modules; thus, peripheral equipment should be
designed with greater compatibility for KOH, higher reliability, and in
accordance with aerospace standards.
During the 96 hours of operation of the A-C unit, it produced 10. 2 kg (22.4 lb)
of oxygen and 1.3 kg (2. 8 lb) of hydrogen. This is an average of 57.4 percent
of the required oxygen for the 4-day period. This unit provided, during its
limited operating life, approximately 2. 6 percent of the total oxygen and 2. 7
percent of the total hydrogen required by the SSS during the 90-day test. A
maintenance summary is shown in Table Z-48.
Lockheed Water Electrolysis Unit
The LMSC unit was installed outside of the SSS (in accordance with
R.eference Z-10 and NASA CRll188Z) and operated on vent mode during the
first 3 days; that is, all oxygen and hydrogen was vented to ambient. On
day 3, a nylon fitting in module 1 was found to be leaking hydrogen. The
unit was secured, representatives from LMSC made the necessary repairs,
and the unit reinstated to normal operations. The reduced performance on
Figure Z-10Z between day 3 and ii was caused by frequent unexplained shut-
down of the Z8-vdc power supply to the unit and a loose hydrogen tube fitting.
Figures Z-109 through Z-114 show voltage and current for modules ZA, ZB,
4A and 4B for the 90-day test period.
The next failure was detection of significant quantities of nitrogen in the
hydrogen and oxygen supplies. Two solenoid valves were found to have lost
their seals and were allowing purge nitrogen to leak into the oxygen and
hydrogen gas passages. A 6-day shutdown was required because replacement
parts had to be obtained from the solenoid valve manufacturer. After repairs
to the solenoid valves, the unit was restarted but capacity was reduced because
of intermittent automatic shutdown by the module Z overtemperature protection
switch. This was disconnected and the unit seemed to perform trouble-free
until day 40. Early on the morning of test day 40 the facility power failed.
During restart of the LMSC unit, smoke was detected from module 1. This
was caused by an electrical short from moist potassium carbonate on the out-
side of one module collecting across electrodes of different cells. The
193
Table Z- 48
ALLIS-CHALM_ERS MAINTENANCE SUMMARY
No. of
Activity Spares Usage Times
Hours
Required
Purged modules manually to
lower voltage
Flushed modules with service
unit
Replaced module s
Replaced diode in control
Replaced N z regulator
Cleaned N g regulator
Replaced plugged oxygen
purl fie r _-"
Shorted out module cells
Flushed water separator
Jumpered failed relay
Modified timer to increase
automatic purge frequency
Disconnected automatic current
control
• Outside activity.
2 Module s
Zener diode
Pressure regulator
Deoxo-purifier
Wire and electrical
terminals
30 7.5
3 6.0
g Z.0
Z 3.0
Z 1.0
i 1.0
1 1.0
Z 0.5
1 1.0
1 Z.0
1 0.5
1 1.0
47 26. 5
carbonate collected from a leaking electrolyte fitting above the module. The
problem was overcome by using installed redundancy (module 4). Module 1 was
isolated and the leak repaired.
A shutdown on day 45 was caused by hydrogen leaks in the bottom of modules
Z and 3. Module 1 was disassembled and new matrices were installed, also
new temperature switches were installed. New fittings were installed in the
bottom of modules Z and 3. Good operation was experienced until days 58 to
60 when the cooling unit, supplying chilled water to the electrolysis unit,
developed a clogged filter and cooling capacity was reduced. A nitrogen supply
solenoid valve also stuck and required cleaning. Also during this interval the
Z8-vdc logic power supply failed. After the nece'ssary repairs, the unit was
restarted and operated at required gas generation rates for Z days. At day 63,
cross-leaks were discovered in module Z. The unit was stopped and module Z
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was rebuilt with new matrices and the unit was restarted. On day 68, more
gas bubbles were observed in the circulating electrolyte of all modules and the
hydrogen back pressure was found to be up to 77.9 kN/m 2 gage (II. 3 psig)
instead of the design value of 62. I kN/m z gage (9.0 psig). This high back
pressure was caused by the high venting rate of hydrogen through a fixed
orifice in the hydrogen wet test meter. Returning the hydrogen pressure to
the proper value eliminated most of the bubbles in the circulating electrolyte.
The unit was observed for the next few days and on day 73 the unit was shut
down to allow LMSC personnel time to rebuild modules I, 3, and 4. All
matrices were replaced in these three modules. The unit was restarted, but
module 3 still showed evidence of cross-leaks and it was decided to operate on
modules I, 2, and 4 for the remainder of the test. On day 76, an electrical
problem developed in the circuitry of module I. .This was corrected by elec-
trically cross connecting modules 3 and I. That is, module 3 circuitry pro-
vided power to module i. The unit operated at just under chamber require-
ments and without additional failures until the end of the test period. A
maintenance summary is shown on Table 2-49.
Table 2- 49
LOCKHEED MAINTENANCE SUMMARY
OUTSIDE ACTIVITY
No. of Hour s
Activity Spares Usage Times Required
Repaired H z leak in module 1
Repaired H 2 leak in fittings
Replaced malfunctioning power
supply
Replaced leaking N 2 solenoid
va Ire s
Disconnected overtemp switch
Repaired short in module 1
Repaired H 2 leak in modules
2 and 3
Replaced overtemp switches
Repaired N Z solenoid valve
Replaced control and log[c
power supply
Added relay to control circuit
Rebuilt module 2
Rebuilt modules I, 3, and 4
Switched electronic control on
module 1
Miscellaneous nylon 1 3.0
fitting s
i 1.0
Power supply I 2.0
2 Valves 1 1. 5
4 Epoxy frames and
asbestos matrix
Miscellaneous nylon
fittings
2 Swit che s
Electronic control
Relay
Asbestos matrices
Asbestos matrices
Z 0.1
1 16.0
1 5.0
1
2
1
1
1
1
I
16
0.8
2.0
Z. 0
1.0
16.0
32.0
0.8
83.2
201
I I
During the 90-day test, this unit operated a total of 1, 681.2 hours (70.2 days).
The unit supplied the SSS a total of 62.2 days and for 8. 0 days the gas gener-
ated by the unit was vented to ambient. It delivered Z57 kg (566 lb) of oxygen
and 25 kg (55 lb) of hydrogen to the SSS. This represents 68.9 percent of the
hydrogen used by the Sabatier reactor and 65.7 percent of the oxygen required
for leakage and metabolic consumption. Average oxygen production rate for
this unit was 4. 13 kg/day (9. 1 lb/day), which was not adequate to support the
average requirement of 4. 35 kg/day (9.58 lb/day).
The Smart Electrolyzer unit provided I0.5 kg (23.0 lb) (28.4 percent) of
hydrogen to the Sabatier reactor and 117.3 kg (258. 3 lb) (30.0 percent) of
oxygen to the SSS. Also, 7. 0 kg (15. 3 lb) (1.7 percent) of oxygen was
provided from high-pressure storage.
2.4.3 Two-Gas Controller
The two-gas controller functioned by adding fixed pulses of oxygen and
nitrogen to the atmosphere. The pulse frequency is controlled by an electronic
comparator signal which is proportional to the difference between the sensor
output and a level representative of the preselected control point. The
quantity of gas added is measured by counting the pulses. The operational
characteristics observed during the manned testing are presented.
Z. 4.3. 1 Equipment Description
The two-gas control includes redundant functioning units designated the
Mark III flight-weight unit (primary) and the Mark II prototype unit (baseline).
Each unit includes an electronics control package and a pneumatics package
(see Figure 2-I15). The primarySSS gas composition sensor is a four-gas
mass spectrometer (Perk/n-Elmer). The baseline gas sensors are a polar-
graphic oxygen analyzer (Beckman) and a total pressure transducer (Statham).
The above components are integrated into the SSS by means of an electronic
interface box (junction box), which allows redundant operational modes by
interconnecting various combinations of gas sensors and electronic control
packages (see Figure 2-I 16).
Both electronics packages use the same principle of operation (lZeference Z-1 i).
The baseline unit was fabricated from commercially available components.
The input gas sensor signals are balanced by voltage divider networks, and the
integrating amplifiers drive meter relays to activate the gas admission
solenoid valves. The flight-weight unit employs advanced microcircuits;
amplifiers to balance gas sensor signals; and an integrating amplifier, binary
counter, and a 10-second timer to activate the gas solenoid valves (see
Figure 2-117). The application of advanced technology to the flight-weight
unit reduced the weight and volume to i/6 of the baseline unit.
The flight-weight electronics package operates in the following manner. The
amplified gas sensor signals are connected to a sensor-select switch as shown
in Figure 2-117. The selected signal is s_med at the input to an integrator
with a set point voltage which represents desired 0 2 concentration level. The
output of the integrator is level-detected and when the output reaches a pre-
set level, the detector provides a reset signal to the integrator and a counting
pulse to a binary counter. For each of 16 integration periods, the binary
202
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Figure 2-115. Two-Gas Control and Onboard Water Electrolysis Unit
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counter originates a pulse which activates a 10-second timer. (Only one
integrating period occurs for each pulse in baseline unit. ) The output of the
oxygen binary counter is also used to reset the nitrogen binary counter,
thereby preventing the addition of nitrogen to the SSS until the oxygen
deficiency is less than one-half the total atmosphere deficiency. The timer
output signal activates the appropriate solenoid valve adding a calibrated
quantity of gas to the atmosphere and advances an electromechanical
totalizer one count. Except for the gas sensor circuits, the oxygen and
nitrogen channels are identical.
Total gas usage is determined by multiplying the totalizer count by the
quantity of gas per count. The mass flow per count for oxygen was 10.4 g
(Z. 3 x 10 -2 lb) at the regulated pressure of 205 kN/m Z (29. 7 psia); the mass
for nitrogen was 1.74 g (3.83 x "_ Zi0 Ib) per count at a pressure of 240 kN/m
(34.8 psia). The pulse quantities were determined by orifice size and adjust-
ment of the gas pressure regulators and were selected on the basis of the
predicted use rates of about 3. 6 kg (8 ib) per day of oxygen and 0. 5 kg (i ib)
per day of nitrogen.
Each of the pneumatic packages contains the solenoid valves, pressure
regulators and orifices required for gas admission. During the test, both
pneumatic packages were pulsed by the flight-weight electronics; however,
only the baseline pneumatics was used for gas supply. The baseline
pneumatics package was designed to accept oxygen from one of three sources
available for SSS usage: baseline from the flight-type electrolysis units;
backup from the commercial Electrolyzer; and storage from bottled oxygen.
The design included additional pressure switches and relays to allow oxygen
source management. The baseline and backup oxygen supply lines both
contain high-limit pressure switches [248 kN/m 2 (36 psia)] and low-limit
pressure switches [207 kN/m2 (30 psia)]. Should baseline oxygen pressure
drop to the low-limit pressure level, the switch activates a visual and audio
warning signal that the source pressure will not support sonic flow through
the metering orifice. The audio warning may be silenced by depressing an
acknowledge switch and the backup oxygen supply may be manually selected,
or use of the baseline source may be continued even though the pressure is
low.
The backup pressure supply switches operate in the same manner to switch
to the storage source. The high-level pressure switches provide signals to
automatically change back toward the baseline source when the pressure is
restored. The source switching circuitry also switches the counting pulse
signals to respective counters to provide a record of oxygen supplied from
each source. Since the pneumatic components of the flight-weight and base-
line units are identical, the test performance of the baseline unit can be
directly related to the flight-weight unit.
The primary source of gas composition signals was the four-gas mass spectro-
meter, which was developed by Perkin-Elmer for NASA-LRC. This instrument
analyzes the atmosphere 5y separating the gas species according to its atomic
mass number. It consists of three functional segments: (1) the ion source,
(2) the analyzer section, and (3) the collector and electronics. A small contin-
uous sample of the atmosphere is "leaked" into a closed chamber and past an
electron beam, causing it to become ionized. The ions are accelerated by an
electromagnetic field into the analyzer section. The analyzer section contains
W
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a magnetic field at right angles to the ion-gas flow. This results in the ion-ga s
flow being deflected from a straight path into arcs following paths of varying
curvature. The heavier the ion the less it is deflected by the magnetic field.
This causes the ion stream to fan out and intercept the ion collectors. Four
specific collectors are positioned to intercept ion masses of 18 (water), 28
(nitrogen), 32 (oxygen), and 44 (carbon dioxide). The ions introduce an electron
charge at the collector plates resulting in a current flow which is amplified to
the proper magnitude for signal and display uses.
A polarographic oxygen sensor (Beckman) was utilized as a backup sensor. This
sensor contains a gold cathode and a silver anode irnnmersed in a gel electrolyte
(KC1). A small potential is applied between the electrodes. A section of the
sensor is covered with a Teflon membrane which is permeable to oxygen. The
oxygen diffuses through the electrolyte and is electrochemically reduced at the
cathode allowing a small current to flow. The current flow is directly pro-
portional to the partial pressure of oxygen. This current is then amplified
for control and display.
An absolute pressure transducer (Statham) was used to provide a backup
signal for nitrogen control. The type used was a strain gage bonded to a
diaphragm. The strain gages were connected into a Wheatstone bridge con-
figuration to provide an output signal proportional to absolute pressure.
The electrical interface junction box collects all the sensor signals and distri-
butes them through switches to the selected electronics module. The output
signals are also routed through the junction box and are directed to both the
pneumatic packages. In addition, the junction box is the interface between the
data recording system and the sensor signals originating within the mass
spectrometer. These signals are O 2, N 2, CO 2, and HzO partial pressure,
the temperature of the inlet leak, and the total pressure signal from the
absolute pressure transducer in the mass spectrometer.
2.4.3. Z Operational Results
During the initial week of the test it became evident that cabin oxygen partial
pressure as indicated by the four-gas mass spectrometer was not in agreement
with that indicated by the gas analysis console (GAC). The oxygen level control
on the atmosphere controller was decreased to bring the oxygen to the specified
level as indicated by the GAC. In addition, efforts were started to verify the
analysis of the calibration gas used for the GAC and the mass spectrometer.
This analysis of calibration gases revealed that the oxygen content of the GAC
calibration gas was about Z percent lower than the vendor's certification
stated. This resulted in an actual oxygen partial pressure in the cabin of
19.3 kN/m 2 (145 rnm Hg) as compared to the desired level of Z0.7 kN/m Z
(155 rnm Hg). The set point oxygen level of the atmosphere controller was
accordingly increased and oxygen was manually added from high-pressure
storage on day 7 of the test in order to bring the oxygen level to the proper
20.7 kN/m Z (155 mm Hg) level. Figure 2-106 presents the average oxygen
partial pressure level throughout the test, and the oxygen level perturbations
of the first week are evident. Figure Z-118 also shows that the oxygen stayed
within ±67 N/m Z (±0. 5 rnrn Hg) of the control level for the remainder of the
test. Nitrogen partial pressure throughout the run stayed within the limits of
44.0 ± 1 kN/m Z (330 ± 8 mm Hg) after the transients of the first few days
settled out. The diDs in nitrogen Dartial Dressure indicated in Figure 2-119
for days 8 and 12 resulted from leakage through the waste storage container
lid to the annulus. The dip in nitrogen partial pressure indicated on test
207
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days 28, 29, and 30 is attributed to leakage through the pass-through port
while replacing the catalyst in the Sabatier reactor. The relatively large
fluctuations in nitrogen partial pressure are partially due to the leakage being
considerably higher than expected. The low mass flow per pulse resulted in
many more pulses to correct an error than desirable. The input circuit
sensitivity was also much lower than that for the oxygen channel. Improve-
ments in these parameters would result in much more accurate nitrogen
partial pressure control.
Figure Z- 120 presents a record of total atmosphere pressure showing
both the minimum and maximum pressures recorded for the day. This
figure also reflects the dips in nitrogen partial pressure previously
described. Figure 2-120 also reflects the general difference in operation
of the solid amine unit (before day 81) and the molecular sieve unit (days 81
to 90). The lowering in total pressure is attributed to a decrease in cabin
humidity and a lesser decrease in carbon dioxide partial pressure.
One feature of the oxygen circuit design caused a loss of accuracy in the mass
flow measurement feature of the two-gas flow. On periods of high oxygen demand,;
which occurred regularly during the crew's morning exercise period, the LMSC
electrolysis unit was unable to maintain accumulator pressure. The low-pressure
alarm would sound at 207 kN/m 2 (30 psia), and crewmen could either manually
switch to the backup supply or wait until a lower pressure was reached. When
switched to the backup supply, the absence of demand on the O z accumulator
resulted in a rapid buildup in pressure with automatic switchover back to the
primary source. In this event, the accumulator would again be depleted, and so
on. Frequently the crew delayed manual switchover to the backup supply to avoid
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repeated requirements, until the accumulator pressure had dropped well below V_
that required to maintain the regulated pressure to the sonic orifice. As a result,
the mass flow indicated by the pulse counter was frequently larger than the actual
flow. Changes in the swltchover logic should be made to provide automatic
change in both directions, with a wider band between switching points to allow
longer periods of accumulator recharging. Reduction in oxygen channel sensi-
tivity would also reduce the response to transient oxygen demands. The resulting
slight loss in oxygen channel accuracy would be quite acceptable.
No malfunctions requiring corrective action occurred at any time on the flight type
two-gas control. ABeckman polarographic oxygen sensor was changed once during
the mission as the original sensor had lost sensitivity. Since the mass spectro-
meter signal was used as input to the two-gas control, the polarographic sensor
was not actually required, but was operated to obtain test experience. The calibra-
tion of the mass spectrometer unit was checked five times during the test. No
adjustments were required, however, at anytime to achieve the required accuracy of
the unit. This checkout took a tota! of 5.0 hours of the crew's maintenance time.
2. 5 FOOD MANAGEMENT
The food provisions available to onboard crewmen during the 90-da 7 test
consisted of a primary freeze-dried menu, supplementary snacks, frozen
dinners, glycerol (sweetener), and a small amount of ice cream. Packaging,
storage accommodations, supporting equipment, and acceptability of the food
supplies are discussed.
In response to frequently-reported negative react'ions to food provisions for _
previous crews of long-term missions and simulation involving confinement,
MDAC established the policy, early in the planning phase of the 90-day test,
to select and provide food with emphasis on acceptability. Acceptability was
felt to be a function of diversity of menu, mission duration, and initial reac-
tion to the aesthetics of food consumption: flavor, color, consistency and
aroma.
This approach permitted the collection of information to determine whether
attention to these factors could eliminate negative reactions to food provisions
or whether such negative reactions could be expected to accompany all future
long-term operational or simulative confinements.
Z. 5. 1 Description
Potential supplies of acceptable food provisions for space missions were
contacted and requested to submit samples of their products. A list of
potential suppliers was obtained through the cooperation of cognizant person-
nel at the U.S. Army, Natick Laboratories. Oregon Freeze-Dry, Inc.,
Albany, Oregon, was selected as the principal supplier of onboard food from
this review of products, their availability, diversity, and projected ability to
meet criteria on microbiological control. Table Z-50 presents the freeze-
dried menus that were provided.
Requirements placed upon the supplier of freeze-dried, uncompressed food
consisted of: microbiological control deriving from NASA/Army requirements,
vacuum packaging, a 10-daymenu cycle, and 10.460 M5 (2, 500 kilocalories)/
man/day. An additional 2 09Z MJ (500 kilocalories) of snacks were provided.
These consisted of nuts, raisins and candy bars.
210
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f Table 2-50
MENU
DAY 1 10. 590 MJ (2, 53 1 total
kilocalories)
Breakfast - 3. 874 MJ (926 kilo-
calorie_)
(49) Orange Juice
(57) Grapenuts w/Milk
(73) Sugar
(30) Diced Ham
(3 I) Scrambled Eggs
(91) Toast (2 slices)
(75) Jelly
(68) Milk (8 oz)
Lunch-3. 130 MJ (748 kilocalories)
(23)
(56)
(14)
(96)
Pea Soup
Crackers (6 crackers)
Ham and Green Beans auGrattn
with Rice
Peanut Butter Cookies
Dinner- 3. 568 MJ (857 kilocalories)
(I)
(70)
(42)
(35)
(26)
(76)
(74)
Sliced Beef
with Gravy
Mashed Potatoes
Chopped Broccoli
Cottage Cheese w/Pears
B r ownie s
Margarine (1/2 tsp)
Lunch- 3. 067 MJ (733 kilocalories)
(20
(56)
(9)
(24)
(95}
C ons orflIT_ e
Crackers (6 crackers)
Beef with Rice
Carrot-Raisin Salad with
Almonds
Date Filled Oatmeal Cookies
Dinner-4. 489 MJ (I, 073
kilocalo rie s )
(4)
(59)
(33)
(85)
(74)
Sliced Ham
Noodles with, Cheese Sauce
Asparagus
Chocolate Pudding
Margarine (1/2 tsp)
DAY 3 I0.724 MJ (2, 563 total
kilocalories)
Breakfast- 2. 916 MJ (697
kilocalorie s)
(53) Dried or Stewed Prunes
(61) Ralston with Milk
(73) Sugar
(91) Toast (2 slices)
(75) Jelly
(68) Milk (8 oz)
(93) Cheese Scramble
DAY 2 I0.293 MJ (2,460 total
kilocalories)
Breakfast - 2. 736 MJ (654 kilo-
calories)
(55)
(28)
(90)
(94)
St rawbe r rie s
C reamed Beef
on Toast (3 slices)
Chocolate Milk (6 oz)
Lunch- 3. 029 MJ (724 kilocalories
(64)
(56)
(13)
(27)
Chicken Noodle Soup
Crackers (6 crackers)
Crab Impe rial
Sweet Corn
\
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Table 2-50
MENU (Continued)
Dinner- 4. 778 MJ (1, 142
kilocalories)
(19) Shrimp Cocktail
(3) Diced Checken
(71) with Gravy
(58) Noodles
(36) Carrots, diced
(775 Coconut Macaroons
(85) Chocolate Pudding
(74) Margarine (1/2 tsp)
DAY 4 10. 284 MJ (2,458 total
kilocalo rie s)
Breakfast- 2. 920 MJ (698
kilocalo rie s )
(48) Grapefruit Juice
(605 Oatmeal with Milk
(735 Sugar
(54) Raisins
(31) Scrambled Eggs
(91) Toast (2 slices)
(75) Jelly
(685 Milk (8 oz)
Lunch- 3. 908 MJ (934 kilocalories)
(16) Tuna ala Neptune
(90) on Toast (Z slices)
(45) Applesauce
(83) Fruitcake
Dinner-3. 456 MJ (826
kilocalories)
(7)
(43)
(50)
(56)
(805
(74)
Beef Almondine with Macaroni
Spinach
Cheese
C rackers (6 crackers)
Filled Sugar Wafers
Margarine (1/2 tsp)
DAY 5 I0. 180 MJ (Z, 433 total
kilocalories)
Breakfast - Z. 736 (654 kilocalories)
(47)
(28)
(90)
(94)
Raspberries
Creamed Beef
on Toast (3 slices)
Chocolate Milk (6 oz)
Lunch-3. 310 MJ (791 kilocalories)
(17)
(24)
(86)
Turkey Tetrazzini
Carrot-Raisin Salad w/Almonds
Lemon Pudding
Dinner- 4. 134 MJ (988 kilocalories)
(2) Beef TenderIoin Steak
(70) with Gravy
(62) Rice
(44) Squash
(97) Bread Sticks (2 sticks)
(55) Strawberries
(76) Brownies
(74) Margarine (1/2 tsp5
DAY 6 I0. 556 MJ (2, 523 total
kilocalories)
Breakfast - 3. 766 MJ (900 kilocalories)
(49) Orange Juice
(61) Ralston with Milk
(73) Sugar
(30) Diced Ham
(3 1) Scrambled Eggs
(91) Toast (2 slices)
(75) Jelly
(68) Milk (8 oz)
V_
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Table 2-50
MENU (Continued)
\
Lunch-2. 715 MJ (649 kilocalories)
(8) Beef Chop Suey
(98) Chow MeinNoodles
(41) Peas
(25) Cottage Cheese
(79) Fig Newtons
Dinner- 4. 075 MJ (975 kilocalories)
(6) Pork Tenderloin
(72) with Gravy
(42) Mashed Potatoes
(33) Asparagus
(65) Jingle Jell
(76) Brownies
(74) Margarine (I/Z tsp)
DAY 7 10. 196 MJ (2, 437 total
kilocalories)
Breakfast- 3. 138 MJ (750 kilo-
calories)
(48) Grapefruit Juice
(32) Sausage
(31) Scrambled Eggs
(91) Toast (2 slices)
(75) Jelly
(68) Milk (8 oz)
Lunch- 3. 753 MJ (897 kilocalories)
(13) Crab Imperial
(37) Carrots and Peas
(46) Apple Slices
(83) Fruitcake
Dinner - 3.3 10 MJ (791 kilocalories)
(l)
(70)
(42)
(39)
(51)
(89)
(74)
Sliced Beef
with Gravy
Mashed Potatoes
Green Beans and Mushrooms
Pearsauce
Chocolate Chip Cookies
Margarine (1/Z tsp)
DAY 8 10.431 MJ (2, 493 total
kilocalories)
Breakfast- 3. 088 MJ (738 kilo-
calories)
(49) Orange Juice
(60) Oatmeal with Milk
(73) Sugar
(54) Raisins
(91) Toast (2 slices)
(75) Jelly
(32) Sausage
(68) Milk
Lunch- 2. 665 MJ (637 kilocalories)
(98)
(11)
(45)
(78)
Chow Mein Noodles
Chicken Chop Suey
Apple sauce
Gingersnaps
Dinner- 4. 678 MJ (!, 118 kilocalories)
(97)
(18)
(12)
(38)
(87)
(82)
(74)
Bread Sticks (2 sticks)
C rabmeat Cocktail
Chunk Chicken with Rice
Green Beans and Almonds
Vanilla Pudding
Sugar Cookies
Margarine (1/2 tsp)
DAY 9 10.343 MJ (2, 472 total
kilocalo rie s
Breakfast-3. 515 MJ (840
kilocalories)
(92) Pineapple Juice
(31) Scrambled Eggs
(3 2) Sausage
(91) Toast (2 slices)
(75) Jelly
(94) Chocolate Milk (6 oz)
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Table Z- 50
MENU (Continued)
Lunch- 2. 469 M3- (590 kilocalories)
(21) Fish Chowder
(56) Crackers (6 crackers)
(34) Diced Beets
(46) Apple Slices
(76) Brownies
Dinner - 4. 360 MJ (1, 042
kilocalo rle s)
(15)
(35)
(84)
(81)
(74)
Pork and Potatoes au Gratin
Chopped Broccoli
Butterscotch Pudding
Oatmeal Cookies
Margarine (I/2 tsp)
DAY 10 10.749 MJ (2, 569 total
kilocalories
Breakfast- 2. 866 MS (685
kilocalories)
(52) Plums
(66) Cold Cereal with Milk
(73) Sugar
(29) Eggs and Bacon Bits
(91) Toast (2 slices)
(75) Jelly
(68) Milk (8 oz)
Lunch- 3. 782 MJ (904 kilocalories)
(10) Beef Stew
(40) Lima Beans
(24) Carrot-Raisin Salad with
Almond s
(88) Banana Pudding
Dinner-4. 100 M3" (980 kilocalories)
(22)
(56)
(5)
(63)
(43)
(77)
(74)
Onion Soup
Crackers (6 crackers)
Lobster Tails with Butter
Rice with Mushrooms
Spinach
Coconut Macaroons
Margarine (1/2 tsp)
v
For the frozen meals, Stouffer Foods, Cleveland, Ohio, was required to
supply a minimum of 5 percent of the onboard meals, preferably complete
dinners amounting to approximately 3. 347 M5 (800 kcal)/meal. NASA micro-
biological standards were to be met. Meals were to arrive in frozen form
and were to be packaged to require no more than 0. 122 m 3 (4.3 cu ft) of
storage. The latter requirement was imposed because of the capacity of the
onboard freezer.
In addition, at the request of crewmen, 1.9 liters (4 pints) of commercially
available ice cream were placed onboard.
The glycerol (a sweetening agent with nutrient value) was obtained as an
experimental food supplement from Dr. 3". Shapira, NASA-Ames Research
Center. Interest in the glycerol as a food additive centered upon its accept-
ability as a sweetening agent, as well as on its physiological resolution after
ingestion. A full description of this experiment is provided in Section 3.
214
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Data on food consumption were provided daily throughout the mission via the
TSCL data transmission terminal available to onboard crewmen. Information
thu s transmitted consisted of crewman identification, food items consumed,
percentages of foods not ingested, water volumes required for reconstitution,
and relative acceptability ratings (I-9:1 equals "poor"; 9 equals "excellent").
Because of the late arrival of information on frozen foods, only the freeze-
dried diet could be reported via the above-mentioned TSCL. Thus, data on
frozen food consumption were obtained verbally from crewmen.
Freeze-dehydrated foods were supplied in vacuum packages of a multilayer
laminate, which is used by the Army to package similar foods for combat
field distribution. The packages consisted of polyethylene , aluminum foil,
polyethylene, and an outer layer of Mylar, and were flarnrnable in normal
atmo sphe re.
Within some packages of food items was a dish composed of a waxy plastic
(also flammable) which was to be used for reconstitution purposes. Utensils
available to the crew were made of stainless steel.
Frozen food was supplied in aluminum containers similar to TV dinner trays'
These were covered with aluminum foil,
Ice cream was packaged in cylindrical paper containers.
Because of the flammability of packaging materials in the food program,
special precautions were taken in their onboard storage and disposal. Freeze-
dried packages were grouped into four-man meal packages. These were
constrained with the use of fiber glass cable tie cord and then overwrapped
with three layers of heavy-duty aluminum foil. These were then stored in
closed food storage cabinets which had been examined and shielded to elimi-
nate the danger of high voltage or other sources of ignition.
Additional plastic food reconstitution dishes were stored in specially provided,
tightly covered aluminum containers which were also located away from igni-
tion sources.
Frozen meals were placed inside the onboard commercial freezer without
additional preparation, as were the cartons of ice cream.
3
Storage requirements for all onboard food provisions approximated 2. 8 m
(100 cu ft). Bulkiness and nonuniform package sizing of freeze-dehydrated
food contributed to using approximately 1. 1 m3 (40 cu ft) more storage volume
than originally allocated.
All foods requiring elevated temperatures to enhance palatability we re heated
in an onboard microwave oven (Litton Model 500. 017).
2. 5. 2 Food Evaluation
Table 2-51 provides an indication of total food consumption for each crewman
on day 90 of the mission and provides arithmetic means of daily caloric con-
surnption for the crew over the entire 90-day duration. It can be seen that
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Table 2- 51
FOOD CONSUMPTION
M5 Kiloc alo rie s MI Kilocalo rie s
Crewman 90th Day 90th Day Mean 90 Days Mean 90 Days
1 8. 648 (2, 067 II. 468 (2, 741)
2 I0. 092 (2, 412) 1I. 807 (2, 822)
3 16. 968 (4, 041) 12. 042 (2,878)
4 14. 899 (3, 561) 13. 125 (3, 137)
Grand Mean 12. 108 MJ (2, 894) kilocalories
intake averaged lZ. 108 MJ (2, 894 kcal)/day/man. Differences in daily con-
sumption among crewmen are consistent with exercise regimes adjusted by
crewmen to their own individual requirements. This table reflects caloric
values of all consumed foods, excluding glycerol which was not a significant
contributor to the total diet insofar as it was used for less than 10 percent of
the mission duration and then only as a supplemental sweetener. Crew calo-
ric intake is seen is {hordinately high when compared with intake values from
the previous 60-day test of a manned regenerative life support system wherein
a mean daily consumption of under 8.4 MJ (Z, 000 kcal)/man was reported.
Since the net crew weight change was not significant, it is indicated that the
90-day values are consistent with the caloric requirements to meet the actual
crew activity levels that occurred during the test.
2. 5. 2. 1 Food Acceptance
Referring to Table 2-52, the overall acceptance of food on a rating scale
extending from 1 through 9 was quite high--all food items on a group mean
basis received ratings of 6 and above. This is an unusual finding for space
simulations or operational missions and reflects increased attention given to
the selection of food on the basis on palatability.
It should be noted that although group mean acceptance values are high,
individual food items within the overall menu were occasionally ranked by
individual crewmen at lower levels. Food items falling in this category
include such things as Scrambled eggs and a gelatin dessert. Post-test crew
remarks reflect the fact that scrambled eggs were rated low not because
their palatability left something to be desired, but rather because it was the
only form of egg available throughout the mission and was presented too often.
The gelatin dessert was rated poor by three of four crewmen because of
excessive sweetness.
Table 2-53 summarizes the frozen food available to the onboard crewmen
during the mission. Forty-eight meals were provided by Stouffer Foods,
Cleveland, Ohio, and were stored onboard in a 0. 122 m3 (4.3 cu ft) freezer.
These foods (substitutes for dinners) were provided to the crew with instruction
to use themas they saw fit approximately once weekly throughout the mission.
216
Table 2-52
90-DAY FREEZE-DRY FOOD ACCEPTANCE
Mean
C rewman Model Rank
Category i Z 3 4 Preference Order
v
Soups 7, 50 7o 80 7.20 7.00 7, 38 5
Salads 7.33 6.33 8.00 8.66 7. 58 4
Entrees 8.04 8. 21 7.95 8. 07 8. 07 1
Dairy products 7.21 7. 14 7. Z8 6.9Z 7. 14 7
Vegetables 7. 07 6.69 7. 23 7. 53 7. 13 8
Fruits and juices 7.90 7. 40 8.36 8. 54 8. 05 2
Grain products 7. 84 7. 03 6.46 5.69 6. 75 9
Desserts 7. 79 6. 08 7. 55 7. 26 7. 17 6
Sauces and condiments 8.80 7. 80 7.80 7.60 8. 00 3
Mean Model Preferences 7.72 7. 16 7. 54 7.47
Rank Order 1 4 2 3
\
Crewmen chose to use these foods with a frequency of approximately once per
week and otherwise employed them as a means of celebrating special occasions
encountered during the mission. One such special occasion was a birthday
party held for one of the onboard crewmen.
Generally, the frozen foods were well accepted by all crewmen, but the crew
indicated that they could have done without them had they been required to do
so. Since theywere available, they found them a welcome diversion from
the freeze-dehydrated primary food menu. Negative remarks reflected the
feeling that, when compared with the primary diet, the frozen meals were
overly rich. This, combined with differences in strength of seasoning,
apparently resulted in some minor gastrointestinal difficulties. Interestingly,
frozen meals were prepared utilizing the microwave oven, even though the
use of that piece of equipment with the frozen meals requfred frequent pulsing.
Our crew did not report that this was an annoyance as have others.
2. 5. Z. 2 Microbiological Quality
All freeze-dried and frozen food items were tested for microbiological quality
by the vendors. The following criteria were specified and met by the vendor's
product s :
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A. Total aerobic count = less than Z0, 000/g,
B. Total coliform count = less than 10/g.
C. Total fecal coliform count = none/g.
D. Total Streptococcus count = less than 20/g.
E. Total coagulase positive Staphylococcus count = none/Sg.
F, Total Salmonella count = none/10g.
2. 5.2, 3 Spoilage and Waste
There was little, if any, spoilage of freeze-dried or frozen foods during the
test. Several commercially packaged snack food items were found to be
stale or otherwise unacceptable by the crew. Candy bars and cookies con-
taining nut meats were found to have the shortest shelf life. The crew's
discovery of a few fly larvae in the raisins provided an interesting diversion
for both onboard and outside simulator personnel. Vacuum packaging, addi-
tion of antioxidants, and fresh delivery immediately before test start would
alleviate this problem.
\
Reduction of food waste was accomplished primarily by careful selecting,
trimming, and apportioning of both freeze-dried and frozen food items by the
respective vendors. In addition, the crew wa_ instructed in and fully accepted
the inelegant, but effective, technique of licking their plastic food trays prior
to spraying them with disinfectant. Leftover food waste exceeding several
grams was scraped from the trays into No. 2 cans for canning following a
heavy spray of the contents with disinfectant (8-hydro-oxyquinoline sulfate,
5 percent aqueous solution).
Post-test microbiological assays of treated food waste revealed complete
sterilization of the food trays, but only partial suppression of growth in
canned waste. Upon inspection of the can contents, it was evident that several
cans had not been treated or had not been treated with sufficent disinfectant
to completely inactivate the contents (see Sections 2.6 and 4. 6).
Sprayed food trays (plastic) were stowed in environmentally sealed aluminum
boxes. Each box held approximately 500 trays. By counting the number of
trays and observing the box fill dates, an average use rate of 2 trays/man/
meal was calculated.
This figure is lower than pretest estimates and the crew confirmed saving of
trays by multiple-use techniques, such as using the same tray for preparation
of more than one item or using one tray for preparing a double portion. The
use rate of stowed trays would have been even lower had more care been
taken during handling of several freeze-dried food items already packaged in
trays. These trays had become cracked during the bundling and wrapping
operations before stocking of the SSS.
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2. 5.3 Microwave Oven Evaluation
A microwave oven was evaluated during the 90-day test and its usefulness
compared to that of a more conventional electric oven. Initially, either oven
was to be used, at the discretion of the crew members, for preparing hot
freeze-dried foods and beverages, as well as for thawing and heating frozen
meals. In effect, however, the microwave oven was used as the primary
heating device while the electric oven seldom used. The installation of both
ovens in the SSS is shown in Figure 3-121.
The performance and design characteristics of the ovens used during the test
are as follows:
Model Number
Manufacturer
Power Source
Power Input, Watts
Power Output
Weight
Microwave Oven
500. 017
Litton Industries,
Atherton Division
115 vac, 60 Hz, 1 phase
20 amp
Z, Z00
1,000 watts nominal of
R.F at 2,450 MHz, not
adjustable. Dial timer,
adjustable 5 to 360 seconds.
52.3 kg (115 lb)
Electric Oven
3600
Labline Imperial,
Har shaw S cientific
Cleveland, Ohio
Same
Same
8OO
Temperature range
adjustable from ambient
to 533 °F (500°F).
33.2 kg (73 ib)
2. 5.3. 1 Pretest Evaluations
The operating and design characteristics of several types of commercially
available microwave ovens were reviewed before the test. It was decided
that a rugged "portable" or bench-type unit operating at 2, 450 MHz would be
most easily integrated into the SSS. A Litton Model 500 was immediately
available for on-site evaluation and extensive testing of its operating character-
istics was initiated prior to purchase. The Labline oven was obtained from
laboratory facility stock.
Use of a microwave oven at reduced atmospheric pressure increased the
possibility of a spark hazard, outgassing, and thermal dissipation problem.
The potential problem involved several electrical components common to all
microwave ovens which may be susceptible to arcing or accelerated wear
during operation at altitude. In addition, the cooling capacity of the blower at
altitude was anticipated to be below that necessary to maintain the magnetron
tube at operating temperature. Discussions with the vendor indicated the
components most likely to arc (contactors, relays, motors) and the required
squirrel cage blower rate [2, 350 to 2, 832 liters/sec (50-60 cfm)] to main-
tain the magnetronanode at 210°C. The arcing problem could be eliminated
by installation of hermetically sealed relays and motors. Since calculated
blower capacity at altitude was only 94.4 liters/sec below the required mini-
mum, a proposed fix was to coat the anode fin and sleeve with silicone grease
to increase thermal transfer efficiency.
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Figure 2-121. Food Preparation Area-Oven Installation
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Altitude Evaluation
Before initiating the above-noted modifications, a test at 68.9 kN/m z (10 psia)
was run to pinpoint two major problem areas, thermal protector operation
and cook cycle relay arcing.
The microwave oven will shut off power to the magnetron automatically if the
temperature of the anode exceeds Z10°C. In this condition, the ready lamp
and cook lamp go out and the oven cavity lamp and blower motor continue to
operate. This condition will continue until the magnetron has cooled
sufficiently, whereupon an automatic shutdown of all power occurs. Thermal
protector operation was tested at altitude by continuously operating the oven
for 1, 800 seconds, approximately five times the anticipated continuous
operating time. Approximately Z. 3 kg of wet ice in a plastic container was
used as a load for the oven cavity.
The cook cycle rela 7is activated when the cook button is depressed. The con-
tacts normally arc under ambient conditions due to a cold-cathode surge cur-
rent of 50 amps (1/60 second). In steady-state cook mode, the breaker switch
current load is 18 to 20 amps. Relay operation was tested at altitude by
cycling the cook button on and off for I00 cycles. This test was initiated
immediately upon completion of the thermal protector test above. Since the
relay is not visible during oven operation, the device was removed after the
test and the contacts examined for excessive arcing.
After testing the oven for approximately 2 hours (45 minutes operating
time), the oven load of ice had melted and the water appeared to be very
near boiling. No malfunctions or automatic shutdowns of the oven occurred at
any time during the 30-minute continuous operation. Examination of the
cook cycle relay post-test revealed minimal pitting and discoloration of the
contact surfaces after 101 cycles of on-off operation.
It was concluded from the results of these tests that the microwave oven
would not require modification due to an arcing hazard or heat dissipation
problem.
Microwave Radiation Safety Evaluation
At the start of the pretest evaluations, all Litton microwave ovens were being
tested thoroughly on the production line to verify that they were well below
the generally accepted RF leakage standard of 10 mW/cm 2 (References 2-12
and 2-I3). Several publications concerning the potential radiation hazards
associated with the use of microwave ovens were reviewed during the period
(References 2-14 through 2-24). As a result of this review, it was deemed
ncecessary that a survey of the oven should be made. The survey was con-
ducted using an Empire Devices broadband power density meter, Model
NF-157. Leaks of 0.25 and 0.70 mW/cm 2 were found at the lower right= and
left-hand corners of the door frame. These leaks were well within the
10 mW/cm 2 limit specified by the Department of the Army Bulletin (Refer-
ence 2-13) and marginally" within a recommended 1. 0 mW/cm 2 limit proposed
at a symposium sponsored jointly by the USPHS and the Medical College of
Virginia (Reference 2-18).
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The U, S. Bureau of Radiological Health had recommended to the Department
of Health, Education and Welfare that the 1.0 mW/cm 2 standard for pre-
purchase leakage be officially adopted (Reference 2-25). Based on this finding
and faced with several unknown factors concerning the reflection and absorp-
tion of microwave energy within the confines of the Simulator, the ORIC report
(Reference 2-26) made a mandatory recommendation that the microwave oven
shielding, closures, and interlock devices be adequate to protect the SSS
crew members from exposure to emanations of microwave radiation measured
to in excess of 1 mW/cm 2 at approximately 5 cm from the oven door. It was
also recommended that a monitoring device be placed onboard and frequent
measurements (once/day minimum) be made. Accordingly, a Narda Model
8100 Electromagnetic Radiation Meter and probe, Model 8121A (100_.W to
20 mW]cm2), were purchased and calibrated for onboard use during the test.
Surveys of the oven with the Narda meter before installation in the SSS indi-
cated that the air choke door seal had loosened sufficiently since the previous
survey to allow leakage in excess of 1.0 mW/cm 2. The oven vendor was
consulted and it was suggested that a new door and modified latch assembly
be installed. Resurvey of the door seal post-modification indicated leakage
of approximately 0.7 mW/cm Z at one site along the door hinge area. This
leakwas reduced to an estimated 0. 1 to 0.2 mW/cm Z bythe application of
one layer of microwave absorbent tape (aluminum) over the entire hinge area
involved (see Figure 2-121). An additional supply of tape was provided for
replacement of the shielding should it be necessary during the test.
\
Out,as sins Tests
A series of outgassing tests were performed by the Life Support Branch,
LRC, on another Litton Model 500 oven specifically purchased for this
purpose. These tests were conducted to determine the possible level of
contaminants which might be evolved during the 90-day test and were
performed in a vacuum facility at 68. 9 kN/m 2 (10 psia) with normal
atmospheric constituents.
The test setup (Figure Z-122) consisted of a microwave oven, a vacuum
facility, the contaminant collection traps, and a total hydrocarbon analyzer
for measuring outgassing rates. The oven was modified for these tests to
permit initiation of the cooking process outside the vacuum chamber. The
foods were cooked in small, Mylar-lined plastic bags to concentrate a
sufficient quantity of contaminants that could be detected by the instrumen-
tation and to prevent introducing outgassed products from sources other than
the foods. The microwave oven was isolated in a Mylar-lined bag in the
"oven only" tests to identify those contaminants which could be attributed
to oven outgassing. Outgassing rates were measured by means of a total
hydrocarbon analyzer installed in the lines in place of the contaminant
traps.
The food samples were reconstituted with warm water, sealed in the plastic
bags, placed in the oven and the bag attached to the trapping lines. The oven
timer was normally set for about 45 seconds of cooking time before sealing
the vacuum chamber. The chamber was then pumped down to 68. 9 kN/mZ
(10 psia), after which the cooking and trapping processes began. The
trapping duration was normally 8 hours.
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The extended period of time for trapping was necessary in order to
accumulate a sufficient quantity of outgassed products in the traps for
identification by the analytical instrumentation.
The contaminant analyses were run on an F & M 810 chromatograph, with
a 6. 1 m by 0.48 cm (Z0 ftx 3/16 in. ) stainless steel carbowax 20M on
chromasorb W column with a flame ionization detector, and on a Bendix 12
Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometer.
The oven contaminants identified are listed in Table 2-54. A heating mantle
which surrounded the external surface of the vacuum bell jar provided the
heat for the oven elevated temperature test. It is extremely unlikely that
the oven temperature, except in the immediate vicinity of the food, will rise
Table 2-54
OUTGASSED PRODUCTS MEASURED
Contaminant
::-'Oven (rag) **Food (rag)
Cold Hot (366 °K) (Chicken Chunks)
v
Hexane 0. 25 33. 0
C 6 18. 0
MEK 0. O9 i. 8
Acetone 0. 7
Nonane 0. 2P 7. 5
Ethyl Alcohol I. 3
Trichloroethylene 0. Z2 4. 7
Toluene 0. 10 I. 5
Isobutyl Alcohol 0. 27 21. 6
Butyl Alcohol 0. Z7 13.2
Ethyl Benzene 6. 3
Hexanol
Methyl Formate
':-'BagVolume--132 Liters
**Bag Volume--14. 2 Liters
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above the ambient level from the internal heating source because of built-in
safety features. The elevated temperature test does indicate that such out-
gassing could occur due to flame propagation from an external heat source.
Of the foods tested, only the outgassed products from the chicken chunks
were of a quantity sufficient to be identified. The portions of food tested
were equal to one serving per meal per man. The rate of outgassing tests
indicated that about 75 percent of the outgassing, after cooking, occurred
about Z or 3 minutes after the food was cooked. Outgassing rates leveled off
about 7 minutes after completion of cooking. A slight amount of outgassing
was observed prior to cooking, probably caused by the addition of hot water
during the reconstitution phase.
All the chromatograph peaks could not be identified within the test time
available because of the minute quantities collected and the lack of sufficient
food supplies. In applying these data, consideration should be taken of the
number of meals prepared, the length of time the food is exposed to the
atmosphere, the effects of the atmospheric removal system, the chamber
volume, and the duration of the mission.
Thermal Mapping of Oven Cavity
Microwave ovens employ radio frequency (electromagnetic) energy to heat
food directly without an intervening heat transfer medium. A magnetron
tube produces the microwave energy which is directed into the oven cavity
whereupon it is absorbed more or less uniformly throughout the food mass
and converted directly into thermal energy. Because of the direct heating"
quality, the oven heats food very quickly, usually within a few minutes or less.
Interlocks prevent the oven from operating unless the door is latched or
whenever either the front or rear access panels are removed. The correct
cooking time is selected by a variable dial timing device.
It was apparent early in the pretest evaluation period that the distribution of
microwave energy within the oven cavity, despite provision of an RF stirrer,
was quite nonhomogenous. This was initially evidenced by measuring the
temperature of various frozen foods and reconstituted freeze-dried items
after heating in the oven. The temperature of identical portions of food
placed at various locations on the cooking shelf varied depending upon the
location, other factors such as type, mass, and initial temperature of the
item being constant. These parameters are not different from conventional
food preparation criteria, except for the speed at which the microwave oven
can heat the food. A frozen item can actually be charred at one location on
the cooking shelf while an identical portion at another location is left ice cold.
Heating guidelines had to be developed in order to preclude an excessive out-
gassing or fire hazard associated with indiscriminate use of this device in
the SSS. These criteria were developed by actually preparing a majority of
the various types of freeze-dried and frozen items noting the time and loads
required to heat the material to eating temperature. The crew members
participated in the preparation of the freeze-dried items and were given
instruction as to the precautions and preheating manipulations required for
thawing and heating frozen food items. As a part of this study, thermal
maps of three Litton Model 500. 017 microwave ovens were made before the
start of the test. The maps were developed by measuring the change in
temperature (AT) of water samples placed at various locations on the cooling
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shelf before and after 30 seconds of heating. Four loading configurations
were tested and each test was performed in duplicate. The results of the
test are presented in Table 2-55.
The data indicate that, although microwave distribution within the cavity is
not uniform, the distribution between ovens, especially those with consec-
utive serial numbers, is essentially the same. It vqould appear that the
nonuniformity is, therefore, a function of the design of the oven. Homo-
genous heating of food items is facilitated in microwave ovens b7 stirring
the microwaves as they leave the waveguide antennas and/o r turning the
food item as it is being heated. The latter technique is possible in the
Table 2-55
THERMAL MAP OF THREE MICROWAVE OVENS
Litton Model
500-017 Cavity Loading Configuration (View From Above), MaxAT
A
ove :111Serial 5 4 5 2
No. 3
33687 FK
B DC
5 6
T 5 = 5Z. 78°C T 5 = 47. ZZ°C T 6 = 40.56°C T 2 = 41. II°C
T 1 = 35.00 T z = 35. 00 T 1 = 3Z. 22 T 1 = 33.89
AT= 17. 78°C AT = 12.22 AT = 8.34°C AT = 7. 22 °C
37343 LK T 5 = 49.44°C T 5 = 41.94°C T Z = 40.00°C T 2 = 38. 61°C
T 1 = 32. 78 T z = 35. 83 T 1 = 32. 2Z T 1 = 33. 89
AT = 16.66°C AT = 6. II°C AT = 7. 78°C AT = 4.72°C
37342 LK T 5 = 51. 670C T 5 = 41.39°C T 2 = 40.00°C
T 1 = 33. 06 T z = 35. 28 T 1 = 32. 50
T z = 39. 17°C
T 6 = 34. 44
AT = 18.61°C AT = 6. II°C AT = 7.50°C AT = 4. 73°C
Test Conditions:
Plastic Beakers Containing 120 ml Distilled Water.
Start Temperature 26.67 - 27. 78°C.
Each Loading Configuration Tested Twice, Indicated Temperature is the
Average.
Heating Cycle = 30 Seconds Using Dial Timer.
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Litton Model 500 only by manually mixing the food item after it has been
removed from the oven; it is then replaced in the cavity, heated again, and
this process repeated until the item is of uniform temperature. This
procedure was found necessary only for heating of the frozen prepared foods
or multiman portions of reconstituted freeze-dried items. As noted pre-
viously, the loading configuration has a considerable effect on the tempera-
ture profile; i.e., the "hot spots" vary in location depending upon the
configuration of the load on the shelf. The maximum temperature difference
was obtained between a "hot spot" in the center of the shelf and the rear
left-hand corner. Since a majority of the food items were prepared as
individual servings, the nonuniform heating effect could be minimized by
placing the food in the center of the shelf. If several items were to be
prepared simultaneously, the location of the containers could be inter-
changed occasionally during cooking.
-\
Cookwar e Evaluation
The use ofnonstick, Teflon-finished cookware was considered as a means of
facilitating cleanup after meals. Corning Ware Centura plates and bowl had
already been purchased and the food contact surface of one of each utensil
was Teflon-coated by the Fluorocarbon Company, Anaheim, California, for
testing in the microwave oven. Approximately 3-minute microwave
exposure caused, during separate trials, both coated bowland plate to
shatter. Subsequent discussion with Corning Glass Works and further
in-house testing of uncoated Corning Ware revealed that this type of ceramic
material cannot be exposed to microwave energy without running the risk of
damaging the utensil. Corning indicated the presence of alkali ion in the
parent body ceramic material as the cause of the effect. Both Centura and
Pyroceram react similarly, resonating with the input frequency, until
shattering of the crystalline structure occurs. Neither Coming nor Litton
indicate in their customer instructions that this can happen.
Since Pyrex is a glassy material, it can withstand exposure to microwave
energy and was, therefore, used for further testing. Several pieces of
Pyrex tableware were obtained and Teflon-coated by Fluorocarbon.
Pyrex tableware, either coated or plain, was found satisfactory for use in
the microwave oven. The coated utensils, however, were more easily
cleaned of residual food, especially if the material had been charred or
overheated. The major problem with the Teflon-coated plates was that the
coating was too easily scratched or cut with sharp eating utensils. Since
adequate cleaning of reusable plates and bowls could not be conveniently
handled by the currently designed wash water unit (due to the potential
load of organics), it was decided that disposable plastic dishes would be
utilized during the test.
Z. 5.3.2 Test Evaluations
Comparisons of Microwave and Electric Oven Usage
It was indicated by the crew members post-test that the electric oven was
never used during the confinement for the preparation of food items. Crew=
man 1 used the electric oven for the drying of VD-VF product water samples
in planchets for radiation surveys. It was found, pretest, that the electric
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oven would probably dry out a reconstituted freeze-dried food item before it
had attained eating temperature. Rather than cover these items with foil
before heating in the electric oven, the crew utilized the microwave oven
exclusively for heating water, reheating reconstituted freeze-dried foods,
and thawing and heating of frozen food items. Since the latter meals were
packaged in aluminum foil trays and, therefore, could not be placed directly
into the microwave oven, the crew members transferred the items to
plastic trays before heating.
Nominal Operation During the Test
The crew members reported no difficulties with operation of th4 microwave
oven and developed their own modifications of the pretest heating guidelines
over the course of the test. A habitability item ra'nking of 2 (out of 57 items),
i.e. , excellent, was given to the microwave oven by the crew. The crew
found the versatility of the oven to be extremely useful since it allowed the
rapid preparation, whenever required, of either large or small quantities of
boiling hot water for beverages and for reconstitution of freeze-dried meals.
Usage Time and Power Consumption
A microwave oven usage time log was maintained by the crew only for the
preparation of frozen food items. These items required either complete
thawing and heating to eating temperature (steak, chicken, chops, various
vegetables) or merely thawing (apple slices, peaches). A maximum of
9 minutes for the former type of item and a minimum of 2 minutes for the
latter type of item were utilized. Many combinations of preparation sched-
ules were tried by the crew but it appears that individual portions of entree
and vegetable were usually thawed and heated rather than several portions
at once. At a rough schedule of one frozen meal/man/week, the oven usage
times were as follows: crewman 1, Z. 17 hours; crewman 2, 2. 53 hours;
crewman 3, I. 78 hours; crewman 4, 1.43 hours. The usage times vary
greatly between crew members because of individual meal preparation tech-
niques, i.e., crewman 4 preferred to prepare the entire meal with a single
oven loading run at 7 to 8 minutes; other crew members prepared individual
items at shorter running times but higher total usage time. It is estimated
that the oven was used approximately 9 minutes per day for the preparation
of hot water or 13.5 hours over the test. Combined frozen food and water
heating time was, therefore, approximately 21.41 hrs. At a power input of
2. 2 kilowatts, a total of approximately 47. 1 kwh was expended in operating
the microwave oven during the test. This is a conservative estimate as the
oven idle input of 275 watts or usage time during RF leakage surveys was
not included in the calculations.
Radiation Surveys During The Test
Crewman 1 was responsible for making microwave radiation surveys during
the test. The survey was performed on schedule throughout the test and
readings were reported as consistently below 0.2 mW/cm 2 at 5 cm. The
survey was made using the Narda meter and 8121A probe. This probe reads
high and, therefore, the readings onboard were probably on the order of
I00 to 150 microwatts/cm 2 at 5 cm from the door flange. A survey of the
oven post-test confirmed readings below 0.2 mW/cm z at 5 cm during the
test.
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Cur rent l%adlation Spe cifications
Review of the radiation safety problem post-test has revealed that the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare has set a limit of 5 mW/cm Z
leakage over the useful life of all microwave ovens manufactured after
October 6, 1971 (Reference Z-Z7). These ovens may not emit radiation
in excess of I. 0 roW/cruZ prior to oven sale. It should be noted that the
self-imposed i. 0 mW/cm_leakage limit utilized throughout the test was,
therefore, five times more restrictive than the proposed nationwide
regulations and that actual leakages were more than Z5 times less than
this limit during the test.
2.6 WASTE MANAGEMENT
The waste management subsystem included a commode unit, a urine collector
unit and waste storage and disposal equipment. Waste storage and disposal
equipment consisted of a waste storage container, a toilet paper dryer, a
waste food canner, a dry waste baler and a waste liquid overboard dump.
Figure 2-123 is a schematic diagram of those units requiring piping con-
nections to other LSS units or parts of the SSS. The canner and baler
did not require connections as they were utilized in packaging waste which
was stored onboard for the duration of the mission. All other units accept
some form of waste which is to be either vented or dumped overboard with
the exception of the urine collector unit which pumped the urine, pretreat-
men-t solution, and flush water to the water management subsystem.
Z. 6. I Commode
The commode was a "Dry John" type built for the Air Force Aerospace
Medical Research Laboratory (AMRL). This type oi commode contains a
rotating shredder-impeller (referred to as a slinger) with air induction of
feces) and a spherical bowl with replaceable liner for collection and storage.
The 90-day test commode was improved over the one used in the previous
60-day test, in 1968, in that it had a replaceable liner, a sampling device,
and disinfectant injection. The commode was designed for Z00 uses
with storage for feces and toilet paper. When full, the unit is disassembled,
the full liner removed and stored, and a new liner assembly installed. The
operation intends a minimum amount of handling of waste products by the
crew, effective control of odors and bacterial contamination of the SSS.
Fecal sampling could be accomplished in a sanitary manner and disinfectant
was administered by timed injection. Odor control was effected by a canister
of "Purafil" odor control pellets manufactured by Marbon Chemical Company,
and bacterial control consisted of two bacterial filters in the air stream
through the unit. Figure 2-124 shows the installation of the commode, urine
collector, and their controls. Figure 2-125 is a schematic representation
showing a sectional view through the commode shell and attendant piping.
To operate the commode, the user switched on the power switch and turned
the valve seat handle. This activated the blower, slinger motor, and solenoid
valves, which closed off the vacuum vent and opened the liner interior to the
cabin atmosphere.
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The seat valve was opened and air was drawn into the commode, preventing
the back-streaming of fecal odors into the cabin. The air was also drawn
through the bacterial filter and exhausted back to the cabin through the odor
control canister. When the user seated himself, the air stream was drawn
across his buttocks and carried the stool onto the rotating slinger plate. The
tines in the plate shredded the stool and the pieces were thrown against the
liner. This achieved packing of the feces and allowed quick vacuum drying of
the resulting thin layer of moist feces. The user wiped himself with tissue
and deposited it in the commode, the disinfectant button was pressed, and the
unit was closed and switched back to vacuum.
The unit was installed in the SSS and used during the 5-day checkout test.
After this, it was disassembled, cleaned, and then utilized by the crew
members in the training program, which emphasized reassembly and the
treating of vacuum leaks.
The commode was reinstalled just prior to the 90-day test and was first used
on the second day of the test. Over the 90-day period, it was used 319 times,
from none to seven times per day with 4 times per day being the mode.
Figure 2-126 shows the distribution of the frequencies. The operating time
for the commode and its components was 23.3 hours.
This unit was readily accepted and used without the delays that have occurred
at the beginning of earlier tests. Observations of its performance and filling
rate were done on a weekly basis. All tissues except those used during the
initial liner's last 3 days of use were placed in the commode to assess its
capacity and performance as a complete receptacle.
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On day 38, it was observed that disinfectant was not being injected into the
commode. Assuming the disinfectant tank to be empty, a crewmen began to
shutdown the nitrogen pressure and discovered that the nitrogen line manual
valve had been closed from the beginning of the test period and disinfectant
was not being injected into the liner. The valve was opened, the regulator was
adjusted to 68.9 kN/m 2 gage (10 psig}, and between 15 and 20 injections of dis-
infectant were put into the commode. The disinfectant used was a I:I0 mixture
of"Wescodyne _'* general-purpose iodine disinfectant and water. Over the
90-da 7 period, there were several observations of minor fecal odor in the
equipment area and a fewat the commode when the seat valve was opened.
The commode was used 145 times to day 44, and at this time it was decided
that the amount of toilet paper floating loose filled the liner to its capacity.
The air stream across the buttocks had a drying effect that increased the use
of toilet paper. This increased volume of dry paper did not stick to the
liner wall and took up most of the liner volume. Disassembly of the unit
commenced about 1000 on day 44. The full liner assembly was removed,
given a liberal treatment of disinfectant and closed with a screw cap
cover. It was then placed in the unused pass-through port which was
vented to the annulus. A spare liner assembly was taken from onboard
spare parts storage, and the commode was reassembled and back on line
with an internal pressure below 66.65 N/m2 (0. 5 mmHg) by 1330. This
was accomplished by two crewmen with only minor difficulty in restarting one
of the threaded fittings.
After this time, the auxiliary toilet paper dryer was used for most of the
toilet tissue. The cover seal of the dryer leaked during early use and
required additional attention by the crewmen to seal it.
The commode performed satisfactorily for the remainder of the run. On
day 66, the disinfectant tank was refilled with 600 ml of the "Wescodyne"
solution. The second liner was used 174 times and was estimated to be one-
third full with about 10 percent of the volume being toilet paper. Figure
2-127 shows the slinger assemblies from both liners after the test. The
assembly full of toilet paper is from the first liner used, and while there
was no disinfectant sprayed on the slinger plate for the first 38 days of its
operation, it is believed that the quantity of disinfectant used would not have
been sufficient to reduce appreciably the amount of paper from adhering to
the plate and tines. The fecal material did not adhere to the wall but fell in
small pieces to the bottom of the liner. When the slinger motor was turned
on, the toilet paper and some of the fecal particles would whirl around with
the slinger plate. Occasionally, a piece would hit a seated crewman.
Fecal samples were taken by means of the sampling probe on days 31 and 32
and passed out for clinical analysis. Samples were also taken 9 and 3 days
before the end of the run and stored onboard. The crew experienced some
uncertainty in manipulating the fecal sampler cap. The recommended a larger
handle to reduce turning loads and a way to check the seating of the seal. A
summary of commode usage is shown in Table 2-56.
*West Chemical Products, Inc., Long Island City,
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Figure2-127. SlingerAssemblyAfter Test
Table 2- 56
COMMODE USAGE SUMMARY
Liner 1 Liner 2 Total Test
Days used
Uses
Gross solids collected, kg
Toilet paper, kg
Net fecal solids, kg
Fecal water, from freeze
traps, kg
Total feces, kg
Fraction water
Average uses per day
Maximum uses per day
Minimum uses per day
Average use, kg
Average kg/day
_Estimated
1 through 43
145
6.66 (14.68 lb)
I.39 (3.08 Ib)
5.26 (11.60 Ib)
8.98 (19.8 Ib)
14. 24 (31.4 lb)
0.63
3.4
0. 10 (0.22 Ib)
0.33 (0.73 Ib)
44 through 91
174
6.92 (15.25 lb)
O. 11 (0.25* lb)
6.80 (15.00 Ib)
14.69 (32.4 Ib)
21. 50 (47.4 Ib)
0.68
3.7
O. 12 (0.27 lb)
0.44 (0.97 lb)
319
13.58 (29.93 Ib)
I. 50 (3.33 Ib)
12.06 (26.6 Ib)
23.67 (52. Z Ib)
35.74 (78.8 ib)
0.66
3.6
7
0
0. 11 (0.25 Ib)
O. 40 (0.88 lb)
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At the conclusion of the 90-day test period, the "l:>urafil''odor control pellets
were approximately three-fourths expended, as shown by the change in color
of the indicator dye. Later bacterial assay of the feces from both Liners
showed numerous viable organisms. The bacteria from the first liner were
not identified. The samples from the second liner contained Bacillus
macerans, Bacillus lichenformis and Bacillus cereus. The samples do not
indicate any difference between liners as to the effectiveness of the
disinfectant.
2.6.2 Urine Collector
The urine collector consisted of a zero-g urinal furnished by NASA-MSC,
a phase-separator, pretreatment tank, blower, metering pump and controls.
Figure 2-128 shows a schematic diagram of the urine collector. The urinal
was located adjacent to the commode and could be used separately or in
conjunction with the commode (Figure 2-124).
The phase separator consisted of a stainless steel bottom plate, a silicone
rubber gasket and a pyrex cover. These items housed a shaft-mounted
urethane foam rotor with a domed stainless steel cover. This rotor and
housing subassembly were secured to an activated carbon-filled container.
The phase separator had a capacity in excess of I. 0 liter so that four average-
volume urinations could be accommodated if the unit were shut down for
repairs. The unit was constructed of commercial components, and while
functionally a zero-g unit, it should not be considered a flight-weight item.
.':_2-m
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For use, the crewman was required to push his identification button to release
the urinal from its support bracket. The identification button started the
urine quantity recorder and controlled the initial part of the urination cycle.
Lifting the urinal begins the cycle: the blower was activated, which drew
0.5 liter/sec (1.5 cfm) air flow through the urinal, phase separator, and
carbon; and the phase-separator motor was activated, turning at 130 rpm.
As urination cintinued, the urine was carried by the airstream into the phase
separator. Centrifugal force from the rotor held the urine against the outer
edge of the pyrex cover while the porous rotor core demisted the air stream.
The air stream then passed through the carbon canister for odor removal and
was returned to the cabin. The urine and air flow into the phase separator
drew pretreatment fluid into the housing through a metering orifice. When
urination was completed, the crewman replaced the urinal cover and pushed
the flush button, which allowed a timed flow of flush water from the wash water
unit to enter the urinal and flow into the phase separator. After the timed
flush water solenoid valve closed, the blower stopped and the metering pump
began pumping the pretreated urine into the water management subsystem.
The metering pump was controlled by a pressure switch in the phase separator
which controlled the level of the liquid remaining in the phase separator, pre-
venting bubbles from entraining in the urine discharge line.
Urine quantity was recorded for each micturition by timing the metering pump.
When the pressure switch opened and stopped the metering pump, the phase
separator motors stopped and the cycle was completed.
The unit operated up to day 5 satisfactorily. The phase-separator pressure
sensor showed some variability, displaying occasional hypersensitivity, but
generally of adequate performance. On day 5 the time-delay relays, which
controlled the flush water flow and part of the blower and phase-separator
motor cycle, did not drop out after their timed "on release" period. Flush
water and pretreatment entered the phase-separator in considerable quantity.
The excessive concentration of pretreatment in the phase-separator attacked
the foam core and the gasket sealant. Continuing relay malfunctions brought
about shutdown by day 7, since the rotor foam was almost totally dissolved
and the gasket leaking.
On day 16 the phase-separator was taken out, reassembled, without the
rotor and motor, and inclined slightly toward the metering pump to function
as a one-g unit. Continuing relay malfunctions were treated by shutting
down the system, when the relay stuck, and then manually controlling the
urine metering pump. The relays were replaced, but the alternate relays
performed in the same manner. The additional running time during the
flush part of the cycle again brought excess pretreatment into the phase
separator and the gasket sealant failed again. The sealant was replaced,
the unit adjusted, and worked with until day 27 when it was shut down. After
this, urine was collected in a graduate, the urine volume recorded manually,
and then poured into the urine accumulator of the water management subsys-
tem. Pretreatment was added to the accumulator several times a day in
quantity as required by previous urine volumes.
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( The urine pump was removed on day 28 and replurnbed downstream from the
urine accumulator feeding the wick evaporator. This was done so that urine
could be manually poured into the accumulator and pumped to the wick
evaporator while the VD-VF boiler was being replaced (see Section 2.2).
The urine was then pumped into the wick evaporator on an hourly basis in
l-liter quantities. On day 41, the phase separator was removed from the
unit and the urinal was connected directly to the urine accumulator. The
pretreatment was still added to the accumulator several times per day as
required. The flush water was added manuallyto the urinal after each use
and the quantity recorded in the urine log.
On day 50, two crewmen set up a timer to control the urine pump operation
so the wicks were fed on a hourly automatic cycle. This relieved the crew
of a watch keeping function and allowed more attention to other tasks.
The urine collector processed 23 liters of urine and 4.9 liters of flush water
to the end of day 5. On day 6, manual flushing and pretreatment was begun.
Automatic flushing was restarted several times after this but the relay
problem finally stopped all effort to achieve a reliability automatic cycle.
A summary of the crew urine data is reported in Section 2.2.
2.6.3 Waste Storage and Disposal
The waste storage container is shown in Figure 2-2. It is an aluminum con-
tainer 0. 166 rn 3 (5.86 ft 3) in volume with a gasketed cover and three-way
manual valve which was used to vent the container either to the SSS annulus
or the cabin. Figure 2-123 shows a schematic diagram of the container
plumbing connections. It was used to store waste that was not to be baled
and would require treatment with 8-hydroxy quinoline sulfate disinfectant
and for waste which would outgas, such as the bags of toilet paper, used filter
elements, and rags used to clean the floor. Other items deposited in the con-
tainer included aluminum foil and some paper and plastic containers.
To_use the container, the manual valve was turned to vent the container to
the cabin. The cover was then opened, the waste was sprayed with quinolinol
solution and placed in the container. The cover was replaced, latched down
and the valve turned back to annulus vent.
(
A leak in the cover gasket was observed on day 6. The container was vented
to cabin and vacuum grease was applied to the gasket. The unit was then
revented to annulus. On several Occasions over the next few days, drops in
the cabin pressure were noted ind the waste container would be revented to
the cabin to assess the effect on cabin pressure. On day 17, the cover gasket
was regreased and the unit vented to annulus for approximately 6 hours. A
continued drop in cabin pressure indicated no change in seal effectiveness
and a program was instituted of venting the container to the cabin, except
for approximately 10 minutes prior to opening, at which time the container
would be vented to the annulus. In 90 days the container accumulated
0. 090 m 3 (3. 18 ft 3) of varied wastes weighing 7.99 kg (17.6 lb).
The toilet paper dryer was added to the commode unit as a contingency in
the event adequate collection capacity was not available in the commode.
The dryer was connected to the vacuum system in parallel with the commode
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and used a porous paper bag, such as is used in commercial vacuum cleaners,
as a disposable collector. When filled, these bags were sealed and placed
in the waste storage container. The toilet paper dryer was not used during
the operation of the commode with the first liner. During commode operation
with the second liner five bags of toilet paper were dried in the unit.
The cover seal on this unit leaked several times and as a result the dryer
was vented to vacuum for a short time immediately after receiving toilet
paper and then vented to the cabin at times when the commode was not in use.
The dryer's volume of 0. 0036 m 3 (0. 127 ft3) was quite effective in lengthening
the life of the second commode liner. Itallowed much greater compacting
of the tissue and would allow approximately 50 percent more lifefor a liner
assembl y.
Wet garbage was treated with 8-hydroxy quinoline sulfate and then sealed in
cans. The cans were coated with a plastic film on the interior surfaces to
resist corrosion. The canner used to seal the cans was a No. 225 All
American Automatic Master Can Sealer','sized for No. Z cans. Its installa-
tion is shown in Figure Z-IZ9.
$Automatic Canning Devices, Inc., Manitowoc, Wisconsin.
R292JH
HOT/COLD POTABLE WATER DISPENSER
Figure2-129. FoodPreparationArea '-._jJ
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The wet waste was stored in 4Z No. Z cans during the 90-day test. The
crew was instructed to pass cans out of the SSS on the regular weekly
pass-out if there were signs of bulging or indications of potential rupture.
As a result, Z3 of the filled cans were passed out during the test. Saving
these cans in the room environment resulted in only five discernible bulges.
One of these was opened and found to contain a high concentration of
potassium hydroxide, apparently included in a wiping cloth, and much
resulting corrosion. This had apparently been collected during cleanup of
an electrolyte leak of the water electrolysis unit. With thorough instructions
as to what waste is to be canned and how it is to be treated, this method of
handling wet waste is safe and efficient.
The majority of meals for the crew were freeze-dried foods packaged
individually in plastic trays (see Section Z. 5). Trays for 4-man meals were
wrapped in aluminum foil before being stored in the food storage cabinets.
Aluminum boxes of 0.012 m3 (0.424 ft3) volume with latchable sealing covers
were provided for storing the used food trays. Five of these boxes holding
2,408 used food trays were used in 90 days. The trays were sprayed with
8-hydroxy quinoline sulfate before being placed in the sealed boxes.
Dry waste was to be tied into bales in a two=compartment aluminum box
0. 305 m (I.0 ft)high by 0.22 m (0. 722 ft)wide and 0.27 m (0.885 ft)deep
with two hinged covers. Cloth strapping was stored in the smaller of the
two compartments. The larger compartment was sized to accept the empty
plastic food packages which were to be compressed tightly in the compartment
and tied into bundles with strapping.
After brief use, however, the crew found it more convenient to wrap the food
packages and some other dry wastes in the aluminum foil in which the food
had been originally wrapped. This compression was adequate, the foil held
its shape and there was ample storage space for the resulting waste.
The crew wrapped up 41 bundles Of dry waste weighing 89.24 kg (196.5 lb)
in the 90-day period. Forty of these bundles were stored in the food com-
partments as they were emptied of food. One bundle was kept in the freezer.
The overboard dump for liquid waste is shown schematically in Figure 2-123
and its installation in Figure 2- 130. This unit was used to dispose of water,
urine, and chemical reagents from the onboard laboratory that were not put
into the water management subsystem. To use this unit, a funnel with a quick-
disconnect end was connected to the accumulator. The manual valve was
opened and the waste liquid poured into the accumulator. When the sight
glass showed somewhere over one-half full, the outside personnel were
notified and the outside receptacle was prepared to receive the waste which
would then be pumped out. The pump was controlled by a momentary push-
button operated by a crewman while watching the accumulator sight glass.
The waste was received and measured by outside personnel. A breakdown
of the material pumped through this unit is shown in Table 2-57.
(
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Figure2-130. WasteLiquidOverboardDump Installation
'I I
Table 2- 57
OVERBOARD DUMP SUMMARY
Volume Weight
3
m (ft 3 ) kg (lb)
Potable water from food preparation
Distilled water from carboy
Wash water
VD-VF spillage
Solid amine water
Urine and flush water (last day of
run)
TOTALS
0.0253
0.00 19
0. 0044
0.00O8
0. 0026
0.0011
(0.8940) 25. 18 (55.45)
(0.0671) 1.90 ( 4. 18)
(0.1555) 4.39 (9.67)
(0.0283) 0.82 ( I.81)
(0.0919) Z.58 (5.68)
(0.0389) I. 13 (2.49)
0.0361 (1.2757) 36.00 (79.28)
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A summary of the types of waste with volumes and weights is shown in
Table 2-58. This summary also shows the results of microbiological assays
following the 90-day test.
2.6.4 Maintenance and Repair
Table 2-59 summarizes the major maintenance items on the waste manage-
ment subsystem. Most of the repairs required on the commode and urine
collector have already been discussed. The leakage of the trash container
caused some concern because a permanent correction could not be made.
As a result, venting of the container to the annulus was done only occasionally
when a noticeable odor was generated in the container. On one or two
instances, significant loss of cabin atmosphere occurred when the container
was left venting to the annulus. This was detected by the resulting loss in
cabin pressure and corrective action was usually taken within a few hours to
close the vent valve.
2. 7 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The 90-day manned test of a regenerative life support system has been com-
pleted with the accomplishment of all major objectives. A great deal of data
have been collected that will be invaluable in the development of future life
support systems. Among the major accomplishments during the test were:
90 days were completed without pass-ins of any kind, assuring the
microbial isolation of the test chamber and crew.
Radioisotope heat sources (238pu) were used to produce 350-watt
thermal output and were shown to be highly safe, presenting no
problems in handling during 76 manipulations of the capsules, and
resulting in crew exposure well below design limits.
An integrated, maintainable potable water recovery system reclaimed
I, 070 kg (2, 357 Ib) which was certified for crew consumption in
accordance with standards established by the ad hoc Committee of
the Space Sciences Board, National Academy of Sciences.
The wash water recovery unit processed and dispensed 4, 750 kg
(10, 447 lb) of water for personal hygiene, laundry and other wash -
uses.
150 kg (332 lb) of oxygen was recovered from carbon dioxide
removed from the cabin atmosphere, processed by flight-type
water electrolysis units, and returned to the cabin atmospheres
for crew consumption.
A complete mass and energy balance was obtained on equipment and
c rewmen.
Validation was obtained of methods for spares inventory selection
and new data was obtained for improvement of these methods.
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Table 2- 58
WASTE SUMMARY
V _
Vo fume Ma s s
3
Waste Type m (ft3 ) kg (Ib)
Mic robiologic al *
Contamination
Quantity Quality
Dry
Packaged bundles 0.340"I(Iz.0Z0) 89. Z4 (196.5) Heavy "3
Fecal solids 0.097 ( 3. 430) 1Z.06 (Z6.6) Heavy
Yeasts, fungi,
and species of
Escherichia,
Bacillus, and
Sta phyloc oc cu s.
Fungi and
species of
Staphylococcus
and Bacillus and
other unidenti-
fied bacteria.
Unpackaged
mate rial- Z
We___!t
No estimate Z. 00 (4.4) No
sample s.
Waste Storage
container 0.090 ( 3. 180) 7.99 (17.6) Heavy
42 No. 2 cans 0.027 (0.955) 16.42 ( 36. I) Heavy "4
Fungi and species
of Bacillus,
Aerobacter,
Staphylococcus,
Escherichia, and
Coryne
Bacterium.
Fungi and spore
formers
primarily
5 boxes of food
trays 0. 108 ( 3. 820) 37.70 (83.0) None
Overboard dump No
liquids 0.036 ( I. Z76) 36.00 (79.3) samples.
TOTALS 0.698 (Z4.681) 201.41 (443.5)
Note s
I. Estimated from several measured bundles.
2. Empty jars, containers, etc., at end of test.
3. 6 packages sampled, 3 contaminated, 3 none.
4. 6 cans out of 42 sampled. *Reference Section 4.6.
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Performance was measured on the life support system over a wide
spectrum of operating conditions, including transient loads. Data
was obtained during startup, shutdown, and power failure conditions
to assist in designing for realistic operational failure modes.
Contaminant control data was provided for the design of sensors for
onboard monitoring systems.
A flight-type two-gas control, operating with a mass spectrometer
sensor, accurately and reliably controlled composition of oxygen
and nitrogen in the SSS.
An advanced regenerative solid amine COg removal system was suc-
cessfully operated for nearly 70 days and data on operating electrical
and thermal loads and cooling requirements were obtained.
Detailed data on an operating potable water recovery unit, a wash
water recovery unit, and atmospheric trace contaminants have been
obtained on 90 days of testing for presentation to appropriate com-
mittees of the National Academy of Sciences in their consideration
of air and water standards for long-term manned space missions.
Performance and operational data were obtained that indicates major
emphasis should be placed on development of flight-type water
electrolysis units.
The waste management commode usage was very acceptable to the
crew and ready for design into a flight-qualifiable unit for future
spacecraft usage.
The use of a microwave oven is an important contribution to the
acceptability of prepared foods and it is recommended where
adequate power is available.
Uncompressed, freeze dehydrated food which was especially selected
for its palatability was shown to be acceptable as a diet, although
periodic frozen meals provided a welcome highlight in the diet pro-
vided.
Techniques were developed for minimizing generation of waste and
for handling and storage onboard. Further refinement is required,
particularly in design of reusable eating utensils and processing of
food waste water.
2.7. 1 Life Support System Operation
The LSS operated effectively in producing potable water, removing atmospheric
contaminants, and recovering oxygen from carbon dioxide. Since the life
support equipment was installed within the SSS and the crew was required to
maintain, monitor and repair this equipment, the test provided an opportunity
to evaluate maintenance and operational requirements under realistic
conditions.
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2.7. ]. l Maintenance and Repair
The performance of the equipment was excellent considering the system
complexity and the extensive use of nonflight-qualified prototype equipment.
The performance of the crew was outstanding in completing the many
maintenance and repair tasks.
The stocked spares were sufficient to support the 90-day test, except for
those required for the urine phase separator and the onboard water elec-
trolysis unit, which were new prototype units that had not been previously
used in extensive manned tests and had been evaluated by bench tests only.
Since the failure mode, effects, and criticality analysis (FMECA) is only
as good as the available data, the lack of adequate spares for these two units
emphasizes the importance of adequate reliability data. Advanced life support
equipment which exhibited a high degree of reliability during the test was
evolved from prototype equipment with a long history of bench and manned
system testing.
Recommendations for future long duration manned tests are as follows:
All new prototype life support units must be subjected to extensive
bench testing prior to installation in the SSS. These tests will
provide the required performance and reliability data.
Prior to the start of long duration manned tests, integrated system
checkout tests must be conducted with realistic subsystem interface
input/output conditions. These tests will permit an evaluation of
the effect of subsystem interface interactions on unit and component
reliability.
Sufficient time must be scheduled into future long-duration manned
test programs to permit upgrading of equipment between the bench,
system checkout, and manned test phases.
The FMECA must start early in the manned test planning phase and
the analysis upgraded as additional reliability data is obtained.
2.7. 1.2 Mass and Thermal Balance
Valuable data were obtained defining system and subsystem mass and thermal
balance. The use of the onboard computer data link to maintain the mass
balance inventory was not entirely successful. The mass balance computer
program and equipment did not contain sufficient flexibility to provide for
rapid corrections of data errors and instrumentation calibration variations.
Therefore, much of the mass balance data was obtained manually from
detailed records maintained by the inside crew.
(
For future long-duration tests, the rapid acquisition of mass and thermal
balance data will be of prime importance. The following recommendations
will provide this capability:
The instrumentation requirements must be carefully reviewed early
in the manned test program. Particular attention must be directed at
obtaining accurate and reliable low-flow liquid metering devices.
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More flexible mass balance computer programs are required which
will provide "real time" acquisition of data and facilitate program-
ming changes as the situation dictates.
The computer programming must start early in the manned test
program. Sufficient schedule time must be provided to permit
program checkout and upgrading during the life support system
checkout tests.
The computer system displays must provide an adequate presentation
of the total system mass and thermal balance data. This display
must be of sufficient detail to describe the effects of the interaction
of various subsystem mass and thermal balance parameters.
2.7. 1.3 Electrical Power Usage
The power distribution system was adequate for the 90-day test. However,
the system was designed to industrial standards and did not provide sufficient
distribution flexibility. As a result, a large number of circuits were pro-
vided and many were very lightly loaded.
Power recording instrumentation was provided and intended to show the power
requirements for each life support unit, but constraints on circuit arrange-
ment and available instrumentation prevented maximum data collection.
In order to provide improved power distribution and power usage recording
during future long-duration manned tests, the following effort is recommended:
Establish an ac power priority system for subsystems utilizing
large amounts of power with low duty cycles.
Incorporate an onboard ac power distribution box designed to
facilitate rapid changes in ac power circuit loading during SSS
design and system integration.
Centralize power instrumentation for greater flexibility in design
and subsystem analysis.
Instrument ac and dc power lines to all major subsystems for
improved power profile analysis and subsystem performance.
Instrument all power-related events for correlation to power
profiles and subsystem performance.
2.7. 1.4 Trace Contaminants
The atmospheric trace contaminants were found to be generally far below the
test contingency levels established by the NAS-NRC Committee. Excessive
use of Freon 113 as a cleaning solvent during pretest cleaning operations was
indicated by the detection of levels as high as II.6 ppm during the test. Post-
test analysis indicates that this high level of Freon 113 contributed to
Sabatier and toxin burner catalyst bed poisoning during the test. Maximum
Freon levels measured were far below those established for personnel hazard.
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J_ Recommendations for future long-duration manned tests are as
follow s:
The test contingency and abort levels should be reviewed by the
NAS-NRC Committee and new levels established consistent with
the 90-day test and previous manned test data.
New pretest cleaning procedures must be established to eliminate
excessive cleaning solvent residuals from the SSS atmosphere.
2.7.2 Water Management
The VD-VF unit and backup wick evaporator provided an adequate supply of
potable water, which was reclaimed from urine and humidity condensate.
Only two tank-fulls, out of 37, were not certified potable due to physical or
chemical properties that did not meet potability standards. Water was not
rejected due to bacteria contamination.
It was demonstrated that the VD-VF unit can produce water that meets the
rigid potability standards without further processing. However, this was
achieved for only short periods of time because of apparently limited
catalyst life or capacity and the inability to maintain sterility downstream of
the unit. The sterility problem was initiated by a liquid level control
malfunction but subsequent recovery was not possible. No handling problems
or radiation hazards were encountered during the use of the radioisotope
heat sources. Further discussion of radioisotope handling and radiation
monitoring is provided in Section 4.
The wick evaporator encountered some flooding problems, but these did not
affect water quality in any way. The flooding was caused by an above-normal
feed rate that exceeded the evaporation rate capacity of the unit. The
unusually high humidity inlet condition was also a contributing factor.
Heat sterilization provided positive bacteria control throughout the entire
test, but water sampling techniques must be monitored closely to prevent
accidental contamination. Contamination of the cold water supply in the
distribution system did occur and must be eliminated in future manned tests.
The backup iodine-treated water supply was maintained sterile without addi-
tional iodine required during the 90-day period.
Recovery of used wash water by multifiltration was generally successful.
Expendables were minimal in spite of a much larger usage rate than
anticipated. It was found that carbon column changes contributed more to
improved water quality than resin column changes.
Whole-body sponge baths were not considered adequate by the crew for this
time duration. The inability to rinse away the cleansing agent residue left
them with a slippery feeling and the residual odor was objectionable. Shower-
type facilities and other system-compatible cleansing agents should be
investigated for future long-duration testing.
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Recommendations to improve water management system design and operation
are as follows:
Develop positive means to prevent bacteria contamination in potable
cold water supplies, such as alternately heated heat exchangers,
chlorine generators or iodine injection.
Develop positive feedback controls to eliminate wick evaporator
flooding.
• Develop means to wash dishes and reprocess food waste water.
Increase multifilter column life with possible elimination of resin
columns.
• Provide better whole body wash facilities.
Find other cleansing agents that are compatible with both the
subsystem and crew.
• Re-evaluate and update potable water standards.
Development of faster microbiological sampling techniques could
effectively simplify the subsystem by reducing the number of water
storage tanks required.
• Establish wash water quality standards.
Prolong VD-VF unit life by the development of an improved catalyst
and/or method of removing urine concentrates from the boiler.
Provide more reliable liquid level control devices that will perform
under both zero-g and one-g conditions.
2. 7.3 Atmosphere 1:harification
The solid amine unit demonstrated its effectiveness for maintaining cabin
CO2 concentration. The operational problems encountered may be solved by
design improvements. This unit contributed a greater latent and sensible
thermal load to the atmosphere than desired. Optimization of operation and
hardware will undoubtedly improve this penalty.
The performance of the molecular sieve unit during the test was satisfactory.
The only problems were attributed to a malfunctioning diverter valve.
Recommendations for improved COz removal during future long duration
manned tests are as follows:
• Eliminate the solid amine water balance problem by installing
humidity level detectors in the beds and automatically or manually
controlling the steam generation rate to each bed.
k.,..J j
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Q Eliminate the condenser flooding problem by a redesign which will
allow rapid filter changes.
Provide automatic control of bed inlet temperature during
absorption.
Upgrade the solid amine unit to incorporate zero-g water separation
feature. The molecular sieve zero-g water separator, which
malfunctioned prior to the start of the test, must also be replaced
with an improved de sign.
• Investigate the use of more efficient CO 2 adsorbent material.
The performance of the thermal and humidity controls units adequately met
the mission objectives, even though several design parameters were
exceeded. Deviations from design temperatures in the SSS equipment area
resulted from excessive heat dissipation by the solid amine unit and lower
than expected thermal control heat exchanger effectiveness. High cabin
relative humidity can be primarily attributed to excessive water vapor from
the solid amine unit. Despite some deviations from design values, the crew
expressed satisfaction with performance from the two units.
Recommendations for improved thermal and humidity control would include
elimination of deficiencies experienced, plus a general upgrading of the
complete concept of temperature and humidity control within a confined area.
Primary recommendations for future long-duration manned tests are as
follow s:
Integrate the zero-g condenser/separator with the thermal control
unit. This will eliminate the need for a separate humidity control
blower. A study should be made as to the best integral configuration
and optimum control technique for this application (i. e., modulating
cooling fluid valve or bypass damper}.
Achieve at least 70 percent of the sensible heat removal from the
SSS by use of cold plates located at the source of the dissipation.
A large power penalty must be paid when removing this heat by
circulation of a temperature-controlled atmosphere versus a
tempe rature- controlled fluid.
Design the thermal control unit to provide individual area tempera-
ture control. This can be accomplished without individual area
heat exchangers if a bypass section with bypass dampers is
installed in parallel with a main heat exchanger equipped with face
damper s.
Minimize the quantity of primary atmosphere circulated by use of
high induction diffusers. Sound generation in a thermal control
unit is a strong function of the atmospheric flow rate and system
pressure. If the atmospheric flow rate can be significantly reduced
by only slightly increasing the pressure, the sound generation will
be lower.
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2.7.4 Atmosphere Supply and Pressurization
The integrated Sabatier reactor/toxin control unit performed as expected
after catalyst poisoning problems were resolved. The Sabatier reactor
produced twice the weight of the Sabatier/toxin unit in water and contributed
a considerable amount of thermal energy to support the operation of the
toxin burner. The negative pressure device, which controlled the zero-g
separator, failed early in the test and repeated attempts at repair were
unsuc ce ssful.
The operation of the toxin burner was satisfactory. However, post-test
analysis indicates that the Hopcalite catalyst was also adversely affected by
the presence of Freon in the atmosphere.
Recommendations for improved Sabatier reactor/toxin control operation
during future long-duration tests are as follows:
Future Sabatier reactor/toxin control development should include
provisions to protect the catalyst from poisons.
@ Quicker methods of initiating Sabatier reactor operation, such as a
glow-plug type starter, would be a worthwhile convenience.
@ Future development of negative pressure devices should tend
towards a short-stroke configuration and utilize a separate pumping
device to move the water to the storage reservoir.
All three water electrolysis systems were operated. The commercial unit
experienced the least number of failures as was expected. The experimental
units had more failures but still were able to supply 71.6 percent of the
required hydrogen and 68.3 percent of the required oxygen. It is evident
from the test experience that additional development and testing is required
before advanced concepts of water electrolysis systems are ready for space
applications. It is also evident from the test program that qualified
personnel with the appropriate spare parts can complete very significant
repairs. The Allis-Chalmers unit, being installed in the chamber, was not
accessible by highly qualified personnel nor were spare parts available.
The Lockheed unit, being installed outside the chamber, was accessible for
complete rebuilding of modules when required. Should the roles have been
reversed, less favorable results would probably have been obtained on the
Lockheed unit.
Further development of water electrolysis is necessary to meet operational
reliability requirements for future long duration manned tests. Primary
recommendations for water electrolysis design improvements are:
More emphasis must be directed to the evaluation and selection of
better operating hardware. Components of a higher quality than
off-the-shelf commercial items are required to meet the high
corrosion and other design problems associated with water
electrolysis techniques.
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The electrolysis modules of future units must be designated to
withstand greater pressure differentials across the matrices.
Two-phase liquid separators of improved design, capable of opera-
tion in zero-g will be required.
The flight-type two-gas controller and sensors functioned properly throughout
the test, having no malfunctions and requiring no unscheduled maintenance.
The control accuracy was excellent on the oxygen channel, holding within
±0.3 percent of the set point. Accuracy on the nitrogen channel was not as
good, being ±Z.4 percent over the major portion of the test. In addition, the
mass flow measurement accuracy was compromised by the switchover logic
on the oxygen channel, which required frequent manual attention during
periods of high demand.
Recommendations for two-gas control design improvements for future long-
duration manned tests are as follows:
Provide improved nitrogen control accuracy by increasing the input
amplifier sensitivity and the flow control orifice size.
Improve the mass flow measurement accuracy by providing automatic
switchover to the backup supply, increased differential pressure to
switch back, and a reduction in oxygen channel sensitivity. The
reduction in oxygen channel sensitivity would also reduce the
transient demands on the electrolysis unit.
3.7. 5 Food Management
Freeze-dehydrated food is an acceptable diet for long-duration missions.
Frozen food and selected snacks can be utilized in order to irnprove crew
morale. Generally, the frozen foods were well accepted by all crewmen but
the crew indicated that they could have done without them had they been
required to do so.
Negative reactions to food provisions can be eliminated through the combination
of food selection oriented toward palatability, the provision and utilization of
a means whereby foods can be heated to acceptable serving temperatures, and
provision of an acceptable variety in available diets.
The microwave oven was simple to use and quite effective in reheating of
reconstituted freeze-dehydrated food.
Recommendations for improved food management programs for future long-
duration manned tests are as follows:
The use of a microwave oven in future ground-based simulations is
warranted. Primary tradeoffs of weight, volume and peak power
consumption would have to be made before use of a microwave oven
could be recommended over the direct thermal type now planned for
orbiting vehicles.
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It may be desirable to defray the monotony of a single type of diet
with foods prepared and stored utilizing other techniques.
When employing combined diets, it may be necessary to adjust
seasoning and "richness" to achieve greater acceptability.
Greater attention must be given to the selection of containers and
food packaging materials from the dual standpoints of flammability
and storage density.
2.7. 6 Waste Management
The commode performed overall in a satisfactory manner and was
accepted by the crew. There were no component malfunctions. A consider-
able amount of crew training was necessary to ensure correct assembly of
the unit after liner replacement. It was felt by the crew that the threaded
fittings would have given them greater difficulty in a zero-gravity
environment.
The fecal material did not adhere well to the wall of the liner and as the
commode filled, the particles were whirled around by the slinger plate. In
zero-gravity some particles would probably be thrown from the commode
unless considerable preventive action is taken by the user.
Problems encountered with the urine collector emphasize that a device han-
dling a dilute solution of a very corrosive fluid must also be qualified to
survive failure modes in which much more concentrated solutions are
imprope fly introduced.
The pretreatment supply injector should be provided with more positive
control. As installed, it was a passive supply dependent on the adequate
functioning of the blower, the flush water valve, and their electrical
control components.
The extreme range of individual urinations, 16 ml to 924 rnl during this test,
makes simple proportional additions of pretreatment rather difficult, and
careful design and test is required,
The waste storage and disposal equipment as a group performed in a satis-
factory manner. The leaks in the waste storage container and the toilet p_per
dryer were minor and required procedural changes in waste handling but
performed well otherwise. There should have been more specific instruc-
tions as to what kinds of waste to put into the No. 2 commercial cans, The
procedure requiring passout or freezing of bulging cans appears overly
cautious in review but it was felt that minimum risk should be taken of a can
rupture onboard the SSS during the test.
The amount of waste for a 90-day period was less than that collected during
the previous 60-day test. This was due mostly to a change in food packaging.
Further refinements short of reconversion of wastes will require more
effort and continuing attention during the test period.
7J
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J Recommendations for improved waste management for future long-duration
tests are as follows:
The commode should be modified to replace threaded fittings with
flanged and clamped connections wherever possible.
The interior wall of the commode liner should be textured in some
manner that allows better adhesion of the feces.
Any future tests should make provision for the automatic recording
of urine quantities and time of urination to provide design informa-
tion for the development of urine collection equipment and for
medical assessment of the crewmen's condition. Forms should be
provided for manual recording of the data as a backup measure,
An improved method of adding urine pretreatment is required. A
suggested method for study would be to supply fixed amounts of
pretreatment upon collection of a fixed volume of urine in an
accumulator downstream from the phase-separator. This latter
system would be independent of malfunctions of other components.
The phase-separator requires development of suitable rotor
materials and sealing methods that can tolerate the possible high
concentrations of pretreatment acids.
Handling of garbage and other general waste products requires
further study. Perhaps the data on types and quantities produced
will serve as a basis for system design to reduce the quantities and
provide more effective means for handling them.
Disinfectant procedures should be studied further and microbial
sampling should occur periodically in all waste storage receptacles.
2.7.7 Program Aspects
The 90-day manned test of a regenerative LSS provided a great deal of data
which will be useful in the development of future life support systems. The
integrated LSS included advanced subsystem units, which were being opera-
ted for the first time in a manned test, and the evaluation of these advanced
subsystem units required extensive integration with the previously tested
base line units.
Important performance characteristics were emphasized by this integrated
system test that were not readily obvious from individual unit design studies
or bench test experience. During the 90-day test, incidents occurred during
which several units were subjected to transient output demands which
exceeded their capacity. This emphasized the requirement for subsystem
designers to provide for adequate margin to allow recovery from high loads,
and for systems integrators to specify design parameters that minimize
transient demands.
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The vast amount of data collected during the 90-day test serves to emphasize
the need for rapid collection and evaluation of test data. The 90-day data
management system was adequate, but valuable time could have been saved
if improved "real time" data acquisition and display had been provided.
Future long-duration manned test programs must include an integrated
information management system which will provide automation of LSS data
collection and display.
V i
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fSection 3
M_AN-SYSTEMS INTEGRATION
This section deals with features of the man-systems integration program
accomplished in support of the 90-day test. The program included:
A. Crew selection, training, and performance
B. Staff selection, training, and certification
C. Habitability
D. Psychosocial effects of confinement
E. Mission activity analysis
F. Audiometrics
G. EEG and sleep studies
H. Glycerol food supplement studies
I. Non-interference performance assessment
J. Psychomotor testing
The overall objective of the man-systems program was to establish an
environment for onboard personnel which, in as many respects as possible,
would simulate living conditions anticipated to exist under operational orbital
constraints. All aspects of the interface between the or, board crew and sup-
porting staff duplicated conditions which could reasonably be expected to per-
tain to an earth-orbltal scientific laboratory staffed for a mission duration of
90 days. The primary interface, communications, was managed as necessary
to replicate communications as they would exist during an earth-orbital
journey.
Communications management, as well as life support system provisions and
medical support, combined to establish a high-fidelity simulation environ-
ment. It is thus expected that measured reactions of crew members are
relevant to space living conditions and data are applicable to crews for future
long-duration space missions.
Reactions to confinement were generally minimal. Crew morale was good
except for a period of approximately 10 days at the two-thirds point of the test.
This point coincided with a reduction in the frequency and duration of
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unscheduled crew tasks. Habitability provisions were well accepted. Inter-
personal difficulties were minor. Crew interactions with support personnel
were effective and highly professional. Sleep quality showed a tendency
toward disruption. The crew activity schedule was adhered to, but some
work underload occurred. Crew selection procedures were apparently help-
ful in identifying effective and motivated crew members.
3. 1 CREW SELECTION, TRAINING, AND PERFORMANCE
Crew management for the 90-day test involved establishment of selection
criteria and methods, application of these in recruiting and selecting the four
participating and four backup crew members, training in preparation for the
test, and evaluation of their performance during the test.
3. 1. 1 Selection
Crew selection for the 90-day test was the most comprehensive selection pro-
gram ever applied in a simulation study. The objective of the selection pro-
gram was to choose a crew that would function effectively and efficiently for
the total test duration without subsequent pathology. Selection techniques
were psychologically oriented, but also placed a great dealof emphasis on
the more pragmatic aspects of crew suitability, such as mechanical skills,
availability for training, physical fitness, health of close family members,
motivation for participationi and acceptance of pay scales offered.
3. t. 1. 1 Procedures
Three lines of selection were follows: psychological, physical, and pragmatic.
Criteria were developed within each area. Throughout the multistage selec-
tion process, consonance of volunteers with these criteria was sought.
Upon the recommendations Of the NASA-sponsored symposium at Texas
Christian University, Fort Worth, crew members were sought who could
demonstrate :
A. Scientific and technical skills and capabilities.
B. Emotional maturity and mission motivation.
C. Physical health.
D. Ability to withstand isolation.
E. Leadership identification.
F. Crew compatibility.
A consultant in clinical psychology administered psychologicaltests, scored
them, and recommended candidates from among those applicants sent to him
for psychodiagnosis. He also generated a quantitative profile of scores on the
various objective psychodiagnostic tests, which were thought to describe the
kinds of person expected to be most effective in withstanding the rigors of
confinement.
V)
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Physical criteria consisted of the ability to pass an FAA Class I physical
examination (with waivers for visual acuity if necessary) and demonstrated
compliance with normal values of a number of clinical biochemical indices.
Pragmatic criteria included:
A. Willingness to volunteer for the entire program.
B. A demonstrated life style indicative of innerdirectedness with
little dependence on other persons for emotional stability.
C. No criminal arrests or convictions.
D. No serious speech impediments.
E. No evidence that participation in the program reflected an escape
from life.
F. No previous history of serious emotional difficulties.
G. Commitment to the achievement of higher academic goals in
graduate school.
Applications were solicited from graduate schools in the Southern California
area within the disciplines of engineering, physics, biology, and the social
sciences. Approximately 45 applications were received.
A package of screening questionnaires consisting of eight devices was mailed
to all applicants for completion at home and return by mail (Table 3-1).
Based upon a review of qualifications as evidenced in these questionnaires,
the applicant group was reduced and 27 applicants were invited for personal
interviews. Copies of questionnaire results were transmitted to
Dr. E. K. E. Gunderson at US Navy MedicalNeuropsychiatric Research Unit
(NMNRU), San Diego, California, and to Dr. W. Haythorn at Naval Medical
Research Institute (NMRI), Bethesda, Maryland who then provided numerical
acceptability rankings based on agency experience with the questionnaires in
the selection of Antarctic crew members and experimental isolation study
groups. Although strong correspondence was not characteristic of the two
agencies' rankings, assigned ranks were employed to assist in reducing the
size of the applicant pool. The applicant pool was further reduced on the
basis of personal interviews with the Medical and Behavioral Directors and a
review of screening questionnaire data.
Psychodiagnostic tests (objective and projective) were next given to 16 individ-
uals identified as most desirable of the 27. Test profiles were developed by
MDAC and its consultant at this point, which were thought to be descriptive of
the "classical" crewmen. Objective tests given were:
Ao MMPI (Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory) (Reference 3-9)
(All tests)
B. FIRO- B
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Table 3-1
SCREENING (DUESTIONNAIRES AND ORIGINS
(Due stionnaire Agency Inve s tigator
Cornell Medical Index
Personal History
(References 3-1, 3-2,
3-3)
Hobby Inventory
(Reference 3-4)
Meyers Activity Inventory
(Reference 3-5)
Fitzgerald Experience
Inventory
(Reference 3-5)
Life Crisis
(References 3-6, 3-7)
Opinion Survey
(Reference 3-8)
Demographic and
Educational
Cornell Medical College 5. R. Wamsley
NMNRU E.K.E. Gunderson
NMNRU E.K.E. Gunderson
NMRI W. Haythorn
NMRI W. Ha ythorn
NMNRU E.K.E. Gunderson
NMRI E.K.E. Gunderson
MDAC J.S. Seeman
C. 16 PF (16 Personality Factors) (Forms A and B)
D. MAT (Motivational Analysis Test)
E. Study of Values - Allport/Vernon/Lindzey
F. Edwards PPS (Personal Preference Schedule)
G. Rokeach Dogmatism Scale
H. Eysenck Personality Inventory
Projective tests "used were:
A. Rorschach
B. Thematic Apperception Test
C. Sentence Completion
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/D. Early Parental Recollections
E. Future Atztobiography
The formal crew pool (eight) was chosen on Z6 January 1970. Training began
the following week. Throughout the training period, the men were observed
for group formation and the evolution of a leader. Immediately prior to the
5-day run, a sociometric test was given as an adjunct to aid in crew selection.
This, combined with training results and, to an extent, individual availability,
led to the selection of a four-man crew. Crew performance was outstanding
during the trial run and gave a great deal of confidence in the selection process.
Subsequent to the 5-day run, a review and evaluation was accomplished that
gave valuable information for hardware and procedural modifications.
Final crew selection took place on Z6 May 1970, and was achieved through the
consensus of the Program Manager, Medical Director, and Behavioral Direc-
tor following an evaluation of all pertinent data, i.e., training results, psy-
chological data, subsystem knowledge, health data, etc. Personnel selected
and employed as onboard crewmen are described in Table 3-2.
3. 1. I. Z Results
The success of the selection program is established because all four selected
men withstood 90 days of confinement with no serious hostilities developing
and no indication of any intent to abort the mission. All scheduled tasks were
performed promptly and conscientiously throughout the 90-day period.
Review of post-test objective psychological test results indicates no apparent
consequent pathology. Personality changes were measurable on all crew mem-
bers. The changes were, however, neither prominent nor disruptive and can
be characterized as reflecting active participation in anewlife style rather
than profound alterations in basic psychodynamics. These changes cannot
solely be attributed to the 90-day confinement episode, but reflect alterations
which may well have been a consequence of training by and exposure to opera-
tionaLIy oriented aerospace personnel. These demands of the program neces-
sitated reduction in time commitments of crew members to academic pursuits
and promoted radical departures from life styles possible in academia.
Reports from crew members after the test attest to a relatively rapid readap-
tation and assimilation into academic life with basic goals of scientific advance-
ment unaffected.
Selection criteria for the objective psychodiagnostic tests have been developed
which are quantifiable and apparently valid. This is considered to be a major
contribution to future quantitative crew selection procedures. The objective
of scientific and technical capabilities was obviously met as the crew learned
the subsystems and they operated well with outside crew support.
A feature of selection not originally planned, but of considerable value in the
ultimate choice, was the demonstrated ability of selected candidates to comply
with the many irritating, time-consuming, and constantly changing infringe-
ments on their time throughout the training program. Crewmen were thus
additionally selected on the basis of accepting these requirements without
complaint.
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T able 3 - P-
INFORMATION ON CREWMEN
C r e wman
Academic
Age Discipline(s) Degree(s) School(s)
Relevant
Expe rie nce
Stephen Dennis
Terry Donlon
John Hall
(Crew
commander)
23
31
Z6
Wilson Wong ZZ
Life sciences BS, 1969 MIT Biochemical and
Neurobiology toward MS California microbiological
and Behav- Institute of skills
ioral genetics Technology
Chemistry BS, 1961
Physical MS, 1964
chemistry
Medical PhD,
physics 1970- 1
Chemistry BA, 1965
Medicine Z years
Geochemistry MS, 1968
Geochemistry toward
PhD
Reed College Radioisotope
Was hington
State Univ-
ersity
UCLA
technician
Clinical medi-
cine laboratory
technician
Reed College Electronics
Harvard instrumentation
Medical repair techni-
California cian. Small groups
Institute of in isolation
Technology (Alaska and Peru)
Mechanical BSME, CCNY
engineering 1969 California
Aeronautics toward Institute of
MS Technology
Repair and test
of oil refinery
hardware
i
Observation of group structure by staff throughout training was of value in
identifying crew makeup. Sociometric questionnaires were administered
periodically during training and confirmed observations that certain potential
crew members seemed to display distinct preferences for particular others.
With few exceptions, preferences were maintained throughout training among
those who had begun training earliest. Although preferences existed, they
were not judged to be strong and did not lead to establishment of a cohesive
group. Attention to the personality characteristic ofinner-directedness dur-
ing the selection process apparently worked toward mitigating the develop-
ment of a strongly cohesive group. These individuals were too inner-directed
to permit the social-emotional penetrations necessary to the establishment
of such a group. Nevertheless, attention to expressed and observable inter-
personal preferences of potential crew members seems of value in crew
selection if for no other reason than obvious incompatibles can be eliminated.
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3. 1.2 Training Program
The goals for training emphasized the need for crew competence and safety.
The basic requirements of the program included candidates with good basic
scientific training and aptitudes, experienced instructors, a thorough cur-
riculum, and a flexible schedule. The course work under the major headings
in Table 3-3 covered those aspects of each subject particularly concerned
with the test. The courses under biomedical procedures included sampling
procedures for bacteria, urine, and blood which were of interest to test
experimenters and health monitors. Medical monitoring concerned itself
with the use of equipment for measuring those parameters desired by the
principal investigators and medical monitors. Life support system courses
stressed the operation and maintenance of the life support equipment. Theory
of subsystem operation was always presented, but the primary goal was to
train competent operators and maintainers.
Crew training served the dual functions of providing information to the crew
on test objectives and operational requirements, as well as providing informa-
tion on the crew regarding levels of motivation for use by program manage-
ment as pragmatic inputs to crew selection.
3. 1.2. 1 Background of Crew Candidates
The candidates were graduate students from several local universities and
adapted very readily to the laboratory and the type of training. Typically,
their graduate studies were more arduous than the SSS training. All of the
candidates had previous training that was directly applicable to some area in
the program. One candidate was experienced in veni-puncture techniques and
blood handling, several had taken bacteriology classes, and all had taken suf-
ficient chemistry courses so that they readily understood the llfe support
processes. All had experience in operating test equipment and computer
techniques. Their advanced degree goals in engineering and the sciences also
demonstrated the very important attribute of being concerned with this type of
program, the experiments, and knowing the value and need for good data.
3. 1.2.. 2 Organization and Curriculum Development
A training staff was appointed consisting of a training director and instructors
for each course. The training director reported to the Behavioral Director
and was responsible for curriculum development, scheduling, and all crew]
staff interactions. Instructors were drawn from the MDAC Biotectmology
Department and from other contributing companies and Government agencies.
The instructors for the biomedical and man-systems areas were specialists
in those disciplines applicable to specific classes. Table 3-4 summarizes
instructor backgrounds and capabilities.
Each instructor submitted a course outline that specified subject matter to be
covered and performance requirements for the crew candidates. The prelim-
inary schedule was developed by the staff from these outlines and the scheduled
availability of test equipment.
The basic curriculum consisted of lectures, demonstrations, and practice
sessions. Lectures were used to familiarize the crew with the equipment
operation and maintenance, medical and behavioral methodology,
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Table 3-3
SSS CREWMEN TRAINING CURRICULUM
V
A. Biomedical Procedures
• Microbiology
• Medical Monitoring
• Blood Sampling
• Urine Sampling
• Physical Fitness
• Experirnents
B. Life Support Systems
• Water Subsystems
• Air Evaporator
• Wash Water
• VD-VF
• Sampling
• Contamination
• Atmosphere Control
• Tyro-gas Control
• Thermal Control
• CO z Concentrator
• Sabatier/Toxin Unit
• Electrolysis
• Mass Balance Operations
C. Man-Systems Integration and Operation
• Human Factors
• SSS Procedures
• Support Functions
• Experiments
V
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Table 3-4
TRAINING INSTRUC TORS
Biotechnology
and Related
Experience
(yr) Degree Field
B iotechnology
and Related
Experience
(yr) Degree Field
12
8
5
8
10
4
2
20
7
12
8
BS
MS
BS
MS
BS
BS
MS
PhD
PhD
MS
BSEE,
MD
ME - LSS
Chem E -
LSS
14 MS, MD,
MPH
ME - LSS 10 MA
Chem - 9 MA
LSS
ME- LSS 4 MA
ME- LSS 7 BS
Microbiology
Physiology 1
Radiology and 9
Medical
physics 15
PhD
BSMEE,
MS
BS, MS
PhD
PhD
Mic r obiology 15
Medicine and 20
EE
200 Man-years technical experience
18 Advanced degrees
9 Technical disciplines
Medicine,
physiology
and preven-
tive medicine
Psychology
Psychology
Psychology
ME- Compute r
te c hnique s
Psychology
Physiology
ME,
mathematics
Physiology
P s yc hology
i
test procedures, and requirements. The distribution of course work for
the three major headings in Table 3-3 is given in Appendix F of NASA
CR 111882.
3. 1.2. 3 Cross-Training
Cross training of the crewmen was quite extensive early in the training
program. All candidates practiced venl-puncture techniques, urinalysis,
and sterile techniques for microbiology. All attended the lectures on life
support equipment and practiced the man-system procedures and psycho-
motor devices. As training progressed and particularly after Einal crew
selection, the amount of cross-training was lessened and with some
experiments none was done. The particle counting experiment procedure,
light-level measurement, and mass balance data management were assigned
to particular crewmen. The microbial monitoring technique was taught
to two crewmen. Two crewmen were selected for EEG monitoring and
taught the required procedures.
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3. 1.2.4 Cohesion Training
Cohesion training was a form of sensitivity training oriented to the
development of a cohesive group consisting of crewmen and communications
monitors. It was undertaken in an attempt to eliminate difficulties between
and within the inside and outside crews. Cohesion training consisted of six
sessions of varying length. The group director was an MDAC consultant,
Dr. MacFarlane, who also managed the psychodiagnostic program. The
first session was 6 hours long with seven crewmen and four communications
monitors participating, divided into three groups. Within the groups, the
members exchanged capsule autobiographies after a considerable amount of
speculating about the personalities and characteristics of the other parti-
cipants. The groups were then rejoined for a general discussion about each
person's history to validate the stereotyping that had occurred in the previous
speculation. A/ter this more general information was exchanged, the
remainder of the time was used for physical exercises, such as placing one
person in a ring of six people, having him close his eyes and fall in any
direction. He was caught and moved back to an upright position. This type
of exercise is generally intended to indicate the degree of trust a person
will place in other people and is thought to promote a sense of trust toward
the other members.
The other five sessions were each Z hours long and consisted of discussions
about test-oriented attitudes and situations. Discussion subjects included
possible food shortage and hoarding of items, such as nuts and candy bars;
the investigation of recreational possibilities; and housekeeping and personal
habits discussion. The second through the fifth sessions included only the
crewmen. The session following the 5-day pretest was devoted to an analysis
of the feelings and concerns of the onboard crewmen. The last session
included the eight crewmen, two communications monitors, and
MacFarlane. During this period, there was some discussion of
the cohesion periods among the onboard crew on a weekly basis
run. This was left to the management of the onboard crew, but
test began, the periods were not instituted.
Dr.
c ontinuing
during the
once the
Most of the participants in cohesion training were initially reserved about
its possibilities, and afterward felt that it had been minimally helpful
because of the short time allocated. They recommended that more time be
devoted to cohesion training for subsequent manned tests. This seems
particularly applicable to test crewmen who are inner directed and do not
tend toward the formation of teams or groups. Further training could be
used to develop a behavioral format with which information concerning
irritability and encroachment may be transmitted in a benign way. Such an
extension of cohesion training and particularly continuation during the test
could have been helpful in alleviating the morale decline occurring approxi-
mately from test day 60 through 70, which appeared to be related, at least
in part, with continued, unexpressed grievances between crew members.
Vii
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3. I. 2. 5 Psychomotor Training
Psychomotor training was accomplished on all three available devices
(LaKC-CC, RATER, and CTT). In the case of the LaKC-CC, all crew
members accomplished at least 25 sets of 100 trials with one crew member
completing 38. Training on this device was completed on 14 May 1970,
approximately 1 month before 90-day test initiation. Asymptotic perfor-
mance was not seen during training. Final pretest scores are shown in
Section 3.4. 2. 10, together with test scores.
Training on the Critical Task Tester began early in February 1970 for
onboard and backup crewmen. Training sessions lasted 30 to 40 minutes
for each man and continued on a regularly scheduled basis through May 1970.
During each of the training sessions, approximately 6 trials were accomp-
lished on the first-order critical task, 10 trials on the second-order critical
task, and 3 trials each on the first- and second-order steady tracking tasks.
Approximately 45 training sessions were accomplished for each crew member
prior to the 90-day test. Pretest asymptotic performance was judged to have
been obtained by crewmen Z and 3 on all tasks. The other two crewmen
achieved asymptotic performance levels on all tasks except the second-
order steady tracking task. Detailed graphical material on the pre-test
performance values is depicted in Section 3. 10.
3. 1.2.6 General Training
The training hour distribution in man-hours is as follows:
Lecture and Miscellaneous Written Total
Demonstration Practice (EEG Sleep) Test Training
853 893 44 80 1,870
There was some difference between crewmen in the number of hours each
attended training. After crew selection, there was more demand to train
those selected for special functions relating to their anticipated onboard
roles.
A further breakdown of man-hours utilized throughout the training period is
shown in Figures 3-i and 3-2. Figure 3-i shows that instructor training
time totaled 406 hours over an approximate 5-month period and that the
rate of training accelerated approximately I month before test initiation.
Figure 3-2 provides crew man-hour expenditures for all training activities
and demonstrates that physical fitness training, medical examinations, and
psychomotor training consumed a major portion of the I, 870 crew man-hours
expend ed.
f
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_J 3. I. 2.7 Proficiency Evaluation
Crewman performance evaluation for this curriculum consisted of a crew
proficiency rating filled out by each instructor after completion of his
class and evaluation period, a crew course rating filled out by the crewman
candidates, a self-evaluation by each candidate of his own knowledge of the
systems, and three written tests administered periodically during the course
of training.
The first of the three written tests was relatively unstructured and requested
that the crewmen describe what they knew of the systems they had studied
and what they understood of the objectives of the 90-day test. The intent
in giving this type of test was to assess the effectiveness of the training
to date, to find those areas the crewmen were interested in and responded
best toward, and to see how each crewman structured his concepts of the
whole program, i.e., whether he responded with detailed analyses of the
equipment and processes or was concerned with the larger view. The
crewmen's scores on this test were not used for comparative evaluations
because they responded in different ways. Some went into little detail
system by system, but gave a good comprehensive view of the program.
Others provided considerable detailed description of the processes and
hardware of the life suppDrt equipment. These differences had a beneficial
effect because in this competitive situation it demonstrated the various
viewpoints and grasp of detail possessed by the candidates and clearly
defined the nature of the selection competition. The second written test
concerned the life support systems and asked for details of hardware and
processes. The last was, in effect, a final examination consisting of
questions submitted by instructors from areas requiring detailed system
descriptions and procedural methodologies. This last test and the
instructors' evaluations were given the most weight in evaluation of the
candidates and is included as Appendix B.
The final written examination given at the conclusion of training resulted
in the following scores:
Crewman Raw Score Percent Score
1 198 9O
Z 208 94
3 18Z 83
4 173 79
5 174 79
6 16Z 74
7 150 68
3. 1.2. 8 Scheduling of Training
Occasionally, the availability of a Darticular instructor or equipment
required rescheduling of a class and reduction in the number of crewmen
given certain kinds of training. This was true of the electrolysis units
and the solid amine CO z concentrator because other companies that had
developed these units provided assistance in the crew training. Some
computer training was given after regular work hours to have more nearly
uninterrupted access to the computer.
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Maintenance training was variable for each item. On some items, installation
and instrumentation occurred late in the prerun period and the available
training time was used to teach operation. Major overhaul-type maintenance
was not taught as it was felt that most equipment would operate with only
minor electrical and mechanical malfunctions. Some units had a considerable
history of operation without failure before the 90-day test. In-depth main-
tenance training was not practical for most of the life support equipment
because of the complexity of their respective control systems. The schedule
seldom permitted adequate time to practice maintenance on equipment
undergoing final test, instrumentation, and installation.
A type of training added later in the training period was the instruction in
the techniques of tube flaring, bending, and sealing procedures; and in wiring,
crimping lugs, and soldering. This training proved beneficial during the
test as a number of alterations required both piping and wiring changes.
Typical examples included an electrical timer which was added to the urine
feed for the wick evaporator, a diode which was changed in the electrolysis
unit, and a signal light that was added to the communications system. Piping
changes included replumbing the urinal and urine feed pump and adding a gas
line to the solid amine unit to supply pressurized NZ for valve operation.
In the biomedical'lectures and demonstrations, there were few difficulties
and the practice requirements allowed adequate scheduling flexibility. As
blood analysis was begun, the crew arrived in a fasting condition every
Tuesday morning and practiced blood and urine sampling, microbiological
techniques, food management, and waste material handling.
Similarly, the man-system lect_ares and demonstrations introduced few
difficulities and permitted flexibility in scheduling. The final sessions of
cohesion training had to be postponed once or twice. This apparently had
little impact on the class. Practice on the psychomotor devices was inter-
rupted for approximately one week while they were being installed in the
SSS, but this was a relatively small amount of time compared to the whole
practice time of 3 to 6 months.
3. 1.3 Crew Performance
During the 90-day test period each onboard crewmen performed P5 to 30
scheduled tasks per day. This totaled approximately 9,400 crew tasks for
the entire mission of 8, 640 man-hours. These tasks comprised all those
considered essential to the operation and scheduled maintenance of the
life support system (LSS) and the everyday tasks of living, eating, and
sleeping. Not included were (1) maintenance tasks which were expected to
be essential, but were not of a nature to be scheduled; and (Z) maintenance
tasks resulting from equipment failures. Crew tasks were classified as
either "mandatory" or "recommended". Amandatory task had a financial
incentive, while recommended tasks were not associated with the incentive
plan.
The test crew was required to monitor, maintain, and repair the life support
equipment within the SSS. The only life support unit that was not installed
within the SSS was an electrolysis unit developed for NASA by the Lockheed
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(Missiles and Space Company (LMSC). This advanced subsystem was
provided as a backup to the onboard Allis-Chalmers electrolysis unit and,
because of space and time limitations, was installed outside the SSS.
The approach to life support equipment operation, repair, and maintenance
simulated that aboard a space station vehicle. The test crew was trained
tooperate subsystems, complete normal repairs, and maintain the LSS
through component replacement. Standby procedures and units were provided
and used until repairs could be completed on the primary unit. All repairs
and maintenance on inside equipment was accomplished by the onboard crew
using available stowed spares and an onboard tool kit. Verbal assistance,
when required, was provided by the outside staff. The crew worked a two
up/two down work-rest cycle in the interest of safety and equipment
monitoring coverage (Figure 3-3).
3. 1.3. 1 Procedures
Performance of the onboard crew was monitored during the period of the
test by television cameras, microphones, computer readouts, displays of
simulator parameters outside the chamber, and via the communications
link. Evaluation of scheduled tasks was concerned with whether all tasks
were performed, if they were performed as scheduled, time to perform
tasks, and effectiveness of task performance. Performance of unscheduled
tasks was evaluated in terms of willingness to perform unpleasant tasks,
ingenuity in performance of unanticipated tasks, and effectiveness of task
performance. The crew activity schedule (Section 3. 5) was used as the
basis for crew task evaluation. Communications monitors, observing the
crew 24 hours a day by closed-circuit TV, noted in their communications
monitor log the start and stop times for each of the tasks in the crew activity
schedule. They also noted difficulties encountered, schedule deficiencies,
and performance on unscheduled tasks. Additional evaluation data were
available from observations obtained in the Non-Interference Performance
Assessment (NIPA) experiment (Section 3.9) in which the physical activity
of the crew was observed and recorded every 2_I/Z minutes during most
of each day.
As the test progressed, periodic discussions were held with communications
monitors, NIPA observers, mission analysis monitors, and medical monitors
to obtain additional evaluation data and subjective comments on crew perfor-
mance. A final step in the evaluation process consisted of post-test interviews
with crewmen.
3. I. 3. Z Results
All scheduled mandatory and recommended c few events were completed with
the exception of those deleted because of conflicts with the demands of
unscheduled maintenance tasks. At no time did the crew request the deletion
of an event and only occasionally would a crewman require permission to
delay an event. Requests to perform events early were common as the crew
frequently adjusted the time schedule to accrue a large block of uninterrupted
free time for recreation and exercise. The actual manpower use may be seen
in Table 3-5.
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Figure 3-3, Sample Work Rest Cycle
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Table 3- 5
MANPOWER UTILIZATION--90-DAY VALUES
Mission Total Available
Crew Size Availability Duration Man-Hours
4 Z4 hr/day 90 days 8, 640
Utilization Man-Hours Mean Daily Mean Perc enrage
Category Expended Expenditure (hr) Daily Utilization
Operational tasks I, 224 3.4 14
Meals 756 2. 1 9
Free 3,204 8. 9 37
Sleep 3, 168 8. 8 37
Miscellaneous and 288 0. 8 3
unaccounted
Total 8, 640 24. 0 I00
f
Repair and maintenance operations on the LSS equipment are summarized
in Table 3-6. The hours noted were obtained from the test logs maintained
by the outside staff and the crewmen. As indicated, the onboard crew
performed 152-repair tasks requiring 117.4 hours.
In addition to repair and maintenance of the LSS, the crew performed
additional tasks on onboard experiments and other support equipment. The
significant items are shown in Table 3-7. Not included in Table 3-7 is the
scheduled maintenance which was required for items such as the TV cameras,
radiation monitor, and aerosol particle counters. This scheduled main-
tenance was estimated to be a total of approximately Z3 hours. Therefore,
the total onboard crew time for all maintenance and repair activities was
approximately Z03 hours, or Z.3 hours/day.
Post-test interviews revealed the crew did not differentiate between manda-
tory and recommended tasks. The mere presence of a task on the event
schedule (available onboard) was sufficient to the crew and they completed
the task. In fact, post-test crew comments reflected the feeling that the
incentive pay program was unnecessary. For this crew, the mission goals
were incentive in themselves. This internalization of the mission objectives
can probably be expected to occur with any crew of a high professional
caliber.
The ability of the crew to perform most of the scheduled tasks in a signifi-
cantly shorter time than allocated appears to be a result of the conservative-
tiveness of the initial time estimates and the rapid learning of procedures
which occurred. Thus, the crew had too much residual free time. Further
discussion on this point may be found in Section 3. 5.
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Table 3-6
LSS MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR TIME SUMMARY
Life Support Unit
Repair Maintenance Unit Totals
Items Hours Items Hours Items Hours
Waste managen_ent
Commode 2 0.7 2 5. 5 4 6. 2
Urine collector 8 14. 3 0 0 8 14. 3
Water Management
VD-VF 20 19. 9 1 4. 0 21 23.9
Wick evaporator 0 0 4 0. 3 4 0. 3
Humidity control 3 1.2 30 15. 0 53 16. 2
Potable multifilter 3 5.3 1 0. 3 4 5. 6
Wash water recovery 18 4. 1 1 0. 7 19 4. 8
Atmosphere purification
Solid amine concentrator 33 30. 1 14 3. 3 47 33.4
Molecular sieve concentrator 7 3.7 1 0.7 8 4.4
Toxin control 0 0 0 0 0 0
Thermal control 0 0 0 0 0 0
Atmosphere supply and
pressurization
Sabatier reactor 20 18. 6 0 0 20 18. 6
Electrolysis (Allis-Chalmers) 47 26. 5 0 0 47 26. 5
Two-gas control 0 0 0 0 0 0
Mass spectron_eter 0 0 5 4. 1 5 4. 1
Baseline two-gas control 0 0 0 0 0 0
Baseline two-gas sensors 0 0 1 0. 5 1 0. 5
Life support system totals 161 124.4 60 34.4 221
Maintenance performed by
outside personnel -9 -7. 0
Maintenance performed by
onboard crew 152 117.4
158.8
Quality of crew performance in maintenance and repair tasks is ultimately
measurable by success or failure of the operation. In this sense, the crew
was completely successful. However, a more sensitive gage of performance
quality would consider their approach to the tasks. Interviews with staff
personnel revealed an initiative and creativity in the crew that frequently
contributed to the repair and subsequent return to operation of equipment
after failures. This is true despite the unpleasant nature of many of the tasks.
For example, in order to repair a malfunctioning float sensor in the VD-VF
unit, the crew performed the task of draining the VD-VF boiler of 4 to 5
gallons of urine. This was placed in buckets on the floor in the equipment
compartment. Similarly, a gage became filled with urine and had to be
disassembled, cleaned, and reassembled. These particular tasks and several
others were of such an undesirable nature that the staff had reservations
about requesting them. The crew, however, volunteered to do them and
successfully repaired the equipment.
V )
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fTable 3-7
MISCELLANEOUS UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE AND REDAIR SUMMARY
Unscheduled
Repair Maintenance
Activity Items Hours Items Hours
Defrost refrigerator 0 0 0 4. 5
Cleaned cabin t'loor 0 0 9 9. 0
Cleaned dew pointer mirrors 0 0 4 1. 5
Corrected leak in trash container 2 0. 3 0 0
Repaired psychomotor pedal 1 1.0 0 0
Deactivated smoke alarm hea(1 2 0.7 0 0
Repaired radiation monitor 1 0. 3 0 0
Repaired particle counter 1 0. 5 0 0
Replaced vidicon tube 1 0. 5 0 0
Repaired TV coaxial cable 5 2. 5 0 0
Installed intercom call light 1 1.0 0 0
Attempted repair of visual sensitivity
tester 4 6.7 0 0
Totals 18 13. 5 22 15.0
Another example displaying crew initiative and creativity dealt with an
unanticipated failure of the Langley Research Center Complex Coordinator.
On day 54, one of the pedal-return springs broke. After notifying the
outside staff of the failure, the crew undertook and completed repairs
without available spares. This was accomplished by cutting and stretching
the failed spring. The repair was accomplished within 1 hour of the failure
without outside assistance.
Such initiative was not without its drawbacks. In attempting to resolve a wash
water problem, the crew decided to transfer a quantity of potable water into
the wash water system without notifying the outside staff until the action had
been completed. Subsequent staff evaluation concluded that the action had
been ill-advised. A filter column replacement was required to provide a
lasting correction of the problem.
3. 1.4 Conclusions and Recommendations
Crew selection relies heavily upon human judgment and the intuition of the
selection committee. No test or group of tests yet exists which is felt to
provide quantitative data on the acceptability of potential crew members.
Throughout the selection process, hypotheses as to acceptability must be
continuously advanced, discussed, and re-evaluated. Thus, selection of
the selectors looms as of paramount importance in successful selection of
crew members for long-duration space missions.
Crew member candidates learned available material rapidly and thoroughly.
This may be attributed to their high levels of intelligence and backgrounds
in scientific fields related to SSS task requirements. Their interest and curi-
osity in all aspects of the program was maintained throughout the selection,
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training, and test performance phases of the program and in most cases
persisted beyond the conclusion of the test. It is felt that the original
assumption concerning the advisability of selecting a crew from scientif-
ically oriented graduate school populations has been supported. While a
crew could possibly have been selected from non-graduate school populations,
it is believed that these would have proven inferior by comparison.
The training program contributed to the success of the test in that the
performance of the crew showed little of those characteristics of ineffectual
training, such as operating indecision, poor or hasty procedural judgments,
missed data, and overdependence on outside direction, especially as the
mission progressed.
The training program must be flexible with respect to schedule and subject
matter for long duration simulations of this type. The subgoals of these
studies evolve throughout the preparation period. The equipment design
and installation schedules must be altered and access periods to these
units changed. All these contribute to changing the training curriculum in
content and in schedule.
Thorough and complete maintenance training was not feasible before test
initiation primarily because of scheduling problems and condition of equip-
ment. Ideally, it might be advisable to develop training hardware, apart
from operational hardware, to assist in overcoming this difficulty. Arguing
against this is the obvious involvement and high level of interest displayed
by crew members early in the test which at least in part may be attributed
to the necessity for learning complex operational and maintenance proce-
dures as the test was in progress. As this necessity waned, so also did
crew morale. It is not known whether this was a causal relationship, but
crew members expressed the belief that it was. In future tests it would
probably be advisable to leave a certain amount of training for the operational
situation. For this to be feasible, all critical tasks must be identified to
assure that training on these tasks is accomplished to near perfect profi-
ciency, thus assuring the success of the test.
Cohesion training seems to have been effective in reducing the frequency
and severity of intercrew difficulties. Post-test interviews suggest that
crewmen would have preferred to have had greater exposure tocohesion
training. This finding is consistent with results obtained on the 60-day
test concluded in 1968.
Performance of the crew was excellent in accomplishing the normal operation
of the systems and in the successful completion of the many repair and
maintenance tasks. All scheduled events were met and the few procedural
mistakes that occurred were insignificant in frequency and effect. The crew
enthusiastically undertook almost all the operational and maintenance tasks.
It was found that a trained and motivated crew will perform unpleasant and
arduous tasks with no complaints when they are fully aware of and thus
involved in what is being attempted and why. The crew preferred to be
informed as to the purpose and rationale of all tasks, resisting those which
were apparently not producing the desired results.
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The financial task incentive program appeared to be unnecessary during this
test program.
Autonomy in system maintenance and repair was strongly desired by the crew.
This requires extensive training of the crew and confidence in their ability by
the staff. In the absence of either, the procedural constraint of discussion
with staff is essential and may also be required to obtain the performance data
necessary for equipment evaluation. Data from the NIPA program (Section 3.9)
correlating the drop in crew morale with a decrease in interactions between
outside staff and crew members tends to indicate that increased autonomy may
not be entirely beneficial.
Almost all crew procedural errors in systems operation may be attributed to
the lack of consideration of the human element in the layout of controls and
displays. Design specifications to contractors for the development of hardware
to be included in future integrated hqS test programs should include a human
factors engineering requirement and a demonstration of compliance.
The evaluation of crew task performance from manually recorded data was very
cumbersome and slow. Techniques should be developed for automatic collec-
tion of these data, or at least computerized recording, as was done for NIPA
(Section 3.9). If manual recording is necessary, assignment of the task should
be given to personnel having no other responsibilities rather than to the com-
munications monitor on duty.
An almost unanimous recommendation of communications monitors, applying
especially to the 0800 to 1600 shift, was that communications duties combined
with manual recording duties constituted a work overload which might be
alleviated by reducing the duty period to approximately 4 hours. Behaviorall_
this became apparent early in the test and efforts were made to provide com-
munications log recording personnel to assist the communications monitor
during heavy workload periods. The need for such relief personnel became
significantly less after the test midpoint because of fewer equipment malfunc-
tions and the increasing competence of the onboard crew to semiautonomously
deal with difficulties which had, by that point, come to be thought of as routine.
3. g STAFF SELECTION, TRAINING, AND CERTIFICATION
This section describes the selection, training, and evaluation of personnel
required to support the operation of the simulator and associated facilities.
These personnel, located in the control room area, adjacent to the SSS, were
responsible for operating and maintaining the facility, monitoring and ensur-
ing crew safety, and effecting those procedures that ensure mission perform-
ance with the required data collection and analysis.
The SSS staff consisted of twenty men comprising four rotating shifts of five
men per shift to provide Z4-hour daily coverage during the 90-day test. MDAC
personnel filled four of the five positions and a contract physician filled the
fifth position. All MDAC staff positions were assigned to personnel who were
either already responsible for specific onboard equipment or who were believed
to have the background necessary to filfill the position requirements. That staff
selection was adequate is evidenced by the successful completion of all assigned
staff roles.
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3. Z. I Staff Selection
The selection of each staff member was the responsibility of the director of
the discipline involved in the function, with final approval by the Program
Manager and Chief Engineer of the Advance Biotechnology and Power Depart-
ment. The goal of the selection was to minimize subsequent training needs
and to produce an autonomous crew for each shift. Coordination among
management personnel assisted in the identification of knowledgeable crews
across disciplines.
3. Z. i. 1 Procedure
Staff roles were analyzed and subsequent requirements are described in the
Test Plan (NASA CIR. II188Z). A pool of potential qualified personnel was
made available to each discipline director and selection was made from this
pool.
Five men were selected and trained for each of the staff positions of communi-
cations monitor, engineering monitor, test conductor, and electromechanical
technician. This provided one spare, trained man for each position to provide
emergency coverage. Medical monitors were supplied from a contract pool of
licensed physicians. Their training was supervised by the Test Medical Direc-
tor and is described in Section 4. These permanent support roles were further
augmented throughout the program by Principal investigators, Project Manage-
ment, and NASA-LRC resident personnel.
Communications monitors were given screening tests identical to those used
for initial onboard crew screening. The communications monitor task was
central to all inside-outside communications and thus necessitated a compati-
ble individual for the role. Attempts were made to match characteristics of
the communications monitors with those of the onboard crew to minimize
personality-based incidents of intercrew hostility. Final selection of the
communications monitors was by the Behavioral Director, with the agreement
of the Program Manager, and utilized all selection information available.
Test conductors and engineering monitors were selected by the Program
Manager on the basis of experience, system knowledge, and specialty area.
Shifts assignments were made to equalize distribution of areas of specialty
across shifts. Test conductors were responsible for the overall functions of
the staff, test protocols, and the operation of the SSS and facility. The engi-
neering monitor had overall responsibility for operation of the life support
system.
Electrical/mechanical technicians were selected from SSS support personnel
by the Chief of the Biotechnology Laboratory. They were responsible for the
maintenance of the test facility and data acquisition equipment.
Medical monitors were selected by the Medical Director and had responsibility
for provision of immediate medical support in the event of an emergency.
I
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3.2. 1.2 Results of Performance
The four shifts of four men each (excluding the medical monitors), worked
gl days on and 7 days off. This enabled an equal distribution of days worked
among the shift personnel and also was consistent with MDAC policies.
It is difficult to assess the success of the selection process in a quantifiable
fashion. The staff personnel performed their assigned roles to the satisfaction
of all concerned. Comments elicited from the onboard crew concur in the
main with few minor exceptions. These exceptions concerned things like slow
response time to information requests from the crew and were generally not
related to the technical proficiency of the staff members.
Insofar as the psychological aspects of staff performance is concerned, the
crew/staff relationship was satisfactory and productive. When problems
developed with the onboard systems the usual technique of handling them was
for the crew member to contact the communications monitor who then put the
engineering monitor on line with the crewman. If discussion between these
two failed to resolve the problem, then the specialist for the equipment in
question was contacted and the problem was resolved. Occasionally, a
caucus would have to be held by the staff members. The subsequent delay in
feedback when they remained uninformed as to the events taking place would
sometimes irritate the crew. Fortunately, this was the exception rather than
the rule.
The irritation or hostility that did occur during the run was minor in nature.
Crew hostility was invariably directed at the workings of the system rather
than at a specific individual. Although it was never detected or reported by
the communications monitors, the crew stated in debriefings that they occa-
sionally used the communications monitors as "scapegoats." It was evidently
felt by the crew that directing hostility at, or expressing hostility to the
communications monitors to the exclusion of other staff members was an
approved outlet. This is consistent with findings from other similar confine-
ment and/or isolation studies.
3.2. Z Training and Certification Program
The training and certification program provided the mechanism whereby the
individual staff member could be adequately trained to function in his assigned
position. Additionally, enough cross-training was provided to understand the
functions of the other members and to perform their duties in the event of an
emergency.
Prior to implementation, the program received management review and, upon
its completion, the operating staff members were formally certified. Success-
ful completion of the program resulted in four certified operating staff teams
and four backup members.
3. Z.Z. I Procedure
Training for the operating staff, except for the medical monitor, was an inter-
disciplinary function. It was conducted in accordance with the plan outlined in
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CR Ii188g, Section 9. Most of the MDAC personnel available had experience
from past tests in one or more phases of mission accomplishment. As the
staff members required considerable cross-training in several areas,
specialists in each discipline were assigned to develop curricula, give
lectures, and direct practice sessions so that each staff member would meet
appropriate proficiency levels for the 5-day and 90-day manned tests.
There were varying degrees of cross-training required among the staff mem-
bers. For some general operations, the test conductor, the communications
monitor, and the engineering monitor had to be able to interchange positions
with equal effectiveness. The engineering monitor had to be able to substitute
for either the test conductor or communications monitor if they had to leave
their stations. Emergency training required cross-training so that there
would be an assurance of high reliability in the execution of various modes of
test operations. Nine specific training courses were developed. Each con-
sisted of classroom sessions and practical, on-the-job instruction. The
courses, their duration, and the required operating staff attendance are
indicated in Table 3-8. The curricula, lectures, and handout material for
each course were developed by specialists in the discipline involved. Section
9 of the Test Plan (CRII1882) describes the objective, outline, and certifica-
tion criteria for each course. Upon successful completion of the training
program, each staff member was certified. Formal records (Table 3-9) were
prepared which indicated the courses successfully completed and the position(s)
for which each staff member was certified.
3.2.2. Z Results •
The operating staff training and certification program were considered adequate.
The practical or on-the-job portions appeared to be more valuable than the
classroom sessions. This may have been because the on-the-job portions were
conducted when all systems were completely or nearly completely finalized,
while the classroom portions occurred much earlier in the program. Handout
material, prepared by each instructor for his particular course, proved of
great value. This material was used not only as a training aid, but, after
assembly into appropriate notebook form, as a reference manual for use
throughout the test.
3.2.3 Conclusions and Recommendations
Selection of the outside staff was by all measures successful. The technique
of having the director of each discipline select individuals to fill the various
staff roles worked very well. Training needs were minimal and personnel
participation was enthusiastic. Selection of the communications monitors for
affability and tolerance was justified.
A staff debriefing was held at the completion of the test. The intent of the
debriefing was to gather information and recommendations that might be of
value in future studies of this nature. The following areas were covered:
A. Work Schedule--There were no strong objections to working the 21 days
on and 7 days off schedule, but most agreed they would have preferred to
work less thanZ1 days consecutively. Most staff members had great
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Table 3-9
SSS FACILITIES OPERATION TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION RECORD
Name" LoclDept: Emp No: __
I (we) attest that the individual named above has successfully
satisfied the criteria established for the following course(s):
C our s e Ins truc for
SSS Familiarization
Comm. Control Console
LSM Console
Gas Analysis Console
Test Conductor Console
Lock Control Console
Data System Operations
Maintenance Procedure s
Operating Procedures
Date
In view of the above, I hereby recommend certification of this
individual for the following operating staff position(s):
Date Tr aining C oordinator
I hereby certify this individual is qualified to perform the function
of the aforementioned position(s).
Date Branch Chief, Space Simulation Lab
Endorsed by:
Training Director
Space Station Simulator Program
Program Manager
Space Station Simulator
Program
Chief Engineer -
Advance Biotechnology
& Power Sys.
Medical Director
Space Sta. Sim.
Program
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difficulty in adjusting to the third, i.e., 0100 to 0800, shift. Adjustment
would be expected by the end of the second week, according to the litera-
ture, but rarely seemed to occur in fact.
B. Communications--An audio recording system was recommended for the
quick recording of problems and important information. Handwritten
accounts were usually so condensed as to be very difficult to understand
and lengthy shift overlap would result.
C. Logs--A log for each life support unit or system maintained by each
principal engineer would be of value in determining system history and
status. A clear and concise definition as to what entries are to be made
in each log is necessary.
De Communications--A TV monitor and selection capability at the engineer-
ing monitor and test conductor work stations would eliminate unnecessary
conversation with the communications monitor.
E, Accommodations--An area should exist outside the control room for
principal engineers to discuss and analyze system performance with the
crew without interfering with test operation. This area should have a
TV monitor, intercom tie with the communications monitor and data
display.
The effectiveness of staff training was very good but some shortcomings were
noted. These included:
A, More training and operational experience should be given the engineer-
ing monitor and test conductor on overall system operation. Each man
was typically a specialist in operation of one or more of the subsystems,
but many procedures important to overall system efficiency needed to
be worked out during the early part of the test.
B, Cross-training of these men in each other's areas of interest should be
increased. This would have enabled more rapid detection and diagnosis
of equipment problems when the principal investigators were not present.
C. Cross-training of the inside crew and outside staff would have improved
the appreciation of each group for the duties, responsibilities, and
capabilities of the other.
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3.3 HABITABILITY EVALUATION
An overview is provided of the more outstanding findings regarding crew
reaction to the environment afforded within the SSS during the 90-day
confinement. Such areas as lighting, clothing, acoustic environment, and
responses to the onboard habitability inventory questionnaire are discussed.
An examination of crew responses indicates that the environment adequately
supported the habitability needs of the four crewmen. In those instances
where difficulties were apparent, recommendations are offered for design
alteration in future missions.
3.3.1 Procedures
The primary source of habitability data was the habitability inventory ques-
tionnaire, consisting of over 60 items, which were subjectively rated by the
crew throughout the 90-day test, at 2-week intervals. The questionnaire is
included in Appendix C. Responses were converted to a numerical rating
scale extending from 4.00 for the poorest items through 1.00 for the best.
All crewmen responded to each item in the questionnaire. Questionnaire
responses were divided into mean responses for various significant compart-
ments or facilities in the chamber. For example, all questionnaire items
relating to the equipment quarters are contrasted with all questionnaire
items relating to the hygiene area. Other area groups included the crew
compartment and miscellaneous facilities.
Supplementing these subjective evaluations were quantitative measurements
taken before, during, and after the test to establish reference data. These
included visual evaluations of wear and tear, measurements of sound and
light levels, and engineering data such as compartment temperature and
humidity. Also contributing to the evaluation were observations of recrea-
tional activity performed during the test. A post-test debriefing of the staff
and crew provided the opportunity to clarify some of the comments and
explain in detail crew reactions to many of the habitability provisions.
3.3. 2 Results
The overall results of the habitability inventory questionnaires, averaged
over the 90-day period (seven sets), and grouped by major areas, are shown
in Figure 3-4, which displays the relationship among various areas and
provides quantitative information on the overall habitability of the SSS. Also
plotted is the mean habitability as a function of time which shows the progress
of adaptation of the crewmen to the environment.
Of all the compartments within the chamber, the crew quarters was the most
acceptable. The acceptability of the crew quarters was followed by the
acceptability of the equipment compartment after an initial 3-week adaptation
period. While the crew quarters displayed a trend toward greater accepta-
bility as time increased, miscellaneous features of the facility displayed a
reverse trend. After the first 3 weeks of adaptation, the hygiene area
displayed no significant trend.
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Those areas initially judged to be least acceptable showed a rapid adaptation
to a nominal level that tended to stabilize while those areas which displayed
a higher initial acceptability show a gradual improvement over a longer
duration. This can be seen in the difference between the curve for crew
quarters compartment acceptability and that descriptive of the hygiene area.
No area, while initially acceptable, showed decreasing acceptability as a
function of mission duration. The overall mean for habitability over time
shows an initial acceptability rising over the first 6 weeks and then gradually
declining. This curve is affected to a large extent by the downward trend in
the miscellaneous facilities.
3.3.2. 1 Relative Acceptability of Habitability Features
Crewmen's individual responses to various inventory items were averaged
over the 90 days and an item comparison was accomplished permitting the
development of the habitability inventory item ranks (Table 3-10). Of
57 items indicated in the table, 55 fell within the fair through excellent
range while only 2 were ranked poor. Various reasons were offered by
crewmen for their rankings.
The floors were rated as the worst item with a score of 3.96 out of a possible
4.00. The reason for such a poor rating was not because of a structural inade-
quacy, but because of the floor covering, which was a material spray-painted
onto the surface of the cold-rolled steel substrate. The Fluorel material was
sprayed over a General Electric silicone primer and displayed very poor
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vadhesion from the beginning of the test. As time progressed, crewmen
removed significant portions of the floor covering material to reduce the
annoyance of the peeling floor covering material. Of approximately
1,400 sq ft of material applied to the substrate before the test, about
500 sq ft remained intact on the floor at test completion. The remaining
material was in very poor condition with many holes and tears through to
the substrate.
Adhesion problems were probably the result of a long delay (approximately
2 months} between application of the primer and application of the Fluorel
overlay. During this 2-month period, the primer became overly dry and
coated with dust. Although attempts were made to clean and prepare the
primer surface before application of Fluorel, theywere apparently inade-
quate. Where adhesion was adequate, the material displayed satisfactory
resistance to surface abrasion. Tears and holes in the flooring resulted
from subsystem installation before test initiation and were rarely caused by
onboard personnel during the test.
The Pico projector, also rated "poor."was a device supplied by the
University of Chicago permitting compact storage of chromatic reading
material, retrieval of this material, and display. The reason for its poor
ranking resulted from a problem in the equipment design such that focusing
of the display could not be properly accomplished. The inability to display
the material resulted from the inadvertent insertion of a shim in the lens
system during assembly at the University of Chicago. Insufficient operation
instructions existed for either project personnel or onboard crewmen to
remedy the situation. Had the information been available, the situation
could have been corrected and the Pico projector no doubt would have
received a higher ranking.
The urine collector received a low ranking simply because it malfunctioned
and was not repairable. The failure occurred during the first week of the
test, after which urine collection was accomplished through the use of gradu-
ated cylinders. This was an obviously unsatisfactory system for the collec-
tion of urine, but provided individual data on urine outputs that would have
otherwise been unavailable.
Throughout the section characterized as fair may be seen numerous references
to the inadequacies of the audio support equipment available to the crew
either for communication with outside personnel or for recreational purposes.
The cause of these inadequacies was low audio fidelity and pickup and trans-
mission of ambient noise. This is a surmountable design problem which
should be given increased attention in any future missions.
The appearance of the electric oven in this section yields the impression that
it was relatively less desirable than the microwave oven for food preparation.
In fact, the electric oven was not used at all for food preparation. Data are
available which indicate it was used no more than six times during the test
and then only for the desiccation of some biological samples.
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PBI thermal-knit blankets presented difficulties in use by the crew. The
primary reason for these difficulties was that they tended to slide off the
bunks. Since they were required for thermal comfort, this was an unaccept-
able feature. Crew members sewed or pinned the blankets to Durette bedding
to prevent them for sliding off the bunks during sleep. In addition, the crew
recommended the use of heavier blankets for future missions under these
the rreal c ondition s.
Of all the storage volume allocations, personal storage volumes were least
acceptable. The reason for the lack of acceptability of personal storage
volume provisions is that they had been grossly under-estimated and their
location was inconvenient.
At the other end of the acceptance scale, storage requirements for food were
satisfactory; the microwave oven was extremely well accepted as a means of
reheating previously prepared freeze-dehydrated food; volumetric provisions
in the equipment quarters were adequate; and light levels for the crew and
equipment quarters were adequate. The latter finding reflects the ability of
the crew to alter and adjust lighting conditions for 60 days of the mission and
resulting perfect acceptance (ratings of i. 00).
In contrast with previous studies, the habitability inventory indicates that
privacy provisions were satisfactory and crew compartment noise charac-
teristics were acceptable. Privacy was viewed by the crew as ability to be
or feel alone without interference by other crew members. Thus, for this
crew, privacy was attainable for the individual without regard to physical
provisions for isolation. At times, privacy was accomplished for each while
all four were seated at the dining table; each engaged in a different activity
with no interactions evident. Except in the bunk area where additional bunk
isolation curtains were recommended, privacy needs were felt by crewmen
to have been satisfied.
The Langley Research Center Complex Coordinator received a rating witl_in
the excellent category. This is gratifying when contrasted with findings with
similar missions under similar circumstances on other devices in which
crewmen discontinued performing psychomotor tasks as mission duration
increased. The crew continued to perform on this device throughout the
90 days with performance showing marked improvement throughout. Subjec-
tive comments of the crew indicated they enjoyed this device, not as a means
of measuring their psychomotor performance, but as a test of skill. They
enjoyed competing with their own times to improve their performance,
3.3.2.2 Personal Hygiene
The body hygiene facilities were rated rather low {48 of 57 items). This is
supported by post-test comments of the crew that the wash cloth bathing
method was less than adequate.
Particular difficulties mentioned by crewmen after and during the test were
the feeling of oiliness as a residual to the use of Basic-H detergent which was
the sole cleansing agent. This was reported despite the use of approximately
2 gallons of wash water per day by each man. Another difficulty with body
hygiene cited by the crewmen was the dripping of excess water onto the floor
area immediately in front of the sink as a consequence of wash cloth bathing.
J
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In contrast, oral hygiene facilities were acceptable to the crew. Tooth
brushing was accomplished using Oral B-60 brushes and "Nasadent, " an
ingestibletoothpasge supplied by the NASA-MSC. Table 3-11 indicates the
composition of this dentifrice. Of 2.26 kg (80 oz) supplied in 20 metal tubes,
1. 59 kg (56 oz) were used during the test. This is equivalent to 0.045 kg
(0. 16 oz) per man per day.
3. 3. 2. 3 Recreational Provisions
The low ranking (28) of recreational provisions on the habitability inventory
indicates a mismatch in recreational provisions with the needs of the crew.
This is corroborated by post-test crew comments as well as observations
made throughout the mission. Because of a low level of interaction and
because of personal proclivities, the crew chose not to employ the games
which were available to them for recreational purposes even though they had
been supplied at crew request. Rather, for recreation they engaged in
individualistic activities such as reading, listening to music, creative
writing, and watching television.
Table 3-12 lists recreational provisions available to crew members through-
out the test. Each provision is rated on the basis of an estimate of its
utilization (1 to 4; heavy to unused). Estimates are based upon observations
of communications monitors. Within this table may be seen references to
exercise provisions and the LRC-CC (Item 2). Although not originally
intended as recreational provisions, these came to be employed as such as
time progressed. Post-test debriefings and comments obtained by the
Medical Director during the test reveal that exercise was employed competi-
tively by one crew member; he attempted to improve his physical condition
to the extent necessary to outperform another. Although this was never
accomplished, a significant a='nount of time was used in the attempt. In a
somewhat similar manner, all crew members continued to improve their
scores on the LRC-CC (psychomotor tester). This device did not lend itself
to intracrew competition because certain members of the crew could always
be expected to outperform others. Competition was limited to competition
with one's own scores, from which the crewmen appeared to derive
sufficient satisfaction.
Table 3- i I
"NASA DENT" CONSTITUENTS
Weight
Ingredient kg oz
Glycerine 0. 950
Stannous Fluoride, SnF2 0. 050
Sodium Carboxymethylcellulose, NaCMC 0.025
Flour pumice 0. 960
Zirconium silicate, ZrSiO 3 0.480
Peppermint oil 0. 016
(33.9)
(:.8)
(o.9)
(s4.s)
(17.l)
(o.6)
2. 481 (88.6)
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Table 3- IZ
REC REATIONAL PROVISIONS
I. Bicycle ergometer (Z)
Z. LRC-Complex Coordinator (3)
3. AD-Lib Exercise (2)
4. Comn%ercial TV (I)
5. Commercial FM (Z)
6. Commercial AM (3)
7. 16-ram motion picture film (projected from SSS exterior) (g)
8. Reading materials (20 books/man) (i)
9. Writing materials (i)
i0. Art supplies (charcoal and water colors) (3)
II. Board games (chess, checkers, Scrabble, Monopoly, and
Stock Market) (3)
iZ. Playing cards (4)
13. Dice (4)
14. Prerecorded musical tapes (Z)
15. 16- and 35-turn cameras and film (g)
16. Musical instruments (harmonica, recorder) (3)
17. Pico-projector library (4)
Legend: Daily utilization based on duration
1 = Heavy; g = Moderate; 3 = Light; 4 = Unused
An interesting comment, obtained during post-test debriefings, revealed
somewhat more about competition and recreational games. Apparently,
competition based solely upon intellectual competence was viewed as too
threatening to be employed. Preferably, competitive situations should
provide a technique for "face-saving" by the losers of the competition. This
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was cited as the reason why purely intellectual games were rarely, if at all,
used. Preference was given to games in which the element of chance played
a significant part. Such a game was "Scrabble" which allowed "face saving"
due to the chance selection of letter-tiles. "Scrabble" was the most
frequently employed (S times} of the board games provided. Three to four
crew members were engaged in its use when it was employed.
Most of the diverse recreational provisions were not heavily employed. This
crew preferreddealing with LSS problems to recreation. When these
decreased in incidence, morale declined. This relationship may not be
entirely coincidental. The variety of recreational materials did not signifi-
cantly assist in maintaining morale in this test.
3. 3.2.4 Clothing
Onboard crew clothing consisted of three types: Durette (MDAC furnished),
PBI, and Teflon. The latter two clothing types were supplied by NASA-MSC,
Crew Systems Division, for evaluation by onboard crewmen. Material
weights ranged from 3.75 oz/yd 2 for the Durette through 8.75 oz/yd 2 for
Teflon. PBImaterials were supplied in intermediate weights.
All clothing received consistently good acceptability responses from crew-
men except the Teflon garments, which were described as too heavy, too
warm, and somewhat clammy in the environment. Crewmen preferred the
weight of the Durette clothing supplied, feeling that it was consistent with
the clo values required in the environment. PBI and Teflon garments were
preferred over Durette garments from the viewpoint of adequacy of tailoring.
The primary difference between the tailoring of the two types of garments
was a fullness of the PBI garment and a close, tight-fitting configuration in
the Durette garments.
Durette clothing materials initially showed what appeared to be excess
surface wear and exhibited "bailing" of materials on the surface. These were
the result of frequent contact with abrasive surfaces. This "bailing" effect
proved to be of no significance in the overall wear characteristics of this
material. PBI garments displayed a "bailing" effect also, but considerably
less than Durette. PBI materials also wore quite well.
Clothing was laundered onboard using a portable clothes washer and a small
electric dryer. The detergent used for all laundering was Basic-H. At the
conclusion of the mission, an inspection of the clothing revealed that Teflon
and Durette displayed more retained discolorations than PBI. Apparently,
Basic-H serves as an adequate stain remover for PBI. but not for Durette
or Teflon.
3. 3. Z. 5 Acoustic Environment
Criteria for the acoustic environment within the SSS were provided by NASA.
They consisted of noise criteria adjusted (NCA) curve 60 for the equipment
quarters and NCA 50 curve for the sleep quarters (Reference 3-10).
Figure 3-5 presents the NCA plots for the octave bands from 45 through
ll,Z00 Hz. Comparing the criteria with obtained values measured onboard
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during the 90-day test indicates that the sleep quarters, with an overall
sound pressure level of 69 db, was well below the requirements imposed by
NCA 50. The crew quarters more than satisfied the requirements imposed
by INCA 60. The equipment quarters exceeded the NCA 60 requirements on
? of 8 octave bands. The equipment quarters and the crew quarters were
separated by a bulkhead to attenuate acoustic transmissions which affected
an approximate 6-db attenuation on the basis of overall sound pressure
levels and as much as a 15-db attenuation in selected octave bands.
Crew responses normally indicated that ambient noise levels were acceptable,
but random crew and equipment sounds, audible above background levels,
were major irritants during sleep. There was also some irritation due to
sound levels in the equipment room. Additional data on acoustic studies is
presented in Section 3.6 and Reference 3-11.
The data reported in Reference 3-11 were collected after the conclusion of
the 90-day test. Figure 3-6 provides representative data from this reference
on airborne noise in the crew quarters in the frequency range from i0 Hz to
40 kHz at a position between the onboard laboratory and the waste manage-
ment area. Except for deviations at the I00 to 200 Hz and 350 to 550 l-lz
points, the pattern is one of decreasing power (db) with increasing frequency.
Comparing this figure with Figure 3-5 shows a general correspondence at
comparable frequencies. Detailed comparisons of data from both of these
curves is tenuous because atmospheric pressure and chamber closure were
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not identical for both sets of data. The data obtained in Figure 3-6 were
collected while the atmospheric pressure was at i atmosphere, and the SSS
airlock door was open. Measurements presented in Figure 3-5 were
collected at I0 psla with the SSS airlock doors closed. Reference 3-11
provides further data on acoustic frequencies from 103 to 105 Hz measured
under conditions of physical contact with noise sources. Throughout the
90-da 7 test crew reactions appeared unrelated to frequencies above the
auditory spectrum (>20 kHz).
3.3.2.6 Lighting
A lighting experiment was conducted using flourescent fixtures with adjustable
controls. During the first 30 days of the test, the crew was required to live
under lighting conditions closely approximating those expected onboard
Skylab A. Reactions of the crew to these conditions were solicited during
this period through use of the habitability inventory. During the middle
30 days of the test, the crew was encouraged to "experiment" with various
light levels and to attempt to select the most desirable levels for their tasks.
During the last 30 days of the test, the crew was asked to adhere to the light
level they had selected as most desirable during the middle 30 days. All
procedural requirements were met including onboard weekly measurement of
light values. Table 3-13 summarizes the findings of this evaluation. Final
settings reflect an approximate fourfold to fivefold increase in light levels
compared withSkylab values. These reflect subjective preferences, not task
illumination requirements.
Table 3-13
ILLUMINATION RESULTS
Location
Mean Intensity
(foot candle s) Range
Minimum Skylab Levels
Wardroom
Waste management compartment
Experiment area
5.0
9.0
5.5
Skylab Levels as Set in SSS
Crew compartment 6.6
Waste management compartment 10.0
Equipment compartment 4. 0
Final Levels as Set by Crew
Crew compartment 30
Waste management compartment 36
Equipment compartment 17
4 to 9
3 to 8
16 to 36
Ii to 2-4
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3. 3. 2. 7 Interior Decor
Responses elicited during and after the 90-day test regarding features of the
decor indicated that crew members would have preferred an environment
decorated more as living quarters than as a modified laboratory. Almost
unanimous agreement was reached on the recommendation that the design of
living quarters should promote feelings of warmth by: (1) providing a sharp
distinction between living quarters and laboratory or equipment areas;
(Z) utilizing decorative materials which provide enrichment of visual and
tactual perceptual gradients, such as wood-grained paneling and carpets.
Other comments dealt with the desire to have a capability of modifying
features of the decor to provide greater interest in surroundings and to
provide acoustic and visual isolation of bunks to permit greater use of bunks
while other crew members slept. Under conditions of the test, an awake
member in his bunk, using personal lights and turning pages, could be
expected to disturb a sleeping crew member in an adjacent bunk.
3. 3. 2. 8 Thermal Environment
Characteristics of the onboard thermal envil'onment have been presented in
Section g. In terms of crew reaction, the crew quarters was somewhat
preferable to the equipment quarters throughout the mission. Habitability
inventory scores showed poorest acceptance of the thermal environment on
days 6, 35, and 49 with relatively better acceptability on days Zl, 63, 77,
and 90. Complaints on these items in the habitability inventory centered
upon excess humidity, undesirably high air flows in the bunk area (which
were alteredb7 onboard crewmen), condensation of moisture on cold surfaces
(especially above the bunks), and high temperatures and humidity in the
equipment quarters when high work outputs were required in that compartment.
The apparent inadequacy in thermal accommodation can be accounted for to
a large extent by insufficient provision for the thermal and humidity loads
imposed bythe solid amine COg concentration system. These loads were
not predicted before the test start, and were therefore not included in the
thermal control design requirements. Thermal and humidity load factors
for this advanced subsystem were unavailable from the manufacturer at the
time of its integration into the life support system.
3.3. 3 Summary and Conclusions
All available evidence suggests that the vast majority of habitability provi-
sions were well within the range of acceptability for the crew.
Factors have been identified which may be crucial to the acceptability of
a habitat. These are:
A. Crew motivation
B. Crew adaptability
C. Duration of habitat utilization
D. Initial acceptability of accommodations
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Complaints about habitability provisions were relatively quite rare during
the test and usually were made in response to specific requests for
evaluation. Most of the adverse comments were associated with areas in
which the technical application was poor. Examples include the peeling
floor, the Pico projector, and the audio system fidelity. Further conclusions
in specific areas may be drawn as follows:
A. Personal Hygiene--Wash cloth bathing was acceptable, but a
shower bathwould have been appreciated by the crew. Lacking
a shower, an area should be provided in which dripping during
bathing would be acceptable. The ingestible dentifrice supplied
by NASA was acceptable.
B. Recreation--Although a variety of provisions were included,
this particular crew tended to use recreational methods involving
solitary participation rather than group action. The variety of
provisions did not alleviate a decline in morale, although it may
have accommodated unexpected changes in taste that occurred
after the test started, since the selection was influenced
strongly by pretest crew preferences of recreational provisions.
Co Clothing--Tailoring of garmen, ts toward "fullness" is more
desirable than tailoring oriented toward close fit or "style. "
Lighter weight materials were more acceptable than the
heavier weight materials. All tested materials display
sufficient abrasion resistance to be acceptable for test durations
of 90 days. Laundering detergents must be matched not only
to water recovery systems but also to clothing materials.
D, Acoustics--Crew response to noise levels indicated that the
sleep area was the most acceptable from the standpoint of
ambient noise. The crew quarters was next in acceptability.
Least acceptable was the equipment compartment, Acceptance
was inversely related to noise levels.
More irritating than background noise were noises of other
crewmen and equipment. These sounds were reportedly capable
of awakening sleeping crewmen. This points to the inadequacy
of acoustic isolation of the bunk area despite the overall
attenuation of background noise.
E. Illumination--The crew definitely preferred light levels of a:
higher intensity than Skylab. It should be noted however, that
no onboard tasks suffered as a result of using the Skylab levels.
Accordingly, it may be concluded that the Skylab light levels
are adequate for crew operations if auxiliary lights are available
for those tasks with high acuity requirements. Given a situation
wherein electrical power limitations are not as severe as
Skylab, it would be desirable to use the higher levels.
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F, Interior Decor--Provisions must reflect the needs of previously
established habits of living. Greater attention should be given
to the personal desires of potential occupants if satisfaction
with the decor is to be expected. Personal desires will
probably result in recommendations of greater "warmth" and
"interest" in interior decor for the living quarters (non-work
areas) of future long-duration manned vehicles.
G. Atmosphere Thermal Control--Greater attention must be focused
upon effective temperature - a measure combining air flow,
dry and wet bulb temperatures - and workloads for the provision
of a more habitable thermal environment. Attention to each
of these factors on an unintegrated basis results in less than
desirable but adequate thermal accommodation.
In summary, it may be said that habitability provisions, although considerably
less than sumptuous, were acceptable to the crew throughout the test duration.
The crew seldom made voluntary complaints. When criticism was solicited,
complaints normally dealt with deficiencies in communications and recrea-
tional audio fidelity, hygienic and urine collection inadequacies, some lack
of attention to surface design details of the interior decor, insufficient
attention to personal storage allocations and work surface area infringements,
and minimally adequate volumetrics in the crew quarters when occupied by
all four crewmen simultaneously.
It is felt that the lack of negative response to features of the habitat resulted
from greater design attention to habitability provisions and a characteristic
reluctance on the part of crew members to express annoyance.
3. 4 BEHAVIORAL PROGRAM
The behavioral program assessed the effects of confinement on crew behavior
in the areas of psychological status, sleep durations, and task performance.
Psychological status and sleep durations were measured by objective question-
naires. As expected, the test did not impose severe psychological stress,
but periods of low morale and mild hostility were noted. Certain psychological
tests appear somewhat insensitive and are candidates for exclusion from
future studies. More subtle or sensitive tests must be developed in their
stead. Sleep durations were significantly shorter during the early part of
mission for crewmen on the inverted sleep cycles and adaptation did not occur
until approximately the mid point in the test. Task performance information
indicates a relatively low proportion of crew time spent on assigned tasks,
with a corresponding increase in free time. This shows the availability of
the crew for conducting in-flight experiments, but appeared to result in this
test in a deterioration of crew morale due to lack of stimulating activity.
Previous research has been directed toward determining individual and group
reactions to isolation and confinement. Findings common to most of these
studies have included: manifestations of boredom and monotony, declines in
morale, interpersonal conflicts, conscious individual self-control to contain
hostilities, scapegoating on outside personnel, impairment of memory, and
low energy for intellectual pursuits with little or no loss in intellectual ability
CReference 3-1Z). To the extent that one or more of these similar developments
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manifest themselves during an orbital or deep space mission, the efficiency
and effectiveness of a crew may be compromised.
Repeated psychological testing in programs of this nature typically evoke
negative and uncooperative responses among the tested participants
(Reference 3-13). To preclude this occurrence, a very open philosoph 7was
practiced with the entire psychomotor and psychometric program. The crew
was trained to be thoroughly familiar with the purpose and techniques of
each device.
The tests used in the program were those recommended in a NASA/MDAC
panel held at the Institute of Behavioral Research at Texas Christian Univer-
sity (Section 3. 1), with the addition of a hostility scale.
Listed below are the tests used during 90-day test and the area measured:
Area Test
Subjective mood Primary affect scale
Hostility scale
Group confinement inventory
Subjective stress scale
Is olation s yvnptomatology que s tionnaire
Sleep behavior
Interpersonal behavior
Sleep log
SoCiometric •
IBR personal space measure
Cognitive performance Descriptive sentence test
All of the preceding tests, with one exception, have been used in previous
studies of confinement and isolation and appeared to have substantial validity
and reliability for this application. The exception is the IBR personal space
measure which was included for possible correlation with the more estab-
lished test results. The purpose of these tests and schedule of application
is included in Table 3-14.
The assessment of mental state of individuals in confinement situations such
as this may be measured directly or indirectly. The direct approach would
be the use of relatively standard psychological testing devices. An indirect
approach would be by measuring the performance of the individuals at actual
tasks. Under the latter category would be included performance on psycho-
motor test devices assuxning a correspondence with actual task performance.
3.4.1 Procedures
During the 90-day test, the various psychological tests were taken by the crew
as scheduled in Table 3-14. The tests were self-administered and answered
via an onboard computer link. One series of tests (A through E in Table 3-14),
which was considered to provide the outside staff with timely information
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Table 3-14
QUESTIONNAIRE DEFINITION AND USE SCHEDULE
Que s tionnair e Frequenc y
A. Hostility Scale - measures mood on Weekly starting with sixth day
a continuum from pleasure to hostility of test
(
B,
C,
D,
E,
F,
G,
H.
I,
1. Inter/onboard crew
Z. Toward outside personnel
, Toward acoustic environment
in crew compartment
, Toward acoustic environment
in equipment compartment
Subjective Stress Scale - measures
perceived stress on a continuum
from none to incapacitating
Descriptive Sentence Test - assesses
cognitive functioning (reasoning)
Sociometry - assesses changes in
sociometric preferences
(group structure)
Sleep Questionnaire - assesses
quantitative aspects of sleep
Is olation S ymptomatolo gy
Questionnaire - assesses individual
mood reaction to isolation
Group Confinement Inventory -
assesses effects of.confinement on
individual relationship to the group
Primary Affect Scale - assesses
reaction of individual to environment
on a feeling level
IBR Personal Space Measure - an
experimental test to assess changes
in personal space requirements
Weekly starting with fifth day
of te st
Every two weeks starting with
tenth day of test
Every three weeks starting
with third week
Daily
Every four weeks starting
at end of second week
Every four weeks starting
at end of first week
Weekly starting with sixth day
Every Zl days starting with
day seven
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concerning crew status, was available for real-time analysis. The other
series (F through I) provided data that were available for post-test analysis
only.
The three psychomotor devices identified below were used onboard. Each
had a fundamentally different orientation, and complete descriptions of each
program may be found in the appropriate references noted.
A. Langley Research Center Complex Coordinator - A self-paced
serial reaction complex coordinator psychomotor performance
test (CR 111882 Section 10.4).
B. Critical Task Tester Experiment - a battery of compensatory
tracking tasks designed to measure dynamic response behavior
(Section 3. I0 and CRIII88g Section Ig. 3).
C. Response Analysis Tester - A short-term memory test device
(CRI 1 18822 Section 122.g).
3. 4. Z Results
Detailed results of the application of each psychological test are presented in
the following section, followed by a general discussion and evaluation in
Section 3.4.3.
3.4. Z. 1 Hostility Scales
Hostility scales were obtained each week, with the exception of one missed
period on day 38. Hostility of crew members toward each other and toward
the outside personnel is discussed herein. Hostility toward the acoustic
environment is discussed in Section 3.6.
lntracrew hostility for crewman 1 peaked at a fairly high level around days
Z4 to 31 (Figure 3-7). Succeeding scores were quite low until the last test
day when a moderate increase was recorded.
Crewman Z maintained a level slightly above neutral for the first Z4 or so
days when a decrease to a neutral level occurred (Figure 3-8).
Crewman 3 evidenced an initial low level of hostility toward other crew
members and then showed a sharp increase to a fairly high level around
day 17 (Figure 3-9). Subsequently, low scores were recorded through
day 31 with a moderate increase noted on day 45. This was followed by a low
on day 5g which in turn was followed by a return to a fairly high score on
day 59. The rest of the mission was completed with low level scores.
After beginning at a moderate level, crewman 4 showed a moderate increase
on day 17 (Figure 3-10). A decrease then occurred to his baseline. Subse-
quently an upswing took place on day 57. Day 66 registered a sharp decrease
to a very low score which was followed by a P-week high level peak.
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Hostility as directed toward outside personnel for crewman 1 showed a
gradual increase from an initial low to a moderate plateau {Figure 3-11).
A second low on day 45 was followed by a fairly high score which decreased
to a moderate level for the rest of the mission. Crewman 2 displayed
moderately high scores throughout the test with a very high peak occurring
on day 31 (Figure 3-12). A very low score was maintained over the run by
crewman 3 with minor fluctuations occurring at various times {Figure 3-13).
Crewman 4 stayed at a fairly high level for most of the run with significantly
high peaks occurring on days 45 and 59 (Figure 3-14).
3.4. 2.2 Subjective Stress Scale
The Subjective Stress Scale was scored on a continuum from none (0) to
excessive (100). This test was administered weekly, with onlya few missed
applications early in the test by some crew members.
Crewman lrs scores declined after the first administration to a low plateau
on day 33 that remained throughout {Figure 3-15).
Crewman g showed no changes in his data throughout the test (Figure 3-16),
remaining consistently at a moderately low level.
Crewman 3 began with an initial high with a reduction to a low plateau on
days 19 through 66 (Figure 3-17). On day 68, a spike occurred followed by
a return to the plateau and further decrease on day 89.
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Crewman 4 showed an initial moderate high followed by a slight decrease on
day 26, a rise on day 47, a decline on day 87, and a sharp increase on day 89
(Figure 3-18).
3.4.2.3 Descriptive Sentence Test
No significant changes were noted in the Descriptive Sentence Test results for
any of the four crewmen. Performance remained at high levels through all
a dmini s t ration s.
3.4. 2.4 Sociometry
A measure of group integrity or cohesion was made via the sociometric test
by comparing preferences of the onboard crew members for companions for
ahypothetical future test, selecting from a pool composed of the three
remaining onboard and the backup crew members. The heirarchyhad six
ranks. If the crewmen selected one another for the first three ranks, a
score of 100 percent resulted. If a backup crewman was ranked in one of the
first three positions, he displaced an onboard crewman and the resulting
score was decreased accordingly. Compared to pretest data the crew
evidenced a lessening of cohesion at the mission outset, day 23, and essen-
tially maintained this position for the duration of the mission (Figure 3-19).
3.4.2.5 Sleep Questionnaire
The sleep questionnaires, which were responded to daily, were analyzed
from the aspect of sleep duration. These responses are presented for each
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crewman in Figure 3-20 through 3-23. Review of these data leads to several
observations: {I) a considerable variability existed in sleep duration reports
for all men throughout the test; (gl there appeared to be a gradual overall
increase in total sleep time during the first 30 days of the test; and (3) the
two crewmen having the altered diurnal cycle {crewman 3 and 4) appeared to
present a greater lag in this gradual increase, starting from a generally
lower initial level, than the two crewmen whose cycle was not changed. In
evaluating these impressions, Figure 3-24 and Table 3-15 were developed.
These appear to confirm the observations.
3.4. g. 6 Isolation Symptomatology Questionnaire
The Isolation Syrnptomatology Questionnaire (ISQ) was scored on four scales:
{I) positive contemplation, {g) tedium, (3) unreality, and (4) anxiety.
Responses were obtained four times during the test from each crewman.
Crewman l's test results show no significant changes with the exception of a
minor increase in unreality on day 37 {Figure 3-25). Anxiety was very low
level as was positive contemplation (M = ZZ). Tedium (M = 34) was consis-
tently higher than positive contemplation.
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Table 3- 15
MEAN SLEEP DURATION AND SIGMA VALUES
I0-Day Segments
%. i:
Crewmen
1 and 2
3 and 4
Days i-I0 Days IZ-Z0
M ¢ M ¢
7. 93 0. 66 8. 03 0.56
6.8Z 0.71 7. Z2 I. 18
Days gl-30
M ¢
8.53 0.96
7.86 I. Z9
1 and P
3 and 4
Days 31-40 Days 41-50
M ¢ M ¢
8.42 0. 57 8.53 0. 98
8.52 0. 64 8.41 1.07
Days 51-60
M ¢
8.57 I. 17
8.77 0.77
Days 61-70 Days 71-80
M ¢ M ¢
1 and Z 8.35 I. 38 8.79 1.31
3 and 4 8.69, I. 38 8.6Z 0.38
Days 81-90
M
8.4Z I. 04
8.45 0.78
NOTE: Crewmen 3 and 4 were on inverted sleep cycle.
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Positive contemplation for crewrnan Z showed a moderate peak on day 37
followed by a general decrease (Figure 3-26). Tedium, unreality, and
anxiety were all low level with no significant variations.
Crewman 3 began with a fairly high score on positive contemplation that
decreased slightly on day 37 and then manifested a marked rise on day 65
which held throughout the run (Figure 3-27). Tedium, unreality, and anxiety,
which were generally quite low, dropped on day 37 with unreality remaining
very low level throughout. Anxiety and tedium increased to baseline on day 65
and fell again to approximately day 37 levels on day 86.
Crewman 4 had a moderate beginning positive contemplation score that
decreased slightly until the final administration on day 86 (Figure 3-28).
Tedium reached a high on day 65 and decreased to a mid-level on day 86.
Unreality decreased monotonically from the first test administration. Anxiety
was low level and showed no significant changes.
3.4.2.7 Group Confinement Inventory
The Group Confinement Inventory (GCI) was dichotomized into positive and
negative categories, i.e. , those items dealing with desirable and undesirable
reactions to confinement.
Crewman 1 shows very high scores on the positive scale and very low scores
on the negative scale (Figure 3-Z9). No significant fluctuations were evident. v%.../J -_
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v _ Crewman 2 evidences a moderate decline on the positive scale through day 57
with a slight rise occurring on day 86 (Figure 3-30). The negative scale was
moderately low with no significant changes,
Crewman 3's data reflects crewman 2-'s except the decrease in the positive
scale is more marked as is the subsequent increase (Figure 3-31). The
negative scale shows a slight increase through day 57 followed by a slight
decrease on da 7 86.
The data for crewman 4 are also similar to that of crewman 2 in that a moder-
ate decline in the positive scale occurs through day 57 and a slight rise
occurred on day 86 (Figure 3-32). The negative scale, however, shows a
moderate increase on day 30 and remains at this level throughout.
5.4.2. 8 Primary Affect Scale
Crewman l's results on the primary affect scale shows obvious decreases in
the arousal (activity) and happiness scales (Figure 3-33). On day 52, a spike
to almost baseline levels occurred in both scales followed by a subsequent
decline to earlier lows. The last administration shows a moderate increase
in both scales. The other three scales of the PAS, namely anger, fear, and
depression, showed no significant changes over the mission duration.
For crewman 2, a similar decrease in the happiness scale was seen but with-
out the day 52 spike {Figure 3-34). Also arousal showed only a minor decre-
ment over time and did not display an increase at the final administration.
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Happiness scores became positively monotonic on day 73, but never reached
baseline. The anger, fear, and depression scales showed no significant
change s.
Happiness and arousal scores for crewman 3 began wlth a much lower base-
line than the preceding two cre_Tnen (Figure 3-35). It then proceeds with a
moderate increase followed by a slight decrease. A marked peak occurred
on day 5g on the happiness scale coincidental with a smaller increase in
arousal. The day 52 happiness peak is followed by an extremely severe drop
on day 59 with subsequent scores showing return to baseline and a moderate
increase. Arousal apparentl Vplateaued on day 59 and remained constant
throughout the remainder of the mission. The anger, fear, and depression
scales showed no significant changes.
For crewman 4, the happiness scale scores reflected little variation with a
slight peaking on day 32 followed by a low on day 45 (Figure 3-36). Arousal
began falling off on day 32 and did not show any increase until day 66. On
days 66 and 73, the anger scale reflected increasing anger, associated with
a high for the depression scale on day 73. A return to baseline occurred on
day 80 with the final day 87 administration maintaining this level.
3.4.2.9 Personal Space Measure
This test required each crewman to periodically indicate, by drawing a circle
around three-view diagrams of a human figure, how closely he could be
approached by others without discomfort. No significant indications resulted
from this test although crewman 4 consistently drew smaller circles than the
other three crewmen.
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Figure 3-36. Primary Affect Scale Results for Crewman 4
3.4.2. 10 Psychomotor Test Devices
As mentioned, the psychomotor tests performed by the crewmen included
the LRC Complex Coordinator, the Response Analysis Tester (RATER), and
the Critical Task Tester.
Operation of the RATER is described in the CR111882, Section 12.2. However,
the results from this device were somewhat erratic, and over 30 days in the
middle of the test are missing because of a malfunction of the device, so that
useful data were not obtained.
Operation of the Critical Task Tester, also known as the human describing
function experiment, is also explained in CRll188Z, Section 12. 3. This
device was used throughout the test, and raw data obtained was transmitted
directly to the experiment principal investigator at NASA-Ames. The results
of the use of the device are included in Section 3. 10 of this report. The
crewmen accepted the tests as a required task, but were not enthusiastic
about their application.
As previously mentioned in Section 3. 3. Z. 3, the crewmen did appear to enjoy
use of the LRC-Complex Coordinator. This device, which is described in
CRl11882 (Section 10.4), was used extensively before test start to achieve
apparently asymptotic performance. During the test, it was used three times
each day. Each use required 100 trials and needed between 2 and 4 minutes
of actual test time. Each trial was set up by a randomly programmed cam-
switch which repeated after each 50 trials. In spite of the numerous
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repetitions of the sequence, the crewmen were not consciously aware of
remembering more than the first few combinations of the programmed
sequence. However, a general continuous improvement in their time require-
ments continued throughout the test period with the exception of several days
following day 55 when a spring broke on a foot pedal. This improvement
appeared to be unrelated to other factors that might influence performance,
such as subjective mood, state of well being, or physical parameters such as
temperature or relative humidity. Strict correlations have not as yet been
conducted, however, and the raw data has been transmitted to the principal
investigator at NASA-LRC, who will perform more rigorous correlation
studies.
Figures 3-37, 3-38, 3-39 and 3-40 show mean daffy scores for each crewman
over the 90-day test duration. The mean of the last three pretest trials is
also shown.
3.4.3 Discussion
The decreases seen in the PAS arousal and happiness results for crewman 1
indicate increasing lethargy and decreasing pleasure with the mission. From
about the second week on, crewman 1 saw the 90-day test as uninteresting.
Day 52 or thereabouts, however, was a relatively significant period for him.
A hostility scale indicates increased negativity toward outside personnel while
the PAS reflects increased happiness and arousal. The first point maybe
partially explained by the occurrence of a disagreement between crewman 1
and the outside staff over task completion on day 49. (All psychological tests W
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have instructions that relate them to the preceding week. For example, on
the PAS, the crewman is requested to select aphrase that best describes
the way he felt during the past week. ) It was a minor problem but of sufficient
proportion to warrant crewman 1 entering an account of the situation in his
diary. Relative to the PAS results, on day 52 crewman 1 had a phone conver-
sation, performed extensive exercise beyond that scheduled, and participated
in still photography with the other crew members. Support for this explana-
tion is also given when the complete inversion of the ISQ tedium scale over
the positive contemplation scale is noted. Crewman 1 apparently suffered
from boredom and inactivity a great deal of the mission, but the period
around day 52 was not one of those times.
The extremely high and low scores for the positive and negative categories of
the GCI seem to indicate that crewman 1 denied the existence of negative
feelings toward his fellow crewmen. This finding is consistent with comments
made in a debriefing session to the effect that it was not fair to rate fellow
crewmen negatively.
With respect to the apparent increase in the unreality scale of the IS(D, it
should be noted that this scale includes a gastrointestinal symptom scale.
At this time crewman 1 was suffering real, but minor, problems in this area.
Thus the resultant elevation in his score.
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,Subjective stress and hostility scale results for crewman I show fluctuations
and levels independent of one another so are evidently not measuring related
phenomena. Stress was recorded at very low levels whereas both hostility
scales showed significant changes. Two scales (hostility toward fellow crew-
men and toward outside personnel) begin with similar curves, gradually
increasing in level, and then fall off markedly. It is difficult 6o know why the
falloff occurred. It may reflect an initial adaptation syndrome or a reaction
to highworldoads. Three of the four crewmen show similar results.
Crewman 2's PAS results indicate that he began the mission with a high degree
of optimism that gradually declined to a fairly low level. The PAS arousal
scale drops somewhat, but not as severely. The results are apparently valid
as observational records indicate that crewman Z exhibited little change in
physical activity throughout the mission. Furthermore, no inversion of the
ISQ tedium scale with the positive contemplation scale occurred as it did with
crewman 1. The decline in happiness or, more generally, positive affect is
also seen in the ISQ positive contemplation scale and the positive category of
the GCI. A low period for crewman 2 occurred during the third quarter of the
_test. The emotional lift at completing half of the run was over and was
followed with the awareness that half of the run was still left and it was not a
short time. Progressively the happiness scores increase again probably
reflecting joy at the diminishing time of confinement. Tending toward corro-
boration, a slight increase may also be noted in the positive category of the
GCI on day 86.
The lack of any changes in the Subjective Stress Scale results for crewman Z
may indicate uniformity of stress throughout the run, which is doubtful, or
lack of interest and impatience with the stress test and deliberate response
falsification, which is more likely. This latter point was reinforced by
debriefing comments ..........
A similar lack of wide variations is seen in both hostility scale results with
one exception. In hostility toward outside personnel, crewman Z shows a
high level spike on day 31. None of the associated tests reflect this increase
nor do any of the observational notes. Evidently some singular unrecorded
event or comment was the cause. It also may have been an error on the
computer keyboard. The high score recorded requires the entry of a I0,
whereas to record a more consistent score of 60 takes a I.
Similarly inexplicable is the noted increase in the ISQ positive contemplation
scale on day 37. Results for the other crewmen indicate a trend for the
positive contemplation scale and the PAS happiness scale to support one
another. Such was not true in this case.
Crewman 3, who was on the inverted sleep cycle with crewman 4, shows a
reverse from crewmen 1 and g on the PAS happiness scale. He begins low,
increases, and then decreases. Crewmen 1 and g begin high and continuously
decrease. Since the PAS arousal scale also follows a similar pattern for
crewman 3, it may be that the inverted sleep and activity schedule was
affecting the results. Crewman 4's results support this as will be discussed
later. The week preceding day 52 must have been a good one for crewman 3.
The PAS happiness and arousal scales show increases which are supported by
a marked decline in both hostility scales. Diary comments during the previous
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week revealed: a phone call to his parents, pleasure at the visit of two NASA
astronauts, and apprisal of a news release about the mission. Also, accom-
plishment of 50 percent of the 90-day duration occurred. Unfortunately
crewman 3 did not fare so well during the succeeding week as indicated by
the day 59 decline. The PAS happiness scale drops to the lowest possible
score and hostility toward fellow crewmen increases markedly. Analysis of
operational and anecdotal records indicates that crewman 3 was upset at what
he considered to be negligence by another crewman in maintaining the opera-
tional status of an onboard system. The subsequent increases in the PAS
happiness scale can generally be attributed to approaching the successful end
of the run.
Over all, crewman 3 had very low hostility and stress scores. Comments by
the outside staff members strongly support the low results for outside-
directed hostility. Support for the low inside directed hostility is also found,
but not so strongly, in debriefing comments and his diary.
As mentioned earlier, crewman 4 shows the same reversal as crewman 3 in
his PAS happiness scale results. He begins at a low level, increases slightly
and then decreases to generally the same level as the rest of the crew. His
arousal data decline follows the same curve as the other crewmen and can be
attributed to the same cause, i.e., inactivity and boredom. The subsequent
increase and plateau of arousal beginning aromad day 66 is apparently real,
but cannot be supported by other usually supportive data such as the happiness
and tedium scales.
The ISQ positive contemplation scale shows the same decreases as the PAS
happiness scale, as might be expected. The reason that no increase is seen
in the early stages of the ISO scale is probably due to the spacing of the
administrations. By the time of the second administration of the ISQ, the
happiness scale indicates the same downward trend as the positive contempla-
tion scale. Crewman 4 shows an inversion of the tedium and positive contem-
plation scales as did crewman l,but for one day only. This occurred during
the third quarter of the run along with a fairly high PAS depression score.
Comparing these results with other crewmen indicates that crewman 4 was
experiencing a mildly negative reaction to confinement during the latter
portion of the 90-day test.
V)
Of significance is the marked decline in hostility by crewman 4 toward fellow
crew members that was evidenced around day 65. During the week preceding
this test administration, crewman 4 as crew commander, made a formal
statement to the Program Manager concerning what he and the rest of the
crew believed to be ill-considered demands on their time. Adjustments were
made on the outside because of this. This exercise of the commander's role
was probably a satisfying experience for crewman 4. On the day following,
outside TV newscasters interviewed and made films of the crew in various
pseudo-operational activities. After the news production was completed,
the entire crew sat around and pleasantly discussed the morning's activities
for a few hours. The above are coincidental events and may help explain an
otherwise enigmatic data point.
Crewman 4 shows a few moderate peaks in his outside directed hostility
results. On day 39, prior to the high noted on day 45, the crew had been
reprimanded for an impromptu system modification. An entry in crewman 4'
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diary indicates that he believed the reprimand was justified, but thought it
was handled poorly. This may have been reflected in the score. The peak
on day 59 may have been brought about by an increased sensitivity about the
psychological aspects of the run. Again relying on diary entries, crewman 4
appears to have become quite resentful about the NIPAprogram (Section 3.9)
and inopportune comments made by an outside staff member implying a lack
of individuality among the crew. Resolution of the problem seems to have
occurred the following week as no significant deviations are shown on the
curve.
Stress for crewman 4 was relatively low level throughout the run with a
slight peak occurring at the end.
Sleep and sociometric data are best discussed as combined group functions.
With respect to the sleep results it would be expected that the crew pair on
the inverted circadian rhythm would show adaptation to pretest sleep dura-
tions by approximately the second week. This did not occur. Self reported
sleep duration times indicate complete adaptation did not occur until around
the fifth or sixth week° Another measure typica11F used to show adaptation
is oral temperature, Data from this measure indicate adaptation occurred
around the fourth week (Section 4.5.2). The disparity between the two
measures may, in part, be a function of the error inherent in the self-report
technique used in the sleep questionnaire. Regardless of the origin of the
disparit 7, however, it still appears that adaptation to a changed diurnal cycle
required longer than the literature would predict.
The sociometric data indicate a minor loss of crew integrity over the entire
mission. This was mainly the result of an apparently irreconcilable incom-
patibility that existed between two of the crewmen. It was not a major
difficulty that in any way affected their performance, but was mutually
annoying. Actually it appeare =l to the outside staff that a close knit group was
never formed. The crew functioned more as professionally motivated
individuals who happened to be in the same place and tolerated the inconven-
iences while occasionally making use of the others.
The LRC-CC results display a classical learning curve function. Days 55 to
57 are exceptions and are the consequence of a broken pedal spring. The pedal
was repaired but required a higher operating force. Adaptation evidently
occurred by day 58 and the scores continued their downward trend.
3. 4.4 Conclusions
Negative reactions to confinement appeared infrequently during the test.
Beginning to appear after 2 weeks, theybecame a definable pattern after
approximately 60 days had been completed. Seen by outside observers as
increased sleep time, decreased mission task activity, unusual inactivity, and
startling few interpersonal interactions, this behavior pattern was manifested
in test results as slumps in positive affect scores and increases in tedium and
scores associated with negative affect. This episode persisted for almost
a week with no indication of a potential reversal. Program management
discussions with crew members resulted in its being labeled as a "morale
decline." At the recommendation of program management, an "encounter
session" (round-table discussion) was undertaken onboard at the instigation of
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the crew commander on day 69. The discussion revealed that numerous
minor irritations had accumulated among crew members which had previously
not been voiced. Surprise was a common response to complaints aired during
that session. This was accompanied by resolutions to alter behavior to suit
the needs of those offended. Behavioral and biochemical data support the
contention that an improvement in morale began almost immediately there-
after, which carried through for the remainder of the test duration.
Reported intracrew hostility was generally quite low, but situations did occur
and for the most part are reflected in the data. When situations did develop
they were typically the result of a crewman becoming angry "atanother crew-
man for some type of operational omission rather than the result of an inter-
personal disagreement. Occasionally life styles did clash but the crewmen
always put professionalism before this sort of problem preferring to repress
hostilities than to deal with them openly. As mentioned in diaries and
debriefings, mission completion was the goal and no individual wanted to
interfere with the goal.
During the test, sociological observations revealed littlegroup cohesiveness.
Social-emotional penetrations among crew members were essentially absent,
thus eliminating the possibility of the establishment and maintenance of close,
warm, human relationships. The crew can be characterized as close-
working, professionally motivated, impersonal, and noninteractive in spite
of the attempts made through cohesion training (Section 3. I.2) to foster the
development of a group. The 90-daytest can onlybe characterized as an
emotionally sterile experience, as a consequence of the absence of warm
interp ersonal relations hip s.
Such a condition served as the basis for a negative or neutral crew reaction
to confinement. The overa111ow-level scores in the negative test categories
and the stress scale indicate that the test was not perceived as stressful by
the crew. Whereas the mission maynot have been severely stressful,
neither was it a particularly happy or pleasurable experience for the crewmen.
Certain behavioral tests (ISQ and GCI) may be insensitive to the low levels of
stress inherent in the SSS. Unless additional information comes to light
which denies this conclusion, these tests are prime candidates for elimination
from future batteries.
The suggestion that crewmen may have consciously biased behavioral test
scores on at least the hostility scale (corroborated by post-test debriefings)
indicates that the validity of some of these devices for assessing affect
states of individual crewmen is highly suspect. This conclusion points out
the desirabillty of increased effort to develop valid techniques for the
measurement of affect states. Other tests, however, such as the PAS showed
a great deal of similarity in findings to other studies, Project RIM in
particular (Reference 3-14). The arousal and happiness curves, which show
aleast-squares correlation of 0.85 (p< 0.01), are quite similar in shape
and magnitude.
V
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fThe crew believed the primary cause of boredom was the inadequacy of the
work program. This inadequacy resulted in an overall use of crewmen for
approximately 1,200 man-hours of work out of a total available time of
4,700 man-hours. This is an approximate 14-percent utilization of the crew
for mission-related tasks. As time progressed during the test and as
subsystem difficulties were resolved, free time available to crewmen increased
and work-related activities decreased. Hopefully, this is unlike what would
be expected on an actual mission in terms of utilization of time by crewmen
over the mission duration. Almost without exception, all crewmen felt that
more could have been accomplished in terms of work performance onboard
had there been more to accomplish. As with most group confinement studies,
inactivity, or time not devoted to productive mission-related work, may be
considered anathema. This is a primary problem to overcome in successfully"
scheduling activities of crewmen for long-duration confinement situations.
During debriefings, the crew expressed a desire for more responsibility in
running the mission. This is particularly true in regard to the role of the
Crew Commander. The role of the Crew Commander apparently was not
satisfactorily defined before the mission. Consequently, the Crew Commander
was uncertain about his responsibilities and authority. This uncertainty
affected his satisfaction in job performance to no small extent.
Unfortunately, the minimal behavioral effects noted during this 90-day test
do not provide sufficient information to permit extrapolation to missions
of greater duration. Similarly, information based upon a group of four
provides little data for the prediction of behavior of groups consisting of more
than fD-ur crewmen.
3. 5 MANNED MISSION ACTIVITY ANALYSIS
.... The objectives of the mission activity analysis (MAA) experiment on the
90-day test were to generate manual and computer schedules of planned crew
activities for the purposes of:
A. Exercising and evaluating the planning and scheduling capabilities
of the LI_C Space Station Mathematical Model (SSMM).
B0 Evaluating the applicability of the operational schedules by a
comparison of actual crew performance with manual and computer-
generated crew activity schedules.
The experiment objectives were successfully accomplished. Both the SSMM-
produced crew activity schedules and the MDAC manual schedules were
operationally acceptable. The MAA experiment crew descriptions and
scheduling activity acted as a forcing function for the early identification and
resolution of problem areas and operational constraints. The MAA crew
activity schedules were utilized successfully as an aid to the management of
crew activities and materially contributed to the successful operations con-
ducted during the test.
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3. 5. I Mathematical Model Description
The LRC SSMM is an integrated set of 11 computer programs which provides
the capability for in-depth mission and program planning (Figure 3-41 and
References 3-15, 3-16, and 3-17). The many interrelated space vehicle
elements, such as crew skills, human factors, vehicle capabilities, experi-
ment programs and station operations and logistics, are considered in their
proper perspective and the interacting effects of these variables are analyzed
with respect to their effectiveness on the total mission.
The SSMM is responsive to requirements for detailed mission plans, evalua-
tions of accomplishments, and resource use. To validate the techniques used
and the results obtained, it is necessary to obtain real inputs and to employ
these as a basis of comparison between computer outputs and activity data
representative of realistic missions. The 90-day Lest provided a unique
opportunity to test and evaluate the use of schedules to help allocate the
manpower resource withinthe framework of a well-defined system and an
established program of activities. It also provided a realistic data base for
comparison of manual and computer planning methods and for the evaluation
of the effectiveness of the SSSM.
The mission activity analysis experiment made use of the SSMM to schedule
activities onboard the SSS. The emphasis in this experiment was in the use
of the planning model to set up the initial schedule for 90 days and the one-day
model to support scheduling efforts for day-to-day activities. Limited time
and resources precluded the use and evaluation of the other models in this
experiment.
A brief description of the two models used and evaluated on the manned
mission activity analysis experiment are given here.
V
The planning model provides the capability for a wide range of studies
involving the determination of resource requirements, crew scheduling
analyses, and accomplishment rates of planned onboard activities. The
principal operations of this program are the calculation of expendable usage,
determination of a satisfactory logistic profile, development of the station=
keeping task and experiment schedules, mission cost calculations, and a
summary of mission resource utilizations.
The model develops a mission operational plan analogous to one which would
be made before performing an actual mission. The planning model is a
deterministic model in which the entire mission is viewed as a single problem.
Initially, the station expendable requirements are determined based on an
input crew profile. Next, any required logistics payloads are determined.
The scheduling routine is then employed to schedule the operations required
to maintain the station, and to schedule the experiment program. Finally,
the evaluation routine provides a summary of mission requirements and the
effectiveness with which the available resources were used.
The one-day model (ODM) provides the capability to timeline the mission on
an event-by-event basis. A set of basic descriptors for all events which
occur on the day being scheduled are input to the ODM. These descriptors
quantify the resource requirements for event accomplishment.
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The ODA_ is organized into three basic sections; the first section contains:
A. The input routine which is responsible for reading the parameters
which define the systems crew and required activities.
B. The priority routine which determines the order in which events
are to be considered for scheduling.
Co The orbital mechanics routine which determines the scheduling
opportunities for the fixed time/position events if any, which are
either earth target or celestial target constrained.
The second section contains:
A. The search routine which determines the set of sequential time
points (beginning at time to) at which an attempt will be made to
schedule an event.
Be The resource compatibility routine which determines if sufficient
resources are available at any time points where an attempt is made
to schedule an event.
C. The bookkeeping routine which maintains a current timeline record
of the resources used and those which remain available for
schedu/ing.
The third section consists of the output routine. Tl_ere are three basic types
of output from the ODM:
A. Timeline profiles for each event, each crewman, and each resource.
B. A set of scheduling diagnostics indicating why the unscheduled events
were not scheduled.
C. A set of accounting and resource utilization printouts.
With this varied set of capabilities, it is possible to perform studies involving
different work-sleep cycles, equipment sharing, time-position event scheduling,
ski//proficiency effects, scheduling rate conflicts, effects of team tasks, data
dumps, EVA, and crew mobility rates.
Basically the ODM can be used in two major application areas. The first of
these is to aid in prerun task analysis mission planning. The ODIVl can pinpoint
problem areas which may occur at the daily level of crew and station activity.
In this capacity, the ODM is allowed to schedule with very few constraints
and the result will point out operational problem areas, show possible resource
conflicts, and point up design difficulties.
The second application area for which the ODM is useful lies in its capability
to aid in scheduling activities which are to be conducted to support an actual
mission. In this capacity the model works out daily schedules taking into
account the necessary operational constraints and resource limitations of the
mission. At this point the station design is set, the resources limited, and
schedules must take these and other operational constraints into account.
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3. 5. Z Pretest Documentation
Mission activity analysis was accomplished through mutually supporting, but
independent efforts: MDAC employed manual planning and scheduling techniques
and NASA-LI_C utilized the SSMM. The more significant areas required for
the accomplishment of this effort are discussed below. It is considered of
some importance that they be presented in sequence to provide a better .under-
standing of the statement "mutually supporting but independent efforts"
(Figure 3-42).
3.5.2. 1 Crew Skill Matrix
LRC designed the data submittal format for the crew skill and crew event
matrices to insure that all essential data items were provided for adequate
exercise of the planning and scheduling capability of the SSMM. The formats
were coordinated with MDAC to insure that they would allow the inclusion of
all test and operational constraints and provide an easily understood and usable
method of presenting the data.
The crew skill matrix (Table 3-16) was a combination of requirements as
stated by MDAC and LP_C personnel, The matrix described in general terms
the skills required by the individual crewmen for the purpose of providing
basic data for crew assignments of events. This information was used in the
planning model in the generation of the mission event profile. The briginal
crew skill matrix design was essentially the same as that presented in
I SYSTEM AND PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 90-DAY TEST I
PLANNING AND INTEGRATION
I COMPUTER SCHEDULES
MANUAL SCHEDULES ]
I
,(,
/
EVALUATION OF MISSION |
lPLANNING METHODS [
;L
COMPARISON AND CORRELATION
SCHEDULES, - ACTUAL TEST
VS
TIME LINES ACTI VITI ES
+
I POST-TEST ANALYSIS I
ANALYSIS OF MANNED ACTIVITIES
+
EXTENSION OF RESULTS TO
FUTURE TESTS AND STUDIES
R292-111
Figure 3-42. Mission Activity Analysis Overview
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Table 3-16
CREW SKILL MATRIX
Skill
Crewma/%
1 Z 3 4
1. Mechanics 2 2 1 1
Z. Electrical/electronics Z 1 Z 1
3. Microbiology I I Z Z
4. Biochemistry 1 1 Z Y
5. Medical treatment Z Z Z Z
6. Photography 1 1 1 1
7. Utility I I i I
8. Special, requires crewman I l 0 0 0
9. Special, requires crewman Z 0 I 0 0
I0. Special, requires crewman 3 0 0 1 0
1 I. Special, requires crewman 4 0 0 0 1
1 - Primary skill, 2 - Secondary skill, 0 - No skill
Table 3-16. However, as training progressed, and more became known about
the individual skills of the specific crewmen, it was necessary to make some
changes in the definition of primary skills and secondary skills for individual
crewmen. As an example, subsequent to the 5-day test, final selection of the
crew for the 90-day test was made and crew identification numbers were
assigned. With this designation of crewmen, it became necessary to realign
primary and secondary skills because of crewman l's (CMI) background and
affinity for the biochemical and clinical biology tasks. Crewman Z's capa-
bilities in these areas, as demonstrated during training, indicated that he
should also be designated as having primary skills in this area. Crewmen 3
and crewrnen 4 both demonstrated mechanical aptitude in training and they
were, therefore, designated as having primary skills in the areas of
mechanics. For the same reason, crewman 4 was designated a primary in
the area of electrical and electronics skills.
Once these selections were made and the crew skill matrix agreed to in final
form, it became a prime document for assignment of tasks in the various dis-
ciplines designated. Both manual and computer schedules had this matrix as
a standard item for scheduling purposes.
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Skills 8, 9, 10 and 11, which were designated special, were primarily used
for computer purposes for areas such as blood samples, body wash, exercise,
etc., which required that each individual crewman participate in the specified
event.
The zero designation indicates that the specified crewman has no skill in the
designated skill area.
3.5.2.2 Crew Events Matrix
The data submittal format for the crew events matrix was designed by
LRC to ensure that all essential data items were provided for adequate
exercise of the planning and scheduling capability of the SSMM. The
formats were coordinated with MDAC to ensure the inclusion of all test
and operational constraints and provide an easily understood and usable
method of presenting the data (Table 3-17 and 3-18).
The formatting of the crew event data was accomplished by MDAC personnel
using traditional methods commonly used during the initial planning stage of
any program; that is, by utilizing system and experiment descriptions and
by interviewing engineers and experimenters. The review of system and
engineering descriptions had been initiated prior to the implementation of the
mission analysis activities experiment and, therefore, the majority of the
initial effort was spent in the interviewing of principal engineers and experi-
menters to obtain information on those activities in which the crew (onboard)
would participate during the 90-day test. Each individual area, such as
biomedical and manned systems, was completed before contacting the principal
investigators in the next general area. As might be expected, during this
initial phase of data collections, the individual principal investigators and
experimenters had not given sufficient detailed thought to the description and
procedures required by the onboard crew for the successful completion of
particular events. Interviews with individual experimenters took as long as
4 hours to obtain the information necessary to adequately complete the crew
events matrix in each of the areas. As each interview progressed, the
principal investigators and experimenters became aware of the necessity for
exchange of information and realized the importance of defining requirements
for events. In addition to providing information to be used purely for schedul-
ing, this part of the MAA experiment effort proved doubly valuable in that it
forced each individual to recognize that this was an integrated test, that
individual requests had to receive priorities and that it would be necessary to
resolve con/licts in the constraints defined. In some instances, stated
requirements had to be rnodLfied for the test to operate as a total systems
evaluation rather than an application of individual events in specified areas.
Insufficient time exists, in the initial phase of any program, for individuals
to do other than confine their mode of thinking to their particular specialty.
An integrated systems test dictates that integration aspects be emphasized
early in the program to insure that individuals do not lose sight of the overall
test objectives.
At the time of this initial effort, the final selection of all systems and experi-
ments had not been made. Therefore, the first crew event matrix described
approximately 50 events, some of them incompletely, and all with conservative
time estimates. There were three major revisions to the crew event n_atrix
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to reflect the inclusion of refined data and to add new events as they were
defined. The first revision was accomplished approximately 2 weeks before
the 5-day manned test and incorporated principally the addition of procedures
for equipment startupevents. The times estimates for crew performanceofeach
of the specified events were conservative and in some cases were amended
as a result of information received during the training of the crewmen. The
use of preliminary schedules based on this events matrix during the 5-day
manned test proved the applicability of the methods that had been employed
in the preparation of schedules. It also served to confirm certain event time
estimates and provided the basis for revision to others. A detailed crew
debriefing, an analysis of the log maintained during the 5-day test, and a
review of selected portions of a time-lapse video tape, resulted in the second
major revision to the crew event matrix.
During the time between the 5-day test and the start of the 90-day test, each
crew event was arranged in alphabetical order on the crew events matrix and
numbered sequentially. Each number was prefixed with either an "1%" for
recommended task or an "M" for mandatory task. This designation facilitated
the evaluation of the performance of mandatory events for which the crew was
to receive incentive pay.
The crew events matrix, after this revision, contained 95 events which had
been described in detail or identified as probable candidates for performance
during the 90-day test. During the week before the 90-day test was started,
a complete review was held with the Test Engineering Director, the Medical
Director) and the Behavioral Director in which the crew events matrix was
reviewed to ensure that it described those events which would be active during
the test. The number of events on the final events matrix was 87.
The importance of the crew events matrix to both the SSMM crew activity
scheduling and the manual crew activity scheduling cannot be overemphasized.
It was the common data base used by both LRC and MDAC for computerized
and manual planning and provided a valuable comparison point for final
evaluation. Although it was designed to provide the input required for the
computer program, it also served, from an operational standpoint, to define
each event in which the crew would participate, required the performance of
a partial task analysis, and forced the early definition of constraints. Those
constraints that would be applicable to the crew because of limitations in the
ability of the outside staff to support onboard crew activities were of particular
importance. An example of this was the requirement on certain events for
nonsimultaneous performance by crew members because outside support would
not allow operation of certain pieces of equipment at the same time. The
LRC Complex Coordinator, the Ames Research Center (ARC) RATER, and the
ARC Critical Task Tester, in which one outside crew member was required
to operate all three pieces of equipment, were in this category. Some events
required two men to perform the required tasks. An example of this was the
biomedical tasks required on a daily basis by each crewman. Other events
required that they be performed at specified times. An example of this was
cabin cleaning as the noise from the vacuum cleaner was such that it had to be
scheduled during periods when all four crewmen were up to preclude interfering
with crewmen's sleep. An example of time critical events which required
rigid sequencing is the passout operation and associated events, which were
'.
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scheduled Tuesday mornings. The blood samples had to be scheduled so that
they could be passed out within 30 minutes after collection. Nose and throat
swabs had to be scheduled before throat wash samples. The collection of
station surface, nose, and throat swabs needed to be scheduled immediately
prior to passout to ensure that the cotton swabs did not dry out before their
availability for culturing by the microbiologist.
3. 5. Z. 3 Mission Event Profile
The mission event profile (MEP) (Table 3-19) was the initial planning schedule
determined by the Planning Model of the SSMM computer Program. This
profile was a schedule of the crew activities for the entire 90 days organized
on a day-by-day basis and indicated which events were to be active on each
mission day. The input data required for this program were: the crew skill
matrix, the crew events matrix, and the designation of the work/rest cycle to
be employed during the 90-day test. The selection of a two up/two down cycle
was based on considerations of safety and provided the best monitoring of
advanced subsystem operation. The work/rest cycle closely approximates a
work/rest cycle that was originally specified in the Space Station study being
conducted by the MDAC for Marshall Space Flight Center. This sleep cycle
provided coverage during the entire Z4 hours for equipment operation and
also provided for a maximum time up for all four crewmen during the normal
plant work cycle to insure maximum interaction between onboard crew members
and outside staff.
The use of the computer to generate the MEP provided a basis on which to
evaluate the LRC model capability for long-term scheduling. It also eliminated
the need to spend the extensive time required to manually generate the MEP.
This profile was updated by MDAC as events were added to or deleted from
the crew events matrix and it was the key document, when supplemented by
details in the crew events matrix, used in crew activity scheduling.
3.5. Z. 4 Crew Activity Schedules
Crew activity schedules, consisting of 270 pages of 8-hour mission segments,
were formulated on an independent basis by LRC and M.DAC using the following
items as standards: (i) mission event profile, (Z) crew events matrix,
(3) mission rules, (4) crew operating ground rules, and (5) work/rest cycles
for each crewman.
The mission rules referred to above are contained in Section 3 of CRIII88Z
and cover normal and contingency operating procedures for both the crew and
the outside staff. The crew operating ground rules were formulated to estab-
lish guidelines for crew members and outside staff personnel during the
90-day test and as guidelines for use by computer programmers during
interpretation of input data supplied by the crew events matrix. These rules
are stated in Appendix D.
The manual formulation and subsequent revision of schedules was a difficult
and time-consuming task. Each of the three major updates of the crew events
matrix contained numerous changes which necessitated a major update of the
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mission event profile and a complete revision of the crew activity schedule.
The effort required in this activity indicated the necessity for better planning
and scheduling aids to reduce the large manpower requirements for manual
methods and decrease turnaround time for rescheduling efforts.
The SSA_v[ formulation of crew activity schedules at LRC essentially paralleled
the manual effort. The initial task consisted of interpreting the crew skill
and crew events matrix data and describing this information as well as a system
description in formats amenable to computer operations. Subsequently,
(I) all equipment was designated as to area locations in the simulator, power
levels were designated, and all equipment was referenced to specific events;
(g) crew skills and crew skill levels were referenced for each event; (3) each
eventwas annotated as to duration and activity cycle, event transit times were
defined and predecessor and successor information was defined; and (4) pro-
cedures were designated for coping with constraints, such as fixed time events,
repeat events, event predecessor-successors, and common equipment. The
next task consisted of exercising the program to produce the mission event
profile and crew activity schedules.
Computer schedules were periodically updated to evaluate the SSMM capability
for rapid generation of new schedules. Before test start, these iterations
were based on the use of updated events information obtained from revisions
of the crew events matrix. During the test they were based on interviews with
the Crew Commander and analysis of daily monitor logs. Crew activity
schedules for days 31 to 50 were provided to MDAC by LRC.
Comparison of man-hour efforts required to change and reissue activity schedule V
by manual and computer methods showed that the computer iterations were
several orders of magnitude faster than the same iterations done by the manual
me thod s.
3.5.3 Crew and Observer Training
The mission analysis activity training was conducted in two parts: crew train-
ing and observer training.
Crew training consisted of a one-hour classroom briefing for all crew members
covering the following items.
A. Introduction
le Manual planning methods used in past simulation tests and in
the Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo missions.
Z. Requirements for space station and space base.
B. LRC Space Station Mission Simulation Mathematical Model
I. Background and purpose of model.
7. Brief description of model.
v
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C. Mission Activity Analysis Experiment
I. Purpose
2. Descriptions of MDAC activities
3. Descriptions of LRC activities
. Description and discussion of:
a. Crew skill matrix
b. Crew events matrix
c. Mission event profile
.
d. Crew activity schedules
Crew operating ground rules.
Subsequent to the final selection of crewmen to participate in the 90-day manned
test, the four crewmen individually and as a group reviewed the crew activity
schedules in detail. A very stringent training schedule precluded their partici-
pation in the formulation of the schedules, so this review provided their only
real opportunity to affirm their understanding and approval of the schedule and
to verify that crew preference constraints had been included in the schedule.
Specifically, these crew preferences were that they desired a body wash after
exercise, a shave prior to breakfast, no exercise until at least 1 hour after any
scheduled meal, a P0-minute free-time period in conjunction with dinner, and
the largest possible blocks of free time to insure they could work on personal
projects.
Observer training for the four backup crewmen, who were to do all MAA data
recording and monitoring, was accomplished by each crewman receiving
individual instructions on the duties of the mission analysis monitor, instruc-
tion on the operation of the video time-lapse recorder as described in
NASA CRIII88Z, Section Ig. I. 3, and on-the-job training during the 5-day
manned test and the first 15 days of the 90-day manned test. This method of
instruction provided the best compatibility with crew training which continued
up to the beginning of the test. A preferred method for future manned tests
would add to the above a minimum of two hours of classroom instruction for
all crew members and communications monitors on monitoring and logging
requirements. This additional instruction is essential to assure the complete
understanding and acceptance of the requirements to enhance working relations
within the group of people and to insure uniformity in log entries.
3.5.4 Test Monitoring
Data for this experiment were collected for days 31 through 60 by the four
backup crewmen who acted as mission analysis monitors. Continuous surveil-
lance of the inside crew was maintained via closed-circuit television monitors
(Figure 3-43). A log entry was made to record the start and stop time of each
351
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O MISSION ANALYSIS MONITOR ON LEFT COMPLETING AN
ENTRY INTO THE MISSION ANALYSIS/COMMUNICATIONS
MONITOR LOG.
o COMMUNICATIONS MONITOR ON RIGHT BEFORE CONTROL
CONSOLE
o THE TIME LAPSE VIDEO SYSTEM IS BEHIND THE COMMUNI-
CATIONS CONSOLE WITH THE NUMBER TWO RECORDER IN
OPERATION
Figure3-43. MissionAnalysisMonitoring
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event and the time-lapse video system was used to record a picture every
3 seconds from one of five TV cameras located within the SSS. The mission
analysis monitor was responsible for selecting the scene to be recorded on
time lapse video.
The mission analysis monitor worked in cooperation with and was assisted by
one communications monitor when time permitted. Written guidelines for the
k6.AA monitors and communications monitors are contained in Tables 3-g0 and
Table 3-Pl.
Each mission analysis monitor worked an 8-hour shift for 15 days with 5 days
off between shift changes. This duty cycle was acceptable with the exception
of the length of the daily work shift. The monitors stated that after approxi-
mately 5 hours of duty they recognized a distinct reduction in their efficiency
to observe, operate the time-lapse video, and log data. This was confirmed
during review of the logs and time-lapse video tapes.
The logs show numerous instances were entries of event start and stop times
were changed and a marked decrease in the number of remarks entered into
the logs. The time-lapse video tapes show a decrease in switching to different
cameras to record the start and stop of events. The most complete and
apparently accurate observations and data logging occurred during periods
when only two crewmen were on duty and the communications monitor could
work in coordination with the mission analysis monitor. During periods when
four crewmen were on duty, the communications monitor was usually too busy
to assist in observing and logging data. The mission analysis monitor could
not accurately observe and record all activities regardless of his diligence
during these periods. Observations were further constrained by the following
limitations and log entries were either not made on events or were based upon
estimates by the monitors:
A. Crew privacy requirements excluded TV monitor coverage of the bunk
and hygiene areas. This curtailed adequate observations of:
(i) bed linen change, (g) body hygiene-wash, (3) body hygiene-shave,
(4) commode maintenance or repair, (5) laundry, (6) wash water filter
change, (7) waste management, and (8) hygiene area surface swabs.
B. TV monitor coverage of the biomedical and maintenance work counters
was marginal in that no direct indication of exactly which events were
being performed was possible. This precluded accurate observation
of: (i) dosimeter read and charge, (2) film badge change, and
(3) aerosol particle analysis events.
C. TV monitor coverage of the laboratory work counter was marginal
when the crewman's body obscured his activities at the counter.
This precluded positive identification of: (i) water samples/tests,
(2) bacteria sample counts, and (3) bacterial sensor experiment
events.
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Table 3-Z0
GUIDELINES FOR MISSION ANALYSIS MONITOR DATA COLLECTION
_
I.
me
.
.
.
6.
Time Lapse Video Tape: Record as much manned activity as possible,
endeavoring to record the beginning and end of events to insure accurate
time checks during tape analysis. Do not stay with the entire duration of
the event to the exclusion of taping other simultaneous events. Normally,
one tape system will be used. During periods of high activity, use both
tape systems to insure coverage of as many events as possible.
Indicate conformance to the crew activity schedule of mandatory and
recommended events on the schedule itself. This should be done by
placing a number next to the event that indicates the sequence in which
the events were actually performed as opposed to the sequence in which
they were scheduled to be performed.
Deviations from the activity schedule should be identified in the log by
placing the event number and then the crewman's number in the ID column.
In the Comments section describe the deviation and the consequences; e. g.,
slip in schedule, deletion of event, etc. Times for each event will be
logged.
Deviations from scheduled man-loading on all events should be identified
and described in the log in terms of conditions and reasons.
Unscheduled events should be video taped and described in the log.
At the end of each shift, complete a crew events schedule to reflect actual
crew event performance.
7. All monitors will initialevery entry made in the log.
v)
D,
EQ
m.
Obtaining accurate total times for biomedical checks was virtually
impossible in that crewmen would arise, weigh themselves, and
then interrupt the sequence by either going to the waste management
area, checking instrument readings, writing in logs, or just sitting
and talking with other crew members. The only certain points in the
sequence were the start time (time when crewmen awoke) and the
stop time (the time when the crewman transmitted required data to
the medical monitor).
It was impossible for the monitor to determine which onboard log was
being used by the crewman and consequently the mission analysis
entries for the diary event were his best guess. A review of the logs
subsequent to the test revealed that some crewmen did not make
entries in the crew diary on a daily basis nor was elapsed time
information provided in their entries.
During the Tuesday passout, the sequence of events could not be
adequately followed even with the cooperation of the communications
monitor. Some event start and stop times were not logged and
_ _
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Table 3-2 1
GUIDELINES FOR COMMUNICATIONS MONITOR DATA COLLECTION
.
.
,
.
,
7.
.
a,
b.
C°
d.
e.
f.
Indicate conformance to the crew activity schedule of mandatory and
recommended events on the schedule itself. This should be done by
placing a number next to the event that indicates the sequence in which
the events were actually performed as opposed to the sequence in which
they were scheduled to be performed, which may be different.
Deviations from the activity schedule should be identified in the log by
placing the event number and then the crewman's number in the ID column.
In the comments section describe the deviations and the consequences;
e.g., slip in schedule, deletion of a recommended event, etc.
Deviations from scheduled manloading on mandatory events should be
identified and described in the log in terms of conditons and reasons.
Staff-crew communications should be described as follows:
a. Star t time
b. Stop time
c. Duration
d. Subject
Unscheduled events should be described as follows:
Time of occurrence as noted from Engineering Monitor.
Time of occurrence as noted from crew,
Description of event.
Duration of correction, including only crew activity time.
Type of outside support required; e.g., audio, video, etc.
Consequences (effect on schedule, new operating mode, interrupted
event, etc.)
Describe free-time activities.
At the end of each shift, summarize accomplishment of all mandatory
events per individual crewman.
All communications monitors will initial every entry made in the log.
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Table 3-2-I (Continued) V _
. Scheduled crew events are classified as mandatory and recommended.
Each event in the schedule will be identified with an M or R. A mandatory
event has a pay incentive for its completion. A recommended event is
merely scheduled and has no incentive. It is, of course, desired that the
crew perform the recommended events whenever possible. Also each
mandatory or recommended event has an event number associated with it.
This number is to be used whenever a specific event is referred to in the
log; e. g., item three in the guidelines.
occasionally an event was missed completely. Verification of
performance of the events was confirmed by the use of a passout
checklist to ensure that all samples required for passout were in fact
contained in the pass-through port.
3.5.5 Data Analysis and Results
As stated in the crew operating ground rules, crewmen were instructed to use
the crew activity schedules as a guideline rather than attempting rigorous
adherence. Therefore the analysis relative to the schedules is not made to eval-
uate crew performance itself, but rather to determine the adequacy of the crew
activity schedules when used for management of the crew time and to provide
updated realistic times for specific events which are likely candidates for use
in future tests or space missions.
Ten test days were selected for a detailed comparison of the manually and
computer-generated crew activity schedules. Data resulting from a detailed
analysis of the mission analysis monitor's log, supplemented by review of
video time-lapse recordings, onboard diary entries, and Non-Interference
Performance Assessment data (Section 3.9), was used to construct a graphic
presentation of the actual crew performance in the crew activity schedule
format. An "eyeball _' comparison of the manual, computer, and actual crew
performance schedules was used as a quick method of identifying areas or
items for detailed analysis. Table 3-ZZ shows a typical example of the manu-
ally generated crew activity schedule for day 45. Table 3-Z3 shows the
computer-generated schedule and Table 3-24 the actual schedule for the same
day. In addition, the basic data were loaded for computer program manipula-
tion to facilitate more detailed identification of specific areas, events, and to
identify trends.
Figure 3-44 presents the average hours per crewman per day for scheduled
time, free time, and unscheduled engineering time for the I0 days on which
detailed data were analyzed. The three basic elements are defined below:
Scheduled Events include: Baseline medical and man-systems events, station
operations events, scheduled maintenance of SSS
and experiment equipment, meals, sIeep, experi-
ment events and personal hygiene--shave and
body wash only.
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Figure 344. Crew Activity Schedule Comparison
o MDAC SCHEDULE
[] LRC SCHEDULE
0 ACTUALCREWTIME
Unscheduled Events include:
: 7
Unscheduled maintenance and repair of SSS and
experiment equipment, crew response to staff
requests for monitor or adjustment of equipment,
interviews and unscheduled medical events.
Free Time: In MDAC and computer schedules it is the time
for recreation and all unscheduled events. In
crew performance schedule it is only the time
for recreation.
The differences between the activities scheduled and the actual work times are
relatively small. The rationale followed in crew activity schedule planning
was that the crew should use the allocated free time to perform unscheduled
events. The graph shows that on each day the actual time spent on scheduled
events was less than allocated and that the crew free time was more than
planned. A cursory examination of the actual daily Crew Performance Schedules
and the MDAC crew activity schedules shows that the crew chose to reduce the
scheduled event times when possible to allow for necessary unscheduled
engineering tasks and indicates that times for specific events should be further
analyzed to determine a more realistic time allocation for use in the planning
of future integrated tests.
For days 4i through 45, more scheduled time is shown for the LKC schedule
than for the MDAC schedule. This is primarily due to an update of the com-
puter generated schedule to more closely represent the actual increased
sleep times of the crew. It reflects an increased allocation of 45 minutes per
man per day.
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Figure 3-45 presents a more detailed breakout of the types of activities the
crew performed during the test. Table 3-Z5 presents the crew mean time
for each type of event. Each area shown in Figure 3-45 is discussed in more
detail in the following paragraphs.
The free time category includes the following activities: (1) unscheduled
exercise, (2) in bunk area (other than scheduled sleep), (3) observing movies/
slides/television, (4) napping, (5) personal phone calls, (6) playing games,
(7) reading/resting, and (8) snacks. The mean times per crewman per day
were 8 hours and 30 minutes. The amount of free time per day varied based
on the crew's ability to decrease scheduled event times. This provided larger
blocks of uninterrupted free time for personal activities. An example of this
results from analysis of the crew activities on day 31. On that day, the crew
spent 8 hours and 14 minutes iess on scheduled events than planned (approxi*
mately Z hours per man). Of this time 5 hours and 49 minutes were spent on
performance of unscheduled events and the remainder on free time. The time
used for unscheduled events and the increased free time period resulted from a
reduction in duration of scheduled events rather than from a reduction of free
time as originally envisioned by planners. This is due partly to the fact that the
scheduled event times were conservative estimates and partly to the reduction
of scheduled event times to allow for necessary unscheduled engineering tasks.
Approximately 48 percent of the time saved resulted from a reduction in use of
time scheduled for meals, 10 percent of time saved from scheduled exercise
events and the remaining 42 percent from all other events.
The following paragraphs show the time comparisons in specific crew activity
areas and include recommendations for future planning. It should be noted
that crew times frequently depend only on the individual men and will not be
exact, but the recommended time for future planning would be improved
scheduling estimates since they are based on actual performance.
The man-systems activities included the following: (1) adjective check list,:::
(Z) behavioral acoustics, (3) descriptive sentence tests, (4) diary, (5) EEG
experiment, (6) group confinement inventory, (7) glycerol based drink,
(8) habitability inventory, (9) hostility scale, (10) human describing function,
(11) isolation symptomatolog7, (12) lighting experiment, (13) LRC psychomotor
test, (14) personal space measure, (15) photography, (15) Picoprojector,
(17) psycho-acoustics, (18) psychologist interview, (19) RATER, (Z0) sleep
log, (21) sociometric questionnaire, (22-) subjective stress scale, and
(23) primary affect scale.
For man-systems activities the scheduled mean time per crewman per
day was 94 minutes, but the actual mean time per day per crewman was
56 minutes. The mean average for 5 of the evef_is 1-equired more time for
performance than allocated, 13 events required less time for performance
than allocated, and 5 were performed in the predicted time.
\
*The Adjective Check List was used by one of the backup crewmen to collect
data for his own personal research.
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The following listed events are considered likely candidates for future
tests and the changes noted are recommended for planning of future
tests:
Recommended
Event Scheduled Time/CM Actual Time/CM Planning
LRC Psychomotor test 10 rain/test 5 rain/test 5 min/test
Sleep log 5 rain/day Z rain/day 5 min/CM/
day
Diary 15 rain/day" ** $*
The medical area consists of the following activities: (I) alveolar air
samples, (g) bacteria sample count, (3) bacterial sensor experiment,
(4) biomedical checks, (5) blood samples, (6) derma/ swabs, (7) exercise,
(8) medical interview, (9) nose/throat swabs, (I0) skin fold measurements,
(II) spirometer, (iZ) station surface swabs, (13) tritium drink, (14)urine
samples, (15) visual acuity tester, (16) EKG, and (17) food consumption
data.
The scheduled mean time per crewman per day for medical activities was
1 hour and 44 minutes and the actual mean time per crewman per day was
1 hour and 4 minutes. One of the events required more time for performance
than allocated, 13 of the events required less time for performance than
allocated, and 3 were performed within scheduled times, W,d J
The following changes should be noted for future planning:
Event
Bacteria Sample Count
Biomedical checks
Blood Samples
Exercise
Medical Interview
Scheduled Actual
Time/CM Time/CM
Recommended
for Planning
Z7 rain/day 8 rain/day I) 1 rain/sample
15 rain/day 9 rain/day g) i0 rain/day
i0 min/day 17 rain/day P0 min/day
45 rain/day 33 rain/day 3) 35 rain/day
I0 rain/day 4 rain/day 5 rain/day
I)
z)
This activity could not be accurately monitored due to inadequate TV
coverage. The recommended planning time is based upon actual time
logged for the event plus information resulting from crew debriefings.
This event was originally scheduled as a two-man event due to require-
ment for blood pressure measurement. Subsequent to test start each
crewman implemented procedure for taking his own blood pressure.
_'This activity could not be adequately observed due to restrictions previously
mentioned in the report. It is recommended that for future planning it be
considered an event to be performed during crew free time periods.
370
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3) Figure 3-46 graphically portrays the exercise schedule. On day 32, this
event was cancelled for crewmen [ and 2 who were performing required
unscheduled maintenance on the VD-VF unit. Days 43 and 44 were
Saturday and Sunday, on which exercise was not scheduled.
The operational events category consists of the following activities:
(I) aerosol particle analysis, (2) alpha air monitor filter change, (3) commode
liner change, (4) garbage can check, (5) mass balance data collection,
(6) mass spectrometer verification, (7) monitor instruments, (8) pencil
dosimeter- read and charge, (9) safety inspection, (I0) sample passout,
(11) station atmosphere samples, (12) TV camera maintenance, (13) VD-VF
liquid transfer, and (14) water samples/tests.
The scheduled mean time per crewman per day was 36 minutes and actual
crewman performance required 16 minutes per day. Every event required
less time to perform than was allocated. The following changes should be
noted for future planning:
S c hedul e Ac tual Re commend ed
Event Time/CM Time/CM for Planning
Mass Balance Data
Collection
Water Samples/Tests
30 rain I0 rain I
28 rain 2 1 rain 2
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1 Depends upon type of report and whether via computer or verbal. For an
operation similar to that conducted during the test, time allocation of
15/min/report is recommended.
2 This activity varied in time from I0 minutes to 55 minutes dependent on
requirements of a predetermined schedule and additional requirements
added during the test.
Figure 3-47 presents scheduled versus actual performance. This graph is
presented to show variations between actual and scheduled performance of
these events.
Scheduled crew personal events consist of the following: (I) bed linen change,
(g) body hygiene--shave, (3) body hygienemwash, (4) cabin cleaning,
(5) laundry, (6) meals, (7) sleep, and (8) waste management.
NOTE: Performance times in personal events are highly individual and time
estimates for scheduling would best be obtained during the observations of
crew training activities.
The scheduled mean time per crewman per day was 12 hours and Z0 minutes
and actual crew performance required II hours and 45 minutes per crewman
per day. The sleep period required more time than allocated. Six events
required less time than allocated and one was performed within specified time.
Scheduled Actual Recommended
Event Time/CM Time/C/v[ for Planning
Body Hygiene 40 rain/day 22 rain/day 25 rain/day
Meals ZI0 rain/day IZ3 min/day i 150 rain/day
Sleep 480 rain/day 540 min/day _ 540 min/day
I Figure 3-48 presents a graph of the scheduled vs actual meal times.
Observing TV in conjunction with meals is reason for sharp increase on
days 4Z and 45.
Z Figure 3-49 presents a graph of the scheduled vs actual sleep times.
Sleep time is defined as time of entry into the bunk area for sleep period
until departure from the curtained area after the sleep period.
The unscheduled maintenance group includes all unpredicted maintenance and
repair of SSS and experiment equipment, crew response to staff requests for
monitor or adjustment of equipment, crew and outside staff discussion on
fault analysis, and unscheduled medical events.
The mean time per crewman per day was I hour and Z9 minutes during the
10-day period. The VD-VF maintenance and repair for days 3Z, 33, and 45
is considered as unscheduled in that it was originally scheduled to be per-
formed on day 44. In addition, because of a complication which occurred
during boiler replacement, it was necessary to disassemble the unit, clean
the component and reassemble the unit. Unscheduled maintenance time
during this 10-day period is slightly higher than for the entire 90'day test
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period and when graphically presented very clearly shows the necessity for
a flexible crew activity schedule to accomplish the necessary events and yet
not unduly perturbate the scheduled events. On day 31, it was necessary to
delete scheduled exercise to permit the uninterrupted completion of repair of
the VD-VF unit; however, all other scheduled events were accomplished. It
is recommended that the principle of flexibility in schedule be adhered to in
planning for future tests.
3. 5.6 Conclusions
The mission activity analysis objectives of exercising and evaluating the
planning and scheduling capabilities of the SSMM and of providing scheduling
support to the 90-day manned test were successfully met. The planning
model's mission event profile accurately reflected the requirements and
constraints contained in the crew events matrix and was one of the key tools
used in manual planning and formulation of the daily crew activity schedule.
The one-day model successfully sequenced daily events into crew activity
schedules that were operationally acceptable. The use of the SSh_.IV[ for rapid
generation of new schedules during the test proved its capability to update as
needed. A response to an operational request to delay sleep start times for
crewmen 3 and 4 for i hour resulted in production of revised crew activity
schedules for a 7-day period. This was accomplished and results returned
within 24 hours.
The LRC-designed data submittal format for the crew events matrix requires
operational personnel to perform a partial task analysis of all events in which
the crew will participate and further requires an early definition of mission
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constraints. It provides an easy format for operational personnel to describe
in their own language the input data and operational constraints necessary for
manual crew activity scheduling or crew activity scheduling by use of the
SSMM.
The manpower and time allocated for data collection and formatting of crew
event data were inadequate for a development test in which change is required
up to test start to maximize the number of test objectives that can be met.
i
\
The use of both the time-lapse video tape and the MAA monitor's log for
recording data was marginally adequate for this experiment. Neither of
these were satisfactory in themselves. The time-lapse system can record
only one area of the chamber at a time and crew event identification is
frequently difficult. The 8-hour shift for MAA monitors was too long a
period of time for the monitors to provide continuous attention to crew
activity. Numerous errors were noted in the manual logs after the fifth hour
of shift duty. This correlates with monitors' statements that the 8-hour shift
was too long.
The MAA monitor could not effectively monitor and log the activities when
all four crewmen were up at one time. The diversity of activity in different
areas of the SSS did not permit adequate coverage of activities by either use
of the video time-lapse recorder or in manual logging.
3. 5.7 Recommendations
The LRC-designed data submittal format for the crew event matrix should be
utilized in future manned tests. Further, it should be considered for use in
crew activity scheduling for manned flights in that it serves as a forcing
function to perform a detailed analysis of crew activities and provides for
the early definition of mission constraints.
Any future manned development test should provide for a task analysis early
in the program to insure realistic event time estimates and crew procedures,
and to provide identification of those key factors in crew events which can be
used as a measure of performance.
Although the schedules used were acceptable, on future manned missions of
longer duration with dynamic experiment programs, a more easily handled
onboard crew activities schedule should be provided which can be updated
whenever necessary. This requires the development of an onboard update
capability. A study effort should be conducted to define a more effective
method for monitoring and logging of crew activities.
Manual and SSMM activity schedules were both operationally acceptable in
event sequencing for the 90-day test. Since the use of the computer shows
more than an order of magnitude advantage in the time required to generate
and update activity schedules, future manned tests should make use of
computer-generated crew activity schedules as much as possible.
It is important that the present scheduling philosophy be maintained; that is,
the crew activity- schedule is a management tool and should provide as much
flexibility as possible to permit continuous attention to unscheduled require-
ments without disruption of the remaining schedule for the day.
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3. 6 BEHAVIORAL ACOUSTICS
Previous space cabin simulation studies (Reference 3-18) as well as astronaut
comments have indicated that noise levels in space capsules are a source of
irritation and possibly could degrade performance. Some concern has also
been expressed with the effects of constant long-term exposure {for long-
duration missions) on hearing. Although noise levels in space cabins are
generally lower than those commonly accepted for industrial exposure, the
occupants of a space capsule are exposed to a moderately high level for
24 hours each day while most earthbound workers, once they reach home,
have a relatively long recovery period at low noise levels each day.
Noise aboard a spacecraft is generated by avariety of sources, including the
life support system, the compressors for pressurization and air conditioning,
movements, communication, and operation or maintenance activities of other
crew members. Due to space and weight limitations, it has not been possible
to completely isolate the crew from relatively high noise levels even during
sleep periods. Special care was taken to minimize noise during equipment
design and layout of the 90-day test. Interest in the effects of long-term
exposure, as well as the interaction of the noise with reduced cabin pressure
and extended periods of isolation, suggested that a test for noise effects should
be incorporated in the 90-day test.
The objective of the noise testing was to develop information which could be
used to establish criteria for future long-duration mission noise levels
through:
A. Determining if the noise exposure resulted in shifts in auditory
thresholds.
B. Evaluation of the possibility that continued noise would cause a pro-
gressive degradation in speech cornrnunications.
C. Assessing habituation or sensitization to the ambient noise.
D. Determining the crew's attitudes toward the ambient noise.
Since the primary purpose of the 90-day simulation was to test the life support
equipment, the noise experiments were limited by a basic concern that they in
no way reduce likelihood of completion of the 90-day test. This required that
they utilize a minimum of crew time, that schedules could be revised in case
of competing critical work loads, and that minimal additional equipment would
be required.
3. 6. 1 Test Equipment and Methods
Three separate psycho-acoustic tests were incorporated in the SSS. The tests
were audiometry, speech interference, and annoyance or acceptability rating.
These tests were given at weekly intervals during the 90-days. Two pretests
and two post-tests were also given.
The audiometric test measured changes in the absolute hearing thresholds of
the subjects. Tones were presented to the crewmen at frequencies of 0. 5,
/
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I, 2, 3, 4, and 6 kl-lz. A continuous-tracking audiometer was used. The
crewmen in the chamber wore circumaural earphones. The audiometer
presented each tone to each ear for 30 seconds.
The tone had an initial amplitude i0 db below audiometric zero (Reference 3-19).
The amplitude increased at a rate of 4 db/sec when a hand-held switch was
depressed. As soon as the crewman could hear the tone, he released the
switch and the amplitude decreased until he could no longer hear the tone, at
which time he depressed the switch again. A pen recorder tracked the ampli-
tude, and the median value was considered the absolute threshold for each
frequency. Each ear was measured independently.
The speech comprehension test involved having the crewman circle, on a
multiple-choice form, the word presented over the headset. Words were mixed
with recordings of cabin (both crew quarters and equipment room) background
noise. The amplitude of the word was adjusted during taping to a level which
allowed about 50 percent of the words to be correctly identified. This level
was established in a preliminary study. Two different approaches were included
in the speech test. The first approach used 6 rhyme words for the total set of
possibilities (mop, hop, shop, top, cop, and pop). The second approach
involved a total of 50 different rhyme word sets of 6 each. Two tests were
incorporated because it was believed that the repeated word set would be most
sensitive while the larger test would be more representative of normal speech
and would control for memory artifacts.
The acceptability or annoyance test was conducted to determine if the crewmen
habituated or were sensitized to the noise. If the crewman habituated, the
noise would become progressively less objectionable. If they were sensitized,
cabin noise would become increasingly annoying. Crewmen were asked to
compare pairs of recorded noises for "acceptability." One of the pair was a
recording of the cabin ambient noise. The other noise was "pink" noise, that
is, random noise filtered to approximately equal sound pressure levels in
each octave. Pink noise was presented first for 2 seconds. This was followed
by I second of silence and then 3 seconds of cabin ambient noise and 3 seconds
of silence. During the 3-second silent period, the crewman indicated his
preference by pushing the response button once if the first noise was more
acceptable or twice if the second noise was more acceptable. Levels of the
pink noise were varied by the experimenter to determine a level as acceptable
as the cabin ambient. Recordings of both equipment room and crew quarters
noises were used during each test session.
The audio equipment used to present the noise tests is shown in Figure 3-50.
The arrangement permitted the normal use of the audiometer; level adjustment,
mixing, and presentation of two prerecorded audio signals; and communication
over the test headset. A pushbutton circuit (Figure 3-51) operated the audio-
meter and recorded acceptability test responses. Two special headsets were
required because the low-frequency response of the normal intercom and
audiometer headsets was not adequate for the communication or acceptability
testing.
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The calibration equipment used to analyze the sound presented to the crewman
is shown in Figure 3-52. In each case, the headphones were placed on an arti-
ficial ear, and the acoustic signal heard by the crewrnan was analyzed. The
audiometric calibration data (Figure 3-53) show good correspondence with the
old standard for audiometric zero (Reference 3-18). Speech peak levels for
the speech comprehension tests are shown in Table 3-26. Figure 3-54 shows
the spectra of the artificial ambient noises used during the test. The pink
noises are represented in Figure 3-55.
Crew reactions to the acoustic environment were evaluated by application of
the habitability questionnaire (Section 3.3) every 14 days and hostility scale
(Section 3.4.2. I) every 7 days during the test. In addition, a debriefing was
held the day following crew exit from the chamber. Approximately 15 min-
utes were spent on a discussion of the noise in a nondirective way so that
spontaneous reactions could be elicited and immediate general reactions
assessed.
The detailed noise questionnaire (Appendix E) was given during the first
noise post-test, 2 days after exit from the chamber. The questionnaire was
designed to elicit data about specific noise problems, desired noise level in
comparison to the two levels in the SSS, and the adequacy of the noise test
battery.
AUDIO OUTPUT
FROM HEADPHONES
R292-I I II
EAR AND OCTAVE RECORDER
CATHODE FOLLOWER ANALYZER
PISTON PHONE
\
Figure 3-52. Calibration System
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Table 3-Z6
SPEECH PEAK LEVELS USED DURING
SPEECH COMPREHENSION TESTS
{expressed in peak overall sound-pressure level, dbl
C r ev_nan
Mixed Word Sets
Low Ambient High Ambient
Repeated Word Set
Low Ambient High Ambient
i 68 70 70 74
g 6Z 70 67 78
3 68 69 67 76
4 67 71 66 74
Average 66.25 70.0 67.5 75.5
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To establish background levels for use in other procedures, noise levels at
a number of points inside the SSS were measured before the test and three
times during the 90-day period. The noise was not constant since various
pieces of equipment cycled on and off independently. Moreover, equipment
malfunctions required the substitution of backup equipmen t on several
occasions during the test. The levels shown on the background noise tapes
are considered to be representative. Typical background noise spectra are
shown in Figure 3-56. The levels of the crew quarters and equipment area
were 64 and 77 db(A), respectively.
Noise measurements were obtained by recording noise on magnetic tape
using a calibrated system to permit measurement of absolute levels. The
recorded noise was later analyzed using a I/3 and I/I octave band analyzer.
Recordings were used to provide realistic sounds during the psychoacoustic
te sting.
3.6.2 Procedures
An initial briefing was held to introduce the experimenter, familiarize the
crew with the test equipment and procedures, and provide general informa-
tion concerning the nature of the study.
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During the initial test session the instructions for each test.were read.
Prior to the speech comprehension testing, the speech _level was slowly
raised until the crewman estimated that he could understand one-half the
words. The individual levels so established were found to be close enough
to the 50 percent comprehension level to require no further adjustment.
The first test was otherwise as described below.
Crewmen were tested in the SSS; the experimenter was located at a work
station outside. Initial contact was made verbally through use of the inter-
com headset. Contact was made with the crewman, he was asked if the two
experimental headsets, pushbutton, and two answer sheets were available
and answer sheets labeled with the data and his name. He was then asked to
put on the audiometer headset and push the button if he could hear the experi-
menter properly. The subject was then asked if he remembered the instruc-
tions for the audiometry test. If not, they were read. The system was then
switched to the audiometry position and the audiometer started. Operation
of the audiometer was automatic at this point.
After the audiometer had completed its cycle, the crewman was asked to
switch to the alternate headset and again push the response button when he
heard the experimenter properly. Instructions for the first part of the
acceptability test were read if requested. The system was switched to the
off position, the tape advanced to the start of the low ambient level accepta-
bility test, and the mixer set to the required levels. The system was then
set to the required levels. The system was then set to the recorder position
and the first acceptability test tape played. The initial pink noise levels were
set equal in overall sound pressure level to the cabin noises. This resulted
in their being subjectively somewhat louder. The pairs were presented
twice at this initial level, then once at 15 to Z0 db attenuation (three of the
four crewmen consistently rated the pink noise quieter at 15 db, one at Z0 db
attenuation). Subsequent adjustments were made by halvin 8 the distance
between the two appropriate previous levels. An initial determination was
thus made within five adjustments. Several additional i or 2 db adjustments
were then made to assure the accuracy of the initial result, and the entire
process repeated once. If there was inconsistency, several additional
replications were made.
The crewman was then informed that the test was completed and that the next
test was the high level acceptability test. This and the four sections of the
speech comprehension test were then presented. Before each test the crew-
man was asked if he needed a repeat of the instructions, the tape was advanced
to the appropriate point, and mixer levels were readjusted. After the test,
the crewman was asked to have another crew member contact the experimenter.
3.6.3 Results
3.6.3. 1 Audiometric Data
Good reliability was obtained within each test session. The "tracking"
method of the audiometer provided approximately 5 test-retest measures of
the threshold for each frequency. The standard deviation of threshold
measurements is seldom less than g.5 db. (See Reference 3-Z0 for a
discussion of this point.) The procedure used in this experiment produced
/i
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vrepeatability at least this accurate. A horizontal median line drawn by eye
through the approximately 10 data points for each frequency was used as the
threshold value. Since, by inspection, this line was clearly accurate within
I or Z db, and since changes this small were not of interest, no further
evaluation of within-day test-retest accuracy was done.
In contrast to the within-day consistency, large period-to-period variations
were noted, occasionally as great as Z0 db. These shifts were inconsistent,
and may be attributed to any number of factors such as changes in cabin
ambient noise, variations in earphone placement, changes in motivation,
or true week-to-week variations in hearing acuity. Inspection of the individ-
ual audiometric data (Figure 3-57) indicates this large week-to-week
variability. These graphs also indicate that crewmen 2 and 3 changed only
slightly over the 90-day test period, but showed pre-post changes, while
crewmen 1 and 4 show gradual changes over the 90-day test period, mainly
at the 0.5, I, 4, and 6 KHz. frequencies.
Multiple significance tests were used because of the idiosyncratic nature of
hearing loss. (Major effects would be expected in the more "noise-
sensitive" subjects and only at some frequencies. In an analysis of variance,
this would show up as effects on several main variables, as well as several
complex interactions. )
The "t" test was used to evaluate the statistical significance of the following:
pre-post differences for each ear, each frequency, and each subject and
early-late differences (using 3 weeks' data for each category), again for
each ear, frequency, and subject.
A trend analysis was also performed to determine if a systematic change
occurred in the period from the first pretest through the last test during the
90-day simulation. Tests were performed for each frequency, ear, and
crewman, to determine the percentage of the variance accounted for by the
trend line, the significance that its slope was different from zero, and the
decibel change indicated by the trend. Since the trend analysis used more
data points than the early-late comparison, it was a more sensitive test and
identified more instances of significance.
Table 3-Z7 presents the significance test results. Eight pre-post-test
changes were significant at the 0.05 level. However, only three of these
correspond to significant early-late changes, suggesting that pre-post
changes were not closely related to real changes during the 90-day period.
Nine early-late tests were significant at the 0.05 level. These were all for
crewmen 1 and 4, and mainly for one ear for each of these subjects. Seven-
teen of the more sensitive trend tests were significant at the 0.05 level.
Fifteen of these were for crewmen 1 and 4.
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Table 3-27
AUDIOMETRY SIGNIFICANCE TEST RESULTS
f Pre - Post - Late Regression Line
Index
rz
(7.of
(kHz) Change T Change T variance) Slope A(db)
C rewrnan 1
Early
Left Ear
0.5 9.5 Z.433 4.333 1.115 30.6 0.7Z7. 9
1 9.5 Z.610 6.333 3.591" Z9.9 0.681. 9
Z Z.0 1.000 5.667 8.5** 0.0 - -
3 3.0 Z. IZI 3.333 10.0.* Z0.7 0. Z37" 3
4 Z.5 5.0* 5.667 Z. 915" 44.5 0.6Z9"_ 8
6 13.5 6.548* 5.667 17.** 3Z.3 0..877* ii
Right Ear
0.5 13.5 3.857 6.667 1.971 30.8
1 13.5 Z. Z4Z 6.0 1.664 7.8
Z 13.5 z. gz9 4.667 Z. 746 0.0
3 8.5 0.849 1.333 0.450 0.0
4 8.0 4.0 6.667 2.949* ZZ.4
6 1.0 0. Z Z. 333 0.607 7.0
0.813. II
0. 629
n
m
0.690* 9
0.486
_j
* Significant at 0.05 level
*_ Significant at 0.01 level
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Table 3-27 (Continued)
AUDIOMETRY SIGNIFICANCE TEST RESULTS
f Pre - Post - Late Regression Line
Index
rZ
(% of
(kHz) Change T Change T variance) Slope _(db)
Crewman g
Early
Left Ear
0.5 7.5 +Z.466 5.0 Z. 165 8.3 0.380
I 13 3.606 0.33 0.127 6.4 0.466
Z 7 1.698 -Z -0.745 0.0 -
3 8 1.687 -g -0.643 0.0 -
4 6 6.0_ -6 -1.475 0.0 -
6 6.5 4.33_ 9.67 2.563 37.6 0.899 _ IZ
• r
w
v
Right Ear
0.5 9 3. 087 -I -0.45Z 0.0 -
1 15 4. Z43 -0.33 -0. 086 3.7 0. 516
Z 16 - % -0.67 -0.277 0.0 -
3 4.5 I. 116 -3 -g. 324 0.0 -
4 1.5 1.0 3 i. 389 9.0 0. Z81
6 3 0. 530 1 0. 349 3.8 0. 488
% Pooled variance is zero
Significant at 0.05 level
_:c_ Significant at 0.01 level
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Table 3-27 (Continued)
AUDIOMETRY SIGNIFICANCE TEST RESULTS
f Pre - Post - Late Regression Line
Index
(% of
(kI-Iz) Change T Change T variance) Slope _(db)
Crewman 3
Early
Left Ear
0.5 7 I. 980 0. 667 0.30Z 0.0 -
1 15.5 I. Z36 -g. 333 -0. 405 0.0 -
Z 5 I. 104 -5. -1.060 9.4 -0. 574
3 1.5 1.0 -5. 333 -1.486 13.5 -0. 387
4 3 3.0 -5. -I. llg 0.0 -
6 g Z. 0 -i. 333 0. 394 0.0 -
Right Ear
0.5 15.5 4.841_ 1.667 0. Z81 15.1 0.787
1 10.5 4. Z00 0.333 0.07Z 10.5 0.598
Z 5 3.536 0.333 0.065 0.0 -
3 6 1.576 -1.333 -0.286 0.0 -
4 9.5 3.5g8 -1.667 -0.447 0.0 -
6 Z5 -% Z. 333 0.366 30.1 1.3Zl_ 17
% Pooled variance is zero
Significant at 0.05 level
• # Significant at 0.01 level
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vTable 3-27 (Continued)
AUDIOMETRY SIGNIFICANCE TEST RESULTS
f Pre - Post - Late Regression Line
Index
r 2
of
(kHz) Change T Change T variance) Slope A(db)
Crewrnan 4
Early
Left Ear
0.5 3 0.583 4.33 0.958 10.4 0.578 -
1 8 2.263 4.33 1.245 19.5 0.632* 8
Z 2.5 1.667 3.33 Z. 132 0.0 - -
3 0.5 0.164 5.67 4.715"* 14.8 0.435 -
4 -0.5 -0.117 7.33 1.677 8.8 0.600 -
6 7 1.627 4.0 2.502 22.5 0.754_ I0
Right Ear
0.5 16.5 4.714" 9.67 3.371" 67.8 1.516"* 20
1 14.5 2.594 11.33 3.488* 63.5 1.549"* Z0
2 7 1.698 4.67 1.4 24.2 0.585_ 8
3 3.5 1.0 4.67 1.228 32.8 0.679* 9
4 9.5 3.8 5.33 1.186 33.7 1.097_ 14
6 9.5 Z. 357 1.667 1.387 21.4 0.949* 12
* Significant at 0.05 level
*_ Significant at 0.01 level
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Inspection of the individual data in Figure 3-57 and the related significance
tests in Table 3-Z7 suggest that crewmen Z and 3 changed only slightly during
the 90-day test, but did show pre-post-test changes. Crewmen 1 and 4
seemed to show hearing loss during the 90-day test, but mainly at 0.5, 1, 4,
and 6 kHz. On the basis of these observations, data were grouped into six
categories: loss (crewmen 1 and 4) versus no loss (crewmen Z and 3) and
low (0. 5 and i kI-Iz), medium (Z and 3 kHz) and high (4 and 6 kHz) frequencies.
Each of these categories is plotted versus time in the graphs in Figure 5-58.
These plots are quite representative of the raw data, since only a few isolated
raw data points fall a distance of greater than 5 db from the appropriate graph
in Figure 3-58. Summary data for this categorization method are shown in
Table3-Z8. Large pre-post differences exist for all six categories. However,
the loss and no-loss groups have similar pre-post changes. In fact, the loss
group shows less pre-post change than the no-loss group. The no-loss group
shows no more than 0.5 db early-late loss, while the loss group shows early-
late losses of about 5 db.
Table 3-Z9 shows the trends for the six summary categories. Again, the
trend analysis is slightly more sensitive, showing larger changes for the loss
group. The no-loss group shows virtually no trend.
Table 3-Z8
AUDIOMETRIC DATA COMPARING LOSS AND NO-LOSS GROUPS
Pre - Post
Frequency Loss No Loss Difference Loss
Early - Late
No Loss Difference
Low II. 0 Ii. 6 -0.6 6.6 0.5
Medium 4.5 6.6 -Z. I 4. I -I. 5
High 6.3 6.7 -0.4 4.7 0. Z
6.1
5.6
4.5
Table 3-Z9
AUDIOMETRY SIGNIFICANCE TEST
RESULTS COMPARING LOSS AND NO-LOSS GROUPS
Frequency
Loss No Loss
Index Slope Change Index Slope
% db %
Change
db
Low 74.2 0. 733_
Medium 70.6 0. 478_
High Z0. I 0.4ZZ_
Significant at 0.05 level
Significant at 0.01 level
8 0.0
5 0.0
5 0.0
k._/"I
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3.6.3. Z Acceptability Tests
Figure 3-59 shows the individual results for the low and high cabin ambient
acceptability tests. The statistical tests in Table 3-3.0 show that only one
crew member changed consistently. (The early-late significance for crew-
man Z is probably an artifact since the more sensitive trend test showed no
effect. ) Even in this case, the trend indicated only a 3-db change (the noise
becoming less acceptable). However, this crewman showed pre-post changes
of more than 6 db, mainly due to decreased acceptability of the cabin noises
during the post-test. This would indicate that although the crewman found
the cabin noises slightly unpleasant, his major reaction was to find displea-
sure in hearing it again after the test was over. This aspect of sensitization
was not predicted, but seems reasonable.
Although there were longer-term changes, many adjacent testings showed 0
or 1 db differences. Test-retest data within a given day showed a truly
remarkable consistency. Differences of greater than Z dbwere extremely
rare. Thus, week-to-week variation is not due simply to inaccuracy in the
tests, but indicates a real underlying difference. Average data are shown in
Figure 3-60. The total range of variation occurring before the post-test was
never more than 5 db.
3.6.3.3 Speech Comprehension Tests
Speech comprehension results were very consistent. The first three testings
of the mixed-set test were invalidated because of procedural problems, pre-
venting pre-post significance tests for this phase. However, the pre-post
results for the repeated-group test provide a good estimate of these missing
data. Data for individual crewmen are shown in Table 3-31. Only one pre-
post test was significant at the 0.05 level. However, none of the individual
early-late and only one of the slope tests were significant. Averaged tests
based on all four crewmen are shown in Table 3-32. The only significant
change is in the pre-post and slope of the repeated-word-set test at high
ambient level, and this change was in the direction of improvement with time.
Averaged data for the four speech comprehension subtests are shown in Fig-
ures 3-61 and 3-6Z. From the summary graphs, the range of most of the data
points can be seen to be about three words (1Z percent) for the mixed-group
tests and two words (17 percent) for the repeated-group tests. The single
significant slope for averaged data represents a change of 13 percent. Pre-
vious work with the modified rhyme test (Reference 3-Z1) shows a slope at
the 50 percent comprehension level of about 3 percent per db change in mask-
ing level. Work with the repeated group test shows its slope to be about
6 percent per db, due to more careful control of level and similarity of words.
Thus, effects equivalent to about 3-db change in noise level were noticeable
with the sensitivity of this experiment. This emphasizes the lack of meaning-
ful change experienced.
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Table 3-30
ACCEPTABILITY SIGNIFICANCE TEST RESULTS
No ise
C r ewTnan Level
Pre - Post Early - Late
Change T Change T
Regression Line
Index
Z
r
(% of
variance) Slope A(db)
Lo 0.75 I. 34Z Z 0. 671
1 Hi 4.75 I. 0 Z. 67 Z° Z19
Lo 3.75 3 0.67 0. Z77
Z Hi 0. Z5 0.089 -3. 167 -7.181_
Lo i. 0 I. 0 -0.67 -0. 353
3-- Hi -8.5 -5. 667 0.67 0. 316
Lo -7. Z5 -8.093_ -4.67 -3. 396#
4 Hi -6. Z5 -6.063_ -Z.67 -Z. ZI8
Lo -0.44 -0. 700 -0.67 -0.53Z
Mean Hi -Z.44 -i. 348 -0.6Z3 -I. 106
Significant at 0.05 level
#_ Significant at 0.01 level
1.6 0. Z34 -
I. 7 0. Z70 -
1.4 0. Z60 -
0.0 - -
0.0 - -
0.0 - -
10.3 -0. Z95 -
Z0.3 -0. Z3Z_ 3
0.0 - -
0.0 - -
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Table 3-32
SPEECH COMPREHENSION SIGNIFICANCE
TEST RESULTS FOR AVERAGED DATA
Noise
Word Set Level
Pre - Post Early- Late
Change T Change T
Regression Line
Index
Z
r
(% of
variance) Slope A(words)
Mixed
ho
Hi
Uo
Repeated Hi
- -0.75 -2.405
- - -1.25 -1.168
-0.29 0.485 -0.67 -1.265
-1.96 -4.504* -0.58 -1.107
*Significant at 0.05 level
0.0
0.0
0.0
28.3 -0. Iii* i.5 words
13%
3. 6. 3.4 Habitability Questionnaire
Habitability questionnaire data relating to noise is shown in Table 3-33.
Averaged responses were all slightly worse than "good" and did not vary a great
deal during the test. Crew quarters and hygiene area were similar in noise
level, and the similar ratings provide evidence of test validity. Both areas were
rated slightly above "good," showing them to be acceptable both absolutely and
relative to the other factors rated. The equipment area noise, however, was
rated only slightly better than fair, well below average ratings for all items.
This clear differentiation between the two areas will also be seen in several
questionnaire items.
All five items of audio equipment (internal PA, intercom out, intercom in,
entertainment speaker, and entertainment earphones) were rated somewhat
below the average for all items and in a range representing only fair satisfac-
tion. However, as mentioned in Section 3.3. g. I, this was due to the poor
frequency response of the equipment.
3.6. 3.5 Hostility Scales
J
In Figure 3-63 it may be seen that the acoustical environment of the crew com-
partment consistently evoked a lower hostility score than did that of the equip-
ment compartment. The results are in keeping with those of the habitability
questionnaire. Method of application and composition of the hostility scales are
discussed further in Section 3.4. Z. i.
\
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Table 3-33
NOISE-RELATED HABITABILITY DATA
Day
6 21 35 49 63 77 90 Average
Crew quarters noise g. Z5 I.
Hygiene area noise g. 00 g.
Equipment quarters noise 3. Z5 3.
Internal public address g. 33 Z.
External intercom 3. Z5 g.
Internal intercom Z. 33 Z.
Entertainment speaker 3.88 2.
Entertainment headset 3.00 g.
Average for all 58 items Z. Z5 Z.
1 = Excellent
Z = Good
3 = Fair
4 = Poor
75 Z.00 Z. 00 Z.00 Z. 00 1.75 1.96
50 1.50 2.00 Z.00 1.75 1.75 1.75
00 3.00 Z. 75 Z.75 Z.50 3.00 Z.89
50 3.00 Z.75 Z.75 Z. Z5 Z.6Z Z.60
50 Z.88 Z.75 Z. 75 Z.75 Z.75 Z.80
50 Z. 50 Z.75 Z. 63 Z. 50 Z.50 Z.53
Z5 3.00 3.1Z 3.25 3.1Z 3.1Z 3.11
75 Z. 75 Z.50 Z. 75 Z. 50 3.1Z Z.77
Zl Z. 13 Z. 15 Z. Z0 Z. 18 g.g6 Z. Z0
?0
uJ
50
O
u
Z
W
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\
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3.6. 3.6 Debriefing Information
Results of the post-test debriefing are presented here in summary form.
Crew members agreed that random noises (those occurring intermittently
and in an unpredictable way, such as pumps) were the major noise problem,
and that these were noticed while trying to sleep or because they awakened
the crew members. Intermittent noises also distracted the crew when they
were taking the acoustic tests. Three crew members accepted the present
background noise levels, while one thought they were somewhat high. The
only hearing problems noticed were ringing in the ears, which occurred in
the chamber for one crew member and after the conclusion of the test for a
second.
There was some difficulty in communicating within the chamber, evidenced
by frequent need to repeat comments. Outside communications were some-
times difficult, depending on the individual corresponded with and the com-
munications channel used.
The acoustic tests were viewed as reasonable, but the ambient noise used in
the tests was judged to be louder than the actual cabin ambient level and
somewhat unpleasant. The tests also seemed quite long. The use of a
repeated word list was criticized because the crew members remembered the
past week's responses and felt that past experience influenced their responses.
The noise questionnaire applied during the post-test debriefing and the crew
responses are included in AppendixE. These responses support both
habitability questionnaire and debriefing results. The crew members rated
the living quarters noise (question I) as "about as loud as tolerable" and
suggested levels either the same or "slightly quieter" for future living
quarters (question 2). However, they felt the equipment room noise was
"about as loud as tolerable" or "too loud" (question 3), and 3 of the 4 crew
members felt the equipment room noise would have been too loud as a living
quarters ambient, the other crew member rating it "about as loud as tolerable"
{question I0).
All crew members reported intermittent noises such as pumps, talking, and
the noise from cabinet and equipment room doors as the major noise problernm
one which interfered with sleep.
General criticisms of the acoustics tests were that they were boring and long
and that the loud ambient noise and associated pink noise were somewhat
unpleasant. Crewmen preferred the audiometry and unanimously disliked the
acceptability test. Several spontaneous comments were made during the tests
to the effect that the acceptability matching was difficult due to the dissimilarity
of stimuli, although crewmen seldom deviated more than i db in replications
within one test period. Occasionally, a crewman would "drift" in his responses
for a short period, consistently preferring one stimulus for a while, then the
other. This may have been due to lack of concentration, indicating that although
accurate matches could be made, the amount of mental effort required for the
task was considerable.
\
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Specific suggestions for future tests included eliminating the acceptability
test, shortening the battery, and giving the battery less frequently. Problems
cited were the distraction of intermittent noises and the use of the same speech
comprehension word list each week.
3.6.4 Discussion
The results from the acceptability matching and speech comprehension tests
would appear to be of only minor importance. Although one crewman showed
sensitization during the acceptability test, his dislike of the cabin noises was
also evident from subjective reports. The relative dislike of the equipment
room ambient may be shown by the fact that the equipment room noise was
rated somewhat noisier than the equivalent db(A) level pink noise while the
sleeping area noise was rated quieter than the db(A) level of the pink noise.
However, the mechanism involved is not clear.
Although speech comprehension levels did not change, the crew subjectively
reported difficulty in speech comprehension during the 90-day test. Study of
this problem would require sampling of typical communications, distances,
and speakers, and could not be measured adequately with the tests used.
Audiometric results were both unexpected and difficult to interpret. In con-
trast to the other behavioral acoustics tests, audiometric week-to-week
variability was great enough to obscure important differences. Thus, exam-
ination of individual responses is not very fruitful. A lumping of data into six
categories provided a better idea of the effects observed, but even here _.
meaningful changes may be obscured. The most difficult finding to interpret
is the pro-post differences which occur equally over all crewmen. Since the
two crewmen who exhibited no hearing acuity changes during the 90-day test
also showed this pro-post effect, it has been concluded that this effect is an
artifact. The increased hearing loss during the second post-test strongly
suggests that motivation played a part in the pro-post differences, since the
crew members felt closure at the end of the 90-day test and were less
interested in the post-test efforts.
Despite difficulties in interpreting some of the audiometric trends, it is
fairly clear that two of the crewmen showed hearing decrements during the
90-day period. This is somewhat unexpected due to the low levels involved
and suggests that concern for hearing changes be continued in future tests.
The sources of the rather large week-to-week variation are not obvious and
should be studied before further tests to assure that audiometric monitoring
will provide straightforward and meaningful data. It is likely that inter-
mittent background noises had some effect on the audiometric tests, and some
additional effort should be made to provide quieter future audiometric
environments. Earphone placement often provides additional variance,
especially at high frequencies. Additional testing to identify earphones with
the optimum combination of attenuation of external noises and freedom from
sensitivity to earphone placement would be beneficial. The problem of moti-
vational effects has not been solved, mainly because the majority of audio-
metric work is concerned only with rather large losses or changes over time
and/or the identification of individuals who exhibit gross evidence of
malingering or psychological hearing problems.
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Choice of future psycho-acoustic tests is straightforward because the
audiometric test provided adequate measurement of the important changes
and was at the same time considered the least objectionable. The limited
time required to administer only the audiometric test would appear to be
very satisfactory to the crew members. Also, the type of audiometry done
was automated and self-contained and could be easily adapted to self-
administration and placement within a space station.
The use of two cabins with significantly different noise levels provided a
good comparative evaluation of noise level acceptability. The sleeping area
ambient level was clearly reasonable, although one of the crew members
would have preferred it quieter. However, the equipment area levels were
not well accepted. Although this was a source of displeasure, the fact that
the crew could leave the noisier area and did not have to spend a great deal
of time there makes the equipment area noise level also reasonable. The
crew would certainly suggest that the equipment area noise be reduced some-
what and/or their time in this area be reduced. However, it is doubtful that
such levels in similar areas would cause a major problem in the future.
The problem of intermittent noises was not studied in great detail. However,
crew reports indicate that this is a critical area for future improvements.
The major emphasis here would be on further isolating the sleeping area from
intermittent noises which are bound to occur during normal activities and
further quieting of major intermittent noise sources such as pumps.
3.6. 5 Conclusions and Recommendations
The follo_-ing conclusions were reached regarding the effects of SSS ambient
noise on the crew members:
A, Two of the four crew members experienced some hearing loss in one
ear. Recovery apparently occurred during the post-test period. Of
these two cases, the one showing consistent trends was also charac-
terized by pretest hearing loss (at least i0 db at frequencies above
_,000 Ha.). Random variation between weeks prevented a detailed
description of hearing patterns.
B. Only one crew member showed a trend of acceptability change (less
than 3 db in the direction of decreased cabin noise acceptability).
This crew member showed even more dislike for the cabin noise
during post-tests and reported the most subjective irritation with the
cabin noise.
C.
s
The speech comprehension tests showed no consistent significant
effects.
n. The attained levels of NCA 55 and 70[64 and 77 db(A)] were close
to minimum-desired and maximum-tolerable noise levels. The
difference between NCA 55 and 70 represents a clear and important
change in acceptability.
. J
v
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E. Intermittent noises were a meaningful source of dissatisfaction,
especialI7 when trying to sleep.
Based on these conclusions and an analysis of the adequacy of the testing
program, the following recommendations are offered:
A. Efforts should be made to increase the consistency of audiometric
data. Possible approaches are further reduction of background
noise (possibly by use of a helmet to reduce bone-conducted noise or
some sort of quiet area) and increased precision of earphone place-
ment. Crew activities should be scheduled and the crew alerted to
produce minimal noise.
B. Ear protection devices could be considered for use when sleeping,
both to reduce noise exposure if signs of hearing degradation occur
and to minimize the disturbance of intermittent noises.
C. Future acoustic tests should be limited to audiometry. Although
acceptability tests showed the sensitization of one crew member,
his dissatisfaction was a/so observed during the debriefing and on
the post-test questionnaire.
D. If acceptability tests are considered, care should be taken to provide
a gradual onset and decay of stimuli (probably at least 500 msec) to
minimize startle and annoyance. Future pre- and post-acceptability
tests would provide the necessary data without the dissatisfaction due
to repeated testing.
E. Future interest in speech comprehension should be limited to assess-
ing the absolute amount of (rather than change in) communication
interference. This could be done with a simulation prior to long-
term missions or by monitoring repetitions in normal conversation
during a mission.
F. The NCA 55 and 70 noise levels achieved appear to be reasonable for
future minimum standards.
S. Additional reduction of the equipment area noise by at least 5 db or
reduction of time required in the equipment area would be desirable
but probably not critical.
H. Additional reduction of living quarters ambient by 5 to I0 db would be
desirable if it did not tend to cause increased awareness of intermittent
noises. However, this reduction should have low priority compared to
a large number of other habitability concerns.
I, An effort should be made to reduce intermittent noises such as pump
noise, door noise, and talking, especially in the sleeping quarters.
J. Some improvement Of all the audio systems would be desirable.
Improvement of the intercommunications system, especially with
regard to consistency of performance under all conditions and with
all users, might be critical in case of emergency.
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\3.7 EEG MONITORING AND SLEEP STUDIES
This program provided for the acquisition and analysis of electroencephalo-
graphic (EEG) and electrooculographic (EOG) recordings taken from
39 nights of sleep divided between two crewmen. Approximately 350 hours
of data were acquired and analyzed.
Equipment required for collection, monitoring, and recording of the EEG and
EOG was selected. All items to be within the SSS were screened for toxicity
and flammability in compliance with the MDAC material control program.
A data collection and monitoring station consisting of telemetry receivers,
tape recorder, and chart recorder was installed in the vicinity of the SSS.
The station was located to minimize interference with operation of the SSS
support facilities. A reliable physiological telemetry link between the SSS
crew and the recording station was established.
An automatic scoring system was designed for both of the crewmen partici-
pating in this experiment on the 90-day manned test. Six sleep classifica-
tions were provided--awake, rapid eye movement (REM), and stages 1 _
through 4, as defined by the Association for the Psychophysiological Study
of Sleep (APSS) (Reference 3-19). In addition, movements and artifacts
were also detected.
The crew members were indoctrinated in the roles of the EEG and EOG
recordings, and trained in the methodology of preparing themselves for
them. The importance of proper electrode attachment technique and correct
electrode placement was stressed, since the quality of the EEG data obtained
is dependent upon proper homologous positioning and achievement of
minimum resistance from the scalp-to-scalp positions. An electrode
resistance tester was included for this function. The crew members were
also trained in the use of the telemetry and the scheduling of the recording
sessions.
Recording during the 90-day manned test was in accordance with previously
established protocol. A trained technician initiated and monitored the
recording sequence, maintained a data collection log, and noted unusual
circumstances. He also monitored (from outside the SSS) the crew's pre-
paration efforts and noted the effectiveness of electrode application.
The sleep scoring system developed and validated on baseline data was
applied to the sleep recordings collected during the 90-day test. In addition
to detailed printout of sleep stage olassifications, the following was also
provided for each overnight record.
A. Graphic representation of sleep stage occurrence (sleep print).
B, Duration of each major sleep stage period and summary of total
amount of time spent in each sleep stage, ratio of time spent in
various stages, number of transitions between stages, number of
movements, .... In all 45 parameters were extracted from the
daily sleep information for each subject to attempt to obtain a
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measure of the "quality" of the sleep. These parameters and the
results are discussed further in the text.
C. Plots of energy within specific bandwidths (e. g., delta, sigma) as
a function of time.
3.7. 1 Instrumentation
Two biotelemetry transmitters (Figure 3-64) were placed in the chamber.
They provided a pulsewidth frequency-modulated signal at approximately
88 MHz containing four multiplexed channels of data. Only one transmitter
was used; the other was kept in reserve as a standby. A signal source in
the chamber provided an 82-microvolt, 5-Hz square wave for calibration.
The calibrator box contained a circuit which measured the resistance of
each pair of electrodes after application.
The receiving antenna and lead wire were simply an insulated piece of wire
strung inside the chamber along the wall just below the ceiling. After
passing through a hermetic feedthrough to the outside of the chamber, this
wire mated with a shielded wire which led to the data recording station.
The demodulated data, two channels of EEG and two of EOG, were recorded
on tape and simultaneously displayed on a chart recorder. Three of the
recorded channels were read back immediately and also displayed on the
chart recorder to insure proper operation of the recording system. Atime
code generator, synchronized with one in the control room, produced
IR/G B signals which were also recorded on tape, and a binary output for
display on the chart recorder.
Placement of EEG and EOG electrodes followed the recommendations perti-
nent to sleep research and published by the National Institute of Health (NIH)
(Reference 3-2Z).
A log book was maintained for recording data pertinent to the sleep record-
ings, particularly regarding artifacts, comments by the crewman concerning
attitude, subjective evaluation of his sleep, naps taken during the day, and
other pertinent information.
3.7.Z Selection and Training of Participants
All four crewmen participated in a training session on May 27 (17 days
before the test). Topics discussed included the collection of EEG and EOG
as information pertinent to sleep stage identification; sleep research in
general and objectives of this project in particular; operation of the telemetry
system, application of electrodes, and, also typical checkout and calibration
problems. Each crewman received a pamphlet listing materials to be used,
procedures for operation of telemetry, application and checking of
electrodes. Each crewman had an opportunity to apply electrodes to the
other, to learn the placement of electrodes, operate and calibrate the
telemetry, and observe the resulting EEG during various conditions such as
eyes open, eyes closed, alertness, and resting. All participants showed
significant interest in this study and were able to obtain a good, clean
recording.
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Two crewmen were selected on the basis of EEG recorded during this
session, the criterion being a relatively high level of alpha activity. A board-
certified neurologist compared this remotely obtained EEG with the clinical
EEG done in her laboratory and concurred with the selection.
3.7.3 Baseline Recording Session
For the purpose of obtaining baseline sleep information from the selected
participants, crewmen 1 and 3 were instrumented for recording on June 7
and 8 between 2300 and 0630. Both crewmen slept in hospital beds (adjustable)
placed in one of the rooms in the laboratory. Each applied electrodes to the
other (under supervision) and tested performance of the equipment; that was
done in a separate room, removed from their sleeping quarters.
At 2300 to Z315, when crewmen reported readiness for sleep, the majority
of the lights were shut off resulting in a dark-to-low luminance condition.
In case of need, individual table lamps were available. One EEG channel
and two channels of EOG were recorded from each crewman.
The Pattern Recognition Group personnel monitored and documented the
recording sessions. Two outside consultants (specializing in sleep research)
participated, in the first night's recording, made final decisions on electrode
placement, evaluated the first hour of recording, and the next day partici-
pated in initial sleep scoring (using the manual-visual method).
3.7.4 Data Collection
Three periods of data collection were scheduled: days 1 through I0; days
42 through 45; and days 85 through 90. Data collection was begun at
2300 hours on the first day, the first scheduled sleep for crewman i. No
recordings were made of the other crewman, who was on the early sleep
schedule (1300 to 2100), until his third scheduled sleeping period. Data
were taken during i0 consecutive nights for the former, 9 consecutive nights
for the latter, during this early period.
Availability and cost of chart paper made it possible to record only the first
two sessions from each subject at a speed which permits manual scoring of
sleep. The rest of the sessions the paper was run just fast enough to check
the quality of recording and read the time code for later elimination of
artifacts and interference from the computer-aided analysis.
Problems encountered included some unavoidable interference from various
electrical appliances around the chamber, and occasional loss of signal due
to a sleeper either rolling on top of the telemetry or knocking off an
electrode. It has been determined that more than 90 percent of the data
collected was usable for the subsequent data analysis.
3.7. 5 Data AnalFsis
The analysis of the recorded data involved several processing operations.
The basic analysis was the automatic scoring of each 30-second epoch of
the recorded EEG/EOG data into a sleep stage (or a movement or artifact
categorization). This was accomplished using a pattern recognition design
_, ,JJ
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fprocedure. A functional block of the processing and analysis is shown in
Figure 3-65. The analog EEG data are sampled at 68. 5 Hz and quantized
to I0 bits. The resulting digital data are then processed by a FFT
(Reference 3-23) algorithm to extract the frequency information from
0 to 34 Hz in 1-Hz increments for each 30 seconds. These 34 parameters,
representing the amplitude squared values v2/Hz of the frequency constit-
uents in the EEG, form part of the input to the pattern recognition system
for subsequent classification.
The design of the classification system involves a pattern recognition
learning algorithm which classifies each 30-second epoch _nto one of
five sleep stage categories (awake, 1 or REM, 2, 3 and 4). A detailed
discussion of this design algorithm can be found in Reference 3-Z4. As
illustrated in Figure 3-65, four separate classification systems are designed,
using the baseline data as the training sample to perform dichotomous
classifications at each node (labeled 1 through 4 in Figure 3-65). A decision
tree structure is thus evolved. At node 1 the dichotomization involves
separating stages 3 and 4 from all others. Node 2 separates stage 3 from
stage 4. Node 3 provides the identification of the awake state and Node 4
separates stage g from stages 1 and REM.
In addition, the frequency information and the raw digital data are also
processed in a REM detection and logic operation to detect the presence of
rapid eye movements, gross body movements, and contaminating noise and
spurious artifacts. The REIk4 detector utilizes the total power in the EEG
trace, the total power in the opposed waves in the EOG, and the sharpness
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Figure 3-65. Automatic Sleep Scoring and Sleep Performance Analysis
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of these opposed waves to detect rapid eye movement. The body movement
and artifact detection is based on a multiple thresholding of the power con-
tained in the lower and higher frequencies. If the 30-second interval
contains sufficient energy in the high frequencies to exceed a threshold, or
sufficient energy in the ratio of the upper frequencies to the total energy to
exceed a second threshold, then an artifact indication is noted. If the
energy is concentrated in verylow frequencies (0 to 1 Hz) and is of large
magnitude, then a body movement indication is provided.
The corresponding output from this REM detection and logic operation is
used to supplement or override the classification of the decision tree.
A movement detection will override all classifications other than stages 3
and 4. A REM detection will override the stage 1 classification, or a
stage g classification if that epoch is preceded by a movement; and finally
the artifact detection will override all decision tree classifications and
cause the last epoch classification to be carried through until the artifact
is over. Figure 3-66 is an example of the computer printout illustrating
the operation of the automatic scoring system.
The output from the scoring system was then processed by a computer
program from which the sleep print is generated. Four adjacent 30-second
classification outputs are averaged and a sleep stage noted for that g-minute
interval. Each g-minute interval was plotted to provide a ready display of
the crewmen's sleep over the entire sleep period (Figure 3-67). In addition,
the quantities used to evaluate the qu_ality of the crewmen's sleep were also
computed. These 43 parameters, four histograms and a table include
length of time in each stage, total sleep time, total awake time, number of
movements, number of sleep stage transitions, etc. (see Figure 3-68).
Finally a statistical summary of each of 43 parameters was computed for all
of the sleep periods in the cabin for each crew member. These are provided
in tabular (Figure 3-69) and graphical form to display trends and inconsist-
encies in sleep behavior. The entire operation, including sleep scoring and
statistical summary and plotting, took about 3 to 3-I/Z hours for each 9 to
I0 hour sleep period using an XDS 930 computer.
3.7. 6 Results
The scoring of the sleep records is the fundamental step in arriving at an
assessment of sleep quality. However the output of the scoring systems, a
stage categorization for each 30-second epoch of sleep, is still too extensive
to be easily absorbed. Further data reduction is in order.
Sleep researchers rely on certain accepted parameters extracted from the
scored data as well as sleep prints and plots of the delta activity in
evaluating sleep. For the most part, these parameters deal with the
rhythmic nature of the sleep, and the relative and absolute quantities of
the various sleep activities. Most parameters are not related to the very
fine structure of sleep.
Inthe course of extracting these parameters, the first step is to obtain
those which do use fine structure --namely, those dealing with movement or
arousal episodes. Then the 30-second data are combined to provide Z-minute
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Figure 3-66. Computer Printout-Automatic Sleep Scoring
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scoring epochs. This tends to minimize chatter in the scoring as the sleeper
is near the boundary between sleep stages. Such smoothing is provided
subjectively in the hand scoring of sleep records. The sleep print is plotted
directly from these Z-minute data, and they form the basis for the great
majority of the sleep parameters.
The computer provides a listing of the parameters extracted for each sleep
period. A set of 43 numbers (Figure 3-68) are the primary output. Histo-
grams of the duration of various types of sleep episodes (item 44, Figure 3-68)
are given, as is a table of the REIV[-to-REIV[ intervals (item 45, Figure 3-68).
This listing is immediately followed by a graphic representation of the sleep
stages, the sleep print.
Figure 3-70 shows a sleep print from a normal individual (not one of the
crewmen) and is considered to be a typical night. There is the regular
transition through the stages, reaching stage 4 within an hour. The stage
4 episode lasts for perhaps half an hour and leads to the first REIV[ period.
A second stage 4 episode may or may not occur; but if it did, it would be
in the second slow wave episode near the g-hour mark. The plot of the delta
activity above the sleep print provides a ready reference for slow wave sleep.
The remainder of the night is spent in a regular RElV[-stage g cycle, with
perhaps a minor amount of stage 3. Notice the relatively few stage changes.
RELATIVEAMP ITUD
OF
DELTA _JACTIVITY
11292 III
./Jl_
\
0
EEG 2
SLEEP
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O 1 2 3 4 5 6 ?
SEEP TIME (HOURS)
----- DENOTESREM I
Figure 3-70. Delta Activity (0.2 to 2 Hz) and Sleep Stages vsSleep Time Subject 025 Baseline
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Figure 3-71 represents perhaps the closest approach, in the nights monitored
during the test, to the prototype above. Many more stage changes than one
.... would "expect was one of the more striking features of chamber sleep;
Z to 4 times as many stage changes as normally encountered. Note also the
limited amount of slow wave sleep.
Figure 3-7Z shows one of the more troubled nights, occurring near the
halfway point. Notice the long awake period and the many stage changes.
With these sleep prints, relative levels of delta activity were also plotted.
The rigid criteria defined for stages Z, 3, and 4 perform a coarse quantiza-
tion of what appears to be a somewhat continuous increase and decrease in
low frequency activity (0. 5 to Z Hz). To highlight this waxing and waning of
delta activity, a time history of activity in the delta band was plotted, based
also upon Z-minute epochs. These plots tend to reveal more clearly the
rhythmic nature of the sleep patterns which may be been obscured by the
sleep stage quantifications. These also show the rhythmicity of sleep, delta
being minimal during REM and stage 1, and building up to a maximum in
stage 4.
The sleep parameters are tabulated in a summary chart for each of the
participating crewmen (Figure 3-73 and 3-74). The parameters are sub-
divided bytypes. First comes the grossest - total bed time, sleep time,
and wake time. Next is a breakdown by sleep parameters and combinations
of sleep parameters. The time to onset of each stage is followed by the
average duration of certain episodes. Then most of these are converted to
percentages. Finally, the number of episodes of various types and the
number of stage changes are given. All nights for one of the crewmen are
shown on this chart as well as the average value for each parameter.
Probably the most striking item on this chart is the lack of slow wave sleep.
One crewman averaged 30 minutes per night for stages 3 and 4 combined and
the other averaged only 5 minutes per night. This result is not out of keeping
with results of other confinement studies.
To facLlitate the search for trends, bar charts are produced for each of the
parameters. Figure 3-75 shows total wake time for crewman 1. Adown-
ward trend is exhibited during the first 5 days showing an adaptation to the
new environment. There is then a rising trend, showing up most dramati-
cally during the last 5 day recording period as the anticipation of the end of
the 90-day test mounted.
3.7.7 Conclusions
Using the biotelemetry system and with a minimum of training of the
crewmen, it has been demonstrated that consistent and reliable monitoring
of the physiology of crewmen in confinement can be performed. Little
crew discomfort was noted although some consideration should be given to
easing the electrode application task. A skull cap or other head covering
with prepared electrodes (such as that developed by Dr. J. Frost, Baylor
University for NASA-MSC) should be considered for subsequent experiments.
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A methodology has been developed which provides for the rapid processing of
the EEG and related physiologic parameters. The automatic pattern
recognition sleep scoring system has demonstrated sleep stage classifica-
tion results consistent with those of a human scorer, without the inconsist-
tencies of the subjective scoring and eliminating the tedium of manual
scoring. A statistical summary of sleep parameters is readily computed
and trends in sleep activities displayed for evaluation of crewman status.
The analyzed data demonstrates a trend towards more sleep in the first
10 days o£ confinement, less sleep later on - although total bed time remains
about the same and both crewmen appear to have obtained adequate sleep.
Total wake time tapered off during the first I0 days, reflecting some
adaptation to the chamber. The amount of wake time before sleep showed a
definite increase from the beginning to the middle to the end of the 90-day
test, and wake time in bed after sleep also shows a definite increase with
time.
The sleep behavior of the crewmen monitored during this experiment
appeared to deviate little during the course of the 90-day test. It was noted
that both crewmen tended to have little slow wave sleep activity (stages 3
and 4), averaging 30 minutes per night for one crewman and a miniscule
5 minutes per night for the other.
The most interesting psychological changes in the crewmen occurred near
day 60 as noted in Section 3.4. It is unfortunate that the limited scope of the
sleep monitoring did not include this time period, since the correlation of
sleep characteristics with other behavioral data could have provided
s ignific ant inforrnation.
3. 8 GLYCEROL FOOD SUPPLEMENT
During the 90-day test, crew members evaluated the acceptability of
glycerol as a dietary supplement (sweetening agent) in two different 5-day
periods. Evaluation took the form of hedonic ratings o£ acceptability and,
through the use of portions o£ available urine and blood samples, verifica-
tions o£ the course of metabolic resolution of the material.
Glycerol dates from the earliest days of organic chemistry when its isolation
from fat as an individual compound was first reported by Scheele in 1779
{Reference 3-2-5). Its name derives from the Greek "glukos," meaning sweet,
since it had a sweetness almost as intense as sugar. •Later, its structure
was shown to be:
Hz-OH
CH-OH
l
CH z -OH
which in most aspects is quite similar to the structure of sugars.
\
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Along with being found in food as a component of fat, free glycerol is present
in small amounts in fermented materials such as beer, wine, and bread.
Further, it is now commonly added in relatively small amounts to foods in
which it is not normally present to confer desirable physical properties.
It is also utilized because of its desirable solvent properties in the formula-
tion of a wide variety of pharmaceutical preparations and is useful in the
compounding of food flavorings. Glycerol is "generally recognized as safe"
by the US Food and Drug Administration.
It was not until 190P that Cremer demonstrated that glycerol was processed
by the body to produce glucose when he reported that diabetics excreted
additional sugar when fed glycerol (Reference 3-26). This gluconeogenic
attribute of glycerol was later confirmed by Catron and Lewis in 192-9 with
the demonstration that ingestion of glycerol by fasting rats led to an increase
in liver glycogen (Reference 3-27). Since then, extensive studies have been
conducted which repeatedly show that the most important pathway of glycerol
metabolism involves its rapid conversion in the body to glucose.
The current confidence regarding the low oral toxicity of pure glycerol has
not always existed. It is possible that early preparations contained
byproducts which resulted in reports of nausea, vomiting, and injurious
effects. It remained for Johnson, Carlson, and Johnson in 1933 to effectively
disprove injurious effects in animals and man when significant amounts of
glycerol were consumed (Reference 3-28). They reported that after extensive
preliminary testing in rats and dogs consuming almost one-half their diet
as glycerol, they then fed Ii0 g of glycerol per day to I0 men and 4 women
for 50 days. This amount of glycerol could provide about 1,985 A4/ (475 Kcal)
which would amount to almost gO percent of the daily calorie requirement of
the subjects. There were no significant changes in the blood and uring
analyses performed nor was there a change in the basal metabolic rate. No
evidence was observed of diarrhea, abnormal intestinal activity, sleepless-
ness, or excitement; all these effects having been previously reported by
others.
Based on l_eference 3-2-8 and other subsequent reports of the innocuous effect
of the oral ingestion of glycerol by man, it was decided here to investigate
the suitability of glycerol as a potential physicochemically regenerated food
during long duration space missions (Reference 3-P9). Two other aspects
of the problem, aside from its nutritive qualities, had to be investigated;
the feasibility of its manufacture from waste during the mission and its
psychological acceptability.
The problem of manufacture has been pursued to the point where currently it
can be stated that the feasibility of the following synthetic sequence has been
demonstrated: (i) reaction of respiratory carbon dioxide and hydrogen to
yield methane; (2) oxidation of methane to formaldehyde; (3) self-condensation
of formaldehyde to produce formose sugars; and (4) hydrogenolysis of formose
sugars to give glycerol plus other low molecular weight polyols. Separation
of pure glycerol from the mixture remains to be accomplished.
The problem of acceptability of glycerol under simulated aerospace conditions
is the subject of this section. The crewmen of the 90-day test agreed to
consume 40 g per day of food-grade glycerol in four 10-g doses during two
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different 5-day periods. They would also report their evaluation of various
, ,different flavorings and methods of ingestion. Concurrently, analyses of
blood and urine samples would be conducted to determine the possible
physiological effects of this supplement to their diet.
3. 8. 1 Materials and Methods
The glycerol used was reagent grade in accordance with the specifications
of the American Chemical Society. It was diluted with distilled water to give
a solution containing 1 g glycerol per cm 3 of final volume. Lemon and lime
flavors were reconstituted juices obtained from a local supermarket as were
other reconstitutable drinks such as Koolaid, dehydrated coffee and tea, used
by the crew in combination with the glycerol.
The Glycerol solution was provided in a i liter adhesive foil covered plastic
automatic dispenser set to deliver I0 cm3 of the solution at one time. The
crew was instructed to mix this quantity of solution with a single flavor or
mixture of flavors, dilute with at least five volumes of water or beverage,
and consume, The sweetness of I0 cm 3 of the solution was equivalent to
about 1 teaspoon of sucrose. The crew was also instructed to allow at least
g hours between ingestions, which could be before, during, after, or between
meals. They were to record the total volume of liquid consumed and their
subjective evaluation of the mixture using a five-point scale:
1 = like very much
Z = better than average
3 = acceptable
4 = might try again
5 = will never try again
This five-point scale satisfied the requirements of this experiment and is
similar to a standard hedonic scale used in food preference studies.
The blood samples used were portions of the weekly collections described
in Section 4.2.6. As a normal part of the serum lipid study performed on
the samples by NMRI (Section 4.4. Z), values for free serum glycerol were
determined and are reported here.
Analysis of weekly urine samples for free glycerol was perfomed by MDAC
using a variation of the Boehringer-Mannheim Corporation protocol for the
enzymatic analysis of serum glycerol utilizing the following reactions.
j
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Glycerol + Adenosine Triphosphate _ glycerol- l-phosphate
+ Adenosine Diphosphate
Ad eno sine Diphosphate + Phosphoenolpyruvate _ Adenosine Triphosphate
+ pyruvate
Pyruvate + Nicotinamide - Adenine Dinucleotide + Hydrogen_ lactate
+ Oxidized Nicotinamide - Adenine Dinucleotide
The reduction in absorbency of the solution at 366 nlv[ due to the loss of
NADH was equated with the glycerol present.
The accuracy of the method for urine samples and the recovery of added
glycerol is indicated by the following excerpt from a letter by S. Klotzsh,
Chief Chemist, Boerhringer Mannheim Corp.
"Following the methodology for serum, our laboratory assayed three
different urine samples (0. 5 ml per test) and also the same specimens with
the addition of Img and Z mg percent of glycerol:
Recovered Glycerol (rag%)
Sample 1 g 3
Without addition 0.21 0.28 0.44
Plus I0 g glycerol/rnl l. Z5
I. Z8 i. 37
Plus 20 g glycerol/ml Z. Z0 Z. 19 Z. 48
percent recovery 103;100 100;96 95;I0Z
The urine was filtered prior to use to exclude particle interferences in the
measurement of optical density. A difference of time or rate in comparison
to serum samples was not observed. "
3. 8. g Results
Glycerol as a food additive was quite acceptable to the crewmen. During the
first trial period, there was considerable experimentation with various
flavorings. In addition to its formulation as beverages, on a number of
occasions it was added to cereal and fruits with good reports. As can be
seen from Table 3-34, the recorded evaluations indicated it was considered
to be better than average.
During the second period of ingestion, the acceptability declined somewhat to
approximately average. The degree of experimentation with flavors was very
much reduced and one of the crewmen was satisfied merely to dilute the
glycerol with water throughout this phase. None of the crewmen in either of
the test periods found any formulation to be unacceptable. General comments
at the end of the test indicated the crewmen thought the taste of glycerol to be
detectably different from sucrose. Its convenience as a sweetener was
thought to be desirable.
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Table 3-34
ACCEPTABILITY OF GLYCEROL AS A FOOD ADDITIVE
v
Test Day
13 - 17 70 - 74
Number of Number of
Crewman Consumptions Rating_ Consumptions Rating_
1 20 _ 12 2.9 + O. 1
2 20 2. 1 + 0.2 14 3.0 + 0.1
3 14 2.2+0.1 15 2.9±0.1
4 20 1.3 :I: O. 2 16 2.9 :I: O. i
: Mean ± SEM. See text for description of rating scale.
** = Failed to give numerical rating.
Analysis of blood samples drawn immediately after the period of glycerol
consumption (Table 3-35) indicated a nonsignificant rise (P > 0. I, t test)
in the level of free glycerol when compared with the levels observed one
week before and after the trial period. Even when all baseline values were
pooled for statistical analysis, the increase was not significant.
The results obtained with urine samples are more difficult to interpret.
There was a highly significant rise in the amount of glycerol excreted
(Table 3-35). However, there was a wide difference in the levels of
excretion by the different crewmen. This may be due to individual
physiological variations, but other factors may also have had an effect.
For instance, during the last few days of each test period, there were
deviations from the protocol with regard to the time between consumptions
and the amount consumed at a given time. Also, during the second test
period, because of unanticipated losses of glycerol solution, not all crewmen
held to the regimen for the scheduled usage; in fact, Crewman i terminated
glycerol ingestion after only three days of this period because of the shortage.
Further, some crewmen consumed "double doses" or single doses in rapid
succession. It can be predicted this would result in elevated excretion of
glyc erol.
3. 8.3 Discussion
As was expected, it was found here that the acceptability of glycerol was high.
Since it is known that glycerol is very rapidly metabolized by the body to
primarily glucose and to a lesser degree directly to carbon dioxide, it is not
surprising that no elevation in serum-free glycerol was observed several
hours after the last ingestion. In theory, the amount consumed could give
W j
J
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v Table 3-35
SERUM AND URINE FREE GLYCEROL
C r ewrnan
Sample
Day*
Serum Free Glycerol Urine Free Glycerol
(rag%) (rag/Z4 hr)
1 2 3 4 1 2 3
ii 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.6 2.7 1.9 1.7
18 0.6 0.7 1.2 0.8 18.4 39.0 106.0
25 0.7 0.7 0.9 1.0 1.7 2.5 Z. 8
67 1.2 0.9 0.9 1.2 4.4 3.0 5.9
74 (I. 2) I. 1 9. 1 4.2 (3. 3) 30.7 65. 7
81 I.i 0.7 1.3 0.9 5.5 Z.9 5.6
3 7
Z 8
1 6
5 0
5 8
3 1
*NOTE: Trial Periods were: Days 13 to 17 and 70 to 74.
i
\
rise to a transitory three-fold increase in the serum level of glycerol; but
this would be observed only if absorption was very rapid and measurements
were performed within minutes after consumption.
It is thought that the rate of excretion of glycerol into the urine is directly
proportional to the serum concentration of free glycerol. This may help to
explain the difference observed between the amounts excreted before and
after the first test period and the corresponding values obtained during the
second collection of data. The mean volume of urine per man day of the
first test period was 1,140 + 265 cm 3 whereas it was 1,940 ± 205 cm 3
during the second period. The difference is significant (P < 0.05, t test).
The same situation obtained with regard to the excretion of glycerol.
During the baseline periods of the first glycerol [ngest[0n, total excretion
of glycerol was 2.24 ± 0.25 mg per day while during the second period, it
was 4.43 + 0.45 mg per day. Again, the increase was highly significant
(P < 0.01, t test). Thus, the normal excretion rate of glycerol seems to
parallel the total volume of urine, a situation which would be expected if
glycerol excretion were a passive process.
t
The passive nature of glycerol excretion does not explain the extent of the
elevation observed during test. The wide variations in glycerol excretion
complicate the situation. However, the fact that the relative amounts
excreted by each crewman during the two different test periods was essentially
in the same order would suggest individual physiological differences. Further
studies are planned. In any case, the average excretion of glycerol during
the test represented less than 0. 1 percent of the ingested amount and can be
considered negligible.
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Because of a shortage of glycerol during the second ingestion period,
crewman 4 terminated his consumption of glycerol about I0 hours before
beginning the collection of urine. As seen from Table 3-34, urinary
excretion of crewman 4 had returned to normal values which indicates a
very short retention time for excess glycerol in the body. This is consistent
with known rates of glycerol metabolism as determined by studies involving
radioactive glycerol and measurement of the excretion of radioactive
metabolites such as carbon dioxide (Reference 3-Z6).
3. 8.4 Recommendations
In future studies of the use of glycerol as a diet supplement, the following
changes in protocol would be desirable:
A. Storage onboard of a Z5 to 30 percent excess of glycerol solution
to avoid problems associated with accidental spills.
B°
C.
Elimination of liquid flavorings and substitution of dehydrated
or Koolaid type flavorings.
Greater emphasis during crew briefing of need to adhere to
instructions regarding proper dilution of the glycerol solution and
schedule of consumption.
D. Extension of glycerol consumption to periods greater than 5 days.
3.9 NON-IIWTERFERENCE PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT (NIPA)
This portion of the program involved an evaluation of the feasibility of
measuring onboard crew behavior on a non-interference basis, i.e., without
requiring active participation of the crew.
Manned space missions planned for the foreseeable future will include onboard
personnel in sufficient number and over sufficiently prolonged durations that
problems associated with man in the system require increased attention.
It is of vital importance to develop methods of performance assessment which
will provide information on those aspects of the behavior of a man, or groups
of men, which affect total mission performance. Thus, the objective of
developing human performance measures is to apply them to reducing
incidents of poor performance on mission-critical activities which would
result in loss of important data and, in the extreme case, mission abort.
It is fairly obvious that a man's performance of technical tasks is directly
dependent upon the technical skills that he possesses. This has been a
major criterion in the selection and training of space crews and certainly
should continue to be so. Not so obvious, however, is the influence of
other behavioral factors such as crew morale or social-psychological factors
on performance. Prior studies of small groups in confined spaces over
long duration report that morale declined and interpersonal tension increased
(Reference 3-30). The question for long-term space missions is: How can
in-flight degeneration of morale be detected and, having done so, what
remedial action can be taken?
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\Psychological tests of the paper and pencil variety are usually used when
information relative to morale or social-emotional factors is desired. • This
often results in a reaction to the test itself. Subjects may resist providing
information which is felt to be private. Or, when a subject is aware of being
evaluated, there may be a tendency to select answer alternatives that will
place him in the "best" light rather than those that truly represent actual
feelings, thought, or opinions. Thus, the measurement technique itself alters
the object being measured giving a false reading. In addition, there is an
accompanying history of negative reactions to such tests, especially when
given repeatedly. One way of avoiding the inaccuracy of these tests, as well
as the negative reactions to them, is to collect data from the subjects with-
out requiring their active participation.
The goal of the NIPA study was to develop methods of obtaining morale data
from crewmen on the 90-day SSS test by visually and aurally observing behav-
ior. The program was conceived to be non-interfering rather than unobtru-
sive; i.e., cooperation of the crewmen was not required or desired to obtain
data. Unobtrusive observation was not entirely possible because of the test
program policy of briefing the crewmen about all aspects of the program.
Although they would be aware that cameras and microphones were installed
in the SSS, crewmen would be able to carry on their programmed tasks (and
other behavior) without interference by the NIPA staff. The crew would also
receive a number of intrusive paper-and-pencil tests to augment the NIPA
data with classically obtained information. The ultimate objective was to
develop an observational methodology which would eliminate the need for
intrusive testing methods where morale data are desired in operational sit-
uations. The immediate objective was to test a particular set of observa-
tional techniques which would provide preliminary avenues for further
research in the area. The methodology as it might be ultimately developed
is envisioned as a means for providing to ground support personnel real-time
data on which to take remedial action in the event of significant decrement in
the morale of operational space crews.
3.9. i Experimental Method
The approach was to observe behavior through use of a closed-circuit video
system and live microphones. Anticipated behavior of the crew was identi-
fied, defined, categorized, and quantified. Adata analysis program was
developed to correlate behavioral observations with the more traditional
measures of behavior available to the experimenters. These measures in-
cluded: paper-and-pencil psychological tests, biochemical stress indices,
and work performance records.
The approach was based on previous findings of undesirable psychological-
social effects of confinement and assumed that crew behavior would reflect
these effects as they occurred during the test. It was expected that as test
duration increased there would be evidence of decreased interactions among
crew members, degraded work performance, irritability, hostility toward
support personnel, psychosomatic complaints, degraded sleep behavior,
impaired intellectual performance, and lowered motivation. Thus the entire
NIPA program was oriented toward observing behavior which might be indica-
tive of these changes and statistically relating behavioral changes to "objec-
tive" or criterion measures. Criterion measures are discussed separately.
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The first step in the reasoning process dealt with defining and establishing
quantitative values for the behavior to be observed. The next steps involved
training observers to reliably collect observational data and developing the
data analysis protocol.
3.9. i. 1 Definition of NIPA Variables
A committee composed of NASA personnel, IV[DAC personnel, and a consul-
tant to NASA from UCLA laid the ground work for the NIPA variables that
were to be defined. The major premise underlying the selection of all vari-
ables was that this study would yield information about the crew, as a crew.
Thus, the concepts and associated variables came from social psychology
and past experience with crews in similar situations.
Based on prior studies in this field (References 3-31 through 3-35), including
the Tektite and Sea Lab projects, three major categories of crew data were
established for NIPA: (1) verbal interaction, (2) crew member location and
activity, and (3) other behavior. A detailed description of each of these
categories follows.
Verbal Interaction
It was assumed that an important source of data for crew morale lies in the
extent of emotional affect in crew members' verbal conversations with each
other. Consideration was given to use of the Bales (Reference 3-36) inter-
action proces s method, a widely known technique in social psychology which
has had extensive use and has been experimentally assessed as being reli-
able. in the Bales scheme, 12 categories of verbal interaction are used.
Three of these are identified as Social-emotional, positive and three others
as Social-emotional, negative. The remaining six categories are divided
into expressions of giving and asking of various types of information. These
latter six categories are considered neutral with respect to emotional content.
It was felt that because NIPA was an exploratory study with many unanswered
questions regarding the ability of observers to acquire data, the 12 categor-
ies should be reduced to enhance observer reliability and to reduce the obser-
vational workload. Therefore, a four-category design was established collaps-
ing the Bales categories into the following schematic representation:
ASK +
GIVE
This four-cell scheme consists of statements which requested or offered
information and were relatively devoid of emotional content (give; ask),
statements expected to result in a favorable or pleasant response (positive
or +) on the part of the crew member recipient, or statements resulting in
an unfavorable or unpleasant response (negative or -) on the part of the
recipient. All observed verbal interactions were thus categorized by the
observers.
)
J
_J
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The NIPA observers were to monitor both intercom conversations and
"overheard" verbal interactions. However, background noise in the chamber
made the live microphones ineffective in picking up what the crewmen were
saying. Installation of audio filters and other circuit modifications was
attempted outside the chamber. After a crewman lowered the microphone
hanging over the table used for eating/recreation, it was concluded that sat-
isfactory pickup of crew conversations could occur there. For the remainder
of the test, NIPA observers limited their observations of verbal data to that
area and to the intercom conversations.
Crew Member Location and Activity
The category of crew member location and activity was chosen to provide an
indication of crew cohesion and general morale. Closed-circult television
was used to gather data for this category. The simulator was conceptually
divided into areas and the location of each crewman was recorded every
Z-I/2 minutes by observer inputs to a teletypewriter, producing a paper tape.
Observer coding was assisted by numbers affixed to the face of the five CRT's
which showed the scenes captured by the five cameras in the SSS. Figure 3-76
shows that each area in the SSS was assigned a general number, for example,
10, 20, 30 up to 90; and within each area there were numerically subdefined
areas which could be occupied by a crewman. Each crew member location
and activity entry consisted of four teletypewriter strokes. The first stroke
identified the crewman involved, the second and third strokes identified the
area in which the crewman was occupied, and the last stroke identified the
nature of the crew activity. For example, if the observer wished to record
crewman 1 preparing food, he would punch a Q for crewman I, a 64 for food
preparation area, and a 1 for task activity (preparing food). Appendix F
shows an example printout of a raw data tape in which physical space mobility/
activity entries are encoded.
Other Behavior
Other crewman behavior included (I) observer judgment of the difficulty of
the crew tasks on a seven-point scale called "Task Press," (2) verbal expres-
sions of psychosomatic complaints, and (3) problem-solving and creative/
innovative behavior. These categories, with accompanying instructions to
the NIPA observer are shown in Table 3-36. This table also shows two addi-
tional kinds of behavior initially thought to be important; namely, whether the
bulkhead door separating the equipment compartment from the crew compart-
ment was open or closed and emotionally based bodily contact (i. e., a demon-
stration of affection or closeness).
The entire class of other behavior included less than I0 percent of all the
data entries made. Only the "Task-Press" recordings provided sufficient
data to be included in this report. The remaining categories of other behav-
ior occurred too infrequently to be considered significant.
Acquisition of the three major categories of data just described (verbal inter-
action, crew member location and activity, and other behavior) requires a
NIPA observer "on-line" who visually and aurally monitors behavior. For
convenience these data are referenced later in this report as "on-line NIPA
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Table 3-36
OTHER OBSERVER JUDGMENTS
Typewriter
Key C atego ry
1
Recording
Z
How Often
0
P
B
N
M
V
J
K
Task-press/workload
Bulkhead door, open or closed
Complains of headache
Complains of stomach upset
Complains of fatigue
Complains of depression
Other complaints
Problem- solving and creative/
innovative behavior
Touch equipment
Touch persons
7 scale
Z scale
3 scale
3 scale
3 scale
3 scale
3 scale
1 per shift
Concur r ently
1 per shift
1 per shift
1 per shift
i per shift
1 per shift
C oncur r ently
C oncur r ently
Concur r ently
NOTE 1 :
NOTE Z:
Recording scale as follows:
7 Scale 3 Scale
1 Overwhelming - cannot be done 1 Not mentioned
Z Extremely heavy - can be done Z Mentioned
3 Moderately heavy - can be done 3 Severe
4 Average Z Scale
5 Moderately light
6 Very light i Open
7 No task requirement Z Closed
(This judgment is made from the
crewman's viewpoint. )
The requirement of one per shift is minimal.
should be made as needed.
Additional recordings
\
data" to distinguish them from other data utilized by the NIPA program which
were collected by the mission analysis observer, the communications mon-
itor, and the engineering monitor.
Table 3-37 summarizes the NIPAmeasures that were defined for data collec-
tion. A/so included are the paper-and-pencil tests that were administered,
and are described in detail in Section 3.4.
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3. 9. 1.2 Data Collection
From the NIPA observer's viewpoint there were two modalities of data to be
recorded; that which could be seen and that which could be heard. Recordings
of these data were limited to the periods when all crewmen were scheduled to
be up. A gross subjective judgment by NIPAobservers indicates that about
70 percent of the onboard verbal interactions during this period were under-
stood and recorded. All of the monitored intercom conversations were heard
clearly. Medical interviews and personal phone calls were not monitored.
Figure 3-77 shows this data collection procedure in schematic form and pro-
vides an overview of the entire data reduction and analysis effort. Data reduc-
tion and analysis are separately discussed in Sections 3.9. I. 3 and 3.9. 1.4.
There were two NIPA recording stations. One was located in the SSS control
room and used the communication console and its TV monitoring capability.
A second remote station, developed primarily to disengage NIPA observations
from support staff interactions, was located on the second floor of the SSS
laboratory facility. Each station had five CRT's which displayed the scenes
of the five cameras inside the SSS and a teletypewriter for observer's entries.
The positioning of the five cameras is shown in Figure 3-76. After test day 31,
observations were made only at the second station.
A timing circuit presented a light every 2-1/Z minutes which signaled the
observer to enter location and activity data for each crewman, then extinguish
the light by pressing a button. The observer also could make audio recordings
of the conversations among the crewmen and communications between the crew
and support personnel. This facility was provided to record any verbal interac-
tion that might prove to be of special interest later. All verbal interactions
were monitored except those of confidential nature (private telephone calls,
medical interviews, and conversations with staff psychologists). All of the
recordings were labeled and stored for later analysis. The schedule of
observers was arranged to assure observation of all periods of interest. From
test day 3 1 to 60, observation was carried out almost throughout the 24-hour
period, but from day 61 to 90, only the periods when all four crewmen were
awake were observed.
Typically, throughout the run, each observer was on duty 4 hours at a time.
Some observers, in the initial days of the run, were on duty continuously for
8 hours. It was soon found that this length of time was much too fatiguing and
that the entries deteriorated as time progressed. After day 31, no observer
exceeded the 4-hour observation period.
Each observer followed the same procedure for signing on and signing off the
teletypewriter. First, using anI comment, the observer entered his name.
He then punched the calendar date followed by the time of day to the nearest
minute. An example of this sign-on procedure can be seen in Appendix F.
Then the observer began entering coded data. The sign-off procedure was
similar to the sign-on procedure except that four "periods" preceded the
observer's name, the calendar date, and the time of day.
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Figure 3-77. Flow Diagram of Data Collection, Reduction, and Analysis
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3.9. 1. 3 Data Reduction
In the data reduction phase, recorded data from the punched tapes were
developed into indices which could then be used for correlational purposes.
The data reduction effort involved three major phases (see Figure 3-77).
The first phase developed magnetic tapes to be used for further analysis.
These tapes were prodtlced to facilitate later analyses by avoiding the nec-
essity of using raw data.
In the next phase, an XDS 940 Computer was used to produce a summary of
each raw data tape. This summary assumed the form of the matrices dis-
cussed in Appendix G. Each matrix contained tallies, in appropriate element
positions, based on the entries made by the observer on the paper tape. In
the third phase, these tallies were then combined in predefined ways to pro-
duce Z5 of the 66 indices defined in AppendixH, that is, the Z5 NIPA indices.
The data reduction, string-manipulation program produced a summary for
one paper tape only (e. g., one 4-hour shift). Several paper tapes produced
on the same day were then combined into one set of indices. Indices repre-
sented all raw data observations (teletypewriter entries) combined for each
crewman per day. Indices, in turn, were considered as data points for cor-
relational analyses. Thus each "data point" represents all entries made for
each crew member each day. This function was performed by the data
assembly program. The output of the data assembly program was punched
onto cards and then used as an input for the correlational analysis program.
The requirements of data collection necessitated using the entire teletype-
writer keyboard, both numerical and alpha characters. To unscramble the
alpha characters, the string manipulation language was required. The com-
puter language "Superbasic" was chosen because of its ability to compare
alphas, to concatenate strings (join them together), deconcatenate strings,
and to easily find numeric equivalence of alpha characters. Furthermore,
since Superbasic is a time-sharing language, this data reduction was sim-
plified by the use of computer time-sharing.
Appendix G shows the detailed matrix design in which tallies are inserted
during the reduction of the raw data. Flow charts are included in the
appendix to illustrate the general procedure for making the entries into the
frequency matrices.
3.9. I. 4 Data Analysis
Data were analyzed in two ways: (i) correlational analysis and (Z) trend
analysis through graphical plotting of data.
Correlational Analysis
After data were reduced to the form of the indices desired for correlational
analysis, they were entered into an MDAC computer program known as the
Stepwise Regression program. This program computes a sequence of mul-
tiple linear regression equations relating a dependent variable to a number
of independent variables. An index is added or deleted on the basis of its
potency (i. e. , the amount by which it reduces the residual sum of squares).
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An option to force or temporarily force any of the independent variables into
the regression provides flexibility for constructing the sequence of equations
and, in fact, makes it possible to operate in a "breakdown" instead of the
normal "stepwise buildup" mode.
Three separate computer analyses were completed, differentiated by the
schedule on which data were initially collected. On-line NIPA data were
collected daily. These were compared with (I) other data collected daily
including "outside indices" data and sleep questionnaire data, (2) psycho-
logical questionnaire data, and (3) physiological data. The latter two cate-
gories of data were collected on a scheduled interval varying from 3 days to
3 weeks.
For the first analysis, the sleep questionnaire items were separately desig-
nated as dependent variables and the stepwise regression was computed for
each. Five runs were made, one for each crewman and one for the entire
crew. The second analysis required 30 computer runs, 6 for each crewman
and 6 for the entire crew while the third analysis required i0 runs, 2 for
each of the 4 crewmen and two for the total crew.
A computer printout from these analyses included a matrix showing correla-
tions for all indices entered. In addition, a step-by-step regression is shown
indicating the equation at each step and those indices that are added or deleted
at each step. Inspection of the contribution to sums of squares, F ratio, con-
fidence level, and partial correlation at each step of the process makes it
possible to determine the best-fitting equation.
Graphical Plotting of Data
Two classes of graphs were prepared; the first were mainly computer-
generated outputs that present data for indices collected on a daily basis and
the second were manually plotted data of selected indices showing trends in
terms of 5-day averages.
3. 9.2 Results
Figures 3-78 through 3-97 present computer-generated graphical plots for
five of the NIPA measures (positive affect ratio, number of positive state-
ments, psychological dispersion, physical dispersion, and psychological
distance per unit time} which are typical of the data collected. Each graph
gives data for an individual crewman and shows the trend for the specific
measure for the 15th to 90th day. Valid data points were not available for
the first 15 days. It can be seen that the positive affect ratios, as well as
the absolute number of positive statements, show a dip during the period
from days 60 to 70. This corresponds to the period of morale decline when
interpersonal problems existed among the crew. It is thus evident that this
measure detected a period of crew stress.
3.9. 3 Discussion
The objectives of the NIPA program were to evaluate feasibility of measuring
onboard crew behavior on a non-interference basis and to develop specific
methods for obtaining morale data for crewmen on the 90-day SSS test by
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visual and audio observation. Evaluation of how well these goals have been
met must consider to what extent the NIPA measures correlate with each
other and with other measures of human performance (paper and pencil tests)
and to what extent these dependent variables (NIPA and other performance
measures) correlate with independent variables, such as time in the chamber
and task time. Finally, to assess the reliability, validity, and operational
feasibility of the technique, consideration must be given to observer reliability
criterion measures, and utilization under operational conditions. These con-
siderations are covered in the discussion which follows.
3.9.3. 1 Correlation of NIPA Measures
Table 3-38 presents correlations at or beyond the 0.01 level of significance
obtained among various on-line NlPAmeasures. It may be seen that 14 cor-
relations are significant for at least 3 of the 4 crewmen. These relationships
are presented schematically in Figure 3-98. The heavy-lined rectangles
represent verbal indices while the remaining rectangles represent distance
indices. The implications of these correlations are discussed below.
Table 3-39 presents definitions of selected NIPA indices.
Some of the correlations shown in Table 3-38 are artifacts of the way dis-
tance measures were collected. For .example, there are three sets of indices
which are differentiated by the variables psychological distance and physical
distance: (I) PDSPN-DSPN, (Z) PD/B/VE-D/IV[VE, and (3) PD/TlkdE-D/TIV[E.
The observed strong correlation between these pairs of measures results from
the time sample involved; that is, the data were collected only during periods
when four men were up. Therefore, the computer program included data for
these indices only when a search during a particular Z-I/Z-minute time seg-
ment showed that none of the crewmen were in the bunk area. It turns out that
the most significant weighting for the variable psychological distance occurs
when a man is in the bunk area relative to any other area in the chamber.
Since observers were instructed not to collect data when one or more men
was in the bunk area, the result was that the psychological distance value
became very close to the physical distance value and a high correlation is
to be expected. Strong correlations would be expected between these three
pairs of indices. These limitations must be considered in interpreting the
discussion which follows.
Inspection of Table 3-38 shows a strong correlation between privacy and
psychological dispersion for all four crewmen. These results are not only
statistically significant, but they satisfy the psychological prediction that a
man who increases his privacy seeking will tend to be farther away from the
other crewmen. The correlations do not appear to be an artifact of measure-
ment. Privacy also correlates with Physical Dispersion which is an artifact
as described above.
Psychological dispersion and physical dispersion correlate with each other
for all four crewmen and with Indices 6 and 7 which are distance measures
per unit of time (or distance traveled). These correlations occurred as a
function of measurement as described above. Dispersion also correlates
)
_J
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Table 3-38
OBSERVED CORRELATIONS AMONG ON-LINE NIPA MEASURES SIGNIFICANT
AT THE ONE PERCENT LEVEL
M
1
2 1
3 PVCY
4
1
2 2
3 PDSI:'N
4
1
2 3
3 DSPN
4
1
2 4
3 PD/MVE
4
1
2 5
3 D/M'V E
4
6
3 PD/TME
4
I
2 7
3 D/TME
4
I
2 8
3 O AFF
4
1
2 9
3 RC-INT
4
3 '+_F
4
1
2 12
3 TASK
4 PRESS
NOTE 1 :
NOTE Z:
*CM =
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12
O. 7218
O. 6858
O. 7347
O. 5968
O. 6843 O. 9616
O. 6132 O. 9652
O. 6519 O. 9587
O. 5103 O. 942Z
O. 3326 O. 4588 O. 4838
-- O. 4655 O. 3893 [
-- O. 4680 O. 5237 0..55
...... O. 8701
...... 0. 4191
-- O. 3776 O. 3744 O. 9052
O. 5563 O. 6218 O. 6052 O, 6491 O. 6655
O. 4960 O. 5773 O. 6204 ....
-- O. 3491 O. 3273 O. 5989 O. 3330
-- 0.3952 0.4123 0.4511 O. 3981
O. 5337 O. 5999 O. 5960 O. 5477 O. 6908 O. 9703 .....
O. 4855 O. 5888 O. 6394 .... O. 9867
-- 0.4162 0.4551 -- -- 0.7.6
-- O. 3276 O. 3923 O. 3280 O. 3869 O. 960l
-- . ..... -- 0.;;31-0.;;9_
...... o.3883 -- -0.4588
........... o.4135 -0.4585
.............. O. 3325
-'" "', "- "" -" "" -'" 0.j.27
-0. 3669 -0. 4095 -0. 4408 -- -0. 3534 -0. 3747 -0. 4062 ....
..... -- o.3106 -- ...... --
-- -- -0 3121 -- -0 3415 -- -0 4059 ....
-- -0.3285-0.3849 ..... 0.382,-0.4017 ....
Index II-AFF is the arithmetical complement of index I0 and automatically gives identical values in the
opposite direction, so is not show_
SignHicance of the correlations is based on the following N of data points: CM 1-67, CM 2-70, CM 3-68,
CM 4-72
Crewman. All other abbreviations in this and the following tables are defined under glossary of indices,
Appendix H
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1 PVCY
2 PDSPN 8 0 AFF
l I 5°Mv [
10 + AFF
3 DSPN
7 DfTME
6 PDITME 1
4 PD/MVE
V
NOTE: SEETABLE 3-,39FOR DEFINITION OF
THE NIPA INDICES PORTRAYED ABOVE
Figure 3-98. Statistical Correlation of NIPA MeasUres
with Index I0, positive affect, for 3 out of the four crewmen. The correla-
tions are in the predicted direction, i.e., we would hypothesize that as posi-
tive affect increases dispersion decreases. (The one correlation for crewman7
that does not meet the level of confidence for reporting is - 0. 7180; in the
correct direction.) Thus, a correlation was found between these two
measures; one a verbal measure, the other a distance measure.
Index 4, psychological distance per move, and 5, physical distance per move,
correlate highly with each other and with index 6, psychological distance per
unit time, for all four crewmen. Again the measurement method accounts for
this relationship.
Index 6, psychological distance per unit time, correlates strongly for all four
crewmen with index 7, physical distance per unit time. Again this appears to
be a function of measurement. Index 7 also significantly correlates negatively
with two verbal measures, Index 8, the non-affect ratio, and Index 10, the
positive affect ratio, for three out of the four crewmen.
Index, the receive-initiate ratio, does not significantly correlate with any
other NIPA measure. The same can be said for Index 12, task press.
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vTable 3-39
DEFINITIONS OF SELECTED NIPA INDICES
, Privacy Seeking (PVCY): A ratio composed of the number of times a
crewman is alone in a numbered chamber area divided by the number
of observations made on the crewman.
Z.
Psychological Dispersion (PDSPN): A ratio composed of the sum dis-
tances of an individual crewman, in psychological units*, from the other
three crewmen divided by the number of observations.
. Physical Dispersion (DSPN): A ratio composed of the sum distances of
individual crewmen, in actual feet, from the other three crewmen
divided by the number of observations.
, Psychological Distance/Move (PD/MVE): Amean distance that an
individual crewman moved, in psychological units*", for every move the
c r ewman mad e.
,
Physical Distance/Move (D/MVE): The mean distance moved by an
individual crewman, in actual feet, for each move made by the crewman.
. Psychological Distance/Time Period (PD/TME): The mean distance
moved by an individual crewman, in psychological units*, per time
period.
. Physical Distance/Time Period (D/TME): The mean distance moved
by an individual crewman, in actual feet, per time period.
.
Non-A/fect Ratio (0 AFF): The ratio of the neutral affect--asking
information, plus the neutral affect--giving information, divided by
positive affect plus negative affect plus neutral affect--asking infor-
mation plus neutral affect giving information.
I0.
Positive Affect Ratio (+ AFF): A ratio composed of the frequency of
positive affect divided by the sum of the frequency of negative affect
plus the frequency of positive affect. This ratio is the inverse of the
negative affect ratio.
':'Psychological units are defined by a matrix providing numerical weights to
the distances between any of nine prescribed areas in the chamber.
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In summary, Table 3-38 shows that among NIPA measures we find a significant
correlation in the appropriate direction between verbal and distance measures
for the following indices:
Index 3, physical dispersion and Index i0, positive affect ratio
Index 7, physical distance per unit time and Index i0, positive affect ratio
Index 7, physical distance per unit time and Index 8, non-affect ratio
The implications of these results are extremely important for the internal
consistency of the NIPA method. If, indeed, a true correlation exists between
verbal measures and distance measures then there is future promise for obtain-
ing the type of data ordinarily acquired through verbal content by measuring
distances. However, the data reported in Table 3-37 are-simple linear correla-
tions of pairs of indices which will show significant correlations if each of the
indices also correlates with a third independent variable, such as time in the
chamber. As shown in a later discussion, significant correlations are shown
between run day and
A. Index 10, positive affect ratio, for all four crewmen
B. Index 3, physical dispersion, for all four crewmen
C. Index 7, physical distance per unit time, for all four crewmen.
However, non-affect ratio does not correlate with run day.
The question arises as to whether the three pairs of significant correlations
found in Table 3-38 between the verbal and distance measures are simply
because each is associated with run day or whether they are correlated inde-
pendently of run day. To answer this question, a stepwise multiple regression
analysis was performed with positive affect ratio as the dependent variable.
From this, confidence levels and partial correlations were obtained for the
indices in question and are reported in Table 3-40. This table shows that
Index 3 and Index 7 are significantly correlated with Index i0 for crewman 1
and approach significance in the proper direction for crewman 4. Crewman 3
shows correlations in the correct direction, but not at statistically significant
levels. Only the data for crewman 2 are not in any way correlated. Thus, it
seems reasonable to conclude that there are, in fact, true correlations shown
in Table 3-38 between positive affect, on the one hand, and physical disper-
sion and physical distance per unit time, on the other.
Because no significant correlation has been shown between non-affect ratio
and run day, it is reasonable to conclude that the correlation shown in Table 3-38
between Index 8 and Index 7 is a true one.
3.9. 3.2 Correlations Between Paper-and-Pencil Tests and NIPA Measures
Table 3-41 shows the actual correlations obtained between the NIPA measures
and the paper-and-pencil tests results. In the case of the habitability inven-
tory, correlations were performed using group data only. Significant correla-
tions shown in Table 3-41 appear to reflect a relationship between activity levels
V _
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Table 3-40
PARTIAL CORRELATIONS OF SELECTED INDICES WITH POSITIVE
AFFECT TO SHOW THEIR INDEPENDENCE OF RUN DAY
C r e%vrnan
1
Z
3
4
Physical Dispersion
(Index 3)
C onfid enc e
0. 97832852
0. Z0899983
0. 82312265
0. 9402460
Partial
Correlation
-0. 2799668
-0. 0305288
-0. 1656673
-0° 2219177
Physical Distance Per Unit
Time (Index 7)
Confidence
0. 9719552O
0. 34022612
0. 88144710
0. 9756474
Partial
Correlation
-0. 2679813
0. 0545926
-0. 1904502
-0. 2647465
/
dictated by task requirements and NIPAmeasures. These are considered to
be spurious insofar as they represent a relationship which bears no resem-
blance to an index of reaction to the acceptability of various habitat features.
Table 3-41 shows no clearcut trend and, in some cases, shows relationships
with very poor face validity. Except for the habitability questionnaire which
provides only grouped crew data, there is not a single paper-and-pencil
measure that correlates with a NIPA measure for more than two crewmen.
In fact, there are only five instances when a significant correlation repeats
for the same pair of measures. In addition to this absence of correlations
the following relationships of questionable face validity are shown:
A. For crewman 1, as hostility toward the equipment compartment
increases, positive affect increases.
B. For crewmen 1 and 3, as hostility toward the crew compartment
increases, positive affect increases.
The correlations shown between habitability-equipment quarters and the few
NLPA movement measures require more refined data before an adequate
interpretation can be made.
One explanation of the lack of correlation between psychological question-
naires and NIPA measures is that an insufficient number of data points were
available from the paper-and-pencil data to perform meaningful statistical
\
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vcorrelations. The following shows the number of data points actually used in
performing the correlations:
Hostility scale
Primary affect scale
Sociometric questionnaire
Group confinement inventory
Subjective stress scale
IDescriptive sentence test
10
10
4
3
11
5
Correlations were performed with NIPA data only for the days on which the
above questionnaires were administered. It is perhaps more meaningful to
compare graphic presentations of test device and NIPA trends to discern
consonance or dissonance. Trend plots for the questionnaires are given
in Section 3.4. g.
3. 9. 3. 3 Correlation of Independent and Dependent Variables
In order to make a comparison between the abilities of the intrusive and NIPA
measures to acquire meaningful data, computations were made treating both
measures as dependent variables in relation to four selected independent
variables: Time in Chamber, Time on Tasks, Unscheduled Task Time, and
Outside Requests. Only those data obtained by intrusive measures during the
period of NIPA observations have been included in order to make the compari-
sons valid. This generally includes approximately the last 75 days of the test.
Thus, early changes reflected in paper-and-pencil and other intrusive measures
are not evaluated here.
A large number of statistical correlations were computed to identify the relation-
ship between the four independent variables mentioned above and the dependent
measures. Table 3-42 shows that seven NIPA indices correlate significantly
with the independent variable, time in chamber. Five NIPA indices also are
shown to be significantly correlated with Time On Tasks and Unscheduled Task
Time. Aquestion arises as to whether the correlations with the latter two
independent variables represent an artifact of time in the chamber.
The independent variable, Increased Time in Chamber (run day), correlates
significantly with Positive Affect for all four crewmen. Run day also corre-
lates inversely with both psychological dispersion and physical dispersion.
Thus, an overall increase of dispersion is consistent with the underlying
rationale which assumes that with increased positive affect the crew members
would tend to be closer together physically. However, it was originally pre-
dicted that positive affect would decrease over time. This assumption was
made on the basis of empirical evidence, since prior studies of groups in con-
finement have shown a degradation of morale over time. The 90-day crew may
have been qualitatively different, in terms of social/psychological variables,
than other crews thathave been studied. However, examination of the detail data
shown on Figures 3-78 through 3-85 shows an initial period of zero values,
rather high values during the middle 30-day segment, and generally inter-
mediate values for the last 30 days. The overall correlation with run day
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Table 3-42
CORRELATION OF NIPA MEASURES WITH SELECTED
IND EPEND EIM T VARIABLES
V
Hypothesis 1
As time in SSS increases:
Positive affect ratio will increase
Negative affect ratio will decrease
Privacy seeking will decrease
Psychological dispersion will decrease
Physical dispersion will decrease
Psychological distance/unit time will decrease
Physical distance/unit time will decrease
Psychological distance/move will decrease
Physical distance/move will decrease
Receive/initiate ratio will decrease
Task press will decrease
Task time will decrease
Outside calls will increase
Non-affect ratio will increase
As time on tasks increases:
Privacy seeking will increase
Psychological dispersion will increase
Physical dispersion will increase
Psychological distance/move will decrease
Physical distance/move will increase
Psychological distance/unit time will increase
Physical distance/unit time will increase
Non-affect ratio will decrease
Receive/initiate ratio will decrease
Positive affect ratio will decrease
Task press will decrease
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C rev_rnan
(p < number shown)
2 3 4
0.01
0.01
0.05
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
NS
NS
0.01
NS
NS
10.01 10.01 0.01
10.01 10.01 0.01
INS NS NS
10.01 10.05 0.05
I0.01 10.05 0.01
iO. O1 I0.01 0.05
10.01 10.01 NS
I 0.01 I NS NS
I0.01 I NS 0.05
iNS NS NS
INS NS NS
L0.01 I NS 0.05
J NS I NS NS
I0.05 I NS NS
0.01
0.01
I0.01
NS
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
NS
0.01
0.01
i
I
0.0i
0.01
0.01
NS
NS
0.01
0,01
0.01
0.01
NS
NS
NS NS
0.01 NS
0.01 NS
NS NS
NS NS
NS 0.01
0.01 0, 01
NS 0.01
NS 0.01
NS O. 01
0. 01 NS
Table 3-42 (Continued)
Hypothesis
As unscheduled task time increases:
Privacy seeking will decrease
Psychological dispersion will increase
Physical dispersion will increase
Psychological distance/move will increase
Physical distance/move will increase
Psychological distance/unit time will increase
Physical distance/unit time will increase
Non-affect ratio will decrease
Receive/initiate ratio will decrease
Positive affect ratio will decrease
Task press will decrease
As impositions increase:
Positive affect ratio will increase
NOTE: NS means not significant.
C r ewman
(p < number shown)
m
I Z 31
I
NS INS NS
0.01 I0.01 0.01
0.01 I0.01 0.01
0.01 INS NS
0.01 1 NS NS
0. 01 I0.01 NS
0.01 I0.01 0.01
O. 01 I0.01 NS
NS NS NS
NS NS NS
0.01 I NS NS
I
I Ns io. ol I NS i
I I
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
0.01
0.01
0.01
US
0.01
NS
0.01
appears to be biased by the initial low values and does not indicate
the significance of the drop in positive affect which occurred following day 60,
which will be discussed in more detail below. Run day is also shown to corre-
late significantly with psychological distance per unit time and physical distance
per unit time. The explanation for these results is identical to that just
described for dispersion.
The remaining significant correlation with run day was the NIPA variable task
time. As time in the chamber increased, time on tasks decreased. This
confirms the hypothesis that shakedown of the equipment and experience gained
by the crewmen would result in decreased requirements for task activities.
The second independent variable, time on tasks, showed significant correlations
for three out of the four crewmen with psychological dispersion and physical
dispersion. The pretest hypothesis predicted a decrease in dispersion as
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time on tasks increased, based on the assumption that as a man devoted more
time to his task, he was required to remain longer in a particular area of the
chamber with no freedom to increase distance from other crewmen. The data
shows that in fact, distance was increased. This may indicate that attention
to tasks actually prevented grouping of crewmen and may be a result of
chamber layout.
Time on tasks also showed significant correlations with psychological distance
per unit time and physical distance per unit time. The rationale for the hypothe-
sis is identical to that given in the prior paragraph. The remaining significant
correlations for the independent variable time on tasks is with non-affect ratio,
in an inverse direction. This confirms the hypothesis, based on the common
sense assumption, that there was less talking when a man was engaged in a
task.
The third independent variable unscheduled task time was significantly corre-
lated with psychological dispersion and physical dispersion. The hypothesis,
based on the assumption that unscheduled tasks would require a greater dis-
tance of movement than regularly assigned tasks, was confirmed.
Unscheduled task time also correlated significantly for all four crewmen with
psychological distance per unit time and physical distance per unit time. The
rationale discussed in the immediately prior paragraph also applies here.
The remaining significant correlations for the independent variable unscheduled
task time was with non-affect ratio. As with the independent variable time on
tasks, the hypothesis, which was confirmed, was based on the assumption that
there is less time for talking when a man is engaged in a task.
The fourth independent variable, imposition, was chosen for analysis because
it was assumed that requests for actions (impositions) by the outside staff would
produce psychologically detectable changes in mood. However, no significant
correlations were obtained for this variable.
The obtained correlations between the four independent variables and the intru-
sive test results are listed in Table 3-43. As mentioned earlier, these corre-
lations have been made only for the period during which NIPA data exists, and
are determined from a limited number of samples (3 to 11 from each crewman
in the case of paper-and-pencil tests).
Table 3-43 shows that the only statistically significant correlation for more than
two crewmembers is the independent variable run day with psychomotor per-
formance on the LRC-CC. Performance was improved significantly for all
four crewmen over time, which is apparently because the LRC-CC measures
complex learning process which continued throughout the test.
Averaged habitability questionnaire scores show a weak correlation with run
day (p < 0.05) although individual scores do not. Correlations were found for
two crewmembers between time to fall asleep and run day (p < 0. 05), hostility
scale scores toward crew compartment noise with task time, and positive
scores of the group confinement inventory with unscheduled task time. These
and occasionally significant correlations of a single crewman appear to be --- ._J -
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Table 3-43
CORRELATION OF INTRUSIVE MEASURES WITH SELECTED
IND EP EINDEN T VARIABLES
Hypoth e sis 1
Primary affect scale: As time increases:
C r e wrnan
(p < number shown)
I' 'I 4
Happiness will increase
Anger will increase
Fear will increase
Depression will increase
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
0.05
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
Hostility scale score: As time increases:
=
Toward outside personnel will decrease
Toward inside crew will decrease
Toward equipment compartment noise will
increase
Toward crew compartment noise will increase
NS
NS
NS
0.01
0.01
0.05
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
Group confinement inventory scores: With time:
Positive scores will increase NS I NS NS NS
Negative scores will increase MS 1 NS NS NS
Isolation symptomatology questionnaire: With time:
Negative scores will increase
Positive scores will decrease NS ] NS
Subjective stress scale: With time:
NS
NS
NS
NS
Overall score will increase
Sociometric questionnaire: With time:
ILeader choices will decrease NS NS NS NSMember choices will decrease NS NS NS NS
Sleep behavior questionnaire: With time:
Sleep duration will increase
Time to fall asleep will increase
Number of mid-sleep awakes will increase
Restfulness will increase
NS
0.05
NS
NS
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NS
NS
NS
NS
NS 0.01
0.05 NS
NS NS
0. 01 NS
Table 3-43 (Continued)
Hypothe sis
Free fatty acids - with time:
Measured levels will increase
Sphyngomyelin - with time:
Measured levels will decrease
Sodium/potassium ratio - with time:
Sodium/potassium levels will increase
C r ewrnan
(p < number shown)
4
]-s !Ns INs
Psychomotor performance (LRC-CC) - With time:
 oo es  eore ,e I 10
Mid-day scores will decrease I 0.01 I 0.01
Evening scores will decrease ]0.01 [ 0.01
Habitability questionnaire scores - With time:
Crew quarters acceptance will increase
Equipment quarters acceptance will increase
Hygiene area acceptance will increase
Miscellaneous acceptance will increase
Average overall acceptance will increase
NS NS
NS NS
Ns NS
NS
O. Ol
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
NS NS
NS NS
NS NS
NS NS
0.05
V
Descriptive sentence test scores - With time:
Cognitive performance will increase
Primary affect scale - with task time:
Happiness will decrease
Anger will increase
Fear will increase
Depression will increase
Hostility scale - with task time:
Toward outside personnel will increase
Toward inside crew will increase
Toward equipment compartment noise will
incr ease
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NS ] 0. 01 NS NS
NS ....I us
NS 1 NS
NS NS
NS US
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
0.05
0.01
NS
NS
NS
NS
Table 3-43 (Continued)
v
Hypothesis
Hostility scale - with task time: (Cont)
Toward crew compartment noise will
increase
Group confinement inventory - with task time:
Positive scores will decrease
Negative scores will increase
1
C r ewman
(p < number shown)
I0.01
[ NS
I NS
Isolation symptomatology questionnaire - with task time:
Positive scores will decrease
Negative scores will increase
Subjective stress scale - with task time:
Overall score will increase
Sociometric questionnaire - with task time:
Leader choices will decrease
Member choices will decrease
Sleep behavior questionnaire - with task time:
4
I
NS 0.05 [ NS
NS NS NS
NS NS NS
Sleep duration will decrease
Time to fall asleep increase
Number of midsleep awakes will increase
Restfulness will decrease
NS NS NS
Free fatty acids - with task time:
Measured levels will increase
Sphingomyelin - with task time:
Measured levels will increase
NS INS NS
Sodium/potassium ratio - with task time:
Ratio will decrease
I ]
iNS
I NS
NS
NS NS I NSNS ' NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS i
i
J
insinsins
NS
NS [ NS
NS I
i
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Table 3-43 (Continued)
v_
Hypothesis I 1
C rew-rnan
(p < number shown)
Primary affect scale - with unscheduled task time:
Happiness will increase
Anger will increase
Fear will increase
Depression will increase
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
4
Hostility scale - with unscheduled task time:
Toward outside personnel will increase
Toward inside crew will increase
Toward equipment compartment noise will
decrease
Toward crew compartment noise will
decrease
NS
NS
NS
0.01
NS
NS
NS
NS
0.05 NS
NS NS
NS NS
NS NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS0.01
NS NS
NS
Group confinement inventory - with unscheduled task time:
Positive scores will decrease NS NS I 0.01
Negative scores will increase NS NS I NS
Isolation symptomatology questionnaire - with unscheduled task time:
Positive scoreswilldecrease INS NS i NS 1NSNega scores will increase NS
Subjective stress scale - with unscheduled task time:
Sociometric questionnaire - with unscheduled task time:
Leader choices will decrease I NS NS ] NS i NSM mb choices wi l decrease
Sleep behavior questionnaire - with unscheduled task time:
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
Sleep duration will decrease NS NS
Time to fall asleep will increase NS NS
Number of mid-sleep awakes will increase NS NS
Restfulness will decrease NS NS
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Table 3-43 (Continued)
Hypoth e sis
Free fatty acids - with unscheduled task time:
Measured levels will increase
Sphingomyelin - with unscheduled task time:
C r ev4Tnan
(p < number shown)
INs INs Ns
Measured levels will increase INs ins l.s l.s
Sodium/potassium ratio - with unscheduled task time:
Ratio will increase
NOTE: NS means not significant.
INsinsins
/
\
k,_j
random effects. The general indication, again, is that intrusive measures
used during the 90-day test were not adequate to measure the effects of the
generally low stress levels that existed.
3.9.3.4 Observer Reliability
An obvious potential source of error in the NIPA data resides in observer
reliability. In a separate analysis, data were accumulated in terms of the
amount of positive affect detected by particular observers (see Figure 3-99).
The only two female observers terminated their assignments on day 56 and it
was of interest to determine the overall effect of their presence or absence.
Overall, there was as much positive affect detected after day 56 as before.
Reviewing the data on an individual basis for all observers shows differences
in total scores; however, these differences follow crew shift times in that the
highest scores occur during times when all four crewmen were up. Some
observers kept to the same daily observation period so their performance at
different times is not known.
All observer's scores show great day-to-dayvariability, but high and low
scores for all observers match quite well on a daily basis. The scores for
affect are relative and the interest is in discernible high and low periods.
No conclusions can be drawn about absolute levels of affect. The removal
of any observer's scores changes the amplitude of the day to day curve, but
not its general shape or period. The individual observer's effect on trends
seen in the data was apparently insignificant. This effect can be further
reduced by additional observer training, observer shift rotation, and obtain-
ing baseline data for each observer.
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3. 9. 3.5 Criterion Measures
Validity of a measurement device or technique is a function of how well it
measures what it purports to measure. The NIPA technique used in the
90-day test was designed to measure a specific aspect of crew behavior -
changes in crew mora/e. Ultimately, of course, performance assessment
is concerned with operational factors such as mission accomplishment, sys-
tem and subsystem functioning, and crew safety. The assumption underlying
the selection of morale as the dependent variable in this experiment is that
degeneration of crew morale, if allowed to continue, will eventually affect the
operational factors identified above.
To assess the validity of NIPA or any other measurement technique, an inde-
pendent, uncontaminated criterion measure of the behavior of interest is
required. Under operational conditions, and to a large extent in simulations
such as the 90-day test, the selection of a criterion measure for human behav-
ior is exceedingly difficult, due to operational constraints and the lack of vali-
dated behavioral measurements. In addressing the criterion problem for NIPA,
three types of criterion measure were considered: (I) direct measures of
morale in the form of paper and pencil tests, (2) indirect measures of morale
such as physiological indicators of stress, and (3) measures of the assumed
operational results of increased or decreased morale such as task performance.
Additional and more subjective criterion measures were available in (i) self ..........
reports by crewmen and their communications with outside support personnel, _/J
and (Z) direct observations by communications monitors, medical monitors,
and program staff.
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The validity of paper-and-pencil tests as a direct criterion measure of morale
was not substantiated. In general, no significant correlations were found
between paper-and-pencil tests and NIPA measures nor were there signifi-
cant correlations between paper-and-pencil tests and the four independent
variables of time in chamber, time on tasks, unscheduled task time, and
outside requests.
Indirect measures considered were (1) the biochemical indices of stress
sphingomyelin count, urinary sodium-potassium ratio, and free fatty acids;
(2) scapegoating behavior toward outside crew, and (3) performance on psycho-
motor devices such as the LRC-CC, ARC Rater, and the Critical Task Tester.
Of the biochemical indices investigated only the urinary sodium-potassium
ratio seems to correlate with morale changes. This ratio became depressed
at about day 60, the point of observed morale decline, and accelerated to
approximately previous levels following a round-table corrective discussion
held by the crew. Scapegoating behavior on the part of the crew was never
reported by the communication monitors so its value as a criterion measure
is unresolved. Of the three psychomotor devices investigated, only the
Critical Task Tester scores can be considered as even approximately inde-
pendent criteria of morale state. As described in Section 3. i0, weekly mean
critical task scores on this device for all crew members exhibited a definite
dip during week 9 (around day 60), even though all crewmen showed a con-
sistent improvement trend over the entire 90-day period.
The measures of task performance investigated as potential criterion measures
included the following:
A. Performance of scheduled mandatory vs. r'ecommended tasks as
observed and recorded by communications monitors.
B. Time Share Computer Link (TCSL) transmission errors as observed
on computer printouts.
C. Handwriting changes as evidenced in detailed examination of crew
diaries.
For this particular test, performance of scheduled tasks as a criterion measure
proved infeasible since all tasks, both mandatory and recommended, were per-
formed and generally as scheduled. TCSL transmission errors were a poor
criterion measure insofar as some errors, when detected, were corrected by
support personnel and it became impossible to clearly differentiate crew errors
from system initiated errors. Analysis of handwriting changes over the last
60 days of the mission concentrated on 11 variables. Three of these variables
(percentage of abbreviated words, percentage of incompleted letters, percen-
tage of incomplete sentences) showed significant intercorrelations for each of
the four crewmen, indicating that transcription quality may well reflect a non-
intrusive assessment of intellectual, perceptual, and motor performance.
Unexpectedly these measures of handwriting quality also show a significant
positive correlation with measures of task pressure, i.e., the crew was at
its best when task load was heaviest. Since crew workload was low at the
60-day point of morale decline, it is reasonable to suggest handwriting
quality as a potential criterion measure.
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Subj ective indicators of morale changes in the form of crew reports (both
during and post-test) and observations of outside support personnel verified
that a definite dip in morale occurred at the two-thirds point of the mission.
In summary, several independent indicators were effective in identifying one
specific period of decreased morale, a period to which NlPA measures also
responded. Sufficient data are not available, however, to judge any one of
these as the criterion measure of choice for studies of this type.
3. 9. 3. 6 Operational Aspects
Aside from the preceding material, attention must be given to the NIPA
methodology and its potential operational use during prolonged manned flights
of the future. The study demonstrated that NIPA is feasible as a technique to
measure human behavior under ground simulation conditions. Furthermore,
it has been shown that it can be used to provide virtually continuous informa-
tion on crew and individual behavior patterns which are related to morale
states and performance quality. With minor effort, NIPA data can provide
operational support personnel with real-time information concerning crew
morale levels. To do this, it is necessary to investigate techniques of pre-
senting information to operational personnel in a manner that provides imme-
diate information return. An example of how this can be done may be seen
in the following material.
Data from certain behavioral measures were combined into 5-day group mean
values. These were plotted and appear in Figure 3-100. The improvement in
visual display was not considered adequate for operational use. IV[anipulatioD_
of the data from Figure 3-100 was then undertaken in the following manner.
Five-day group means were tabulated cumulatively and treated with a mathe-
matical constant as necessary to permit the use of one ordinal scale. Plotting
of cumulative averages is shown in Figure 3-101. This display demonstrates
that, although time on tasks remained at a relatively constant'level, both
positive affect and outside requests simultaneously deviated in the same direc-
tion during the period from day 55 through 60. Also shown is similarly plotted
material on urinary Na+/K + which has been employed as a biochemical index
of psychological stress.
Using these graphs, a clearer picture of the events which transpired is appar-
ent. These events are described below and derive corroboration from subjec-
tive impressions of the test, as well as reports by crew members during and
after the confinement period.
Between days 55 and 60, support crew activities became less intense because
of a reduction in unscheduled equipment maintenance requirements. Verbal
contact (outside requests) between crews was reduced. Accompanying these
changes in activity requirements was a dramatic change in the frequency of
positive statements among crew members. The exact reason for this change
in affect is unclear. A tentative hypothesis is that an increase in social iso-
lation occurred as a result of fewer contacts with outside personnel -- either
because of fewer equipment malfunctions or because the onboard crew had
reached apoint of proficiency permitting greater independence. Regardless of
the reason for such change, it is clear that a NIPA measure, positive affect x- )j
(PA), was capable of quantitatively tracking changes in crew morale. It is
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interesting to note that the slope change in PA seen between points 67. 5 and 72. 5
can be attributed to the effects of increased verbal contact with project manage-
ment and a "gripe" session undertaken on day 69 by onboard crew members.
Although an improvement in affect occurred, it did not persist beyond day 80.
The remaining I0 days of the test were accomplished at a morale level (defined
in terms of PA statements) below that established between days 31 and 50. The
end spurt of anticipation expected on the part of the crew was thus inadequate
to the task of elevating affect to the earlier baseline slope.
The cumulative curve of Na+/K + shows deviations in excretion rates of these
cations at approximately the same times as the behavioral measures. This cor-
respondence provides further support to the notion that NlPAwas capable of
quantitatively tracking a period of psychosocial stress which has been named a
morale decline. Further discussion of this psychophysiological relationship may
he found in Reference 3-37 and Section 4. 5.3. g herein. If this graph had been
available to program management during the test, it" (I) would have provided a
real-time assessment of crew morale and performance, (2) would have helped
in determining when to undertake remedial procedures, (3) could have been used
to measure the effects of remedial procedures, and (4) would have provided a
ready, quantitative answer to the hitherto unanswerable question, how is the
crew doing ?
This can thus be accomplished and can provide real-time information for opera-
tional scheduling of mission tasks by management personnel without imposing
time and task requirements upon crew members and without the use of test
devices which characteristically generate irritation among even the most dedi-
cated personnel. That was, and remains, the goal of the NIPA methodology.
3.9.4 Conclusions and Recommendations
This study has demonstrated lhe methodological potential for developing a remote
means of obtaining real-time social-emotional data from crews during future
space missions. Despite some operational difficulties, there are definite indi-
cators that the NIPA method can acquire meaningful data.
The verbal content categories were admittedly gross, yet the category identified
as positive, detected a decrease in positive affect between days 60 and 70 that is
known to have been a period of interpersonal stress. Thus, there is evidence that
the monitoring of verbal content has potential. In addition, the analysis described
in Section 3.9.3 shows significant correlations, in the predicted direction,
between verbal content and distance measures. This opens the possibility for
obtaining the type of data ordinarily acquired through verbal content by measur-
ing distances and movements among crew members.
Two innovations in the method developed in the present study have distinct advan-
tages over prior studies of this type, in terms of research efficiency. They are:
A. Indices, .as opposed to raw data, were developed and effectively utilized
in data analysis.
B. The data were distilled and put into a form for computer input at the
point of data gathering. This saved a monumental task of later data
reduction when one considers that, in the four-man-up period only,
there were 130, 000 verbal interactions requiring 1,200,000 calcula-
tions to reduce the data and g%)0,000 mobility and activity entries
requiring 2, Z00,000 calculations.
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Whether the NIPA method can be substituted for paper-and-pencil testing is still
problematical because no statistically significant correlations resulted in com-
_aringNIPA observations and onboard questionnaires. Interpretation of the
data in terms of comparisons between paper-and-pencil tests and NIPA obser-
vations presents a logical dilemma. An unequivocal conclusion is not possible.
The following recommendations are made for future tests:
A. Establish the behavior criteria which are to be identified and determine
remedial action.
Bo
C,
Provide an extensive training program for the NIPA observers. This
should include actual observations with the hardware planned for final
use, in a mocked-up situation.
Provide the finally selected onboard crew members with cross-training
as NIPAobservers. Post-test debriefings with crew members of the
present study suggest that this would be beneficial in terms of their
acceptance of the proj ect.
D.
E°
Obtain a "purer" measure of the psychological distance variable. In
the present study task directed movement was included with non-task
activity. The initial assumption underlying this variable was that the
movement involved is voluntary. Thus, it makes a crucial difference
whether a man goes into the equipment compartment to get away from
his fellow crewmen as opposed to going there to make an equipment
adjustment. In a later study it would be desirable to purify these
measures by "subtracting out" those times when a task was being
performed.
Prior to the run, obtain baseline behavior on the finally selected appli-
cants. Thus, if a valid measure of "privacy seeking" is available for
use during the run, it is desirable to collect behavioral data regarding
"privacy seeking" prior to the run for comparative purposes.
F! Consider refinement of the verbal categories. In the present study, an
angry statement and a statement indicating loneliness both received a
"score" of negative. To what extent would additional categories provide
better prediction of the criterion behavior ?
Ca. Consider an automated means for collecting crew movement and loca-
tion data.
H.
I.
Consider an automated method for on-going detection of emotional con-
tent in voices, perhaps through spectral analysis.
Determine the optimal observer schedule for human observation in
terms of the behavior which has been selected for monitoring.
j" Determine the optimal number of observers per crew number and the
observing strategy, i. e., man-on-man; division of observer labor by
crewman function, etc.
K° Consider the development of a real-time or near real-time data display
technique of selected observational and biochemical indices to provide
information on crew condition during confinement.
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3. I0 CRITICAL TASK TESTER
The 90-day test provided a unique opportunity to evaluate certain psychomotor
functions in a realistic space station environment (except for zero-gravity),
under operational type work-rest cycles and ambient stresses. Among the
more important of such psychomotor tasks are the broad class of tracking
tasks: star tracking for navigation or astronomical purposes; telescope
pointing for earth-resource or reconnaissance purposes; fine tuning of appara-
tus for research or communications purposes; and, last but not least, piloting
tasks such as rendezvous in orbit and reentry into the earth's atmosphere.
To measure behavior appropriate to such tracking tasks, Systems Technology,
Inc., under sponsorship by the NASA-ARC Man-Machine Integration Branch,
provided a battery of tracking tasks to be performed during the 90-day mission.
The objectives of this experiment were:
Ao To obtain a simple "clinical" measure of the crew member's visual-
motor dynamic performance on a routine basis using the critical
instability task (reference 3'38).
B, To obtain comprehensive measures of the intrinsic dynamic response
properties on a less frequent basis by means of advanced cross-
correlation techniques, and to correlate this standard tracking-task
data with the critical instability measure.
C. To present data obtained in this tracking experiment for correlation
with medical, physiological and psychological data from other
experiments run concurrently.
The tracking task test battery and associated apparatus employed in this
experiment were developed under NASA sponsorship and are detailed in
References 3-38 through 3-42. Systems Technology's role in the present
experiment was to provide test specifications, experimental design add
procedures; to participate in indoctrination and training; and to reduce and
analyze the data. MDAC personnel were responsible for integrating the
equipment and tests into the 90-day test and for administering the control
task test sessions.
3. I0. 1 Control Tasks
The psychomotor tests used in this experiment are continuous, compensatory
visual-motor tracking tasks. A general block diagram representation of these
tasks and associated data measures and analysis is shown in Figure 3-102. A
thorough description of these tasks is given in References 3-41 and 3-42.
Basically, the subject is required to control the motion of a luminous hori-
zontal CRT line with an isometric (force) control stick whose output controls
a dynamically unstable controlled element [first-order: Yc = kl/s'kl);
second order: Yc = kz/s(s-kz)]" If the subject provides the appropriate
dynamic equalization behavior he will be able to not only stabilize the man-
machine system, but to minimize CRT line motions away from the null point
or reference line. Two variations of this unstable tracking task employed in
the present experiment are described below:
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A. Critical Instability Task-- The subject is required to maintain stable
control as the controlled element's instability is steadily increased. No
external disturbance need be introduced in this task because "remnant" noise
sources internal to the human operator (e. g., unsteadiness, tremor) pro-
vide ample excitation for the unstable element. In the face of the increasing
instability the subject will lose control of the task at some point because the
line diverges off the CRT more quickly than he can exert compensatory con-
trol action. The degree of instability, k c, at which the subject loses control
is termed his "critical instability" score. It is roughly equal to the inverse of
the operator's dynamic time delay as shown in References 3-38 and 3-39.
The control of simple first-order divergent dynamics is called the first-order
critical task, and requires the operator to act as a simple gain (i. e., the
operator's stick output looks like a scaled version of the system error signal
including a time shift equal to the operator's dynamic time delay). Controlling
a first-order divergence in series with a pure integrator is called the second-
order critical task. In controlling these dynamics the operator must effectively
cancel out the effect of the integrator by providing what we term first-order
lead equalization to stabilize the control dynamics. (Lead equalization is
equivalent to rate perception or error signal prediction. ) Generation of this
lead equalization requires additional mental processing time (Reference 3-43)
which increases the operator's effective dynamic time delay. Thus for the
second-order critical task the operator cannot achieve as high a critical
instability score as with the first-order task.
The operator's basic effective time delay, as measured by the first-order
critical task, is composed primarily of neural conduction time delays and
neuromuscular dynamics of the arm. Thus performance on the first-order
critical task is a measure of basic neuromuscular dynamics, while the
second-order task measure includes a component due to higher center
involvement.
The critical task is easily administered since it only requires about one
minute per trial and a single number is recorded at the end of each trial.
Therefore, the first- and second-order critical instability tasks were selected
to be administered routinely during the 90-day test.
B. Steady"Subcritical" Tracking Tasks --For steady tracking tasks the
instability level of the unstable dynamics is held constant at a value well below
the typical subject's critical instability score. An unpredictable command
input is introduced into the tracking loop as shown in Figure 3-10Z, and the
subject is asked to maintain minimum tracking error during runs lasting
approximately Z rain. Using special apparatus to be described later, the
error signal is Fourier analyzed and performance data are computed during
the run. These data are further reduced off-line, via a time-sharing com-
puter program, to obtain the subject's open-loop describing function and task
performance. The describing functions are fitted with a three-parameter
dynamic response model, and the resulting loop closure properties are
interpolated. Key parameters presented herein include:
Crossover frequency (coc), the unity-amplitude frequency of the open
loop describing function, a measure of the subject's gain.
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Phase martin (¢M), a measure of system stability margin related to
the closed-loop damping ratio.
Dynamic time delay (Te), the subject's visual-motor time delay in a con-
tinuous tracking task including neural and mental delays and neuromuscu-
lar lags.
The performance measures include:
Normalized
7
error varianc the ratio of tracking error variance
to the variance of the task input.
Error coherence (pge), the percentage of total variance predicted by
(correlated with) the describing function measurements. The remaining
error power (1 -p Ze) is due to the subject's internal noise (remnant).
For this experiment we chose to include both first- and second-order sub-
critical tracking tasks that are dynamically equivalent to the first- and
second-order critical instability tasks. The first-order instability was set
at k= 2 rad/sec, and the second-order case was set at k= 1.35 rad/sec.
Although these tasks allow a detailed assessment of the subject's dynamic
response and noise properties, they require longer trial durations and a
large amount of on-line data collection and reduction. For this reason they
were run less frequently than critical tasks during the 90-day test, and were
employed to provide realistic tracking task data to correlate with the critical
instability scores.
3. 10. Z Test Setup and Equipment
The experimental layout and apparatus are shown in Figure 3-103. The test
administrators conducted the experiment from the control room where the
task computers were located. The Controlled Element Computer (CEC)
provided the unstable dynamics for the tracking tasks, and automatically
increased the instability during critical task runs as shown in Figure 3-102.
The Describing Function Analyzer (DFA) provided the subcritical tracking
task input, Fourier analyzed the tracking error signal, and measured various
performance parameters.
The display and control stick, connected to the computers through a 100-ft
cable, were located in the space chamber recreational area. The test
administrator communicated with the crewmen through an intercom, and also
via interconnected "ready" lights located on the subject's display and the
controlled element computer.
3. I0.3 Trainin$
Crewmen began training on the first- and second-order critical tasks four
months prior to commencing the 90-day confinement period. This training
consisted of approximately 30 one-hour sessions spanning a five-week period,
At each session the crewmen would track Z three-trial blocks of the first-
order critical task and Z five-trial blocks of the second-order critical task.
These kc I and kc Z training scores are plotted in Figure 3-i04a. It is evident
_jJ
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that all crewmen reached stable levels of critical instability within about
100 trials of distributed practice.
Training of the steady tracking tasks was commenced immediately after
critical task training. Because of the dynamic similarity between the critical
and subcritical tasks, a favorable transfer of training is assured. The
crewmen tracked three first-order and three second-order runs per session
for approximately ten sessions spanning a 4-weekperiod. Dynamic response
data for the first- and second-order tasks is plotted in Figure 3-I04b and
3-i04c. From these figures the crossover gain, _c, shows a gradual
increase with training, while the stability margin, %51v[, shows a concurrent
decrease. Stable training levels were achieved in all-cases except for crew-
man 4 on the second-order task. He had significantly less exposure to this
task than the other crew members, and he later exhibited correspondingly
larger learning effects during the confinement period.
3. i0.4 General Protocol
During the confinement period, three trials of first-order and five trials of
second-order critical instability task were administered routinely every
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday following the midday meal. These data
formed the core of our experimental design, and represent a base from which
other tracking data can be compared and extrapolated. Steady tracking
sessions were performed twice a week, one session for each order. These
sessions began with the critical instability trials of the equivalent dynamics
to provide a warmup and also to provide concurrent correlations between k c
and the more comprehensive measures of steady tracking behavior.
The crewmen were split into two shifts, with crewmen 1 and Z on a nominal
day shift (0700 to 2300 hr) and crewman 3 and 4 on a graveyard shift (2100
to 1300 hr). Illumination was held constant inside the simulation chamber,
and all indications are that crewmen 3 and 4 quickly adjusted to their abnormal
work shift. Test sessions were conducted after the midshift meal (nominally
1300 hr for crewmen 1 and g, and 0200 hr for crewmen 3 and 4). All test
sessions began with a warmup critical instability trial.
3. i0. 5 Results
3. I0. 5. 1 Critical Instability Task
Weekly mean critical task scores (averaged across the solelyk c sessions for
each week) are plotted in Figure 3-105. Generally, these scores were very
reliable (low residual variance) and showed a consistent stratification among
crewmen. Crewman 1 evidenced the most variable performance, with a
definite dip in scores during the initial confinement period compared with his
preconfinement baseline. This dip was followed by a return to performance
levels significantly above his preconfinement baseline. There is one very
consistent dip in performance for all crew members during week 9. As
discussed in several other sections of this report, it was observed that a
definite dip in morale occurred in this period.
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There is a consistent, albeit small, improvement trend apparent over the
90-day period in all cases except for crewman 3 on the second-order task.
Experience suggests that this reflects a residual improvement in the neuro-
muscular system due to continuous practice beyond the initial training
asymptote -- much as in any athletic skill involving strength.
Analysis of variance procedures applied to the data showed subjects and weeks
to be significant main effects. The subjects by weeks interaction was also
s tatis tically signific ant.
3. I0. 5. Z Steady Tracking Task
The steady tracking behavior and performance data are plotted in Figure
3-106. (The critical instability data shown here were obtained at the begin-
ning of each subcritical tracking session, and were not included in Figure
3-I05.) The steady tracking data are often missing because these sessions
had a somewhat lower priority than the critical task sessions, and were not
performed for a variety of reasons.
The dynamic response data (_ and _M) and critical task scores (kc) seem
to remain fairly consistent an_ similar in level over the 90-day period. The
normalized error and error coherence performance measures (_Ze/_lZ and pZe)
show considerable variations, however. Crewman4's tracking errors are
significantly higher than that of the other crew members. This result seems
to be due primarily to an intrinsically higher remnant level as evidenced by
his lower error coherence scores for both the first- and second-order tasks.
Crewmen 1 and 4 were still learning the second-order steady tracking task
during the first half of the confinement period, as reflected in their normal-
ized error scores. This result seems to be primarily due to dynamic
response effects as both subjects show a corresponding increasing trend in
crossover gain during the first half of the mission.
The comprehensive variety of measurements made during steady subcritical
tracking will help in interpreting variations in tracking behavior and per-
formance. A good understanding of the theoretical relationships among the
above parameters exists (Reference 3-4Z) and this will be used to unravel
the seemingly complex and anomalous variations exhibited in Figure 3-106.
3. 10. 5. 3 Correlation Between Subcritical and Critical Task Results
One of the objectives of this experiment was to tie in the dynamic response
measurements obtained during steady tracking tasks with the critical
instability scores. Some correlation of critical and subcritical task data is
shown in Figure 3-107. Effective dynamic time delays (re) were derived
from the dynamic response measurements obtained during subcritical
tracking runs, and the inverse of r e should be directly related to critical
task scores as discussed in Reference 3-38 and 3-39. The good correlation
of Te-1 versus kc scores obtained during each subcriticai tracking session
(R = 0.75) is shown at the top of Figure 3-107 for both first- and second-order
tasks. Because it is ultimately bonded by Te'l and hence by kc, crossover
frequency (Wc) has also been shown to correlate with k c (References 3-38
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ancl 3-39). The good correlation in this experiment (R = 0.64) is shown at
the bottom of Figure 3-107. The present correlations, with initially naive
subjects, are somewhat less than similar ones made in References 3-38 and
3-39 among professional pilots, but the trends and fitted lines are similar.
The good tie-in of the present tracking behavior, performance, and critical
instabilities with previous data constitute a strong validation for the general-
ity of the models and interrelationships observed. Further analysis is now
in order to compute the empirical factors via the theoretical models and the
present data.
The absence of profound decrements in the performance data, tracking
behavior, or critical instability scores should come as no surprise since
the chamber environment was maintained in a generally satisfactory state.
3. 10.6 Conclusions
Crewmen performance in this experiment agrees quite favorably with that of
experienced pilots and test subjects tested previously (Reference 3-38 and
3-39). No serious degradations in performance were noted during the mission,
and in fact there appeared to be a slight improvement trend throughout the
90-day period. Some dips in individual performance seem to correlate with
subjective attitude and morale data not shown, so correlations of tracking
data with other psychological measurements as well as with physiological
and environmental data should be pursued.
A rich harvest of statistical data on manual control behavior has been obtained
in this experiment. Its further analysis should tell us a great deal about the
consistency and measurability of human dynamic response properties over an
extended period of time under confined conditions.
The control task equipment functioned properly throughout the mission, even
though the CRT display and control stick were subjected to the simulator
sub-atmospheric pressure. In spite of the apparent complexity of the equip-
ment and test protocols, both the crewmen and test administrators quickly
became proficient in the experiment procedures. Test sessions for one
subject typically required less than 15 rain. Thus the simpler equipment
and tests being planned for future orbital use by astronauts should meet with
good acceptance and permit acquisition of in-depth information regarding the
space environment's effect on human dynamic response properties.
vUV
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Section 4
BIOMEDICINE
<
The basic medical program for the 90-day manned test was directed
primarily toward maintaining constant surveillance over crew health. The
procedures were carefully selected to minlmlze [nstrusions into crew
operations, for relevance to test conditions and for compatibility with the
constraints of limited pass-out and the limitations in onboard crew capa-
bilities. These basic procedures included constant medical attendance by
licensed physicians, dally status checks, constant radiation exposure
monitoring, biweekly clinical blood chemistries, and weekly electrocardio-
graphy and pulmonary sp[rometry. Continuous physiologic monitoring was
not considered necessary or realistic in a simulation of a long-duration
mls s ion.
Certain low-level stresses were expected in 90 days of confinement in an
artificial atmosphere. While these stresses were not expected to result in
changes significant to crew health, changes might be significant with respect
to future long-duration tests or space missions. Certain special studies
were, therefore, added to the basic medical program and, because of the
unique opportunities afforded by the complete crew isolation, an extensive
microbiological sampling program was also carried out. An additional
special study funded in part by MSFC through the airlock Project (MDAC-
East) and in part by MDAC IRAD concerned the evaluation of the effects of
long-term low-level carbon dioxide exposure on blood and urine biochemistry.
All routine and special procedures were explained in detail to the crew
members before the test. It is noteworthy that, in contrast to other confine-
ment studies, at no time before, during, or after the test did the crew
members fail to perform scheduled biomedical tasks.
Results from the basic evaluation program reveal that the 90-day manned
test was medically benign. Certain observations reveal sampling problems
significant to future tests and to orbital missions. There were no apparent
changes relevant to confinement, per se, but techniques in physical
conditioning and in timely assessment of body fluid changes both require more
study and improvement.
The special CO 2 study has produced preliminary results suggestive of
biochemical trends developing from exposure to carbon dioxide. Results from
this study are incomplete, but certain conclusions are made pending further
study. The microbiology program is reported in detail in Section 4.6.
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4. 1 PRETEST PROCEDURES AND BASELINE DATA
4. 1. 1 Physical Examination
Complete physical examinations, using the FAA Class I examination as a
model, were part of the crew selection program (visual standards were
waived for this test) and another brief examination was conducted immediately
before confinement. These examinations revealed no significant medical
findings and neither did the baseline clinical electrocardiograms (ECG).
Extensive eye examinations, in support of the automated and visual sensitivity
tester experiment, and clinical electroencephalography (EEG), in support
of the sleep EEG study, were negative for pathology. Reports of the physical
examinations are being held by the Test Medical Director as confidential
medical information. Pertinent findings are summarized and compared with
post-test findings in Section 4.3. I.
4. 1.2 Clinical Chemistries
Clinical blood and urine analyses were initially performed on all candidate
crew members as part of the crew selection and screening procedure. These
analyses were performed by a commercial laboratory and included the
fo llowing:
A. Blood
i. Complete blood count
2. RBC indices
3. Bleed/ag and clotting time
4. Alkaline phosphatase
5. B ilirubin, total
6. Fasting glucose
7. Glucose, 2 hours p-p
8. Blood urea nitrogen
9. Cholesterol
10. Serum calcium
1 I. Inorganic phosphorus
12. Uric acid
13. Total protein
V
V
r
5O2
14. Albumin
15. Glutamic oxaloacetic transaminase (SGOT)
16. Lactic dehydrogenase (LDH)
17. Protein bound iodine (PBI)
18. VDRL
B. Urine
I. Specific gravity
2. Glucose
3. Albumin
4. Microscopic examination of sediment
5. Occult blood
6. Acetone
7. Acid/base reaction
C. Stool- Microscopic examination for ova and parasites.
Standard bioanalytical techniques were used for all determinations. Blood
tests 4 through 16 were performed on an autoanalyzer (Technicon Corporation
SMA 12/60), using Hyland Laboratories control sera between each two samples,
These analyses revealed no significant medical findings except for a depressed
PBI on one candidate and an elevated serumbtlirubin on another. With
additional testing, the low PBI was attributed to the candidate's low serum
thyroxine (total T 4 = 2. Z micrograms percent, free T 4 = 1.0 nanogram
percent) and extremely low thyroxine binding capacity (TBC = 3.5 micro-
grams percent), The candidate having the elevated serum bilirubinwas
diagnosed as expressing Gilberts syndrome. Neither finding was considered
significant reason for disqualifying these candidates for the test. Screening
test results are summarized in Table 4=1.
4. 1.3 Radiological Health
The radiological safety program for the 90-day test of the SSS dealt with two
distinct hazards. The most prominent hazard consisted of direct exposure
of personnel to ionizing radiations emanating from radioisotope heat source
capsules used in the urine recovery system (VD-VF). These included four
capsules of approximately 70 to 75 watts thermal output and one of 45 to 50
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watts. The second hazard derived from the very remote possibility that a
capsule might accidentally leak radioactive contamination. Trained personnel
and special equipment, facilities, and procedures were employed to protect
the health of the crewmen and to evaluate the significance of these radio-
logical hazards so that similar radioisotope-fueled devices might be safely
and confidently employed in a future Skylab or Space Station.
The external hazard posed by the radioisotope heat source capsules consisted
of neutrons and gamma radiations. Neutrons, the most prevalent and
hazardous radiation, emanated from spontaneous fission of 238pu and (a,n)
reactions within the 238puo 2. Gamma radiations resulted from the radio-
active decay of daughter products and impurities, and contributed to about
10 percent of the dose. A 73-watt capsule produced a dose rate slightly
greater than 5 mrem/hr at 1 meter and about 25 mrem/hr to the eyes and
whole body at convenient handling distances. Such dose rates necessitated
shielding the VD-VF unit, consideration of the location of the VD-VF unit
and isotope storage container (chill box) within the SSS, and thorough analysis
of handling operations.
The interior layout of the SSS with respect to the radiation areas is shown in
Figure 4-1. As indicated, the VD-VF unit was located in the equipment and
storage room. When the VD-VF unit was not in operation, the capsules
were stored in water contained in a chill box located across the aisle from
the VD-VF unit. The water was used to cool and shield the capsules.
=,,n
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4. COMMAND STATION
5. ERGOMETER
6. LIFE SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
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16. PASS-THROUGH AIRLOCK {AUTOCLAVE}
Figure 4-1. Space Station Simulator, Simplified Interior Layout
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A movable, U-shaped tank containing water was constructed to shadow-
shield the VD-VF unit. Stationary water tanks above and below the unit were
also a part of the shadow shield. Calculations indicated that a thickness of
at least 0.25 meter (I0 in.) of water in the shield would be required for
uncontrolled access to the area {8-hour working day). Due to the volume
occupied by the VD-VF unit and its thermal insulation, the mass and
dimensions of such a shield would have been incompatible with easy access
to the VD-VF unit, space available in the equipment and storage room, the
actual time spent by the crew in the vicinity of the unit, and the general
objectives of the program. As a compromise, shielding guidelines were
established to prevent exposure of any major portion of the body to a dose
rate in excess of 5 mrem/hr for the majority of activities and normal traffic
within the equipment and storage room. Shielding was such that during
normal operations of the VD-VF unit no area was accessible to personnel
that would result in exposure of a major portion of the body to a dose rate in
excess of I00 torero/hr. When the layout of the equipment and storage room
and the schedule of crew activities were examined, the usual activities and
traffic were at distances greater than i meter from the outer surface of the
shield. Calculations for this condition indicated that a 0. l-meter (4 in. )
thickness of water plus the water always present in the VD-VF unit would
shield to a dose rate of about 25 mrem/hr at the surface of the shield and
2.8 mrem/hr at I meter from the surface.
Before the shield was constructed, the conditions of exposure were analyzed
to assure that no crewman would be knowingly exposed to an integral dose
that would exceed the allowances given in the radiation protection guide
(Table 4-2).
The dose rates were calculated for various locations within the SSS. Using
these data, the maximum integral dose to a crewman was tabulated as shown
in Table 4-3 according to the schedule of crew activities and the maximum
dose rate for the location of that activity in the SSS. From Table 4-3 the
integral dose for 90 days was expected to be less than I.25 tern and well
within the 3 rein that could be permitted for 3 months of radiation work.
Problems of control of radioactive contamination were not anticipated. First,
the capsules were designed and tested to prevent release of any radioactive
materials for all credible accidents during shipment of the capsules or
testing of the VD-VF unit. Second, special procedures and equipment were
used to prevent credible accidents. Third, the chemical and physical form
of the 238puO2 microspheres minimized the danger to health and property
from contamination in the unlikely event of capsule leakage or rupture.
Nevertheless, a rigorous program of control was conducted in the event of
accidental release of radioactive material from the capsules. The program
emphasized the detection and containment of radioactivity and emergency
procedures to minimize any contamination of personnel or property.
A I;_r_eoliminaryaccident analysis gave the following results. The total mass
of==°Puwas less than 10 percent of the minimun critical mass reflected.
Further, the storage and utilization of the capsules in water lessened the
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/"
potential for criticality, whichwas clearly impossible. The worst credible
accident would have occurred if the double encapsulation of a heat source
were ruptured and the contents spilled onto the floor of the closed SSS.
Approximations indicated that if an air monitor warning were given within
30 sec, the crew could have probably escaped from the SSS without over-
exuosure to 238pu. The regulations which limit internal exposure to
238puo 2 are shown in Table 4-4. The critical organ was considered to be
the lung and only the limits for the insoluble form are relevant. Procedures
were adopted to prevent such an accident or any damage to the capsules.
A more credible accident would have been the leakage of radioactivity from a
capsule resulting from mechanical or chemical damage or manufacturing
defect. The leakage would have been augmented by helium buildup in the
capsule and might have been a slow seepage or a rapid leak (puff) with the
helium expanding and diffusing through the m[crosphere fuel. No data are
available for a reliable evaluation of the consequences of capsule leakage.
Using several approximations, a slow leak was not expected to yield a
maximum permissible concentration (MPC) of 10 -I1 _Ci/cm 3 for continuous
exposure of the lung. However, a puff release might produce a concentration
of'Z38puO2 in air that would exceed acceptable limits by factors as large as
102 to 103. Such concentrations . could result in a maximum permissible lung
burden (MPLB) for a crewman within 1 to 10 hours. Another credible, but
unlikely, accident could have resulted from overheating of a capsule. If the
capsule were thermally insulated until its temperature exceeded ~I300°K,
(-2,000°F) the capsule might rupture because of internal helium pressure
augmented by other mechanical stresses. Calculations showed that at such
temperatures the volatilization of 238puO 2 could release radioactivity at
the rate of ~ 13 _Ci/hr. Such a release rate within the SSS would exceed the
MPC for 238pu within 1 minute and could result in a MPLB within about
1 hour. However, in view of the many precautions instituted, no conceivable
accident could have resulted in a capsule overheating or even reaching its
des ign operating temperature.
The above considerations required considerable pretest planning of test
procedures, instrumentation requirements, crew training, etc. Detailed
plans for the test program were delineated in Reference 4-1, which was
reviewed and approved by the Operational Readiness Review Committee and
constitutes a part of the overall test plan. The general safety program was
outlined in the "Application for Special Nuclear Material License", A-303-
IOH-120, which was approved by the US Atomic Energy Commission. These
plans were followed with few exceptions which are itemized as follows:
A° An isotope analysis unit was added to the inventory of radiation
detection instruments. This instrument was used for assay of air-
monitor filters and smear samples for low-level, a-emitting
contamination, and to assay dried water samples for low-level
and _/ contamination. These analyses were made immediately by
the medical physicist or the crewman rather than a delayed assay
by the radiochemistry laboratory.
\
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vB, The film packets for personal exposure badges were supplied,
developed, and evaluated by the Office of Fnvlronmental Health at
the University of California at Los Angeles. This change was
instituted to obtain the metal film badges necessary to meet
flammability requirements and to extend the accuracy and
reliability of the film badge readings. Also, a second film badge
was given to each crexvTnan which contained only a gamma-
sensitive film. This film was worn the full 90 days in an attempt
to measure the very low level of ganlrna radiation.
C, During the 5-day test and early 90-day test, the daily dose was so
low that charging of the pocket dosimeters was abandoned. Rather,
only the accumulated dose was recorded dally in an effort to
eliminate the inaccuracy of the charging procedure.
n. The five shipping containers originally supplied by Mound Laboratory
were not approved for shipping of the heat source capsules by the
Department of Transportation under DOT Special Permit No. 6000.
Consequently, a SNAP 27 Ground Shipping Cask, DOT Special
Permit No. 5229, was supplied by Mound Laboratory. The capsules
were loaded into the cask according to special instructions and
transferred to an AEC courier at the conclusion of the test for
delivery to Mound Laboratory.
4. 1.4 Pulmonary Function
A small number of pulmonary function tests were administered to the four
experimental subjects and to two control subjects. The tests were given
17 days prior to the commencement of confinement. Although no changes in
pulmonary function were expected to result from the simulator environment
..... or from the moderately hypodynamic situation of the subjects, it was felt
that this vital function should be generally examined.
The measurements included: vital capacity (VC), inspiratory capacity (IC),
expiratory reserve volume (ERV), timed vital capacity, maximal mid-
expiratory flow (MMF), and maximum breathing capacity (MBC). All
measurements were made with a Collins 13 i/2 Liter Resp[rometer in
accordance with procedures described in References 4-2 and 4-3.
Vital capacity was measured on the best of three attempts by each subject.
IC and ERV should be considered as estimates only. The resting expiratory
baselines from which IC and ERV measurements were made were probably
altered by the respiratory awareness of the subjects produced by the test
conditions. Timed vital capacity and MMFwere measured from the forced
expiratory splrograms (FES) with the recorder drum rotating at its maximum
speed (0. 032 meter/sec) and were again the results of the best of three
efforts by each subject. Maximum breathing capacity was recorded for
15 sec and measured by the excursions of the ventilograph pen on the recorder
paper. The ventilograph ratio factor was 11.09 for the 13.5 liter spirometer.
The results of the prerun measurements are shown in Section 4.3.3.
values were considered to be within normal range and, in most cases,
normals All volumes and rates were corrected to BTPS.
All
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4.2 TEST PROCEDURES/OPERATIONS
4.2. 1 Medical Monitors
Licensed physicians were recruited from the surrounding area to provide
full-time medical coverage. They were hired on a contract, fee for service
basis and worked 12 hour shifts. After the first weekend (covered by the
Medical Director), all shifts were filled. The primary duty of the medical
monitors was provision of immediate medical support under emergency test
conditions. They were not expected to carry out routine medical procedures
or to participate in the special medical studies, except for recording basal
signs on night and weekend shifts. Some monitors, who worked a number of
shifts, did participate in certain medical test operations.
4.2.2 Medical Station
The medical monitor remained in the test operations area at all times. A
small room adjacent to the operations area was equipped with a bed and night
monitors were allowed to sleep. An emergency treatment area was
established immediately adjacent to the SSS. This station was equipped with
emergency drugs (under lock, controlled by the Medical Monitor), cardio-
respiratory resuscitation equipment, and miscellaneous medical support
items. A hyperbaric chamber was not necessary under the conditions of this
test. Emergency medical support supplies were selected primarily for
immediate resuscitation, stabilization and support for injuries, burns, and
cardiorespiratory distress or collapse.
4.2.30nboard Medical Kit
A medical kit with supplies to be used under the supervision of the Medical
Director was placed on board. No drugs were included which could cause
crew incapacitation by side-effect or reaction. Two antibacterial agents were
supplied; sulfamethoxazole (Gantr isin) for urinary infections and erythromycin
(Erythrocin) for streptococcal infections. A broad spectrum antiobiotic was
not considered appropriate for use in long-duration confinement. Penicillin,
though the drug of choice for streptococcal infections, was not supplied
because of its potential for significant allergic reactions. A variety of drugs
for symptomatic treatment of minor problems was available to the crew and
the total medical kit content is listed in NASA CR-I11882.
4.2.4 Medical Interview
A short interview was conducted dally with each crew member by the Medical
Director. This interview was informal and directed toward a general assess-
ment of crew status. This interview afforded crew members the opportunity
to report medical problems, vague symptoms or any other problem, in
absolute privacy. More formal system reviews were conducted at selected
times during the test. The results of these interviews are being held by the
Medical Director as confidential medical information. Operationally signifi-
cant crew reports, however, were shared withkey personnel during the test
with the permission of the crew member.
_J
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4.2. 5 Basal Vital Signs and Skin Folds
Radial pulse rate, body weight, and sitting blood pressures (Baumanorneter,
anaeroid type manometer) were obtained on board by each crew member
immediately upon arising. Body weights were taken (in uniform because of
constant television monitoring of the area) on a clinical (Health-O-Meter)
balance scale. These data were reported verbally to the medical monitor and
recorded on dally medical data sheets. Oral temperatures were obtained
during this same period using a Yellow Springs Instruments thermistor,
displayed on the biomedical console and recorded on the same sheets by the
medical monitor. Skin fold measurements (right triceps and right sub-
scapular) were obtained weekly and reported. Three measurements were
made at each site; these were averaged and the final measurement recorded
as the mean of the two means. The skin fold evaluations were a late
addition to the test and were intended to evaluate this simple procedure in
following trends in subcutaneous fat. The crew received very limited pretest
training in the use of the caliper (Lange Skin Fold Caliper, Cambridge
Scientific Industries, Cambridge, Maryland).
4.2.6 Clinical Chemistries
4.2.6.1 Blood
Whole and clotted blood samples for clinical chemical analysis were collected
from all crew members shortly before pass-through using plain and EDTA
Vacutainers and disposable needles (Beckton, Dickinson Company). Pre-
cleaned glass slides were used to prepare two blood smears per man from
residual needle blood. Vacutainers were stored in a small ice bath from
time of collection until initiation of processing in the Medical Laboratory.
One of two backup crew members acted as an "outside control" for these
blood chemistries; this sample was collected at approximately the same time
and using the same techniques and materials as that used on board. The
sampling frequency throughout the test was maintained at one set of samples/
subject every 2 weeks.
Once pass-through had been completed, the blood samples were immediately
transferred to the Medical Laboratory for processing. Processing consisted
of centrifuging the clotted blood for separation of clot and serum; transfer
of serum to shipping containers; and packaging of anttcoagulated blood,
serum, and blood smears for shipment to the clinical laboratory. Maximum
elapsed time between collection of blood and arrival of samples at the clinical
laboratory was 4 hours. Analytical procedures were initiated immediately
upon arrival of the samples. Preliminary data was available for review late
in the afternoon of the day of pass-through. The analyses performed were as
follows :
A. Complete blood count
B. Alkaline phosphatase
C. B ilirubin, total
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D. Fasting glucose
E. Blood urea nitrogen
F. Cholesterol
G. Serum calcium, sodium, potassium, chlorides, and inorganic
phos pho rus
H. Uric acid
I. Total protein and albumin-glo'oulin ratio
5. SGOT
K. LDH.
A small quantity of serum from each blood sample was held frozen at 230°K
(-70°C) in the Medical Laboratory should a medical/toxicological emergency
occur during the test. The clinical laboratory also maintained a store of
frozen residual serum in case repeat or unscheduled analyses might be
required.
4.2.6. Z Urine
Urine samples for clinical chemistries were collected from each onboard
crew member as a 10-percent aliquot of all vo[dings during selected 24-hour
periods. Each crewman would start collecting his sample with the second
void after arising on the day collections were to be initiated. He would
continue measuring the volume of each void {volumetric cylinder) over the
next 24 hours and freezing a 10-percent aliquot of each void in a plastic bag
including the first void upon arising at the end of the collection period. All
urine samples were held frozen at 269°K (-4°C) on board until pass-through.
The maximum onboard storage time between initiation of collection and
pass-through was 120 hours.
Upon completion of pass-through, the urine samples were immediately
transferred to the Medical Laboratory for processing. Processing consisted
of thawing the frozen samples in warm water with transfer of an aliquot of
each 24-hour collection to a fresh plastic bag for shipment to the clinical
laboratory. Residual urine was held frozen at 203°K (-70°C) [nthe original
collection bag as a contingency sample. Upon arrival at the clinical
laboratory, the urine samples were refrozen until analysis could be initiated
the following day. Preliminary data was usually available for review within
48 hours of pass-through. The analyses performed were as follows:
A. Routine urinalysis
B. Sodium, potassium, calcium, chloride, and inorganic phosphorus
C. Total titratable acidity
D. Ammonia
V
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Analyses B, C, and D were performed as part of the special CO 2 studies
(Section 4.4. I). The clinical laboratory maintained a store of frozen
residual urine in case repeat or unscheduled analyses might be required.
4.2.7 Radiological Monitoring
Prior to initiation of the test, the radioisotope capsules were installed [nthe
VD-VF unit and the chill box. The neutron and gamma dose rates were
measured with calibrated survey meters at various distances and locations
around each installation.
Personnel dosimetry during the 5-day checkout and the 90-day test consisted
of film badges and pocket dosimeters. The film badges were the legal
record of radiation exposure of the crewmen. Each crewman wore two film
badges and two pocket dosimeters. One film badge contained both neutron
and gamma-sensitive films. During the 90-day test, a supply of film
packets was stored in the cabinet in the living quarters most distant from
the radiation area. Each week, the crew changed film packets in these
badges and sent the exposed packets, plus a control packet, out of the SSS
via the weekly passout of samples. The other film badge contained only a
gamma-sensitive film and was retained for the full 90 days. The film
packets were specially supplied, developed, and evaluated for the recorded
dose by the Office of Environmental Health at the University of California
at Los Angeles. Each crewman was also issued a set of direct-reading
pocket dosimeters, one sensitive to gamma and the other sensitive to
neutron and gamma radiation. The total accumulated dose indicated on each
dosimeter was recorded daily. The pocket dosimeters were only used to
indicate any excessive daily exposure. At low doses (<2 divisions/Z00 scale
divisions), these dosimeters were prone to artifact and large inaccuracies
in use and interpretation.
The procedures for detecting any release of radioactivity included air
monitoring, smear analysis, radiation survey, and water analysis. The air
in the vicinity of the capsules was continuously monitored for _-emitt[ng
contamination by an air monitor equipped with an audible and visual alarm.
The daily air filters were assayed for low-level @-emitting contamination
with the isotope analysis unit. During every handling operation, the entire
surface of each capsule was wiped with a dry cloth. All smears were checked
for e-emitting contamination with an e-survey meter and occasionally checked
with the isotope analysis unit. Handling devices, personnel, clothing, and
any surfaces coming in contact with the capsules were surveyed for e-emitting
contamination. Prior to human consumption, samples of reclaimed water
from the VD-VF unit were monitored for radioactive contamination by survey
of the dried samples and analysis with the isotope analysis unit.
The air monitor filter was changed daily and the air monitor was checked for
h Z38pperformance and calibrated wit a u _-standard. The e-standard was
also used to calibrate the isotope analysis unit and the e-survey meter before
use. Emergency and contingency procedures were adopted and were to be
instituted whenever predetermined levels of radioactivity could be detected
in the air or water or by a smear test.
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4.2.8 Electrocardiogram
A two-lead electrocardiogram (ECG) was taken on each crew member once/
week throughout the test. The leads consisted of a transaxillary and a
sternal to V 5 configuration. Tracings were taken, one lead at a time, with
the crewman in a supine position. The leads were reconfigured by requesting
the crewman to remove the sternal electrode and replace it near the right
axillary site of the common electrode.
The equipment consisted of three Ag-AgC1 recessed pellet-type electrodes
(positive, negative, and common) held to the chest with adhesive rings.
Electrically conductive putty was used to make contact between the pellet
and the skin surface. Lead wires from the three electrodes were gathered
into a short cable and jack leading to a waist mounted J-box containing an
electrical shock protector (Spacelabs, Inc., Van Nuys, California; Model
No. 170-3101). The shock protector absolutely isolated the crewman being
monitored from currents in excess of 10 microamperes. The output from
the 3"-box was then transmitted by shielded cable to a non-power-carrying
electrical feedthrough in the simulator bulkhead, through a cable trench
into the control room, and was then terminated at the medical console. The
ECG input was fed into a single channel Comput-EK (Computer Instruments
Corporation, Hempstead, Long Island) strip chart recorder for visualization
of the signal.
The procedure required approximately 300 sec to unstow and attach the
electrodes and nominally less than 60 sec per subject to obtain the tracings ......
No difficulties were encountered in utilizing the instrumentation except for
an occasional incorrectly positioned electrode evidenced by low amplitude
and/or reverse polarity QRS complexes.
4.2.9 Pulmonary Spirometry
At the request of NASA-LRC, it was pl_inned to record forced vital capacity
velocity-volume (V-V) loops before and after the 90-day test. Upon receiving
the pretest data, it was recognized that the recording spirometer could be of
great value in assessing pulmonary function on board in case of toxic
contaminant buildup. The spirometer, accordingly, was added to the onboard
equipment for this primary purpose. As a secondary goal, _r-v loops were
recorded weekly to evaluate possible long-term changes in pulmonary function
resulting from confinement or long-term exposure to very low levels of
atmospheric contaminants.
Graphic _r-v loops can be recorded when an individual performs a force vital
capacity maneuver through a low resistance spirometer (Model 470 Hi-Fi
Spirometer, Ivied-Science Electronics, Inc., furnished by NASA-LRC).
Appropriate transducers produce electrical outputs proportional to volume
and velocity; these outputs were then recorded on a Tektronix, Inc. storage
oscilloscope and a Polaroid photograph of the tracing was taken for a
V
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permanent record. The forced vital capac[t-y maneuver involves four steps:
(i) several normal inspirations and expirations were accomplished; these
are recorded as tidal volume, (2) the subject expires maximally; this is
recorded as expiratory reserve volume, (3) the subject inspires maximally;
this is recorded as inspiratory volume flow rate and [nspiratory reserve
volume is established, (4) finally, the subject expires maximally, closing
the $'-V loop and establishing expiratory volume flow rate. The loop is
illustrated in Figure 4-2 and the equipment is diagrammed in Figure 4-3.
The technique of recording flow-volume loops has been detailed by Dery,
et al (Reference 4-4) and appears to be an extremely sensitive method for
evaluating pulmonary function. It is of interest that each individual presents
a characteristic loop, almost unique for himself. Alterations in that
characteristic loop suggest pulmonary problems very early in their
development.
4. 3 POST-TEST PROCEDURES
4. 3. 1 Physical Examination
All crew members were given a complete physical examination immediately
upon egress from the SSS and before showering. No remarkable changes
were observed on this examination; all appeared to be in excellent health
(and spirits). Pretest and post-test pertinent findings are summarized for
each crew member in Table 4-5.
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Figure 4-2. Typical Volume - Flow Loop and Subdivisions
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TV - TIDAL VOLUME
ERV - EXPIRATORY RESERVE VOLUME
IRV - INSPIRATORY RESERVE VOLUME
VC - VITAL CAPACITY
_/I " INSPIRATORY FLOW RATE
_E " EXPIRATORY FLOW RATE
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3 WATERLESS SPIROMETER
4 LOW MASS PISTON ANO ROLLING DIAPHRAGM
5 TWO LINEAR DISPLACEMENT TRANSDUCERS
FOR RATE AND VOLUME
6 _ BULKHEAO ELECTRICAL FEEDTHROUGH
7 SIGNAL CONDITIONER
8 STORAGE OSCILLOSCOPE (WITH CAMERA
ATTACHMENT)
X -ANO Y -AXES FOR RECORDING IN THIS TEST
Figure 4-3. Spirometer Setup
4.3. Z Clinical Chemistries
Blood and urine samples were collected from all crew members 4 days after
the test. Blood collection and processing techniques were identical to that
used during the test. Urine samples were collected as previously described.
With the exception of the VDRL serology test, all blood and urine analyses
performed before the test (see Section 4. 1.2) were repeated after the test.
Stool examination was not required. Contingency serum and urine samples
were obtained and preserved as previously described. Post-test clinical
chemistry results are included in Appendix I.
4. 3. 3 Pulmonary Function
Pulmonary function tests identical to those administered before the run were
repeated on the day following its conclusion. The values for the various
post-test measurements are presented in Table 4-6 for comparison with the
pretest baseline data. It may be noted that the pretest and post-test values
for all crew members compare quite closely. All differences were considered
to be within the normal variation of these completely unpracticed individuals.
Three crew members (CM I, 2, and one outside Ch/[) showed manifest
k_j- _
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increases in their post-run maximumhreath[ng capacities. It was felt,
however, that these increases were due to improvements in technique rather
than actual changes in breathing capacity.
It was concluded that the conditions of the test produced no change in the
pulmonary function of the crew members.
4.4 SPECIAL STUDIES
As noted in the introduction to this section, basic medical procedures were
established for the primary purpose of monitorhug crew health. The
procedures were broadly based to screen essentially all organ systems for
developing pathology. Such a broadly based program cannot produce
definitive information on the effects of specific stresses, particularly when
the stresses are low level. These low-level stresses in an otherwise benign
environment do not result [n obvious changes over short periods of time - but
carry s[gnificant connotations if trends continue or for interactions with
other stresses, e.g., zero-g. Although the 90-day test had no real precedent
allowing accurate prediction of all stresses, certain potential problems could
be identified. Confinement in itself constitutes a stress which can cause
organic changes, for example, loss of cardiovascular conditioning, loss of
bone, muscle mass and changes in body fluid compartments. These effects
also occur in other hypodynarn[c environments, e.g., bed rest, zero-g. The
effects of l-g confinement, therefore, should be evaluated to enable more
accurate evaluation of the effect of zero-g alone. It was also known that the
carbon dioxide level in the SSS would exceed normal atmospheric levels but
would probably average well below that experienced in other prolonged
exposures, for example, submarines. No data exist on the long-term effects
of exposure to the predicted low CO 2 levels. For these reasons, several
special studies were added to the Biomedical program in an attempt to
identify effects of these unique stresses. In addition, one experiment was
planned to evaluate an automated vision test apparatus. Additional studies
were carried out to evaluate biochemical correlates of low-level stress.
4.4. 1 Carbon Dioxide Exposure Studies
Average CO z levels (Pco 2) were planned to be in the 3 to 5 mmHg range for
the 90-day test. Since an advanced CO2 concentrator was to be used,
excursions were expected but the maximum level was to be held generally to
less than 8 mmHg. Since no data exist on long-term exposures to these low
levels of CO2, the studies to be outlined in this section were instituted. They
are basically biochemical evaluations since no overt physiologic or
performance decrements were expected. Biochemical changes, if significant
within laboratory precision limits, would grossly complicate research into
the effects of zero-g and for this reason are extremely important, even if
not actually harmful to the individual.
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4.4. 1. 1 USN SMC Blood Studies
Through the cooperation of Dr. K.E. Schaefer and coworkers A. Messier
and E. Heider (US Naval Submarine Medical Center, Groton, Connecticut),
a program to investigate venous* blood gas and electrolyte physiology during
the test was instituted. Heparinized blood samples for this purpose were
collected from all prime and a minimum of one backup crew member pretest,
during, and post-test. The sampling schedule was once per man pretest,
once per man per week during the test, and one sample per man immediately,
and at 4, 18, 25, and 88 days post-test.
The collection and processing of these samples was similar to that used for
the collection of blood for clinical chemistries. Two 7-cm 3 heparinized
Vacutainers of blood were collected from each crewman shortly before
pass-through each week. The blood samples were kept cold in an ice bath
from the time of collection until processing was initiated in the Medical
Laboratory. Processing consisted of quickly filling one of the two sample
tubes with well-mixed blood from the other tube; centrifuging the rubber
stoppered full tube to separate plasma and red cells; rapidly transferring the
plasma and packed red cells to separate small syringes, and packing the
syringes in dry ice for air shipment to the USNSMC. These procedures were
instituted to reduce interaction between cellular and fluid compartments and
between the ambient atmosphere and the whole blood sample between the
time of collection and analysis.
All on-board and backup crew members were sampled after at least 4 hours
of fasting. Crewmen 1 and 2 were sampled shortly after arising (0700) while
crewmen 3 and 4 had been active before sampling since 2100 hours the
previous evening. The backup crew member samples were taken at
approximately [he same time and using the same technique as those on board.
These crew members were sampled from 1 to 2 hours after arising.
No major problems were encountered during the test program except for an
occasional delay in receipt of the blood samples at USNSMC due to shipping
tieups. The material had been packed with sufficient dry ice to preclude
deterioration of the samples should this contingency occur. Only one set of
samples was lost because of inadvertent freezing of the whole blood before
separation of cells and plasma.
The analyses performed on these samples included both plasma and
erythrocyte intracellular pH, Pco 2, HCO_, Na +, K +, CI-, and water content.
The analytical techniques for this study had been developed by Dr. Schaefer
over a number of years during his continuing investigations of the physio-
logical effects of elevated carbon dioxide tension on submarine crews. A
complete description of the techniques utilized may be found by referring to
previous papers in this series of experiments by Schaefer and coworkers
(References 4-5 and 4-6).
_-'It is recognized that arterial blood would have been preferable. Arterial
punctures were clearly impossible for this test and, in view of the short
training period available between the inception of this study and test start,
we did not attempt "arteriollzed" venous blood sampling (warmed hand
vein or ear lobe).
_J
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Briefly, for this experiment, pH and Pco Z were analyzed with an
Instrumentation Laboratory Blood Gas Analyzer Model 1135-1; pH was
determined in triplicate and Pco Z in duplicate. Plasma bicarbonate was
read from a nomogram using the directly measured pH and Pco 2 values.
Red cell bicarbonate was calculated from the hematocrit, plasma bicarbonate,
and Pco 2 data as delineated by H.W. Davenport ln"The ABC's of Acid-Base
Chemistry". Red cell pH was calculated from plasma Pco Z and red cell
bicarbonate using a red cell pK i of 6. 092. Plasma and red cell Na + and K +
were determined with an Instrumentation Laboratory Flame Photometer.
Cl-was measured by chloridometer. Water content was determined gravi-
metrically after drying samples of plasma and red cells to constant weight.
4.4. 1.2 Urine Studies
As part of the CO 2 studies, urine electrolyte, titratable acidity, and ammonia
determinations were performed by the clinical laboratory in addition to
routine urinalysis. As indicated earlier, this sample was provided as a
10-percent aliquot of selected Z4-hour urine collections from each of the four
onboard crewmen. Samples were obtained once per week for the first 8 weeks
and then twice per week for the remainder of the test. A single post-test
sample/crewman was collected 5 days after egress. These studies were
conducted for comparison with and to extend data obtained by other workers
investigating long-term exposure to low-level inspired CO 2. Previous
studies by Schaefer (Reference 4-5) of subjects exposed to 1.5 percent CO 2
for 42 days indicated the occurrence of an initial period (23 days) of
uncompensated respiratory acidosis (CO 2 retention) followed by a period of
compensated respiratory acidosis (CO 2 excretion and storage). Although the
urine reflected blood pH and Pco Z shR'ts during both phases of acidosis,
the kidney played only a small part in regulating acid-base balance compared
to its role at higher levels of CO 2 exposure (3 percent and above). What
was more significant, possibly, was the electrolyte excretion data which
indicated, along with plasma and red cells studies, that a significant exchange
of CO 2 between blood and bone and between plasma and red cells was
gradually taking place. On the other hand, Glatte, et al (Reference 4-7), in
5 days exposure to 3 percent CO2 (21 mmHg Pco 2 _2.8 kN/m2), found no
significant urinary excretion patterns except during the recovery period when
decreased H + excretion was observed. On greatly prolonged exposure to low
levels of inspired CO2, however, the slow adaptive processes might induce
pathophys [ological states.
Trends toward such an adaptive process (acclimatization) would be studied
over the course of the test by correlating h/[DAC urinary excretion data with
USNSIV[C plasma and red cell data, atmospheric CO 2 level, and duration of
exposure.
4.4. 1.3 Sleep Heart and Respiratory Rates (A Crew Experiment)
As an individual crew experiment during the 90-day test, crewman 4 elected
to study the sleeping heart and respiratory rates under confinement in the
cabin atmosphere in relation to cabin partial carbon dioxide pressure. This
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was done in a manner so as to create minimal disturbance to the normal
sleep pattern from the instrumentation required. Heart rate was measured
by the Collins ear clip photocell sensor wired to the remote strip chart
recorder, and respiratory rate was determined by taping the probe tip of
the onboard oral thermistor just below the nostrils. With optimal orientation
of the probe tip, a temperature difference of 1 to 2"C was recorded with each
respiratory cycle. The signal was recorded on a second remote strip chart
recorder (C. E.C. Recording Oscillograph, Model 5-124).
The experiment protocol typically would involve fifteen to twenty minutes for
applying the sensor leads in the SSS, while support personnel outside
calibrated the strip chart recorders and confirmed recording of a signal.
The heart rate recorder was operated at a slow speed (0.6 cm/minute) and
was generally left running continuously once recording began. As the
respiratory recorder had to be run at a higher speed (6 cm/m[nute) to extract
the respiratory frequency information, it was periodically run at five to
fifteen minute intervals as personnel availability allowed, for at least a
minute each time. Periodic time hacks were marked on the records to
allow correlation.
4.4.2 NMRI Blood Studies
Through the cooperation of E.M. Neptune, Jr., R.E. Danziger, T.E. Sallee,
and D.E. Uddin at the Naval Medical Research Institute (NMRI), Bethesda,
Maryland, a program was funded by LRC and developed by MDAC and
T.O. Wilson of LRC to study the extent and nature of subtle biochemical
changes which might take place in the crew members over the course of the
test. Changes in minor phosphollplds have been reported to occur after
acceleration stress, combat stress, and in schizophrenia (Reference 4-8).
Data from the laboratories have indicated that severe psychological stress
may be reflected in serum liplds and it is well known that there are hormonal
and neurological factors controlling serum free fatty acid levels. Physical
stresses and specific tissue damage are most conveniently assessed by
examination of serum enzymes and isozymes. The program would investigate
such changes for each crewman and groups of crewmen by comparing data
gathered weekly during the test with pretest baseline and post-test recovery
data. Trends and correlations between parameters would be sought by
standard statistical methods; correlations between these biochemical and any
environmental or psychological determinants obtained during the test would be
of special interest.
The biochemical analyses selected for use during the test were as follows:
A. Neutral Lipids-- Monoglyceride, free fatty acids, cholesterol,
d[glyceride, triglycer[de, cholesterol esters.
B. Phosphollpids -- Lysophosphatidyl choline, sphingomyelin, phos-
phatidyl choline (incl. phosphatidyl serine and
inosltol) and minor phospholipids.
C. Lipoprotein
Dis tr ibution -- Alpha, pre-Beta, Beta.
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D. Serum Enzymes --Acid phosphatase, alkaline phosphatase,
amylase, creatine phosphokinase, lactic
dehydrogenase.
E. Other Constituents-- Cholesterol (chemical), free fatty acids
(chemical), glucose, lactate, haptoglobin.
These procedures were developed by NMRI during previous investigations of
the biochemical/psychological consequences of stress associated with
hyperbaric confinement.
In addition to the analyses listed above, Dr. F. Lee Rodkey of NMRI performed
carboxyhemoglobin determinations on residual clotted blood remaining from
each crew member's weekly sample before, during, and after the test.
These analyses would not only provide an accurate check of the atmospheric
carbon monoxide concentration, but would also yield information concerning
crewman-atmosphere CO equilibration kinetics and the magnitude of the
contribution of simulator component CO outgassing to the total CO production.
4.4.2. 1 Serum Analyses
Blood samples for the NMRI study were obtained from each primary and at
least one backup crewmember shortly before pass-through each week of the
test. As indicated previously, only crewmen 1 and 2 were truly in a near
basal and fasting state at the time these samples were taken (0700 to 0800
hours); crewmen 3 and 4 had been active since 2100 hours and nominally had
not eaten during the previous 4 hours; backup crewmen were fasting but had
been awake and active for 1 to 2 hours before sampling. Blood was collected
in 15 crn 3 Vacutainers and held cold in an ice bath from the time of collection
until processing was initiated in the Medical Laboratory. Processing
consisted of centrifuging the clotted blood samples to separate clot from
serum, transferring the serum to CI-iC13-MeOHwashed (lipid free) screw
capped test tubes, and shipping the residual clot and separated serum tubes,
packed in wet ice, by air freight to the NMRI. The nominal time between
sampling and initiation of analysis was 24 hours. No difficulties were
encountered during the test except for one unusually long delay caused by a
shipping tieup. Although this set of samples was analyzed, some of the data
are questionable because of the estimated ?4 hours of sample storage at
arab ient tempe ratur e.
A total of 6 pretest, 13 test, and 3 post-test serum samples was analyzed
for each crewman over the course of the program. The analytical pro-
cedures as developed by the investigators utilized commercial lyophillzed
serum as a control for serum enzyme analysis and pooled frozen serum
(genetic type 2-1) as a control for haptoglobin analysis. Chemical standards
were analyzed with glucose, lactate, cholesterol, and free fatty acid. No
satisfactory controls existed for the other determinations.
AJ Lipid determinations -- Neutral and phospholipid distributions were
determined by standard procedures developed in the laboratory
(References 4-9 and 4-10). Lipoproteins were determined by a
modification of Noble's procedure with quantitation being accomplished
by densitometry (Reference 4-11).
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B. Enzyme determinations -- Total lactic dehydrogenase (LDH) was
determined by the method of Babson and Phillips (Reference 4-12).
LDH isozymes were detected after electrophoresis in 0.9 percent
agarose on microscope slides and quantitated by densitometry. The
electrophoresis was carried out in 0.05 M barbital pH 8.6 for
25 minutes at 150 volts. Alkaline and acid phosphatase were
determined using Boehringer Mannheim kits. Creatine phosphokinase
{CPK) was determined by a Calbiochem kit. Amylase was determined
by a modified Cherry-Crandall starch hydrolysis method supplied
as a kit from Harleco.
C. Other serum measurements --Glucose was measured as true glucose
by the glucose oxidase method (Worthington Glucostat). Lactate
was determined by a modification of the method outlined in
Bergmeyer (Reference 4-13). Cholesterol was analyzed by the
Liebermann-Burchard reagent {Harleco). Nonesterified fatty acids
were quantltated by a modification of Novak's method (Reference
4-14).
4.4.2.2 Carboxyhemoglobin (COHb) Analyses
Clotted blood for the COHb determinations was collected, processed, and
shipped to NMRI as described above. Upon arrival, the clotted specimens
were analyzed by Dr. Roclkey for CO content by gas chromatography and a
comparison with the total hemoglobin was determined by the cyanmethemo-
globin method.
4.4.3 Automated Visual Sensitivity Tester
The primary objective of this investigation was to obtain a periodic assess-
ment of selected visual functions of each crew member under the stresses
imposed by confinement for 90 days. Secondary test objectives included the
determination of the user acceptance of the test equipment, and operational
reliability and maintainability under these particular test conditions.
An automated visual sensitivity tester (illustrated in Figure 4-4 and described
in detail elsewhere, Reference 4-15) was designed and built at NASA Ames
Research Center under the direction of Richard F. Haines, Research
Scientist. It measured two visual functions. The blind spot mapping test
measured the size, shape, and location of the normal blind spot (optic disk).
Thus it provided an indication of intraocular pressure changes (Reference
4-16). The visual sensitivity test measured the retina's ability to detect the
offset and onset of a small, white, moving test spot. An earlier clinical
validation study of this device (Reference 4-15) showed that patients having
chronic glaucoma also possessed an enlarged blind spot which could be
plotted using the present tester. Those patients having other retinal
insensitivities, such as punctate and arcuate scotomata, could be detected
using the visual sensitivity test.
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The visual capabilities of the 90-day confinement crew were not expected to
change as a function of the present test conditions. However, should some
unexpected event occur to change the chamber's pressure, temperature,
humidity, or other parameters, it is possible that the crew's visual
capabilities could be affected. This is indicated by a number of studies.
Beehler et al (Reference 4-17), Roth (Reference 4-18), and Saltzman et al
(Reference 4-19) found that prolonged exposure to too high a partial O Z
pressure could be deleterious to human vision because of O Z toxicity. It is
also known that too high a partial CO 2 level impairs the transportation of
O Z within the retinal tissue. Studies by Brandls (Reference 4-20) and
Klssen (Reference 4-21) found that elevations in body temperature can change
visual thresholds. Kerslake (Reference 4-22) found that extremely low
humidity levels may produce conjunctival inflammation, if hypoxic conditions
should occur, they could lead to a raised scotoplc (rod receptor) threshold,
decreased acuity, reduced critical flicker frequency (CFF), cataract
production, and even visual blackout and unconsciousness (References 4-23
through 4-29). In light of these findings, it seemed warranted to test for each
crewman's light detection capability (within a 60 degree arc diameter field
of view centered on the fovea) and for possible changes in dimensional
characteristics of his blind spot.
4.4.4 Isotope Studies
Total body water, plasma volume, blood volume, and potassium content of
the whole body were measured as a special study within the medical program
for the 90-day test. These measurements were undertaken because of
evidence of major problems in adaptation to zero gravity. Since alterations
in fluid volumes and lean body mass may also result from the inactivity
associated with confinement, any changes that occur in a simulated environ-
ment at earth gravity must be documented to establish a baseline for inter-
pretation of changes at zero gravity. In addition, measurements of body
fluids and lean body mass are necessary for normalization of other medical
measurements used to monitor the health of the crew and determine any
biological effects of the environment.
Using radiopharmaceuticals, total plasma and blood volumes, total body
water, and the derived lean body mass were determined for sixnormal,
healthy, young (age 21 to 35) male volunteers. Two individuals served as
normal controls and the other four were crewmen in the SSS for 90 days.
Baseline determinations for all six individuals were obtained 6 days before
the entrance of the four experimental crew members into the SSS. This
allowed partial excretion of the radionucleide burden, especially tritium,
before the simulator study. The three determinations were repeated on the
same six crew members immediately upon egress from the 90-day test. In
addition, a total body water determination with tritium was performed on the
61st day of the simulator test by having the crew members drink tritiated
water stored on board.
The plasma and blood volume determinations were made by M.B. Cohen, M. D. ,
a consultant and medical specialist in radioisotope methodology. Using
standard medical procedures, plasma volume was measured by intravenous
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injection of 10 _Ci of 125I-RISA for each determination. After allowing a
15-minute interval for equilibrium, a blood sample was taken by venapuncture.
Plasma volume (PV) was determined by:
PV = (CPM/cm3 of standard solution) (dilution factor) (cm 3 injected)
CPM/cm 3 of postlnjection sample
Total blood volume (TBV) was determined from the hematocrit (Hct) as follows:
TBV =
Plasma Volume
1 - (Hcf X0.91)
The counting error was always reduced to less than 1 percent.
Total body water (TBW) was determined with trltiated water(3HzO). Total
body waters were measured by and under the supervision of N. Teller, M.D. ,
in laboratories in the medical school of the University of Southern California.
Approximately 1 cm 3 was mixed in a drinking cup of water and administered
to the crew member orally. A second I cm 3 sample was kept as a standard.
Accurate determination of the dose and standard was made by weighing the
syringes with the tritiated water before and after administration on a
laboratory balance accurate to 0.001 rag. Urine specimens were collected
from each crewman at 3 and 5 hours. Water was separated from electrolytes,
protein, etc., which interfere with counting, by freeze-vacuum distillation.
One cm 3 of the distillate was added to the counting solution and the standard
and samples counted in a liquid scintillation counter.
Calculation: TBW (m 3) = Ci administered
Ci/m 3 in sample
Because of the reclamation of drinking water from urine during the 90-day
test, the routine determination of TBW was modified. For the baseline
determinations, the crew members were given about 20 percent of the usual
dose (150 _Ci), or 30 _Ci of tritiatedwater. The onboard dose given on the
61st day of the test was also 30 _Ci. The subjects were each given a 90 _Ci
dose after egress when they were able to utilize biological excretion to reduce
radiation exposure. The maximum counting error for the sample was 2 percent.
The natural content of potassium-40 was measured in the same six crew
members 3 days before the 90-day test and on the afternoon of egress. Meas-
urements were performed in the total-body counter at the University of
California at Los Angeles under the supervision of Dr. N.S. MacDonald. The
total-body counter was calibrated in terms of total potassium before the
measurements. Natural potassium-40 and total potassium exist in a fixed
ratio in biological materials.
4.4. 5 Physical Conditioning Program
It was assumed that the restrictiveness of the simulator habitat could
reduce the exercise normally associated with daily activities to an extent
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sufficient to cause a deterioration of the pretest physical fitness of the
crewmen. This loss of conditioning could potentially be accompanied by
circulatory and metabolic changes that would confuse the evaluation of the
effects of confinement and the overall simulator environment on crew
physiology and performance. It was, therefore, decided to introduce an
exercise program as a substitute for normal locomotor exercise in an effort
to maintain an acceptable level of physical condition, particularly cardio-
respiratory fitness, in the crew members. Also, by measuring the level
of fitness before, after, and during the test, the effectiveness of the exercise
program and the exercise device could be assessed.
In selecting a realistic and valid exercise program, it was decided to try to
maintain the normal, preconfinernent fitness of the crew rather than elevate
them to a high level of fitness wlth a rigorous program difficult to continue
within the constraints of the total test program. The selected regimen
consisted of 15 minutes of exercise on a bicycle ergometer at a workload
sufficient to produce a working heart rate of approximately 150 beats per
minute. It was felt that this level of exercise would probably satisfy the
program objectives.
The exercise program was performed by each subject for 5 days a week for a
sufficient duration prior to the test to establish a level baseline. This same
frequency of exercise was prescribed during the confinement period. Although
the crew was requested to refrain from formal training programs in addition
to the ergorneter exercise, they were not discouraged from participating in
sports, informal calisthenics, or additional ergometer exercise on an ad
libitum basis either before or during the test.
Workloads were imposed by means of a Collins Pedal-mode Ergometer
equipped with a hysteresis brake permitting a preset workload to be indepen-
dent of pedal rates in excess of 40 rpm. Heart rate was measured by an
earlobe pulse detector. Oxygen consumption was monitored by means of a
Webb Associates Metabolic Rate Meter. Workload, heart rate, and oxygen
consumption were displayed on individual meters and were recorded
simultaneously on strip chart recorders. The resting heart rate, working
heart rate, and 10 minutes of the post-exercise heart rate were registered on
the strip chart recorder and manually entered by the medical monitor on the
exercise programworksheet shown in Figure 4-5. Oxygen consumption was
similarly recorded for each crewman during one run per week.
The maximal oxygen consumption (max. %tO2) also known as aerobic capacity,
is one of the best criteria of physical fitness. Max. %tO z can be predicted from
submaximal work with acceptable accuracy by applying the relationship of the
working heart rate with theowork output (ergometer workload) or working
oxygen consumption to the Astrand-Ryhm[ng nomogram (Reference 4-30) shown
in Figure 4-6. This method of estimating physical fitness was used during the
period of confinement. In addition, prior to and following confinement, physical
fitness was evaluated by means of the Balke Optimal Work Capacity Test
(Reference 4-31). The Balke is an accurate, well-recognized test which served
as a standard of comparison for the other tests.
Each crewman served as his own control for both the Balke and /°kstrand-Ryhming
tests. The results were plotted against time for the period of confinement.
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SUBJECT:
RUN riO.:
DATE:
HOUR:
ROOM TEMP.:
RESTING HEART RATE:
Minute ]0:
Minute 9:
Minute 8:
Minute 7:
Minute 6:
Minute 5:
RESTING OXYGEN CONSUMPTION:
Minute 10:
Minute 9:
Minute 8:
,r
Minute 7:
Minute 6:
Minute 5:
v
WORK LOAD SEI'rING:
WORKING HEART RATE:
Minute lO:
Minute 5:
Minute O:
WORKING OXYGEN CONSUMPTION:
Minute I0:
Minute 5:
Minute O:
RECOVERY HEART RATE:
Minute 5:
Minute O:
RECOVERY OXYGEN CONSUMPTION:
Minut? 5:
Minute O:
CO_÷IENTS:
Figure 4-5. Exercise Program Worksheet
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¢4.5 TEST RESULTS
Results from basic medical evaluations during the test and post-test reveal
that no changes significant to crew health occurred. Several findings were of
medical interest, however, and will be detailed in this section.
4.5. I Operations
Medical operations were quite smooth with interested contract medical
monitors on duty throughout all but part of the second weekend of the test;
this 52-hour period was covered by the test Medical Director. Although not
expected to participate in scheduled medical procedures, many of the con-
tract physicians became personally involved in the test and contributed
significantly to those operations and to the success of the test.
The Medical Director was on call throughout the test. He was furnished an
electronic paging system which made the on-call period more comfortable.
Because of requirements for medical interviews, a more or less official
patient-doctor relationship between the Medical Director and the crew, and
requirements for accomplishment of medical test procedures, it was neces-
sary for the Medical Director to be in attendance every day of the test. On
days when exercise tests were scheduled (Monday through Friday), the
Medical Director was in attendance from approximately 0430 to about 1400 hours.
This work schedule was not unduly tiresome for this duration test. The early
morning coverage paid additional dividends in providing some semblance of
normal "day" to the night crew (crewmen 3 and 4) rather than communicating
with extra technical personnel during normal work hours only. This work
schedule would not be recommended for longer tests.
Emergency facilities were not used during the test. Onboard medical items
were dispensed on occasion as listed in Table 4-7. As can be seen, drug use
was minimal and insignificant except for the antibiotic used by crewman 1
during days 70 to 80.
Onboard medical supply use is further detailed as follows:
A. One crewman had a chronic, apparently atopic, nasal congestion
problem since childhood. The use of nose drops prior to ascent was
prophylactic. The use of decongestants and nose drops around day
50 was in an attempt to alleviate symptoms. He quickly decided,
however, that the medication was not very effective and discontinued
further use after test day 55.
B. There was some difficulty adjusting to the commode. The mild laxa-
tive aided in this adjustment for one crew member.
C . Crewman 3 incurred a small laceration on the right forearm from a
wrench slip while manually operating the solid amine unit valves.
This cut healed without problems but left a small scar.
\
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Table 4-7
ONBOARD MEDICATION USED IN 90-DAY rEST
Test Drug or
Day Medic ation Indication Results
8
13
13
32
52
54
55
54
67
70-80
Neo synephrine
I/2 percent nose
d ro ps
Dulcolax, I tablet
before bed, twice
Band- aid
Au r alg an
Tinactin
Ornade, i capsule
and
Neo synephrine
nose drops, before
bed
Ornade, 1 capsule
and
Neosynephrine
nose drops, before
bed
Ornade, 1 capsule
and
Neosynephrine
nose drops, before
bed
Methyl cellulose
eye drops
Tinactin
E ryth romycin
1 gram per day
for 10 days
Nasal congestion,
used prior to ascent
C on s tipation
Cut, right arm
Itching skin
Itching toes
Nasal congestion
Nasal congestion
Nasal congestion
Eye irritation (see
text)
Itching toes
Group A beta-
hemolytic Strep-
tococcus throat
culture - no
symptoms
No ear problems on
as cent.
Good
Healed adequately
Prescribed for local
anesthetic property by
medical monitor -
marginally effective
Good.
Not effective, use
discontinued.
Marginally effective.
Good.
Eradicated all gram posi-
tive nasopharyngeal
bacteria.
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D. One crewman had skin dryness and irritation problems before the
test. The local anesthetic was probably not effective, but he solved
his problem by altering the elastic waistband of his uniform. The
itching toes problem in the same crewman probably was not due to
Tine_____._apedi_..._sbut the medication seemed to help.
E° Crewman I noted eye irritation (left eye) when asked to move his
eyes in checking the EOG signal. On examining the eye, crewman 4
reported a "cyst" or "pustule" in the lower left sclera. The methyl-
cellulose was of little help. This lesion could not be visualized in
post-test examination and its nature remains unknown.
F. Crewman 1 first demonstrated Group A beta-hemolytic Streptococcus
as a transient throat inhabitant early in the test (see Section 4.6).
It was not treated at that time. The infestation reappeared in samples
obtained on test day 60 and recurred in increasing colony count on
test day 67. After conferring with NASA, the Medical Director
prescribed Erythromycin, 250 mg four times a day for I0 days.
Throat cultures on test day 74 and subsequently confirmed eradica-
tion of the streptococcus. Although crewman 1 was totally asymp-
tomatic, this action was considered necessary because of the potential
sequelae of streptococcal infections, the age group of the crew and
the close confinement. Antistreptolysin 0 tilers were run on frozen
contingency sera collected prerun and early in the test, and on fresh
samples collected on test days 74 and 81. No significant changes in
ASO tiler were seen in any of the crew members.
As noted, medical operations were quite smooth and no significant medical
problems were encountered. False alarms from sampling problems to be
discussed in a following section resulted in concern at times, but in all cases
medical procedures were adequate to rule out real problems. The strep-
tococcal incident was interesting and reflected well on the pretest decision to
include an antistreptococcal antibiotic in the onboard medical kit. It is
speculative whether or not that crewman would have been removed if treatment
were not possible. At no time was there evidence of overt infection (fever,
elevated white blood cell count, ASO tiler change, symptoms), but sequelae
can occur in apparently asymptomatic infestations. The other crew members
were also at risk. It is clearly better to anticipate easily treated problems
and provide for them. The fact that the ASO liters did not change in 90 days
of isolation suggests that this period is too short to expect immunological
changes. The fact that a streptococcus was aboard may weaken this observa-
tion but, on the other hand, crewman 2, 3, and 4 at no time demonstrated
infestation by the organism. It is clear, however, that they were not isolated
from contact with it.
4.5.2 Basal Signs and Skin Fold Measurements
Basal vital signs (oral temperature, radial pulse, blood pressure) were
obtained on each crewman immediately upon arising from scheduled sleep and
before eating. Figure 4-7 illustrates oral temperature trends, Crewman I
and 2, who remained on a normal work-rest cycle, show no changes. Crew-
man 3 and 4, who reversed their work-rest cycles, show a gradual progression
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Figure 4-7. Basal Biomedical Data-Oral Temperature (°C)
toward a basal body temperature. Crewman 3 made the transition more
slowly and was symptomatic longer (excessive sleepiness in early A.M.
his "afternoon"). It appears that complete transition was not effected by
these two crew members in respect to basal oral temperature until after
20 to Z5 days. This is longer than usually thought necessary for adjustment
of diurnal rhythms. Biochemical results tend to support this view. Radial
pulse rates and blood pressures were unremarkable throughout the test.
Body weight changes are illustrated in Figure 4-8. Crewman Z gained weight
(on his own volition) and Crewman 4 lost weight. Skin fold measurements
(Figure 4-9) reflect the weight changes. The early wide variations in skin
fold measurements result from the lack of training in the techniques before
the test. The trends appear to be quite real and suggest that skin fold meas-
urements offer a simple method for following trends in subcutaneous fat.
There is, of course, a copious literature on the use of skin fold calipers in
anthropometric determinations of lean body mass, etc., and in nutritional
surveys. The limited results of this test seem to corroborate the nutritional
usefulness; no effort was made to extrapolate further to body composition.
The loss of weight and apparent loss of subcutaneous fat in Crewman 4 are
not easily explained in view of his caloric intake. While his exercise regimen
was the most strenuous of the crew members, his energy output was not
expected to balance his caloric input - it apparently did. Following the test
(plus 14 days and 21 days) and after returning to a less demanding exercise
program, he regained approximately 1 kg, suggesting that the input-output
difference indeed accounted for the weight loss.
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4.5.3 Clinical Blood Chemistry, Urine Analysis and Hematology
While there were no significant changes in blood chemistry or hematology
from a clinical point of view, there were findings of significance to future
operations. A complete tabulation of raw data is presented in Appendix I.
Some of the more interesting observations will be discussed here.
4.5.3.1 Clinical Chemistry
Figure 4-10 illustrates blood urea nitrogen (BUN) and alkaline phosphatase
determinations for each crewman. The pretest value represents, in each
case, the mean (Xo) of six or seven pretest samples. This value is carried
across the figure as a solid line. The dotted line represents the "t" times
the standard deviation(s) 95 percent confidence limits for each individual's
pretest mean; "t" depending in value on the number of pretest samples. Any
test sample which falls outside the "_o + ts limits can be considered signifi-
cantly different from the pretest mean at the 95 percent confidence level.
This method of presentation is used in all subsequent clinical chemistry and
hematology figures.
It can be seen that crewmen 1 and 2 show no significant deviations in BUN or
alkaline phosphatase during or after the test (T + 4 days). Crewmen 3 and 4,
however, show significant changes in BUN. The elevation on test day 11 in
crewman 3, when linked with findings in hematology, caused a certain amount
of consternation; this problem will be discussed later (see Section 4.5.3.3).
It became apparent as the test progressed that the coincident changes observed
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in crewmen 3 and 4 were most probably a result of sampling error. All
pretest samples were obtained in the morning, fasting. During the test, all
samples were drawn at a prescheduled time to meet certain other require-
ments. This time was approximately 0800 on Tuesdays, just before
scheduled passout. For crewmen 1 and 2, 0800 hours represented morning
and the samples were obtained from fasting, basal crewmen. For crewmen 3
and 4, 0800 represented approximately 2000, or evening, in their diurnal
cycles. They were not basal, though post-absorptive. In addition, the sample
was drawn only 2 hours after completion of the daily exercise period. It is
our opinion that the BUN changes reflect diurnal variation and are of no other
significance. Operational significance of this conclusion will be discussed in
a later paragraph.
It can be seen from Figure 4-10 that there were no changes in alkaline
phosphatase for any of the crew. There appears to be a trend toward a
depression in this enzyme which is significant at the 0.05 level for crewman 2.
We have no tenable explanation for the apparent trend toward a depressed
alkaline phosphatase. From a practical standpoint, however, an observation
which could occur by chance only five times in a hundred, ca__.n.noccur by chance
at least that frequently. In any case, alkaline phosphatase determinations are
usually obtained for evaluation of liver function: an elevated value indicating
defective hepatic excretion. Clearly, there was no evidence of that sort of
problem.
Figure 4-II illustrates another principle in sampling. Albumin values deter-
mined from samples drawn on test day 39 were uniformly depressed,
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significantly so for crewman 4. This finding could suggest liver problems.
During the course of the test, samples were obtained on backup crew members
who were serving as the outside test team. These samples were handled
exactly the same way as the samples obtained from the inside crew and
served as processing controls (as distinct from experimental controls since
the outside crew regimen was in no way similar to that of the test crew). The
outside control sample also revealed a significant depression in serum
albumin and the observation is considered irrelevant to the test. We have no
explanation for the apparent processing error.
Figure 4-12 shows serum glutamic-oxalacetic transamin'ase (SOOT) and
lactic dehydrogenase (LDH) determination results. These enzymes usually
indicate tissue cellular damage when elevated and are determined for that
purpose. The classical use is in suspected myocardial infarction. The highly
significant rise in SOOT and LDH in crewman 2 on test day II was, to put it
mildly, alarming. The SCOT was not only elevated in respect to his pretest
values, but to levels considered clinically significant. The elevations in
these enzymes and in creatinine phosphokinase (CPK) were confirmed by
determinations by the Naval Medical Research Institute (NMRI) on samples
sent to them from the test day II passout. Coincident with these reports, an
apparent change was seen in the electrocardiogram (ECG) obtained on crew-
man 2. Careful evaluation of the ECG (see Section 4.5.5) revealed the
observation to be of no clinical significance and review of other data on crew-
man 2 (clinical, hematologic, exercise tolerance, etc.) failed to confirm any
other evidence for tissue damage. This spike in SCK)T, LDH, and CPK
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vremains unexplained, but it is hypothesized that it was related to test stress
coupled with a very high workload for crewman 2 in early test operations-
he was subjectively fatigued and somewhat annoyed. The workload was more
evenly distributed subsequently but crewman 2's SOOT remained elevated
with respect to pretest values for the entire test, though not to a clinically
significant level.
An interesting phenomenon was observed in SOOT trends for all crew mem-
bers. It can be seen that this enzyme tends to rise, peaking on test day 67.
This peak is significantly different from the pretest mean in three out of the
four crewmen. Test day 67 occurred during a period of low morale for the
test crew which culminated in an onboard "encounter session" on test day 69.
This session cleared the air and morale markedly improved. The rise in
SOOT apparently is coincident with this period of psychological stress. Other
biochemical (blood and urine) determinations also reveal trends or peaks
coincident with the test days 60 to 70 stress period. NMRI has indicated
(Reference 4-32) possible similar peaks in some of their determinations
which wilIbe reported elsewhere (see Section 4.5.8.2). Our observations
suggest that serum enzymes, in this case specifically SGOT, when elevated
in respect to an individual's own control values, may reflect psychological
stress. It is obvious that this relationship would not have been observed
without an adequate knowledge of the "normal" value for the individual in
contradistinction to a laboratory "normal. "
4.5.3.2 Urine Analysis
Aliquots of 24-hour urine volumes were collected and frozen on board for
passout weekly until test day 53 and subsequently twice a week. These urine
samples were subjected to routine urinalysis in support of" the basic medical
program. Urine chemistries were obtained primarily in support of the
special CO2 study (Section 4.4. 1), but certain observations will be reported
here. Routine urinalysis results were not medically remarkable at any time.
During the course of the test, observations of sodium/potassium ratios
(Na+/K +) in the urine suggested a relationship between this parameter and
psychophysiologic stress and diurnal (circadian) biological rhythm shifts.
Urinary Na+/K+ represents a relatively simple biochemical analysis which
could easily be performed in flight.
Trends (Figure 4-13) indicate that, for crewmen 3 and 4, Na+/K + remains
depressed (below that for crewmen 1 and 2) for about 30 to 35 days. This
suggests a significant lag in complete shift of their biological diurnal rhythms.
This lag is longer than usually thought necessary for recycling. Data also
show a consistent peak in Na+/K + at about day 73. This peak, which reverses
a downward trend, coincides with a marked improvement in crew morale
discussed in the previous section. These observations suggested, even during
the test, that Na+/K + could be used to follow or corroborate changes in diurnal
cycles and in psychological status. The observations will be studied further
in an effort to substantiate the usefulness of this simple biochemical deter-
mination in following stress trends.
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Figure 4-13. Urinary Excretion Patterns, Na+/K+ Ratios
The lag in diurnal recycling deserves additional comment. As noted in
Section 4.5.2, crewman 3, particularly, showed a lag in achieving awaking
basal oral temperature and was symptomatic of incomplete recycling for 10
to 14 days. His Na+/K + contributes most to the group difference in mean
Na+/K + illustrated in Figure 4-13 (E). The mechanism for this is hypothetical
but is offered here for consideration. Excretion of Na+ and K +is controlled in
part by aldosterone. Aldosterone secretion shows a diurnal variation, either
posturally linked or directed both by postural influences and by a built-in
"biological clock." The trend seen here suggest both the influence of a basic
diurnal variability and postural influence. Secretion of aldosterone usually
peaks during the normal afternoon hours and reaches a low in the early morn-
ing hours during sleep. In the case illustrated here, the upright posture
creates a stimulus for continued secretion during the otherwise "low" period.
With the lag in resetting the basic biological clock, arelatively continuous
aldosterone secretion results without a low secretion period. The difference
in crewmen 3 and 4 demonstrates individual variability in recycling the basic
rhythm.
Admittedly this is making much of a quite limited sample. If, however,
diurnal recycling does require the time suggested in crewman 3 for some
individuals, there may be significant connotations for future tests or missions.
While we have no evidence for the lag influencing performance (beyond the
early sleepiness noted above}, we were not specifically investigating this
aspect of confinement. In all probability, future long-duration missionsin
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complex vehicles will require 24-hour operations - some crew members will
accordingly be unable to remain on a normal work-rest cycle. The lag in
biological recycling suggested here should be more extensively evaluated
for its operational significance.
Another interesting observation concerned the large differences between the
night crew and day crew in excretion of urine solids. This difference is
apparently a body weight phenomenon (see also Section 4.8. i) and illustrates
the need to express urinary data in terms of body or metabolic mass.
4.5.3.3 Hematology
Hematological observations are summarized in Figures 4-14 and 4-15. Crew-
men I and 2 reveal no significant changes while crewmen 3 and 4 show
significant depressions in red cell parameters and crewman 3 had a consist-
ently elevated white blood cell count. These hematological changes reflect
the same diurnal rhythm sampling problem encountered in some of the blood
chemistries.
The significant depression of red blood cell count (RBC), hemoglobin (Hgb)
and hematocrit (Hcf) in crewman 3 on test day 25, when coupled with the
observed rise in BUN (see Section 4.5.3. i), was alarming. (The concomitant
but less dramatic decrease in RBC and Hgb in crewman 4 was not immediately
noted. )
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Because crewman 3 had complained mildly of stomach symptoms, the
possibility of gastrointestinal bleeding was investigated. A fecal sample was
obtaine d for passout on test day 32 from crewman 3 (also from crewman 2
under pretext of testing the fecal sampler in order not to alarm the crew
unduly). This sample was guaiac negative for occult blood. A careful
systems review did not reveal any stomach symptoms attributable to other
than minor problems adjusting to the higher fat content of the first frozen
meal. A telephone report from NMRI at this time revealed that crewman 3's
haptoglobins were high normal - ruling out a hemolytic process. With these
observations and an unscheduled repeat hematocrit and hemoglobin on day 32,
we were satisfied that no clinical problem existed. As a precaution, crew-
man 3 was subjected to an upper gastrointestinal and small bowel x-ray
examination after the test. It was normal.
4.5.4 Radiological Monitoring
The actual dose rates in the vicinity of the VD.VF unit and chill box when the
radioisotope capsules were installed are shown in Figures 4-16 and 4-17.
These dose rates were measured with calibrated neutron and gamma survey
meters and essentially agreed with the calculated dose rates used to predict
the maximum crewman exposure for the 90-day test.
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The film badge results are shown in Table 4-8. Three of the four crewmen
received total doses lower than permitted for the general population. The
• fourth crewman received only 25 percent of the maximum expected dose,
14 percent of the generally allowed dose, and about 6 percent of the maximum
permissible dose of 13 weeks. The low levels of gamma radiation were not
detectable on either the weekly or 90-day film packets. The pocket dosimeter
readings were considered to be unreliable due mostly to large errors in
interpreting the readings and lack of agreement between the neutron and gamma
dosimeters of each set.
In general, both the film badge results and the pocket dosimeters indicated
that handling of the capsules constituted the greatest source of radiation
exposure. The record of capsule handling is shown in Table 4-9. The
capsules were exchanged between the VD-VF unit and the chill box on 14
occasions which resulted in 76 manipulations of individual capsules. By
examining the frequency that each crewman handled the capsules and the
differences in their recorded radiation doses, the average dose to a crewman
for each handling operation can be estimated. Figure 4-18 illustrates the
technique of handling and the radiation environment surrounding the capsule.
The capsule was held in about the same geometry throughout each transfer,
so that the average dose can be approximated at I to 3 mrem. The average
transfer time, including a smear test, was estimated at Z to 6 minutes.
The results of continuous air monitoring are shown in Figures 4-19 and 4-20.
The daily reading of the air monitor ratemeter decreased rapidly during the
first few days corresponding to the rapid decay of radon after the SSS was
closed. Based upon the MPC of 238pu in air for continuous exposure and the
sampling rate and counting efficiency for the air monitor, contingency condi-
tions were established for an alarm at 5 cps. Emergency procedures were
required to prevent inhalation of an MPLB when a time of less than 5 minutes
elapsed between an alarm at 5 cps and an alarm at 16.6 cps. The air monitor
failed on several occasions. Two false air monitor alarms occurred once
during the 5-day trial and once during the 90-day test. In both cases, the
crew established within 0.5 to 1 minute that the alarm did not result from
radioactivity, but instrument malfunction. A short circuit in the ratemeter
caused the first alarm, while a noisy photomultiplier tube caused the second
alarm. Batteries in the scintillation probe had to be replaced twice during
the 90-day test. Finally, the constant-flow air pump failed on the 88th day
and was replaced with an air pump normally used for bacteriological sampling
of the atmosphere. Measurement for any radioactivity on the daily air filters
was also performed with the isotope analysis unit. From Figure 4-20, the
early results were unusually variable considering the stability of the instru-
ment. Further, the value of a particular measurment was found to decrease
as the time after removal of the filter increased. Preliminary tests by the
crew suggested that the aberrant measurements were caused by a static
charge on the filter which neutralized the charge on the quartz fiber electro-
scope (isotope analysis unit). This conclusion was verified by experiments
following the 90-day test. The difficulty was corrected on test day 57 by
allowing an extra day to elapse before measurement. Using the isotope
analysis unit, the contingency level for air filters corresponded to the time
for the quartz fiber to move 20 scale divisions in less than 45 minutes or at a
rate of 27 units/hour. An emergency condition prevailed when a deflection or
20 scale divisions occurred in less than 50 seconds.
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Table 4-8
PERSONNEL DOSIMETRY FILM BADGE READINGS
Film
Badge
Sequence
(5-Day Test)
Individual Dose (mrem/week)
Crewman 1 Crewman 2 Crewman 3 Crewman 4
n n n__
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 30 0 20 0 Z0*
2 0 I0 0 0 0 40 0 I0
3 0 0 0 i0 0 I0. 0 I0
4 0 60 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 30 0 40 0 30 0 10
6 0 I0 0 ZO 0 I0 0 0
7 0 Z0 0 0 0 0 0 I0
8 0 0 0 I0 0 Z0 0 0
9 0 I0 0 0 0 10 0 20
I0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0
II 0 0 0 I0 0 0 0 0
12 0 0 0 0 0 60 0 30
13 0 ZO 0 I0 0 i0 0 I0
Subtotal 0 170 0 130 0 ZlO 0 IZO
Total Dose, 170 130 210 IZO
totem
Corrected i I0 60 170 80
Total Dose,
mr em;:,,r,
*High-energy event (star), no exposure calculated.
**The total dose is the summation of the weekly dose minus background,
Z(n - nbkg) where n is the number of neutron tracks, while the corrected
total dose is the summation of the total neutron dose minus the back-
ground dose, 2_n - 2_nbk _. The corrected dose thus accounts for the
neutron tracks and is not as affected by the poor statistics of the
weekly total.
NOTE: Film badges issued for the 13-week period showed general
darkening compared to control films issued at the same time.
Since the darkening was uniform over the whole film it was
probably not due to radiation expsoure, but due instead to
differences in temperature and/or humidity during the 90-day
test.
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HANDLING AND EXPOSURE DATA
1. 14 DIFFERENT HANDLING OPERATIONS DURING THE 90-DAY TEST
2. 76 SEPARATE MANIPULATIONS OF CAPSULES OCCURRED
3. WHOLE-BODY DOSE OF 1 TO 3 MREMIHR FOR EACH MANIPULATION
4. 150 TO 420 SECONDS REOUIRED FOR EACH COMPLETE MANIPULATION
Figure 4-18. Exposure to Ionizing Radiation During Handling of Pu-238 Capsules
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Measurement from Isotope Analysis Unit
The results of surveys for radioactive contamination are shown in Table 4-9.
No e-emitting contamination could be detected above the background radiation
levels normally indicated by the e-survey meter. One false indication of
radioactivity occurred following a smear test on capsule BT-38. This smear
was immediately checked on the air-monitor probe and with the Isotope
Analysis Unit. Both revealed no radioactivity. The false alarm was traced
to a noisy photomultiplier tube which was replaced.
Measurements of water samples and some smear samples with the Isotope
Analysis Unit are shown in Figure 4-2]. None of these measurements were
significantly different than background measurements. The contingency
levels for gross activity were a rate of I0 div/hr for a smear sample and
5 div/hr for a dried 20-ca 3 water sample. A MPC of 238pu in the drinking
water would have given a deflection rate of about 300 div/hr for a dried
20-cm3 sample. An emergency level corresponded to a deflection of 20 scale
divisions in less than 6 minutes for a smear sample and less than 20 seconds
for a water sample contaminated with 238pu.
Some of the results suggest definite answers to the questions of difficulties
and hazards in handling of the heal source capsules and the dose resulting
from crew activities in the presence of an open radiation area. Thus, the
heat source capsules were handled in 76 separate manipulations without inci-
dent or difficulty. Simple and manageable handling tools and practical
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procedures prevented any thermal injuries and deterred excessive exposure
of the extremities to ionizing radiation. No discernible damage was sustained
by any of the capsules and no release of radioactive contamination could be
detected. Despite the existence of an open radiation area in a regularly
traversed section of the SSS, the average exposure of the crewmen was less
than I0 percent of the normally allowable dose, within the level permitted for
the general population, and only 14 percent of the maximum predicted dose.
Such observations should counteract prevalent tendencies to overshield, over-
complicate, and overprice in those space programs that seek to employ the
advantages of radioisotope power.
Perhaps the most useful result of this test will be the development of a
methodology to more accurately predict the dose to the crew of a Skylab or
Space Station as a result of the use of radioisotope heat in life support sub-
systems. Personnel dosimetry indicated that total dose of the test was much
less than that estimated. The overestimate was caused by the inclusion of
safety factors in the calculations of dose from handling, shielding, and the
distance and time associated with each scheduled crew activity. Detailed
data are nov,, available regarding actual crew movements within the SSS. The
crew work schedule was planned in detail and meticulously monitored through-
out the test. The location of each crewman was determined every 2-I/2- min-
utes during substantial portions of the test. Following computer reduction of
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these data, summaries of the locations and durations of the tasks can be
compared with the planned schedule for the crew. Once integrated with the
other test results, this information will yield more realistic safety factors
for future use in optimizing the shielding weight and the location of radio-
isotope sources in relation to expected crew activities.
The 90-day test also indicated that a definite spacecraft requirement exists
for the development of instruments, devices, and procedures to detect and
contain radioactivity. Although capsule leakage is unlikely, the effects of a
radioactive contamination hazard must be neutralized in the closed environ-
ment of a manned spacecraft. Approximate calculations indicated that
damage resulting in leakage from one or more of the capsules or overheating
with capsule rupture could release airborne radioactivity that would rapidly
exceed the maximum permissible concentration in air and result in a maxi-
mum permissible lung burden within minutes. However, the magnitude and
characteristics of any release of radioactivity would need to be experimentally
determined to realistically design for the hazard. Nevertheless, design
requirements, such as the inclusion of a small, lightweight containment
vessel with air monitoring, or a heat pipe to remove excessive heat, could be
adopted that would greatly reduce the significance and hazards of these remote
possibilities and provide the opportunity for remedial action.
In particular, the 90-day test revealed the need for several improvements in
radioactivity monitoring instruments. Some of the features that should be
included in the design of the air monitor and survey meter are:
A. An electronic means of discriminating between an alarm caused by
instrument malfunction and one resulting from radioactivity.
B. Warning indicators of radioactivity level, radioactivity release rate
(air monitor), and instrument failure.
C. Built-in radioactive calibration sources, electronic calibration, and
elective indications of critical voltages.
D. Interchangeable ratemeters, detector assemblies, and some
electronic components.
Although the development and test of such equipment and methods are an
essential adjunct to use of radioisotope power, they involve existing capability
and technology and should require only a minor effort and expense. Most of
the design improvements suggested in this report were identified as a direct
result of the monitoring experience in the SSS.
An important contribution of the 90-day test was proof of the value of simulated
testing of procedures and instrumentation designed for radiological safety in
manned space systems. Thus, before final acceptance of instrument designs
and procedural concepts for radiological safety in a future Skylab or Space
Station, prototypes should be evaluated in a manned test of an SSS. This
should include an evaluation of the methodology used to predict crew dose and
V
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determine shielding based on location of the radioisotope heat sources and
crew activities. The handling characteristics of flight-rated radioisotope
heat sources and the long-term operating characteristics of these sources in
life support subsystems should be determined. The performance of space-
flight prototypes of the air monitor, survey meter, and personnel dosimetry
should be substantiated. The procedures, instrumentation and crew perform-
ance should be further evaluated under the duress of simulated credible
accidents. The experience gained by such testing is certain to establish
confidence and perspective not attainable by speculation.
Several recommendations are apparent from the foregoing analysis of
results. Most important, prototype instrumentation must be designed, con-
structed, and tested to monitor for leakage of radioactivity onboard manned
spacecraft. Safety design criteria must be established to integrate radioiso-
tope heat sources into life support subsystems. These criteria are necessary
for optimum utilization of inherent shielding potential and placement of
capsules in relation to the radiation exposure of the crew during work within
the radiation environment. These steps must be taken in order to neutralize
the uncertainty about onboard radiological safety problems that has thus far
impaired the acceptance of radioisotope power as a simple and dependable
source of thermal energy within manned spacecraft.
To summarize, approximately 1/3 kilowatt in heat from five capsules con-
taining 238PuOz in the form of microspheres was used to power a water
recovery subsystem in the 90-day manned test or a regenerative life support
system in an SSS. Despite 76 manipulations of capsules at a whole-body dose
rate of 25 mrem/hr and the existence of a radiation area in a regularly
traversed area of the SSS, the average integral exposure for 90 days of
confinement was only about 100 torero, less than 10 percent of the normally
allowed dose. Simple, manageable handling tools and straightforward proce-
dures prevented any thermal injuries and deterred excessive exposure of the
extremities to ionizing radiation. No discernible damage was sustained by
any of the capsules and no release of radioactive contamination could be
detected. Several improvements in devices and procedures for the radiological
safety of radioisotope power applications in manned spacecraft were identified
as a direct result of studies in the Simulator. These studies indicate that
current tendencies toward excessive protective measures may be unnecessarily
impeding application of thermal power from radioisotopes to such space
systems as Skylab and Space Station: Altogether, the use of 238puo 2 fueled
heat sources in a 90-day manned test of a life support system in the SSS
represented a significant advancement in the acceptability of radioisotope
power sources for use within manned space stations.
4.5.5 Electrocardiography
Resting, recumbent ECG's were obtained on each crew member weekly.
Crewmen 1 and 4 revealed no changes throughout the test. Crewman 3
demonstrated occasional unifocal, single premature ventricular contractions
(PVC) on one tracing, test day 27. These PVC's were not considered
significant. Crewman 2, also on test day 27, revealed an "abnormal" rhythm
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not previously noted. This rhythm consisted of frequent supraventricular
intercalated beats with a compensatory pause and without a preceding atrial
beat, i.e., nodal premature beats. On questioning crewman 2, it was
learned that he had noted "skipped" pulse beats (pulse deficit) previously,
specifically about a year before the test. Further evaluation of the ECG
revealed what appeared to be a wandering atrial pacemake but with no
apparent association with the nodal beats. This rhythm persisted throughout
the test and was considered to be of no pathologic significance, especially in
light of the previous history of pulse defict. Why the shythm was not found
in preselection clinical ECG is open to conjecture but may represent a random
event. The coincidence of crewman 3's PVC with crewman 2's nodal pre-
matures on test day 27 also appears to be due to chance and no environmental
parameters would seem to be connected. The coincidence of abnormal serum
enzymes (SGOT, LDG and CPK) in crewman 2 (on test day 25) with the
apparent rhythm change was disturbing at the time. The previous history,
normal exercise tolerance, normal hematology, and absence of clinical
symptoms were deemed adequate evidence for considering this rhythm to be
a normal variant without significance to the test.
4.5.6 Pulmonary Spirometry
Spirometry recordings were obtained weekly from all crew members. The
recordings were of excellent quality throughout the test, but the calibration
was inadequate for the volume flow attained at reduced barometric pres-
sure. This calibration could not be changed with the scope graticule available
and, consequently, most loops went off-scale. A new graticule was not avail-
able to correct for this in time for the test. Figure 4-Z2 illustrates a typical
pretest loop at barometric pressure 101.32 kN/m 2 (760 mmHg) and a loop
recorded during the test at 70.03 kN/m 2 (526 mmHg). The calibration was
recorded and is the same for both loops. In the sea-level loop, the vital
capacity (VC) is 4.9 liters, the expiratory reserve volume (ERV) is 2.3 liters,
the inspiratory reserve volume (IRV) is 1.5 liters, the tidal volume (TV) is
1.1 liters, the inspiratory volume flow ('¢'I) is 8.6 liters/sec, and the
expiratory volume flow (f2 E) is 8.6 liters/sec. In the loop recorded at
altitude, the VC, ERV, IRV, and TV are not substantially different but the VI
and _r E are both off scale in excess of 10 liters/sec. This apparent increase
in volume-flow rate persisted in all crew members for the duration of the
test and is probably an effect of the reduced barometric pressure, i.e.,
reduced air density. No other significant changes in volume-flow loops were
observed. There was a tendency toward decreased recorded tidal volumes in
all crew members which is thought to be an effect of familiarization with the
use of the spirometer. Baseline (pretest) TV's varied around 1 liter and
gradually decreased to around 0.5 to 0.7 liter which is more nearly a normal
value. The results of the spirometry study are reported also by Trout (Refer-
ence 4-33). In summary, the volume-flow loop appears to be a valuable tool
for rapid assessment of pulmonary status especially in situations where
pulmonary irritants are potential problems and baseline recordings are
available. The pulmonary loop patterns were highly reproducible for all crew
members throughout the test. It was apparent, however, that some "coaching"
during the test enhances reproducibility.
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Figure 4-22. Typical Volume Flow Loops at Sea Level and Altitude
4.5.7 Contingency Samples
As previously indicated, residual serum and urine from scheduled sampling
periods were held frozen in the Medical Laboratory in case of contingency.
In addition to these on-site reserves, the clinical laboratory also retained
residual serum and urine for contingency purposes. On occasion, the clinical
laboratory was requested to use some of these samples to perform unscheduled
procedures or for re-assay of one or more serum and urine constituents.
Serum samples were analyzed in this way for ASO (antistreptolysin O) titer and
for several electolytes. Urine samples were also analyzed on occasion for
ammonia content and for creatine and creatinine. The majority of these
additional tests were performed on samples of urine and serum stored at the
clinical rather than at the on-site laboratory. All samples of serum and urine
remaining at the clinical laboratory were returned to MDAC post-test and are
presently being held frozen with the on-site contingency samples. It is
anticipated that selected urine and serum samples collected throughout the
program will be analyzed for 17 ketogenic steroids and hydroxyproline (urine)
and immunoglobulins (serum). Steroid analyses will be used to back up Na+/K +
ratio data, hydroxyproline for the CO2 study (see Section 4.5.8. I), and the
immuno-assays will be used to evaluate crew immunological status over the
course of the test.
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4.5.8 Special Studies
As previously outlined in Section 4.4, test procedures were devised for
several special studies, not necessarily required during normal test opera-
tions, to take advantage of the special circumstances of the 90-day test.
These studies include determination of the biomedical effect of prolonged
exposure to CO2 levels above the normal level, analysis of blood samples by
the NMRI, measurement of visual sensitivity changes, and use of radioisotopes
for determination of and evaluation of the test crew member's physical
conditioning program. The results of these studies are included in the follow-
ing discussion.
4.5.8. 1 Carbon Dioxide Studies
Carbon Dioxide Exposure History
Figure 4-23 illustrates the CO2 exposure history as related to sample passout.
Figure 4-24 shows the frequency distribution of recorded CO2 levels during
the entire 90 days and Figure 4-25 compares frequency distributions for the
first 46 and last 44 days of the test. Carbon dioxide levels are recorded
six times each day (every 4hours). It can be seen from Figure 4-23 that
there was a gradual rise in test mean Pco2. The total increase was, however,
only 1.3 mmHg (173 N/m2). This figure also suggests that weekly mean Pco2
and Pco 2 at sample time during the last half of the test were considerably
higher than during the first half. Figure 4-24 shows the actual frequency
distribution of Pco 2 recordings during the entire test. The control goalwas
a Pco 2 of 530 to 670 N/m 2 (4.0 to 5.0 mrnHg) and it can be seen that the mode
of the distribution is indeed 600 to 650 N/rag (4.5 to 4.9 mmHg); 57 percent
of the observations are below 740 N/m 2 (5.5 mrnHg) and 83 percent are less
than 940 N/r 2 (7.0 rnmHg). This distribution seems to place the SSS Pcog
generally within current control limits for space vehicles with only sporadic
observations in excess of 940 N/rn 2 (7.0 mmHg).
In fact, however, this test actually appears to consist of two exposure phases
in relation to CO2. Figure 4-25 shows that during days 1 to 46 the modal
Pco 2 is 600 to 650 N/m 2 (4.5 to 5.0 rnmHg); 80 percent of the observations
are under 740 N/m 2 (5.5 mmHg) and only 3.4 percent are in excess of
1,070N/m 2 (8.0 mmHg). During test days 47 to 90, the modal Pcol is 740 to
800 N/m2 (5.5 to 6.0 mmHg); only 33.4 percent are under 740 N/rnZ
(5.5 mrnHg) and 10.5 percent are above 1,070 N/m 2 (8 mmHg). Clearly
control of the CO2 was less precise during the last half of the 90-day test with
higher and more prolonged peaks of Pco 2. It should be noted that during the
last 43 days, no observations were made of Pco 2 less than 530 N/rn 2
(4.0 rnmHg) while during the preceding period 16.5 percent of the observations
were in this range. Hence, not only did more prolonged peaks occur during
the last half of the test, but also no really low levels of Pco Z were recorded.
These analyses of the Pco Z history will be seen to be quite significant to the
following discussions.
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Psychophysiologic and Subjective Effects
At no time during any COz exposure were there detectable psychomotor or
physiologic deficits. In fact, there was a negative correlation between Pco z
and psychomotor performance (Reference 4-34). Whether or not this correIa-
tion indicates a real psychomotor performance improvement in rising Pco Z
or is only part of the training effect, it certainly suggests that Pco z in the
range seen in this test causes no detectable degradation. Exercise tolerance
was not altered at any level of CO 2 and there were no changes observed in
heart rate, blood pressure, electrocardiogram, resting/sleeping respiratory
rates (one crew member, see below), or spirometry.
During the first rise in CO z on test day 14 at Pcoz I,Z14 N/m z (9. 1 mmHg),
crewmen 3 and 4 reported subjective symptoms of CO Z exposure (i.e.,
dizziness), lack of coordination, and blurring vision. At the same time, both
crew members attained their best scores yet on the Langley Psychomotor
Tester. This initial rise in CO 2 was accompanied by a great deal of apprehen-
sion on the part of these crew members and not shared by crewmen 1 and 2
(at least not expressed) and crewmen I and 2 reported no symptoms. In view
of the psychomotor performance, it was concluded that the symptoms were
not related to the COz, per se, but rather to the concern about it. During
the remainder of the test, at higher levels of CO 2, the symptoms did not
recur. Absence of subjective symptoms and lack of detectable psychophysio-
logic degradation in exposure to the test levels of CO 2 were not unexpected
in light of previous studies, as reviewed by Glatte and Welch (Reference 4-35)
and as examined in acute, high exposure by Wamsley, et al (Reference 4-36)
and Gibbons, et al (Reference 4-37). We, therefore, anticipated no operational
significance in the range of test Pco Z and saw none. The question of biochem-
ical alteration in CO 2 adaptation, however, remained open.
Sleeping Heart and Respiratory Rates
As outlined in Section 4.4.1.3, one crew member elected to conduct an
experiment correlating sleeping respiratory and heart rates with CO z levels.
Sleep recording sessions were begun on 7 or more days during the test, but
because of equipment malfunctions, complete data on both heart rate and
respiratory rate are available for only four test days: 38, 47, 58, and 60.
Portions of data analyzed from other days appear very similar to the records
reproduced here. Average cabin partial carbon dioxide pressures during the
recording periods on these four days were, respectively, 554, IZZ5, 1,200,
and i, 146 N/m 2 (4. 15, 9.Z0, 9.00, and 8.60 mmHg). Because of time line
requirements for use of the recording equipment in conjunction with the daily
exercise program, most recording sessions had to be terminated some
three hours into the sleep period.
The heart rate recordings showed only long-term variations due to the slow
chart speed and response time of the recorder. The data were rounded to the
nearest number of beats per minute for presentation in Figure 4-26. Varia-
tions of less than one beat/minute were not measurable. The smooth curves
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drawn through the data are intended to give a picture of the general trends.
The data on respiratory rates were read from the strip charts by measure-
ment of the respiratory frequency over one minute intervals. The observed
respiratory rates show much larger short-term variations than heart rates
and, in a 0.5-hour period, twenty data points would typically range several
cycles/minute. The vertical bars represent the range of frequencies in each
0.5-hour interval, while the solid line is drawn through the modal portions of
those distributions.
The initial rates or respiration and heartbeat on all four days reflect the
generally inactive state of the crewman immediately prior to retiring for the
day. All records begin with pulse rates of less than 55 beats/minute. A
pulse rate of 50 to 55 beats/minute was typical for this crewman while
performing light activities, such as, reading, brushing teeth, writing, etc.
Ten minutes of reclining with essentially no muscular activity would lower the
pulse to 44 to 48 beats/minute. Initial respiratory rates were highly variable,
ranging from 13 to 19 cycles/minute.
As the crewman entered the sleep period, respiratory and heart rates would
begin to fall to basal levels. In several instances (days 37, 46, and 58), the
initial response of heartrate was to rise 3 or 4 beats/minute for a short time.
In several cases after two and one half hours of recording, basal rates still
had not been reached. Two hours into the sleep cycle, heart rates generally
settled down to 42 to 45 beats/minute, except in the first recording session
when the heart rate was still48 beats/minute. It is quite possible that this
reflects the minor discomfort involved in wearing the ear clip and taped
wiring for the first time. No sleep recordings were made during periods when
the cabin Pco z was rapidly changing.
Figure 4-27 summarizes heart and respiratory rates at the end of two hours
for all four days. Clearly the data do not indicate any effects of different
CO 2 levels on respiratory rate. The effect on cardiac rate is not what one
would expect, but it is seen only in the first recording session and probably
must be discounted. Statistically, the data are insufficient to make any clear-
cut distinctions. No consideration has been made of carbon monoxide level,
exercise, or other variables.
It is apparent from these data that the range of COz from 554 to 1,225 N/m 2
(4.1 5 to 9.20 mmHg) had no effect on sleeping respiratory rate or heart rate
in this crew member. These results were not entirely unexpected in view of
similar measurements at higher Pco Z inwaking crew members (Refer-
ence 4-37). The limited data collected here do not allow generalization. The
best that can be said is that no effect was seen in this test onthis crew member.
Schaefer (Reference 4-38) has described different reaction groups and itmay
he that this crew member is relatively insensitive to CO2. (His urine chem-
istry would not necessarily suggest this.) In any case, future measurements
of this sort should be made on subjects selected for their sensitivity record-
ings. Longer recordings through entire sleep periods may be necessary to
establish true basal levels.
Biochemical Analyses -- Urine Chemistry
Raw data from urine chemical analyses are presented in Appendix J. If
significant alterations in acid-base balance were occurring, one would expect
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to see increased hydrogen ion (H +) excretion. As Glatte and Welch
(Reference 4- 35) point out:
" ...... On a normal diet, 40 to 80 mEq of H + are excreted in a
Z4-hour period. With incresing acid loads as noted with marked
hypercapnta, this figure is doubled or tripled for a 24-hour period.
This parameter can be readily measured by carrying out a hydrogen
ion balance study for 24 hours by measuring urinary NH4 +,
t[tratable acidity (T.A.) and bicarbonate. The total 24-hour H +
excretion then becomes NH4 + + T.A. - HCO 3 ....... "
During this test we were able to measure only T.A. and NH4 + with the
consequence of slightly inflating our "H + excretion" data if HCO 3- were being
excreted.
Figure 4-28 illustrates hydrogen excretion for each crew member and the
mean for the group for the duration of the test. Unfortunately, no pretest
urine chemistries were available for control. The "normal range" noted in
the figure is that quoted in Reference 4-29 for healthy subjects on normal
diet. We are assuming no dietary influence here since the crew were on a
controlled recurring menu. From Figure 4-28, it appears that H + excretion
is elevated for crewman 3 and 4 but not for crewmen 1 and 2. This difference
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cannot be explained on a circadian basis because the urine samples represent
Z4-hour collections. In other urinary constituents, including total dissolved
solids, crewmen 3 and 4 consistently excreted greater amounts without con-
comitantly greater volume output. This difference would appear to be a body
mass effect which should be compensated in the statement of "normal range"
quoted for H + and the difference in H + excretion associated with some other
effect. (Urinary pHwas always less than 7.0 and there were no differences
among the crew members.) It would seem improbable that the two crew pairs
should react so differently to the same CO Z exposure even though Schaefer
has described different reaction groups {Reference 4-38). In fact, there were
no significant correlations between weekly mean Pco g and H + excretion--all
correlations were negative, the highest for the urine acidity parameters was
-0.437 for T.A. with weekly mean Pco Z in crewman 1 (p > 0. 10). There is
no completely credible explanation for the differences between crew pairs in
H + excretion. Crewmen 3 and 4 were involved in constantly more strenuous
exercise than 1 and 2, though, and heavy exercise is known to induce a
metabolic acidosis {Reference 4-39) and an acid urine {Reference 4-40). It
may be that the combinations of heavy exercise and greater metabolic mass
account for the H + excretion difference. We cannot attribute it to COp exposure.
No other urine parameters appeared to reflect a CO 2 exposure. These
findings are consistent with those reported by Glatte, et al (Reference 4-35)
in chronic exposures to higher Pco Z (2,800 N/m Z or 21 mmHg).
Biochemical Analyses -USI'CSMC Blood Chemistry
With the exception of serum calcium and inorganic phosphorus (obtained
biweekly, see below}, relevant blood chemistries were accomplished at the
USNSMC, Groton, Connecticut. The raw data from these analyses are
presented in Appendix L. It is assumed that most of those data will be
reported elsewhere by SMC but certain results will be presented here.
Venous plasma pH (PHv) data are given in Figure 4-29. With the exception of
certain points which appear to be processing errors, no trends are observed
especially when outside "control" values are considered.;:_" The increased
variability in pH v during days 50 to 90 also appears to be due to processing
since the control values reveal the same instability. It should be noted in
reference to these data that during the first half of the test an average of Z days
elapsed between drawing blood samples and processing them; during the last
half of the test, processing was delayed for several samples resulting in an
average of 4-1/2 days from sampling to analysis. The day 53 sample was
analyzed 8 days after the blood was drawn; the day 81 sample, 7 days, and the
day 90 sample, 6 days. These delays (incurred largely in transit or at the
SMC) could account for sample variability. No such prolongation of storage
occurred for the first eight samples or for the four post test samples.
Venous plasma bicarbonate (HCO3v) data are presented in Figure 4-30. The
control group HGO_v is as high or higher than values for the inside crew and
",-'Outside controls were backup crew members who were not on the same
regimen as the crew, hence are not considered "experimental controls" but
rather laboratory or processing controls. Blood was drawn at the same time
and handled exactly the same as for the inside crew.
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post-test values tend to be higher than values obtained during the CO Z
exposure. Correlations of plasma I-ICO 3 and Pco Z were all negative ranging
from -0. Z4 to -0.50 with a group correlation of -0.38 (P < 0.01).
Schaefer (Reference 4-6) has described increases in RBC sodium (Na +) in
CO 2 exposure. RBC Na + data obtained during our test are displayed in Fig-
ure 4o31. The trends seen in Figure 4-31 would suggest an increase in
RBC Na + with increasing duration of CO Z exposure. However, it can also be
seen that the outside, unexposed controls shown similar trend. The high
control point on day 3Z represents a single sample which was obviously
hemolyzed. This demonstrates dramatically the effect onintracellular Na +
of disrupting the cell membrane. The same disruption occurs during
storage of cells to a lesser extent, that is, the integrity of the cell membrane
is compromised. Since the packed cells are not washed prior to shipment
and processing, they are still surrounded by plasma with a relatively high Na +
content. If the integrity of the cell wall is compromised, then Na + will enter
the cell and the resultant increases will be quite significant. It is our opinion,
based on the control data , that the increases inintracellular sodium seen
here are not a CO Z effect but represent ingress of plasma Na + with increased
cell wall premeability to that ion.
Biochemical Analyses--Seru-n% Calcium (Ca ++) and Inorganic Phosphorus (P).
Raw data for serum Ca ++ and P are presented with clinical blood chemistries
in AppendixK. Serum Ca ++ trends are shown in Figure 4-32. Test values are
shown as deviations above or below the pretest mean (_o) and the do,ted lines
represent the "t" times the pretest standard deviation for p of 5 percent
(95 percent confidence limits), the value of "t" depending on the number of
pretest samples. It appears from this figure that there was a general down-
ward trend for serum Ca ++ during the test. The decrease was significant in
crewman 3 for the sample obtained on test day 81. Similar analysis of serum
phosphorus revealed a general increase in P, significant in 13 samples out of
Z1 in crewmen I, 2, and 3; none significant in crewman 4. The decrease in
Ca ++ accompanied by an increase in P suggests a valid biochemical change
since this is the expected relationship and the laboratory determinations for
the two are independent, ruling out a systematic laboratory error. Further
analysis shown in Figure 4-33 revealed a negative correlation between the
group serum calciums and test duration as well as weekly mean Pco Z. Urinary
Ca ++ revealed similar negative correlations, ruling out excessive urinary
excretion. No urinary trends in P were seen but Figure 4-34 reveals a posi-
tive correlation between serum P and Pco Z (see also Figure 4-35)_. Because
of the higher CO Z experienced during the second half of the test, means for
clays 1 to 53 and days 53 to 90 were compared. Figure 4-36 illustrates the
trends for the period means. The group mean Ca ++ for days 53 to 90 is
significantly lower than the mean for days I to 53 and the post-test mean. The
*The correlation with time is interesting in showing a completely opposite
effect between crew pairs; positive for the day crew and negative for the night
crew. This finding has not yet been studied in detail but seem irrelevant to
the CO z discussion.
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group mean P is higher for both periods than the post-test mean. It is our
opinion that the alterations in calcium-phosphorus reflect GO 2 storage and
was an effect of the generally higher and more prolonged peaks of COg
experienced in the last half of the test. The lack of response during the first
half would seem to rule out a low CO 2 effect (i.e. , CO 2 generally in the 3.5
to 5.5 mmHg range), since such an effect should have appeared well within
that time. It is possible, however, that because of our delay in obtaining the
first Ca ++ determination we missed an initial depression and are seeing only
the last part of a biphasic response as described by Schafer (Reference 4-41).
This possibility during the first half of the test cannot be ruled out. The trend
in the last half, however, reveals no biphasic characteristic and appears to
reflect a response to intermittent prolonged peaks superimposed on a continu-
ing low level exposure to COp.
Discussion
In their review,
increased COz:
Glatte and Welch (Reference 4-35) point out in respect to
"If the stimulus is strong enough ..... the respiratory (increased
ventilation to blow off more CO2), inLracellular, and extracellular
buffering systems will not be adequate. The kidney will then
contribute by increasing the excretion of I-I+ in the form of NH4 +
and increasing the generation and reabsorption of HCO 3 to buffer
573
body fluids .... Clinically, then, we would see an elevated Pco Z,
elevated respiratory minute volume, reduced pH, elevated serum
HCO_ or total CO Z and increased 24-hour hydrogen ion excretion.
These are the main physiologic parameters to be followed ........ "
Obviously, our stimulus was not strong enough to cause perceptible changes
in respiration, performance or any of the biochemical parameters noted
above. The stimulus during the last half of the test did seem strong enough
to induce alterations in Ca++ and P. The changes may represent CO 2 "storage"
as described by Schaefer (References 4-41 and 4-43). At this writing, though,
we cannot rule out a calcium deficit arising from inadequate Ca ++ and vitamin D
intake while unexposed to ultraviolet radiation. It seems unlikely that these
deficiencies would lead to depressed serum Ca++ in adults; the bone store of
Ca ++ should be adequate to maintain blood levels if the parathyroids are
functioning. Vitamin D levels are being determined on samples of the crew
blood and we plan to analyze stored urine samples for hydroxyproline. These
analyses may shed some light on the true causal relationships. It is our
current opinion that the Ca++ - P changes reflect exposure to high CO Z in the
last 45 days of the test. We can conclude, then, that the chronic exposure
to low COz did not cause perceptible alterations psychophysiologically or in
acid base balance but recurrent acute exposure to high CO2 (>7.0 mmHg) was
associated with significant changes in blood Ca ++ and P. These findings
suggest that exposure to Pco z within currently specified Skylab limits
(<5.5 mmHg) should not result in changes detectable with current methods.
It should be noted, also, that the processing delays experienced with our
samples are less than those which will be expected in space missions of the
near future, that is, our passout and processing procedures were analagous
to phnned Skylab procedures--no onboard processing.
It is a moot point whether the early exposure to low CO 2 increased sensitivity
to later, higher COz's in respect to Ca ++ and P. The whole matter requires
further study. There is also the question of interactions between low CO 2
and zero-g. The latter tends to increase blood Ca ++ with bone resorption.
Whether CO 2 would tend to reverse this process or would tend to introduce
additional instability in Ca++ control cannot be answered at this time. Problems
of abnormal calcium deposition must also be considered (see l_eference 4-42).
Summary and Conclusions
Exposure to low levels of CO Z over 90 days induced no perceptible biochemical,
psychological or physiological effects. Exposure to intermittent prolonged
periods of high CO2 (Pco 2 > 7.0 mmHg) superimposed on long-duration low
level exposure apparently caused changes in blood Ca++ and P.
It is concluded that from these data that current spacecraft CO_. limits are
realistic and will not cause detectable changes. Some questions in respect to
interactions between zero-g and CO 2 exposure remain unanswered.
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4.5.8. Z NMRT Serum Analyses
The principal investigators at the NlkdRI reported the following test results
at the 90-Day Manned Test Symposium (Reference 4-32). Computer correla-
tions comparing observed behavior trends (NIPA) and certain biochemical
results are reported in Section 3.6.
Inspection of the test results showed that few components of serum were
significantly altered by the 90-day exposure. Among the nonlipid constituents,
glucose was quite stable with the only remarkable variation being a general
small decrease in all subjects on test day 53. The mean serum lactate values
were found to range from 23 to Z7 mg percent. The serum enzymes showed
some regular fluctuations, but few clear-cut changes relative to the test could
be ascertained. Lactic dehydrogenase, acid and alkaline phosphatase showed
no significant change throughout the test period. Creatine phosphokinase
(Figure 4-37) was significantly elevated in crewman ?-on test days Ii, 39, and
60. Crewman 4 had high CPK levels prior to the 90-day test, and these were
further increased during the test. These changes will be discussed in relation
to exercise phenomena and adaptive changes. Serum amylase levels (Fig-"
ure 4-38) were increased over the pretest mean in all subjects with crewmen 3
and 4 showing the most significant elevations. Of the serum lipid classes
analyzed, the only noteworthy phospholipid change was in sphingomyelin (Fig-
ure 4-39), A significant elevation of sphingomyelin was observed for crew-
men I and 2 on test day 18. Crewman 4 had an elevated value throughout the
test while most of the values for crewman 3 ran below the pretest mean. In
the neutral lipids, cholesterol (Figure 4-40) showed a steady decrease during
the test. The low values persisted throughout the post-test sampling period.
In general the biochemical values that were determined over the course of this
study indicate no marked alteration that could be interpreted as hazardous to
these men.
One crew member, crewman2, had three elevations in creatine phosphokinase
after entry into the chamber, each elevation being lower than the previous rise.
Such an increase in CPK may accompany skeletal muscle injury or severe
exercise. A prolonged exercise routine can lead to progressively less signifi-
cant enzyme changes resulting from an unchanged exercise regimen. This
phenomenon, a type of adaptation, could possibly account for the pattern
observed in this crew member.
Serum amylase was elevated in all subjects during the test' The origin of this
enzyme (parotid or pancreatiC) was not determined and no explanation for the
rise can be offered at this time.
In all of the subjects there was no detectable change in the minor phospholipids
measured as the sum of phosphatidyl glycerol, cardiolipin, and phosphatidic
acid. If Polls (Reference 4-8) is correct, that elevation of phosphatidyl
glycerol is an indicator of "stress," no evidence of stress such as found in
acceleration, combat aviation, and schizophrenia was apparent in the chamber
crew. The analytical techniques used by Polis, however, were different than
those applied here, and direct comparisons are not possible.
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In all of the crew members, the values for cholesterol fell during the test
and remained low after the test. This could be due in part to diet and
exercise, but, without dietary analysis, this concept is only speculative.
There have been reports of both a rise and a decline in cholesterol levels
associated with exercise.
The sphingomyeIin pattern is interesting in all of the crew members. This
phospholipid is increased in combat aviators (Reference 4-8). In an earlier
study by NIVIRI of isolation stress (unpublished data--Project RIM), one crew
member became very upset emotionally. At this time, his serum sphin-
gomyelin was at these same high levels and remained high for the next day
even though the isolation had been terminated. In NMRI hyperbaric experi-
ments on humans, no rise in sphingomyelin has been observed.
The serum lipoproteins were considered to have shown no significant change.
These analyses were performed because serum liptds are transported bound
to proteins and, if there was a pronounced change in serum lipLds, alterations
in the llpoprotein pattern might be expected.
Glucose and lactate showed no changes of any significance in this hypobaric
environment.
When NMRI noted that the one crew member had an apparent ahaptoglobinemia
prior to the test, the test Medical Director was immediately notified. Exam-
ination of the crew member, however, did not reveal any abnormalities.
Since haptoglobins are the normal mechanism for binding of free hemoglobin,
a sudden decrease could indicate a hemolytic episode.
4.5.8.3 NIVIRI Carboxyhemoglobin (COHb) Analyses
Blood COHb percent saturation varies primarily with the concentration of
carbon monoxide (CO) and oxygen inthe breathing atmosphere, duration of
exposure, and the endogenous production rate {CO produced as a product of
bilirubin formation from heine metabolism). It is not unusual, therefore, that
the mean crew COHb percent saturation curve during the test (Figure 4-41)
tends to follow the simulator atmospheric CO concentration curve (Figure 4-4Z).
Higher standard deviations in mean crew COI-Po saturation pre- and post-test
are attributed to Crewman 2 who smoked occasionally during these periods.
The crew CO_ and simulator CO concentration curves show two abrupt
increases. The first rise is coincident with accumulation of CO in the
atmosphere during the first 3 weeks of confinement. The second rise is
attributed to the lack of CO scrubbing capacity caused by scheduled shutdown
of the toxin burner between test days 67 and 8 I.
In a report of test results, Rodkey, et al (Reference 4-43) described a method
for calculating the concentration of CO in the simulator atmosphere using mean
crew COHb percent saturation, total cabin pressure, and oxygen and water
vapor concentration. A comparison of calculated versus infrared analyzed
SSS CO level at the time of blood sampling reveals that the two methods varied
from -7 to +14 ppm CO. The infrared analyses were predominantly on the high
_..lJ
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side in comparison with calculated values based on the blood data; actual and
calculated values differ by a fairly constant ratio only between test days 60
and 81. Early large differences can be attributed to errors associated with
readout procedures; a switch from the LIRA meter to a more accurate strip
chart (Leeds and Northrup) type of display took place after test day Z5. Other
small errors, possibly cumulative, such as calibration gas accuracy, scale
resolution, meter nonlinearity, print wheel jitter, etc. , could account for
several ppm CO difference between actual and calculated values.
In a report of the test findings at LRC, Rodkey, et al (Reference 4-44)
indicated that the crew mean and standard deviation CCHb pretest was within
the normal range for nonsmokers (0.80 + 0.29), crewman 2 being the exception
as indicated previously. During the test, all crewmen could be expected to
reach nearly identical steady state COHb levels, and was indeed the case
(Table 4-10). Also to be expected was the finding that there was significantly
less variation between crew members during than before the test.
Figure 4-41 shows that the mean crew COl-Ib level increased sharply from test
start until day 39 whereupon it gradually decreased until day 67. Variations
in toxin burner (and other) CO scrubbing capacity and/or changes in component
offgassing rate during this period are probably responsible for these variations.
Between toxin burner shutdown on day 67 and its return to on-line status on
day 81, a sharp rise in mean crew COI-tb of from 1.3 to 2.3 percent was
observed. Rodkey, et al, report {Reference 4-44) that approximately 0.60 crn 3
CO/man-hour could be calculated for the CO production rate during this period.
This value agrees well with normal endogenous CO production rates which
average approximately 0.42 cmS/man-hour according to Coburn, e t al
(Reference 4-45).
In conclusion, these results demonstrate that the level of CO in the blood can be
used to estimate the concentration of CO in the atmosphere of a closed
environment. The reverse calculation may also be made but more sophistica-
tion in the carbon monoxide gas analysis technique than was used during this
test is required for accurate measurement of the very low pprn levels
experienced.
4.5.8.4 Automated Visual Sensitivity Tester
Two separate sets of visual test results were obtained. The first set is com-
posed of complete ophthalmological exams conducted both before the crewmen
entered the test chamber and after they left it. {These exams were adminis-
tered by J. G. Tirico, M.D., Orange, California, on 2 Eune and 7 September
1970. ) No significant differences were found between the two tests. Crewmen
1 and 2 had corrected 20:20 distance acuity while crewmen 3 and 4 had uncor-
rected 20:30 and 20:20 distance acuity, respectively. All four crewmen had a
normal range of accommodation {focus}, normal color perception, normal
intraocular pressure, normal vertical and horizontal phoria values, and full
and normal visual field sensitivity.
Table 4-11 gives the number of times that the automated visual sensitivity
tester was used to test each crewman.
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Table 4- 11
NUMBER OF TEST PRESENTATIONS
Pre-90 Day Test During 90 Day Test
Blind Spot Vis° Sen° Blind Spot V[s. Sen.
Crewman
Number LE_ _ RE_'_ LE RE LE RE LE RE
1 1 [ 1 I 1 Z 1 1
Z I Z I 2 1 1 1 1
3 3 Z 1 Z 2 3 3 3
4 3 3 2 2 Z Z 2 Z
*LE = left eye
_,'RE = right eye
\.._j
v
This number of test administrations is much smaller in each case than had
been expected because of an equipment malfunction within the stimulus pro-
jector unit located within the closed chamber. Crewman 4 made a number of
attempts to repair the malfunction in communication with Ames personnel on
the outside of the chamber but was not successful. The last data collection
occurred on test day 19.
As an illustration, Figure 4-43 shows the results from the visual sensitivity
test for crewman 1 obtained on test day 19 (right eye); it is representative of
the data obtained on all four crewmen, in this figure, the center of the
pattern indicates where the subject fixated during the test. Each concentric
circle is five degrees arc from its adjacent neighbor, thus a region 60-degree
arc diameter was tested along each of the mer[dlans (labeled with numbers).
The test film used to collect the data of Figure 4-43 did not present the
120-degree meridian, however. Each of the solid lines indicates when the
small, white, moving test spot was turned off during testing. The dashed lines
parallel to the solid lines indicates when the subject responded to the test spot
disappearance by pressing his finger button. The slight offset (in[he radial
direction) indicates the subject's reaction time to the disappearance of the test
spot. The dashed line on the 90-degree meridian from about 15 to 20-degree
arc from the fovea was produced because the test spot fell upon the normal
blind spot which made it disappear. Except for a small response error:','- on the
0-degree meridian about 18-degree arc from the fovea, these data indicate
fully functioning visual sensitivity and fast reaction times to the offset and onset
of the test spot.
;:_ln this instance, the test spot was turned off but the crew member did not
press his finger button. This occurs very infrequently and may indicate that
the crew member was momentarily distracted from attending to the spot.
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Figure 4-43. t Results of Visual Sensitivity Test for Crewman 1
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Regarding the primary objective of this investigation, no significant changes
were found in the data collected before the 90-day test began and that obtained
during the test for any of the four crewmen on either test.
Regarding the secondary objectives, the crew learned how to self-administer
the tests in a short time and had no difficulty in attaching and aligning their
individual biteboards or making other minor adjustments prior to each day's
testing. The principal investigator from NASA, Ames, felt that there may"
have been some hesitancy on the part of the crew members to take this test.
In summary, no significant changes were found between the pretest data and
the chamber data on either the ophthalmological exams or the present automated
visual sensitivity tester results on any crew member.
4.5.8.5 Isotopes
The results of plasma and blood volume measurements are shown in Table 4-12.
The precision of the measurement of plasma volume has a coefficient of varia-
tion of less than I to Z percent. Significant differences (increases) in plasma
volumes were observed in three of the four crew members. Blood volume
determinations were less accurate, but differences may have been measured
in two of the test crew members and both controls. However, none of the
changes can be regarded as significant since they lie within the range of normal
human variation. Nevertheless, since the subjects acted as their own controls,
such changes may be considered indicative.
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Although the changes in plasma volume and blood volume were, at best,
marginal, the trend of the combined results may reflect the effects of differ-
ences [nphysical conditioning of the subjects. A prolonged exercise program
will generally increase blood volume and plasma volume. Thus, the increase
in plasma volume and blood volume in crewman 3 may be the result of his
intensive and prolonged exercise program after entering the SSS. Crewman 4
appeared to be the best physically conditioned of the crewmen before the test
and his onboard exercise would not, therefore, be expected to affect his
plasma volume and blood volume. Crewman Z increased his exercise program
in the mid-30 days of the 90-day test and subsequently maintained a higher
ergometer workload. This may have increased his plasma and blood volumes.
The control personnel had sedentary jobs during the test which may account
for their apparent losses in plasma and blood volume.
Potassium-40 was measured by Dr. N.S. MacDonald in the UCLA total-body
counter pre- and post-test in order to determine whole-body potassium. These
results are shown in Table 4-13. Total potassium is considered to be an
index of lean body mass. The normal coefficient of variation for the precision
of the measurement of potassium is 2 to 4 percent. It was the opinion of
Dr. MacDonald that test crew members 1 and 2 and control crew member 6
showed a significant loss of whole-body potassium. There was no significant
difference between the average changes in the test crew members and those
in the control crew members.
Therefore, the same tendencies indicated by plasma and blood volume measure-
ments were reflected by the rneasurementsof potassiurn-40. Those crewmen
Table 4- 13
MEASUREMENT OF WHOLE-BODY POTASSIUM IN SUBJECTS BY
COUNTING K-40 WITH THE UCLA TOTAL-BODY COUNTER
Subject
i
Z
3
4
5
6
158.9
156.5
178. Z
190.4
164.9
17Z. Z
*After N.
gK* gK*/kg
2.75
2.65
2.42
2.37
2.37
2.7I
Afte r 9 0 - Day
gK* gK*/kg
148.9 2.52
147.2 2.37
182.4 2.44
191.9 2.39
161.6 Z.21
162.0 Z. 67
AgK*
-I0.0
-9.3
+4.2
+1.5
-3.3
-10.2
Comment
Significant loss
Significant los s
Significant loss
No significant difference between subjects and controls
S. MacDonald, Ph.D.
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showing decreases in total-body potassium indicative of losses in lean body
mass also exercised the least during the 90-day test; while those crewmen
pursuing a prolonged and rigorous exercise program showed a tendency to
maintain or gain lean body mass. If the foregoing observations are valid,
the results suggest that a rigorous physical conditioning program is necessary
to maintain body compostion in a confined space.
Table 4-14 shows the measurements of TBW of the crew members during the
90-day test. Measurements were made before the test, on test day 61 , and
immediately upon egress. Unfortunately, the standard for day 0 was lost
enroute to the laboratory so that the absolute values of these measurements
are unknown. The day 0 values were calculated from the relative determina-
tions, the specific activity of the original solution, and the dilution factor. As
a result, the changes noted in TBW for each crew member are not meaningful.
However, a comparison of the relative changes between crew :members and
controls might have some indicative value since the precision of measurement
should be about 1 percent. Thus, analysis of the data with the "t" test for
unpaired variates shows that the average gain in TBW for the crew members
was greater than gain in TBW for the controls at the 90 percent level of confi-
dence. Consequently, some increase in TBW for the crew may have occurred
during the 90-day test, although this conclusion is not in consonance with
measurements of plasma volume, total body potassium, changes in physical
conditioning or body weight changes.
The application of radiopharmaceuticals or medical measurements was
contingent on the radiation dose received by a crewman and the permission of
the crew. The calculated radiation exposure from 1Z5I-RISA was 6-mrad
whole body radiation for each of the two determinations (Reference 4-46) was
calculated by Dr. Cohen. Dosimetry calculations by N. Telfer, M.D. , and
G. Harwood for the tritium determinations gave a total body dose of less than
10 mrads for the three determinations combined. These calculations accounted
for recycling of 3HzO during the 90-day test. The total radiation exposure to
each crewman from radiopharrnaceuticals was only about 20 percent of the
dose that could be allowed to a member of the general population for a compar-
able time period.
One obvious result of this study was that current methods of measuring body
composition and fluid compartments would be inconvenient, traumatic, and
subject to uncertainty if the measurements had to be regularly performed in
the actual environment of a Skylab or Space Station by inexperienced personnel
with onboard equipment and materials. There were significant difficulties in
this test with procedures accomplished by experts. Since the health and safety
of astronauts may be endangered by changes in body fluid compartments in a
zero-g environment, methods of measurement must be developed for use in
spacecraft which are accurate, reliable and noninvasive. Recent innovations
which measure trace amounts of deuterium oxide in saliva samples by infrared
spectophotometry or gas chromatography should be evaluated. The electrical
measurement of whole-body impedance at dual frequencies is a promising
technique for determination to total body water, extracellular fluid, and intra-
cellular fluid. Prototype measuring systems should be evolved and medically
evaluated during future, longer duration, manned, one-g simulations.
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To summarize, measurements of plasma volume, blood volume, and total
body water with radiopharmaceuticals, and also measurement of total body
potassium by natural 40K did not reveal any large changes in whole-body fluid
compartments or lean body mass for the test or control crew members during
the 90-day manned test in the SSS. Although the changes in body fluids and
lean body mass were of marginal significance, the combined results are
believed to reC[ect differences in the physical activity among the crew members.
If valid, the results suggest that a rigorous physical conditioning program is
necessary to maintain body composition in such a confined space. This study
further indicated that improved methods for measuring body fluids and body
composition must be developed and tested in future space station simulators
if potentially hazardous changes in body fluid compartments are to be adequately
monitored for the zero-g environment of long-duration space flight.
4.5.8.6 Physical Conditioning Program
Best results are obtained from the _strand-Ryhming nomogram when the work-
ing heart rate reaches a steady state between 125 and 170 beats per minute.
This was achieved in all cases both before and during the test. The crew
gradually increased the workload in the initial, pretest phase of the program
as they became more accustomed to the ergometer. In some cases, the work-
load was further increased during the test at the request of. an individual when
he felt he could benefit by the higher work output. The oxygen consumption,
measured weekly, showed some erratic variations unrelated to work output or
heart rate. Because of this, the heart rate -- VO 2 relationship was unacceptable
as a predictor of aerobic capacity and the heart rate --work output relationship
was used exclusively in nomogra.m determinations. Weekly averages of work
load, heart rate, and maximum VO z are shown in Table 4-15.
The maintenance of physical fitness during the confinement period appeared to
be a function both of the fitness level of the subject at the beginning of confine-
ment and the workload level of the exercise performed during the test. Fig-
ure 4-44 illustrates the predicted aerobic capacity, shown as weekly averages,
for all crew members during the period of confinement. Figure 4-45 is the
same bar graph expressed in terms of kilograms of body weight.
Values derived from the Balke Optimal Work Capacity test are shown in
Figure 4-46.
Crewman 1 commenced the test in "very good" physical condition, as indicated
by his Balke sco_es. He exercised at a moderate level during the test and
maintained his predicted aerobic capacity until the last 2 to 3 weeks when the
values appeared to be somewhat reduced. His post-test Balke score, indicating
only "average" fitness, was significantly reduced from his pretest values,
giving further evidence of a reduced fitness level.
Crewman Z commenced the test in only "fair" physical condition, as indicated
by both his Balke score and his predicted aerobic capacity. During the test,
he devised a controlled stepped-up exercise program. During the first 30 days,
he refrained from additional exercise and maintained his original ergometer
workload of 1Z5 watts. During the mid-30 days, he started a progressively
more strenuous calisthenics program and increased his ergometer workload in
steps to 175 watts. During the last 30 days he maintained the higher ergometer
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CREWMAN
• (TREADMILL SPEED = 3.5 MPH, TERMINATION HEART RATE = 180 BEATS/MIN)
TIME
PRE.RUN >
POST-RUN >
PRE-RUN >
POST-RUN >
PRE-RUN >
POST.RUN >
PRE-RUN >
POST-RUN >
WEIGHT
(k9)
81,7
80.5
58.9
58.9
732
74.1
5O,2
61.9
TIME ON
TREADMILL
(rain)
22
25
20
17
18
18
16
18
FINAL MINUTE OF EXERCISE
TOTAL WORK
(kg.rn/min)
1688
1887
1103
94O
1248
1252
888
1043
WORKIkg OF BODY WEIGHT
(kg-rn/mi nfkg)
20.3
23.2
18_
16.0
16.9
16.9
15.0
16.9
Figure 4-46. Balke Optimal Work Capacity Test
i i i
R292-I II
BALKE
INDEX
(% OF
AVERAGE)
120
135
109
93
58
98
87
98
setting, but additional exercise was minimal. This program adjustment was
sufficient to increase his predicted maximum VO z 9.9 cm3/sec (0. 6L/rain. ) or ,,
23 percent and his fitness as indicated by the Balke score from "fair" to "good.
Crewman 3 adjusted his workload once during the confinement period to main-
tain a "heavy" workload during his exercise periods and to prevent excessive
pedal rates seen at the lower setting. His predicted aerobic capacity [ncreased
slightly during the test and his post-test Balke score was unchanged from the
pre-test value, both indicating a "good" fitness level.
Crewman 4 exercised for the 90-day period at a workload level rated as
"strenuous." This exercise regimen maintained his high aerobic capacity dur-
ing the test and improved his "e_ecellent" Balke score.
During the test, crewmen 3 and 4 supplemented their ergometer exercise with
calisthenics. This very probably was responsible for the maintenance of lean
body mass in these two crewmen in contrast to crewmen 1 and 2 who showed a
significant loss (see Section 4.5.8.5).
It is concluded, from the results of the physical fitness program that cardio-
respiratory fitness can be maintained during confinement by means of 15 min-
utes of exercise per day on the bicycle (pedal mode) ergometer if the workload
level is in the "hard" to "strenuous" range (902 = 2,000 to 3,000 cm3/min)
but that additional calisthenics may be necessary to maintain overall muscle
tone and prevent a reduction in lean body mass.
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4. 6 MICROBIOLOGY
The 90-day test afforded an unusual opportunity to assess possible modifica-
tions in normal human and environmental microflora during an extended
simulation study in a closed environmental system. These changes are
potentially detrimental to crew health and/or systems operation during long-
duration manned spaceflight. Major objectives were to determine: (I) gross
quantitative and qualitative shifts in the microflora of the crew members and
SSS surfaces, atmosphere, and subsystem components; (_) transmission
between crew members and within the SSS subsystems; (3) buildup of
equipment/subsystem microflora; and (4) effectiveness of the oxygen and
water loops in maintaining acceptable levels of microbial contamination.
The data reflect the dynamic interaction of crew and life support system
microflora in a truly "closed system", for materials were passed out only
by means o£ an autoclave-airlock.
4.6. I Collection and Passout of Samples
To obtain reliable samples, the crew members were trained to collect and
handle specimens using consistent sampling methods and aseptic techniques.
Samples of the crew and environmental surfaces were taken once a week,
just before passout. Air samples were taken every Z weeks approximately
24 hours before passout, while the potable water was usually monitored
every 48 hours. To maximize laboratory recovery of fastidious micro=
organisms, the following sequence of swab collection was observed before
the weekly passout: surfaces, nose, axilla, toe web, perineum, and throat.
To maintain a microbiologically closed system, the autoclave in the pass-
through port was operated (for 30 minutes at 121°C and 15 psig) after each
weekly passout and within 12 hours Of the next scheduled passout. A sum-
mary of the sampling procedures for the entire test is presented in
Table 4- 16.
4. 6.2 Laboratory Processing of Samples
Transport of specimens from the SSS to the nearby laboratory was made as
quickly as possible. There was a maximum period of 1/2 hour between
collection and primary incubation for nasopharyngeal organisms (throat
swabs were processed first) and of 1-1/2 hours for dermal anaerobes.
For primary isolation from swabs, plates of general and selective media
were streaked in a specific manner and sequence (Table 4-17). After
incubation, growth was quantitatively described by a scoring system so that
gross comparisons could be made during the test. Up to six morphologically
different colonies were picked from a plate for subsequent identification.
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Table 4- 16
SUMMARY OF MICROBIOLOGICAL SAMPLING PROCEDURES
'k_/
Schedule
Sample Location or Type Method Sampling Passout
C Few Throat, nose, axilla, perlneum, Cotton swab moistened wlch
and toe web physiological saline
Feces Special sampler provided
with G.E. commode.
Sample frozen at -5"C on
board until passout
Urine Aliquot of 24-hour col-
lection. Sample frozen
at -5°C on-board until
passout
Throat wash Physiological saline
gargle
Serum Vacutainer collection
Weekly Weekly
As required Earliest
passout
As required Earliest
passout
As required Earliest
passout
Weekly Weekly
Sur_ces I0 x 10 cm areas in the food
management and hygiene
compartments
5 x 5 cm areas: Spirometer
inlet, commode seat, floor
under bunks, recreation table
top, microwave oven, refrig-
erator, urinal, clothes washer
and dryer, counter tOpS and
floors, storage areas, thermal
control ducts, door handle,
VD-VF boiler rim, air return
duct, vacuum cleaner, commode
vacuum line, heat exchanger,
psychomotor tester
Cotton swabs moistened Weekly Weekly
with Casein Soy Broth
Cotton swabs moistened Poet-test None
with Casein Soy Broth
Air Equipment (forward) and crew
(aft) compartments
Reyniers samplers run for Every
I hour at 0.028 m3 (I ft3) Z weeks,
Of air per minute. Casein day before
SoyAgar plates incubated passout
on board at 35°C for
Z4 hours
Eve ry
2 weeks
Potable and wash
water
Sample ports :
1) Holding tanks 1 and Z
2) Potable use tanks 3 to 6
3) Wash water tanks 7 and g
4) VD-VFcondensate, B-84
5) Potable dispensers- Apollo
hot, Apollo cold, MDAC
cold
6) Wash water faucet-hot
position, cold position
Same sample ports as listed
above
Apollo hot potable water
di s pens • r
10 cm 3 water filtered Every
through Millipore Field 48 hours
Ivionitor (0. 45 micron)':_; or as
membrane cultured with required
an_pouled Casein Soy Broth
and incubated at 35 "C for
48 hours prior to colony
counts. Sample port flushed
initially with 50 to I00 cm 3
water to be sampled;
water sample collected
in Whirl-Pak bag**
LRC bacterial sensor
experiment: 0. 5 cm3 water
sample made alkaline
(pH IZ) with NaOH and
injected into bacterial
sensor
250 cm 3 water collected Every
in Whirl-Pak bag*** Z weeks
Coincident
with field
mon[ to r
samples
Weekly,
monitors
showing
growth
None
Earllest
passout
Water, waste Wicks. ion exchange resins,
management, charcoal, Alters, fecal bags,
thermal control, garbage, food trays, coolant
food management, and condensate water, etc.
and atmosphere
and humldit 7 con-
trol subsystem
components
_Millipore Catalog No. MHBG 03700
**Scientific Products Catalog No. B1205-6
***Scientifc Products Catalog No. B1205-18
Immersion of a small
portion of material in Casein
Soy Broth and Brewer
Thloglycollatemedia
Post-test None
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Table 4- 17
PRIMARY CULTURAL CONDITIONS FOR CREW AND
SURFACE MICROFLORA
Swab
Sample Agar Medium I Organisms of Interest
Incubation
37°C for 24 Hours
(Exceptions Noted)
Throat I ) Blood (Sheep)* Staphylococcus aureus and Aerobic
beta-hemolytic streptococci
Z) Staphylococcus No. If0 Staphylococcus. aureu=.,s Aerobic
3) Filde Enrichment Hemophilus influenzae Aerobic
4) Thayer-Martln (pre- Neisserla menln_Iddls Aerobic
warmed to 37"C) (5 to 10% CO z)
Nose I) Blood (Sheep)* Staphylococcus aureus Aerobic
and" b_ta _ hemoly tt-w'_ --
streptococci
2) Staphylococcus No. 1 I0 Staphylococcus aureus Aeroblc
Axilla,
Perineurn,
and Toe
Web
1) Blood (Sheep)* Total flora and Aerobic
Staphylococcus aureus
Z) Staphylococcus No. 110 Staphylococcus aureus Aerobic
3) Serum Tellurite Gram-positlve bacteria Aerobic
4) Tel|urlte Glyclne Staphylococcus aure_us Aerobic
5) Eosln Methylene Blue Gram-negatlve baCterla Aerobic
6 ) Sabour and Dextrose Fungi Aerobic
37"C for Z4 hours
or 22"C for 7 days
7) BrewerThioglycollate Quantitation of total flora Anaerobic
35°C for 3 days only
8) Blood (Sheep} Facultative and obligate anaerobes Anaerobic
35 °C for 3 days only
Surfaces I) Casein Soy* Total flora Aerobic
Z) Staphylococcus No. Ii0 Staphylococcus aureus Aerobic
3) Blood (Sheep) Staphylococcus aureus Aerobic
4) Mac Conkey Enteric bacteria Aerobic
5) Sabour and Dextrose Fungi Aerobic
37"C for 24 hours
or 22"C for 7 days
*Plates streaked from the swabs in order listed
Note 1. All agar media from Hyland, Div. ol Travenol Laboratories, Inc. , Costa Mesa, California
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4. 6.2. 1 Throat and Nasal Swabs
The Blood and Staphylococcus No. II0 agar plates were examined for colonies
of Staphylococcus aureus and both alpha- and beta-hemolytic streptococci.
Different colonies were picked and subcultured, as outlined in Figure 4-47.
As a result, some of the isolates were identified as GroupA beta-hemolytic
streptococci or Diplococcus pneumoniae in the laboratory, while coagulase-
positive cultures were shipped to the Medical College of Virginia for phage
typing.
Certain neisseria-like colonies on the Thayer-Martin plates were selected
for further testing as shown in Figure 4-47. Primary isolates on Filde
medium were hemophilus-like, but attempts to identify them as Hemophilus
influenzae were unsuccessful. Procedures to recover this organism were
discontinued after test day 53.
4.6.2.2 Dermal Swabs
As summarized in Table 4-17, culture media streaked from the dermal swabs
were incubated anaerobically as well as aerobically. Different colonies
appearing to be staphylococci and other aerobic bacteria, anaerobes, and
fungi were subcultured as diagrammed in Figure 4-48. Coagulase-positive
staphylococci were sent to the Medical College of Virginia for phage typing,
and various aerobes and facultative anaerobes were shipped to the Langley
Research Center for identification. A group of fungal-type isolates was
held in the MDAC laboratory for future identification.
4. 6. Z. 3 Feces, Urine, and Throat Wash
Fecal, urine, and throat wash samples for virus and mycoplasma analysis
were collected from each crewman once pretest and once during the test
{test day 88). Fecal samples were collected using specially designed samplers
provided for this purpose withthe commode. Urine samples were provided
as aliquots of 24-hour collections made the day before pass-through. Both
fecal and urine samples were held frozen (-5°C) on board until pass-through.
Physiological saline was used for throat washing and was gargled by the
crew immediately before pass-through. All sample materials were packed
in dry ice for shipment to the Lunar Receiving Laboratory, NASA Manned
Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas.
4. 6. Z. 4 Serum Samples
Serum from clotted blood samples was frozen at =70°C for contingency testing
and for future immuno-assays at NASA Ames Research Center.
4. 6. Z. 5 Surface Samples
Casein Soy Broth-moistened swabs were used to sample 10 by 10 cm marked
surfaces in the food management and hygiene areas. The surface sampled
was then cleaned with 1:750 Zephiran (Winthrop Laboratories, New York City)
after weeklypassout. The swabs were streaked for primary isolation as
summarized in Table 4-17. Various colonies were picked and streaked out
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J
BLOOD (AEROBrC),
STAPHYLOCOCCUS
NO 110. TELLURITE
GLYCINE
+
CASEIN SOY
BROTH
+
24 HOURS AT 37°C
+
COAGULASE TEST
AND PHAGE TYPING
AT MEDICAL
COLLEGE OF
VIRGINIA (SEE
FIGURE 4-47. a}
SERUM TELLURITE,
EOSIN METHYLENE
BLUE
CASEIN SOY
AGAR PLATE
24 HOURS AT 37°C
CASEIN SOY
AGAR SLANT
24 HOURS AT 37°C
LANGLEY
RESEARCH CENTER
SABOURAUD
DEXTROSE
+
SABOURAUD
DEXTROSE AGAR
PLATE
24 HOURS AT 37°C
OR 7 DAYS AT
22°(:
SABOURAUD
DEXTROSE AGAR
SLANT
24 HOURS AT 37°C
OR 7 DAYS AT
22Oc
+
STORAGE AT 4°C
R292-111
BLOOD (ANAEROBIC)
BREWER
TH IOGLYCOLLATE
BROTH
+
96 HOURS AT 35°C
(ANAEROBIC)
DUPLICATE SETS OF
BLOOD AGAR
PLATES
72 HOURS AT 35°C
(ANAEROBIC)
OR
48 HOURS AT 37°C
(AEROBIC)
FACULTATIVE
AE ROBES AND
ANAEROBES
+
CASE I N SOY
AGAR SLANT
LANGLEY RESEARCH
CENTER
OR
OBLIGATE
ANAEROBES
+
GRAM STAIN •
STORAGE AT 22°C
BREWER THIO-
GLYCOLLATE
+
NONE
Figure 4-48. Identification Schemes for Dermal Isolates on Primary Isolation Media
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on Casein SoyAgar before shipment to LRC. Hemolytic colonies on Blood
Agar and isolates on Staphylococcus No. ll0Agar were transferred to
Casein Soy Broth for coagulase testing {see Figure 4-4?) and shipment to the
Medical College of Virginia for phage typing. Fungal-type isolates were
checked for purity then stored at 4"C in the MDAC laboratory for future
ide ntification.
Immediately following crew egress, areas of hardware components were
swabbed, sampling 5 by 5 cm areas wherever possible. The swabs were
streaked out as summarized in Table 4-18. Various colonies were picked
and transferred to Casein SoyAgar slants, for shipment to LRC. Organisms
appearing to be beta-hemolytic staphylococci or streptococci, and D. pneu-
moniae were identified according to the procedures in Figure 4-47.
Suspected fungi were stored on Sabouraud Dextrose Agar slants at 4* C.
4.6.2. 6 Subsystem Components
Selected components of the humidity control, waste management, and the
potable and wash water recovery subsystems were aseptically removed and
sampled as soon as possible after crew egress. The components which were
assayed are listed in Section 4. 6. 3.6. Approximately equivalent weights,
sizes, or volumes, as the case may be, of samples were used to inoculate
tubes of Casein Soy and BrewerThioglycollate Broths (see Table 4-18). After
incubation, the broth cultures were subculturedonto plates of media identical
to those used for post-test assay of surfaces {see Section _. 6. 2. 5). Isolates
were picked for identification as described above for post-test surface
samples.
4.6.2.7 Air Samples
Casein SoyAgar plates used in the Reyniers samplers were passed out every
2 weeks and incubated an additional 24 hours at 37"C. A colony count of
bacterial-type isolates was made. The plates were held at 2Z°C for 7 more
days before the fungal-type colonies were counted. Bacterial colonies were
transferred to Casein SoyAgar slants and sent to LRC. All fungal-types were
s.tored on Sabouraud Dextrose Agar slants at 4°C for future identification.
4. 6. 2. 8 Water Samples
Millipore Field Monitors
MilliporeField Monitors which showed growth on board were passed out
every week. Isolates were picked and subcultured on Casein Soy Agar for
subsequent identification at LRC.
Virus Studies
Potable water samples (250 cm 3) were periodically taken from the Apollo
hot water dispenser and passed out. The samples were frozen to -70°C and
then shipped in dry ice to the Medical College of Virginia for viral studies
V
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by H. P. Dalton, Ph.D., Department of Clinical Pathology. Samples were
obtained once pretest and on test clays 25, 39, 53, 67, and 81. Virus was
concentrated from the water samples by both membrane chromatography and
hydroextraction techniques. Three host cell culture systems were employed:
primary rhesus monkey kidney (PRMK), human epidermoid carcinoma-Z/
heteroploid (H. Ep. 2), and human embryonic lung/diploid (WI-38). Con-
centrates from each technique were cultured in duplicate in all three host
cell systems.
LRC Bacterial Sensor Experiment
A chemiluminescent method for rapid detection of bacterial contamination of
the potable and wash water recovery subsystems was evaluated during the
test. The detection method utilized was a modification of the luminol-
perborate system described in Reference 4-47. The detection principle is
based upon measurement of light emission resulting from microbial cyto-
chrome C activation of luminol (5-amino-2, 3-dihydro-l, 4-phthalazinedione)
in the presence of sodium perborate. Verification of the experimental
detection method during the test was accomplished by correlating sensor
response with a viable cell count obtained on the same water sample using
MilliporeField Monitor culturing techniques.
The instrumentation (Figures 4-49 and 4-50), as designed by Dr. ft. R. Wilkins
{NASA-LRC), consisted of a light-tight reaction chamber/photocell and
shutter assembly located inside the simulator and a Model 520-M Photovolt
amplifier and Honeywell Electronik 194 strip chart recorder located outside
the simulator. Operation of the sensor was a two-man procedure; one of
the crew members {I) prepared the water samples for 'injection while an
outside monitor zeroed the meter and strip chart recorder between injections.
Typical procedures on board involved aseptic collection of water samples,
making the sample highly alkaline {>pH II) with NaOH, filling the reaction
chamber with luminol-dextrose/sodium perborate/sodium hydroxide reaction
mixture, and injecting the water sample (0.5 cm 3) into the reaction chamber.
Typical outside procedures involved warmups and calibration of the amplifier
and recorder, setting the range or sensitivity of the amplifier, and zeroing
out residual luminescence between injections of sample or fresh additions
of reaction mixture. The elapsed time between samples varied between 30
and 600 seconds depending upon the magnitude of the chemiluminescent
response and the number of samples read_ for injection. For comparison
with the bacterial sensor response, a 10 cm aliquot of the same water sample
was filtered through a Millipore Field Monitor, then filter-cultured with
ampouled Casein Soy Broth and incubated for 48 hours at 36°C. The number
of bacteria/cm 3 of original sample was calculated by counting the number of
colonies on the membrane filter and dividing by the volume of water filtered.
V
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Figure 4-49. Bench Test Setup Bacterial Sensor Experiment
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R292 III
Figure 4-50. Onboard Setup Bacterial Sensor Experiment
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4. 6. 3 Results
After the identification of all isolates selected during the 90-day test was
completed, data were analyzed for quantitative and qualitative changes in
flora indigenous to the crew, their environment, and life support systems.
Possible occurrences of cross infection, buildup, and equipment deteriora-
tion were especially investigated.
4.6. 3. 1 Throat and Nasal Swabs
Aerobic flora of the throat and nose which were of particular interest
medically, viz__:. , S. aureus, beta-hemolytic streptococci, N_.= meningitidis
and D__ pneumoniae, were isolated as indicated in Table 4-19. I-l___.influenzae
was not recovered during the first 53 days of the test. Thereafter, isolation
procedures for this organism were discontinued.
Although an attempt was made to phage-type S. aureus isolates at the Medical
College of Virginia, they were all found to be non-typable. Differential
sensitivity tests were then applied, but all cultures were found to be sensitive
to the lZ antibiotics tested° Consequently, no "markers" were available to
investigate cross-infections. Generally, itwas observed that crewman 1 was
lacking S. aureus until the last few weeks of the test when this organism
appeared regularly in his throat. Crewman 2 was a carrier; S. aureus was
constantly present in his throat and nose samples. Crewmen 3 and 4 also
harbored this organism in both nose and throat; however, it was not as
consistently recovered from them as it was from crewman Z.
Beta-hemolytic streptococci were isolated from only crewman 1 on the 4th,
60th, and 67th test days. Oral erythromycinwas administered to this man
from the 70th to the 79th test day. His throat swab on test day 74 indicated
an elimination of not only the beta-hemolytic streptococci but of all other
flora except a beta-hemolytic strain ofNeisseria sicca. By test day 81,
N. sicca was his predominant isolate among others, viz__.=, alpha-hemolytic
Gram-positive cocci and S. aureus. N. sicca continued to outnumber other
organisms until the end of the test. Samples obtained 18 days after egress
indicated that alpha-hemolytic Gram-positive cocci once again outnumbered
N. sicca.
Crewman 3 was a carrier of N. meningitidis throughout the test. There were
relatively few colonies isolated from his throat during pretest sampling and
the first Z weeks of the test. However, heavy and confluent growth was
obtained on the Thayer-Martin plates for every sampling time thereafter
(test days 18 through 88 and post-test 18). Serological typing revealed that
crewman 3 was a carrier of both Group B and C. N. menin_itidis was not
recovered from any other crewman except crewman 1 on test days Z5 and
3Z. Since serotyping was not performed, it is unknown whether there was
a transfer of this organism from crewman 3 to 1.
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Table 4-19
RECOVERY OF S. AUREUS, BETA-HEMOLYTIC STREPTOCOCCI,
N__ MENINGIT'_DIS, AND __D. PNEUMONIAE FROM THE NOSE
AND THROA T
z
(A) 3
4
z
(B)
3
1
Z
(c) 3
4
Z
(D)
3
C rewman
1 N)
T)
N)
T)
N)
T)
N)
T)
N:Nose
T:Throat
Throat
Throat
Throat
Test Day
-4 4 Ii 18 25 3Z 39 46 53 60 67 74 81 88 +18
X X X X X
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
X X
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
X X X X X X X X X X X X
X X X X X X X X
x x x
X x
X X X _ X X X X X X X X X X X
X X X X X X X X X X X X X
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
X X X X X X X X
X X X X X X X
X X X X X X
X X X X X X X
X Organism recovered
* Sample los t
(A) Staphylococcus aureus
(B) Beta-hemolytic s[reptococci
(C) Neisserla menlngitidis
(D) D_plococcus pneumoniae
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Finally, Table 4-19 shows that D__ pneumoniae was consistently present, with
a few exceptions, in the throats of all crew members.
4. 6. 3.2 Dermal Swabs
Aerobic Flora
All dermal samples yielded Staphylococcus epidermidis at every sampling.
Microorganisms intermittently isolated were S. aureus, species of Micro-
coccus, Aerococcus, Sarcina, Corynebacterium, Bacillus, and various
Gram-negative bacteria. The recovery of these aerobes is summarized in
Table 4-20. Mycological results are omitted due to incomplete identification.
Generally, an individual profile of aerobes was displayed for each man's
axilla, perineum, and toe web. Of special interest was the comparative
recovery of S. aureus from the nasopharynx and skin. Although crewman 2
was a carrier of nasopharyngeal S. aureus {see Table 4-19), it was recovered
less frequently from his dermal sites than from crewman 4's. Crewman 1
and 3 yielded S. aureus rarely and only during the last half of the test. It
was isolated earliest {before the 5th week) and most frequently from
crewman 4.
Anaerobic Flora
Comparisons of growth scores on Brewer Thioglycollate Agar showed no
gross changes in the level of dermal anaerobes during the test. The number
of obligate anaerobes recovered from each site and sampling is presented
in Table 4-21. The axilla and perineum of all crewmen usually yielded more
anaerobes than the toe web. The lowest growth scores on Brewer Thioglycol-
late Agar were obtained from crewman 3's samples. His hygienic practices
during the midportion of the test, viz____., cleansing his feet with 1:750 Zephiran
and _.reating them with Tinactin {Schering Corp. , Bloomfield, N. J. ) were
reflected in extremely low scores for the toe web. The highest growth
scores were consistently obtained from crewman 4's swabs.
Generally, individually characteristic profiles for types per crewman and
dermal site were observed for both facultative and obligate anaerobes. A
large majority of the facultative anaerobes were identified as S. epidermidis.
As previously indicated, this organism was recovered from all aerobic plates
at every sampling {Table 4-20). Other facultative anaerobes isolated were
members of the following genera {which were also isolated under aerobic
conditions): Micrococcus, Sarcina, Bacillus, and Corynebacterium. Most
of the obligate anaerobes have been identified as diphtheroids. Crewman 4's
swabs from all three sites were not only the most heavily contaminated but
also yielded the greatest variety of colonial types on Blood Agar. Three
anaerobes unique to crewman 4's perineum were identified as a clostridium,
a diphtheroid, and Bacteroides melaninogenicus.
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Table 4- 20
RECOVERY OF AEROBIC BACTERIA FROM DERMAL SITES
Cr,_a. Sit* I -4 4 l! Ig
TeltDay
Z5 _2 _9 46 53 60 62 74 BI 8B +lB
_a_rwull x_ _ x_w X X X x X3 X x
TW X )_ X X
X
X
X
x
:::x :::: ::x_ ::x _
_ _:x x X_xx_: x_:x_xx x_:.
, x_ _ _x_ xxx
I Ill Ill x _IIl I x x
Mncracoccu,
,' ii Xx _x _x x
TW X X X
X x x
_ X X
• I x x_x x 1
x
TW X X X
I I _ X X X X X
t
TW XX X X
Z l_ X X
V _ x• xx
X X X X
4 ATM X X X
Tqr
l'it . . x
_. xxxx _
Z X
X
X x
3 X x
4 X
x x xTW X X X
Cory.*bzcter_m ,p
L , ,xx
X x x
TW x
Z X X X
x
1
X x X
x x x
4 X x X
X x
x X
Bacltlus _P_
A_W X X X x
Z t X X
TW X X X X x x x x
3 A x x
x
4 X x x
, . TW
X
X
X
Gram-.egadve bacteria
' I_ x x x x
' l V
_, _ x
, V
A • Axitl_, P • PeH,3m_, _ • Toe Web. X • Or_an_|m recovsred
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4. 6. 3. 3 Feces, Urine, and Throat Wash
Although fecal, urine, and throat wash samples were shipped to and analyzed
at the Lunar Receiving Laboratory at NASA-MSC, no data have been
obtained.
4. 6. 3.4 Serum Samples
As indicated in Sections 4. 5. 1 and 4. 5.7, selected samp[es of serum were
assayed during the test for ASO (antistreptolysin O) titer. Sera for additional
immuno-assays are being held frozen (-70°C) in the Medical Laboratory.
4. 6. 3. 5 Surface Samples
Gross quantltation of microbes recovered during the 90-day test from surfaces
in the food management and hygiene areas showed that the hygiene area was
generally more contaminated throughout the test (Figure 4-51). These
results are not unexpected because the food management area was cleaned at
least once per week with Zephiran while the hygiene area was cleaned only
sporadically.
The recovery of various bacterial isolates from SSS surfaces is indicated in
Table 4-22. With one exception, S__. epidermidis was recovered on every
sampling date from both areas. S. aureus was found mainly in the hygiene
area during the last few weeks of the test and in the food management area
TNTC ..... EE
_ 24
o . t.
0
4 4 11 18 25 32 39 46 53 60 67 74 81 88
TEST DAY TNTC - TOO NUMEROUS TO COUNT
Figure 4-51. Counts of SSS Surface Contaminants _ - FOOD MANAGEMENT AREA
Before and During the 90-Day Test [""I - HYGIENE AREA
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only once. Other contaminants included Bacillus sp. , Sarcina s]_. ,
Micrococcus sp. , Corynebacterium boris, Aerobacter sD. , Alcaligenes s_p. ,
and Pseudomonas sp. The Gram-negative types were restricted to the
hygiene area except for test day 32 when the largest number of surface
contaminants for the food management area was obtained (see Figure 4-51).
The location of 35 surfaces swabbed immediately after the test is indicated
in Figure 4-52. Levels and types of aerobic and anaerobic isolates are
presented in Tables 4-23 and 4-24. Table 4-23 shows that aerobic (bacterial
and fungal-type*) contaminants were found on 31 of the 35 surfaces sampled.
Aerobic bacterial counts ranged from 0 to 46.0 colonies per 6.25 cm 2 of
surface while fungal-types ranged from 0 to 40. 5 colonies per 6.25 cm 2.
Obligate anaerobes were recovered from 19 surfaces but were not quantitated.
No contaminants were recovered from the following samples: VD-VF vacuum
line, potable water condensate separator, and potable water condensate
separator - ON 2 line. Except for the floor under the port.bunks, bacterial
contaminants exceeded fungal-types. Surfaces exhibiting low levels of
bacteria (<2.0/6.25 cm 2) included the: wick evaporator counter top, recrea-
tion table top, Aircoustat door handle, spirometer inlet, commode vacuum
line, and thermal control duct grill sample 3. Highly contaminated surfaces
included: interior of vacuum cleaner hose, urine collector debris screen,
urine measurement volumetric cylinder, floor under urine phase separator,
floor under psychomotor tester right pedal, and thermal control duct grill
sample 1 (air return).
Table 4-24 indicates that Staphylococcus epidermidis was the predominant
surface contaminant recovered after the test, as it was during the test. A
majority of the sample sites also yielded one or more species of Bacillus.
Ten surfaces were contaminated with species of Micrococcus, eight with
Sarcina, and seven with Aerococcus viridans. Corynebacterium boris was
recovered only from the thermal control duct shelf (air return) and
Clostridium sp. only from the thermal control duct 4.
Gram-negative enteric types were recovered from only five surfaces.
pseudomonas s_p_. and Aerobacter aero_enes were isolated from the floor
under the urine phase seperator and species of Pseudomonas, Alcaligene s,
and Aerobacter from the thermal control duct grill sample 1 (air return).
Pseudomonas s]_. was also isolated from the vacuum cleaner hose and
Alcaligenes sp. from the floor under the port bunk. An unusual organism,
Acinetobacter mallei, was recovered from the urine collector debris screen.
This organism, bright lemon-yellow in colonial pigmentation, grew con-
fluently on Casein Soy and Sabouraud Dextrose Agars.
As indicated in Table 4-24, all aerobic bacterial isolates were grouped
according to staining characteristics and morphology. Gram-posltive cocci
accounted for approximately 54 percent of the total number; Gram-positive
V
SFungal-type counts were derived from the total number of colonies on
SabouraudDextroseAgar. Preliminary screening of these isolates has shown
that some of the isolates initially thought to be fungi are actually bacteria.
This should be kept in mind when reviewing the fungal (actually fungal-type)
data.
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POST-TEST
Table 4-Z3
SURFACE CONTAIV[INATION LEVELS
=
Surface Sampled
VD-VF vacuum line
Potable water condensate separator
Potable water condensate separator, GN Z line
_'Stowed VD-VF boiler (lower r_m)
Commode vacuum line
Thermal control duct grill-sample 3
Wick evaporator counter top
Aircoustat door handle
Recreation table top
Spirometer inlet
Clothes washer drain filter (interior)
Thermal control duct grill--sample 4
Thermal control duct grill--sample 2
Food storage area (74) shelf
Microwave oven shelf (interior)
o
Refrigerator egg tray
•_ Floor under starboard bunk
Thermal control duct grill 4, top corner
O Storage area I, rear corner
Clothes dryer counter top
VD-VF lower shield, top surface
u Freezer counter top
,o
MDAC cold water dispenser outlet (interior lip)
"-_ Floor under port bunk
Clothes dryer drum (interior)td
Counter behind Sabatier reactor
Thermal control duct air return, shelf
Commode seat (exterior)
Microwave oven rear counter top
i Vacuum cleaner hose (interior, housing end)
Urine collector debris screen
Volumetric cylinder, urine measurement (interior lip)
Flbor under urine phase separator
ip Floor under right pedal of psychomotor tester
Thermal control duct grill--sample 1
l
No. aerobes/6.25 cm
2Bacterial
0
0
0
0
0.3
0.3
0.5
0.5
1.0
2.0
2.0
3.0
5.5
5,5
7.0
9.5
12.0
12.0
14.0
19. 0
19.5
Zl. 8
Zh. 0
27. 0
33.0
37.0
45.5
45.5
46.0
TNTC
TNTC
TNTC
TNTC
TNTC
TNTC
3 Fungal-
type
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.8
0.3
1.0
3.5
1.3
1.8
2.3
4.5
4.0
19.0
4.5
7.8
11.3
40. 5
q,0
12.7
4.0
Z0.8
i0.0
11.0
TNTC
TNTC
TNTC
TNTC
TNTC
Notes: i Approximate area for surfaces not of flat configuration.
2 Bacterial Levels---_rom total number of colonies on Casein Soy Agar after 24 hours at 37"C.
3 Fungal Levels--from total number of colonies on Sabourand Dextrose Agar after 5 days at
37"C. Some of these isolates later proved to be bacteria, not f_ngl.
TNTC=too numerous to count
*Further incubation yielded isolates, as indicated in Table 4-Z6.
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rods, 36 percent, andGram-negative rods, I0 percent. Puleo, et al.
(Reference 4-49) reported quite similar results for bacterial isolates from
interior command module surfaces while Apollo 6 was located at Launch
Complex 39A. The average number of aerobic surface bacteria in the
Apollo spacecraft was approximately 47 organisms per 6.25 cm 2. This
level is comparable to the number of aerobes recovered from only 3 of the
35 post-test SSS surface samples (Table 4-23). The majority of samples
(26) yielded an average of only I0 aerobes/6. 25 cm 2. As in other confine-
ment studies (Reference 4-50), the highest levels of contaminants were
found in samples from the personal hygiene, waste management, and thermal
control systems. Despite heavy contamination in these areas, few pathogens
were recovered during and post-test; the majority of the isolates were
either saprophytes or dermal flora indigenous to the crew. Organisms
recovered from 35 surfaces post-test were essentially the same as those
isolated from 2 surfaces sampled weekly and from atmospheric samples
taken biweekly during the test.
4. 6. 3. 6 Subsystem Components
Potable and Wash Water Reclamation Systems
Quantitative and qualitative results for post-test samples of water subsystem
components are presented in Tables 4-25 and 4-26, The broth growth scores
provide only a gross estimation of contamination levels since sample quantity
was only estimated. Figure 4-53 diagrams the sequence of multifilter ele-
ments through which the water was pumped prior to storage in heated use
tanks. As discussed in Section 2, various elements of both multif[Itration
systems were replaced over the course of the test. Consequently, the types
and quantities of organisms isolated post-test only reflect the post-installation
history of a multifilter element. Elements of the wash water unit were
replaced more frequently than those in the potable water unit.
As indicated in Table 4-25, ion-resin and carbon columns in both potable and
wash water subsystems were sampled at 3 or 4 equally spaced intervals
within the column packing to detarmine contaminant distribution. No con-
sistent pattern for either type or level of contamination was found except for
a greater incidence of fungal-type isolates from the wash water unit and an
absence of Pseudomonas sly. from the potable water unit. As with the wick
evaporator system (Table 4-26), the majority of multifilter element con-
taminants were Bacillus sp.
Of the two systems, the potable water multifiltration unit yielded lower
levels and fewer types of contaminants. Bacillus firmus and Bacillus
sphaericus were the only two organisms isolated from more than one site
within a potable water multifilter element and from two elements in series.
Ion-resin I yielded only Bacillus litmus and an obligate anaerobe, ion-resin 2
only Bacillus sphaericus. Fungal-types were not recovered from either
resin bed. Carbon column 1 was heavily contaminated at the inlet with
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Figure 4-53. Potable and Wash Water Multifiltration Units
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Staphylococcus epidermidis and fungal-types; at mid-stream with Bacillus
firmus, Alcaligenes sp. , fungal-types, and an obligate anaerobe; and at the
outlet side with Bacillus firmus only. Carbon column Z showed heavy
contamination at the outlet with Bacillus subtilis, fungal-types, and an
obligate anaerobe, while the inlet and mid-stream samples yielded only
scanty growth scores for Staphylococcus aureus, Bacillus sphaericus and
Sarcina sp. The only Gram-negative enteric isolated was A/caligenes sD.
found midstream in both carbon columns.
A greater variety of Bacillus sp. was isolated from elements of the wash
water multifilter unit than from the potable water unit and a corresponding
rise was observed in the number of isolates from multiple sites in individual
filters. Bacillus subtilis, Pseudomonas sp. , Alcali_enes sp. , and fungal-
types were recovered from two or more adjacent filter elements. The
greatest variety of organisms was isolated from the resin beds and carbon
column I.
Fecal Collection System
Assay results for components of the fecal collection system are summarized
in Table 4-27. Analysis of the Purafil (Marbon Chemicals Div. of Borg-
Warner Corp. , Washington, W. Va. ) odor control canister contents revealed
the pellets to be sterile at all three sample sites. Isolates from the stored
fecal bag were unusual and could not be identified by the LKC. The fecal
bag in use at the end of the test contained Bacillus macerans, Bacillus
licheniformis, and Bacillus cereus. Several fungal-types were isolated
from both bags. No obligate anaerobes were recovered.
Stored Waste
Waste materials were categorized accoring to capacity as a source of
microbiological contamination, noxious odor, and combustible material.
Food packaging materials, which comprised the bulk of waste and fit into
all three categories, were further classified as dry or wet waste. Dry
waste consisted primarily of outer packaging materials associated with the
freeze-dried food program. Low in moisture content and highly combustible,
they were returned to their original stowage configuration in the form of
foil-wrapped bundles.
Wet waste consisted primarily of those items which were or had come in
contact with readily bio=degradable materials such as reconstituted freeze=
dried food, urine spills, exudates of the oronasal cayities, etc. Wet waste
was either placed in size No. 2 cans, sprayed with 8-hydroxy quinoline
sulfate (8-quinolinol) and hermetically sealed, or it was sprayed with 8-
quinolinol and stored in alun_inum boxes. The latter technique was used only
for disposal of several thousand used plastic food trays generated during
the test.
. __Y- ?
/
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Table 4-27
POST-TEST RECOVERY OF MICROBIAL CONTAMINANTS FROM
SSS FECAL COLLECTION SYSTEM
C omponent Isolate s
No growthOdor control filter
(l_rafil pellets, top,
middle, and bottom
intervals)
Stored fecal bag contents
In-use fecal bag contents
Aerobic isolates were not identified.
S. epidermidis from anaerobic plates.
Fung al- type s
Bacillus macerans
Bacillus lichenlformis
Bacillus cereus
Fung al- type s
Note: No obligate anaerobes were recovered.
Analysis of representative samples from each type of stored waste is
presented in Table 4-28. More microbial types and higher levels of con-
taminants were recovered from wet than dry waste. In contrast to the
complete absence of contaminants on used food trays, contents of hermeti-
cally sealed wet waste cans yielded up to four different organisms. Storage
time may have a bearing on the recovery patterns observed with the canned
wet waste since only sporeformers such as Bacillus circulans and fungal-
types were isolated from cans filled early in the test. In addition, the crew
members indicated that not all cans were as heavily sprayed with 8-quinolinol
as they should have been considering the quantity of material to be treated.
As expected, the types of organisms recovered from stored waste were
similar to those found in the SSS atmosphere and on surfaces during the
test. The complete absence of obligate anaerobes cannot be explained at
this time.
4. 6. 3. 7 Air Samples
Microbial contamination levels in the SSS atmosphere were low throughout
the test (see Table 4-29). Bacterial counts ranged from 0.0Z to 3.0 airborne
viable particles/0. 028m 3, while fungal counts were even lower, ranging from
zero to 0. 23. Slightly higher counts for bacterial types were obtained in the
forward (equipment) than the aft (crew) section on eight of the ten sample
sets.
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Table 4-29
NUMBER OF VIABLE PARTICLES PER 0.028 M 3 (I FT 3)
IN THE SSS ATMOSPHERE
Equipment Compar tment Crew Compartment
Te s t Day Bac terial Fungal B ac terial Fungal
-I 0.07 0 0.016 0.0Z
3 0.70 0 0.160 0
17 I.gz 0.05 1.050 0.03
31 1.00 0.03 1.220 0.0Z
45 0.73 0.1Z Z. 070 0.23
59 1.83 0 1.670 0
73 3.00 0.08 0.830 0.07
80 Z. 87 0 2.130 0
87 2.57 0.03 0.900 0.05
+4 0.12 0 0.0Z0 0
Note: Forward and aft Reyniers samplers were operated simultaneously
at 1 ft 3 of air per minute for 1 hour.
As shown in Table 4-30, S. epidermidis was the predominant bacterial
contaminant in the atmosphere, just as it was the chief contaminant on SSS
surfaces (Table 4-22) and the most common isolate from dermal sites
(Table 4-20). Other surface and dermal isolates found in the atmosphere
were S. aureus and species of Micrococcus, Aerococcus, Sarcina, Bacillus,
and Co'rynebacte rium.
During the period that the catalytic toxin burner was inoperative (days 67 to
81), colony counts increased slightly in the equipment area. Moreover, there
was a corresponding increase in the number of different bacterial types
recovered in the same section; i.e., A1caligenes s_p., Neisseria catarrhalis,
Enterobacter Gr9u p B, and Pro_us mirabilis were not isolated until the
tenth week of the test. Although it is possible that the toxin burner may have
had a direct or indirect influence upon the recovery of airborne contaminants,
i
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this question cannot be resolved due to the lack of continuous sampling
shortly before, during, and shortly after toxin burner shutdown.
4. 6. 3. 8 Water Samples
Throughout the 90-day test, the crewmen drank water that met the biological
requirements established by the National Academ_r of Sciences (Reference 4-48).
A maximum of i0 viable microorganisms per cm_was allowed.
Millipore Field Monitors
The Millipore bacterial analysis technique provided adequate onboard
surveillance of potable and wash water systems. A compilation of all
microbial counts is presented in Figures 2-30 and 2-31 of the final report
on the water management system (Section 2.2). Contamination levels ranged
from zero to "too numerous to count". The latter were shown to be due
either to incorrect sampling procedure or they indicated actually contaminated
water. Remedial action to purify the water in these instances is discussed
in Section 2.2.
Most of the microbial contaminants found in the potable water system were
recovered from unprocessed water at sample port B-84, which was located
directly downstream of the VD-VF condenser. Species of Alcaligenes were
consistently isolated. Pseudomonas sp. were sporadically recovered, and
S. aureus was evident only during theq-ast 3 weeks of the test. Alcaligenes
" were isolated during the two instances that the heated holding tanks were
d to be contaminated.
Contaminants in the wash water system were Alcaligenes s_p. , Pseudomonas
sp., and Bacillus s]2. The latter organism was recovered from a rayon felt
retaining pad removed from a carbon column of the wash water system on
test day 39. It was never recovered from the potable water system. It is
remarkable that the most predominant dermal organism, Staphylococcus
epidermidis, was recovered only once from wash water samples.
Medical College of Virginia Virus Studies
Analyses on potable water samples performed at the Medical College of
Virginia were negative for virus on all samples provided using the concen-
tration techniques and host cell culture systems previously described.
Polio Virus Type 1 {10 TCID50 ) controls were positive for each test. A
cytopathogenic effect (CPE), nonviral in etiology, was observed in the
WI-38 and H. ep. 2 host cell culture systems for water samples obtained on
test days 53, 67, and 81. This effect was most pronounced on the WI-38
cell line and was attributed to the probable presence of bacterial endotoxins
in those samples of-rater. The investigators reported that WI-38 cells are
very sensitive to endotoxin (i.e., to as little as 0.002 microgram of
Salmonella abortus-equi endotoxin) and that the CPE was equally expressed
with both types of concentration techniques employed for these tests.
x\ .,
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LP_C Bacterial Sensor Experiment
The results of the experiment revealed that the bacterial sensor was not
consistent in detecting either the presence or the absence of bacterial con-
tamination in the water samples. Both a sensor and a field monitor analysis
was performed for 63 of the 106 samples of water obtained for this experi-
ment during the test. Of these 63 samples, only 6 (approximately 10 percent)
showed a strong sensor response (sensor reading over 10 photometer units)
coincident with high (too numerous to count) field monitor counts. Conversely,
38 of these samples showed moderate to strong sensor _esponses coincident
with field monitor counts of less than 1.0 organism/tin of sample. Compli-
cating the problem was the finding that of the 63 samples analysed this way,
only a small fraction injected in duplicate yielded data points within a few
photometer units of each other. On several occasions, injection of the sample
caused a reproducible negative or below zero response (quenching effect).
Lack of reproducibility with a majority of the samples appears to be related
to the lack of control of injection speed and sample volume injected; neither
parameter is adequately controlled by manual techniques. One cause for the
quenching effect can probably be attributed to the presence of trace quantities
of benzalkonium chloride (Zephiran) routinely used for disinfecting the table
tops and occasionally during the early test period for rinsing sensor syringes.
This material caused a pronounced quenching of the chemiluminescent reac-
tion when added to samples of water initially having a high sensor reading.
Since quenching reactions also occurred long after the use of this disinfectant
for syringes was discontinued, it is possible that other quenching materials
may have been present in the water samples.
The most plausible explanation for the preponderance of positive sensor
responses and low correlating viable cell counts is the presence of dead
cells or dead cell products in these samples which can catalyze the them[-
luminescent reaction. It was known pretest that the reaction is catalyzed
by dead as well as living cells. As indicated above, the viral studies at
Medical College of Virginia also showed evidence of the presence of bacterial
endotoxins in the last three samples of Apollo hot water via the expression
of a cytopathogenic effect (CPE) on two of the three viral host cell culture
systems employed. It is theorized that water sampled from heated (72°C)
tanks and dispensers may have had sufficient prior storage at lower tempera-
ture in the condensate tanks to allow bacterial growth, and subsequent multi-
filtration was unable to completely remove the soluble and heat stabile
bacterial endotoxins. Although it is also possible that high sensor readings
may have been due to inorganic c_talysts in the water (Reference 4-47), a
negative potassium thiocyanate test for ferric ion was obtained on one speci/ic
"false positive" sample, and analyses of water passed out of the simulator
routinely during the test indicated very low inorganic ion contamination.
It may be concluded from this experiment that more research is needed to
determine the identity of interfering materials that cause false positive
and negative responses in the chemiluminescent reaction. Methods for
removing interfering materials and for concentrating cells before analysis
should be developed along with automated rather than manual procedures for
handling of sample and reaction mixtures.
j
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4. 6.4 Discussion
4. 6.4. 1 Crew Sampling
Possible changes in the microflora indigenous to the manned SSS were
surveyed during the 90-daytest. Since the microflora originated solely
from the crewmen, original atmosphere, surfaces, and all life support
systems, the SSS represented a microbiologically closed system during the
90-day test. Most of the sampling and assay methods emphasized the [sola-
tion of medically-significant bacteria and fungi. However, the recovery
spectrum was widened by the use of: general as well as selective growth
media, both aerobic and anaerobic incubation and outside laboratory tests
for viruses and mycoplasmas. In addition to representing the longest study
in the space program of men in a closed environmental loop, the data from
this test are enhanced bythese features: {1) the autoclave in pass-through;
(2) lack of a quarantine period prior to crew ingress {so that cross-infections
potentially began at test outset); (3) inclusion of "off the street" microbial
types with no pretest clean room requirements; (4) rapid processing of
samples for recovery of fastidious types; and (5) post-testing of selected
hardware and subsystem components, for study of secondary contamination
sources, deterioration effects and contamination control measures.
Crew sampling quantitation involved only gross estimates, since oronasal
swabbing and most dermal sampling procedures are subject to wide variability.
The growth rating system was useful, however, in determining relative
proportions of types isolated per agar plate and in making rough comparisons
between weekly samples. The most striking results were: (1) increase of
N. meningitidis in crewman 3's throat, (2) elimination of beta-hemolytic
streptococci from crewman l's throat after antibiotic treatment, {3)unusually
heavy anaerobic contamination of crewman 4's dermal sites, and {4) decrease
in crewman 3's toe web counts during treatment of athlete's foot.
Due to constraints in time, manpower and expense, identification of all isolates
was prohibitive. Consequently, recovery and identification schemes for
nasopharyngeal and dermal samples represented a clinical microbiology
approach. Laboratory results provided a continuous surveillance to the test
Medical Director of pathogenic foci, e.g., (I) crewman l's beta-hemolytic,
streptococcal throat infection; (2) carriers--crewman 2 of S. aureus in the
nose and throat and crewman 3 of N__ meningitidis; and {3) crewman 3's
athlete's foot infection.
Types recovered were representative of microflora indigenous to humans and
environment. Unfortunately, neither phage typing nor antibiotic sensitivity
could be used to trace transmission of S. aureus as planned. It was not only
isolated from nasopharyngeal and dermal sites but also from the surfaces,
atmosphere, and potable water supply. A marker system for S. epidermidis
might have been even more productive since it was more widel_ distributed.
That S_ epidermidis was most frequently recovered from not only dermal
sites, as expected, but also from the environment {surfaces, atmosphere,
and wash water) clearly identifies the source of most SSS contaminants--the
occupants. Dermal anaerobes were isolated throughout the test, with
individual profiles indicated for each crew member; the number of obligate
anaerobes remained rather constant.
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4. 6.4.2 Environmental Sampling
During the 90-day test, surface samples yielded S__ epidermidis and other
aerobic microflora indigenous to human skin. Even though the method of
quantitation was gross, the hygiene compartment was judged to be more
heavily contaminated than the food management area. These results
underscore the need for a scheduled cleanup of the living quarters with
special attention paid to contamination control in the hygiene compartment.
Although more frequent sampling would have better defined the observed
fluctuations in airborne contamination, no significant buildup was evident
in the cabin atmosphere. Gram-positive and Gram-negative rod and fungal
levels remained low throughout the test, and therefore the need for a clean
room type of environment prior to crew ingress is not particularly corrobo-
rated by this test. These common environmental contaminants were probably
transferred into the simulator pretest from the area outside the test facility.
Given suitable environmental conditions, fungal proliferation within the
simulator could be an important factor not only in crew health, but also in
materials and subsystem deterioration.
Post-test surface and component sampling results amplified the finding
during the test that the crew members were a major source of surface and
atmospheric contaminants. The distribution of surface organisms post-
test was quite uniform as was the dispersion of aerosols during the test as
reported by the DOT/Transportation Systems Center (References 4-51 and
4-52). Uniform distribution of airborne particles was probably established
as early as the third test week, a finding confirmed by atmosphere and
surface sampling performed by the crew. The latter data indicate that over
90 percent of all microbial types to be isolated during the test had already
been recovered by test day 18.
Although the hygiene compartment was more heavily contaminated than the
food management area, the microbial types recovered at these 2 sample
sites were essentially similar throughout the test and mirrored isolates
from 35 widely distributed surfaces sampled post-test. Despite the lack of
aubmicron filters in the thermal control unit, no buildup of viable particles
in the cabin atmosphere was noted during the test. However, post-test
sampling of thermal control ducts revealed that viable particles were retained
by the grill work; the highest levels were found on the shelf and grill of the
cabin air return to the thermal control unit. Other sites where airborne
contaminants were probably scrubbed include the silica gel/molecular sieve
beds, toxin control burner, carbon air filter, solid amine beds, and humidity
control condenser. The extent of scrubbing that each subsystem might
have effected on the overall airborne contamination level is not known.
Post-test sampling of various subsystem components showed that the types
of microflora recovered were similar to those found on surfaces, in the
atmosphere, and ha water samples during the test. No particular pattern
was observed for either level or type of contamination except that wash water
multifilter elements were more heavily contaminated with more types of
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microflora than comparable components in the potable water system. In
addition, it was unusual to find such a scatter in recovery from various
elements of the wash and potable water multifiltration units. It is possible
that lack of a uniform distribution of types in these components may be
attributed to sampling error; a larger sample size and/or samples taken
from more than three or four sites would be preferable. As in previous
tests conducted by this department, Pseudomonas sp. and Alcaligenes sp.
were recovered as predominant bacterial contaminants of potable and wash
water recovery systems. It is entirely possible that the body cleansing
agent, Basic H (Shaklee Products, Haywood, Calif. ), which lacked an anti-
bacterial additive, was the prime source of these 2 contaminants. LRC
post-test assays showed that Basic H contained up to 105/cm 3 of these
bacteria.
Disinfection of stored wet waste was not as satisfactory as expected. The
same finding was observed for stored and in-use fecal bag contents. Although
each type of waste was treated with a different disinfectant [Wescodyne
(West Chemical Products, Inc. , Long Island, N. Y. ) for fecal material and
8-quinolinol for stored wet waste], the lack of sterility was not attributed
to a lack of specificity for the organisms present, but was more probably
due to incomplete or inadequate spraying. A similar reason is offered for
the lack of contamination control in the hygiene compartment by too infre-
quent or inadequate use of Zephiran. These findings indicate an appreciation
for not only the time versus concentration effects of anitmicrobial action but
also the cost effectiveness of a single antimirobial agent that would be
appropriate for overall contamination control.
4. 6. 5 Conclusions
No changes were seen in the SSS microecology Of significance to crew health
or safety. The results generally support the growing body of evidence that
ground based closed tests do not markedly affect the microecological balance
or host sensitivity to microorganisms. Future long-duration tests should
include more reliable marker systems for following possible cross-
transmission of common organisms. Improvements are required for rapid
on-board water and atmosphere microbial load monitoring.
4.7 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Review of the results of the medical and microbial studies conducted during
the 90-day test lead to the general conclusion that the test environment was
medically benign. Additional general conclusions are as follows:
A. 90 days of confinement caused no perceptible physiologic alterations,
but exercise programs must be improved to prevent losses in lean
body mass.
B. Biochemical determinations show promise in identifying low-level
stresses.
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C. Radioisotope energy sources impose no serious problems in
application to manned systems.
D. Radiological health criteria and monitoring instrumentation require
more development to prevent unnecessarily expensive application
of superfluous safety factors.
E. No psychophysiological responses to the low CO 2 experienced in this
test were observed.
F, Low-level COy exposure for over 45 days resulted in no perceptible
biochemical alterations. Exposure to prolonged peaks of COz
superimposed on continous low-level COg, however, resulted in
apparent calcium-phosphorus metabolism alterations.
G, Microbiological findings support the growing body of evidence that
ground-based closed chamber tests do not markely affect the
microorganisms or the hosts' sensitivity to them.
4.7. 1 Medical Operations
Medical operations were smooth and no serious medical problems were
encountered. The one significant medical treatment for a streptococcal
infection exemplified the need to provide for acute problems which can be
safely solved, allowing mission completion. Medical coverage was more
than adequate during the test. Fulltime coverage was supplied by contract
physicians, but operational requirements still dictated the presence of the
Medical Director each day of the test. Crew selection procedures were
adequate in view of the fact that no significant medical problems were
encountered. Several small problems recurrent during the test suggest
that pretest medical histories were insufficiently detailed.
4.7. 1. 1 Conclusions
The following conclusions are reached:
A. Operations were smooth, procedures were adequate and no medical
problems of significance were encountered, except for the
streptococcal infection in one crew member which was managed
without compromising the test.
B. Provisions for onboard medical treatment were adequate for this
test.
C, Pretest medical selection was adequate in ruling out potentially
disabling problems but inadequate to rule out recurring minor
problems.
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4.7. I.Z Recommendations
The following recommendations are made:
A. Onboard medical supplies should be sufficient to allow safe, definitive
treatment of acute problems without jeopardizing mission success.
This requires a thorough analysis of most probable contingencies and
provision for those which can be managed in the manner described.
B. Medical coverage should be provided primarily by full-time members
of the staff conducting the test. Only in this way can operational and
medical requirements be met cost effectively. The test-imposed
patient-doctor relationship also dictates daily contact between crew
members and responsible test medical personnel.
Co Pretest medical selection criteria should continue to emphasize
potentially disabling conditions. For tests of this duration or
longer, however, histories should be sufficiently detailed to rule
out chronic or recurrent minor problems which through discomfort
and increasing annoyance could equally compromise the test.
4.7. Z Basal Signs and Skin Fold Measurements
Daily, waking, vital signs were obtained on all crew members. The manual
techniques employed for heart rate and blood pressure were marginally
satisfactory and provided no data of significance. Oral temperatures were
of value in following diurnal rhythm changes. Skin fold measurements, once
familiarization with the technique was established, accurately reflected
trends in body weight.
4.7. Z. 1 Conclusions
The following conclusions were drawn:
A. Daily pulse rate and blood pressure measurements appear to be
unnecessary in long-duration tests. Daily body weight and oral
temperature measurements contributed meaningful data.
B. The skin fold caliper appears to be useful in following nutritional
status trends but training pretest must be more thorough.
4.7. Z. 1 Recommendations
The following recommendations are made:
A* Daily body weight and body temperature measurements should be
retained in long-duration tests.
B. Skin fold measurement techniques should be studied further for use
in evaluating nutritional status in long-duration missions.
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4.7.3 Clinical Blood Chemistry and Hematology
These tests were accomplished every other week. No changes of clinical
significance were observed, but certain sampling problems were encountered.
The major problem involved sampling following too closely on exercise
periods and out of context with altered circadian rhythms. As a consequence,
false positive results in comparison to pretest baselines imposed unnecessary
anxiety upon the monitoring staff. However, use of the subject as his own
control allowed observations not Otherwise possible if clinical limits of
"normality" were the only guidelines. These observations were of particular
interest in following trends in certain serum enzymes correlated with observed
stressful operational periods. Use of outside crew members as laboratory
controls was of value in interpreting some apparent biochemical changes.
4.7.3. 1 Conclusions
The following conclusions were drawn:
A. Clinical blood studies revealed no significant medical problems.
Sampling frequency was inadequate to establish significant trends
in response to low-level stress or to detect acute problems except
by chanc e.
B0 Sampling in two crew members was not keyed to altered diurnal
rhythms resulting in "false alarms" when test data were compared
to pretest samples.
C. Use of pretest baseline data allowed each subject to be his own
control except for the diurnal rhythm problem.
D. Outside laboratory controls are of value in interpreting data obtained
on the test crew but only in detecting processing problems.
4.7.3. Z Recommendations
The following recommendations are made:
AB Clinical biochemistries should be selected to cover a wide variety
of organ systems for developing pathology. Sampling frequency in
tests such as this one should be increased using micro techniques.
Onboard biochemical analysis capability for selected parameters
should be considered for contingency use at least.
Bo Sampling for blood chemistry and hematology should be scheduled
in consonance with the individual's diurnal rhythm. All samples
should be obtained [na fasting, basal state regardless of other
scheduling problems.
C. The use of outside samples for processing control is highly
recommended and should be expanded in future tests. If possible,
these controls should include samples from an experimental control
crew on the same regimen (including work hours, exercise and diet)
as the test crew.
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[4.7.4 Routine Urinalysis and Urine Chemistry
Routine urinalyses revealed no clinically significant changes. Differences in
urine solids production between the night crew and the day crew were
observed. These differences are apparently related to body weight and
suggest that urine chemistry should be expressed on a metabolic mass basis.
We have not expressed urine data in this manner because of a lack of pretest
baselines in urine chemistry and because of a lack of any other data on urine
parameters so expressed. Review of sodium-potassium excretion ratios
(Na+/K +) suggested that this simple measurement may be of value in follow-
ing circadian cycle shifts and trends in psychophysiological stress. Other
urine data pertinent to the CO Z study are discussed in Section 4.7, 9.1.
4.7.4. 1 Conclusions
The following conclusions are drawn:
A. Routine urinalyses reveal'ed nothing of clinical significance.
Be
C.
4.7.4.2
Gross differences in urine solids production between the night and
day crews were observed and apparently were accounted for by
body weight differences.
Na+/K + excretion in urine appears to be useful in following circadian
changes and stress reactions.
Recommendations
The following recommendations are made:
A. Although routine urinalyses did not reveal changes, this procedure
remains of value in 3creening for pathology and should be continued
in future tests.
B. Urinary excretion rates should be corrected for body or metabolic
mass. Adequate pretest data should be obtained in future tests to
establish baselines and individual control limits without recourse
to laboratory or clinical '*normal" values.
C. The Na+/K + in urine should be evaluated further as a simply obtained
biochemical correlate of postural or other stress.
4.7.5 Radiological Monitoring
Approximately I/3 kw in heat from five capsules containing Z381_O 2 was
used to power the VD-VF water recovery system. Radiation doses received
by the test crew were well below acceptable levels and below pretest pre-
dictions (for a worst case). No radiation exposure problems were encountered
and there were no evidence of leakage from the radioactive isotope capsules.
There were no difficulties encountered in handling the hot capsules. Pretest
analysis of crew tim,lines and capsule handling procedures allowed a more
realistic protection program in this test which can still be improved upon
through further analysis and certain equipment improvements.
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4.7. 5. 1 Conclusions
The following conclusions are drawn:
A. Radioisotope energy sources can be considered completely acceptable
for manned systems.
B, Current tendencies toward excessive protective measures may be
unnecessarily impeding application of radioisotope energy sources.
Protective measures may be optimized through proper design and
procedures and a thorough analysis of crew activities to allow
accurate exposure predictions.
C. Several improvements in devices and procedures were identified as
a direct result of this test.
4.7, 5,2 Recommendations
The following recommendations are made:
A. Prototype instrumentation must be designed, constructed, and tested
to monitor for leakage of radioactivity onboard manned space
vehicles.
B. Some features that should be incorporated in the design of the air
monitor and survey meter are:
. A capability for electronic discrimination between an alarm
caused by instrument malfunction and one resulting from
r adj. ac tivi ty.
. Warning indicators of radioactivity level, radioactivity release
rate (air monitor), and instrument failure.
, Built-in radioactive calibration sources, electronic calibration
and elective indications of critical voltages.
, Interchangeable rate meters, detector assemblies and some
electronic components.
C, Prototype instruments and prototype systems using radioisotopes
should be evaluated in simulators before use in vehicles. This
allows development of procedures and analysis of crew activity
schedules both leading to optimization on protective measures and
minimization of expensive safety factors necessary without these
evaluations.
D. Safety design criteria for integrating radioisotope energy sources
into life support systems must be developed. Analyses suggested
in the paragraph above will contribute to these criteria.
• j
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4.7.6
Heat control mechanisms should be developed to minimize heat
source handling.
Electrocardiography (ECG)
Weekly two-lead EGG tracings were obtained from each crew member. No
clinically significant changes occurred and no trends in ECG parameters
were observed. An apparent rhythm change was observed in one crew
member but further investigation revealed it to be a normal variant present
before the test but missed on the pretest clinical ECG.
4.7.6. 1 Conclusions
No significant electrocardiographic changes were observed.
4.7.6. 2 Recommendations
In future tests crew members should be subjected pretest to long (3 to 5 min-
ute) ECG tracings obtained with the test equipment. These tracings should
reveal the presence of random events and provide baselines for the test.
Long tracings obtained standing and tracings during respiratory maneuvers
(breath-holding, hyperventilation, and valsalva} would be helpful also.
4.7.7 Pulmonary Spirometry
f
A forced vital capacity volume-flow (V-V) loop was obtained on each crew
member each week. No significant changes were observed during the test
except for enhanced respiratory flow at reduced barometric pressure. This
enhancement was expected from pretest observations during an altitude
checkout of the SSS.
4.7.7. 1 Conclusions
The following conclusions are drawn:
A.
B.
No changes were observed in pulmonary volumes during the 90 days
of confinement.
!
The V-V technique is simple, fast and of significant value in assess-
ment of pulmonary function, especially in situations where pulmonary
irritants are potential problems and baseline recordings are
available.
4.7.7. 2 Recommendations
A capability for assessing pulmonary function and volumes should be avail-
able throughout any test in which pulmonary irritants in the atmosphere are
a potential problem. The spit,metric technique used in this test shows
promise in fulfilling this requirement in every way and should be considered
for application in extended space missions.
L
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4.7.8 Contingency Samples
Residual serum and urine samples from scheduled sampling periods were
held frozen for contingency use. On occasion, portions of these samples
were used to perform unscheduled procedures, chief among these was
determination of ASO titers in the crew at the time of the streptococcal
incident. These samples are still being held. It is expected that the urine
will be used to follow up Na+/K + patterns with 17 ketogenic steroid determi-
nations and with hydroxyproline analyses in support of the CO z study. Serum
will probably be used for immuno-assays to evaluate crew immunological
status over the course of the test.
4.7.8. 1 Conclusions
Contingency samples appropriately stored were of value in obtaining unsched-
uled analyses during the test. These samples are also of value in follow-up
studies in cases of unpredicted observations.
4.7.8.2 Recommendations
Contingency sample storage is a recommended procedure for future tests.
4.7.9 Special Studies
The special studies supplementing the basic medical program included
evaluation of biochemical responses to CO 2 exposure, a crew experiment
on sleep respiratory and heart rate responses to various CO 2 levels, special
analysis of biochemical correlates of stress and carboxyhem-oglobin hy the
NMRI, an evaluation of an automated visual sensitivity tester (NASA-Ames),
radioisotope studies of plasma volume, total body water and total body
potassium and an evaluation of physical conditioning during confinement.
These studies were completed with total crew cooperation but were limited
by the pass-out schedule.
4.7.9. 1 Carbon Dioxide Studies
The carbon dioxide exposure history reveals a slowly rising mean Pco 2
during the test with significant prolonged peaks during the last 45 days as
compared to the first 45 days. Blood samples analysed at the USNSMC,
Groton, Connecticut, reveal no apparent changes in venous plasma or red
blood cell pH, bicarbonate or electrolytes not seen also in outside controls.
Analyses of these data have not been completed by USNSMC personnel,
however, and these are our preliminary judgments. Serum samples analKzed
by the MDAC contract laboratory reveal depression of serum calcium (Ca ++ )
during the last half of the test with concomitant increases in serum phosphorus
(i:)). These changes probably reflect COp storage in response to peaks of
COp. exposure superimposed on a chronic low-level exposure. Twenty-four
hour urine samples did not reveal changes reflecting any alteration in acid-
base balance. No psychomotor or physiological changes were seen at any
level of COp. exposure. Sleep respiratory rates and heart rates (crew
experiment) were unaffected by levels of Pco 2 of 4. 15 to 9.2 mm Hg.
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Conclusions
The following conclusions are drawn:
A. At levels of Pco 2 ranging from 2.8 mm Hg (374 N/m 2) to 11.2 mm
Hg (1495 N/m2), there were no apparent alterations in acid-base
balance as reflected in venous plasma and erythrocytes or in urine.
Red blood cell chemistry was apparently unaltered.
B, No changes in Ca++-P metabolism were evident at generally low
levels of CO Z but recurrent prolonged peaks superimposed on
continding low CO Z were associated with significantly depressed
serum Ca ++ and elevated serum P.
C. No psychomotor or physiologic parameters were effected at any
level of CO Z .
D, Current Skylab CO z limits (<5.5 mm Hg) appear to be realistic
and should not cause detectable biochemical changes if intermittent
higher level exposures are prevented.
Recommend ations
The following recommendations are made:
A. Long-duration exposures to rigidly controlled low CO Z are required
to explicate the Ca++-P effects seen in this test.
B, Interactions of low-level CO 2 effects on Ca++-P with zero g must be
evaluated in detail. The instability in Ca++-P caused by both of
these stresses, though apparently acting in opposite directions,
may create special problems in Ca ++ control even at very low levels
of COg, e.g., less than 3.5 mm Hg (465 N/rag).
C. It would appear on the basis of this test that flight crew members
subjected to chronic low level CO Z should not be additionally sub-
jected to intermittent high levels. The exact control limits cannot
be defined for complete biochemical control, i.e., in preventing
any adaptive change in response to CO Z as measurable by current
techniques.
4.7. 9. 2 NMRI Serum Analyses
Blood samples were sent to personnel at the NMRI for analysis of potential
biochemical correlates of stress. In general, the data indicated no marked
alteration that could be interpreted as a response to a hazardous condition.
Sporadic alterations were seen which have been correlated with psychological
data.
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Conclusions
A. The NMRI analyses corroborated the clinical impression that the
SSS environment was essentially benign.
B. Certain biochemical analyses show promise as correlates of
psychological stress.
Recommendations
Analyses should continue correlating biochemical alterations with low-level
stresses. These analyses should include selection of the most reliable
correlates and evaluation of the correlates in predicting critical stress levels.
4.7.9.3 NIVIRI Carboxyhemoglobin (COHb) Analyses
Blood COHb determinations at the NM_Rldemonstrated that the level of CO
in the blood can be used to estimate the concentration of CO in the atmosphere
of a closed environment. The reverse calculation can be made but more
sophistication in the CO gas analysis technique is required for accurate
measurement of the low levels experienced in this test. The CO atmospheric
buildup rate during toxin burner shutdown suggests that the only significant
source of CO in the SSS was normal endogenous production in the crew.
Conclusions
A. Blood COHb can be used to estimate atmospheric CO levels.
B. The SSS crew was the primary source of CO during this test.
Recommendations
Current gas analysis techniques require improvement for long-term reliable
evaluation of atmospheric CO. CO is the most hazardous potential con-
taminant in the Skylab program and since no toxin burner is currently planned
for that program, reliable sensors would seem most important.
4.7.9.4 Automated Visual Sensitivity Tester (AVST)
This equipment was planned primarily for experimental evaluation since no
changes in visual sensitivity as measured by the AVST were expected. Good
pretest data were obtained, but early equipment malfunctions on board allowed
only a few evaluations during the test. The last data available were obtained
on test day 19. Crewman 4 and Ames personnel attempted repairs but were
unsucce s sful.
Conclusions
No significant changes were found in the pretest data, the test data or post-
test visual examinations.
Crew training and procedures were adequate for this experiment.
V
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Recommendations
Continued development with expansion of capabilities into peripheral field
and low-light level evaluations would significantly enhance the value o[ the
AVSS in long duration manned tests.
4.7.9.5 Isotope Studies
Plasma volume was measured with RISApre- and post-test. Total body
water by tritium oxide dilution was determined pre-, told-, and post-test.
Whole body potassium 40 was determined pre- and post-test. The total body
water determination pretest was compromised technically and the results
are suspected. Plasma volumes and derived blood volumes increased in the
crew members who also improved their physical (cardiovascular) fitness.
Two crew members who performed the least additional whole-body exercise
also lost lean body mass as measured by potassium 40 determinations.
Current techniques in measuring body fluid compartments are complex and
almost totally unrealistic for in-flight use.
Conclusions
The following conclusions are drawn:
A. Ergometer exercise alone does not appear to be sufficient in
maintaining lean body mass.
B. Plasma volume increases were seen in crew members who improved
cardiovascular fitnes s.
C. The procedures used in this test are difficult to control even in the
hands of experts. They are not suitable for in-flight determinations.
Recommendations
Body water compartments and trends in those compartments must be
measured accurately to follow the responses to hypodynamic environments.
Improved {simplified, atraumatic, safe, and reliable) techniques must be
developed. In view of the known effects in short-term zero g on body water.
these measurements would appear to be extremely important for longer
duration mis sions.
4.7.9.6 Physical Conditioning Program
Crew members exercised (normally} 5 days a week at a preset load on the
pedal mode bicycle ergometer. Ad lib, additional, exercise was permitted
and ergometer work loads were adjusted upwards for crew members who
were improving in heart rate response and desired the extra exercise. One
crew member who exercised at a submaximal load on the ergometer and
performed no additional exercise was less fit post-test than pretest. The
other crewmen either remained at the same level or improved.
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Conclusions
The following conclusions are drawn:
A. Exercise on the bicycle ergometer once a day is adequate to maintain
a given level of cardiovascular fitness if the exercise is in the "hard"
to "strenuous" range.
B. Additional exercise appears to be required to maintain overall muscle
tone and prevent a reduction in lean body mass (see Section 4. 7.9.5).
Rec ommendations
Exercise programs in prolonged confinement require more study. Considera-
tion should carefully be given to whole body exercisers. Exercise regimes
should be programmed to increase gradually the work load level, maintaining
it in the hard to strenuous range.
4.7. I0 Microbiology Program
The main objectives of the microbiology study were to assess changes in
crew and environmental microflora which were potentially detrimental to
crew health and/or function of life support systems and to monitor effective-
ness of the water reclamation and atmosphere regeneration systems.
Significant features were the microbiologically closed conditions, effected
by the autoclave in the passout air lock and the record length of the simula-
tion study.
Samples collected by crew members, using consistent and aseptic techniques,
were passed out at weekly intervals. The MDAC laboratory was responsible
for collection of specimens, primary isolation, gross quantitation and limited
identification. Both general and selective culture media were used for
recovery of major pathogenic aerobic bacteria, fungi and anaerobes (from
dermal sites andpost-test surfaces and subsystem components). Fungal-
type isolates were stored for future identification in the MDAC laboratory.
Bacterial cultures requiring extensive taxonomic work were submitted to
the LRC. Special tests were performed at the Medical College of Virginia
(phage typing of coagulase-positive staphylococci and virus isolation from
potable water) and MSC --Lunar Receiving Laboratory (mycoplasma and
virus studies on feces, urine and pharyngeal washings).
The nasopharynegeal and dermal (axilla, perineum, and toe web) microflora
were sampled with swabs before (-4th day), during (weekly), and after
(+18th day) the test. The recovery of Staphylococcus aureus a beta-hemolytic
staphylococcus, Neisseria meningitidis, Diplococcus pneumoniae, and
Hemophilusinfluenzae from the nose and throat was emphasized. No unusual'
quantitative and qualitative shifts were observed except for the increase in
crewman 3's throat growth scores to a maximum on day 18 and remaining at
that level through test days 88 and + 18. Procedures for isolation of
H. influenzae were discontinued after 53 days of nonrecovery. Beta-hemolytic
_Treptococci in the throat of crewman 1 were eliminated after administration
of erythromycin during the 10th to llth week of the test. Marker systems
(phage typing and antibiotic sensitivity) for coagulase-positive staphylococci
were not obtainable, precluding transmission studies.
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Dermal samples showed individual profiles of indigenous microflora throughout
the test. Staphylococcus epidermidis was the predominant aerobe and facul-
tative anaerobe. Other major types were S. aureus, species of Micrococcus,
Aerococcus, Sarcina, Corynebacterium, Bacillus, and various Gram-negative
bacteria. Obligate anaerobes were primarily diphtheroids. No gross changes
in levels of dermal anaerobes were observed, except a significant decrease
in crewman 3's toe web samples during the test mid-portion, reflecting
treatment of his "athlete's foot" with Zephiran and Tinactin.
Swab samples of surfaces in the hygiene area were usually more contaminated
than in the food management area, probably due to more regular housekeeping
practices in the latter. Significant buildups of contamination were found on
test days 11, 18, 3Z, 46, 74, and 81. Gram-negative types were restricted
to the hygiene area except on day 32, when the food management area was
the most heavily contaminated. Most isolates were S._.. epidermidis; others
were S. aureus and species of Bacillus, Sarcina, Micrococcus, Aerobacter,
Alcaligenes, and Pseudomonas. No remarkable bacterial and fungal buildups
were observed for surfaces and hardware subsystem components sampled
post-test.
During the test, atmosphere samples were taken every two weeks, using
onboard Keyniers samplers in the forward (equipment) and aft (crew) com-
partments. Total counts (bacterial and fungal) remained at low levels
throughout the test (ranging from 0.02 to 3.0 airborne viable particles/
0.03m3). During catalytic toxin burner shutdown (10th to 12th week), sampl-
ing was not continuous enough to detect higher levels, if they occurred, or
to verify an increase in the number of types isolated during this period.
Most frequently isolated was S_ epidermidis. Atmospheric microflora also
included S_ aureu__ s, and species of Micrococcus, Aerococcus, Sarcina,
Bacillus, Corynebacterium, Neisseria, AlcaliKenes, Enterobacter Group B,
and Proteus.
Potable and wash water supplies were continuously monitored onboard by the
crew members, using Millipore Field Monitor techniques and an LRC-furnished
bacterial sensor. Contamination levels in the drinking water consumed by
the crew members met National Academy of Sciences requirements. Con-
taminated monitors and samples of potable water were passed out weekly.
Viral detection studies on the latter were negative. Bacterial contaminants
in the potable water system included Alcaligenes sp. (predominant),
Pseudomonas sp. (sporadic), and S. aureus (during the last 3 test weeks).
Wash water isolates were species of Alcaligenes, Pseudomonas, and Bacillus
and, on occasion, the ubiquitous S. epidermidis.
4.7. 10. 1 Conclusions
The following conclusions are drawn:
A. No changes were seen in the SSS microecology of significance to
crew health or to life support subsystems.
B. Observations from this test suggest that long-duration one-g
isolation does not markedly affect microecological balance or host
sensitivity to microorganisms.
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Co Potable water that was consumed met National Academy of Science
recommendations for microbial contamination limits.
D. Potable water monitoring techniques employed in this test were
adequate but slow.
Ee More positive microbial control methods compatible with water
management subsystems are required for entire potable water
production and distribution systems.
F. There was no evidence of significant crew interchanges of micro-
organisms. Marker systems were not available for confirming a
possible transfer of Staphylococcus aureus.
G. Surfaces and subsystem components sampled post-test showed no
significant buildups in bacterial and fungal populations.
H. The crew was the main source of air, surface, and water bacterial
contamination. Preliminary results suggest that the source of
fungal populations of the SSS was not the crew.
4.7. 10. Z Recommendations
The following recommendations are made:
A. Additional marker systems are required to accurately follow
interchanges of common organisms.
Bo Microbial control systems should be developed for entire water
management systems, including subsystems for distribution and
s stapling.
Co Improved (more rapid, more qualitative) methods for onboard
monitoring of microbial loads in air and water are required for
future long duration tests.
Da Preliminary results of fungal screening suggest that f[nar prepara-
tions for future simulator tests should be performed under clean
room conditions.
E. Improvement of physical/chemical techniques for treatment of
stored waste is necessary for greater contamination control.
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Appendix B
CREW TRAINING- FINAL EXAMINATION
,
.
3.
Section I--Water Management Subsystems
Fill out the provided water tank data sheets for the following situation
of events; which is based on a two-day tank rotation schedule:
ffune 13, Day I0, 0800
Tank 1 is full and holding for future use, tank 6 is being used, tank 4
is the most recently filled, and tank 3 is ready to use. Tanks 1 and 2
are the only heated tanks and tank 5 is being filled with water processed
from the VD-VF unit using silver ion generator for bacteria control.
June 14, Day 11, 0800
Switched 'use' tanks from6 to 3 and 'fill' tanks from 5 to 6. Tank4
has been found contaminated, so at 0930 the heater was turned on and the
water pumped over to tank Z for reprocessing. The transfer was com-
plete at 1130 and timer set to hold at temperature for 6 hours. The
multifiltering process back to tank 4 was started at the end of the hold
time.
June 15, Day 12, 0800
The filtering to tank 4 was completed at 0400 and a sample was taken for
bacteria. Tank 5 was certified potable. Remaining tank status remains
the same.
June 16, Day 13, 0830
Switched use tanks from 3 to 5 and fill tanks from 6 to 3. Tank 4 now
found to be potable.
Fill in the missing columns on the provided water sample data sheet.
When a water sample is taken for chemical and physical properties and
bacterial cultures, which test is performed first?
a. Chemical b. Physical c. Bacterial
/
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4. The 6-hour timer and buzzer alarm on the water system panel are
primarily for:
a. timing the dryer cycle
b. reminder to change water tank
c. check the VD-VF transfer pump
d. timing holding tank waiting period before filtration
e. none of the above.
5. If an indicated rotometer flow rate of 100 cc/min on either the water
system panel or wash water system cannot be obtained with the flow
control valve wide open, the problem is:
a. clogged filters
b. empty process water tank
c. water pressure too high
d. inlet water tank valve closed.
6. _ Water samples taken from the 50-gallon backup tank would be included
in the water mass balance data.
T rue Fals e
7. Reclaimed water determined, b 7 analysis, to not be potable will be
dumped overboard.
True False
lo
Section II -- Radiation
Describe the function of the following radiation dosimeters as used in the
90-day test of the SSS.
a. Film Badge
b. Pocket Dosimeter
c. Survey Instrument
d. Air Monitor
e. Isotope Analysis Unit
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.e
Assume that the alarm on the air monitor sounds while the ratemeter is
set on the 0-100 cpm scale. What is the first and simplest procedure
and result with the air monitor that would prove the presence of airborne
radioactivity and require the immediate evacuation of the Space Station
Simulator ?
a. Define the rad and the rein and briefly describe the relationship of
these terms to the personnel dosimetry and the radiation fields
onboard the SSS.
b. What are the legal yearly and quarterly dose limits (v_hole body) in
rein for the SSS crewmen?
Co What approximate whole body dose in rem to a crewman would you
expect as a result of the 90-day test of the SSS?
k.J
,
Z,
.
,
,
.
.
8.
.
10.
Section III -- General LSS
The flow tube AP gage (PdI-DZ) normally reads 6.4 psi; give possible
causes for lower readings.
The coil AP gage (PdI-H14) should be steady and read _.6 psi; a drop
below 6 psi indicates what type of problem?
List the necessary parameters that go into a mass balance as utilized
in this program.
What is to be done when the mass spectrometer ion pump current goes
up ?
When is it necessary to read O Z and N z orifice supply pressures in the
Z-gas control system?
Where is the emergency shutoff for the O Z and N Z lines to the Z-gas
control system?
What are the three types of air samples ?
What are the major sources of bacterial contamination in the cabin
atmosphere, potable water system, and cabin surfaces?
Which biomedical checks are performed during the biomed check each
morning?
What types of materials produced during food preparation must be treated
and how, to prevent bacterial growth?
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11. What should be done for spills of biodegradable material?
12. Why are blood samples taken with the subject in a fasting state ?
13. What tests are performed on blood samples and urine samples ?
a. Onboard the SSS b. Outside the SSS
14. Why is it important to perform the step by step exercise procedures the
same way each time?
15. Why is 0 2 consumption data taken for each exercise period?
16, What systems have valving to outboard vacuum systems, and what
procedural mistakes could cause cabin pressure loss?
17. What system malfunctions could cause cabin pressure loss ?
18. What are the major functions to monitor in the electrolysis systems?
19. Why is the Z-phase separator necessary to the electrolysis system?
20. At what 0 2 pressure will the current controllers begin to function?
21. What is the purpose of silica gel beds?
22. When is it necessary to go to space vacuum for desorption of molecular
sieve beds ?
23. What precautions are taken to insure pure CO 2 in the adsorption and
desorption cycles ?
24. what percent of CO 2 is adsorbed by the molecular sieve?
25. What is the purpose of the exercise program and what instrumentation
is directly associated with the exercise program?
26. List steps to clear urine from the phase-separator.
27. where is the hot coolanol shutoff valve ?
28. What is the purpose of the nose and throat swabs?
29. What is the purpose of the bacteriological monitoring of the water
reclamation subsystem?
30. Assumeeveryone outside goes home.
a. How Can you get out quickly?
b. How can you get out, leaving the cabin atmosphere almost as is?
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Appendix C
HABITABILIT Y INVENT ORY QUESTIONNA 1RE
The following questions are meant to direct your attention to various factors
involved in the overall habitability of the SSS. For example, there is a
question concerning light levels in the general area of crew quarters, how-
ever, there are three possible sources of light in this area: (i) the fluorescent
lamps, (2) the personal reading lights, and (3) the flashlight. The question
does not identify specific features in the environment but is only meant to
start you thinking about the area of lighting in general. For each question
that evokes a non-neutral response, write the question number and your com-
ments on the answer sheets supplied. If you truly feel that your response to
the question is neutral or deserves no comment, make no marks on the answer
sheet. Make sure to place your name and the test day at the top of the page.
• "-2"
I,
HABITABILITY INVENTORY QUESTIONNAIRE
CREW QUARTERS
1. Noise level
s e rious moderate slight
disturbance disturbance disturbance
C omme nt:
no
disturbance
2. Vibration level
.
s e rious mode r ate slight
disturbance disturbance disturbance
Comment:
Light level
excessive about right inadequate
Comment:
no
disturbance
very inadequate
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4. Overall volume
,
J
o
,
.
I0.
*too large
Comment:
about right too small much too small
Storage volume -- general
more than enough about right
C omment:
too little much too little
Storage volume - debris
more than enough about right
Comment:
too little much too little
Storage volume -- personal
more than enough about right
Comments :
too little much too little
Food Preparation Area
excessive
Comments :
about right inadequate very inadequate
Food Storage Area
excessive about right
Comment s:
inadequate very inadequate
Recreation and Dinin 8 Table
height, area)
excessive about right
Comments :
(consider aspects of size, comfort,
inadequate very inadequate
':'Anyspace listed as "too large", "more than enough", etc.,
space could have been better used for some other purpose.
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means that this
v
Ii. Recreation and Dining Chairs (consider aspects of size, comfort,
height, area)
exces sive about right inadequate very inadequate
Comments :
12. Bunks (consider aspects of size, comfort, height, ventilation)
excellent good fair poor
Comments :
13. Bunk Area Privacy Curtain
very useful
Comments :
us eful annoying very annoying
14. Privacy in General
more than enough
Comments :
about right too little much too little
15. Work/Rest Schedule
excellent good fair
Comments: (Identify split or common):
poor
16. Temperature, Humidity and Air Circulation
excellent good fair poor
Comments: (Identify Temperature, Humidity or AC if problem):
II. EQUIPMENT AREA
1. Noise level
serious moderate slight no
disturbance disturbance disturbance disturbance
Comments :
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2. Vibration level
serious
dis tur banc e
Comments :
3. Light level
4,
,
o
,
moderate
dis fur bance
slight
disturbance
no
dis tu r bance
excessive
Comments :
about right inadequate very inadequate
Overall volume
too large about right
Comments :
Storage volume --general
more than enough about right
Comments :.
too small
too little
much too small
much too little
Work space
more than enough
Comments :
about right too little much too little
Temperature, Humidity and Air Circulation
excellent good fair poor
Comments: (Identify Temperature, Humidity or AC if problem):
8. Work Space Layout
excellent
Comments :
good fair poor
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III, GENERAL HYGIENE AREA
1. Noise level
serious
disturbance
Comments :
moderate slight no
disturbance disturbance disturbance
2. Fecal Collection Facility
excellent
Comment s :
good fair poor
3. Urine Collection Facility
excellent
Comments :
good fair poor
o Body Hygiene Facilities:
excellent
Comments :
Consider water temperature, size of towels
and washcloths, adequacy of cleansing agents.
good fair poor
J Dryer
excellent
Comments :
good fair poor
, Washer
excellent
Comments :
good fair poor
IV. MISCELLANEOUS AREAS AND FACILITIES
i. Internal P. A.
excellent good fair poor
Comments :
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2. Intercom to Outside
excellent
Comments :
good
3. Intercom to Internal
Excellent
Comments :
good
4. Entertainment speaker
,
excellent good
C omme ats :
Entertainment headsets
excellent
Comments :
good
6. Step-ladder
excellent
Comments :
good
7. Bicycle Ergometer
excellent
C omme nts :
good
8. Recreational Provisions
excellent
Comments :
good
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fair
fair
fair
J
fair
fair
fair
fair
poor
poor
poor
poor
poor
poor
poor
, Skylab Clothing Ensemble Warmth (Fill in garmet number. )
Jacket No. Excellent Good Fair Poor
Trousers No. Excellent Good Fair Poor
Shirt No. Excellent Good Fair Poor
Drawers No. ___ Excellent Good Fair Poor
Socks No. Excellent Good Fair Poor
Comments :
10. Skylab Clothing Ensemble Comfort (Fill in garment number)
k 7
Jacket No. Excellent Good Fair Poor
Trousers No. Excellent Good Fair Poor
Shirt No. Excellent Good Fair Poor
Drawers No. Excellent Good Fair Poor
Socks No. Excellent Good Fair Poor
Comments :
11. Skylab Clothing Ensemble Wear (Fill in garment number)
Jacket No. Excellent Good Fair Poor
Trousers No. Excellent Good Fair Poor
Shirt No. Excellent Good Fair Poor
Drawers No. Excellent Good Fair Poor
Socks No. __ Excellent Good Fair Poor
Comments :
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12. Dupont 4484 bed sheet
excellent
Comments :
good
13. Durette bedding
Excellent
Comments:
good
14. PBI toweling
excellent
Comments :
goo d
15. Terry cloth towels
excellent
Comments=
good
16. PBI thermal weave blankets
excellent
"Comme nts :
good
17. Durette Clothing Ensemble
excellent
Comments :
good
18. Durette Pajamas
excellent
Comments :
good
fair
fair
fair
!
fair
fair
fair
fair
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poor
poor
poor
poor
poor
poor
poor
19. Floor covering
excellent
Comments :
goo d
Z0. Personal lights
excellent
Comments :
good
Zl. Individual picoprojectors
excellent
C omments :
good
2Z. Group picoprojectors
excellent
Comments :
good
23. Microwave oven
excellent
C omme nt s :
good
24. Electric oven
excellent
Comments :
good
25. Refrigerator
excellent
Comments:
good
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fair
fair
fair
falr
fair
fair
fair
poor
poor
poor
poor
poor
poor
poor
26. Eating utensils
Z7.
Z8.
excellent
Comments :
good fair poor
Tool kit
excellent
Comments :
good fair poor
Freezer
excellent good fair
Comments :
poor
Z9. Body hygiene provisions (haircutting, shaving, etc.)
excellent good fair
Comments: (Identify as necessary):
30, Langley Complex Coordinator
excellent
Comments :
poor
RAT ER
excellent
Comments :
good fair poor
31.
good fair poor
32. Human Describing Function Experiment
excellent
Comments :
good fair poor
T- x
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33. Onboard laboratory work-space layout
excellent good fair poor
Comments :
34. From an aesthetic viewpoint which compartment do you prefer?
Crew compartment
Sleep quarters
Comments :
Equipment c ompar tment
Waste Management area
35. If you could modify the interior color scheme of the SSS how would
you do so?
36. If you could change one color which one would it be and how would
you change it?
37. Comments on areas and facilities not covered in questionnaire:
38. Aside from the technical problems encountered, would you
recommend this general configuration as a desirable living and
working area for long term space missions? Please explain.
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Appendix D
CREW OPERATING GROUND RULES
.
*
4.
The program philosophy is to allow the inside crew as much flexibility
as possible in the scheduling and performance of events to be accom-
plished during any given day of the simulation. The crew activity
schedule, with a recommended sequence of events, will be available to
both the inside crew and the outside support staff. All mandatory and
recommended events will be clearly marked on the schedule presented.
The Crew Commander will be responsible for implementation of the
daily crew assignments with authority to change the schedule as required
to accomplish all mandatory events. Assistance in crew activity
rescheduling required as a result of a c6ntingencyor prolonged unsched-
uled maintenance will be provided by the outside staff personnel upon
request of the Crew Commander. Concurrence for deletion of mandatory
events must be obtained from the Program Manager through the Communi-
cations Monitor to preclude loss of daily crew incentive pay.
Voice communications from inside the SSS through the Communications
Monitor will be unlimited. Outside staff personnel will endeavor to limit
voice communications to the inside crew and in all instances will conduct
these communications in a business-like manner. During contingency
operations, outside staff personnel will direct the inside crew as required
in accordance with procedures contained in Section 3 of NASA CR-111882.
The Communications Monitor will assure audio privacy between the
physician and crew member during medical interviews and between
phychologist and crew member during interviews of a behavioral nature.
To insure compatibility between manual scheduling and computer sched-
uling, the following work/rest cycle and fixed times will be used for
two crewmen up/two crewmen down:
a. Crewman 1 and Crewman 2: Sleep 2300 to 0700 hours.
b. Crewman 3 and Crewman 4: Sleep 1300 to 2100 hours.
c. Crewman 1 and Crewman 2: Breakfast: 0800 hours to 0900 hours,
except Tuesday - 0810 to 0910.
Lunch: 1250 to 1400 hours.
Dinner: 1830 to 1950 hours.
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d. Crewman 3 and Crewman 4: Breakfast: 2200 to 2300 hours.
Lunch: 0150 to 0300 hours
Dinner: 0700 to 0820 hours, except
Tuesday- 0830 to 0950.
e. Tuesday Sample Passout: 0810 hours, plus or minus 15.
The crew activity schedule will contain details on all crew duty events.
The remainder of the time during the 24-hour period will be for either
free time or sleep. No attempt will be made to schedule events during
free-time periods. Data on crew activities during free time will be
derived from review of the time-lapse video tapes and Mission Analysis
monitor logs. It is imperative that all constraints in the Crew Event
Matrix be programmed to in.sure compliance with restrictions as imposed
by principal investigators, engineers, and program management.
The nominal free-time period will be three hours daily, scheduled to
allow the crew as much consecutive free time as possible for individual
activities, such as research projects. Mandatory tasks take priority
over free time and, when necessary, free time will be reduced for any
specific day to insure their accomplishment. To facilitate the Non-
Interference Performance Assessment experiment (see Section 3.9), the
3-hour consecutive free-time period should be scheduled during the
period of the day when all four crewmen are up and have an opportunity
for interaction.
The operation of the audio/video monitoring system is the responsibility
of the outside Communications Monitor. The crew will not intentionally
mask a TV camera lens or turn off a TV camera without permission of
the Communications Monitor unless scheduled as a duty event in the Crew
Activity Schedule. When necessary, the crew will delay performing this
event to ensure that it takes place during times of low activity to preclude
loss of significant data.
Each crew member will be permitted to make one telephone call per
week. Complete audio privacy will be assured by the Communications
Monitor.
All events scheduled to occur during the 90-day test are categorized into
"mandatory" and "recommended" events. Mandatory events are those
which the onboard crew must perform on the day scheduled or obtain a
release from the outside staff in order to earn their daily incentive pay.
The recommended events are scheduled, but compliance with the schedule
is not incentivized and performance of the event is (i) at the individual
crewman's discretion and (2) on a non-interference basis with the
mandatory events.
The Communications monitor will insure the uninterrupted use of
scheduled free-time periods by the crew by: (1) assuring that requests
from the outside staff for unscheduled maintenance or instrument monitor-
ing are evaluated by the test conductor prior to transmitting instructions
to the crew and (2) delaying all other requests until the end of the sched-
uled free-time period.
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It is recognized that usually no two people interpret the written or
spoken word in exactly the same manner. It is, therefore, essential
that computer programmers, operations, and management personnel
maintain a close working relationship to insure that a common under-
standing exists for all entries contained in the Grew Events Matrix. This
is especially true as pertains to all stated constraints. The correct
interpretation and use is doubly important in that the resolution of con-
flicts usually requires participation of personnel from numerous discipline
ar _2as.
The following listing of mandatory and recommended events (see para-
grpah 9 above) is made to assist in the computer programming of crew
activity schedules and to provide a listing which may be used by the
outside staff in the event of a requirement for deviation from normal
operating procedures. The ordering of events within the mandatory
category assumes normal operating conditions and generally reflects the
ordering of (1) crew safety, (2) crew health, (3) equipment operation and
maintenance, and {4) baseline experiments. Within the recommended
category, the ordering is generally on th'e basis of (1) personal activities
and (Z) add-on experiments.
lo
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
i0.
II.
12.
13.
MANDATORY EVENTS
Safety inspection
Pencil dosimeter, read and charge
Film badge change
Biomedical checks
Blood samples
Blood tests
Urine samples
Urinalysis
Bacteria sample count
Water samples/tests
Nose and throat swabs
Throat wash sample
Food consumption data
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14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
Z3.
Z4.
25.
26.
Z7.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
Station atmosphere samples
Station surface swabs
Sample p as s -th rou gh
Medical interview
Mass balance data collecti0n
Electrolysis maintenance
Switch water tanks
VD-VF Isotope relocation
VD-VF Star tup
VD-VF Liquid transfer
TV Camera maintenance
Wash water filter change
Commode linen change
Ion exchange element recharge
Alpha particle filter change (higher priority)
Aerosol particle analysis
Descriptive sentence test
Exercise
Group Confinement inventory
Habitability inventory
Hostility scale
Isolation symptomatology
LRC psychomotor test
Personal space measure
Primary affect scale
Sleep log
Sociometric questionnaire
t /
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f41. Sleep
4Z. Psychologist interview
RECOMMENDED EVENTS
1. Waste management -- defecate
2. Waste management --urinate
3. Breakfast
4. Lunch
5. Dinne r
6. Diary
7. Data management (general)
8. Glycerol-based drink
9. Visual acuity tester
10. Human describing function
11. RATER
IZ. Lighting
13. Psychoacoustic s
14. Body hygiene -- wash
15. Bacterial sensor equipment
16. Photography
17. Body hygiene -- shave
18. Laundry
19. Cabin cleaning
20. Bed linen change
71. Snack
22. Picoprojector
Z3. Free time
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Appendi× E
NOIS I': QUt':S'I' IONN AIR 1':
The qu¢,slionnaire shown in Ihis app¢;ndix was given to the, crew members Z
days al'tcr thei," exit I'rom the; chanlbL_r. I_.esponses arc tabulatcM dir¢:ctly on
Ih_" nmlliple-choic_ qm_stions, and open-ended responses are summarized.
I_EIIAVIORA[, ACOUSTICS QUESTIONNAIRE:::
The background noise in the living quarters was:
1. A. Very quiet
(1) B. Quiet
(3) C. About as loud as tolerable
D. Too loud
g. What is gout" suggestion for a maximum living quarters level
permissible in future simulation or actual missions.
A. Much quieter than current living quarters
(2) B. Slightly quieter than current living quarters
(g) C. The level of the living quarters in this test
D. Somewhere between the two cabins
E. About as loud as the equipment room
F. Slightly louder than the equipment room
G. Much louder than the equipment room
3. The background noise in the equipment room was:
A. Very quiet
B. Quiet
k_/ Numbers in parentheses indicate number of crew members responding to
the particular choice.
(Z) C. About as loud as tolerable
(Z) D. Too loud
4. While trying to sleep, what items of equipment or actions of the
crew created noises which bothered you. Please rank order in
terms of annoyance from most to least disturbing. (Place answer
.
(3)
(1)
on separate sheet).
For future similar (90-day) tests.
battery given was:
A.
B.
C.
do you think the acoustics
Too long
About right in length
Short enough so that it could be lengthened
6. I found the last few replications of the test:
(Z) A. Very boring
(2) B. Slightly boring
C. Neither boring nor motivating to any great extent
D. Interesting
E. Very interesting
7. The test I liked best was:
(3) A. Audiogr am
B. Acceptability" matching
(I) C. Speech comprehension
8. The test I liked least was:
A. Audiogr am
(4) B. Acceptability matching
C. Speech comprehension
9. Are there any factors you feel lowered the accuracy of the tests?
(Answer on separate sheet).
=_.7
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J10. If the noise level in the living quarters had been as loud as the
noise in the equipment room, it would have been:
A. Very quiet
B. Quiet
(1) G. About as loud as tolerable
(3) D. Too loud
1 1. Would you feel that the audio testing conducted here would be
acceptable for future simulations or actual missions? Please
explain your answer on separate sheet.
12. How often should acoustic tests be given in future cabin activities ?
(Answer on separate sheet).
13. Do you have any other suggestions _or improving acoustic testing?
(Answer on separate sheet).
RESPONSES TO OPEN-ENDED QUEST IONS
Number of Crew Members
Question
4. (Noise which affected sleeping)
Intermittent pump noise
Crew members talking
Food preparation/microwave oven
Sliding doors on shelves
Equipment room door
Calis thenic s
Laundry
9. (Factors reducing accuracy of acoustic tests)
Intermittent background noise
Repetition of same word lists weekly
So Responding
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Que s tion
11. (-_cceptability of acoustic tests on future simulations)
Eliminate acceptability test 2
Make tests shorter I
Make tests less frequent I
IZ. (Suggested time between acoustic tests)
10- 14 days Z
Weekly 1
13. (Suggested improvement in acoustic testing)
Better headset 3
Reduction of extraneous noise Z
(Major concern with headset quality was to increase the attenuation
of the circumaural pads, thus reducing background noise)
Number of Crew Members
So Responding
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Appendix F
NIPA DATA COLLECTION EXHIBITS
This appendix shows a printout of a typical raw data tape and a condensed
presentation of the entries made by the observer. The data in Figure F-1
was collected between 1300 hours and 1700 hours on the 35th day of the
90-day manned test (July 17, 1970). The observer for this tape was a local
graduate student hired and trained to be an observer.
The printout will be clearer if some of the characters are explained. The
slash (/) characters in this raw data printout are time marks put onto the
tape every 30 seconds by an automatic triggered solenoid pressing the
slash-marked key of the teletypewriter. The English language comment on
the printout, it can be seen, is preceded by an "I". This letter indicated to
the data reduction programs that an English language comment was to follow
and that the comment should not be interrogated as a coded entry.
Each observer followed a rigid sign-on procedure. The observer's name
came first, then the date followed by the time of day using the 24-hour clock.
The observer was encouraged to indicate the actual time at half-hour
intervals throughout the run. This was to enable the "clock" in the data
reduction program to be updated by the actual time, thus providing a check
of the slash time mark count. In signing off, four periods were to be
followed by the observer's name, the day of the year, and the sign-off time.
Each of the three- and four-letter coded entries can be visually decoded by
referringto the teletypewriter keyboard, Figure F-2. A "O" for example,
stands for crewman 1. The letter "Z" stands for neutral affect, giving
information, "W" is crewman 2. Any entry that contains an "A", "Z", "S",
or "X" is a verbal interaction entry. In a similar manner, an entry starting
with the name of a crewman followed by three numbers is a space mobility
and activity entry. Thus, the entry Q701 means that crewman 1 was in
location 70 doing activity number I. Other entries, for example the bulkhead
door, represented by the letter "P", can be seen in the printout. The letter
"D", if it is not contained in a comment, is a delete symbol. A single D
requests the data reduction program to delete the entry imn_ediately
preceding the letter D. DD meant the deletion of the entire word preceding
the DD.
Knowing these simple rules and using the keyboard chart, it is possible to
decode all of the data collected by the NIPA oSservers during the entire
manned test. The string manipulation programs discussed in AppendixG
did essentially this, in addition to providing tallies and frequencies for the
development of indices of interest.
w
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R202.111
IIWSEMPLE I071770 IITIHEI307 IIIITIME1309 0701 W641 E932 R932
IIIII _')6AI W641 E932 R9_2 IIIII 0825 W825 E932 R932 IIIII Q825
_25. E932 R932 IIIII.0825 W825 E932 R932 IIIII 0825 W825 £932 R932
I/_IIWZg OZW WZO WZO / 0825 W641 E932 R932 t11/I Q825 W825 E932
8932 /[TERRY&STEVEEATING /ILITTLECONVERSATION /// 825 W825 £932
R932 //WZO WZQ /WZO WZQ WZO /QZW / 0825 W825 E932 .R932 //¢}ZW
WZO tWZO WZO //[TZHEI334 0601 W601 E9"32 R932 //WZQ WZO //l 601
W401 £932 R932 /I/// OZW _ZQ / 0401 W601 £932 R92D32 /Ill 030!
WSOI s_932 R932 II/II/WPI WP2 0701 WI21 £932 R932 I/I/ 0701 WI21
E932 R932 //I// 0701 WI07 £932 R932 /I/I/ 0701 WiO? E932 R932
/WZO lt.Pt WP2 /ITERRYTALKINGTOSTAFF II Q70"/ W823 E932 R932 /
///ZSH_KEALARH / 0609 W101 W932 R932 WP/t IIII 0823 WI07 £932
8932 ///WP2 // 0823 W707 E932 R932'/[STEVETALKINGTOSTAFF ///
OZW WZ_ WZO /ITIMEt404 0823 W821 £9.32 R932 / 006 W06 E@7 RO?
/[TERRYREADING //1 0823 t_21 E932 R932 I/I/I 9823 W82[ £932 R932
/I/I/ _823 Ir_23 £932 8932 /[TERRY&$TEVEATTABLE ItL[TTLEC_NVERSATZgN
/Q/PI / 0201 WSOI E932 R932 IIIISTEVEPEELEDUPSCM£ /IMOREFL_]OR
ICgVER|NG / 0201 W50] E932 R932' IIIII 020| W501 E932 R932 //
I/I 020t W501 E932 R932 OZW WAIQ QZW QAW.WZQ WAQIIQZW WZO WAO QZW
III 0201 W30I E932 R932 /11t/ 0401 W30! £932 R932 /Ill/ 0401
W823 £932 R932 /III/ Q207 W821 ='932 8932 Jill/ 0P2 Q501 W821
£932 R932 //ITERRYTALKINGTOSTAFF IllITIHEt436 0121 W821 £932 R932
t11II 0t2[ W821 E932 R932 //OPt 0P2 /// 0823 _2"/ £932 R932
tl//I 0823 W823 £932 R932 //WXW /ISTEVEBOTHEREDBY /IH@NITeR'5
ICONSTANT /ICALLING 0823 W823 £932 R932 II/11 0823 W823 £932 90
R932 /I/I/ 0823 W823 £932 8932 //I// 0823 W823 £932 R932 l//
// 0823 14823 £932 8932_ ///l'l 0823 W823 £932 R932 IIT£RRY&$T£VE
IATTABL£ /INeCONVERSATION ///ITIM£150! 0823 Wi3-23 E932 R932 /
006 W06 E07 Re7 1/11 9823 W823 £932 R932 IOFF ////ION /II"IMEISO&
0823 W82.3 £932 R932 1/111 0823 W823 £932 8932 I//11 0823 W823
£932 R932 ////WPI W02 DD W/P2 9823 W989 £932 R932 /I/I/ Q823
W823 £932 R932 /11/I 0823 W823 £932 R932 ///l/ 0823 W823 E932
R932 lt/I/ 0823 W823 £932 R932 /QP/I QP2 /OPI gP2 // 0404 W823
£932 R932 I/IIWPI / 0823 W20/I E932 R932 WP2 ////[T[H£1531 0823
1,1989 E932 R932 II//I 0823"W989 £932 R932 /11/'/ 0823 W989 E932 8932
II/// 0823 k_89 £932 R932 /IWPI WP2 ISTEV'£INAR£A4OLAST/ TD ITEN
|MIN/// 0823 W50I £932 R932 WZQ /WZQ //I/ 0823 W823 E932 R932
• ///ITERRYREADING /ISTEVEJUSTSITTING I 0823 W823 £932 R932 /l
I// 0823 W823 E932 8932 QZW WZQ /WZQ WZQ QAW WZQ //I/ 0823 W823
E932 R932 II/11 0821 W823 E932 R932 //11/ 082l W823 E932 R932
//OPt /// 0,401 W823 E932 R932 II/IIIT[M¢'I60i 0261 _23 £932 R932
/007 WO"/ £07 R07 /I// 0261 W823 £932 R932 //I/I 0261 W823 £932
R932 //ll/ 0261 W_23 £932 R932 /I/l/ 0261 W823 £932 8932 ///
// 0261 _f623 E932 8932 II//I 0261 W823 £932 R932 /11// Q261
W823 E932 8932 /11/I 0261 W823 £932 8932 /I/I/_0261 W823 £932
R932 /11// 0261 W823 E932 R932 //I/I/ 9261 W62,,3- £932 8932 //
llITIHE1631 02'6! (2823 £732 R932 ///OPI 0P2 WPI WP2 // WPI WP2
0261 DD Q401 IW261 E932 R932 //11 0401 W261 E932 R932 I//I/
0401 W261 E932 R932 II/I/ 0401 W261 E932 8932 ////I 0401 W261
E932 8932 I/l// 0401 N261 E932 8932 ///// Q401 W261 £932 R932
//OPt/ tt 0401 W961 £932 8932 /0P2 I/I/ 0605 W261" £932 8932
I/I// (_823 W261 £932 R932 / 0_3 W03 E_J7 H0'7 / TB'I TNI TMI T_I T-I "
///ITIMEI659 0825 W261 £932 H932 /l .... IWSEMPL£ /107t770 [TIME|'700
Figure F-1. Raw Data Tape Printout
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SPACE ]
Figure F-2. Teletypewriter Keyboard Labeled for NIPA
The Figure F-3 shows a condensed version of the rules followed by the
observer in making entries on the teletypewriter. For each type of entry,
the possibilities for the entry are given in the right of each boxed-in area.
Thus for the verbal interaction the speaker could be Q (crewman I) then an
A followed by a W. Or the entry could read QSW, QZW, or QXW. It is not
possible to list all the alternatives for each of the types of observer entry.
Some examples are given to the right in each of the areas. Thus, for verbal
interaction, QAW is a valid entry. Likewise, RXWQ, WZY, EAUI/IM, are
all valid entries.
It will be noted that a legend of the various individual entry items is given
on the right of the first page of Figure F-3. All of these definitions were
made prior to the data collection effort. It was found that some of the
definitions were not needed as the data collection got under way. For
example, entry type 10, the flag, was rarely used. This was originally
intended to provide a means for the observer to indicate to those doing the
analysis at a later time that something had happened and that the time lapse
recording being made concurrent with the observations should be examined
in more detail.
Both entry types 9 and II were heavily used by all the observers. Type 9,
comments and time, were typically used about every I00 entries. The
delete option, No. ii, was used whenever the observer made a mistake and
wished to correct it. The actual deletion of the mispunched data took place
during the data reduction phase, that is during computer program run.
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(_) VERBAL INTERACTION
POSSIBILITIES EXAMPLES
Q A Q Q A
W S W R X
E Z E W Z
R X R US
Y T Y Z
U Y E A
U
W
WQ
Y
Q W
R U ILANCE
U I JIM
(_) PHYSICAL SPACE MOBILITY/ACTIVITY (2-1/2 MINI
POSSIBILITIES EXAMPLES
(_) COMPLAINTS (CONCURRENTLY/SHIFT)
POSSIBILITIES EXAMPLES SCALE
° /:
T
93 8
989
1--NOTMENT,ONED
z z •
0
T 823
W 104
E 928
E 823 R
W 82 3 RQ
Q503 W
Q B 1 W • 2
WN 2 Q N 3
E M 3 E B 1
R ; T M I
T
(_) CREATIVE BEHAVIOR
POSSIBILITIES EXAMPLES
z e- Z e-
< O
QV QV
W E V
E WV
R Y V
Y
U
LEGEND
Q TERRY
W STEVE
E WILSON
R JOHN
Y COMM MONITOR
U OUTSIDE STAFF
T CREW
A ASK QUESTION
S POSITIVE AFFECT
Z GIVE INFO
X NEGATIVE AFFECT
11-98 LOCATION
(SEE CABIN DIAGI
I-9 ACTIVITY
(SEE ACT, CHART)
B HEADACHE
N STOMACHACHE
M FATIGUE ....
; DEPI_i:_iON _ )
OTHER
J TOUCH EQUIPMENT
K TOUCH PERSON
V PROBLEM SOLVING
(CR EATIVE/INNOVATIVE)
0 WORKLOAD
P DOOR
(_) CREWMAN WORKLOAD (HOURI
POSSIBILITIES EXAMPLES SCALE
z z
< <
g_
OOl QO7
W : WO 3
E ' R O 6
R T O 6
T 7
1. OVERWHELMING - CAN'T BE DONE
2. EXTREMELY HEAVY -CAN BE DONE
3. MODERATELY HEAVY
4. AVERAGE
5. MODERATELY LIGHT
6. VERY LIGHT
7. NO TASK REQUIREMENT
(_) DOOR (CONCURRENTLY OR HOURI
POSSIBILITIES EXAMPLES SCALE
:_ Z 1. OPEN
=, CLOSED
Q P 1 Q P 1
W 2 T P 2
E R P 2
R
T = DON'T KNOW WHO
Figure F-3. NIPA Observer Function (Page 1 of 2}
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(_ CREW BEHAVIOR
POSSIBILITIES EXAMPLES
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(_) COMMENTS & TIME
ENTER I W/OUT SPACE
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IJIMSHOEMAKE R
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ITIME1604
(_) FLAG & TIME HACK
SPACE BEFORE & AFTER FLAG (F)
FOR PURPOSE OF LATER ANALYSIS
EXAMPLE
DISREGARD TIME HACK (/)
TYPE AND SPACE AS USUAL
EXAMPLES
v
¢J
<:
"r
ug
m
I,.-
2 0/932
02 /Q93
WO2! Q9
WO/2 O
TIME HACK
DOES NOT
SERVE AS
A SPACE
LEGEND
J TOUCH EQUIPMENT
K TOUCH PERSON
I COMMENT INDICATOR
F FLAG (NOTICE}
/ TIME HACK
D DELETE
Q DELETE
(D) WILL DELETE PRECEDING CHARACTER
OR SPACE
(DO) WILL DELETE EVERYTHING UP TO THE
NEXT SPACE
EXAMPLES
Q302D 1 _ Q301
Q302D D---= "NOTHING"
Q302 DD _ "NOTHING"
. _ Figure F-3. NIPA Observer Function (Page 2 of 2)
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Appendix G
NIPA DATA REDUCTION EXHIBITS
This appendix consists of matrices and flow charts which pertain directly to
the data reduction effort. It would not _be practical to include all the
detailed flow charts and systems design documents necessary to fully
explain the data reduction effort. The intent here is to provide the higher
level documentation along with an example flow chart giving the general
idea of how the data reduction was accomplished.
Figure G-1 shows the distance matrix which indicates the distances used
in the calculation of average distances moved and dispersion distances, in
two triangular matrices. For psychological distance the data reduction
program chose the area in which the crewman started, or the area in which
he finished equal to i, depending on which was the larger area. Psychological
distance is based on subjective opinibns of the NIPA investigators as to how
far one crewman would feel from another crewman if they were in different
areas. If actual distances were required, j was assigned the larger of the
two SSS areas.
SSS AREAS
R292-111
¢n
<
1,1,1
10
2O
3O
40
50
60
70
80
90
0 5 10
2 0 5
12 10 0
10 10 10
13 13 1
13 13 4
13 13 3
13 13 5
13 13 15
15 15
101 10
5 5
0 5
10 0
lo 1
10 2
10 4
10 9
20 2O 2O 25
15 15 15 20
10 10 10 15
10 10 10 15
5 5 5 10
0 5 5 10
2 0 5 5
1 2 0 5
g 5 5 0
MATRIX OF DISTANCES USED IN DISPERSION AND DISTANCE
N.I.P.A. INDICES. IF i>j, THE MATRIX WILL PROVIDE
"PSYCHOLOGICAL" DISTANCE BETWEEN AREAS IN THE SSS,
IF i< j, ACTUAL DISTANCES WILL BE PROVIDED.
Figure G-1. Distance Matrices
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The figures shown under the heading of frequency matrices (Figure G-2) are
the detailed design of the matrices in which the tally counts were inserted.
Thus if crewman 1 was positive toward crewman Z the "sender" dimension
would be the first subscript, the "type" dimension would be the second
subscript, and the "receiver" dimension would be the third subscript. That
is, the tally count for crewman 1 being positive toward crewman Z would be
updated by one in element position (1, 2, 5).
Matrix A$ is a summation matrix of Matrix A and is needed for certain
calculations in the data reduction program. Matrix B is the space mobility
and activity matrix. It also has a summary matrix, Matrix B$. The other
matrices that are used to record the NIPA variables are of small enough
size so as not to require summary matrices.
It will be noticed that all of the frequency matrices come directly from the
NIPA measures talked about in the variable definition and data collection
sections. The entries punched onto the paper tape by the teletypewriter
become tallies in the frequency matrices by those same type categories.
Figure G-3 shows a simplified flow chart of the data reduction process
dealing only with verbal interaction and space mobility and activity. The
data reduction program essentially accomplishes the examination of each
character for its validity. When the character is found to be valid, it is
assigned a value on a particular dimension. Thus when the first character
of a particular entry is found to be a Q, it is assigned a I. If A is found to
be the next character of that entry, it is assigned a 1 on the next dimension.
If the third character is a W, it is assigned a 2 on the third dimension.
In Figure G-3 the checking of its character is shown, but the assignment
of the value to the different dimensions is assumed. Once an entry is found
to be valid and all of the appropriate values on the different dimensions of
the matrix have been arrived at, the appropriate tallies are entered in the
correct matrix. Thus, the first page of the flow chart shows a box entitled
"Enter Appropriate Tallies in Verbal Interaction Matrices. " Since there
are two verbal interaction matrices, the large detailed matrix and the small
summary matrix, both tallies are entered by the same subroutine of the data
reduction program. The second, third and fourth pages of the flow chart
deal with the space mobility and activity data reduction in a manner similar
to the verbal interaction portion of the data reduction program.
In general if any invalid character was found, the entire entry was discarded.
The data reduction program allows the option of printing out these notices
or ignoring the entry without notification of any sort.
In summary, the purpose of the data reduction program was to take the raw
data produced by the observer, which lists individual variables of interest
to the NIPA investigators, and from them produce the indices which may be
descriptive of crew behavior. These indices are listed in Appendix H, along
with the detailed definition of each index.
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"A" (VERBAL INTERACTION) MATRIX: A(I,J,K)
I DENOTES "SENSOR"; J DENOTES "TYPE"; K DENOTES "RECEIVER"
MATRIX ELEMENT = FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE (TALLIES/TIME PERIOD),
6X4X 19 = 456 ELEMENTS
R292-111
TYPE
ASK 1
GIVE 3 I u U __ O u o
J o ¢) o ¢) 0 0 o o
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
RECEIVER -'
z
AS (VERBAL INTERACTION SUM MATRIX): AS(I,J)
7 X 4 = 28 LOCATIONS
1
_u 2
3
UJ
4
3=
uJ 5
r_
CM-1
CM-2
CM-3
CM-4
MONITOR
6i OUTSIDE
• 7 "ANY" MEMBER
1 2 3 4
INTERACTION
TYPE
< ,, (3 Z
Figure G-2. Frequency Matrices (Page 1 of 5)
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"8" (SPACE MOBILITY & ACTIVITY) MATRIX: B (I,J, K)
I DENOTES "CREW MEMBER"
J DENOTES "LOCATION'"
K DENOTES"ACTIVITY"
MATRIX ELEMENT DENOTES
FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE
(TALLIES/TIME PERIOD)
R292-111
LOCATION
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
20
27
FORWARD EQUIP. AREA (10) (10)
LANGLEY COMPLEX
COORDINATOR (12) (12)
LIFE SUPPORT MONITOR (13) (13)
TV MONITOR (14) (14)
REAR EQUIP. AREA (20) (20)
RATER (23) (23)
RADIO ACTIVITY AREA (24) (24)
RADIOACTIVITY AREA (25) (25)
ERGOMETER (26) (26)
FWD LAB ARI=A (30) (30)
WASTE MGMT AREA (40) (40)
REAR LAB AREA (50) (50)
FOOD PREP. AREA (60) (60}
ELECTRIC OVEN (62) (62)
MICROWAVE OVEN (63) (63)
PREPARING FOOD (64) (64)
END-OF-TABLE AREA (70) (70}
CRITICAL TASK TESTER (73) (73)
PHONE OUTSIDE MDAC
PREMISES (74) (74)
REC - EATING AREA (80) (80)
TABLE (82) (82)
ENTERTAINMENT SPEAKER (83) (83)
ENTERTAINMENT TV (84) (84)
BUNK AREA (90) (go)
BUNK - OPEN (92) (92)
BUNK • CLOSED (93) (93)
UNKNOWN (98) (98)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
o¢ °o
Z_ Z Z
(J
Z
Figure G-2. Frequency Matrices (Page 2 of 5)
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R292-111
"B$" (SUMMARY SPACE MOBILITY & ACTIVITY MATRIX): B$ (I,J.KI
/ir
Z 1
O
- 2i.,-
,< 3
8 ,
5
>-
=: 6
¢¢
7
D
0_ 9
FORWARD EQUIP. AREA (10)
REAR EQUIP. AREA (20)
FORWARD LAB AREA (30)
WASTE MANAGEMENT AREA (40)
REAR LAB AREA (50)
FOOD PREP. AREA (60)
END_F-TABLE AREA (70)
REC - EATING AREA (801
BUNK AREA (90)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
ACTIVITY CODE
uJ uJ D
_ -J
Z < Z ,Z
g _ zQ
I- o. _-
U
uJ 0
"C$" (DISTANCE INDEX MATRIX): C$(LJ)
UJ UJ
n,-
1 CM-1
2 CM-2
3 CM-3
4 -4
5 "ANY"
I 2 3
INDEX
3
5 X 3 = 15 LOCATIONS
4 X 9 X 9 = 324 LOCATIONS
\j Figure G-2. Frequency Matrices (Page 3 of 5)
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"C" (RECREATION) MATRIX: (I-1, I-2, I-3, I-4)
CM4
N Y
CM2 CM2
NY NY
!-; BN CMI{Y . _-
._L
CM3
y CM1 N I
y -'1
4 DIMENSIONAL MATRIX
2 X 2 X 2 X 2 = 16 ELEMENTS
MATRIX ELEMENT DENOTES FREQUENCY
OF O(_CURRENCE OF WHO IS THE RECREATING
WITH WHOM. Y = YES; N = NO.
R292-111
EXAMPLE:
D
1 =CM1 RECREATING BY HIMSELF
2 = CM1 & CM4 RECREATING TOGETHER
3 = CM1, CM3, CM4 RECREATING TOGETHER
"D" (COMPLAINT) MATRIX: D(I, J, K)
COMPLAINT
Figure G-2.
1 HEADACHE
2 STOMACH
3 FATIGUE
4 DEPRESSION
5 OTHER
L
1 2 3
SCA LE
Q _ w
W W I_
z z w
0 0 >
Ul
z Z
ILl U,I
I.-Q
z
Frequency Matrices (Page 4 of 51
31.K', J
I DENOTES "CREW MEMSER"
J DENOTES"COMPLAINT"
K DENOTES "SCALE"
MATRIX ELEMENT DENOTES
FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE
(TALLIES/TIME PERIOD}
4 X 5 X 3 = 60 ELEMENTS
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?"E'" (CREATIVITY)MATRIX: _ _
uJ
O O
l
1 2 3 4 5 6
CREW MEMBER
"F" (WORK LOAD) MATRIX: F (I,J)
1
l CM-1
2 CM-2
CREW 3 CM-3
MEMBER
4 CM.4
5
"G"(DOOR) MATRIX: G (I,J)
CREW
SCALE VALUE
2 3 4 5 6 7 8
MEMBER
1 2
DOOR STATUS
(3
LLIZ co
'" O
O. ,-I
O o
"H" (TOUCH) MATRIX: H (I,J)
CM-I
0
__ CM*2
CM-3
-- CM-4
CM-1
CM-2
CM-3
CM-4
Figure G-2.
RECEIVER
Q.
m
1 2 3 4 5"
1
2
3
4
Frequency Matrices (Page 5 of 5)
I DENOTES "CREW MEMBER"
MATRIX ELEMENT DENOTES
FREQUENCY OF CREATIVITY
(TALLIES/TIME PERIOD)
I X 6 = 6 ELEMENTS
I DENOTES "CREW MEMBER'"
J DENOTES "SCALE VALUE"
MATRIX ELEMENT DENOTES
FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE
(TALLIES/TIME PERIOD)
5 X 8 = 40 ELEMENTS
I DENOTES "CREW MEMBER"
J DENOTES "DOOR STATUS"
MATRIX ELEMENT DENOTES
FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE
(TALLIES/TIME PERIOD)
5 X 2 = 10 ELEMENTS
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I DENOTES "TOUCH INITIATOR"
J DENOTES "TOUCH RECEIVER"
MATRIX ELEMENT DENOTES
FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE
(TALLIES/TIME PERIOD)
4X 5 = 20ELEMENTS
R292-111
R292-111
©
Y
C1 = Q?
N
CI = W?
N
CI = E?
N
CI = R?
_N
CI Y?
N
C1 = U?
N
CI -T?
N
CHAR. IN I
1ST POSITION I
C2 " A?
C2 = S?
N
C2 Z?
N
C2 = X?
N
C3 = 07
N
C3 = W?
N
C3 = E?
N
C3=R?
N
C3 = Y?
C3 ,, U?
N
C3 = T?
N
CHAR. IN
3RD POSITION
INVALID
Y
ENTER
APPROPRIATE
TALLIES IN
VERB INT
MATRICES
NOTES:
C1 - 1ST CHARACTER POSITION AFTER BLANK
C2 = 2ND CHARACTER POSITION AFTER BLANK
C3 = 3RD CHARACTER POSITION AFTER BLANK
C4 = 4TH C' " RACTER POSITION AFTER BLANK
A III
Figure G-3. Simplified Flow Chart Showing Method of Entering Tallies in Matrices (Page 1 of 4)
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p R292-111
t
t
_,.-J
. C2= 1?
N
_ C2 = 2?
N
C2 = 3?
C3 = O?
,N
C3 = 2?
N
C3 = 3?
N
C3 = 4?
C3 = 07
C4= 1?
N
C4 2?
N
C4 = 3?
N
C4 = 4?
N
C4 = 5?
N
C4 = 6?
N
C4 77
N
C4 = 8?
N
C4 = 9?
,N
CHAR. IN j
4TH P.OS TION
ILLEGAL
ENTER
APPROPRIATE
TALLIES IN
SPACE MOBI LITY
AND ACTIVITY
'MATRIX
NOTES :
C1 = 1ST CHARACTER POSITION AFTER BLANK
C2 = 2ND CHARACTER POSITION AFTER BLANK
C3 = 3RD CHARACTER POSITION AFTER BLANK
C4 = 4TH CHARACTER POSITION AFTER BLANK
I I I
-\ j Figure G-3. Simplified Flow Chart Showing Method of Entering Tallies in Matrices (Page 2 of 4)
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I_
( )YC2 = 57
N
'p
C3 " 4?
4
CHAR. IN
3RD POSITION
INVALID
NOTES: I
C1 = 1ST CHARACTER POSITION AFTER BLANK
C2 = 2ND CHARACTER POSITION AFTER BLANK
C3 = 3RD CHARACTER POSITION AFTER BLANK
C4 = 4TH CHARACTER POSITION AFTER BLANK
Figure G-3. Simplified Flow Chart Showing Method of Entering Tallies in Matrices (Page 3 of 4)
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R292-111
Y
C2 = 9?
,N
CHAR. IN I
2NO POSITION
INVALID
C3-0
N
C3-2
N
C3-3
N
C3-9
N
NOTES:
C1 ,, 1ST CHARACTER POSITION AFTER BLANK
C2 - 2ND CHARACTER POSITION AFTER BLANK
C3 - 3RD CHARACTER POSITION AFTER BLANK
C4 - 4TH CHARACTER POSITION AFTER BLANK
Figure G-3. Simplified Flow Chart Showing Method of Entering Tallies in Matrices (Page 4 of 4)
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Appendix H
GLOSSARY OF NIPA INDICES
f_
The 66 indices used for NIPA were developed from NIPA observations,
psychological and other questionnaires, physiological measures, and llfe
support and environmental control measures. The indices are given below
with the associated abbreviation for each index used in the correlational
analysis. The three-digit number at the beginning of each section is the card
number on which the index values were entered.
Six of the indices in paragraph 1 and all of the indices in paragraph 2
incorporate distance measures, Actual computations were made using
distances between the chamber areas (identified for the NIPA study) in which
crewmen were located. Psychological distances are defined in Figure G-1
shown in Appendix G. Physical distances of 5 feet between adjacent areas
were assumed.
I. On-line NIPA Indices (101) individual crewman
(151) crew means
Privacy Seeking (PVCY): A ratio composed of the number of times a
crewman is alone in a numbered chamber area divided by the number of
observations made on the crewman.
Psychological Dispersion (PDSPN): A ratio composed of the sum distances
of an individual crewman, in psychological units, (based on NIPA investiga-
tors' subjective opinion as to how far one crewman would feel from another
crewman if they were in the two areas), from the other three crewmen
divided by the number of observations.
Physical Dispersion (DSPN): A ratio composed of the sum distances of
individual crewmen, in actual feet, from the other three crewmen divided
by the number of observations.
Motility, distance/move, Psychological (PD/MVE): A mean distance that an
individual crewman moved, in psychological units, for every move the
crewman made.
Motility, distance/move, actual (D/MVE): The mean distance moved by an
individual crewman, in actual feet, for each move made by the crewman.
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Motility, distance/time period, psychological (PD/TME): The mean distance
moved by an individual crewman, in psychological units, per time period.
Motility, distance/time period, actual (D/TME): The mean distance moved
by an individual crewman, in actual feet, per time period.
Non-Affect Ratio (O AFF): The ratio of asking information, plus giving
information, divided by positive affect plus negative affect plus asking
information plus giving information.
Receive-Initiate Ratio (RC-INT): A ratio of the number of communications
an individual crewman received over the number of communications the
crewman initiated plus the number of communications he received.
Positive Affect Ratio (+ AFF): A ratio composed of the frequency of positive
statements divided by the sum of the frequency of negative statements plus
the frequency of positive statements. This ratio is the inverse of the
negative affect ratio.
Negative Affect Ratio (-AFF): A ratio consisting of the frequency of negative
statements divided by the sum of the positive statements plus the negative
statements. This ratio is the inverse of the positive affect ratio,
Task Press (TASK PR): This is a number on a scale from 1 to 7 which
typified the pressure of engineering oriented tasks that the crew was
experiencing in any 4-hour period. Number 1 on the scale represented the
task press to be overwhelming and could not be done. Number 7 was
extremely light task load or no engineering tasks at all.
Time on Tasks (TASK T 1): The ratio of the number of observation periods
spent working on tasks di_,ided by the total number of observation periods.
This is the percentage of the time that individual crewmen spent working
on task-oriented activities.
2. On-line NIPA Indices (152) crew means only
Psycholo$ical dispersion between crewmen
1-2 (DSP1-2): The mean psychological distance of Crewman 1 from
Crewman 2 per observation period.
1-3 (DSP1-3): The mean psychological distance of Crewman 1 from
Crewman 3 per observation period.
1-4 (DSP1-4): The mean psychological distance of Crewman 1 from
Crewman 4 per observation period.
2-3 (DSP2-3): The mean psychological distance of Crewman 2 from
Crewman 3 per observation period.
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2-4 (DSP2-4): The mean psychological distance of Crewman 2 from
Crewman 4 per observation period.
3-4 (DSP3-4): The mean psychological distance of Crewman 3 from
Crewman 4 per observation period.
Actual dispersion between crewmen
1-2 (DSA1-2): The mean actual distance, in feet, of Crewman 1 from
Crewman 2 per observation period.
I-3 (DSAI-3): The mean actual distance, in feet, of Crewman 1 from
Crewman 3 per observation period.
1-4 (DSA1-4): The mean actual distance, in feet, of Crewman 1 from
Crewman 4 per observation period.
2-3 (DSA2-3): The mean actual distance, in feet, of Crewman 2 from
Crewman 3 per observation period.
2-4 (DSA2-4): The mean actual distance, in feet, of Crewman 2 from
Crewman 4 per observation period.
3. Outside Indices (201) individual crewman
(252) crew means
Effective Temperature (TEMP): A temperature in degrees celsius based on
dry bulb temperature, wet bulb temperature, humidity, and air flow.
Comfort Zone Tally (X TEMP): The effective temperature incorporates
measures of relative humidity, dry bulb temperature, wet bulb temperature,
and air flow. The comfort zone tally is the number of times the effective
SSS temperature appeared in the range called the comfort zone.
CO z Partial Pressure (CO2): The partial pressure of CO 2 measured in
Newtons/Sq. cm of mercury.
Complex Coordinator, Morning (PCM1): The score on the Langley Complex
Coordinator measured in seconds for the total time the crewmen took to
complete 100 trials; morning coordinator test.
Complex Coordinator, Noon (MCM2): The score on the Langley Complex
Coordinator measured in seconds for the total time the crewmen took to
complete 100 trials; noon coordinator tests.
Complex Coordinator, Evening (PCM3): The score on the Langley Complex
Coordinator measured in seconds for the total time the crewmen took to
complete 100 trials; evening coordinator test.
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Work Load (U TASK): The total time a crewman spent on unscheduled tasks
in minute s.
Number of Impositions (IMPOS): The number of calls received from the
outside by a crewman requesting that he carry out some task related to
the life support equipment.
Diary entries (DIARY): A binary measure for the presence or absence of
a diary entry for any given day by any crewman. A score of 1 indicates
the presence of an entry, zero indicates the absence of an entry.
Number of Outside Calls (OSCALL): The number of calls to persons outside
the MDAC complex initiated by a crewman.
4. Questionnaire Indices, Sleep (205) individual crewman
(255) crew means
Retiring Time (RETIRE): The time of day, based on the 24-hour clock, that
a crewman retired.
Duration of Sleep (DUR): The number of hours that an individual crewman
reported that he was asleep.
Time to Fall Asleep (TMZZZ): The time in hours and fractional hours a
crewman reported that it took to fall asleep.
Numbers of Times Awoke (AWOKE): The total number of times a crewman
reported that he awoke in the night.
How Feel in the Morning (ZFEEL): A subjective comment on how each
crewman felt each morning was translated into a 4-point scale from zero
to 3. The zero score meant that the crewman slept poorly, the 3 score
meant that he slept very well.
5. Outside Indices, Physiological (209) individual crewman
(259) crew means
Free Fatty Acids (FRFAT): Metabolic products in the blood which have been
observed to rise in concentration in response to exercise and possibly
emotional stress. Numerical values represent concentration.
Sphingomyelin (SPI-IMYL): One type of free fatty acid, thought to be a
major contributor to the general group of free fatty acids.
6. Outside Indices, Physiological (210) Individual crewman
(260) crew means
Urine electrolytes Na+/K + (URINEL): A clinical measurement of physical
condition included in the analyses to evaluate it as an indicator of
emotional stress.
_JJ
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7. Questionnaire Indices (211) individual crewman
(261) crew means
Hostility Scale: A measure of mood on a continuum from pleasure to
hostility. Thfs scale was developed by the Naval Medical Research
Institute, Bethesda, Maryland.
Hostility Scale, Toward Outside Crew (HSOCRW): The raw score range is
from 00 to 97 with 15 choices of how the subject feels scored within this
range.
Hostility Scale, Toward Inside Crew (HSICRW): The raw score range is
from 00 to 97 with 15 choices of how the subject feels scored within this
range.
Hostility Scale, Noise Equipment Compartment (HSEQCP): The raw score
range is from 00 to 97 with 15 choices of how the subject feels scored within
this range.
Hostility Scale, Noise Crew Compartment (HSCRWC): The raw score range
is from 00 to 97 with 15 choices of how the subject feels scored within this
range.
Primary Affect: Primary Affect Scale: Assesses the reaction of an indi-
vidual to his environment on the feeling level. This scale was developed
by the Naval Medical Research Institute, Bethesda, Maryland.
Primary Affect Scale, Happy (PAHAPY): The range of raw scores is from
00 to 38 with 15 choices available to the subject.
Primary Affect Scale, Angry (PAANGY): The range of raw scores is from
00 to 38 with 15 choices available to the subject.
Primary Affect scale, Depressed (PADPRS): The range of raw scores is
from 00 to 30.
8. Questionnair Indices, Group Confinement Inventory (212) Individual
crewman
(262) crew means
Group Confinement Inventory: Assesses the effects of confinement on an
individual in his relations to the group.
Number of Positives (GPCON+)
Number of Negatives (GPCON-)
Sum of Positives and Negatives (GPCONS)
*The original subgroupings for the Group Confinement Inventory and the Iso-
lation Symptomatology Questionnaire were not used. For purposes of com-
parison with NIPA measures, all items were examined and data were used
only for those items judged to contain positive or negative affect.
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. Questionnaire Indices, Isolation Symptomatology (213) individual crewman
(263) crew means
Isolation Symptomatolo_y:* Assess an individual's mood reaction to isolation.
Number of Positives (ISOL+)
Number of Negatives (ISOL-)
Sum of Positives and Negatives (ISOL S)
I0. Questionnaire Indices, Subjective Stress (214) individual crewman
(264) crew means
Subjective Stress (SUBISS): measures the perceived stress from no stress
to incapacitance. The raw score range is from 0 to 94 with 15 choices.
This scale was developed by the Naval Medical Research Institute,
Bethesda, Maryland.
1i. Questionnaire Indices, Sociometry (215) individual crewman
(Z65) crew means
Sociometry:** A measure of integrity or cohesion of a small group,
on-board crew, modified from the Tektite program. The raw score
range is from 0 to 6, the high score representing high cohesion.
the
Score A.A. (SOCIOA)
Score Q.B. (SOCIOB)
12. Questionnaire Indices, Descriptive Sentence (216) individual crewman
(266) crew means
Descriptive Sentence (DESCRS): Measures cognitive functioning and critical
reasoning. This test is comparatively well correlated with I.Q. The raw
score range is from 0 to 60. This test was developed by Baddeley and was
called the three-minute reasoning test.
*The original subgroupings from the Group Confinement Inventory and the
Isolation Symptomatology Questionnaire were not used. For purposes of
comparison with NIPA measures, all items were examined and data were
used only for those items judged to contain positive or negative
affect.
A score of 6 was assigned to the designee ranked at the top and a score of
1 to the designee ranked at the bottom. SOCIOA and SOC[OB scores were
obtained by adding the weights (ranks) assigned to inside crewmen only
(Outside crewmen who were performing support functions were included
as possible sociometric choices).
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13. Questionnaire of [terns on different Habitability features of the Space
Station Simulator. The scores are a hedonic rating with a range
from 1 to 4, I being the best rating, 4 being the worst.
Crew Quarters (HABCQU)
Equipment Quarters (HABEQU)
General Hygiene Area (HABHYG)
Miscellaneous Areas Facilities (HABMSC)
Mean (HABAVE)
v
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BLOOD CHEMISTRY RESULTS
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Appendix J
URINE CHEMISTRY RESULTS
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Appendix K
USNSMC VENOUS BLOOD GAS AND ELECTROLYTE DATA
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